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6257 
R. TiOSTEN: I have one final matte.- to 

bring b~f(. xe the Board at this ti-mr, and that is pursumt 

to Uhe Board's rquet, we have prepared information.onc..-.  

.' .ng the and Rzoton facilities This letter dated 

Dcember 2nd was sent to the parties on Saturday -- althtc.zgh 

is not an evidentiary of fer, mr Caa, Ile are 6imply 

7 passing out copies to the Board and additional coies to 

a tha parties at this tUmao 

CH AIEU N JENSCH. Very wello it may be nated 

does it complete your presentation? 

MR. TROSTE N: It dces.  

12 C-HAflA AN JENSCH: Does the Requ]Latory St-aflf 

deaire to proceed? 

14 MR KA4LM N: Yes, Mr. Chairman, 

CHAIRMAN JENSCH: P.roceed, please 

16 MR. k(ArVLAN. Mr. Chairman, : oould like at- this 

[ time to introduce the panel of witn.sges that thqe 1Lgulatory 

Staff wil utilie during the courza of this procoeding 

with respact to its direct evidence. / 

Seated to my left axnd in a clockwv-ie nanner 
U ~\' 

around the table, we have r'. George Knighton. Dx. Mary Jane 

Oes taiaa, Mr. -- Dr. Robert Gecklai M Moshe Sinan-Tov, 

01 Dr. Philip Goodyear, Dr. Charles Coutant, Mr. William Yee, 

and Mr. Charles M. Carter.  

Dr. Oestmann, Dr. o wdyear and Mr. Yee have already
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been seorn in this proceeding and have previousay 

0 2 testified.  

The other members of the pane. have not as yet 

0 -.bexn sworn, Mx. Chairnan.  

CHAIRMAN JENSCH. Will those untro-= i dividuals 

stand and raise your right arm? 

7 MR. KARFMAN: A copy of ths professional. qalifica

tions for each of the newuly sworn witsses was distributed 

to t-he Board amd parites and everyone pxasent should have a 

q0 copy ther8of0 

C.(hLiRZRPN JENSCH.: It :L yoDr reqquet Vthat thUs 

statement of professional qualificatione be ph sically 

incorporated in the transcript as if read? 

SMR. XA MAN I was going to qualify lthie witltnes 

on that first, Mr. ChairMan.  

CLAIP1.AN JENSCH : Proceed, please.  

MR, KAo - i: Mezsrs. Knighton, Geckler, Coutant, 

Siman-Tov and Carter, did each of you prepare a statement of 

your profeoinal quali.ca'tions for this proceeding? 

Whereupon, 
20 

GEORGE I(IGHTODT, 21 

DR. ROBERT GECKLER, 2.2 

DR, CHA.RLES COUTANT, 
23 

MOSHE SI14-N-TOVt and 24 

C{ARLES M. CARTER 
2 5



ware ca'Aled as witnessee on behalf 
of {Lhe Regulatory 

Staff, and having been fikst 
duly sworn, were eramined 

. and testifi~ed as follolns; and 

4 DR.I M2IY jANE OESTMAN, 

.5 DR. PHILIP GOODYEAR and 

WILLIAM YEE 

7 were recalled as witnesses 
on behalf of 'tile Regulatery Staff, 

having been prevLously duly sworn, 
were exanined and testified 

further as follojs: 

1 0 
WITNESS KNX

GH ONz yes.  

WITNESS GECILER: Yes.  

WITNESS COT'-!AN3: Yes 

WITNESS SIZAAN-T
OV  Yes.  

15 WITNESS CARTER: Yes.  

16 ~IIMR. ICARmiMAN: Are the contents true to the bet of 

17 your knowledge? 

WITNESS KNIGHTON: Yes.  

WITNESS GECKTER: Yes.  

WITNESS COUTT: Yes.  

WITNESS SILAN-TOV: Yes.  

WITNESS CARTER: Yes.  
22 

MR. oKAPU--N: Do you adopt it as part 
of your 

testimonY in this proceeding? 
24 

WI'TNESS KNIGHTON : YeS.  

25
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4 WITNESS GEI. ER: Yes 

il. WITNESS COUTA;qT: Yes.  

33 WITNESS S~tPoN--OV-o Yes.  

WITNESS "ARTER YeS.  

Si MR. KARA]Ai: I now aok tlhe statMentS of 

6i profes:ional qualifications be Incorporated into the zecord 

as if read and become part of the evident'ay record in 

a this proceeding.  
U 

CRAIPrQW JENSCH: Any objectio by- the Appl1 qant, 

Hudson River Fisharmn's Associstion, New York? 

(Chorus of noes.) 

Being no objectlon, the request is granted, 

and the professional quaiifications of the identified 

S wi2 :esses may be physically incorporated 
within the 

(The docuAients follow.) 

231 

2A, 

25
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ar~I. MR. KAWINAN:~. Chairman 

CHILO"RMIAN JENSCII: Excuse me x"4r, Z' a ne'Z 

-reiria parance here by thie Eavirormlantal Defeng's 

CI tizens, Cmittee Zoz: the Protection of -;dl 

Any statement with respect -to their cAmsence? 
'-B~ETH~: Counsel~ for the EnvLi.onrental Defense 

Fund an. is£ Canm&A1te. Jf0o the Protec2-lon of 

-the Enviroa-d -',, wt be here through most of_ these 

9 harnges On envi ~ne 1matterS Throtighout this proceed

00 in th-s- L~sioimtal Defense Fund has taken fudamar.-ally 

iithe saine position a.s the Hudson RIver Fishermen s Association 

on epironmentOal matters, and while 31 do not- have~ not 

jfilaed a notice of appearance for the B n lDefsnse 
Fund, the courstei. fo--: the Environa; Dees ad ha 

:aured mehUat throughout thias -- - thesse evirn~na 

:trngzth'e Enviroximental Defense Fund will. be -akiag 

~,~the same position as te Hudson, Rivea, Fishermnen~s Asociation.~ 

It is my um-de-r~tainding that tia Citivensg 

29 Commttee gor the Protection of the Environme.;:nt has-not.  

and illnot be taking a position on anviron uental maters 

apart from radiological issues a2-ready raised in theze 

2 procesedings or raised in any fuzther proceadinga before the 

023 record is closed.  

tha atCHAIRMAN JENSCH: Well, th: reason Ilaked is 

thtaIh.Ivmbr2n ofrnc hr a ot
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ar 2 

0 I indication there would be further indications, at least I 

21 believe on radio loqlgcal matters, and I understand from 

your statemmnt that a further samet wi All bv made later 

4 In this proceed-Ing, iU that correct? 

S-NIRo MACBETH: Yea if the Bcard xw!ould want at 

6 some point to set a day- to consider those mattets, I could 

contact the counsel for the CCPE, and be assur d that he 

be here and matters could be taken up.  

9 CHAIR M JENSCH: We can' t give any assurance 

th at we can dcsignate a day bacause someimez th proe 

11 of these cases miovas to thhe point that the matters may come 

"12 up without much advance notice. Perhaps you ca be apprised 

to ant.icipata those possibilities to give information 

an requested.  

MR MARBE II.l Thank you.  

10 17 

23 

24 

25
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CHAIR.-iAN JENSCHI: Proceed, Regulatory Staff.  

MR. KARMAN: Thank you, Mr. Chairman. With the 

exception of Dr. Geckler, I ask each of the members of the 

panel whether or not they participated in the preparation 

of a document entitled Fina! Environmental Statement.Belated 

to Operation of Indian Point Nuclear Generating Plant Unit 

No. 2 dated September, D72, by the Director of Licensing, 

United States Atomic Energy Commission.  

WITNESS KNIGHTON: Yes.  

WITNESS SIMAN-TOV: Yes.  

WITNESS COUTANT: YeS.  

WITNESS CARTER: Yes.  

WITNESS OESTMANN: Yes.  

WITNESS GOODYEAR: Yes.  

WITNESS.,YEE: Yes.  

MR. 'K:R MOAN: Dr. Geckler, you commenced your 

employment with the United States Atomic Energy Complission, 

particularly the Regulatory Staff, subsequent to the issuance 

of this Final Environmental Statement? 

WITNESS GECKLER: Yes.  

MvR. XARIAN: Thanik you.  

The other members of the panel, i ask you now 

whether there are any errors or corrections that need to be 

made with respect to the Final Environmental Statement 

which I just stated? 

Mr. Chairman, there has been distributed to the 

Board and to the parties an errata sheet of several pages.
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Sm21 I if the Board would insists we could read that orally, or else 

2. all the par-ties are aware and have copies of the errata sheet 

S in front of them. I do understand that there are one or two 

iiadditional items which should be added to that errata sheet 

5 and that could be read orally if that would be satisfactory? 

6 CHAIW41AN JENSCH: Any request that this prepared 

7 1 list be given orally? 

I hear no such request.  

Proceed.  

MR. KARDAN: Thank you, M. Chairman.  

sp ODr (estmann,.do you have those additional items? 

? 1 WITNESS OSTDANN*: Yes. On the errata sheet, the last 

3 pages in the middle of the page 

4 CHAIM-AN JENSCH: This is on the errata sheet -

15 an errata on the errata sheet.  

16 (Laughter.) 

WITNESS ,OSTMA1NNYes. Page AB-48, third paragraph 

line 5, six percent should remnain six percent and 31 percent 

1 9 should be changed to 27 percent as so 
indicated. The only 

20 change is of 31 to 27 percent..  

21 CRAIRTAN JENSCH: Let me see if I understand.o You 

do not want to make the proposals for change as reflected in 

that line on the last sheet, in other words, 
as contained 

in the Final Environmelntal Impact Statement, where it is shon 

at that place, for six percent, and 31 percent, you would 
25
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2 

3 

24 

15 

7 

20 

23 

24 

2Oi

let it s ad -and 
changed 

WTN ESS OESTflqNN: o, t~he 32 percent ah¢*id. be/ 

to 27 percent, but not the six pezcento The six percent 

should stay the sanmeo 

CHAIRMI-- A JNSCH Thank you ve:-y miiuch6 

MR. BR TGGS: You want us to strike out SIX" 'ercent 

---- should be 7. 5 percent? 

? T? ESS OESTMANN: Ye 

CHAIR-N JEJNSCH Very wmel! Whank you. Proceed, 

please.  

WITNESS OESTMAVN: On V-26 

CHiAIR.AN JENSCC.: That is what page? 

WITNESS OESTHANN: V-26.  

CHANIRI,,1 j..SCH What sheet? 

WITNESS OESSoMINN: 'this is a separate -- thL is 

our extra erratao In the text itself, In that first para

graph, again the 31 percent is expressed about 10 lines 

down and that 31 percent should be 27 percent.  

CHAI1MAN JENSCH: Very we1o Proceed.  

WIWNESS OESTAN-1 : On A -- AJ-84, AV-84, at the 

top of the page there, there s a listing of some of the 

numibers, symbols that are going into the previous page, 

equation on the previous page. U(n), the changes there 

instead of upper layer flow, that should be upper layer 

volnme, upper layer volume, leaving compart,,ient and during



7 

1 

il3 

20 

* 14 

20

a specified timie intE.rval.  

The nex~t itemt thereg the lwrlayer Of f low 9 

that should also be vtuolume, 1010Pr layer _or voiz jeavi4ng 

coympartment in during specified timde ine 4al' 

MR. TROSTEN: Would the reporter read that back? 

!'The rporter read the record as requested.) 

WITNESS OESTM~ANN: Okay E~ ub (c), wtda 

volumie i pliace of a ilow through condenser during specifiJd 

time interval. So again it is a change froza flow -!.o voluame.  

And S sub (n) at the very tail end Wf thatL phrase 

there,, divving speciified time period.  

on the last Paragraph there of thiat same page, 

the 405 times 360 to the Bth- shoul.d be 4.5~ tim-es 1.0 to t1-he 9th.  

on 12-15, the third, paragraph, 11ne 9, wher( you j 

have an expressionl for 4500 feet, 4500 {feetC should be*9000 

fe~et and the 9000 leet should be 18. 000 fet.  

WRO TROSTENh: Dr' Oestmann, where does the 9000 

feet appear, which. line? 

MR. FARMAti: Fourth line.  

WITNESS OBSTMANN:. Fourth line from the botom, 

there is a value there, 9000 feet. It shouId be 18,000 feet.  

MR. TROSTEIN: OMay. Thank you.  

WViTnESS OEST.ANN: And 3-30, same correction should 

be made~. I L1 repeat them. On 3-30, the third paragraph 

Sunder the sub it~ffl 5 there, hydraulic modlels -- no correction?

6£2666
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is 5 M -'. I I' 
r.  

II 
4 

.~ 

'~ I 

20 

22 

23 

24 

25

No. That is all right~ Leave that: Ptand.  

On AX-1, Roman X11-2, a forinaa for: chromate ioD, 

CAO4, CR04, it should be CRO with a -~in subscr:ipit,, rather 

than a superscript there and but that iLs a minor point.  

CHARWAN JENSCH-: Off the recoxrd.  

(Discussion off the record.) 

CHIFOMA4iN JZNSCH: H-ave you finished, Dr. Osirann? 

WITNESS OESTMANN: Yes, sir.  

MR.~ KAEIMAII: Mr. Chairman, with the Final 

Envirconmental Stateinenlt as correctedo I ask that the Final 

Envirowmenftal Statemente Volin-o 3.1, be accepted as the Staff's 

direct testimony in this proCeeding and that it physically 

be incorporated in -the Itranscript as if read. Sufficient 

copies, havte been Ynade available to thle reporker for such an 

Now with respect to Volumie 2 of said Final 

Enviroflmeftal Statement, Mr. Chairman, t-his is nerely a 

ver-batimt ca of response5 by federal, state, local agencies, 

the Aipplicant, anid intereste persons on the draft detailed 

statement of April 13, 1972. 1 freel that this should be 

adopted as an exhibit by the Regulatory 
Staff and that it not 

be necessar~ily incorporated in the transcript 
as if read.  

That would show compliance with the 
requirements 

og the National Envirolmental.Policy Act for the comimenits 

received on the draft detailed statement.



6r!! l CHAIPI'4 JE14SCH: Do you have sufficient copies 

for the repor ter? 
SMR II: We-do, M . Chainstan.  

4 DR. GEYap: 14K. Kan rang could 1 ask a couOle of 

I questions here? 
6 Mio 1KARMJH.N: Yese Dr. Geyero 

7 DR, GEYER: I have-n t checked through all the 

correction. it looks to me 2.ike maybe there should be one 

9 on the heading of Column 2, Table 3-13? 

10 I AR4A: we surely ap rc.ate, that 

DR. GEYER: But that iv minor0  There's -- Section 

'iI page 7, tn fifth line from the botton, fifth line an.d the 

12 
-pwithi 7,'' theeth4 

fourth line from the bottom. it says 1- "Within 100 f t 

or so of the accident might receive doses as high as a few 

hundred rmillion°"i In secltion f, page 7 There must be 

something, wrong with that few hundred million° 

It is down at the bottom of the page.  

MR. XA?2-1AN: Mr. Chairman, our r=aediate thought 

is that should be a few hundred millirello 

20 DR. GE .R It would be better that way.  

(Laught-ar.  21 

a2 MR. KAWJLAM: I appreciate Bthe oard s pointing 

that out to us 

C-irVN J.NSC . If you r-Ln your calculations 

25 again on tliat and come 'p with a different figure, will you 

25

6263
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I I t us know? if there is no objection, we vil accept the 

Ya!ll.U.rem correction

ss MR.~~ Nu: Tha-nk yo, Mr. Chlai.-Lrnlafll 

4 MR,. TROSTiEN: Mr. Chairanf? 

(B~oard -CODeracfce 

7 r. TvSi tr. Chairman, I have no objet.ion to 

a the Volume 2 being marked as an e.Xhibit or zroce-I.ed in 

9 evidence for the purpose of1 shorviflg compliancce with- the Atorric 

10g Con-.s si on's reguiaioii but I do -not feael thtt Volumfe 

2 should be receivi d in evidence f-or any other purrose.  

11.CHAI1TU -,-1 JENSCH Well, one of the ques-tions the 

Boad has about Volwte 2 is that the Envlronwent-O Policy Act 

requires the Regulaton? Staff to consult with ths other 

'5 agencies and while it is in exhibit f4ormf, it mnay reflalect 

16 the Same thin.; I think Yoe are talking here enirely in 7b te 

mate of mechanlics and where it would be more usable to the 

184readers of the transcript; aLnd the Board belie-ves it may be 

more usable to have it in the 
transcr:L~pt rather -than in exhibit 

ae form.  

211 The scope or the persuaiveneCss of Volume 2 as 

22 amatter bf perhaps to weight, but I think it is a question of 

-3~ compliance -and the requirements of the Environmental Policy 

24 Act.  

MR. TROSTE2N: We fe1 it is appropriate, M'r.
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Chairman, that the volume be offered and included in the 

trcn-sr-ipt to show compliance. However, we do not feel it is 

appropriate this be received in evidence for the tiruth of the 

matters asserted in Volume 2.
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9 I MR. KARM J,-: We are not prepared, Mr. Chai.rman, 

2 to testif"y as to -the truth of the comments in these -- the 

3 truth of th comcents w-hich were received and were in 

4 Wlia 2.,. it took those coments and they are, certainly, 

5 were conidex&ed in the preparation of the Final XBvironmenltai 

r, Statelt which is oUr direct testimoly 

7 CHAI2MAN JNSCo2i I think that w' as the only 

occasion, th t you indicated be"for 

9 Any objection to Volcues I and 2 of the Environmenta 

stte~m.nt bs.ig incorporat in the transcript as if read? 

MR. MACII'g.TA No objection 

12 i NR ART-7iq16 No objectio 0 

ca IAAPAN JENSC5: The request of the Regulatory 

* 13 
Staff is granted as to Volume . of the Environmextl 

Is Statement as correcesd by the era sheet which should 

e6 accompwy and be attached to the Volume I of -the final 

Environmental Impact Statement as well as referenced to tbe 

oral corrections made here at the hearing today. T Fhat 

19 Volume I of the Final Ewvirontfenta± Statement subitted by 

0 th • Staff is accepted as evidence on behalf of the staff 

1Ij and may be physically incorporated. in the t ranscript as if 

2?. given- o.rall Iv 

(The document followys o ) 

* 4" 

25
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I I Ai~X~ EN~~Y ibVou-n 2 o - the ZPila IEnvironm~entij'.  

2 ~ ~pa~ ~a~e as~ ~;Ltf~ by S3taf-A. consel. may be 

3 physicaily incorported. in -clie -tlrascript as if readto 

4 reelect Regulatory Staff's understEahnding ofZ comp1iance 

th the Envi.onfeU Policy Act raxd rieJ ting the c..ients 

- received From the various agenies as to vhich che Staff har 

7 'indicated iP not proposed to asse-ri the tmru'h ol! tiz11 -.

9 (The docum.ient follw s .) 

i,2 

40 13 

16 

7 -' 

17 

20 

25
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S

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

This Final Environmental Statement was prepared by the U. S. Atomic 
Energy Commission, Directorate of Licensing.  

1. This action is administrative.  

2. The proposed action is the issuance of a license to Consolidated 
Edison Company of New York, Inc., for the operation of the Indian 
Point Nuclear Generating Plant, Unit No. 2 (Docket No. 50-247), 
located in the State of New York, Westchester County, Village of 
Buchanan, 24 milesnorth of the New York City boundary line.  

The Indian Point Station will have three Units each with a pres
surized water reactor. Although the present action is concerned 
with the proposed issuance of a license for Unit No. 2, this 
Statement considers the environmental impact of the simultaneous 
operation of Units Nos. 1 and 2 (265 and 873 megawatts electrical, 
respectively). In view ofthe proximity of Units Nos. 1, 2, and 
3 and the similarity in design of the Units, it is reasonable to 
expect that any and all requirements placed on Unit 2 as a conse
quence of this Statement will apply as well to Units Nos. 1 and 3.  
Nevertheless, separate studies of the environmental impact of 
Units Nos. 1 and 3 will be made, in which the combined effects of 
the Units will be taken into account, and conclusions will be 
drawn and recommendations made based on those studies.  

3. Summary of environmental impacts, including beneficial and adverse 
effects, follows: 

a. About 35 acres of 239 acres of land formerly used as an 
amusement park, and later zoned for heavy industry, have 
been converted to industrial use.  

b. The applicant's plans to develop an 80-acre forested park with 
a freshwater lake and to build a new visitors' center, nature 
trails, gardens and public facilities will enhance the value 
of the site to the general public. A 14-acre area, transferred 
by the applicant to the Village of Buchanan, will be developed 
into a marina.



c. A minimal land area was used for the right-of-way of the 

transmission lines from Unit No. 2 to the nearby Buchanan 

Substation from which the power is distributed to the 

applicant's system; no additional right-of-way was needed 

to distribute the electrical output of Unit No. 2. Trans

mission towers from Unit No. 2 to the Buchanan Substation 

were designed in accordance with Federal guidelines.  

d. In constructing Unit No. 2, the change in pattern of land 

use was kept to a minimum; areas disturbed during construction 

will be improved by landscaping and planting.  

e. About 2,650 cubic feet per second* of water for once-through 

cooling and service water systems will be withdrawn from the 

Hudson River and increased in temperature by about 15F* during 

passage through the steam condensers and heat exchangers of 

Units Nos. 1 and 2. This heated water from both Units will 

be combined in a common discharge canal and released into the 

Hudson River at a velocity of about 10 feet per second via a 

270-foot long, submerged multiport discharge structure.  

f. The applicant's conclusion that the thermal discharges from 

Units Nos. 1 and 2 will meet the New York State thermal standards 

throughout the entire year has not been confirmed by the staff's 

review and evaluation. Although the staff's assessment shows that 

the thermal discharges will result in a temperature of less than 

90OF at the river surface, even during the summer months, and 

thus meet part of the New York thermal standards, the staff 

finds that the New York State standards for surface area and 

cross-sectional area enclosed within the 4F* isotherm may not 

be met. Under the severest anticipated operating conditions, 

the staff's evaluation indicates that the area included within 

the 4F* isotherm will be on a tidal average basis less than 50% 

of the vertical cross-sectional area of the river, but the 

increase in temperature at the surface of the river may be 

on a tidal average basis more than 4F
0 for more than two-thirds 

of the surface area of the river and may even extend across 

the whole width of the river. Under transient peak conditions 

of the tide, which are not analysed by the applicant, the 

results are expected to be more severe than the average condi

tions mentioned.  

0 
* 1 cubic foot per second (cfs) is equivalent to about 450 gallons per 

minute (gpm).



g. The dissolved oxygen concentration in the thermal plume on 
occasion may be reduced to levels detrimental to aquatic 
life, principally in late summer and early fall.  

h. During the operation of Units Nos. 1 and 2 small quantities 
of phosphate, hydrazine, amines, boric acid, and chromate 

discharged into the Hudson River are not expected to produce 
important biological effects.  

i. Chlorination of the once-through cooling system 3 times per 
week for a totalof 6 hours per week may result in releasing 
cooling water containing up to 0.5 ppm of residual chlorine.  
This residual chlorine (and any chloramines formed from 
reaction with nitrogenous materials in the river water) may 
be toxic to aquatic life in the thermal plume and in the 
immediate vicinity of the cooling water outfali.  

j. A detailed staff assessment of the biological impact of 
the once-through cooling system of Indian Point Units Nos. 1 
and 2, using available information on the hydraulics and 
biota of the Hudson River estuary, shows that: 

1) Unless the applicant finds better means of preventing fish 
from entering the intake structure, fish, numbering between 
two to five million annually based on present population 
levels and composed mostly of young-of-the-year white perch 
and also large numbers of young-of-the-yearstriped bass 
and other fishes of about one to two inches in length, 
will be killed by impingement on the intake structure; 

2) Aquatic organisms including phytoplankton, planktonic 
crustaceans, larval stages of benthic invertebrates and 
eggs and larvae of many of the estuarine fishes such as 
striped bass, alewife, blueback herring, tomcod, American 
shad, bay anchovy, smelt, and white perch will be subject 
to entrainment in the cooling water and thereby exposed to 
mechanical, thermal, and chemical (chlorine) effects. The 
staff has estimated that during the summer months, an average 
of about 25% of those organisms passively drifting downstream 
will be entrained. The staff analysis further indicates 
that during June and July of most years from 30 to 50% 
of the striped bass larvae which migrate past Indian 
Point from upstream spawning areas are likely to be killed 

by entrainment. There is a high probability that the com
bined effects of entrainment and impingement will also result



in a similar decrease in recruitment to the adult 
population of striped bass in the New York, New 
Jersey, and New England regions. The operation of 
Units Nos. 1 and 2 with once-through cooling beyond 
5 years could result in cumulative effects that 
would cause the population to decline further.  

k. Operation of Units Nos. 1 and 2 will not cause contamination 

of groundwater by either chemical or sanitary wastes.  

1. Discharges of radioactive gaseous and liquid wastes to the 
environment during routine Plant operation will result in 
an insignificant radiological impa .ct on man and natural 
populations of terrestrial and aquatic life.  

mn. Nearby residents will be exposed to a very low probability 
risk of accidental radiation exposure during abnormal 
operating conditions and during transport of radioactive 
material.  

n. Electrical energy needed to maintain the health and welfare 
of the people of the New York metropolitan area and to support 
the economic growth of the area served by the applicant's 
power network will be generated by the Plant.  

o. Operation of Unit No. 2 will allow-the applicant to shut down 
or reduce the use of older oil-burning plants and thereby 
decrease the air pollution near the plants.  

p. The local economy will be stimulated through taxes, direct 
employment, and visitors.  

4. From review and evaluation of the applicant's Environmental Report 
and Supplements thereto, and from independent observations and 
analysis discussed in this Statement, the regulatory staff has 
reached the following conclusions concerning the environmental 
impact of the Plant's operation: 

a. The benefits of meeting an urgent need for power in the 
New York area in the short-term (e.g., the next 5 years 
which is the staff's estimate of the time required to design 
and install the alternate cooling system) outweigh the esti
mated corresponding environmental costs incurred over this 
short-term period. The need for power for the metropolitan 
New York area has been adequately demonstrated in terms of
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decreasing reserve margins and increasing frequency of 
brownouts during peak load periods of the past several 
summers. Indian Point Unit No. 2 will add needed new 
base-load capacity to the applicant's system and improve 
the reliability of service in the metropolitan New York 
area. Operation of Indian Point Unit No. 2 will also 
permit obsolete base-load fossil plants inside New York 
City to be retired, thereby improving the air quality of 
the City.  

b. The existing information is insufficient to predict accurately 
the long-term impact on all aquatic organisms. For some 
species this impact could be quantified by long-term field 
studies, but by that time irreversible damage may have been 
incurred.  

c. The operation of Units Nos. 1 and 2 with the present once
through cooling system has the potential for. a long-term 
environmental impact on the aquatic biota inhabiting the 
Hudson River which would result in permanent damage to and 
severe reduction in the fish population, particularly striped 
bass, in the Hudson River, Long Island Sound, the adjacent 
New Jersey coast, and the New York Bight. The potential 
impact is due to impingement of aquatic biota on the intake 
structure and entrainment of fish eggs, larvae, and plankton 
in the cooling water system resulting in exposure to severe 
mechanical, chemical (chlorine) and thermal stresses.  

d. Alternatives to the applicant's proposed method of operation 

are available for nearly complete reduction of long-term 
aquatic environmental impacts without jeopardizing the needed 
new base-load capacity and the reliability of the applicant's 
service in the New York area.  

5. Principal alternatives considered: 

a. Purchase of power from outside sources.  

b. Use of fossil fuel at the same site and other sites.  

c. Use of hydroelectric pumped-storage facilities and gas turbines 

for peaking purposes.

d. Location of the Station at other sites.



e. Heat dissipation with wet evaporative, natural-draft and 

mechanical-draft cooling towers and spray ponds operated 
in the open- and closed-cycle mode.  

f. Heat dissipation with dry cooling towers.  

g. Reduction of biological damage to biota from entrainment.  

and impingement by (1) recirculation to reduce intake flows 
during the winter months and (2) installation of a new off

shore screening structure sized to maintain intake velocities.  

through the screens below 0.3 feet per second during the 
winter season.  

h. Other chlorinating schedules and procedures that would reduce 

the adverse effects of residual chlorine and chloramines on 

aquatic biota.  

i. Replacement of aquatic species damaged by operation of the 

once-through cooling system.  

6. The Federal, State, and local agencies and interested parties 

listed below and the applicant responded to the Draft Environ

mental Statement issued on April 13, 1972..  

Advisory Council on Historic Preservation 
Department of Agriculture 
Department of the Army, Corps of Engineers 
Department of Commerce 
Environmental Protection Agency 
Federal Power Commission 
Department of Health, Education, and Welfare 
Department of the Interior 
Department of Transportation 
New York State Department of Environmental Conservation 
New York State Office of the Attorney General 
New York State Historic Trust 
Westchester County Department of Planning 

Citizen's Committee for the Protection of the Environment 
Environmental Defense Fund 
Hudson River Fishermen's Association 
Natural Resources Defense Council, Inc.  
Scenic Hudson Preservation Conference 

Congressman J. B. Bingham 
Congressman J. G. Dow 0 
Congressman W. F. Ryan 

0



Mr. J. M. Burns III 
Mr. R. L. Ottinger 

Consolidated Edison Company of New York, Inc.  

7. On the basis of the evaluation and analysis set forth in this 

Statement and after weighing the environmental, economic, 

technical, and other benefits against environmental costs and 

considering available alternatives, the staff concludes that 

the action called for is the issuance of an operating license 

authorizing operation of Indian Point Unit No. 2 subject to the 

following conditions for the protection of the environment: 

a. Operation of Indian Point Unit No. 2 with the once-through 

cooling system will be permitted until January 1, 1978 

and thereafter a closed-cycle cooling system shall be 

required.  

b. Evaluation of the economic and environmental impacts of an 

alternative closed-cycle cooling system shall be made by 

the applicant in order to determine a preferred system for 

installation. This evaluation shall be submitted to the 

Atomic Energy Commission for review by July 1, 1973.  

c. After approval by the Atomic Energy Commission, the required 

closed-cycle cooling system shall be designed, built and 

placed in operation no later than January 1, 1978.  

d. Non-radiological as well as radiological, monitoring programs 

and limits on effluent releases will be incorporated as a re

quirement in the Technical Specifications to the Operating 

License No. DPR-26. The monitoring program as well as a study 

will be conducted by the applicant and will include determina

tion of the following: 

1) The nature and extent of the entrainment mortality and 
damage of aquatic organisms, after passage through the 

condenser; 

2) The nature and extent of the impingement mortality by 

counting the number, types, and sizes of fish collected 

on the screens and trash racks of the intake structure; 

3) Concentrations of residual chlorine, free and combined, 

during each chlorination period, and effects of chlorine 

residuals on biota;
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4) Concentrations of dissolved oxygen in the discharge 

water and the thermal plume; 

5) The size, shape, and location of isotherms of the 
thermal plume with different fresh water flows during 
different seasons; 

6) Any changes in aquatic life in the Hudson River from 
operation of the Plant with the once-through cooling 
system.  

f. A plan of action for Plant operation to minimize detrimental 
effects on aquatic biota will be developed by the applicant 
by July 1, 1973.' This plan should include means of reducing 
to a practical minimum fish kills from cold shock, impinge
ment on the intake structure, entrainment of fish eggs, 
larvae and plankton, and provide for corrective measures 
such'as aeration of the cooling water during periods when 
concentrations of dissolved oxygen in the thermal plume are 
reduced below 4.5 ppm. After approval by the Atomic Energy 
Commission, such a plan shall be implemented so as to 
eliminate or 'substantially reduce such effects as are 
revealed by the monitoring program prior to installation 
of a closed-cycle cooling system.  

8. The applicant will assess and evaluate the environmental moni
toring and study programs outlined in this Statement and in the 
Technical Specifications accompanying the operating license.  
In addition, the applicant may, if it so desires, consider the 
impact of an effective restocking program as well as expand the 
data which now exists in support of once-through cooling.  
Whenever the applicant believes it has accumulated information 
which can clearly demonstrate that the operation of Unit No. 2 
in conjunction with Unit No. 1 with the once-through cooling 
system will not result in an unacceptable, long-term, irrep
arable damage to aquatic biota, the applicant may file an 
appropriate application for amendment of the operating license.  
The Commission will take appropriate action in.accordance with 
the proyisions of 10 CFR Part 2.  

9. This Final Statement was made available to the Council on 
Environmental Quality, the public, the applicant and the above
mentioned agencies in September 1972.  

0
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FOREWORD 

This Final Environmental Statement (the Statement) related to the 
proposed issuance of an operating license to the Consolidated Edison 
of New York, Inc. (the applicant), for the Indian Point Unit No. 2 
(Docket No. 50-247), has been prepared by the U.S. Atomic Energy 
Commission's (the Commission) Regulatory Staff (the staff) in 
accordance with the Commission's regulation, Title 10, Code of 
Federal Regulations, Part 50 (10 CFR 50) Appendix D as revised on 
September 9, 1971 (36 FR 18071), and further revised on September 30, 
November 11, 1971, and January 20, 1972, and corrected on September 21 
and December 16, 1971, implementing the National Environmental 
Policy Act of 1969 (NEPA). (P.L. 91-90, 83 Stat. 852).  

Section 102(2) of NEPA calls for all agencies of the Federal Gov
ernment to utilize a systematic interdisciplinary approach which 
will insure the integrated use of the natural and social agencies 
and the environmental design arts in planning and in decision
making which may have an impact on man's environment; to identify 
and develop methods and procedures which will insure that presently 
unquantified environmental amenities and values may be given appro
priate consideration in decisionmaking along with economic and 
technical considerations; and to Include in every recommendation 
or report on proposals for legislation and other major Federal 
actions significantly affecting the quality of the human environ
ment, a detailed statement on: 

() the environmental impact of the proposed action, 

(ii) any adverse environmental effects which cannot be avoided 
should the proposal be implemented, 

(iii) alternatives to the proposed action, 

(iv) the relationship between local short-term uses of man's 
environment and the maintenance and enhancement of long
term productivity, and 

(v) any irreversible and irretrievable commitments of resources 
which would be involved in the proposed action should it be 
implemented.  
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In addition, Section 102(2) of NEPA requires the Commission to 
study, develop, and describe appropriate alternatives to recommend 
courses of action in any proposal which involve unresolved con
flicts concerning alternative uses of available resources; and to 
recognize the world-wide and long-range character of environmental 
problems.  

This Statement reflects guidance of the Council on. Environmental 
Quality as contained in the Guidelines published in the Federal 
Register on May 10, 1970 (35 FR 7390), on January 28, 1971 
(36 FR 1398), and April 23, 1971 (36 FR 7724).  

By application dated December 6, 1965, and amendments thereto (the 
application), the applicant applied for the necessary licenses to 
construct and operate a nuclear power reactor at the applicant's 
site at Indian Point, Village of Buchanan, Westchester County, New 
York. The application was evaluated by the Commission's regulatory 
staff and independent Advisory Committee on Reactor Safeguards 
(ACRS), both of which concluded that there is reasonable assurance 
that the facility could be operated at the proposed site without 
undue risk to the health and safety of the public. On October 14, 
1966, the Commission, after a public hearing and after an initial 
decision by the Atomic Safety and Licensing Board (the Board), 
established by the Commission, issued Construction Permit CPPR-21 
for this facility.  

The application for a license to operate the Indian Point Unit No. 2 
is presently pending before the presiding Board pursuant to a Notice 
of Hearing in this matter dated November 15, 1970. On October 19, 
1971, the Facility Operating License No. DPR-26 was granted to the 
applicant in which the Board, through the Director of Regulation, 
authorized the applicant to load fuel and perform subcritical tests.  
Technical Specifications contained in Appendix A attached to the 
license were incorporated in this license. On September 24, 1971 
with supporting testimony of October 19, 1971, the applicant filed 
with the Commission and submitted to the Board a motion to issue an 
interim limited license for Indian Point Unit No. 2 for testing 
purposes up to 50% of rated power. An Initial Decision authorizing 
the Director of Regulation to issue a testing license to the extent 
of 20% of rated power and referral to the Commission of the balance 
of the motion for authority for testing operations up to 50% of 

rated power has been issued by the Board on July 14, 1972.
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In accordance with Appendix D of 10 CFR 50, of June 3, 1970 (35 FR 
8594), the staff transmitted on August 17, 1970 copies of the appli

cant's Environmental Report-Operating Licensing Stage of August 6, 

1970, and an operating license application for Indian Point Unit 

No. 2 to appropriate Federal and State agencies for review and com

ment. The applicant responded to the comments of the agencies. The 

staff incorporated these comments in the Final Statement of 
November 20, 1970.  

The applicant submitted "Environmental Report Supplement No. 1 on 
Indian Point Unit No. 2 and Appendices Volumes Nos. I and II" on 
September 9, 1971. On September 9, 1971, the Commission issued a 

revised Appendix D to 10 CFR 50 (36 FR 18071). In compliance with 
this regulation, the applicant submitted "Supplement No. 2 to the 
Environmental Report on Transportation, Transmission Lines, and 
Accidents" on October 15, 1971, and "Responses to Environmental 

Questions Raised on October 12, 1971 by the Division of Reactor 
Licensing," on October 28, 1971, and "Supplement No. 3-Benefit
Cost Analysis" on February 15, 1972.  

The-applicant has also provided extensive testimony on environmental 
matters at the Hearing Sessions of November 17, and December 14, 1971, 

January 11-12, April 5, May 17-19, and June 19-20, 1972 and responses 
to questions from the staff on May 11, 1972, comments on the Draft 
Statement on May 30, and responses to comments on the staff's Draft 
Statement of April 13, 1972, from Federal, State and local agencies 
and interested persons on June 9, June 27, July 5, July 6, July 27, 
and August 1, 1972.  

This Final Statement is based primarily on the applicant's Environ
mental Report and Supplements, the Final Facility Description-and 
Safety Analysis Report (FFDSAR) and amendments thereto, the Commis
sion's Safety Evaluation and Supplements, as well as on the refer
enced documents listed at the end of each chapter. Comments received 
from Federal, State, and local agencies and interested persons and 
organizations on the Draft Statement have also been taken into 
account in the preparation of this Final Statement which supersedes 
the November 20, 1970 Statement.  

Independent calculations and public sources of information cited in 
the references in this Final Statement were utilized as a basis for 
the staff's assessment of the environmental impact. In addition, 

valuable insight into this assessment of impacts was gained from a 
visit to the Indian Point site and surroundings on September 2 and 

0
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3, 1971 by the staff and its consultants. This-Statement considers 
the environmental impact of construction and operation of both 
Indian Point Unit No. 1 (Docket No. 50-3) and Unit No. 2. Indian 
Point Unit No. 3 (Docket No. 50-286) is currently under construction 
and the staff will prepare, in conjunction with the impact of Units 
Nos. 1, 2 and 3, a separate environmental statement for the proposed 
operation of Unit No. 3. A separate statement will also be provided 
for Unit No. 1.  

All material submitted by the applicant in support of the applica
tion, and other pertinent documents are available for public inspection 
at the Commission's Public Document Room at 1717 H Street, N .W., 
Washington, D.C.., 20545;, and at the Hendrick Hudson High School, 
Albany Post Road, Montrose, New York. Copies of these documents also 
have been forwarded to appropriate Federal agencies, New York State 
and local officials for review and comment.  

The applicant is required to comply with section 21(b) of the Fed
eral Water Pollution Control Act, as amended by the Water Quality 

Improvement Act of 1970. The applicant is also required to comply 
with the Technical Specifications which will be issued with the 

proposed license.  

Dr. Mary Jane Oestmann [Telephone: (301) 973-7370] is theAEC 
Environmental Project Manager for this Final Environmental State
ment.

I



I. INTRODUCTION 

The Indian Point Nuclear Generating Plant Unit No. 2 (Indian Point 
Unit No. 2) (Docket No. 50-247), owned and operated by the Consol
idated Edison Company of New York, Inc., (the applicant) is located 
on a 239-acre site on the eastern bank of the Hudson River in an 
industrial area, about 24 miles north of the New York City boundary 
line, at Indian Point, Village of Buchanan, in the upper Westchester 
County, New York State.  

The applicant received a construction permit CPPR-21 for Indian 
Point Unit No. 2 on October 14, 1966. The applicant applied for 
an operating license on October 15, 1968 and obtained a Facility 
Operating License No. DPR-26 to load fuel in the core and conduct 
subcritical testing on October 19, 1971. An operating license to 
test up to 50% of rated power is pending before the Commission.  

The Indian Point site has three nuclear generating Plants on the 
Station with the following thermal and electrical output expressed 
in megawatts thermal or megawatts electrical.

(1) Unit No. 1 
(In operation 
since 1962) 

(2) Unit No. 2 

(3) Unit No. 3 
(Under construc
tion until 1974) 

alnitial output 

bDesign output

- 890 MW(t) 
615 MW(t) 
275 MW(t)

(total) 
(nuclear) 
(fossil)

- 2,758 MW(t)a 

3,216 MW(t)b 

- 3,025 MW(t)b 

3,2i6 MW(t)

285 MW(e) (gross) 
265 MW(e) (net) 

873 MW(e) (net) 
1,069 MW(e)b 

965 MW(e)a 

1,069.MW(e)

Each Unit utilizes the Hudson River 
through cooling system.

as the water supply for a once-

The following chapters describe (1) the environment in the area, 

including the history, geography and geology, hydrology, climatology,



ecology, land and water use including chemical characteristics, 

(2) the facility and its effluents, (3) the impacts from construc

tion and operation of Unit No. 2 (Plant), (4) alternatives to the 

proposed action, (5) irreversible and irretrievable long-term com

mitments of resources from effects of the Plant operation, (6) need 

for power, and (7) the benefits-cost accrued from the proposed 

issuance of an operating license. Wherever possible, the Statement 

takes into account the combined impacts from operation of Unit No. 1 

and Unit No. 2. The applicant shall be required to release all 

discharges to the environment in accordance with Federal and State 

regulations. Comments from Federal, State and local agencies, the 

applicant, interested persons and groups, some of which are parties 

in the proceeding of the Licensing Hearing before the Board, have 

been taken into account in the body of the text under the appropriate 

subject and further detailed in Chapter XII of this Statement.' 

A. SITE SELECTION 

The selection of a site for construction of an electrical-generating 

facility depends on many factors. The generating capacity of the 

power plant is a primary factor. Large generating units (which are 

more economical than smaller units) place restrictive requirements 
on. prospective plant sites. Power plants using fossil fuel (coal or 

fuel oil) must have available the means, such as railroads or 

navigable waters, of transporting bulk materials in large quantities.  

In addition, each fossil- or nuclear-fueled power plant requires a 

large volume of water for dissipating the waste heat inherent in the 
steam-electric cycle.  

Another consideration in the selection of plant sites is the 
distance to the load centers, since transmission losses increase 
with distance. Nearness to existing transmission facilities 
decreases the capital investment required to place new power 
generation on line.  

Public acceptance of a plant site is also desirable. Public.pres
sure to preserve scenic natural features, or to prevent the place
ment of a power plant near residential areas of high population 
density, influences the ultimate selection of a power plant site.  
Suitable sites for large power plants are becoming increasingly 
scarce in the New York area. Limitations of the availability of 
the above-mentioned requirements has restricted the applicant in 

selecting suitable sites to build power plants to serve the appli- 0 
cant's service area.
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A primary consideration for choosing the Indian Point site for Unit 

No. 2 was that the site was pledged to nuclear power generation as 

early as 1956, when the construction permit for Unit No. 1 was is

sued by the Commission. Unit No. 1 had been in commercial operation 

for over three years when the applicant filed its application for a 

construction license for Unit No. 2 on December 6, 1965. The 

applicant has had difficulty in finding sites within or near its 

service area upon which the Commission might approve construction 

of a nuclear plant and which could also win public acceptance.  

Contributing to the siting decision were the following facts: the 

population density in the nearby area was low, cooling water was 

available, the geology of the site was adequate, and danger of 

flooding was extremely remote. Experience had been gained from 

operation of Unit No. 1 regarding the discharges of thermal,,chem

ical, and radioactive effluents and their effects on the environ

ment, 1 and studies had been made of the impact of incremental 

amounts of these discharges.  

B. APPLICATIONS AND APPROVALS 

Table I-1 lists the applications filed by the applicant and the 

approvals received from various governing bodies or agencies.
1  For 

those applications which have been granted, the date of issuance is 

included. The letters granting the permits are presented in Ap

pendix I of the applicant's Supplement No. I to the Environmental 

Report.  

Future Environmental Approvals 

Future environmental approvals required by the applicant for the 

operation of Indian Point Unit No. 2 will include obtaining 

operating permits from the New York State Department of Environmental 

Conservation (Article 12, Public Health Law), the Department of the 

Army, Corps of Engineers (The Navigation and Navigable Waters Act, 

S407 - Refuse Act of 1899), and an operating license from the Atomic 

Energy Commission.  

Application has been filed with the Department of Environmental 

Conservation for a permit for discharge of chemical solutions and an 

operating permit for the service boilers, and with the Department of 

the Army, Corps of Engineers for a permit to discharge effluents 

through the channel and diffuser into the Hudson River.



Table I-I 

FEDERAL, STATE AND LOCAL AUTHORIZATIONS 
REQUIRED FOR CONSTRUCTION AND OPERATION OF 

INDIAN POINT UNIT NO. 2 AND UNIT NO. 1

DATE OF ISSUANCE PERMIT, LICENSE, ETC.

Federal 

Atomic Energy Commission 

Indian Point Unit No. 1 
(Docket No. 50-3)

Indian Point Unit No. 2 
(Docket No. 50-247)

Indian Point Unit No. 3 
(Docket No. 50-286)

5-4-56 

3-26-62 

10-14-66

10-19-71 

Initial Deci
sion by ASLB 

7-14-72

8-13-69

Construction Permit 
CPPR-1 

Unit No. 1 Provisional 

Operating License DPR-5 

Construction Permit 
CPPR-21 

Facility Operating 

License No. DPR-26 to 

Load Fuel and Conduct 
Subcritical Testing 

Facility Operating 

License to Conduct 
Tests Up to 50% of 

Rated Power 

Construction Permit 

CPPR-62

0

AGENCY
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DATE OF ISSUANCE

Federal (continued) 

Department of the Army 
New York District 
Corps of Engineers

4,-3-57

1-8-60 

2-23-66 

3-15-66 

1-19-67 

9-29-67 

11-24-70

AGENCY PERMIT, LICENSE, ETC.  

Section 10 Permits 

Permit No. 5236 to 
construct wharf, screen

wells and discharge 

tunnel, to install 

pipes, to dredge and 

place fill.  

Permit No. 5891 to con

struct a dike in Lents 

Cove, Hudson River.  

Permit No. 7184 to 

place fill.  

Permit No. 7184-A to 
approve revised plans and 

to construct a discharge 
channel extension wall 
and screenwell structure, 

to place fill and to 

dredge.  

Permit No. 7184-B to 

approve revised plans 

to supersede plans 
approved by Permit No.  
7184 and 7184-A.  

Permit No. 7562 to con
struct a screenwell, 

bulkheads and a discharge 
channel, to dredge, to 
place dredged material 

behind bulkheads and to 

install temporary dolphins.  

Permit No. 7562-A to 

approve revised plans to 

supersede plans approved 

by Permit No. 7562. Addi

tionally to install a 

steel outfall section con

sisting of 12 submerged 

openings.
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DATE OF ISSUANCE PERMIT, LICENSE, ETC.

Federal (continued) 

Department of the Army 
New York District 
Corps of Engineers

12-11-67

Applied 6-24-71 
Estimated Date of 
Issuance 12-31-72

Permit No. 7589 to 
dredge flotation channel 
and to construct ramp in 
Lents Cove, Hudson River.  

Section 13 permit to 
authorize discharge and 
control thermal, chemical 
and other waste discharges.

STATE OF NEW YORK 

Department of Health 

Water Resources 

Commission Conser

vation Department

Discharge Canal and 
Outfall Structure

8-22-66 
expired 
8-22-71 

3-2-66

6-30-70

Department of Health 5-19-70

(No permit number) - Unit 

No. 1 Approval of final 
plans for construction 
of 214-foot cooling 
water discharge channel 
facilities.  

Permit No. 8-4-66 
Construction of extension 
of discharge canal to 
separate discharge from 
intake to a point 300-feet 
south of present location.  

Permit No. 8-22-70 
Extend discharge canal 
98 feet downriver and 
protect with sheet piling 
at Indian Point Gener
ating Station.  

(No permit number) - Unit 

No. 1 Outfall construction 
construction of an effluent 
channel with a submerged 
diffuser.

AGENCY

0



AGENCY DATE OF ISSUANCE

STATE OF NEW YORK (continued)

*Department of Environ

mental Conservation 

Division of Pure Waters 

Department of Environ

mental Conservation

Department of Health 

Department of Environ
mental Conservation

12-10-70 

11-4-71

6-10-59 

11-13-70

PERMIT, LICENSE, ETC.  

Discharge Canal and 

Outfall Structure (contd) 

Outfall Construction 

construction of effluent 

channel!.with 12 submerged 

openings, 4 by 15 feet 

each, with 18-foot center

line depth submergence, 

including adjustable ports.  

Supersedes permits of 

8-22-66 and 5-19-60.  

Construction Permit of 

modified outfall structure 

to change from 18- to 12

foot depth of U.S. Coast 

and Geodetic Survey and 

Sea Level Datum.  

Operating Permit of 

modified outfall structure 

pending completion of 

construction of adjustable 

discharge ports.  

Chemical Discharges 

Domestic sewage and 

waste disposal.  

Permit to discharge 

chemical cleaning 

solutions. (Temporary 
use - no longer used.)

*This Department was created in 1970 to take over and zeplace various 

functions of other State departments. Among other duties, it took over 

those of the Conservation Department which was abolished and those of 

water and air pollution control which had previously been under the 

Department of Health.
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DATE OF ISSUANCE

STATE OF NEW YORK (continued)

Department of Environ
mental Conservation

2-10-71

0

PERMIT, LICENSE, ETC.  

Chemical Discharges 

Permit to discharge 

chemical cleaning 

solutions. (Temporary 

use - no longer used.)

Dredging

Water Resources Com
mission Conservation 
Department

2-4-66

4-13-66 

6-22-67 

11-30-67

Department of Health 4-12-68

Permit No. 8-1-66 
Deposit 50,000 cubic yards 
of rock spoil in Hudson 
River at Indian Point.  

Permit No. 8-11-66 
Dredge an area of 135 feet 
by 63 feet by 22 feet deep.  
Dredged area to be used 
for concrete screenwell con
struction.  

Permit No. 8-31-67 
Fill and dredge to carry 
out construction of new 
screenwell and relocate 
discharge canal.  

Permit No. 8-78-67 
Dredge a channel approx
imately 150 feet wide by 
1800 feet long in Lents 
Cove of the Hudson River.  

Air Quality 

Permit No. HA 680101 
Permission to construct 
two Babcock and Wilcox 
integral furnace boilers.

AGENCY



PERMIT, LICENSE, ETC.

STATE OF NEW YORK (continued)

Hudson River Valley 
Commission

Department of Environ
mental Conservation

Environmental

9-14-67 

12-7-67 

3-26-71

12-7-70

Screenwell and discharge 
line.  

Dredging in Lents Cove.  

Changes in discharge canal.  

Water Quality Certificate 

Water quality certification 
Indian Point Generating 
Station - Units Nos. 1 and 
2. Under Section 21(b) of 
Water Quality Improvement 
Act of 1970.

LOCAL

Westchester County 
Department of Planning 

Village of Buchanan 

Village of Buchanan

11-9-70 

12-1-65 

5-16-66

5-24-66

Approval of land-use for 
industrial purposes 

Permit No. 373 
Building Permit for exca
vation for nuclear steam 
electric generating 
station.  

Permit No. 381 
Building Permit for 
intake screenwell 
structure.  

Permit No. 387 
Building Permit for 
turbine room, water bay 
and discharge water 
tunnel.

DATE OF ISSUANCEAGENCY
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AGENCY

LOCAL (continued) 

Village of Buchanan

DATE OF ISSUANCE

9-28-66

9-28-66 

9-28-66 

2-18-67

PERMIT,, LICENSE, ETC.  

Permit No. 404 
Building Permit for 
primary auxiliary 
building and waste 
hold-up tank pit.  

Permit No. 405 
Building Permit for 
fuel storage 
building.  

Permit No. 406 
Building Permit for 
containment building.  

Permit No. 411 
Building Permit for 
control room.

is
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C. THE APPLICANT'S'ENVIRONMENTAL STUDIES 

Environmental studies I of the Hudson River and the land near Indian 

Point have-been sponsored by the applicant. These studies are 

classified below.  

(1) River flow: 

Quirk, Lawler, and Matusky Engineers 

Alden Research Laboratories, Worchester Polytechnic Institute 

Metcalf andEddy Engineers 

(2) Meteorology: 

Geophysical Science Laboratory, New York University 

(3) Biology: 

Ichthyological Associates 

Institute of Environmental Medicine, New York University Medical Center 

Marine Research Laboratory, Raytheon Company 

Northeastern Biologists, Inc.  

Other supporting organizations include: 

Regional Economic Development Institute, Inc.  

Bechtel Corporation 

Norman Porter Associates 
Texas Instruments, Inc.  

Lamont Geological Observatory, Columbia University 

The applicant also has a number of consultants in special technical 

fields to assist it in developing the site for nuclear power. The 

ecological studies sponsored by the applicant, including the financial 

support, 2 are usually coordinated with the Hudson River Technical 

and Policy Committees that have representatives from State and 

Federal agencies: New York State Department of Environmental 

Conservation, New Jersey Division of Fish and Game, Connecticut 

State Board of Fisheries and Game (advisory only), U. S. Bureau of 

Sport Fisheries and Wildlife, and National Marine Fisheries Service.  

The committees outline the ecological studies and present their 

conclusions and recommendations to the applicant. In addition, the 

applicant has also organized the Fish Advisory Board consisting of
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expert biologists and engineers from the United States and Great 
Britain. These include 2 members from New York University, 3 from 6 
private consulting firms, a nonvoting member from the New York State 
Department of Environmental Conservation, and a nonvoting member from 
the New York Department of Public Service.  

The applicant has also conferred with the Westchester County Department 
of Planning1 in establishing the Indian Point site for construction 
of nuclear power plants. The Department of Planning comments on the 
fact that the site is zoned for industrial use, including the use of 
nuclear power generation, which is consistent with the overall land 
use development planned for Westchester County. It also strongly 
endorses the applicant's policy of making part of the site available 
for public use and for recreational purposes. Similarly, the State 
of New York Atomic Energy Council has expressed the opinion, consistent 
with that of the Department of Planning, that nuclear power development 
may have resulted in an improved land usage.  

REFERENCES FOR CHAPTER I 0 
1. Consolidated Edison of New York, Inc., Supplement No. 1 to the 

Environmental Report for Indian Point Unit No. 2, September 9, 
1971.  

2. Consolidated Edison of New York, Inc., "Cost Expenditures on 
Environmental Studies," Appendix T of the Supplement No. 1 to 
the Environmental Report, September 9, 1971.  

O 

0
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II. THE SITE 

A. GENERAL 

The site of the Indian Point Station with Units Nos. 1, 2, and 3 
occupies 239 acres on the east bank of the Hudson River near 
Peekskill, New York. The site is about 24 miles north of New York 
City boundary line in the Village of Buchanan in upper Westchester 
County of New York. The Indian Point site was formerly an amusement 
park.  

The predominant environmental feature of this site.,is the Hudson 

River. The Hudson River at Indian Point cuts through the Hudson 
Highlands at the water level with a channel nearly a mile wide and 

an average depth of more than 30 feet. West of the river at Indian 
'Point is the Palisades Interstate Park with its wooded mountains 
and recreational facilities. East of the river are mountains of 
smaller height and several communities, of which Peekskill, located 
about 2.5 miles northeast from the Station, is the largest. The 
nearest site boundary on land is 0.32 miles from Indian Point 
Unit No. 2. The Penn Central Railroad serves both banks of the 
river; U.S. Highway 9W serves the west bank, and U.S. 9 (Albany 
Post Road) serves the east bank (Fig. II-i).  

Of importance is the estuarine nature of the Hudson River. This 

river, which supplies the cooling water for the 3 Units, is a tidal 
estuary at this site. Tidal mixing brings salt water upstream 

beyond Indian Point during much of the year; the salt-water boundary 
reaches occasionally as far as Poughkeepsie, 30 miles upstream from 
Indian Point. The upward extent of salt water varies strongly with 
the input of fresh water into the river and can actually be near the 
river mouth after protracted high flows during spring runoff. Along 
the river banks are rock quarries and industries that use the water.  
Years ago whaling vessels had their home ports along the river; more 
recently, in 1968, the Port of Albany, at the head of seaborne 
navigation on the Hudson, handled 1,050,000 tons of import-export 
trade and 2,150,000 tons of coastwise trade.

1 

The aquatic biota in the river is rich and diverse. The river near 
Indian Point serves as a spawning and nursery area for several 
important salt-water fish, including striped bass.
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B. LOCATION OF STATION 

The 239-acre Station site is on a point of land inside a big river 

bend. Three nuclear reactors, Indian Point Units Nos. 1, 2, and 3, 

and generator buildings are rather compactly placed on 35 acres 

near the river cooling-water intake and discharge structures in the 

River (Fig. 11-2). The minimum elevation of the site, 15 feet, is 

well above the highest recorded flood of 7.5 feet.* Farther from the 

river are the service areas, and the fuel storage tanks for Unit 

No. 1. The transmission lines travel from the reactors about 2,100 

feet southeast to an existing switchyard located across the road 

(Broadway) from the other facilties.  

At the northern edge of the site there is an easement for the 

Buchanan sewer system and about 14 acres were transferred by the 

applicant to Buchanan for a marina in Lents Cove. A temporary 

visitors' center, which has been in use since 1959, is located on 

a hill overlooking the Station. The applicant also provides tours' 

of its facilities. The applicant plans to build alnew visitors'" 

center near the Station (see Fig. 11-2) and to enhance the education, 

recreational and scenic value of the site.2 Between Lents Cove.-., 

and the reactor buildings the applicant has an 80-acre forest and
'' 

a lake set aside for recreation. South of the reactor buildings 

is an easement 65 feet wide and 2,800 feet long for two large gas 

lines of the Algonquin Gas Transmission Company. The nearest 

public road (Broadway) is a minor road which at its closest is 

1,700 feet to the southeast of the site. The Hudson River forms 

a border more than 4,000 feet wide to the west and northwest.  

Along the riverfront to the southwest the fence line of the 

Georgia-Pacific Corporation wallboard factory is about 1,100 feet 

from the reactors. North along the river, beyond Lents Cove, are 

red brick industrial buildings that contrast with the modern design 

of the Indian Point buildings., 

C. REGIONAL DEMOGRAPHY AND LAND USE 

Westchester County, in which Indian Point lies, has long had industry 

along the river banks but otherwise serves as suburbia and exurbia 

for Metropolitan New York City. The hilly land with its lakes also 

provides water reservoirs and recreational facilities. The growth 

of industrial parks and the distribution and service industries 

have made the county as a whole a net importer of commuting workers.  

The permanent population within a 1-mile radius of the reactors is
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1,080 (census of 1960); within a 5-mile radius, 53,040 (Fig. Il-1).  
The nearest city is Peekskill, to the northeast; the nearest city 
of more than 50,000 is White Plains, 17 miles to the south. The 
communities of Verplanck and Buchanan are also within 2 miles of 
the site. From there southward are the contiguous residential and 
industrial areas of New York City, its outer ring of suburbs and 
its inner core. The population within 55 miles of Indian Point was 
16.1 million in 1960 and 17.5 million in 1970 (the staff's estimate).  
Demographically the Station is well placed with respect to nearby 
populations.  

Most of the people live in the southern quadrant, from southeast 
to southwest, which includes New York City; they numbered 13.8 
million in 1960 and half a million more in 1970 (Fig. 11-3). The 
remaining three quadrants had 2.3 million in 1960 and nearly a 
million more in 1970. A more detailed summary of the population 
distribution was prepared from the 1960 census; the growth rates 
projected by the Regional Economic Development Institute in 1965 
are slightly high for 1970. 3 The staff has made a simple projec
tion of the population distribution to the year 2000 (Table II-1) 
for use in an assessment of radiation dose.  

About 66 people (1960 census) reside within a 1,100-meter (3,600 feet) 
radius of Unit No. 2, all of them to the east southeast. This 
distance has been used as the outer boundary of the low population 
zone in the analysis of a postulated fission product release.  
The outer boundary of the more densely populated area of Peekskill 
has been used as the population center distance which exceeds one 
and one-third times the distance from the reactor to the outer 
boundary of the low population zone.as defined in 10 CFR 100.11.  
The exclusion area for Indian Point Unit No:. 2 includes Plant 
property within a 520 meter (1,700 feet) radius of the reactor 
containment. An exclusion radius of 520 meters satisfies both 
10 CFR 100.3 and 10 CFR 100.11.  

The closest schools are about a mile to the east and a mile to the 
south; altogether there are a dozen schools within 2 miles, many of 
them small schools. Nearby hospitals4 are Peekskill Hospital (113 
beds), 3 miles distant; a Veterans Administration Hospital (1,756 
beds) at Montrose, 2.5 miles distant; New York State Rehabilitation 
Hospital (114 beds) at West Haverstraw, 4 miles distant; and the 
Letchworth Village Hospital (3,965 beds in a long-term unit, plus 
64 additional beds) near Thiells, more than 5 miles distant. The 
nearest commercial airport is at White Plains, 17 miles south of 
the itation. Airports are also located at Poughkeepsie near Newburgh 
as well as in metropolitan New York City.
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TABLE I -I 
PROJECTED'.POPULATION DISTRIBUTION FOR THE YEAR 2000 

BY .22.5-DEGREE SECTORS 

- Populat-i6n at-a d istance from'center of -siteof:-- , 
Sector 0-1/2. I/2-I 1 -2 2,-3 ' , 3-4 - ',4-5' 5-10 10-15 :": 15-25, 25-35 35-45 45-55 

m ' mi. -,ni mi. - mi" , mi. ;mI. mi. mi mi. '' mi7. m.  

East 687 _886 - 510 :104 1 753 16065., 26339 116062 165423 248696 463259 

East-Northeast 0 37; -8420'. 10400 :912, 5311 16700'-14359 75466 .76490 ' 98690 521146 

Northeast 0 - 0 -7113 !29'056 3612 4410 151,57 9757 55087 -9009 71386 276500 

North-Northeast 0\ 0 . 355 4602- - 137. 2755 '5702 5156 56009 103689 4408 3 

North'...L . 0 1I: 133' . 133 -, 89 20142- 13650 7991V6 66240 41326 43930 

North-Northwest .0, ' .- 59% 5 2 . 148. ' 266' 9381 8199 .22144 103824 "28790 _38570 56005 

Northwest 0 . 0, 177 1 Ill '355 . 576 . 554 20002 64346 :39-359 ',3292 1 33797 
West-Northwest 0 t 0. . 177 '59. " 89. 0 .3220. '17860 '24867 ,4992 27272 1588 

West .0 . 0 0' 89 399 .266. 0 199- *14123" '36078 67574 101762 39690 

West-Southwest 0' 0 473., '724 '325 '" 332 739 "10385 v :47289 "85222 '176251 ',67792 

Southwest [0 '0 155'- 1950 7445 2327- 21051 "'39908 -23790.7 794.415 1309664 598964 

South-Southwest " 118 31 5 3287 1218 390,73' 69431 428525 1503608 2443078 1 .30137 

South '0 421k 1330 4 1-1 .'1P1 665' 60937" -72503 583428 1625407 ;2527944 i 1091040 

South-Southeast b0 06406. 2969 - 5879 362 222 : 29013 5 6.75576 73833 1747207 2612810 2,51943 
Southeast .0 . . 886 212.7: 798: ' 1507. . 1374". '57635' -37788, 369166 873603 "1306405 525971 

East-Southeast 136 440 1137 281 2039 1898 8361 38320 177959 254355 398702 405373
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Land use along the Hudson is varied. The good limestone has led 
to many quarries along the banks; one disused quarry is adjacent 
to the Station. Land is also used by a number of institutions: 
the prison at Ossining, the Veterans Administration Hospital at 
Montrose, the New York State Military Reservation (Camp Smith), 
and the West Point Military Reservation. For recreation there are 
several sections of the Palisades Interstate Park on the west bank, 
parks and beaches on the east bank, as well as fishermen's landings.  
The river provides for commercial and pleasure boating.  

The area immediately around and including Indian Point is zoned 
for heavy industry. The industries nearest the Station are a 
wallboard factory and a yeast plant. Use of the Indian Point site 
by the applicant was approved by the Westchester County Department 
of Planning.  

A number of power stations planned, under construction, or in 
operation, that will add their thermal loads to the river are 
on the Hudson River (See Section III.D, Table III-1). A study of 
assimilation of thermal discharges into the Hudson from power 
stations, from industry and municipalities, prepared for the State 
of New York, lists the stations.5 Within 10 miles of Indian Point, 
there are two operating stations, Indian Point Unit No. 1 (265 
MW(e)) and Lovett (503 MW(e)) located 1.5 miles southwest of 
Indian Point on the west bank of the river; four stations are 
under construction, Indian Point Unit No. 2 (873 MW(e)), Indian 
Point Unit No. 3 (965 MW(e)), and fossil-fueled Bowline Point 
Units Nos. 1 and 2 (each 600 MW(e)); and two projected nuclear 
generating stations, Verplanck Unit 1 and Unit 2 (2,230 MW(e)) 
to be located about 1 mile south of the Indian Point site on the 
east bank of the river. Within 50 miles of Indian Point are two 
fossil-fueled plants on the Hudson' River - an operating facility, 
Danskammer (500 MW(e)), 23 river-miles north of Indian Point, and a 
power station that is under construction, Roseton Unit 1 and Unit 
2 (1,200 MW(e)), 22 miles north of Indian Point.. A pumped storage 
hydroelectric station is planned at Cornwall.(2,000 MW(e)), 13 
miles to the north.. To the south, about 38 miles from Indian 
Point, there is a fossil-fueled unit that is in operation within 
metropolitan New York at 59th Street (221 MW(e)). See Chapter 
XII for further discussion of power plants on the Hudson River.
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D. HISTORIC SIGNIFICANCE 

Except for troop movements in the Revolutionary War, Indian Point 
has no historic significance. In 1777 the British landed at Lents 
Cove to raid Peekskill. The nearest landmarks of consequence are St.  
Patrick's Church and a cemetery in Verplanck and St. Mary's 
cemetery along Broadway Road. Stony Point Battle Reservation is"' 
on the west bank of the river 2 miles downstream. The Palisades 
Interstate Park is west of the Stony Point area on the west side 
of the river. The National; Register of Historic Places 6 (including 
designated National Historic Landmarks) and the Hudson River Valley 

Commission's preliminary inventory of historic resources list many 
buildings and sites within several miles of the Station but none 
that are affected by it. Both Stony Point Battlefield and the 
Palisades Interstate Park are Registered National Historic Landmarks.  
The Hudson River Valley played an important role during the 
American Revolution. Table 2.1-1 in the applicant's Supplement 
No. 1 to the Environmental Report contains a list of historic 
places in the vicinity of the Station. The Advisory Council on 
Historic Preservation recommended that the New York State Historic 
Trust be contacted by the staff in regards to the listing of these 
landmarks and the effects the Plant has on the historic significance 
of the area. See Section V.A.4 for further details.  

Only two archaeologic sites in Westchester County are mentioned by 
Ritchie. 7 "Most of the sites spared by construction or other modern 
activities have been heavily molested by relic collectors over a 
very long period and relatively few have'received attention from 
competent... archaeologists." Indian Point was for many years 
before its acquisition by the applicant a commercial amusement 
area operated by the Hudson River Day Line and; presuamably, was 
overrun by relic collectors.  

E. HYDROLOGY AND OTHER ENVIRONMENTAL FEATURES 

1. The Hydraulics of the Hudson River Estuary 

The dominant environmental feature in the Indian Point'area is the 
surface water of the Hudson'River. It begins in the Adirondacks at 
an elevation of about 4,300 feet on the southwest slope of Mount 
Marcy and receives the Mohawk River about 150 miles downstream, 
just above Troy Dam.8 Hilly, forested land along the river banks 
and the lakes near to the river also are predominant and serve as 
water reservoirs and recreational facilities.
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The river at Indian Point is from 4,500 to:5 ,000i feet.acos;'and 

has a maximum depth of about 85 feet. The cross-sectional area 

in the' region: is :about.. 160,000 square feet1,6 ,but the 22-mile stretch 

from Indian. Point to Chelsea is'.140,000. square feet". The section 

.of, the Hudson River extends from Troy to :Clinton Point,".U about 30'miles 
upstream from Indian Point,' andhas -a volume of. approximately- 29" billion 
cubic f eet. 1...' ',,'' . . . .  

Several municipalities use the Hudson- for .their, principal water
supply, as showntini Table 1I-2.. ,The.city of' New York has, also, 

constructed a pumping'-station . on.,the Hudson'River_ att Chel'sea, .,some 
22 miles. upstream-- from Indian Point.. -,This stationiis. to be used.-,.,: 

to .supply.Hudson River.water to, the. city during drought .periods..., 
when the water- supply, is low and.the demand high,. .:In- addition,;- ...  
.several t of the, small s treams,. and. lakes within. a. 5-mile radius.-of<.  
Indian Point are used for.,-water=.supplies for local municipalities.  
Only: two reservoirs-, Camp Field which serves+Peekskill.,and Stony-.1, 

Point on: the. west bank,-. are withina:,5mile' radius. of the Station.

Temperature -in the. estuary. at Indian .Point -varies., withl-th-e seasons.  
Temperature- measurements taken,-by, the applicant: for. thewater intake 
,of- Indian[ Point .Unit No. -;during.-,the summer months',of 1967.; showed.  
a range of between'..74-:to..80 0F;'in,1968-.the range was between 
74-790F. 9 In October 1966, the applicant recorded that the highest 
temperature of: the, cooling, water to:. the condenser,, for %Indian,,....' 
.Point UnitNo.. l. was about. 810F. 9.,".The apylicant also collected 
temperature, data_ from June-December. 1969 .A:,:"During the ' summer.-: 
months; river temperatures ranged-from.72 to .--82.9F- with peak,.  
temperatures:. during August.. A 10-degree F- per month decrease- :,.° .  
in river temperature .was. observed. from September.to December 1969 
at which time-the. river temperature, stabilized at: aboute 32 OF. ! 1.: 
During 1969-1970 the river temperature ranged~from 340F, which was 
maintained from January through early March, to 81*F in August.

12 

There was little temperature -variation. across the stream, .with7a 
maximum variation of 2F6 ..

. (iC 0). ...The vertical-temperature .  

profile also showed- little variation,. ,with, a, maximum of',2.5Fi 
(1.4C*) from top to bottom, the cooler water being on the bottom.

12 

Turbidi.ty,-asmeasured with-,a Secchi disk:.ranged'between..-, l-- and -4 
feet: visibility.-, with.:higher turbidities nearer both: shores..'- .. ' 

Dissolved oxygen.:(DO.) at-,the, Indian Point".area is :generally .  

around' 70% saturatediat observed,.temperatures and for'most of the7::.  
year is- around 6 to 7,- ppm -:but .varies" seasonally.- from.,about. 4'.to 10, 

. '< .i.'.,' :; <'. '. 1 '' :; :i, , . 'i - 0 L
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TableII-2. MUNICIPAL WATER:;.SUPPLIES .DRAWN.; 
. .!.ROM THE LOWER, HUDSON;: RIVER8 , ' 

Community Population Served Average Use in mgda , 

Green--.Isla nd4,1.  

Rensselaer.,. ,. : 10,745:... .. 24 

Highland .. * .. "-,. , 4,469. . . . , .,: .  
Port ~ -en ..::_!. . .:: ..... ,62 .. .... .- v . ,. ,:...: .. :.:;.:.... ./: 

Port Ewen .,. . ;: ..,62 i .. .22 . 2.-O .5.  

Poughkeepsie, ... ..'. , .63,590 . .. ... .. : 7..36s:, j.-2: 

85,422 , ." , l . 63A 2.2S. 2. . ,

mgd .= million gallons per day.  

No .longer draws water. from. udsc 

2.:wil. not in the. future except :fc 
(see.-p ; :9,. of Appendix :.XII-11) 

232.

)n-Pver and .probably.. 2" 

)r. emergency purposes , 

- , ' .f, . - . .  

2 * 2;) , .. . 3 'u ., ' ] i : ; !. 3 , " : ;i ,. i ';. .  

2, 2 2.-" : . ;: :- [. :( ; , -: .(: ,.:: !< 

:.: : . :. :: ". "v i . ... ' 4 :./.2,,22,2 -

.2 ., .. .2 2 2 J
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ppm. 12,13 The value for D.O. is dependent on the water Biochemical 
Oxygen Demand (BOD) which is high in the vicinity of municipal 
waste outfalls. Consideration of average values as presented in 
Table 2.1-3 of Supplement No. 1 to the Environmental Report for 
Indian Point Unit No. 214 must be considered in this light. This 
table shows the variability of chemical constituents in part due 
to the tidal and fresh water flow. Nitrate, phosphate, and 
organic materials present are from both natural and man-made 
sources. (See Table 111-15 for concentration levels of these 
chemicals in the river.) 

The water in the Hudson River at Indian Point is principally 
derived from two sources, fresh water from runoff in the river 
watershed and ocean water from the Atlantic Ocean. Although the 
salt concentration of the fresh water is very low, the ocean 
water contains about 31 or 32 parts per thousand (ppt) of salt.

1 5 

As a result, it is possible to determine the relative proportions 
of ocean and runoff water in the estuary. The runoff of fresh 
water supplies all the water in the estuary downstream as far as 
the salt water front. Below this point, the upstream flow of 
saline ocean water becomes a progressively more important source 
of water within the estuarine system. Superimposed on the above 
two flows there exists the estuarine tidal flow which dominates 
the flow phenomena at Indian Point.  

a. Fresh Water Flow 

The average flow of fresh water for the entire Hudson River is 
about 20,000 cubic feet per second* (cfs), which is discharged 
from a watershed of 13,370 square miles. 8 At Indian Point, as well 
as elsewhere on the river, the flow of fresh water is subject to 
large annual variations, with maximum flows in excess of 30,000 cfs 
in the spring and minimum flows of 3,000 to 4,000 cfs in late 
summer.-8 The net mean downstream flow due to runoff is in excess 
of 26,000 c.fs 20% of the time; of 15,250 cfs 40% of the time; of 
10,500 cfs 60% of the time; of 7,000 cfs 80% of the time; and of 
4,000 cfs 98% of the time.'4 In addition, the flow from the 
reservoir north of the dam at Green Island is regulated to maintain 
fresh water flow downstream from Hadley at the highest possible 
level, generally about 3,000 cfs 8 or at least 2,000 cfs during 
periods of drought. 1 6 In contrast, floods of 215,000 cfs (1936), 
181,000 cfs (1948), and 135,000 cfs (1960) have been measured at 

*Note - 1 cubic foot per second (cfs) is equivalent to about 450 0 
gallons per minute (gpm) flow.
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Green Island.17 Monthly average flows and drought flow frequencies 

are given in Figs. II-4, and 11-5, respectively.  

b. Tidal Flows 

Below the dam at Troy, 150 miles above the mouth, the Hudson is 
under tidal influence. In general, the range between high and low 
tide is 4.5 feet at the Battery in New York City, 2.7 feet at West 
Point, and 4.7 feet at Troy.1 7 According to the U.S. Army Corps 
of Engineers,17 the highest water level in the Indian Point region 
was between 7.3 and 7.5 feet above mean sea level (November 25, 
1950). In general, the greatest flood threat in the middle and 
lower Hudson is associated with storm conditions where the effects 
of tide and wind-are superimposed.

1 7 

Investigations of tidal flows in the Hudson in 1966 indicated that 
at the Battery, maximum tidal discharges of 300,000 to 400,000 cfs 
were not uncommon, with a few maximum tidal discharges of 500,000 
cfs. 1 6 The tidal flow as measured at Poughkeepsieon May 24-25, 
1966, is presented in Fig. 11-6.16 Figure 11-7 illustrates the 
variation of flow velocity throughout one tidal cycle as measured 
along the axis of the channel.18 If this velocity is assumed to 
exist over the entire flow cross section, the maximum ebb flow 
computes to be about 350,000 cfs and the maximum flood flow 275,000 
cfs. It is interesting to note that a 13% variation in flow area 
occurs between high and low water slack, which partially accounts 
for the higher observed ebb Velocities..  

In comparison with the runoff of fresh water, the tidal flux has
a large effect on the volume and chemistry of the water flowing 
past the'Indian Point site. At Indian Point, the peak tidal flow 
is approximately 300,000 cfs; it is often more than 30 times the 
input of fresh water8 and about 100 times the.minimum fresh water 
flow for which the river is regulated. Details of flow characteristics 
of the Hudson estuary are also discussed in the applicant's 
Appendices of the Supplement No. 1 to the Environmental Report. 14 

Both the water velocity and direction change through time. In 
addition, changes in barometric pressure8 and winds associated 
with storms17 may cause changes in the flow characteristics of 
the water in the Hudson River. However, in all cases the tidal 
flows are much larger than either the flow of fresh water resulting 
from runoff (Fig. 11-4)19 or net nontidal flow caused by the ocean 
water from intrusion.
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c. Ocean Water Intrusion 

As a result of the variability of the magnitude of fresh water 

discharge, the salinity of the water at Indian Point is not constant.  
During the spring runoff period (March through early May), the 
water is essentially fresh; however, during periods of low flow in 
late summer and early autumn, saline waterj'often reaches Poughkeepsie.8 

Vertical salinity gradients at 9 locations,-,are given in Reference 
20 for a condition when the river flow was relatively steady at 
4,000 cfs for several months. Under these conditions salinity 
concentration in excess of 0.1 parts per thousand (ppt) extend to 
approximately Mile Point 85. These salinity profiles, taken in 
midchannel during high water slack, are sh6wn in Fig. 11-8. The 

4,. salinity concentration decreases with distance from the Battery.  

Annual sa-linity -at Indian 'Point' ranges from' 0 ,to, 55ppt 10911P 13 

alth6ugh values .up-to 7..3 ppt,.were observed in 1964 during a severe 
'drought. 12,19 iThe relationship between fresh water discharge and 

*saiiity, at .a~~_-lct~~ in' 'the iludson!::sshown'.ini Figs.' 11-9 
and II,1-l."'..  

At ,'a,'freshwater flow in excess 'of 20,800 cfsg-the salt intrusion 
Sfron is driven downstream from Indian Point for the entire tidal 

cy l. ~ . . ........-....  

the salinei-intriudediregion of the Hudson River falls into the'cate
gory of partiai-ly stratified estuaries ( csocailed, partially-mixed).  
inclUsion of the Hudson within this category "is justified because 
. .of thenature ofth vertical and longitudinal salinity gradients.  

The upstream intrusion of ocean water is an important characteristic 
of estuarine flow. 'This phenomenon causes both dilution and disper
sion toi increase toward the mouth of'Lthe estuary.c However, the net 

effect of this increase in dilution capability depends on a variety 
of factors, many of which are difficult to evaluate. This charac

,'l-teristic is especially important in relationship to.the dissipation 
"of Plant effluents and : to the migration" iof 'pasSive planktonic organ
isms. As a result, predictions of many physical and biological 
effects of Plant operation rely on an accurate evaluation of the 
circulatory nature of the Hudson during periods of ocean water 
intrusion. In addition, t1ie highly variable nature of the flow 
area along the Hudson tends-to limit the significance of analytic 
flow models,,which usually assume constant flow area. Figure II-11 
(from Reference 19) illustrates the cross section of the Hudson at

-0
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seven locations from 1 mile downstream to 3,750 feet upstream from 
Indian Point. The variation of flow area at mean low water with 

distance from the Battery is illustrated in Fig. 11-12, also taken 

from Reference 19. The mean low water flow area at Indian Point 

is 160,000 square feet.  

d. Flow Patterns and Velocity Structure 

The above three flows do not, of course, exist independently; 

they combine to create a very complex flow pattern and velocity 

structure. In a partially mixed estuary like the Hudson the major 

flow patterns involved are (1) a two-layered horizontal flow with 

a net-tidal-average landward flow of more saline water in the lower 

layer, (2) a net-tidal-average vertical flow from the lower layer 

to the upper layer, and (3) vertical mixing in both directions 

between the two layers. Figure 11-13 shows schematically these 

flow patterns. This concept of the two-layered flow is misleading 

if looked upon as if it were the description of conditions at any 

one instant. One must be aware that (1) no distinct interface 

exists between the two "layers", but vertical mixing extends 

throughout the depth (see Fig. 11-8), mixing the fresher water 

downward and the more saline water upwards, although there are 

still two layers as far as the flow is concerned; (2)'at no time 

except maybe at the time when the tidal flow reverses itself do 

such opposing lower and upper velocities exist at the same time 

because, as mentioned before, the tidal flow dominates (see Fig.  

A-V-7, Appendix V-2); however, when averaged over a full tidal 

period, the resultant flows will indeed show such a distinction; 
and (3) because of the vigorous vertical mixing, the upper layer 

flows might not be identical with the flow available for removal 
and transporting conservative effluents introduced into it (see 
discussion in Appendix V-2).  

For evaluation of the upper layer flow magnitude, see Section 
III.E.l.d, and for its relation to net downstream movement, see 
Appendix V-2.  

2. Groundwater 

Groundwater occurs at the Station site largely in the joints of 

the limestone rock, although it would probably be wrong to call 

this rock an aquifer.22 The jointing and fracturing are irregular, 
and so are the permeability and porosity of the limestone. In the 

surrounding area, wells drilled in the limestone, and to a lesser 
extent in the schist and phyllite, yield a few gallons of water a 
minute, enough for modest domestic supplies. Locally, where the
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glacial till is thicker and more permeable than it was at the 

Station site, wells can be constructed which yield several hundred 

gallons of water a minute. A number of such wells serve industrial 

plants in the area. The only public water supply from wells within 

a 5-mile radius of the Station is the Stony Point system on the 

west bank of the Hudson. Locally, on the west bank the sandstones 

and conglomerates of the Newark series can supply modest amounts 

of water to wells, somewhat more than is supplied by the sections 

of glacial till.  

Danger of contamination of the local groundwater supplies is 

minimal. Leaks, spills, or the leaching of any leakage near the 

Station would largely sink into the ground and be slowly carried 

to the Hudson River by the groundwater flow. Contamination of 

off-site groundwater supplies by radioactive materials released 

in normal operation-at the Station site is very remote.
1 4 

3. Geology and Geography 

The three reactors at Indian Point are built on a hard, dark gray, 

metamorphosed dolomitic limestone. 2 2 The limestone rock is well 

bedded and dips steeply to the southeast. It is also much 

fractured and jointed, which makes it irregularly permeable. There 

has been little solution along the joints, and the rock is not 

cavernous. Even without grouting, the rock is very strong and more 

than capable of carrying any load that will be placed on it at the 

site. The bedrock was covered only with a few feet of glacial till.  

This was removed in the construction area, as was the limestone down 

to grade, and any weak, fractured limestone below grade. The rock 

surface was then treated with a lean cement mix, and the concrete 

foundations were poured directly on the treated rock. The rock 

was not pressure-grouted.  

Adjacent to the dolomite are schist and phyllite formations, and 
within a few miles to the east, the basic igneous intrusive rocks 

of the Cortlandt complex. To the west, across the river, are 

further exposures of limestone, schist, and phyllite, presumably 

the same formations as at the Station site, although less meta

morphosed. On that side of the river there are also much younger 

Triassic rocks which do not occur on the-east bank. These are the 

well-cemented conglomerates, sandstones, and red shales of the 

Newark series and the diorite and basalt similar to the rock that 

makes the Palisades.
2 2 

There are no truly major faults in or near the site. A number of 

earthquakes have been felt in the area over the last century or so,
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including one of Intensity VII (MM) in New York City in 1884 (Refer 

to Section XII, A).  

The Indian Point site is surrounded on all sides by high ground 

ranging from 600 to 1,000 feet above sea level. Along the winding 

Hudson River, are steep, wooded slopes of the Dunderberg on the 

west bank and West Mountains to the northwest and Buckberg Mountain 

to the west-southwest on the east side of the river where the site 

is located. The peaks are lower but include Spitzenberg and Blue 

Mountains. A number of lakes are scattered between the hills and 

mountains. The site itself is hilly rising to about 150 feet above 

the river level. The site, as stated above, will have 80 acres of 

heavily wood land and a fresh water lake.
2 

4. Climate 

Because the Hudson River is in a deep valley at Indian Point, the 

local and the general weather is not the same. At river level and 

100 and 200 feet above river level, the winds are upstream by day 

and downstream by night more than a third of the time; a usual 

speed is 5 or 6 miles per hour (mph). The valley winds predominate 

during the inversions that prevail 42% of the time. The staff in 

its studies of gaseous effluents used the meteorological data of 

Report 372.3, pages 24-27.23- 2 ' The records for Bear Mountain, at 

1,301 feet elevation, show winds from all directionsduring rain

storms; during thunderstorms south winds are predominant, with few 

winds being found from north to east.2 3 Tornadoes are almost un

known in New York; the coastal hurricanes are the storms that bring 

the most wind. 2 6 According to Appendix XII-4, the Department of 

Commerce states that the probability per year of a tornado striking 

a point in the area of the Plant is 0.00048. Precipitation averages 

46 inches per year and is rather uniform month by month; the measured 

annual range is from 36 to 63 inches. Because evaporation and soil 

retentivity are greatest in summer and because of snow in winter, the 

flow of the Hudson River is not uniform through the year but is high 

in spring and low in late summer. Mean ambient air temperatures near 

Indian Point vary from 28°F in January to 75°F in July, with extremes 

of -19° and 105'F.  

5. Special Environmental Considerations 

The Indian Point site has no unique natural environmental values 

such as a natural wildlife sanctuary, forested areas, geysers, 

or caverns. The site is surrounded by geographically interesting 

terrain such as the forested mountains but the facility is not 

expected to have any influence on the terrain as presently 

constituted.
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The site was formerly used by the U.S. Maritime Administration 
to dock its reserve fleet. Prior to construction of Indian 
Point Unit No. 1, about 189 vessels were docked but by July 31, 
1971, the entire fleet had been removed from the area. The site 
was formerly an amusement park that had been abandoned after its 
use as a park had diminished.  

F. ECOLOGY OF THE SITE AND ENVIRONS 

1. Terrestrial Ecosystem 

The terrestrial plants at the Indian Point site are typical for 
the area. The forested sections are typical of an oak-maple
hemlock community. Other species, such as linden, cottonwood, 
sumac, hickory, dogwood, and wild cherry, are also present where 
they have been introduced into previously cleared areas. Wild
life at the site is composed of porcupines, woodchucks, squirrels, 
opossums, insects, and a variety of birds, as well as other species. 1 4 

The site and surrounding habitats are by no means in a wilderness 
area, and the plants and animals are typical of those species 
which are adaptable to human intrusion.  

2. Aquatic Biota 0 
The aquatic biota of the area is diverse. Fig. 11-14 shows a 
simplified food web for the Hudson River at Indian Point. A list 
of aquatic species found in the area by several investigators is 
included as Appendix Ii-1 of this Statement. The principal aquatic 
primary producers in the vicinity of Indian Point are phytoplankton.  
The high turbidity and deep water do not provide a good habitat for 
the development of extensive communities of periphyton or rooted 
vascular aquatics in the immediate vicinity of the Plant. However, 
such communities exist within the area that will be affected by 
operations at Indian Point. Howells and Weaver2 7 studied the 
phytoplankton at Indian Point and found members of some 53 genera 
of planktonic algae.  

The zooplankton of the area is represented by most major groups. 2 8 

In general, the zooplanktonic species include protozoans, occasional 
medusal coelenterates, rotifers, nemertines, and microcrustaceans 
(including Cladocera, Ostracoda, Mysidacea, Copepoda, Amphipoda, 
Isopoda, and some Decapoda). Also included are the pelagic larvae 
and juveniles of larger forms. Included in this category are the 
larval stages of barnacles (Cirrepedia), larger decapods, annelids, 
and mollusks and early developmental stages of several fish species. 0
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a. Decomposers 

Bacterial communities in the Hudson at Indian Point are important 

constituents of the biological community. These organisms are 

important in that they are responsible for the decomposition of 

organic matter which thereby provides the raw materials for growth 

of phytoplankton. Thus bacterial decomposition prevents loss of 

important materials from biological systems. Bacteria play an 

additional role by assimilating dissolved organic matter in the 

water. The bacteria themselves are food for much of the microscopic 

zooplankton and thereby contribute directly to production at higher 
trophic levels.

2 8 

For most bacteria characteristic of waters in the temperate region, 
the optimum temperature for growth is about 95'F. Temperatures 
lower than this optimum inhibit growth. In laboratory cultures 
with optimum temperature and nutrient supply, bacterial populations 
are able to double themselves within 18 to 35 minutes. If optimal 
conditions for growth could be maintained and there was no predation, 
a single minute bacterial cell could produce 2.4 > 1025 bacteria 

per ton of river water in 48 hours. 2 9 However, the generation times 
of bacteria in natural waters are not exceptionally short and are 

regulated by available food supplies. The generation times of 

bacteria in a series of impoundments range from 9 to 120 hours.  
In comparison, the maximum net production of phytoplankton in Lake 
Erken is about 150% of the standing crop per day. 2 8 This indicates 

that for short periods, the generation time of the phytoplankton 
may roughly equal that of the bacteria. The growth of bacteria in 

natural water does not normally outstrip the growth of phytoplankton 

so greatly that the bacteria continuously dominate the food supply 
of the zooplankton. On the contrary, it is only when the phytoplank

tonic organisms die, releasing large quantities of nutrients for 
bacterial growth, that the bacteria may temporarily increase their 
role as an energy source for the zooplankton.

2 8 

Bacterial densities in the Hudson near Indian Point vary with the 

season. In the winter, the bacterial density may be as low as 
1 x 106 per liter or less, while summertime densities may exceed 

5 x 107 per liter.
5 

b. Primary Producers 

Planktonic algae are responsible for using energy from the sun 

to convert carbon dioxide, minerals, and water into the organic 

material of which they are composed. These organisms provide the 
basis for the food web of aquatic systems and are the principal 

food of most of the zooplankton
2 9 and many fish. species as well.

3 0
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At Indian Point the dominant species most of the year belong to the 

genus Melosira sp., with Asterionella sp. as a secondary dominant 

form. The abundance of these organisms varies from 5 x 105 to 

6 x 106 per cubic meter of river water. As the salinity builds up 

in the summer, the special composition changes .in favor of more 

salt-tolerant forms, such as Rhizosolenia sp., Chaetocerus sp., 

and Thalassiosira sp. About 25 genera of algae (principally.  

diatoms) are present in the area at all times.
2 7 Some variation 

in species composition across the river has been observed. However, 

when averaged for several months, there was little variability in 

the percentage composition of the major groups of phytoplankton across 

the river. Diatoms accounted for about 70% of the phytoplankton, 
greenalgae for about 23%, blue-green algae for about 5%, and all 
others less than 1%.31 

As indicated above, algae may have a short generation time. Under 

optimum conditions some species are capable of producing 3 genera

tions per day. However, the normal population growth rate is 
regulated by temperature, light, grazing by herbivores, and 

available nutrients.32 

Many algae are capable of limited movement, although the movement 

is small in-comparison with the movement of the water in their 

habitat. Consequently, the turbulence and current of the river are 

primarily responsible for their distribution within the water.  

In the Hudson, only those algae which are near the surface are able 

to capture energy from the sun to grow and reproduce. Since their 

distribution is largely regulated by the turbulent estuarine-water 

currents, the phytoplanktonic organisms are not.always in the upper 

photosynthetically active zone, which averages about 6 feet deep.
5 

Consequently, even if all other factors were optimum, the generation 

time would still be much longer than predicted by laboratory analysis.  

c. Consumers 

(1) Zooplankton 

The zooplankton is a diverse group of organisms which transform their 

generally less nutritious food (phytoplankton, bacteria, and organic 

detritus) into a form more readily utilized by larger organisms.  

These larger organisms include larger zooplankters, larval fish, 

and adults ofseveral fish species, such as the bay anchovy, Which 

utilize the zooplankton for food throughout their life cycle.  

Many reproductive strategies are employed among.zooplankton species.  

Protozoans generally reproduce by division of parent cells into two 

daughter cells. Underoptimum conditions for growth, including food 

supply and temperature, protozoan populations can double from 1 to 3 

times per day.
3 3
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Population growth of small crustaceans such as copepods and 
cladocerans is also very dependent on temperature, noticeably 0 
increasing as the temperature increases. Doubling times of 0.2 
to 2.0 days have been observed for these organisms at temperatures 
of.about 77OF.34,

35 The population turnover rate (100% replace
ment by a new crop) may be as little as 4 days at 77°F but up 
to 22 days or longer when temperatures are low. One-quarter of 
a 28% average loss rate er day at summer temperatures has been 
attributed to predation.  

Many of the larger zooplankters, including amphipods and euphasiids, 
may reproduce during only one season a year. Their resiliency or 
capacity to recover from population decimation may be very limited, 
compared with the microscopic forms, which can produce one or more 
generations per day and reproduce throughout the year.  

Heinle3 6 found that the upper thermal tolerance of the copepods 
Arcatia tonsa and Eurytemora affinis was between 860 and 95°F when 
the acclimation temperatures were 680 and 77°F. Growth rate and 
productivity of both species increased with increased temperature 
up to about 80.6*F. Above that temperature the growth rate and 
productivity decreased.36 

The most abundant invertebrate utilized by fish in a 1964 survey 
based upon examination of 190 fish stomachs, was the amphipod 
Gammarus. 3 7 Dipteran larvae and pupae, adult insects, and smaller 
crustaceans such as cladocerans, copepods, and ostracods were also 
important components of the stomachs. However, the individual 
size of the invertebrates in the stomachs varied with the sizes 
and ages of the fish caught.

3 7 

(2) Macroinvertebrates 

This group of organisms includes bottom fauna, which live in or on 
the bottom deposits, and organisms that attach themselves to any 
hard surface. Larval stages of these organisms form a part of the 
zooplankton. Most of the larger invertebrate organisms (macrobenthos) 
that live in these habitats reproduce during only one season of the 
year, so that their ability to recover from a kill would be 
restricted compared with many microbenthic forms which reproduce 
throughout the year.  

Little is known about the quantitative aspects of these organisms 
in the Hudson River. Generally, this fauna appears sparse both in 
the Indian Point area and throughout the lower part of the 
estuary. 3 7 - 39 In deeper portions of the Hudson River north of 
Indian Point and through the Hudson gorge, grab samples commonly'
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contain no specimens of macrobenthos. The microbenthos has.not' 
been sampled.10,11,13,37

- 39 

Benthic organisms common in the Indian Point area include Balanus 
sp. (barnacle), Congeria sp. (clam), polychaete worms, and Gammaru~s 
sp. (amphipod), which also occurs as a planktonic species. 1 0 ,1 1 ,1 3 

(3) Fish 

As is typical of estuarine situations, there are a great number 
of.species of fish (See Appendix II-1). Included within these 
species are residents which are found in the area throughout the 
year. Other species are present in the area only during periods 

of high discharge of fresh water and the associated low salinity.  
Another group composed principally of marine fishes move into the 

area during periods of intrusion of salt water. In addition to 
the resident species and those which move in and out of the Indian 
Point area with the salt front, there are seasonal migrants. Both 
anadromous* and catadromous** species pass the Indian Point area 
on their way to and from spawning grounds. From a biological 
standpoint, protection of the lower Hudson is most important in 
relation to the fish species that use the estuarine environment 
for purposes of reproduction and early development. A more 
detailed analysis of these species can be found in Appendix 11-2.  
Migratory fish in the area include striped bass, shad, alewife, 

smelt, sturgeon, blue-back herring and eels. Principal resident 
fish are catfish, minnows, white perch, tomcod and sunfish. The 

shad and striped bass are the two most important commercial 
species and the striped bass, the most important sport fish.  

d. Special Ecological Considerations 

From an ecological standpoint, the most significant feature of the 
Hudson River at Indian Point is that it is an estuary. Because of 
this fact, the lower Hudson, including the Indian Point area, is a
spawning and nursery area for species that populate not only the 
Hudson River but Long Island Sound and the Atlantic Ocean near 
New York. The most prominent such species is the striped bass 
(See Appendix V-3). There is considerable evidence that the Hudson 
is a major spawning area for the striped bass living in Long Island 
Sound. Besides being important commercially, the striped bass plays 
an important ecological role as a predatory fish. Several other 

anadromous species also use the Indian Point area as a spawning or a 

nursery area or both.  

*Anadromous fish is a species which ascends rivers from the sea for 

spawning.  
**Catadromous fish is a species which lives in fresh water but swims 

to sea water to spawn.
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III. THE STATION 

A. ,-GENERAL 

The Indian Point Station owned by the applicant includes three 
Units, each consisting of a pressurized-water reactor, a turbine
generator, and auxiliary equipment. Unit No. 1 has been operating 
since 1962 as a combined nuclear-.and oil-fired fossil plant to 
produce a gross Output, of 285 MW(e) and net output of 265 MW(e).  
Construction of Unit No. 2, with a net capacity of 873 MW(e), will 
be completed by end of 1972. Unit No. 3, with a capacity of 965 
MW(e), is under construction and is scheduled to be completed by 
1974. The following discussion is limited to a description of 
Units Nos. 1 and 2.  

Waste heat from Units Nos. 1 and 2 is dissipated by once-through 
cooling with water from the Hudson River. In Unit No. 2, :cooling 
water is withdrawn from the Hudson River at a maximum rate of 
840,000 gallons per'minute (gpm) through pumps at full capacity 
and at 30.,000 gpm for service water purposes. Upon passing 
through 3 condensers, the circulating cooling water is heated up 
to 15 F0 above ambient and discharged into- a common discharge 
canal with Unit No. 1. The heated water is then discharged into 
the Hudson River through a submerged multiport discharge at a 
minimum velocity of 10 feet per second (fps). Dilution of the 
thermal discharges take place by jet entrainment, and ambient 
diffusion, with heat dissipation eventually by surface heat exchange 
into the atmosphere.  

B. EXTERNAL APPEARANCE 

The stack for.Unit-No. 1 and the concrete containment vessels for 
the reactor Units dominate the landscape of the Indian Point site.  
Part of the stack for Unit No. 1 will be removed because of safety 
considerations.. However, the structures housing the superheater, 
turbine-generators, and service facilities of the Units have been 
designed to integrate this-complex so as to present an acceptable 
appearance from the river side. The whole Station can be seen 
from this side. -The Unit No. 2 containment vessel, to the north 
of Unit No. 1,l is taller than that of Unit No. 1, but the brick
faced turbine-generator building for Unit No. 2 is contiguous with 
that for Unit No. 1 and has a complementary architecture. The 
Unit No. 3 containment vessel, to the south, will be of the same 
size and construction as that of Unit No. 2 (see Fig. III-l). The 
two will form a symmetrical arrangement around Unit No. 1, as shown
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in Fig. I1I-2. Decorative concrete screens and boxes planted with 
.appropriate shrubbery willlshield the pumps and other machinery of 

Units Nos. 2 and 3 so that no outside.hardware will be visible 
from the river side. Similar mechanical equipment for Unit No. 1 
is housed in a permanent structure. Form,, color, and texture of 
the buildings have been considered so that the setting is enhanced 
and the feeling of intrusion is held to a minimum.  

Landscaping of the area immediately surrounding the complex is in 
progress, in which advantage, is taken of the hilly and rocky 
terrain and the. adjoining wooded areas. The northern part of the 
site includes 80 acres of woodland, including a freshwater lake.  
The applicant plans to develop this area into a public park, with 
picnic t ables and benches-located in-shaded spots around the lake 
and with nature trails leading tolthe shoreline of'the river and 
the Unit No. -2 turbine-generator building. A new visitors' center 
with parking and, toilet facilities for public use will be provided 
at the site. A temporary visitors' center, which has been in use 
since September, 1959, is located on a hill overlooking the, 
Station and the Hudson River. Exhibits and other information will 
be available in the new center showing a master plan for enhancing 
the educational, recreational,' and scenic value of the site for 
the visiting public.

1 

C.. TRANSMISSION LINES, 

According to the applicant, the transmission of electricity from 
Unit No. 2 to the load center will not require additional rights
of-way for transmission lines. The new transmission lines'are 
strung on existing towers or on new towers along the old right-of
way. Steel pole construction was used in the area between Unit No.  
2 and the 'Buchanan Substation located across Broadway Road to 
improve aesthetic value as-well aS to incorporate the latest 
engineering knowledge (Fig'. III-3).' The double-circuit structures 
are designed to carry the Unit ,No. 2 'output of 873 MW(e) at ,345 kV 
to the applicant's system at the Buchanan Substation 2,100feet 
away from the turbine building2 'plus 'the 138-kV input for the Unit 
No. 2 light and power facilities or the 138-kV output from Unit 
No. 1.  

Two additional lines were strung from the Buchanan Substation to 
the Millwood Substation, a distance of approximately 9-l/Z miles, 
and two terminal positions were made at the Millwood Substation.  
These lines were placed on existing structures on existing rights
of-way so that additional changes from building Unit No. 2 did not
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Fig. M-3 
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Steel Transmission Pole
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result in any further modification of the environment because of 

construction of transmission lines. Approval from New York State 

for additions to the existing lines and structures was received.  

Furthermore, the electrical output from Indian Point Unit No. 2 

will be transmitted from the Buchanan Station to the Pennsylvania
New Jersey-Maryland (PJM) interconnection.

2 

D. REACTOR AND STEAM-ELECTRIC SYSTEM 

The Indian Point facility consists of three separate Units, each 

powered by a closed-cycle, pressurized, light-water-moderated and 
cooled nuclear reactor as its source of heat for generating steam 
to produce electricity. Unit No. 1, with a total capacity of 890 
MW(t) (615 MW(t) nuclear and 275 MW(t) fossil) and a gross electrical 
output of 285 MW(e) (45 MW(t) is heat lost in Plant), was completed 
in 1962 by Babcock & Wilcox. It utilizes an oil-fired superheater to 
furnish about 112 MW(e) of net capacity to supplement about 153 MW(e) 
of nuclear power (net) by superheating the saturated steam.3 The 

steam electric system uses once-through cooling at a maximum flow 
rate of 319,000 gpm to dissipate waste heat, including about 39,000 
gpm for the service water system.  

Units Nos. 2 and 3 were designed and are being built by the 
Westinghouse Electric Company, which has a turn-key responsibility, 
including the testing and initial startup of Unit No. 2. Con
struction of Unit No. 2, with an initial thermal output of 2,758 
NW(t) and'electrical output of 873 MW(e), will be essentially 
completed by winter 1972. A Facility Operating License No. DPR-26 
was granted to the applicant to load fuel and to perform sub
critical tests on October 19, 1971. Unit No. 3 has an initial 
thermal output of 3,075 MW(t) and an electrical output of 965 
MW(e); it is approximately 70% complete, with service scheduled 
for 1974.  

The reactor core in Unit No. 2 is fueled with slightly enriched 
uranium dioxide in the form of pellets which are contained in 
sealed zircaloy tubes, set in 193 fuel subassemblies. The 
fissioning of uranium-235 in the fuel rods is controlled by both 
a chemical shim (boron) in the form of boric acid and control rods, 
which consist of stainless steel-clad absorber rods of cadmium, 
indium, and silver. Moderator and primary coolant water pressurized 

at an operating pressure of 2,235 pounds per square inch gauge (psig) 
is pumped through four separate primary loops, each with a circu

lating pump and a vertical U-tube steam generator, to remove heat 0 
from the reactor. The primary coolant water is heated to a design
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temperature of 650'F in passage through the core to the steam' 
generator in each loop and is pumped back to the reactor core for 
reheating. In the secondary system, water at a design pressure of 
1,085 psig and 427°F is converted .to steam at 600=F in the steam 
generator which drives-the tandem-compound turbine-generator unit, 
which incorporates one high-pressure and three low-pressure 
turbines on one shaft. The "spent" steam is condensed in three 
single-pass condensers by water withdrawn from the Hudson River, 
and the resulting condensate is recirculated through the feedwater 
heaters to the steam generator. The cooling water is pumped at
a maximum flow rate of 840,000 gpm through six pumps through single
pass condensers and is heated approximately 15 F0 before being dis
charged into the discharge canal. Each reactor has an individual 
water 'intake, but all three Units discharge their circulating 
cooling water into a common open canal. (See Section III.E for 
details of the cooling system.) 

The primary system - consisting of the reactor, steam generators, 
circulating pumps, primary coolant piping, and pressurizers - is 
housed in a domed, cylindrical, reinforced-concrete containment 
vessel lined with steel. The secondary system and additional 
auxiliary systems are housed separately in adjacent buildings.  
Another building is provided for fuel handling purposes and for 
storage of spent fuel (see Fig. 111-2).  

These systems are described in detail ,in the applicant's Preliminary 
Safety Analysis Report (PSAR) and Final Facility Description and 
Safety Analysis Report (FFDSAR)-for Unit No. 2 and the staff's 
Safety Evaluation and Supplements.  

E. EFFLUENT SYSTEMS 

1. Heat 

a. Projected Heat Load on the Hudson River 

One of the major concerns in the production of electricity by 
steam-generator systems is the disposal of waste heat. Modern 
fossil-fuel plants convert thermal energy into electrical energy 
at an efficiency of about 38%, while light-water nuclear facilities 
have an efficiency of about 32%. In fossil plants, a maximum 
steam temperature of 1,050'F is attainable, while in current 
light-water reactors the maximum steam temperature used is about 
600°F. Fossil plants discharge a significant portion oftheir 
waste heat (about 15%) to the atmosphere, while nuclear plants 
discharge virtually all waste heat into coolant water. As a
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result, the water discharged from a nuclear plant contains 50% 

more heat per unit of electricity than that from a fossil plant.  

The simplest and most economical method is to utilize an easily 

available and adequate supply of water in a once-through cooling 

system. This has been a satisfactory and often used method up to 
the present time.  

The environmental features of the Hudson River are described in 

Section II.E. Table III-1 shows the location of existing and 

planned steam-electric stations on the Hudson River. The 
facilities closest to the Indian Point site include the existing 

Lovett Plant (Orange and Rockland Utilities, Inc.) about 1 mile 
downstream; the Bowline Point Units Nos. 1 and 2 under construction 

by Orange and Rockland and the applicant, about 5 miles downstream; 
the existing Danskammer (Central Hudson Gas and Electric Corpor
ation); and the Roseton Plants Unit 1 and Unit 2 (under construction 

as a joint venture of Central Hudson Gas and Electric Corporation, 
Niagara Mohawk Power Corporation, and Consolidated Edison), both 
about 23 miles upstream. Table III-1 also shows some operating 

characteristics of these plants. 4 Indian Point Unit No. 2 rated 
at 2,758 MW(t) and 873 MW(e) discharges heat of about 6.38 x 109 
British thermal units (Btu) per hour to be dissipated to the cooling 
water. The Roseton facility, composed of two 600 MW(e) units (the 
first of which is scheduled for operation in November 1972 and the 

second in May 1973), utilizes a submerged-jet type discharge system.  
Cooling water is discharged through a jet system 20 feet below mean 
low water (MLW) normal to the river flow at a location about 500 feet 

downstream from the intake and about 275 feet from shore. The Bowline 
Point Units Nos. 1 and 2, each with an output of 600 MW(e), are 

scheduled to be operational by the summer of 1972 (but had been 
delayed due to strikes) and by 1974, respectively. These units 
also use a submerged-jet discharge design. The jet system is 
located about 2,200 feet north of a channel connecting the intake 
pond entrance to the river and extends 1,200 feet out into the 
river. It utilizes eight jets, 25 feet on centers, that discharge 
at 15 fps, 15 feet below MLW.  

b. New York State and Federal Thermal Discharge Criteria 

New York State has established standards for the discharge of 

waste heat into its waterways. These standards have varied during 
the operating history of Indian Point Unit No. 1. In 1950 the New 
York State Water Pollution Control Board (NYSWPCB) established 
"Rules and Classifications and Standards of Quality and Purity for 

Waters of New York State," which were amended in 1954, 1956, and
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Station

TABLE III-1 

OPERATING CHARACTERISTICS OF EXISTING AND PLANNED 
STEAM ELECTRIC GENERATING STATIONS ON THE HUDSONRIVER, 

Rated 

Capacity, Temperature 

Location all units Flow Rise, D 
(mile point) JMW(e)] gpm cfs T (OF) 

.P

Alb any 

Danskammer 

Rose ton 

Indian Point 
(3 Units) 

Lovett (5 Units) 

Bowline (2 Units) 

59th Street 

TOTAL

140 

66 

65 

43 

42 

38 

5

400 

508 

1,200 

2,123 

503 

1,240 

221 

6,155

352,000 

308,000 

650,00.0 

2,052,000 

323,000 

768,000 

168,000 

4,621,000

784 

686 

1,448 

4,571 

720 

1,711 

374 

10,294

11.0 

14.5 

15.4 

15.0 

14.8 

13.5 

6.0
b

Thermal 
ischarge, Ha 

(BBtu/day)

46 

54 

120 

369 

57 

125 

12 

783

a BBtu/day = billion Btu/day; Btu=British thermal unit.  

Basis: H(Btu/day) = l.2 x 104 x gpm x T (F0).  
p 

bMonthly average operation, summer 1969.
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1959. In 1962 the NYSWPCB was abolished, and its functions were 

transferred to the NYS Water Resources Commission (WRC). In these 

standards the Hudson River at Indian Point was classified as "SB" 

waters. The use of SB waters is described as for "bathing and 
any other usages except shell fishing for market purposes." The 

quality standards for SB waters 5 include criteria which specify 
that no heated liquids be discharged: 

"alone or in combination with other wastes in 
sufficient amounts or at such temperatures as to be 
injurious to edible fish or shell fish or the culture 
or propagation thereof,...; and otherwise none in 

.sufficient amounts to make the waters unsafe or 
unsuitable for bathing or impair the waters for any 
other best usage as determined for the specific waters 
which are assigned to this class." 
(6 NYCRR 701.4 et seq.) 

The Federal Water Quality Act of 1965 encouraged the States to 
establish water quality standards for interstate streams and 
coastal waters by June 30, 1967. Due to a request from the 
Federal Water Pollution Control Administration (FWPCA) to upgrade 
State temperature standards, the Department of Health (NYSDH) 
reviewed the New York water quality critera. In August 1967 NYS 
issued a document 3 which stated: 

"To protect water resources, fishlife, and stream 
biota from effects of transient and long-range adverse 
temperature changes, careful studies of stream environ
ment should be conducted where discharges of thermal 
significance are contemplated." 

In July 25, 1969, revised temperature criteria were adopted as 
included in the New York State Compilation of Code, Rules, and 
Regulations (6 NYCRR 704.1(b)(4)). 5,6 These criteria are as 
follows: 

."The water temperature at the surface of an 
estuary* shall not be raised to more than 90'F at any 
point provided further, at least 50 percent of the 
cross sectional area and/or volume of the flow of the 
estuary including a minimum of one third of the 
surface as measured from water edge to water edge at 
any stage of tide, shall not be raised to more than 
4F over the temperature that existed before the 

*The lower Hudson River, including the Indian Point area, has 

been classified as an "estuary."
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addition of heat of artificial origin' or to a maximum 

of 83"F, whichever is less. However, during July 
through September if the water temperature at the 
surface of an estuary before the addition of heat 

of artificial origin is more than 83*F, an increase 
in temperature not to exceed 1.5F, at any point of 

the estuarine passageway as delineated above, may be 
permitted." 

These are the current State temperature criteria applicable to 

operation of Indian Point Units Nos. 1 and 2. They have not been 

approved by the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA).  

Upon submission of the.New York State thermal criteria to the 
Federal Water Pollution Control Administration (FWPCA) of the 

U.S. Department of Interior for review and' comment, FWPCA found 

that the criteria were unacceptable. After EPA was established 

in December 1970, attempts were made to resolve the disagreements 

between the State and Federal agencies. On November 10, 1971, 
EPA 7 recommended that the State thermal criteria of July 26; 1969 

be revised to take into account the following recommendations for 

Federal approval.  

(a) In accordance with Federal regulations (18 CFR 622.4(a)), 
public notice/public hearing procedures must be applied 

to further revise the New York State standards as adopted 

on July 25, 1969. Also, the revisions must be adopted in 

accordance with state laws, rules, and regulations.  

(b) After' the revised thermal criteria have been officially 
adopted by New York State, they should formally be 
submitted to the EPA for approval.  

The revisions recommended by EPA include the following regulations 

on thermal discharges regarding estuaries: 

"The water temperature at the surface of an estuary 

shall not be raised to more than 90°F at any point.  

Further, in at least 50 percent of the cross-sectional 

area and/or volume of the flow of the estuary including 

a minimum of at least 1/3 of the surface as measured 

from water edge to water edge at ny stage of tide, 

shall not be raised to more than 4*F over the temperature
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that existed before the addition of heat of artificial 
origin during the period from October through June or 
more than 1-1/2°F during the period July through 
September or a maximum of 83'F, whichever is less.  
Further the discharge must meet the additional require
ment that no more than a distance of 1,000 feet on the 
surface in any direction shall be raised more than 4°F 
over the temperature that existed before the addition of 
heat of artificial origin or a maximum of 830F, which
ever is less during the period from October through June 

or more than I-I/2°F during the period from July through 
September. Because of the studies that have been 
made on the estuarine portion of the Hudson River, 
the need for limiting the temperature rise here 
during July through September to 1-1/2 0F is waived 

and the conditions specified for October through 
June will be permitted year-round.

' 7 

The disagreements between the Federal and State agencies regarding 

these thermal regulations have not yet been resolved. In regards 
to the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers Permit program, the applicant 
applied for a Section 10 Permit to modify the discharge structure 

and install a steel outfall section consisting of 12 submerged 
openings, which was approved on November 24, 1970 and later amended 
on November 4, 1971, to change from 18 to 12 feet below the standard 

reference level. Application for Section 13 Permit under the Refuse 
Act of 1899 was made by the applicant on June 24, 1971 and was re

vised on October 27, 1971. The application was administratively 
complete. Estimated date of final action for approval for the 

Section 13 Permit is December 31, 1972. New York State water quality 
certification was obtained by the applicant for both Units Nos. 1 and 
2 on December 7, 1970. The applicant is furnishing to EPA the public 

hearing transcripts and other information on studies made by the 
applicant.  

c. Description of the Indian Point Cooling System 

Water for Unit No. 1, at the rate of 319,000 gpm,* is withdrawn 
from the river through an intake structure located behind the 

north end of a 247-foot long wharf directly in front of the 

reactor building. The structure consists of four intake cells, 
each 11 feet 2 inches wide with the bottom 26 feet below MLW.  
Originally a skimmer wall extended downward to limit openings to 
12 feet 6 inches high, but in April 1966, the openings were 

*The flow rate normally used is about 300,000 in which 280,000 

gpm is the flow through the condenser and 20,000 gpm is the normal 
service water flow, although there are additional pumps to increase 
the total maximum service flow up to 39,000 gpm.
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enlarged to the present size of 20 feet 6 inches. Each of the 
four cells contains--in sequence--a stop log gate, deicing header, 
trash rack, traveling screen, chlorination system, and circulating 
water pumps. A fixed fine screen was added in 1967 to cover the 

opening of each cell and to leave no recesses in which fish might 
get trapped.  

The original discharge consisted of an open canal that released 
the effluent directly into the river about 320 feet downstream of 

the intake. Recirculation problems caused the addition in 1966 of 

a 214-foot extension parallel to the bank, but it continued to 
function as a surface discharge system. This system was used 

until the New York State thermal criteria standard was changed in 
1969 to limit a maximum surface temperature to 90*F. Thus, in 1971 
the applicant modified the discharge system to utilize a submerged 
jet 18 feet below the standard reference level* and to discharge the 
heated cooling water normal to the river flow. The applicant has 

further modified the discharge structure during the past several 
months by changing the depth of the submerged jet from 18 feet to 12 

feet and is adding control gates to regulate the discharge velocity 
through the ports to 10 fps as described below.

8'9 

The Unit No. 2 intake structure is located upstream of tha tof 
Unit No. 1. The reinforced concrete intake structure contains six 

main intake channels for six circulating water pumps and a divided 
service water intake channel. The Indian Point Unit No. 2 structure 

is designed with six large pumps, each having a capacity of-140,000 
gpm capacity, and six small pumps for a total of 30;000 gpm of 

service water needs. At full capacity, the condenser flow is 
840,000 gpm (1,872 cfs). Each main opening is 13 feet 4 inches 
wide by 26 feet deep, the top of which is 1 foot below the MLW 
'level of, the Hudson River, and serves as a skimmer wall to 

remove logs and debris floating in the river. Each channel con
tains fixed fine screens, de-icing headers, trash bar screens, 

stop log gates, traveling screens, and a chlorination system. The 
de-icer loop provides an outlet in front of the racks to melt the 
ice. Two de-icing pumps pump 80,000 gpm each of the warm circu
lating water through the de-icing loop into a de-icing spray 

header of the intake forebay. The fixed fine screens are at the 

mouth of the intake forebay to prevent fish from being trapped in 

the forebay. The applicant has been testing the use of an air 
bubble curtain in front of the intakes-of Unit No. 1 and Shall"

install and operate double air bubble screens in front of each of 

the intakes of both Units during the winter when the river water 

is below 40*F.4 1 Figure III-4 is a diagrammatic sketch of the 

intake structure of Unit No. 2.  

*Standard reference level is the U.S. Coast and Geodetic Survey.Sea 

Level Datum. The mean low water level is one foot below the standard 
reference level.
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A trash rack composed of vertical steel bars 1/2 inch x 3 inch 
on 3-1/2 inch centers is located 12 feet 4 inches from the river's 
edge inside each of seven cell openings to protect the circulating 
water pumps from logs, ice chunks; and large debris. Behind the 
trash racks is the provision for a fixed fine mesh screen (used on 
occasion) with one of the partitioned service water channels and 
3/8-inch mesh mobile traveling screens. A de-icing spray header 
is located in the cell chamber ahead of all the screens so that 
heated water from the discharge canal can be recirculated at 160,000 
gpm to the intake structure to melt ice that may form on or tend to 
clog the screens. Appropriate mobile trash rakes remove material 
that collects on the racks and fixed screens, and a high pressure 
backspray from the service water supply serves to remove material 
that may have impinged on the traveling screen during its up-pass.  

A sodium hypochlorite system is available to treat the incoming 
river water to control the fouling growth on the condenser tubes.  
A 15% sodium hypochlorite solution injected at a rate of 5 gpm is 
programmed through a control panel in the Unit No. 1 intake 
structure and utilizes its, two 4,000-gallon storage tanks and 
pumps. An automatic programmed control system initiates a cycle 
in which a slug treatment of the six water intake bays occurs in 
two groups of three, through the service water intake bay. How
ever, the automatic system can be manually operated such as to 
inject the sodium hypochlorite solution into half of the condenser 
for 30 minutes and the other half for another 30 minutes. The 
frequency of injection will be limited to 3 hours per week, as 
discussed in.Section V.D., for a total time of 6 hours of 
chlorination treatment per week for both Units.  

Water for the six 900-horsepower circulating pumps is piped 

directly to the three steam condensers through six 84-inch diameter 
conduits, two going to each condenser. The water from each pump 
discharges into one of two inlet water boxes of the condenser.  
Each of the three condensers is a single-pass divided-flow waterbox 
construction, with 96-inch diameter inlets and outlets. They con
sist of 50-feet long, 1-inch O.D.,* No. 18 BWG** admiralty tubes 
welded into silicon bronze tube plates, resulting in 306,000 square 
feet of heating surface per condenser.  

At full power operation, a maximum flow rate of 840,000 gpm (1,872 
*cfs) of cooling water will be withdrawn from the river through the 

six pumps, but operation at reduced flows is possible. Flow through 

each of three condenser water boxes is normally 280,000 gpm, but the 
water boxes are divided by a separation plate so that flow through 

each half is normally 140,000 gpm. Operation at a minimum flow of 

84,000 gpm is possible. At minimum conditions, three half-sections 

*O.D. = outer diameter.  
**BWG = Birmingham Wire Gauge.
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must be operated at a total flow of 252,000 gpm and at maximum 

condition of 420,000 gpm. The recirculation system to be installed 

prior to winter 1972-1973 will permit a net flow to the condensers 

with 84,000 gpm per pump. The by-pass system shall be used at all 

times when the water temperature of. the Hudson River in the area of 
the Plant is below 400F.

4 1 

Velocities of the water in the intake structure will vary 
according to the area available for flow. At full flow of 

840,000 gpm, the velocities will be 0.8,fps 'through the six main 
openings, 1.0 fps, through the trash bars, 1.3 fps through the 

fixed fine mesh screens, and about :2.0fps through the traveling 

screen panels (see Appendix 1II-i). At reduced flow during the 
winter time, when the by-pass system is. in operation, the intake 
velocity shall be maintained at an average rate of 0.5 fps.  

An open discharge canal collects all .of-the 'cooling water from 
Units Nos. 1 and 2 and the service water from both Plants and 
conveys it to the discharge facility located downstream from 
Unit No. 1. Figure 111-5 is .a diagram of the heat transfer 

system and canal.  

The total maximum discharge can be about 2,650 cfs* (710 cfs or 
319,000 gpm from Unit No. 1 and up, to 1,933 cfs or 870,000 gpm 
from Unit No. 2), and the temperature of the cooling water will be 
raised about 15F0 . Table 111-2 indicates .the variation in outfall 
flow rates, excess temperaturelincreases :'of-the heated cooling 

water, the peak temperature rise, andi the dwell time of nonscreenable 
organisms from the point of entrance to the water box to the river 
during different pumping conditions of the intake-discharge system 
for Units Nos. 1 and 2.  

The discharge facility is an evolution,,of the original discharge 

studies 21 and is now designed to handle the effluent from all 
three Indian Point Units operating'at full capacity. It handles 
effluent from Unit No. 1 only at the present time. After the 1966 
change noted above, the structure was further extended in February 

1970 to a point 960 feet from the Unitl:No. 1 intake. In 1971, an 
underwater discharge system of an additional 270 feet was provided; 
it consists of 12 slots, each 4 feet high and 15 feet long, 

located with the center line 18. feet below U. S. Coast and Geodetic 

*The applicant states that a total of about 1,188,000 gpm (or 

about 2,650 cfs) would be used by both Units when service water 
is included.1  The value of 2,650 cfs has been used in the staff's 
analysis.
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TABLE 111-2 

INDIAN POINT UNIT NO. 2 INTAKE - DISCHARGE SYSTEM

Thermal Input 
Produced By 

MW(t) 

(Without De
icing Loop) 
Unit No. 1

Pumping Conditions
Flow 
Intake 

gpm
Discharge 

gpm

Heat Loss 
to River 

MW(t) Btu/Day

Daily 
Average 
At, OF

Dwell Time 
of Nonscreen
able Biota

2 pumps 
(full flow) 280,000 300,000 560 4.7 x 1010 14 13 seconds* 

35 minutes**

Unit No. 2

6 pumps 
(full flow) 
(minimum flow)

840,000 
504,000*

870,000 
534,000

%1870 15.3 x 1010
15 
25 * * 18 seconds*

(With De
icing Loop)

2,758 6 pumps 
(full flow) 
(minimum flow) 

* Minimum water flow from water-box in 

** Minimum flow from water inlet box to 

*** See Reference 45 for further details

680,000 
344,000*

710,000 
374,000'

40 minutes**

let to outlet 
river entrance

20 
24. **

0 0

890

2,758
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survey Sea Level Datum, so that thermal discharges will be jetted 

horizontally into the body of the river. Figure 111-6 illustrates 
this design. The applicant has modified the depth of the discharge 

ports from 18 feet to 12 feet. This construction work-was com
pleted by early April 1972. Ten of these submerged ports are 
equipped with fully adjustable gates so that a design discharge 
velocity of 10 fps may be maintained independent of the flow. The two 

gates (located farthest downstream) can be operated fully open or fully 
• closed;' i.e., they are not adjustable. The gates move in a vertical 

motion so that the centerline depth of the adjusted openings varies 
according to gate position. A total discharge flow of about 

1,188,000 gpm for both Units will occur with this discharge structure.  
When Indian Point Unit No. 1 is at full power, 560 MW(t) of heat is 

wasted; from Unit No. 2, 1,875 MW(t) of heat is wasted and dissipated 
as heated thermal discharges. Only seven ports will be used for the 
two Units while all the ports will be used when all three Units are 

in operation.  

A level control weir in the discharge canal will automatically 

maintain a predetermined head on the discharge water to provide 

the required jet velocity and also to reduce the head requirements 

on the intake pumps.  

Warmed water from the discharge canal can be recirculated to the 

intake structures for de-icing purposes under extreme conditions 
by means of two 80,000-gpm pumps located adjacent to the discharge 
canal.  

d. The Hudson River Estuary and Its Cooling Capacity 

Extensive discussion of the Hudson River hydraulics is presented in 
Section II.E.l. Further discussion of those aspects of particular 

significance to thermal discharges is presented here.  

* Salt water intrusion is an important feature of the flow at Indian 

Point since it promotes density-induced flows in excess of the fresh
water flow. In addition, the salt water serves as a built-in tracer 

material which aids the analysis of the effects of thermal discharges.  

A net tidal average seaward upper layer flow substantially in excess 

of the freshwater flow exists throughout the saltwater intrusion zone 

of partially mixed estuaries such -as the Hudson. The source of this 

added flow at any location is a time-averaged landward flow of more 

saline water in the deep layers which ultimately joins the upper fresh

water flow between the location of interest and the upstream limit of 

the salt intrusion.
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A schematic representation of the flow patterns is given in Fig.  

11-13, Section II.E.l.d. As described in that figure, there is 

no distinct interface'between the two "layers" and the opposing 

lower and upper layer velocities:do not actually exist at any one 

instant except may be at tital flow reversal but are the resultant 

flows time-averaged over a full tidal period. Establishing the 

correct upper layer flow at a specific location is a difficult task.  

One simplified method for calculating the upper layer flow was 

proposed by Pritchard4 2 using information on salinity and fresh 

water flow. The equation derived is based on a salt mass balance 

in any cross section under steady state conditions and can be 

expressed as 

Qu= QRl+ % - SJ (1) 

where 

Q = Flow in the upper layer in seaward direction 

= Fresh water river flow 

S = Average salinity in the upper layer 
u 

S = Average salinity in the lower layer.  

Vertical salinity gradients at nine locations are given in 

Reference 10 for a condition when the river flow was relatively 

steady at 4,000 cfs for several months. Under these conditions 

salinity concentration in excess of 0.1 ppt extended to approximately 

Mile Point 82. These salinity profiles, taken in mid-channel during 

high water slack, are shown in Fig. 111-7. Table 111-3 lists the 

location and the salinities of the net average upper and net average 

lower layers taking the surface salinity to be representative of 

the upper layer and the deepest data point to represent the lower 

layer.
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TABLE 111-3 
TOTAL SEAWARD UPPER LAYER FLOW.COMPUTED FROM EQUATION (1) 

USING SALINITY GRADIENT DATA FROM REFERENCE 16 
(Fresh water flow. = 4,000 cfs)

...... Salinity 
(parts per thousand)

Location (mile point)

22.8 

32.3

-,Upper Layer 

12.50 

10.35 

6.90

.5.80

5.00 

3.55 

1.65

01.85 

0.50

Lower Layer 

12.95 

10.55 

7.40

6.60

5.50" 

4.15 

1.90

1.05 

0.65

Net Tidal Average 
Upper Layer 

Flow frorg) 
Eqtc l bD 

115,000 

170,000 

59,000

33,000 

44,000 

24,000 

30,000 

21,000 

17,000

Indian Point. .  

bBelieved to be biased to the high side.

46.7

51.5 

60.6 

69.2 

75.4 

77.4
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The upper layer flow computed by Equation (1) for Indian Point 

is 59,000 cfs when the freshwater flow is about 4,000 cfs.  

However, the computed flow values do not increasc monotonically 

in the seaward direction as they should and the calculated upper 

layer flow at Mile Point 77.4, the most upstream point of the salt 

front, is 17,000 cfs, rather than the established freshwater flow 

rate of 4,000 cfs. This suggests that all the values computed by 

Equation (1) may be biased on the high side.  

The main reason for this bias may be that the salinity data used 

represent conditions at the center of the channel and thus are 

not necessarily representative of average conditions across the 

channel. In addition, use of Equation (1) for locations of low 

salinity and weak stratification involves division by a difference of 

two small values, which can magnify any possible error.  

A second means for determining the magnitude of the upper layer 

flow is by direct velocity determination. If a true area-averaged 

velocity is determined for maximum flood and ebb conditions, the 

net nontidal flow may be computed from the difference between 

flood and ebb flows, with the assumption that flow velocity varies 

in a sinusoidal manner during the ebb and flood periods. A 

determination of this type is attempted in Reference 10 for three 

cases: (1) data taken in October 1958 when QR was 10,000 cfs, 

(2) data taken in April 1959 when QR was 44,000 cfs, and (3) data 

taken in September 1929 when QR was 8,000 cfs. The applicant's 

consultants concluded: For case 1, the presence of a density

induced flow is indicated by the velocity determinations, but they 

are not sufficiently accurate for quantitative determination. For 

case 2, the measurements, as expected, show that no density-induced 

flow existed at this high river flow. For case 3, the density-induced 

flows computed for Indian Point gave a total upper layer flow of 

22,000 cfs; values at other longitudinal locations were also 

computed.  

The staff concurs with conclusions I and 2, but it cannot accept 

the values given for case 3 as significant. Flood and ebb flows 

are more than 10 times as high as the net upper layer flow, and 

calculation of their difference would require far more extensive 

measurements than were undertaken in this survey to determine 

precisely the area-averaged velocities--an extremely difficult 

undertaking. Furthermore, proof of valid results must be offered 

by satisfaction of the material balance: 

Net seaward Landward Freshwater = + 
upper layer flow lower layer flow flow 

A proper flow material balance was not attained. However, the 

data of case 3 clearly indicate the presence of a density-induced 

flow, as does case 1.
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A third means for establishing the presence of a net nontidal flow 
in an estuary is by inference from the value of the dispersion 
coefficient as calculated from the longitudinal salinity gradient.  
Experience1 1 shows that, in fully mixed estuaries that show no 
saline gradient with depth, dispersion coefficients in the range 
30 to 180 square feet per second (ft2/sec) may be anticipated.. In 
this case, salt intrusion is solely a consequence of turbulent 
diffusion generated by the tidal movement. On the other hand, 
when saline dispersal also takes place via the mechanism of the 
mixing flow, values for effective dispersion coefficient can be 
an order of magnitude higher.11 In Reference 12, values for the 
dispersion coefficient, E, are computed by the applicant from 
the longitudinal salinity gradient. Values given for Indian Point 
range between 3,000 and 5,000 ft2/sec for freshwater flows between 
8,000 and 4,000 cfs. The staff believes that those values are 
over-estimated. The same authors in Reference 13 report a value 
of 2,700 ft2/sec at Indian Point for a freshwater flow of 3,000 cfs, 
which still seems to be rather high (see Reference 11).  

In summary, the presence of a net nontidal seaward flow in the 
salt-intrusion zone of the Hudson is clearly established by 
means of (1) observed vertical salinity gradients, (2) direct 
velocity measurements, and (3) high computed values for the 
longitudinal dispersion coefficient. However, the magnitude of 
the upper and lower layer flows is not yet satisfactorily established.  
More detailed field experiments. are needed to establish these flows.  
A possible cause for this overestimate lies in the applicant's use of 
a one-dimensional time average concentration model (Equation 6 in 
Reference 12) for deriving this coefficient.  

e. General Description of the Thermal Plume 

For the purpose of. discussion and analysis, the thermal plume may 
be conveniently divided into three zones: the submerged jet region, 
the near field isotherms, and the far field temperature distribution.  

(l) The Submerged Jet Region 

At a 12 foot depth and with a velocity of 10 fps, the jet must entrain 
sufficient water to reduce its excess temperature from 15*F to some 
value such that a maximum surface temperature of 90'F is never 
exceeded. Since the jet velocity is high compared with the maximum 
oscillating tidal velocities in the channel, published submerged 
jet studies1 4-1 6 could perhaps be used with small error. The 
available studies treat the case of zero ambient or constant 
ambient velocity. No methods seem to be available for the Indian 
Point situation of fluctuating ambient velocity. The entrainment 
analysis 1 7 performed by the applicant on the Indian Point submerged' 
jet contains some points of difference from the other published 
analyses (see Section III.E.l.g).
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(2) Near Field Isotherms 

This is the region that is beyond the jet zone, wherein oscillating 0 
tidal flows have a pronounced effect, yet near enough to the discharge 

so that the excess temperature is not yet dispersed across the 

channel. Again, a number of analyses are available for the near 

field plume for the case of zero or constant ambient 
velocity,18-20 

but none are available for the case of oscillating flow. Very 

little appears in the literature on three-dimensional near-field 

plumes. The computational procedure performed on the Indian Point 

near-field thermal plume, given in Reference 21, is geared particularly 

toward estimation of the percent of the width and depth of the 

channel covered by the 4F* isotherm.  

(3) Far Field Temperature Distribution 

In this region the so-called one-dimensional approximation is 
frequently applied.11 The excess temperature is assumed to be 
distributed uniformly in the lateral direction and to diffuse 
upstream via the influence of the longitudinal dispersion 

coefficient. Movement upstream does'not exceed the distance of 

one tidal excursion. The excess temperature extends farther down

stream and decays with distance due to both dispersal and surface 
heat exchange.  

f. Heat Dissipation Models Presented by the Applicant 

The applicant has used a number of heat dissipation models to 

predict the thermal effects caused by the once-through cooling 

system used in Indian Point. Those models can be divided as follows: 

(1) mathematical model for the submerged discharge; (2) one-dimensional 

mathematical model for cross-sectional averaged temperatures at the 

near and far fields; (3) exponential mathematical model for the 

temperature distribution in a given cross section; (4) a net nontidal 

mathematical model for the cross sectional temperature at the Indian 

Point site; and (5) hydraulic models. A short description of each one 

of those models as presented by the applicant in the Appendices of 

Supplement No. 1 to the Environmental Report for Indian Point Unit 

No. 2 is presented here.  

(1) Submerged Discharge Model
17 

A computer program was written based on 12 simultaneous equations 

which together describe the fluid mechanics of submerged jets. The.  

model assumes that the initial jet momentum, induced buoyancy, and 

river water entrainment are the controlling mechanisms involved 

and that drag forces and river boundary effects can be neglected.  

The model is written for a single, circular, submerged jet with a 

conical shape of constant slope, except for one change at the end
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of the zone of flow establishment. The trajectory of the jet 
center line may change, but each cross section is considered uniform 
in temperature and velocity. A number of steps are used to mark 
various interferences with external boundaries. This model is used 
to show compliance with the 90*F temperature criterion.  

(2) Near and Far Field Heat Dissipation Model 

A one-dimensional steady-state mathematical model 2 1 was developed 
to predict the cross-sectional area-averaged temperature rise along 
the length of the river. The model predicts the following temperature 
rise: 

5 1 
f5 H exp 1i + 4KE 2) 2E _ (2) 

Tp CpR 1 + 4K'E 
2  U 

in which: 

AT, = area-averaged temperature rise upstream of Indian Point, F* 

AT = area-averaged temperature rise downstream of Indian Point, F0 
2 

H = thermal discharge, Btu/day 

p = water density, lb/ft
3 

C = water heat capacity, Btu/(lb F° ) 

QR = river freshwater -flow, ft
3 /day 

U = freshwater velocity, sq. miles/day 

E = longitudinal dispersion coefficient, miles/day 

x = distance from plane of discharge, miles.  

K' = temperature decay coefficient, day-1 (see below)
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= correction factor used in the infinite receiver model (where 
= all parameters are considered constant) to agree with the 

variable parameters segmented model, for temperature decay 

upstream of Indian Point 

f 2 =same as fl, but for downstream of Indian Point 

f = correction factor used to adjust the theoretical model to 

agree with observed data, for temperature decay upstream of Indian Point 

f = same as f3 $ but for downstream of Indian Point 

f = correction factor used to adjust the theoretical model to 

agree with observed data at the plane of discharge 

This model is based on mass, momentum, and energy conservation 

principles but also includes seven empirical adjustment coefficients 

which will be discussed in Section III.E.l.g(3).  

The temperature decay coefficient is defined as 

Kv = KB (TSF) = KB ATs (3) 
PCpA PCpA AT 

in which: 

K= meteorological surface heat transfer coefficient, 
Btu/ft 2 

F' day) 

B = river width, ft 

A = river cross-section area, ft
2 

Ts • = average surface-temperature rise, FO 

AT .= cross section area averaged-temperature rise, F
° 

TSF = thermal stratification factor which is defined by 

TSF = AT /AT (4) 
s 

(3) Cross Section Temperature Distribution Model 

Two expressions were assumed
2 5 for predicting the temperature 

0
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distribution in a given cross sectiQn. The equation for the cross 
sectional temperature distribution is 

AT = AT exp (-KA) (5) m 

and that for the surface temperature distribution is 

AT = AT exp (-kb),( s sm 

in which: 

AT = temperature rise isotherm, F ° 

AT = maximum temperature rise at any point in the cross 

m section, F0 

A that portion of the cross section within which the 

temperature rise equals or exceeds AT, ft
2 

K = exponential decay coefficient for area or the reciprocal of 
the river cross-section area within which AT decreases by a 
factor of li/e, ft- 2 

AT = surface temperature-rise isotherm, F0 S 

AT = maximum surface temperature-rise at any point across 
sm the width of the river, F.  

b = that portion of the surface width within which the 

surface temperature rises equals or exceeds AT, ft s 

k = exponential decay coefficient for surface-width or the 
reciprocal of distance in river width within which AT 
decreases by i/e, ft

- I  s 

Equations (5) and (6) are used to show compliance with the temper
ature rise isotherm criteria for both 50% cross section area and 
two-thirds of the river width. (See Section III.E.l.b. for the 

New York State thermal criteria.) 

(4) Net Nontidal Flow Model
1 0 ' 2 2 

The phenomenon of net nontidal flow is considered in having a 
capability for dilution far in excess of that of the freshwater 
river flow. Complete mixing is assumed to exist in each cross
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section, and the expression for the cross-section area-averaged 

temperature rise at the plane of discharge is 

AT = H/pCPQd, 
(7) 

in which H, p, and Cp are the previously defined heat 
discharge, water 

density, and heat capacity 
and 

AT = cross-section area averaged-temperature rise, F
0 

Qd = total dilution flow, cfs 

In Equation (7) the applicant considers that the 
total dilution 

flow, Q is the sum of the absolute values of the upper seaward flow 

and the lower landward flow.  

(5) Hydraulic Models 

Three hydraulic models have been constructed to 
simulate the 

various aspects of the Indian Point discharge.  

Model I was used mainly for Indian Point Unit No. 1 
to study the 

recirculation problems of the thermal plume which led 
to a discharge 

canal design to minimize the recirculation of heated 
discharge water.  

The second model (model II) simulates the Hudson River 
about 9,000 

feet above and 9,000 feet below Indian Point. It is a vertically 

distorted model scaled 1:250 in the horizontal dimension 
and 1:60 in 

the vertical.  

The third model is an undistorted 1:50 scaled model of the submerged 

discharge which simulates about 900 feet along the 
east shore and 

400 feet of the river's 4,000-foot width. The model was used for 

optimizing the parameters of the submerged discharge ports. 
In 

later stages it has been incorporated into Model II 
to study the 

effects of the submerged discharge on a large scale. 
The salt 

intrusion and the density-induced flows were not simulated 
in the 

model.  

g. The Staff's Review of the Applicant's Heat 

Dissipation Models 

A detailed review of the heat dissipation models presented 
by the 

applicant'revealed a number of inherent uncertainties which 
might 

affect the applicant's conclusions as to the predicted thermal
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.. effects on the Hudson River. .-As a generalbcomeent itudhe 

not ed'that,' uni the' rec'ni fssuan of"Refedride22;- th .  
applicant; presenta.. of the heat issipation.models was .based 
on the domabined' eet ofall three India Point-Uj s. -_'4h 

d addition the various models and arguments presented,.as d-scussed 
in many sections of the Appendices. of Supplement"'No. 1 -to'the 
Egnviro ent~,Re-oqlrt , Y'er written 'at ,different stages and for' various purposes. "''.this makes- 0h-revid4w-dif fidUlt; ........  

The heat dissipation modeIs.presented-y.-he pplidant have defi

.ciencies which require that the models be subjected to rigorous 
verification by field studies. Field *da:taare inadequate t .  
.supp6rt-some of the a'ssumptions used; Tdmagitudes of the'1.  
'density-induced flows for different'freshwater flows-need to-be 
determined., The applicant' smathematical modeifs'which us-an

earea-averaged assumption, do-not take into accou ntlocai-saliity 
or flow gradients. 'Since the moddel' is time average over'the tidal 
pe~od :(steady-state model),t' 'i"aot predict emperature disributions 
,during severe periods at high-and-low.lack waterg. Improvements 
and refinemenhts in thesemodels nd"rigdousfieidstudie to 

. C k, C - :: !' ! ? i.. ".. '. 
" 

' ; v, , d - .; '¢" "r."' ' [ " ' , . I " - d ..... th 

confirm these models are- needed.in"'rder" tO'use" t emr to predict the 
. . actual -d i sipation of the-thermal dsharges' -from Indian-Point' 

ti"its Nos. 1 and 2 e Detais of" the staff s evaluation if-h--7 
applicant snalysis ofheat dissipation of therma-"i is charges:are 

.discussed'beiow. L" C' .. .  

., . .. . Heat Load-and"Water'Intake" Temperauie °" - -'" 

The applicant takes-into account that 32C'-of 'the hegneiatd 
in the reactor: based on- operating'experience -%ith 'UnitNo-;-,i'-is 
converted inioelectrici t" yid;' 5%'"is:assumed'-by the applidantU'ds 
in-plant losses. The rest.(63%) Idis rged2-into the[ riv.  
It is the staffs oinion that-'5%in-'pit 'i s~es or s , --a large 
plant [abo0t2,iO MW(e)-for units Nos:--i 2- and3-]-ifa - o _'high;-' [ote" OTi -"hs ben co t t e c t -6d byu tle'!oliciifi in more 
recent studies (Ref. 22).] ,Wc. . . ... C . ' '3 ,. '.  

The maximum river -mbient temperatur e-ssimed- by the- ap'lcan t.. is 
"78"F to 79*F'. '"in a"Report'tofInpii 6-India'.P&t'U~i: Nb.-l, suhmtte 'b he Cmmission sI i i i n ' f  ompllae , -in October 

se' ndattachmentB'B-3)'3 -'therP is 
1971 ( see 'um-e JI, F g,.B4,h'a2 
'detaiied, infprmat lon" oi" temperat ure -easurements-m'de-';b'y-Ne- bY6rk 

Un'~esiy~"~a -&o --o~ Ie 'iee~s te~'iii~"r 'temper
atur'e -at the -Plant-'intake 'can- bedab ove 810F-in August '.- Tes' 

emperaures were measured at three-'stations across the-riier.
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section (east bank, mid-river, and west bank) at the Indian Point 

site while Indian Point Unit No. 1 and Lovett Plant were in operation 

(which might have affected the water temperature.) The thermal 

analysis should take this elevated temperature into account. [Note: 

The applicant has taken part of this elevated temperature into 

account in more recent studies (see Ref. 22) in a form of recirculation.  

The staff has also considered it in its analysis (Section II.E.l.h).  

See discussion of agencies' comments in Section XII.B.] 

(2) Submerged Discharge Model 

in Appendix M of Supplement No. 1 to the Environmental Report, the 

applicant discussed the effect of the submerged discharge of Indian 

Point cooling water on the temperature distribution of the Hudson 

River. The submerged jet discharge model involves a number of 

uncertain assumptions that may be critical. The jet is discharged 

horizontally at 10 fps and perpendicularly to the river flow. (See 

Fig. 111-6). The analysis assumes that the jet will have a conical 

shape with a constant slope of 0.15 in the zone of flow establish

ment and 0.25 in the zone of established flow. The length of the 

zone of flow establishment was taken at 5.2 times the length of slot.  

None of these parameters are~well established in the open literature.  

Specifying the slope of a jet expansion is another way of specifying * 
the entrainment coefficient. This coefficient is a measure of the W 

amount of diluting water entrained into the jet and has a direct 

effect on the rate of temperature decay. The value of the entrain

ment coefficient is not well established, and the few data available 

are reported as entrainment coefficients rather than as slopes of 

jet expansion. The sensitivity of the results of the choice of 

slope must be evaluated numerically. The relationship chosen for 

the length of the zone of flow establishment is close to that 

reported in the literature for a circular port and zero ambient 

velocity . However, based on the definition of the zone of flow 

establishment, it is clear that the smaller dimension of the 

slot (4 feet) should be used rather than its length (15 feet) in 

evaluating the length of this zone.
1 7 

The suggested model is used to calculate a uniform average tempera

ture and velocity in each cross section along the jet. Therefore, 

it does not have the capability of predicting the temperature at 

the jet center lines, which is higher than the average. To get an 

approximation of the centerline temperature, the applicant assumes 

that a cosine distribution exists between the boundary of the jet 

and its center. Cosine distributions are not commonly used. Most 

investigators assume a Gaussian distribution, which results in a
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higher peak temperature for the same average value. The difference 
between the two approaches might be about 15%, which in the staff's 
case comes close to an additional 1F° temperature rise. In addition, 
the choice of a 3F° temperature rise at a jet boundary is not clear 
nor is the location of the "jet boundaries" defined.  

The submerged discharge analysis is based on a single circular jet 
model. Since the actual discharge is composed of 12 ports, each 
4 feet by 15 feet, centered 20 feet apart, a problem of mutual jet 
interference exists. The initial distance between adjacent edges 
of two jets at the discharge point is 5 feet. However, since the 
applicant's model is based on a circular jet, an equivalent diameter 
of 8.75 feet was used. This creates an initial clear distance 
between jets of 11.25 feet compared to 5 feet in the actual design.  
Using the applicant's procedures but for only 5 feet initial clear
ance, the staff gets interference-at about 16.7 feet distance, 
compared to about 40 feet reported, and a dilution ratio of 1.5 at 
that point, compared to 2.37 reported. The temperature rise at 
that point (again using the applicant's procedures) becomes 12.4F0 .  
If this is added to an intake temperature of 810F, a maximum surface 
temperature of about 930F results. (Note: Recently the spacing 
between the ports has been changed from 5 feet to 6 feet with 
center-to-center distance of 21 feet instead of 20 feet. Also, 
the applicant has recently specified that only. alternate ports will 
be used; so actual clearance between the ports at the base is now 
27 feet compared to 5 feet assumed in this discussion. This will 
almost eliminate the possibility of jet interference.] 

The applicant has assumed that no additional entrainment will occur 
after the point of jet interference. The staff believes that this 
assumption is overly conservative. Dilution will continue beyond 
the point of jet interference and will therefore further reduce 
temperatures along the jet; however, evaluation of the new entrainment 
coefficient or the new slope of the jet expansion will require 
special investigation.  

The staff has therefore found it desirable to perform an independent 
analysis of the submerged jet temperature distribution. A parametric 
study shows that the dilution of the heated jet is sufficiently large 
so that the 900F criterion is not exceeded even under various pessi
mistic assumptions (see Section III.E.l.h.). The applicant has also 
improved its model in more-recent studies and confirms its previous 
conclusions.

2 2 ,4 2
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.3 -- (3),-Near- andFar-Field.,Heat Dissipation.Model.. 
I 

" i Asdidscussed ,iin Apperidix K of Supplement No. ito the Environmental 

Report,.this model was.-originally developed for showing-compliance 
with the early New York State thermal criteria. However, in order 

to show compliance with,the new State regulations, a less conser

vative model was needed. The adjustments made to the original .  

model-by arbitrarily using correlation-factors so that the results 

will agree. withonly-one,, set, of.: observed, data from operation,.of 

Indian Poinit Unit No... - and extrapolating the modelto predict-the 

effects ..of, Units No..1 and 2 together is unjustified. 

-- The:,correctionfactors fl to f5.,areoinserted-in Equation (2),.ina 

,seemingly arbitrary way. .-The model correction factors,.fl and.f 2, 

used, to convert the more complicatpd. variable parameters of a seg

mented,model-,to..an infinite, constant-paraieter.model, are based on 

comparison.of. the .two models for one set of conditions..,Why the 

two models-should differ by the same factors-.for, other sets of 
conditions, is not clear., The correction factors f.3, f,, and f5 

used--to correct-.themathematical, model to:-the observed dataare.  

also, based-.-on one set, of fieldconditions (April .1967.)which are 

quite.different; from the-examined, ones., The. observed.dataare for a 

surface discharge, 482 MW(t) waste heat- load, 17F. condenser 
.temperature: rise, winter-meteorological conditions (April- 1967)o4 (Appendix Jof, upplement No. 1), and river- flow of.40,0Ocfs' 

The case examinedis, for a submerged discharge, about 2,500 MW(t) 

waste heat load (five times as much),14F* condenser temperature 
rise, summe.-meteorologicai conditions,-.and. river fresh water flow of 

.4,000:cfs (a;atenth, as.much). The differences are, too, large to.  
justify such-an extrapolation. -In addition, since the observed 
data are:notinder- cgntrolled laboratory conditions, it is difficult 
to:,be sure-,that some, unexpected conditions did not exist when the 
field4 measurenents were4 taken.. The largo size. of the factors f3 
and f4 (about 15), also makes the adjustment. questionable... The.  

factor f5 has a direct effect on the results, and a change in this 

factor-canchangep.the conclusion from an acceptable to an .unacceptable 
temperature- rise*-.-----~ -- -- :

Th-.-he. long-itudinal dispersion, coefficient, E, is. supposed. to take 
into -accoun., al---the turb ..... diffusion and, mix-ngcaused byz 

- -va-rious:.moements- (tidal-movements, net nontidal flows,density 
mixing, etc.). In spite of many investigations, there is. no .reliable 
method for predicting E. The.applicant derives an expression for 

E based on a comparison between measured salinity profiles and a 

steady-state diffusion differential equation for salinity concentration.  

0
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However, the values calculated by this.method (around 12 square 

milis/day)- , and- r ep6tted ln .Fig "6 in'-Kppndix i J; eT, r- e 5vtoo 
high (see 'Section IIl"E. ]i:U) ore 'ivs~t i n add f iestd'gtotaa 
are needed- to' stablish- the correct value-o fths, hlongl tudIaM-o .d. -S"': i ---. - T ; I: -, ?r . . . .  

The thermal stratificatonfactor' (TSF)Z 1 : is:2defined as the ratio 
between the surface average temperature rise and the cross-sectional 
area, average-temperatureirfs. - -In-iea&Iity,, none' of-'those' temper
atures are uniform. -xpe measurem e,-only 
way. to get proper valuesfor'the'TSF.- The 6-nly fieTd. measurements 
for both surf ace 'and cross' section temperatures are- thbse 'taken on 

....July i966 and April '967 by' Northeastern Biologists'-Inco'rporated 

(NBI-). \ATSF "of 3. 0 -a'found'for: the July 1966 corfditIonsr dh 
V 6.0 for the ApriA l 1967"conditions. The -appl cant-uses4 the-16ower 

vafiife f for adjUsing t me-athematic 1'm6de1l in. the- Januiary 
-1968 report (Appendix J to Supplement N6fi , - " For'the February .  

S'-969-rep ort (Appendix-K-to SupplementTN..l)% the appcliant=uses 
e~aliiar interpolation--between -a ffihitivae of lOfrrPL 

--effluent channei temp'erature increase of'-3.,4F - (complete-vitical 
miixing) anid " "maximum Value i 3 0 ofor i'ief fluent- :han Il--temper

-.ture "increas-e ofPl'4F0? . ':"ldu&.hscmrie -sem --6 W 
Sreasonab!e .he beas;ic -alie of 3-O..is. the- iru lIt :of-:fiId measure
ments which 'we-re' taken 'ud'er .c.n.... " '..quite..dif.fee'r..rd the 
ones-for-maximum sert ". The f-ield --measurement d6ata on Unit- No. 1 
'were- takef for uiiriface di ihir "'e' 6fr 'waste'- heat -load .fL- : "-• 
482 MW(t), and a-17F0 condenser temperature rise. The-.maximum-,, 
severity conditions are submerged-discharge, 2,500 MW(t) waste heat 
load (five ties much,.and-_l condense. Unit No 2 

in operation. The differences in,'all-l2hr'e ':c-ondi:tgns might result 
in a TSF lower than the July 1966 data. The extrapolation of the 
results, taken •under"this-single -set 7'of z hcondit- ons- a to "such a'wide 
variety of conditi6ns -iS -note jstiff6' e-spelilly;,because > ofi'its 
maj or effects on calculated' resultes .(see Section ' I-ThIE.I.h -. ; 

-(4) -Cross-SectiOnal.Temperat-ur'e'Distri-utionc Model' 
- - -•" 7:' -, A'.3 ,:'O 

•  
,. " 

" This model is combined by the applicant with; theI.-croslsTcse ctional 
average temperature model"'for. evaluating temperatur'rdistributions 
and isotherms, in particular-to check the extent of the, 4F* isotherm.  
Such an-evaluati6hc:ialls" for a three-dimensiOnal. transient-1imbdel which 
does not exist in'the,literature and is .indeed difficult to ddevelop.  
* Thus,' the applicant's model is of necessity highly infuitivi and 
simplified and must rely heavily on field-data; however, the only 
field data used are those collected" in April -1967 .(Appendix J to
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Supplement No. 1). Again, a single set of data is used to make 0 extensive extrapolations which are unjustified for the same 

reasons that were previously discussed in the one-dimensional 

far-field model. (See Section Ill.E.l.h for parametric studies.) 

(5) Net Nontidal Flow Model 

The net nontidal flow phenomenon is suggested by the applicant as 

being the main reason for disagreement between the mathematical 

model and the observed data from July 1966 and April 1967. The model 

is proposed as an alternative to the one-dimensional dispersion 

model discussed in Section III.E.l.g(3). As mentioned before, the 

phenomenon evidently does exist and should be taken into account.  

However, the concept that the amount of water available for dilution 

is the sum of the upper layer seaward flow and lower layer landward 

flow 1 0' 2 2 is unjustified. The warmer and lighter discharged water 

tends to stratify to the upper layer and therefore the lower layer 

flow might be largely inactive in the dilution process (depending 

on the degree of vertical mixing). When it is, it will tend to carry 

the heated water upstream and return the upper layer to the intake.  

Even so, the phenomenon is certainly very helpful in diluting the 

warm discharged water and should be included in any realistic model 

of the Hudson River. However, more field data are needed to evaluate 

quantitatively the upper layer flow and the degree of stratification 

for different times of the year and under various fresh water flow 

conditions.  

h. Staff Assessment of Temperature Distribution at 
Plane of Discharge 

The staff recognizes the applicant's difficulties in trying to 

show compliance with the NYS thermal criteria. Many of the 
problems raised by the staff in the Draft Statement were further 
discussed by the applicant in supplementary reports and letters.

22'42 

These responses provided satisfactory answers to some, but not all, 

of the questions. At the same time, however, some of the applicant's 
assumptions - such as no additional jet dilution after the point of 
jet interference - are indeed conservative.  

An ideal solution would require a time-dependent three-dimensional 
model which is not available at the present time. The available 

alternatives are either to use simplified models in a conservative 

manner or to rely extensively on field-data. The staff feels that 

both approaches should be combined for the best advantage.  

0
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The staff has found it desirable to perform an independent analysis 
for the submerged jets and to use the applicant's model (since 

other models were not available at this time) to perform an extensive 
parametric study to evaluate the surface and cross-sectional 
temperature distribution at the plane of discharge. Field data are 
needed to make a more realistic judgement on the correct parameters 

to be used.  

(1) Submerged Jet Temperature Distribution 

Analysis of the submerged jet for predicting its temperature distri
bution and maximum surface temperature is based on two submerged 
jet models. One is Hirst's model 16'2 3 for a single round jet 
discharging into an infinite volume of receiving water. This model 
assumes Gaussian velocity and temperature distributions across 
the plume and uses a variable entrainment coefficient. It is able 
to take into account ambient stratification in both temperature 
and/or salinity, ambient velocity, and various discharge angles 
in either two- or three-dimensional plume trajectories. The second 
model, by Koh and Fan, 15 is for a multiple-port diffuser discharging 
into an infinite, stagnant body of receiving water. This model 
assumes a single round jet up to the point of interference of the 
jets and then switches to an infinite slot jet model.

24 The velo

city and temperature distributions across the plume are considered 
to be Gaussian, and the entrainment coefficients are taken into 
account as input for constant values for round and slot jets. The 
combined capabilities of these two models made it possible for the 
staff to check the effects of various assumptions and to compare 
probable, optimistic, and pessimistic cases. The plume cases 
studied, along with their parameters and resulting characteristics, 
are summarized in Table 111-4 for the single-jet model and in 
Table 111-5 for the multiple-port model. In all cases, the jets 
were assumed to be discharged at 10 fps in a horizontal direction, 
normal to the river flow, at a depth of 12 feet, and at a tempera
ture of 15F 0 above ambient. In each model, a base case was chosen 
as being the most probable. The various parameters studied were as 
follows: 

1. Jet diameter: 4.0, 8.7, and 12.7 feet 

2. Jet salinity: 0.0, 7.0, 9.0, 6.75, and 9.75 parts per 
thousand (ppt)

3. Ambient salinity: 0.9, 7.0, 9.0, and 10.0 ppt
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4. Ambient velocity: 0.0, 0.5, 1.0, 1.5, and 2.0 fps 

5. Ambient temperature gradient: 0.0 and 0.05 Fo/ft 

6. Ambient salinity gradient: 0.0 and 0.015 ppt/ft 

7. Entrainment coefficient 1 6 for round jet: 0.08, 0.057, and 
0.082 

8. Entrainment coefficient for slot jet: 0.057, 0.082, and 0.16 

9. Recirculation, which is expressed as AT above 80°F ambient: 

0.0, 1.0, and 2.0F ° 

10. Port spacings: 4.5, 10.0, and 31.0 feet between centers 

The various jet diameters simulate the 4 feet by 14 feet rectangular 

port into a single round jet with the same minimum opening (4 feet), 
same diameter (8.7 feet), or same perimeter (12.7 feet). The low 
entrainment coefficients (0.057 and 0.03) simulate disturbances 
from the bottom slope and outfall walls to achieve normal ambient 
entrainment into the plume as compared to infinite water volume.  
The spacing of 4.5 feet in the multiport model simulates an infinite 

slot jet, which is certainly conservative. In the single-jet model 
(Table 111-4), no jet interference can be simulated, and therefore 

the maximum surface temperatures and travel times shown in the table 
are not exactly correct. The maximum temperatures at the points of 

jet interference are shown for 6 feet and 27 feet clear distance 
between the ports. Temperatures are further reduced beyond the 
interference point as analyzed in the multiport model (Table 111-5).  

From Tables 111-4 and 111-5 it can be seen that in no case is the 
final surface temperature above 900F. The most probable case is 
represented by the "base" case in both models. From those cases, 
it seems that the maximum surface temperature will be about 86°F 
to 87°F. The last case in each table represents a pessimistic 
possibility which results in a maximum surface temperature of 
about 88°F to 890F.  

Other conclusions that can be derived from this parametric study 
are that the jet will surface at about 110 feet from the river 

bank and about 25 feet downstream. The trajectory length of the 

jet is estimated to be about 120 feet, and the travel time of an 

organism along the plume center line is about 30 sec. The width 

0
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of the jet seems to be about 60 feet at the point where it surfaces 

For a total outfall length of 250 feet, the total Surfacing area 

would be about 15,000 ft2 and total water volume would be about 

a million cubic feet.  

(2) Surface and Cross Section Temperature Distribution 

The following is an extensive parametric study based on the dis

persion model proposed by the applicant.
21 As stated in Section 

III.E.l.g, the staff feels that the correction factors used by 

the applicant in its model are unjustified; therefore the cor

rection factors are assumed to be equal to 1.0 (f5 = 1.0). The 

other points of uncertainties are treated here as parameters, 

each with a range of possible values being investigated. The 

various parameters studied and their corresponding ranges are 

as follows: 

1. River freshwater flow, QR: 4,000 and 7,000 cfs 

2. Longitudinal dispersion coefficient, E: 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9,.  

10, and 12 sq miles/day 

3. Thermal stratification factor, TSF: 1.0, 1.5, 2.0, 2.5, 

3.0, and 3.5.  

4. Intake recirculation factor: 0.075, 0.1, 0.125, and 0.15 

5. Submerged jet dilution: 1.5, 2.0, 2.5, 3.0, and 3.5 

6. Surface heat exchange coefficient: 90 (fall)- and 

130 (summer), Btu/(day)(ft
2)(FO)' 

A computer program was prepared to study the numerous combinations 
possible with the above ranges of parameters. Part of this study 

is summarized in Table Ill-5a. The output shown in the table 

includes average and maximum cross section area temperatures, average 

and maximum surface temperatures, and percentages of cross 
section 

area and surface width within the 4F temperature-rise isotherms.  

This parametric study showed: (1) the cross-sectional area within 

the 4F0 isotherm will be on a tidal average basis less than 50% of 

the total cross section of the river even under a pessimistic 
set 

of assumptions; (2) the predicted-surface temperature distribution 

is very sensitive to the values of the parameters, used; and 
(3) there 

are many possible cases where the surface width within the 4F
° isotherm 

exceeds even on a tidal average basis two-thirds of the total 
river 

width at Indian Point.



Table 1115l. A parametric study of temperature distribution at the Indian Point discharge plane [k = 130 Btu/(day)(ft 2 )(F)] 

Thermal Intake Temperature of Fraction of Fraction of 
River Dispetsion' Submerged cross-section Surface _... 6. - t :* ratifi- recircu- SubmergedrSveface . . h 

Case e freshwater cofi . jet temperature (F) total area river Iwldth 
"__0_,(cfs_(sq. dty cation lation 4" 

flow (cfs) (sq. m iy , i'a factor dilution Avg. Max. , sotherm isotherm 
ifacto~ fatrAg, :a. vgt Mx

@0@ 0 0

1 UO "0 400; 0.0 - A ..00 0.,.075 -3.00.
2 0~,O0,0 i4;;00 1. 00 3. 00 > 
3 Q. Q0 '  :"'.00 A. 00 i: 0 .125, 3.00 

44 0. .0". ' :1.50" 0.-075,3.00, 
40 0 0. -.0o :. J 1.00 -'0.:075. 3. 00 ... . 3.ooo 6 0, . 10 Q, 425300 

8,: .400:0.? ' c6 0Q: '* '1.00..• :125":3.00
. 2..00. , 6,00-: '1.50 0505 3.00.  

11 . ' 4':- 000, ..- "'6; 00:: . .... '. 2. OO .075:3.00' 12 1 ' 000. -- 6.00: ,.00: 0.100 3.00 

13 0,000 .. 7:,00 'A 0.00 0.12-5. 3.00.  
a14 4000:, U7.0:0 , , 1.50 0 •075j 3.00.? 

16 -, :-4000. 57=00, ;:: 1.50: 0,.125.3.00: 
147 , 0 ' 7.0,- -, L '*2, . 0 - 0 ",075 '3.00: 

18, ,: -;400. , ... &.00 .-.. 2.0Q O 10 0, 3.00* 
239. ,- ,1,400. .. 8. 00 , 2.,.5.0,. 0,0 -.3.00 .  
24 400 .... . i,0, .0 ".. 1-, .50 . .125 3•.0 

25 * 4 000 6 0, 0; V' 2.00 0W7".0 

26,-. *: 4 ,.,.000,. 10 ,..8,0;0:: -. .; 20 0- :0o.i0.5. 3.00,.  

2 ' 400., 10'0 ' 2 00 -07. 5 3. 0 0: 

28 4..000. 1-0 .. 00- ... 2.50- 0.075,.3.00 2 4000. 0.00 2.0 0.100 3.00 
3 Lo00: 10.00 3 00 0.7125". 3.00 

18 E- 400,01.- - To0 ;0 0 "-  2 50"- 0."0.5 '-';"3:,00O' 
- 6 . , 1 1 - -.  

29 000. ,0 2.5 0 '.100,i3.00

30' _4000:, T00 •30 0,5 3.00

4 ~ ~ ~ .,1 16 .1- 4"0 36 '0 52.  

4.5 16.5 t-, 41.5 5.5 O.4 0 0..71 " 
5.0 16.95 050 5.6 0.745 1..36 
3.4 16.1 5.1 5."A 0,30 2.38
3.'7 16.1 '3. '?5., " 0.33 0.39 
4,.6 ;' i- 1;A6 ,9 - , - '5.;6. 0 4 0 02. 759.  

3.,1 -6.1 ..7 Z 7 5. 4&, 0.,27 0. 94 
4,-,2 16.9 11.2 5.6 0.37 0.58 
2. 61 0.25 0. 62 
3 T1 :16..5k :'L. 7 -; :5.-5: 0.27 0.:94 2.5 16.1 -5.0" 5., 022 .63 .  

20-- 16.5 .5.5 55: 0.24 7.81i 
9 -..0 56 :  0.:3 0.98 

2,:7,,16..1:' "'14.0 .. 52/4 .,23 O.4.9 2.9 -16.5: .... :. 0,;25 0.67 
-3. .16.9. ."1..9 .-.5.6: 0..28 1..17 

'2"-3 .16,. "4.: 6 ."L54, :0.,20 0.93.  
-2-6 '16.5 5.1 5,5, 0..;22 1.i75 
-27 ,16.5, .. .1 -- 55- 0,24 0.5 
'3.;1 .16.9 ".6 ,5.6- 0 , 0.82 

-2.2 16.1 4. 5 5 . 0.19 0.67 
Y2.L, 16.9 - .8 5. 6- 0.21 1. 1 .05 x 

2'e0 "16.1: " 9 2.0 . 17 - 1.36 :28 '16.95 ,-4J.2 .56" 0.2 • I: 0.56, 
420 116.' 7>3.9 .5 ' 0. 11- 0.,6.  

22 16' 1. U. , '019 0.'6 
1.4 '16.9 4.8 5. 0.21, 1.56 

2,.8 16.1"L 3.' 9 -5.' 0. 15 0.69.  
1.9 16-5 ' ,.8 -5 '5 : 0.17 . :.  

1.6 16.1 4.8 5. 4 . 14 1.22
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Table IlI-Sa (continued)" 

River Dispersion Thermal Intake SubTemperature of Surface Fraction of Fraction of 
Rivr iserio Thrml ntke Submerged, cs-section Sufc 

Case freshwater coefficient stratifi- recrcu - jet c ttemperature (o)n total area river width 
flow (cfs) (sq., miles/day) fctor fator area (AF)v M / within40F within 4F 

factor factor Avg Max.'. Avg. Max. isotherm isotherm

31 
32 
33 
34 
i5 
36 
37 
38 -

39 
40' 
41..
42 
43' 
44!' 
45 '!X' 
46 ".' 

47 :
48 
49 '.'.

50 :-,J 
51 
52 
53 
54 
55 
56 
57 
58 
59 
60

4000.  
4000, 
.4000.  
4000.  
4000.  
4000'.  
.4000.  L ooo; 
40600., 000-.;: 

7000-.  
700'0;.  

7000">; 

7000, :-' 
70 00 
7000.  7 0 0b J r 

7000'.  
7000. " 

7000.'; 

7000.  

S0o.  
7,010.0., 

7000.  
7000.  7 66 6 ....

'7000.  
7000.  
7000.

12.00 
12.00 
12. O0:, 12.00 
12.00 

12 :0 0 O 12.00 
12.00 
1i2.;00 
12 .00) 

4 .'00"'' 

5.00 5- O0 as 
5'. o 0 -; 
6'. Ob 
6-.00" 

6 6.0" 

7. 00' 
7.00 
700, 
8.•0,0.,, .  
8.00 - L' 

8.00" 8.00 

10.00 
10.00 
10.00 
10.00

1.50 0.125 3.00 2.6 16.9: 3.8. 5.6 0.22 0.43 
1.50 0.150 3.00 -2.9- 17.3 '4..4 - .5.7. 0.25 0.65 
2.00 0100 '3.00 2.0 .16.5- 3.9 5.5- 0.17 0.47 
2.00. -0,125 3.00 2.2 '16.9 4,.1. 5.6 0.19. 0.69' 
2.00 0.150. 3.00 2.6 17.3 5.1 5 -0.22 1.36, 
2.50 0.075-3.00 -1.6. 16.1 4.0 5.4 0.14' 0.50 
2.50 0.100 4300•  1.8 16.5 .. 5.5" 0.15 0.70 

-- 2530 0-125 3.00 .. 16.9 - :' 5.6' 0, 17. 1,.-24

3.00'. "0..100',- 3 ;0 '" 1 ".16 .16.-5: ' .9 .- 5 ,5:.-0.1 l .14. lt y:1.50 o., 5 ' 3 .O0 ~ 3.1. 16.1 '4.6 5.4.0.27' 0.88 :31.50q -,'0., 106-:13, 0 0 , ,...t .,:16, -- 5 4 - 5'-i 5 ;--.0 .. 24 .". 1 4-62,; 
1.50 0.07 -3. 0 .- 2 8-16.1 4.2' 5.4 0 .25 :0 60 ' 
1 50" 0j100,"3.00"' 3.1K 16.5 ,.7 .6 5.55' 5.0..27 ".10:- " 1 . 50' 0.O75 3.00 2 6" .0016 ' . 2'.0 5.4" 0 .23 .'4i
1.50 ' 0 1-00: 3.0(0 2. 9!,--165 . 5.51" 40.2 . '0.65 

2.-00, 0.075,13. 00' .e 2. 3 '16. 1 4.7 5.4.0. 20 099', .' 
2.000.1003.00 ... 2.6 16*5 : 5.2 5.5 0.22 -- 2.01-' 1.50'"0.100,.3.00""' 2.7' 16.5 L.1 5.5 0.24 0..53, 
2.00" 0.075".3.00 '.. 2.2 . 16.1 4.4 5.4"' 0.19 40 0.,0' 

-2.00 0.100 3.00 -. 2.4 16.5 .8 5.5, 0.-21 1-.12...  
1.50- 0. 100 3.00. 216- 616 .5 3.9 5 .5 0.22 -." 0. ":5.-':-;g 
1.50"' 0.125 3.00:,,, 2.9,;- 16.9 '4.4 ,5.6 0.25 0.65 : ; ,--.  2. O00, 0o75' 3. oo-,:- 2. 1-' 16 .-1 4.2 ,:5., 4' .'. ....  
2,00 10Q.1.60 3.00- 2. A16'05 - .6 5. 5' 0 2", :'.' 1 
2.50 0.075 O.3 0,. 4-:-'I. ...... 16, 1 . 4.7 . ..5. 4' T.-i6 i t .. 2' 

1.50 0.100 3.00 2.4 16.5 3.5 .5.5 0.20 0.36 
1.50 0.125 3.00 2.6 16.9 4.0 5.6 0.23 0 48 
2.00 0.075 3.00 1.9 16.1 3.8 5.4 '0. 16 0. 41' 
2.00 0.100 3.00 2.'1 16.5 1.1 5.5 0.18 0.55

'-.4

.Is.



Table llI-Sa (continued) 

River Dispersion Thermal Intake Temperature of Surface Fraction of Fraction of 

stratifi- recircu- cross-section total area river width Case freshwater coefficient jatio tempeiour a(a(O)wthn4F)ihi 
flow (cfs) (sq. miles/day) area dilutionar )within 40F within 40F 

factor factor Avg. Max. Avg. Max. isotherm isotherm 

61 7000. 10.00 2.00 0.125 3.00 2.3 16.9 4.7 5.6 0.20 0.86 
62 7000. 10.00 2.50 0.075 3.00 1.7 16.1 4.3 5.4 0.15 0.61 
63 7000. 10.00 2.50 0.100 3.00 1.9 16.5 4.7 5.5 0. 16 0.92 
64 "700. 12.00 1.50 0.100 3.00 2.2 16.5 3.3 5.5 0. 19 0.31 
65 7000. 12.00 1.50 0.125 3.00 2.4 16.9 3.7 5.6 0.21 O.UO 
66 7000. 12.0.0 2.00 0.100 3.00 1.9 16.5 3.8 5.5 0.16 0. 43 
67 7000. 12.00 2.00 0.125 3.00 2.1 16.9 4.3 5.6 0.18 0.61 
68 7000. 12.00 2.50 0.075 3.00 1.6 16.1 3.9 5.4 0.14 0.46 
69 7000. 12.00 2.50 0.100 3.00 1.7 16.5 4.3 5.5 0. 15 0.63 
70 7000. 12.00 2.50 0.125 3.00 1.9 16.9 .4.9 5.6 0.17 1.06 
71 7000. 12.00 3.00 0.075 3.00 1.14 16.1 4.3 5.4 0.12 0.65 
72 7000. 12.00 3.00 0.100 3.00 1.6 16.5 4.8 5.5 0.14 1.00

0 0
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Evaluating the range of realistic values for each parameter is a 
very'difficult task. To reduce the number of possibilities, it 

is reasonable to assume a constant submerged jet dilution factor 
of 3.0, a constant intake recirculation of 0.l, and a constant 

minimum freshwater flow of 4.,000 cfs. The longitudinal dispersion 
coefficient, E, and the thermal stratification factor, TSF, both 

have a larger range of uncertainty. In the staff's opinion, field 

experiments are clearly needed to establish the correct values for 
these parameters. If desired, however, likely values of 6.0 to 

7.0 sq. miles/day for the longitudinal dispersion coefficient and 
1.5 to 2.0 for the TSF could be chosen. The above approximations 
are covered by cases 10, 12, 15, and 18 in Table III-5a. In these 
cases the cross-sectional area within the 4F° isotherm is about 

25% of the total cross section of the river, whereas the surface 

width within the isotherm ranges between two-thirds to full-river 
width. However, cases (e.g., 19, 22, and 26) which show more 
favorable results are also possible. For the case 2 2 called 
"drought-fall conditions," a surface heat exchange coefficient of 

90 Btu/(day)(ft2 )(F°),was used as compared to 130 used in Table Ili-5a 
for the summer months. The predicted temperatures were, of course, 
higher. Table III-5a also includes the case of 7,00-cfs freshwater 
flows. This was the average low flow in the summer during the 

years 1918-1964. For this flow, the more reasonable assumptions 

are covered by cases 46, 48,49, and 50. Here, too, the conclusions 
are the same: the 50% cross-sectional area criterion is easily 

satisfied, but satisfying the two-thirds (river width) criterion 
is in doubt. Any further conclusions are restricted by the actual 
data available for the various parameters used.  

It might be worthwhile to indicate that the same parametric study 

was used for predicting the temperature distribution when only 50% 
power is assumed. It seems that, except for a very few pessimistic 
cases, both cross-sectional area and surface-width criteria will be 
satisfied for the 50% power condition.  

The second model used by the applicant is the "density-induced 

circulation" model, which is based on upper layer flows rather 
than river freshwater flows. The limitations of this model are 
mainly lack of reliable values for the flows involved and for the 

amount of stratification which exists between the two layers.  
Table Ill-5b summarizes part of a parametric study made for this 
model. The upper layer flow varies from 10,000 to 30,000 cfs.  

The longitudinal dispersion coefficient is not used in this model.  

Here again, the results are very sensitive to the values of flows 

and thermal stratification factors, both of which need to be 

evaluated by field experiments.



Table 1ll-5b. A parametric study of temperature distribution at the Indian Point~discharge (density-induced circulation model) 

River Thermal Intake S e Temperature of Fraction of Fraction of 

,Dispers-on stratifi- recircu-; S . cross-section S 0rface total area river width 
Case freshwater coefficient t jet te m'perature ( within 4rF within 4 F 

l ilation : .6 . - . ..... iti F wthn4 
flow (Pfs) (sq. miles/day) cal 'on ,, dilution 

factor. actor -" Avg., Max. Avg. Max - isotherm isotherm,

1 ' 10000 " ; O0.. 2 -100.o '.0o' 00 

3 :10000 - 00 
4 . 00 0 
5 12500. 0.0 ' 
6 A-12500. '4 - .  
7 A 125010" 0 , a0.  
8 '12500. 0

9 15000. - 0'- 0.  
10 _15000' 0,0 
11 1 5000 0" 0
12 15000. 0 
13 ,:S.1 0 0 0".0 
14 . 17500. -0, 0' O 
15 . ,17500, .. , 
16 - 17500. , 0.0 
17 : :17-500'. 0-17.0,0 
18 20000. -, 0.0 .  
19 20000. . :;-0 0, 
20 i20000. -0,0 
21 . " 2 0000'. 00,.  
22 .. 20000 ' ".0 0 , 

23 '"22500. 0,.0 .  
24 .22500. "0.0> 
25 .22500=: o 
26 - 0,22500 " .  
27 ';22500; 0.0 
28 25000. 0.0 
29 250000 ,0.0 

30 25000. '0.0 
31 25000. 0.0

.O0:0, :_0 .075 ,3-. 0 W .. ;: , !.0 16'2 : d. .5; 0..3 5_ .:9 

1.00, 0. 100 3.00 L- J 4. 539: 0 6 

1"..,"00 -0. 125 3.00' 4.9 16.9- . .9 5.6 0.411 .17, 
1 . 50 "0. 075 3.00 4:. 16. 6 5.4 0..35 1.00 
1.00 0.1 3.00 3.0 - 3.5 16 .:5 3.5 ,5 i , 30. 0.,'35 

I.00 0.125 3.:00- 3.9 16.9' . 3. 9 5.6 '0.34 .4 
1.,00 .-' 0.15'0 3;.0' W45 17.3 : 4.5. -5..7 . 39 0.73 
1.501 0.0,75 3.00 - 3.25- 16.1, .8 ,5'.' 0-.28 1.13 
,1.700 -;L0.150.3.00 'i3.8. - 17,.3.- 3.8, .5.7 0".32 -O4a3 1.50 0.075 .00 .-27 16.1 .0 '5.4 0.23 0.49 
,1.50 0.100 3.00 2.9 '16.5 ,- .1. 5.5 0.25 .0.63 
1.0 0.125,3.00 3.3 16.9 , ,9 "5.6 0.28 .1 7 

. 2.00 0.075 3,.00 : 2.7 .16.1 . 5.3' 5. 0.23 -5.03 
31.00 0.150300 3.' 17.3. .2 5.7 -0.28 0.31 

'-"150 00.125 3.00. 2.8 16.9 L.2 5.6 0.2 0.58 
'"1.50 0.150 300 3.2, 17.3 ": 4.19 5' .7 0.28 -1.0-1 
S2.00 0.o075 31.00 ' 2.3' 16. 1 .6A 5. 4 0.20 0.83 
A.0 -o. 150" 3.00 .- 2.8 17.3 28 5.7 0.2 0.25 

.1.50 0..150 .3.00' 7 2.8 17.3 '' i,3 5.7, 0.284 0.58 
;.'2.00 0.075 3:.00 ,: 2.0 16.1 74 5.,4 0.17 ,00 89 

"2.00 ';0. 100 3.00 - 2.;2/ ':16.5 ', : 5.5 ::-0.19, '0.:67 1.200 '0 .5 31..5 -2. ,C51 .' 17-.3 2.58 5.7' 0.21 0.22 
I1.0 .0.150' 3e00. 2.5- 17-.3 -. 8: 3 5.7.- 0 .21 04 

2.00 0.0 . 1.9 16.5 .9 5.05.' '0.-17. ,..46 
.2..00 05125 3.0" 2.2', 16.9 -..-- 5.96 0 19 .66 

-2.00 0.15 3.00 2.5 173 5.0 5.7 0.21. 1.25 
1.50 '0.150'3.00.: 2.3 .3 .3- 5.7 0.19 0.34 
:2.-00 0. 125 3.00" 2.0 16.9 3.9 5.6 0.17 0.17 

S2.00 0.150 3.00 23 .17.3 .,5 5.,70.19 0.7.3 

2.50 0.075 3.00 1.6 16.1 4.0 5. 0.1"4 49

00 0



Table Ill-Sb (continued) 

Thermal Intake Submerged Temperature of Sfac Fraction of Fraction of 

River Dispersion stratifi- recircu- See catioure F r ea 
Case freshwater coefficient cation lation jet area (OF) temperature (F) total area river width 

flow(cf) (q. mlesday diutio wihin40F within 40F 
(sq. miles/day) factor factor dilution Avg. Max. Avg. Max. isotherm isotherm 

32 25000. 0.0 2.50 0.100 3.00 1.8 16.5 L.0U 5.5 0.15 0.67 33 25000. 0.0 2.50 0.125 3.00 2.0 16.9 4.9 5.6 0. 17 1.17 34 27500. 0.0 1.50 0.150 3.00 2.1 17.3 3.1 5.7 0.17 0.29 35 27500. 0.0 2.50 0.100 3.00 1. 6 16.5 L.0 5.5 0.1l 0.19 
36 27500. 0.0 2.50 0.125 3.00 1.8 16.9 4.5 5.6 0. 15 0.71 37 30000. 0.0 1.50 0.150 3.00 1.9 17.3 2.8 5.7 0.16 0.25 38 30000. 0.0 2.00 0.:150 3.00 1.9 17.3 3.8 5.7 0.16 0.43 39 30000. 0.0 2.50 0.125 3.00 1.6 16.9 4. 1 5.6 0. 14 0.53 40 30000. 0.0 2.50 0.150 3.00 1.9 17.3 U .7 5.7 0.16 0.86 
41 30000. 0.0 3.00 0.075 3.00 1.3 16.1 4.0 5.40. 11 0.L9 
42 30000. 0.0 3.00 0.100 3.00 1.5 16.5 4.4 5.5 0.13 0.67 43 30000. 0.0 3.00 0.125 3.00 1.6 16.9 4.9 5.6 0. 14 1. 17

0 &
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It must be mentioned again that both models are for steady 
state 

condition and therefore are not able to predict the temperature 
* 

distributions at the more severe periods of lw and high slack water.  

For this purpose, some use could be made of the transient one

dimensional model reported by Harleman.
1 1 

i. Summary and Recommendations 

The staff has performed an independent analysis for the submerged 

jets and concluded that in spite of several deficiencies in 
the 

applicant's model, the major conclusions are indeed correct; 
the 

maximum surface temperature is expected to be about 86 to 87*F 

and therefore, the 90*F maximum surface temperature criteria 

will probably be met.  

The applicant's model for-predicting temperature distribution 
in 

the near and far field is essentially a steady-state one-dimensional 

model. Therefore, the model cannot be used to predict the expected 

temperatures at the more severe periods of the tidal cycles 
(i.e., 

high and low slack water) and to show compliance with thermal 
criteria 

at "any stage of the tide." 

The use of an exponential function for generating a three-dimensional 

temperature distribution from anaverage one-dimensional model is 

questionable. The use of correction factors extrapolated from the 

Indian Point Unit No. 1 field data is unjustified.  

Since an alternative three-dimensional transient model was not 

available, the staff has used the applicant's model to perform an 

extensive parametric study and found that the results are very 

sensitive to the various parameters used. The most important parameters 

are the thermal stratification factor (TSF), the longitudinal disper

sion coefficient (E), and the density-induced flows involved in the 

salt intrusion zone of the estuary.  

The staff believes that field data are clearly needed to establish 

the correct values to be used for the above parameters. However, 

if one attempts to make an estimate based on the applicant's model 

and the presently available data, it seems that the following 

predictions might be possible: (a) the cross-sectional area within 

the 4F0 temperature rise isotherm at the point of discharge might 

be on a tidal average about 25% of the total cross-sectional area, 

(b) the river width within the 4F
° temperature rise isotherm at the 

point of discharge might be even on a tidal average basis between 

60% to 100% of the total river width, and (c) some other assumptions 

resulting in more favorable predictions are possible but are not 

probable and cannot be defended with the presently available data.
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A great deal of the uncertainty with respect to the thermal effects 
from the effluent from Indian Point Units Nos. 1 and 2 rests upon 
lack of field data for the longitudinal dispersion coefficient, the 
values of the apparent upper and lower layer flows during the 9 months 
of the year during which the "two-layered flow" flow situation exists 
in the Hudson River, and the amount of stratification in the estuary 
with and without the thermal discharges. The staff is of the opinion 
that the best, and perhaps only, way to resolve this uncertainty is 
by obtaining accurate, temperature maps of the plume at times when 
Plant discharges and runoff'flows are relatively constant. It is 
urged that the applicant obtain such sets of measurements as soon as 
possible - perhaps the first set during the 50% testing period.  

Other temperatureprofile measurements should be obtained during 
100% power operation at several times during the year in order to 
obtain values over a representative range of runoff flows and 
meteorological conditions. This data can be very useful in improving 
and refining the proposed models as well as establishing the correct 
parametric values required for using them.  

2. Radioactive Wastes 

The operation of a nuclear reactor results in the production of 
radioactive fission products, the bulk of which remain within the 
cladding of the fuel rods. During operation. of the reactor, small 
amounts of fission products may escape from the fuel cladding into 
the primary coolant; also, some radioactive materials are produced 
as a result of neutron activation of corrosion products, of water, 
of dissolved chemicals, and of air in the coolant. Some of these 
materials in low concentrations may be released into the atmosphere 
as gases orinto the Hudson River to unrestricted areas as liquids 
by carefully controlled processes after appropriate treatment, 
monitoring, and sampling and analysis..  

The radioactive waste treatment systems presently incorporated in 
the Indian Point Plant Unit No. 2 are described in the Final 
Facility Description and Safety Analysis Report (FFDSAR),2 6 the 
applicant's Environmental Report, Supplement No. 1,1 and Supplement 
No. 2,2 and staff's Safety Evaluation Report and Supplements. The 
quantity of radioactivity that may be released to the environment 
during operation of both Units at full power will be in accordance 
with the Commission's regulations as set forth in 10 CFR 20 and 
10 CFR-50.  

Staff evaluation of Unit No. 2 is based on the systems described 
in the FFDSAR and assumes that (1) changes in the waste evaporator
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have been completed and that (2) changes in the steam generator 

blowdown and ventilation systems will be completed before the end 

of the first refueling outage.  

a. Liquid Wastes 

The liquid waste system is designed to reduce radioactive materials 

in liquids discharged from the Indian Point Unit No. 2. The system 

is divided into two parts: the chemical and volume control 

system (CVCS), which will process radioactive water discharged from 

the reactor system; and the waste disposal system, which will collect 

and treat liquids from the secondary loop, including equipment and 

floor drains.  

(1) Chemical and Volume Control System 

Two process systems are located within the CVCS of Unit No. 2 (Fig.  

111-8).. The proper functioning of these systems will greatly 

reduce the burden placed upon the waste disposal system. Most of 

the radioisotopes present in the waste effluents originate in the 

reactor coolant.2 7 To maintain a low level of radioactivity in 

the primary coolant, a part of this coolant will be withdrawn to 

the CVCS and processed through one of two mixed-bed demineralizers 

to remove ionic impurities, fission products, and corrosion products 

except cesium, yttrium, molybdenum, and tritium. (These isotopes 

are removed slowly or not at all by the demineralizers and are 

assumed to pass through without any removal for the purpose of 

this analysis.) On an intermittent basis the effluent from the 

demineralizers will be processed through a second demineralizer 

to reduce all radioactive isotopes except tritium. 28 In the later 

stages of core life-time, the coolant effluent from the mixed-bed 

demineralizers will be routed to one of two deborating demineralizers.  

The effluent from both demineralizers will be filtered and returned 

to the volume control tank for reuse or sent to the-holdup tanks 

for reuse after processing through the boric acid evaporator.  

The second part of the CVCS will process liquids that drain from 

reactor coolant pump seals, accumulators, pressurizer relief tanks, 

and valve and flange leak-offs and the excess coolant let down 

during reactor startup. These liquids will be collected in one 

of three holdup tanks and processed on a batch basis. Liquid 

from one of the holdup tanks will be passed through one of four 

evaporator-feed cation demineralizers and will be filtered, 

degassed, and sent to a boric acid evaporator. The distillate
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from the evaporator will be processed through a demineralizer, 

filtered, and transferred to one of the three monitor tanks.  

The contents of the tanks will be sampled and analyzed. The 

system is provided with recycle capability if the monitor tank 

activity is above permissible discharge limits. If the quality 

of the distillate is such that it can be reused, it will be 

transferred to the primary coolant storage tank. The boric acid 

concentrate will be either reused or discarded to the batch tank 

in the waste disposal system and removed as solid waste. The 

values in Table 111-6 are based on an assumed release of four 

primary system volumes per year and an overall decontamination 

factor (DF) of 105 for the demineralizer-evaporator combination 

for all isotopes except iodine and tritium. A 103 DF for iodine 
was used.  

(2) Waste Disposal System 

The waste disposal system will process liquids from equipment 

drains and leaks, laboratory drains, decontamination drains, 

demineralizer regeneration, and floor drains (also shown in Fig.  

111-8). These liquid wastes will be collected in a waste holdup 

tank and analyzed for radioactivity. Liquid wastes that require 

no further cleanup will be transferred to the waste condensate 

tank for monitored discharge into the Hudson River via the 

discharge canal. Liquids requiring further treatment will be 

processed in batches through a waste evaporator to the waste 

condensate tank. After sampling and analysis, the condensate 

will be released to the discharge canal. Any solution in excess 

of~preset limits of radioactivity will be processed through a 

polishing demineralizer or returned to the waste holdup tank.  

The concentrates from the waste evaporator will be packaged as 

solid waste.  

The applicant is planning to install a steam generator blowdown 

purification system which will process the blowdown from both 

Unit No. 1 and Unit No. 2. This system will contain a flash 

tank, a filter, and a non-regenerable mixed-bed demineralizer.  
The demineralizer effluent will be monitored and released into 

the discharge canal. The present system contains a monitored 

blowdown tank which is vented to the atmosphere. Blowdown 

liquids are released without treatment to the discharge canal.  

The anticipated release from steam generator blowdown shown in 

Table 111-6 is based on a continuous primary-to-secondary 

system leakage of 20 gpd and a 10gpm steam generator blowdown.
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TABLE 111-6 

ANTICIPATED ANNUAL RELEASE OF RADIOACTIVE 
MATERIAL IN LIQUID EFFLUENT FROM INDIAN POINT UNIT NO. 2 

(INITIAL SYSTEM)

Steam 
Generator 
Blowdown 
(Ci/yr)

Chemical 
Volume Control 

System 
(Ci/yr)Nuclide 

Rb-86 
Sr-89 
Sr-90 
Y -91 
Zr-95 
Nb-95 
Mo-99 
Te-99m 
Ru-103 
Te-127m 
Te-129m 
I -130 
Te-131 
I -131 
Te-132 
1 -132 
I -133 
Cs-134 
I -135 
Cs-136 
Cs-137 
Ba-140 
Ca-140 
Ce-141 
Ce-144 
Pr-143 
Co-60 
Cr-51 
Mn-54 
Mn-56 
Fe-55 
Fe-59 
Co-58

TOTAL n35

0.005 
0.004 

0.002 

0.59 

0.056 
0.56 
0.004 
0.14 
0.001 
0.003

Waste 
Disposal 
System 
(Ci/yr)

0.018 
0.016

0.006 

2.06 
0.002 
0.19 
1.92 

0.45 
0.005 
0.012

S4.7"- 1.4

H -3 < 1000 Ci/yr

*Isotopes with computed amounts less than 
reported but are included in the total.

0.001 curies per year were not

0.018 
0.015 
0.0005 
0 .019 
0.002 
0.002 
5.51 
0.61 
0. 002 
0.012 
0.11 
0.009 
0.031 
8.1 
0.62 
0.12 
3.46 
7.1 
0.62 
2.05 
6.06 
0. 016 
0.003 
0.003, 
0.002 
0.002 
0.099 
0.018 
0.015 
0.045 
0.048 
0.019 
0.47
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The effluent from the Plant laundry and contaminated showers will 

be processed in the Unit N0. 1 system. Laundry wastes are 

expected to be a minor source of radioactivity.  

Based on staff evaluation of the liquid waste systems for Unit 

No. 2, the radioactivity in the liquid discharged to the Hudson 

River was calculated to be approximately 40 Ci/yr, excluding 

tritium, for the initial system and a fraction of 5 Ci/yr, 

excluding tritium, for the modified system (Tables 111-6 and 7).  

However, to compensate for expected operational occurrences and 
equipment shutdowns, the values for the modified system were 
normalized to 5 Ci/yr. From operating experience of operating 

PWR-type nuclear reactors, the tritium release was estimated to 

be about 1,000 Ci/yr. The applicant's estimated releases based 
on the modified waste system and a fuel leak of 0.5% of the full 
power operating fission product source term were 4,200 Ci/yr of 

tritium and 0.025 Ci/yr for all other radionuclides.  

(3) Releases from Unit No. 1 

The anticipated annual release of liquid radwastes from the 

initial system Unit No. 1 is given in Table 111-8. At the 

present time the liquid wastes generated within Unit No. 1 are 
collected in 75,000-gallon tanks and released to the discharge 
canal after an additional delay of about 5 days. The amounts 
of radioactivity released from Unit No. 1 in the past have been 
reported in References 29.-34; these are summarized for the 
years 1962-1971 in Table 111-9.  

(4) Combined Effluents from Unit No. 1 and Unit No. 2 

The 40 Ci/yr expected to be released from Unit No. 1 and the 5 

Ci/yr from Unit No. 2 will be diluted with an average of about 
1 million gpm flow of the circulating cooling water. If the 
blowdown release from Unit No. 2 is added to the other releases, 
then the annual releases from the Indian Point Station into the 
Hudson River are estimated to be 81 Ci. When all Plant modifi
cations become fully effective, this would be 10 Ci/yr (see 
Table 111-13).  

b. Gaseous Waste 

During operation of the facilities, radioactive materials 
released to the atmosphere in gaseous effluents include low 

concentrations of fission product noble gases (krypton and xenon),
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TABLE 111-7 

CALCULATED ANNUAL RELEASE OF RADIOACTIVITY IN LIQUID EFFLUENT 
FROM INDIAN POINT PLANT UNIT NO. 2 

(MODIFIED SYSTEM)

Nuclide 

Rb-86 
Rb- 88 
Sr-89 
Sr-90 
Sr-91 
Y -90 
Y -91m 
Y -91 
Y -93 
Zr-95 
Zr-97 
Nb-95 
Nb-97m 
Nb-97 
Mo-99 
Tc-99m, 
Ru-103 
Ru-106 
Rh-103m 
Rh-105 
Rh-106 
Te-125m 
Te-12 7m 
Te-129 
Te-129m 
Te-129 
Te-131m 
Te-131 
Te-123 
I -130

Ci/yr 

0.0033 
0.081 
0.00041 
0.000015 
0.00014 
0.00011 
0.00074 
0.033 
0.00024 
0.000068 
0.000013 
0.000066 
0.000013 
0.000015 
0.4 
0.33 
0.000049 
0.000015 
0.000049 
0. 000015 
0. 000045 
0.000041 
0.00032 
0. 00044 
0. 0032 
0.0021 
0.0012 
0.00023 
0.021 
0.0015

Nuclide 

I -131 
I -132 
I -133 
I -135 
Cs-134 
Cs-136 
Cs-137 
Ba-137m 
Ba-140 
La-140 
Ce-141 
Ce-143 
Ce-144 
Pr-143 
Pr-144 
Nd-147 
Pm-147 

Cr-51 
Mn-54 
Fe-55 
Fe-59 
Co-58 
Co-60 
Np-239 

Total 

H -3

Ci/yr 

0.89 
0.084 
0.48 
0.096 
1.17 
0.48 
0.89 
0.022 
0.00046 
0.00031 
0.000075 
0.000024 
0.000043 
0.000060 
0.000043 
0.000024 
0.000006 

0.0012 
0.00043 
0.0013 
0.00041 
0.012 
0.0013 
0.00039 

5 Ci/yr 

1,000 Ci/yr
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TABLE 111-8 

ANTICIPATED ANNUAL RELEASE OF RADIOACTIVE 

MATERIAL IN LIQUID EFFLUENT-FROM INDIAN POINT UNIT NO. 1 
(INITIAL SYSTEM)

Isotope 

I -137 

I -132 

I -133 

I -134 

I -135 

Cs-137 

Sr-89 

Sr-90 

Co-58 

Co-60 

F -18 

Na-24 

Cu-64 

Mn- 54

Total

Ci/yr 

15.5 

1.01 

6.56 

0.79 

3.53 

0.41 

0.05 

0.01 

1.18 

0.49 

3.38 

5.03 

0.42 

1.63 

40.00

H-3 1,500 Ci/yr

0

0
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TABLE 111-9 

SUMMARY OF LIQUID-RADIOACTIVE RELEASI 
FROM INDIAN POINT UNIT NO. 1 

3 
Activity Released (Ci)

Year 

1962 (5 mo.) 

196 3 

1964 

1965 

1966 

1967 

1968 

1969 

1970 

1971

H-3

490 

130 

370 

800 

1100 

410 

725

Other 

0.13 

0.16 

13 

26 

43 

28 

35 

28 

7.8 

81

Total 

0.13 

0.16 

13 

510 

170 

390 

830 

1100 

420 

810

34 
Plant, Capacity 

Factor (%) 

28 

38 

25 

46 

50 

68 

65 

72 

14 

60
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halogens (mostly iodines), tritium contained in water vapor, and 

particulate material including both fission products and 

activated corrosion products.  

The primary source of gaseous radioactive waste is from the 

degassing of the reactor coolant. This is principally from 

the exhaust of cover gas from liquid-waste holdup tanks and from the 

venting of the CVCS and other equipment. Additional sources 

of gaseous waste activity include the auxiliary building exhaust, 

the vent from the steam generator blowdown tank, the turbine 

building exhaust, the reactor building containment air, and the 

condenser air ejectors. The gaseous waste system for Unit No. 2, 

shown in Fig. 111-9, contains a vent header which will collect 

radioactive gases vented from the various holdup tanks, pressure 

relief tanks, and the CVCS. The gases will be compressed and 

stored in one of four large decay tanks
'. The control arrangement 

is such that one decay tank is filled at a time. When the 

fourth tank is being filled, the first tank will be emptied.  

Evaluation of the applicant's data indicates that the four large 

decay tanks have sufficient capacity to permit a holdup time of 

45 days at Unit No. 2. The four separate decay tanks of Unit 

No. 1 (Fig. 111-9) have sufficient capacity for 60 days. Prior 

to being released, the contents of each tank will be sampled 

and analyzed. The decision to discharge the gas to the Plant 

vent through high-efficiency particulate air (HEPA) filters or 

to return it to the CVCS for reuse and additional decay will be 

based on the analysis of radioactivity level. Provisions have 

also been included for transferring gas between tanks. Besides 

the four large gas-decay tanks, there are six smaller tanks.  

These tanks are reserved for use during degassing of the reactor 

coolant and purging of the volume control tank. The gas released 

from the decay tanks will be combined with ventilation air from 

the auxiliary building and discharged to the atmosphere through the 

Plant vent. The discharge point for Unit No. 2 is about 193 

feet above the building grade; for Unit No. 1, it is from about 

10 feet above the top of the superheater stack, 255 feet above 
building grade.  

The vapor from the steam generator blowdown will be vented 

directly to the atmosphere during the first fuel cycle.  

Following the first fuel cycle, the steam generator will be 

tied into Unit No. 1. The vapor from'the Unit No. 1 flash tank 

will go to the Unit No. 1 turbine condenser where the iodine 

will be scrubbed out. When Unit No. 1 is not operating, the 

flash tank vapor will be released directly to the atmosphere
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through the existing roof vent. From the operating history of 
Unit No. 1, the staff assumed that the steam generator blowdown 
vapor from Unit No. 2 would be released directly one-third of 
the time.  

The containment building, primary auxiliary building, and the 
fuel storage building are designed for-handling of radioactive 
materials. The separate exhaust systems have also been designed 
to ensure that air flow is from areas of low potential to areas 
having a greater potential for accidental release of airborne 
activity.- The atmosphere in the primary auxiliary building is 
discharged through prefilters and HEPA filters to the Plant 
vent. In addition, a fan has been provided for diluting the 
concentration of activity in the air discharged by the Plant 
vent system. Charcoal adsorbers are to be added to the con
tainment and primary auxiliary building exhausts for iodine 
removal.  

Following power operation, use of the containment treatment 
system for pre-access cleanup may. be necessary during shutdown.  
The treatment system consists of a prefilter, HEPA filters, and 
charcoal adsorber through which the containment air will be 
circulated. Before entry by personnel, the containment building 
atmosphere will be vented without further treatment through the 
containment purge exhaust system and discharged to the Plant 
vent. Air will be exhausted from the fuel storage building 
through a prefilter and HEPA filters prior to being released 
to the Plant vent. This system also will be modified by the 
addition of a charcoal adsorber for removal of radioiodines.  
Atmospheric discharges from the condenser air ejectors, which 
remove radioactive gases that have collected in the condenser as 
a result of primary-to-secondary leakage, will be continuously 
monitored and released without treatment through a vent stack 
located on the roof of the turbine building. Turbine building 
ventilation air will be discharged separately without treatment.  

The staff's estimates of the anticipated annual release of 
radioactive nuclides in the gaseous effluent, based on the 
radioactive waste systems described in the FFDSAR for Unit No.  
2 and on existing equipment in Unit No. 1, are summarized in 
Table 111-10. Table.III-ll contains a summary of airborne 
radioactive releases from Indian Point Unit No. 13 and shows 
that essentially all of the iodine released to the atmosphere 
as gas is due to the blowdown. The staff's calculated release
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TABLE III-10 

ANTICIPATED ANNUAL RELEASE OF RADIOACTIVE NUCLIDES 

IN GASEOUS EFFLUENT FROM INDIAN POINT UNITS NOS. 1 AND 2 
(INITIAL SYSTEM)

Discharge rate (Ci/yr) 

Unit No. 1 Unit No. 2 
Total Gas . 1 Steam Unit 
(60-day Containment Processing Generator No. 2 

Isotope decay) Purge System Leak Total 

Kr-85 180 13 790 2 800 

Kr-87 2 0.04 3 3 

Kr-88 6 0.31 10 10 

Xe-131m 8 10 63 3 76 

Xe-133 1,000 1,000 390 680 2,100 

Xe-135 2 0.35 3 3 

Xe-138 1 0.007 2 2 

1-131 0.37 0.018 0.62 0.64* 

1-133 0.018 0.31 0.33 

*This release will be limited to 0.18 Ci/yr by the Technical Specifications.
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TABLE III-11 

SUMMARY OF AIRBORNE RADIOACTIVE RELEASES 
FROM INDIAN POINT UNIT NO. 1

Reported Releases*
Noble and 
Activation 
Gases (Ci)

lodines and 
Particulates 

(Ci)

Plant 
Capacity 

Factor (%)

0.007

23 

55 

600 

1,800 

380

Neg.  

Neg.  

0.025 

0.075 

0.21

*The data for 1962 to 1966 were taken from the Semi-Annual Operating 

Reports of Consolidated Edison. The data for 1967 to 1971 were obtained 

from the Commission's Division of Compliance records.

1962 

1963 

1964 

1965 

1966 

1967 

1968 

1969 

1970 

1971
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of 0.64 Ci/yr of iodine-131 exceeds the Technical Specification 
for Unit No. 2, which require that discharge of iodine-131 to be 
less than 0.18 Ci/year.  

In Supplement No. 1 to the Environmental Report, 1 the applicant 
described several proposed modifications to the gaseous waste 
system. The proposed changes include the installation of an 
iodine removal system (charcoal adsorbers) in the Plant vent, 
to reduce any gaseous release of radioiodine from the containment 
purge or auxiliary building, and an intertie between Unit No. 2 
and Unit No. 1 steam generator blowdown lines. As the result 
of these modifications, the staff estimates of the gaseous 
releases of radioactivity from Unit No.2 to the atmosphere 
are 2,700 Ci/yr of noble gases and 0.18 Ci/yr of iodine-131 

",.(Table II,12). . The combined releases from Units Nos. 1 and 2 
will be 3,900 Ci/yr of noble gases and 0.42 Ci/yr of iodine-131 
'.(Table% 111-13) T . Testimony presented by the applicant before 
the Licensing Board on July 13, 1971,. indicates that the 
proposed modifications will be completed by the end of the first 
fuel cycle..  

.c. Solid Wastes 

Radioactive solid wastes will consistmainly Of spent demineralizer 

resins, evaporator concentrates, and filters. Concentrates from 
the waste evaporator will be put into steel drums and mixed with a 
solidifying agent'such as vermiculite and cement. Spent resins 
will be packaged the same way after ,"cooling" in the waste-resin 
storage tank for 1 to 6 months. The :sluice water will be separated 
from the resin and returned to the waste holdup tank. Each drum 
will be stored in a shielded area prior to being shipped offsite.  
Miscellaneous solid wastes such as paper, rags, clothing, and glass
ware will be compressed in 55-gallon drums by a baler. The filled 
drums will be'stored in a shielded area in the drumming room until 
shipped offsite. All solid waste will be packaged and shipped 
to a Federally-licensed burial ground in accordance with the Atomic 
Energy Commission's and Department-of Transportation's regulations.  
Based on the applicant's estimate,.it is expected that 100 to 150 
drums of solid waste will be transported offsite each year from the 
initial systems. The quantity of solid waste from the modified 
system is expected to be significantly greater and contain approxi
mately 5,000 Ci/yr from Unit No. 2. Details of transportation of 
wastes and their impact are discussed in Section V.F.



TABLE 111-12

CALCULATED ANNUAL RELEASE OF RADIOACTIVE NUCLIDES IN GASEOUS 

EFFLUENT FROM INDIAN POINT NUCLEAR GENERATING UNIT 2 

(MODIFIED SYSTEM)

Discharge Rate (Ci/year)_f 

Gas Processing System Steam Generator Leak 

Containment Auxiliary Air Blowdown 

Isotope Purge Building for 45-Day Decay Ejector Tank Venth/ Total 

Kr-83m 1 1 2 

Kr-85m 6 - 6 12 

Kr-85 2 1 870 1 - 870 

Kr-87 3 3 6 

Kr-88 11 11 - 22 

Xe-131m 1 2 81 2 - 86 

Xe-133m 9 9 18 

Xe-133 88 530 470 530 - 1600 

Xe-135m 1 1 2 

Xe-135 17 17 34 

Xe-137 1 1 2 

Xe-138 2 - 2 4 

Total Noble Gases 91 580 1500 580 - 2700 

1-131 0.027 0.001 0.13 0.20 0.36c_/ 

1-133 0.027 0.001- 0.066 0.07 0.14

-/Less than 0.5 Ci/yr of noble gas or less 

.t/Assumes direct venting to the atmosphere 

Unit No. 1 since 1967 omitting 1970; 67%

than 0.0005 Ci/yr of iodine.  

one-third of the time, based on average Plant factor for 

passes through Unit No. 1 condenser.

/Release will be limited to 0.18 Ci/yr by Technical Specifications.

0
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TABLE 111-13 

CALCULATED RADIOACTIVITY RELEASES IN EFFLUENTS FROM INDIAN POINT 
NUCLEAR GENERATING PLANTS UNITS NOS. 1 AND 2

Effluent Radioactivity (Ci/yr)
Liquids 

All Others
Gases

Noble Gases lodine-131

Initial Process Basis

1 615 

2 2,7589'

Total

Modified Process Basis

615

2 3,215

Total .  

-/ This is the stretch power output of Unit No. 2.

hl Limited to 0.18 Ci/yr by the Technical Specifications.

Unit 
No.

Power 
(MWe) Tritium

1,500 

1,000 

2,500

1,200 

3,000 

4,200

0.37 

0.6711/ 

1..0

1,500 

1,50 

2,500

1,200 0.06 

0. 36 --/ 

0.423,900

Gases



3. Chemical Discharges and Sanitary Wastes 

a. Chemical Wastes 

Several routine operations of the Indian Point Unit No. 2 will 

contribute to the discharge of chemical wastes into the environ

ment as a result of operation of the Plant: leakage from the 

primary coolant system, steam generator blowdown, regeneration 

of demineralizers, and cleaning of the condenser tubes. The dif

ferent water treatment procedures carried-out by the applicant are 

governed by the use of several systems' '(primary, secondary, condenser, 

and service water) rather than by operating at different power levels.  

Thus the chemical additions and discharges are the-same for both 

partial and full power operation with minor exceptions. Liquid 

radioactive wastes are discussed above in Section III.E.2. Some 

of these operations were initiated at the onset of operation during 

subcritical testing and will continue du ring-zero power testing 
and power escalation up to 50% and 100%, ofrated power.  

In practice, the cooling water circulatingthrough the once-through 

condenser system and service water system for a total maximum flow 

of 870,000 gpm of Unit No. 2 serves todilute any discharged chemicals.  
The applicant will monitor these Plant effluents for chlorine, pH, 

salinity, dissolved oxygen, and copper to assure that the water 

discharged into the Hudson River will meet the limits established 
by the New York State Department of Environmental Conservation. In 
addition, the applicant plans to conduct ' acontinuous environmental 
monitoring program in the area of the Indian Point site.  

A list of chemicals utilized in the various Plant systems and 
the-amounts and concentration limits at the confluence of the 

discharge canal water with the HudsonRiver are given in Table 
111-14. In addition to thermal discharge'standards established by 
New York.State, the State Department of Environmental Conservation 
has established water quality standardsi.depending on water use.  
Applicable criteria classifies the Hudson'River at Indian Point as 
"Class SB" (NYS Part CRR 701.4) 5 as shown in Table 2.3-2 of the 
applicant's Supplement No. 1. All,'discharges will be subject to 
regulation by the New York State Department of. Environmental Con
servation pursuant to section 1203 of the Public Health Law and to 
Federal regulations under Section 21(b) of the Water Quality Improve
ment Act of 1970 and Section 13 of the Rivers and Harbors Refuse 
Act of 1899. The applicant has applied for the permits for Section 9 
13. The estimated date of final action is December 31, 1972. Since 

the regulation is phrased in terms of general criteria rather than



THE DISCHARGE OF CHEMICALS
TABLE 111-14 

TO THE HUDSON RIVER FROM INDIAN POINT UNITS NOS. 1 AND 2a

Chemical 
Discharged Un 

d 
Lithium hydroxided 
Boric acid (Boron) " 
Sodium hydroxide 
Sulfuric acid (SO4) 
Sodium phosphate (P04 ) 
Hydrazine 
Cyclohexylamine 
Morpholine 
Sodium sulfate-.  

Sodium carbonate 
Sodium hypochlorite 

Potassium chromate.  
(CrVI) 

Detergentg

Max. Sustained 
'Releases, lb/day 
it No. 1 Unit No. 2

2.5 
600 
156 
450 
15

2.5 
600 
12; 

" 24-.

24. .5 

2.5 ' 12 
2.5. * 12 

Neutralization. product 
of NaOH ani H2 S04 

I,00/batch. 
.15% -'15%.  

Intermittent 30, 
use'- . - • 

- 3.0'. . _ .

Conc. at Discharge 
Point to Hudson Riverb (PDm)
Unit No. 1 

<0. Ol 
0.2 
1.2
3 
0.001 
.0.006 
0.0006 
0. 0006 

- 2.5 

'8.5f 

0 .to 0.5i 

0:o.01. :

Unit No. 2 

<0. 001 

0.06 
<0.1 

0.0007 
0. 0005, 

0.001 
.0O.001 

0 to 0.5i .  

0.008

Proposed Limits 
from Both 

UnitsC (ppm) 

0.01 
9 
10 
10 
1.54 
0.1 

0.1. 

5 f 
" ' 0;5" 

0.05 

1-.0.-

NYS Allowable 
Conc. of Chemical 
Discharges (ppm) 

d 
d 
e 
e 

0.5 

0.05

a 
Sulfate, caustic soda, and soda ash together represent 5 to 10% of the permissible concentrations of the total dis
solved solids (TDS) that can be discharged into receiving waters.  

bDischarge during full power operation with 319,000 gpm for Unit No. 1 and 870,000 gpm flow for Unit No:. 2 of con

denser coolant in the discharge canal.  
c Values normalized to a nominal flow of condensercoolant in the discharge canal of 100,1000 gpm.  
d 
These releases would occur only in the event of evaporator breakdown.  
eThese represent-the concentration of dissolved solids that can be discharged into the river.  

f 
Soda ash used in a 2% solution for 12'h6urs to wash the Unit No. 1 flue gas passages of the superheaters, economizers 
and air preheaters, four times per year -and discharged continuously during the cleaning period at 17 gpm into a flow 
of 20,000 gpm of service cooling water during Unit No. 1 shutdown.  

gAlkyl benzene sulfonate.  
hChlorination treatment schedule: 30 minutes for each inlet water box 3 times per week.  

'Intermittent discharge following chlorination treatment.
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specific numbers, the applicant is proposing to meet certain dis

charge limits with respect to concentrations of various chemicals 

at the confluence with the Hudson River which it believes satisfy 

the criteria. The basis for these limits was obtained in part from 

bioassay work performed by the Raytheon Company and New York University 

as consultants for the applicant.  

During the operation of the two Units at Indian Point, certain 

chemicals must be used to maintain the desired water quality required 

in the primary and secondary water systems. Some of the chemicals 

will be contained in closed-loop systems and will eventually be 

disposed of as solid waste, while other chemicals will be discharged 

in liquid effluents into the Hudson River through a discharge canal 

common to both Unit No. 1 and Unit No. 2. The chemical wastes will 

be diluted by the cooling water. During shutdown, 20,000 gpm of 

cooling water will be utilized in Unit No. 1 and 30,000 gpm of 

cooling water in Unit No. 2 for dilution of chemical wastes. In 

full operation, up to 319,000 gpm from Unit No. 1 and 870,000 gpm 

from Unit No. 2 for a total of about 1.2 million gpm of water flow 

will be used to dilute the chemical wastes. For this analysis, a 

more conservative approach was used in order to discuss the more 

adverse conditions when dilution of the wastes would be less (see 

Table 111-14). Chemical discharges are not power dependent, but the 

concentration levels are flow dependent. Details of the chemical 

discharges from Unit No. 1 are described in Section D, Volume II of 

Reference 3.  

(1) Releases from Primary System 

The standard chemicals utilized in the primary systems to control pH 

and oxygen levels include lithium hydroxide and hydrazine. These 

chemicals will be added to the primary cooling to obtain the desired 

water chemistry. The CVCS is designed to maintain the chemistry and 
purity of the primary coolant, the desired boric acid concentration, 
and the volume of water and pressure in the primary system.  

Lithium hydroxide is used for pH control in the primary system.  
Normally, leakage from the primary system would be processed through 
the CVCS or the waste disposal system. Based on the assumption of 

an evaporator breakdown in the waste disposal system, the maximum 
concentration that could be expected under the conditions of 
evaporator breakdown* occurring simultaneously in each of the two 

*Chemical releases during evaporator breakdown are on an intermittent 

basis. Such releases should not be construed as occurring on any 

routine basis during normal operation' .
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Units to be about 2.2 ppm with a maximum waste disposal flow rate of 
25 gpm, yielding a possible sustained release of 5.0 lb/day from the 
two Units. The concentration entering the Hudson River at the con
fluence of the discharge water is expected to be less than 0.01 ppm 
during normal operation.  

A maximum of 2,000 ppm of boron will be used for reactivity control 
in the primary coolant. A breakdown of both boric acid evaporators 
would possibly necessitate the release of 600 lb of boric acid per 
day from each Unit at a maximum discharge rate of 25 gpm. A 
maximum concentration of 50 ppm of boric acid at the confluence of 

the discharge water into the Hudson River has been proposed. The 
expected concentration of boric acid would be less than 10 ppm.  

Potassium chromate is used as a corrosion inhibitor in the closed 

cooling water system of Indian Point Unit No. 2. No discharged is 
planned, but some leakage at a maximum concentration of 100 ppm with 
amaximum discharge flow rate of 25 gpm could result in a concen
tration of 0.05 ppm (as the hexavalent chromium) at the discharge 
point to the river. A maximum sustained release of 30 lb/day would 
occur.  

Sources of chemical wastes during operation of Indian Point Unit No.  
2 will include concentrates which are blown down to the discharge 
water to which has been added sulfuric acid to control the pH, for 
use as makeup for various Plant systems. The concentrates from the 
flash evaporator blowdown have a pH between 7.0 and 8.5. No measur
able release of sulfuric acid is anticipated from Indian Point Unit 
No. 2. Sodium hydroxide is also used during normal operation of the 
primary system demineralizers to regenerate the spent resins as 

hydroxyl or anion forms once every 4 to 7 days for 2 hours. Excess 
sodium hydroxide is drained to the waste disposal system where it is 
processed by the waste evaporator. It is also used for pH control 
in the waste evaporator. The waste distillate would be ultimately 

discharged at the rate of 25 gpm into the discharge canal. If 

evaporator breakdown occurs, the maximum concentration of sodium 
hydroxide that would be discharged would be about 5,000 ppm at a 
discharge flow rate of 25 gpm at the rate of 12 lb/day. The proposed 
maximum concentration in the discharge canal water is 10 ppm during 
normal operation.  

The Plant laundry that serves both Units will use 3 pounds of deter

gent daily. This detergent, Colgate Low Foam,-consists of 26.5% 

sodium-phosphate, 28% sodium sulfate, 10% sodium carbonate,. 6%
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silicates, 15.5% benzene sulfates, 10% nonionics, and 4% water. The 

laundry water may be discharged at a rate of 25 gpm or processed 

through the waste disposal system.  

(2) Releases from Secondary and Auxiliary Systems 

Releases from the secondary and auxiliary systems inv~lve sodium' 

phosphate, which is used to control the steam generator acidity, 

as well as in combination with sodium hydroxide which is used in 

the treatment of the house service boilers of Units Nos. 1 and 2.  
In Unit No. 2 the phosphate concentration level (expressed as phos

phate) of no more than 250 ppm at any one time nor 10 ppm on a sus

tained basis will be obtained at a maximum discharge rate of 200 gpm 

such that the concentration at the point of discharge into the 
river is 1.5 ppm. At the maximum flow rate of 200 gpm, the expected 

sustained release (expressed as PO) is 24 lb/day from Unit No. 2 

and 15 lb/day from Unit No. 1.  

Hydrazine, which is needed to control oxygen in the steam generators, 
will be kept at a concentration of 2.0 ppm during normal operation.  
The expected maximum flow rate is 200 gpm, and the expected sustained 

release is 5 lb/day during normal operation, resulting in a concen

tration of 0.0005 ppm at the point of discharge into the Hudson 
River. However, a discharge of 100 ppm hydrazine may occur once per 
year at the end of the refueling outage. Hydrazine is also discharged 
once a year from Indian Point Unit No. 1 during refueling at a flow 

rate of 40 gpm. The maximum possible release rate would be 24 lb/day 

at a maximum concentration of 50 ppm.  

Neither cyclohexylamine nor morpholine, used to adjust feedwater 
and steam pH, will exceed a concentration in the steam generator 

blowdown of 5 ppm released on a sustained basis at a maximum flow 
rate of 200 gpm. The nuclear boilers in Indian Point Unit-No. I 
are blown down continuously at a maximum rate of 40 gpm containing 
a maximum concentration of 5 ppm cyclohexylamine. The expected 

sustained release of either amine is 12 lb/day from Indian Point 
Unit No. 2 and 2.5 lb/day from Unit No. 1. The proposed maximum 

concentration of either amine discharged from both Units will be 
0.1 ppm at the discharge point into the river. During normal 
operation, the expected concentration will be below 0.01 ppm.  

Sodium hydroxide is also'used at Indian Point Unit No. 1 for 

acidity control in the house service boilers and make-up water 

evaporator and for regeneration of the water treatment mixed

bed ion exchangers. The combined sustained released is expected 

0
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to be 36 lb/day from the boiler blowdown and evaporator blowdown.  
The regeneration of the mixed-bed ion exchangers scheduled to occur 
would yield a total release of 120 lb/day. Although no measurable 
releases of sulfuric acid are anticipated from Indian Point Unit 
No. 2, sulfuric acid is used in the water treatment cation .and mixed
bed ion exchanger regenerations for Indian Point Unit No. 1. These 
regenerations occur approximately once every 4 days for a duration 
of 2 hours. Of these 2 hours, 1 hour is used for neutralization of 
caustic by sulfuric acid. However, a 4% sodium hydroxide solution 
would yield a total release of 120 lb/day. The excess sulfuric acid 
is neutralized prior to discharge during the mixed-bed regeneration.  
process. However, release of sulfuric acid at a concentration level 
of 3% is discharged at the rate of 450 lb/day at a flow rate of 30 gpm 
during cation-bed regeneration of Unit No. 1. The proposed maximum 
total concentration of sulfuric acid is 10 ppm at the point of dis
charge into the river, but the expected concentration will be 3 ppm.  

Soda ash is used four times per year to wash flue-gas passages in the 
superheater of Indian Point Unit No. 1. A 2% solution is used for 
12 hours and is discharged continuously during this period at a rate 
of 17 gpm. The proposed maximum concentration of soda ash at the dis
charge point is 5 ppm.  

In the discharge canal, the applicant also has an Automatic Environ
mental Systems Unit (AES) into which water from the discharge canal 
is pumped and which monitors pH, dissolved oxygen, salinity, temperature, 
and cupric ions once per hour. The probe for cupric ions has an actual 
effective lower limit sensitivity for copper of the order of 1 ppm.35,3 6 

For chlorination of the cooling water with sodium hypochlorite in the 
condenser tubes of Unit No. 2, two procedures are indicated in the 
applicant's Enrivonmental Report. An automatic programmed control 
system is arranged to initiate a cycle once a day or more often.  
Each cycle will consist of slug treating the six circulating water 
intake bays in two groups of three and then the service water intake 
bay. Another procedure is to chlorinate each condenser with a 15% 
sodium hypochlorite solution (320 lb/day average) at a rate of 5 gpm 
at a different time for approximately 1 hour, three times a week.  
These two procedures would result in different total amounts of sodium, 
hypochlorite released on a weekly basis. However, in either case, the 
concentration of residual chlorine in the water discharged into the 
Hudson River. will be required to be below 0.5 ppm to meet State 
standards.
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Table 111-14 summarizes the maximum concentrations of treatment 

chemicals that would be expected to be in the discharge canal at 

the point of discharge to the Hudson River. These values are com

pared with the New York State regulations governing the concentration 

of chemicals in the effluents discharged to receiving waters. The 

applicant has proposed that the chemical discharges with respect to 

concentrations released to the confluence with the Hudson River will 

meet the discharge limits for the "Class SB" standards applicable to 

the Hudson River at Indian Point and established by New York State.  

Table 111-15 shows the concentrations of chemicals already present 

in the Hudson River during different flow 
conditions.

1 

b. Sanitary Wastes 

Sanitary wastes from Unit No. 2 will be treated by the facility now 

used for Unit No. 1. The facility contains communutors, septic tanks, 

and sand filter beds. The existing facility appears to be adequate to 

process wastes from Unit No. 2 on the basis of capacity, design para

meters, and site percolation tests. Description of the capacity is 

presented in Table 2.3-4 of the applicant's Supplement No. 1 to the 

Environmental Report. The facility has been approved by the New York 

State Department of Health and the Westchester County Health Department.  

Septic tank sludge will be removed by commercial means when the sludge 

level reaches one-fourth of the tank volume.  

In the future, should the load on the sanitary system exceed the 

percolation rate, the applicant states that the effluent will be 

chlorinated and discharged into the river. See Section V.D. on 

the problem of toxicity of chlorine and the staff's analysis of 

effects of chlorine on biota.  

4. Other Wastes 

Energy is derived from burning fossil fuel, as well as nuclear fuel, 

at the Indian Point facility. Steam produced in the secondary loop 

of Unit No. 1 is further heated in a superheater before the steam 

enters the turbine. Nuclear fuel provides about 153 MW(e) and oil 

provides about 12 MW(e) of the 265 MW(e) (net) produced by Unit 

No. 1. In addition, Unit No. 1 contains three service boilers and 

Unit No. 2 contains two. Combustion products from all these units 

are discharged through the superheater stack of Unit No. 1. The 

rated capacity3 6 of the superheater is 842,000,000 Btu/hr. The 

three boilers in Unit No. 1 are each rated at 50,600,000 Btu/hr, 

and those in Unit No. 2 are each rated at 60,000,000 Btu/hr.
36 ' 37
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TABLE 111-15 

CHEMICAL ANALYSIS OF THE HUDSON RIVER NEAR 
a 

INDIAN POINT, OCTOBER 1964, TO SEPTEMBER 30, 1967 

Concentration, pp-m 
Minimum Maximum Average 

Silica (Si0 2 ) 2.6 3.9 NAb 

Iron (Fe) 0.05- /  0.12 NA 

Aluminum (Al) NA NA NA 

Manganese (Mn) 0.00 0.02. NA 

Calcium (Ca) 19 82 35.6 

Magnesium (Mg) 3.9 184 45.8 

Sodium (Na) 5.5 1,700" 39.7 

Potassium (K) 0.8 60 17.2 

Bicarbonate (HCO3 ) 54 82 67.3 

Sulfate (SO4 ). 23 420 127.2 

Chloride (Cl) 8.5 3,020 749.1 

Nitrate (NO3 ) 0.2 1.8 0.7 

Phosphate (P04 ) NA NA 0.3 

Dissolved solids NA NA NA 

Hardness (as CaCO3 ) 64 966 . 295.5 

Dissolved oxygen 5 .5e 1 1 .5e 8.4 

Biochemical oxygen demand 

(5-day, 20'C) 1 4e 4 .6e 2.7 

Salinity 100 7 ,2 0 0 f 950 

Physical Parameters 
Minimum Maximum Average 

Temperature, OF 34.7 77.0 51.8 

pH 7.1 7.5 7.3 

Color 0 25 15 

aData collected by U.S. Geological Survey at Tompkins Cove, N. Y.  

(MP 42.5) unless otherwise noted.  

b 
NA - Not available or results too few to average.  

CUSGS Station at Verplanck, N.Y.  

dfrom NYU studies.  

efrom intake at IBM facility (MP 71.6).  

ffrom QLM studies.
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The capacity of the superheater alone exceeds 250,000,000 Btu/hr, 

which means that atmospheric discharges from the Indian Point 

plant would lie within the scope of 42 CFR 46638 if it were a 

new plant. A new plant would be limited to the discharges listed 

in Table 111-16 according to regulations of the Clean Air Act.  

However, "These proposed regulations-do not include provisions for 

implementation of Section III(d) of the Act, under which States 

would be expected to establish standards for existing stationary 
sources of certain pollutants."3

8  The maximum quantity of each 

pollutant estimated on the basis of oil consumption at full load 

is listed in Table 111-16 for the superheater only and for the 

superheater plus the five package boilers. These calculations 

are based on the listed rates of consumption of No. 6 fuel oil 

with a heat rating of 18,400 Btu/lb. They are also based on two 

sulfur concentrations, namely, the fuel now in use, with a nominal 

1% sulfur, and the fuel to be used in the future,
1 containing no 

more than 0.37% sulfur. In connection with this reduction, the 

staff notes that the New York City code on air pollution control
39 

requires a reduction of sulfur content in No. 6 (bunker) fuel oil 
from 1% to 0.3% by October 1, 1971.  

The expected particulate discharge listed in Table 111-16 is less 

than 30% of the maximum proposed in 42 CFR 466 for new plants; the 

discharge of sulfur dioxide exceeds the maximum by nearly 40% with 

a fuel oil containing 1% sulfur but will be only half the limit 

after the change to oil with 0.37% sulfur has been made. The nitrogen 

oxide discharged is 20% in excess of those specified in 42 CFR 466.  

Since Indian Point Unit No. 1 is not anew plant, the proposed 
regulations can serve only as a guideline.  

The applicant has questioned the appropriateness of referring to 

the proposed "Standards for New Stationary Sources" (42 CFR 466) 

and the New York City air pollution code. Both of these are quoted 

for the purpose of providing a basis for comparison with emissions of 

particulate matter, sulfur dioxide, and nitrogen oxides from all 

fossil-fuel sources at the Indian Point site.  

Chemicals and hazardous materials, such as ammonia, hydrazine, or 

organic solvents, will be stored and handled according to common 

industrial safety practices. Nonradioactive and radioactive materials 

in the laboratories will be handled with the normal precautions and 

safety practices required to protect operating personnel and workers 

from any health hazards.
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TABLE 111-16 

ATMOSPHERIC DISCHARGES FROM'FOSSIL-FUEL COMBUSTION 
AT INDIAN POINT

Discharge (lb/million Btu) 
Limits Indian Point 
set by Superheater Superheater plus 

Component 42'CFR 4 6 6a only 5 boilers 

Particulate 0.2 0.055 0.055 
so2  0.8 0.41 or 1.1b  0.41 or 1.1b 

Nitrogen oxides 0.30 0.36 0.36 

Oil consumption 
(lb/hr) 44 ,5 64c 59,832P 

aReference 38 which contains proposed standards for new fossil-fuel 
plants.

bThe lower value is 

fuel oil.  
CSee Reference 37.

based on 0.37% S, the higher value on 1.1% S in the
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Other waste, such as trash., shop and construction debris, non

radioactive HEPA filters, and septic tank sludges, will be 

disposed offsite by a commercial service. Large materials 

from the water intake trash- racks are collected, along with 

the small materials flushed off the intake traveling screens, 

in a wire basket and disposed as solid refuse by a commercial 

service.
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IV. ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT OF SITE PREPARATION 
AND STATION CONSTRUCTION 

A. SUMMARY OF CONSTRUCTION 

Construction of Indian Point Unit No. 1 was completed in 1962 and 
that of Unit No. 2, which started in December'1965, will be com
pleted by-about summer 1972. The construction of Unit No. 3 is 
about 70% complete. This Unit is scheduled to be operational in 
1974. For Unit No. 2 the first major milestone of completion of 
Plant construction was achieved on June 29, 1970 when the applicant 
conducted a hydrostatic test of the reactor coolant system. Hot 
functional tests were also completed on March 3, 1971. Prior to 
core loading the applicant conducted major testing of vapor con
tainment and structural integrity of the Plant's physical facilities.  
On October 19, 1971, the applicant received a Facility Operating 
License No. DPR-26 to load fuel and to conduct subcritical tests.  
On July 14, 1972 an Initial Decision to authorize the applicant's 
request for testing the reactor system up to 20% of rated power with 
the balance up to 50% power deferred to the Commission was made 
by the presiding Atomic Safety and Licensing Board. The applicant 
has received all the necessary Federal, State, and local permits 
and licenses for the necessary construction work as described in 
Chapter I, Section.B.  

B. IMPACTS ON LAND, WATER AND HUMAN RESOURCES 

1. Area and Water Use Involved 

The major impact on land use occurred during the construction of 
the major facilities on the site, beginning with the construction 
.of Unit No. 1 in 1956. Plant construction of all 3 Units has only 
modified approximately 35 acres of the 239-acre site. The origi
nal site was the Palisades amusement park which was abandoned when 
the use of the park decreased. The applicant purchased the abandoned 
site in the mid 1950's for use as a site for a power plant. Further
more, the site was close to the applicant's major load center of New 
York City so transmission line losses would-be kept to a minimum.  
Construction of Unit No. 2 did not require purchase by the applicant 
of additional rights-of-way to build transmission towers. Thus, the 
particular site selected for Unit No. 2 resulted in a minimal adverse 
impact on the land actually used to build the facility, the land used 
for building transmission lines, or alternate sites to build a nuclear 
power plant.' The site was' zoned for heavy industrial use.'
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During construction, few Impacts of any significance resulted in 

land use since no changes were needed for rebuilding or relocating 
highways, expressways, railroad lines or gas lines. Heavy construc
tion equipment and other materials were transported to the site on 
highways already in existence or up the H udson River by barge, 
thereby not causing any relocation of main arteries of trans
portation. Much-of the construction work-and impacts resulting 
from construction are limited to the confines of the site itself.  

The main boundaries of the site have essentially not been altered 
from construction activities going on within the site.. As con
struction becomes completed, and the work forces and equipment 
begin to diminish, orderly restoration of the site will begin to 
accelerate. For the remaining period of construction, prompt 
vegetative measures and landscaping work will be continued in order 
to reduce erosion in the area disturbed by the construction effort.  

The applicant plans to complete landscaping and development of 
the site for recreational purposes within a year after construc
tion of Unit No. 3 is completed.  

The size of the site is sufficient to reduce any noise levels 
from construction at the site boundaries so as not to create a 
noise problem for off-site residents. A temporary relocation 
of wildlife may have resulted from the noise and congestion of 
construction activities. However, about one half of the site 
still remains in its natural state. This has kept any disturbance 
of wildlife habitat to a minimum-. Upon completion of the construc
tion work, a natural reestablishment of wildlife in the area may 
result, particularly because of the 80-acre forested park and 
lake area being established by the applicant for public use.

2 

The thermal modeling and ecological monitoring studies (see Chapters 
III and V) conducted by the applicant during the past several years 
have indicated that to meet the New York State thermal criteria 
standards, the intake and discharge structure had to be modified from 
being a surface discharge structure in which the heated cooling water.  
was discharged parallel to the eastern bank of the Hudson to being a 
submerged jet discharge in which the cooling water was discharged 
normal to the river through a submerged structure of 12 ports located 
about 18 feet below the U.S..Coast and Geodetic Survey Sea Level Datum 
level of the Hudson River. At the present time the submerged jet 
discharge structure has been changed from 18'to 12 feet. As described 
in Section III.E.l, the submerged discharge structure has 12 ports
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through which the cooling water is discharged at 10 fps. All field 
work preparatory to receipt of adjustable gates is complete.  

Fabrication of the gates is also complete. Installation of the gates 
began after the river thawed in early April 19723 and is now 
completed.  

Of the 12 ports, 10 ports will have adjustable gates such as to 
control the flow volume and rate through the ports. Two 'ports, 
the most southerly gates, can be either completely opened or 
completely closed since they are not adjustable. Positioning 
of their gates (opened or closed) will be dependent on operation 
of the Units Nos. 1 and 2 to maintain a discharge velocity of 
10 fps. During operation of Units Nos. 1 and 2, it is expected 
that only every other port (a total of 7) will be used to discharge 
heated water. When Unit No. 3 is operational, the applicant plans 
to use all of the ports.  

The intake system is also being modified for Winter i972-1973 to 

reduce the intake flow velocity from 0.8 fps to 0.5 fps through 
the openings of the inlet forebay of the condenser system.5 This 
reduction will be accomplished by recirculation of the cooling 
water in which the flow velocity will be reduced from 140,000 gpm 
per pump to 84,000 gpm per pump. The reduction of flow by recircu
lation of the discharge water may aid in reducing any potential 
fish kill from impingement on the protective fixed and traveling 
screens, as described in Section V.D. Reduction in flow will be 
accomplished primarily during the winter months when the river 
water is colder and when the white perch is greatest 'in abundance 
in the vicinity of Indian Point.  

During construction, some diesel powered machinery was used, thereby 
causing some combustion products.to be released to the atmosphere.  
This effect would be the same on any other large construction pro
ject. The air pollution created would be intermittent and localized.  
Furthermore, during modification of the intake-discharge system, 
destruction of-some benthos resulted from dredging and filling.  
This work was to modify the structure authorized by the U.S. Depart
ment of the Army, Corps of Engineers.  

After components are constructed, certain initial Plant operations 

such as flushing out equipment are carried out. Some of the ini

tial startup operations involve non-routine releases of chemicals 

into the Hudson River. In Section 2.3.4 of the applicant's Supple
ment No. 1 to the Environmental Report,

i
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below the limits proposed by State and Federal regulations. These 
processes, concentrations and amounts of chemicals discharged are 
outlined in Table IV-i. It is expected that discharges will be 
conducted in a batch process. Although the discharges are to be 
kept within State and Federal limits., the applicant should use 
due precaution in discharging large amounts of chemicals at any 
one time because of the toxic effects of some of these chemicals 
on fish and other aquatic biota.  

2. Manpower Effects 

Since most workers commuted from nearby communities to the Plant 
site, the impact of manpower on the local environment was negli
gible. At times traffic around the site increased particularly 
when the peak manpower of about 1,200 workers was present at any 
one time on the site for construction of Unit No. 2. As constru
ction is being completed, the average manpower of 1,000 used for 
Units Nos. 2 and 3, will decrease. Thus, the congestion is tempo-.  
rary and will not occur after construction is completed.  

A relatively small work force of about 400 people, primarily from 
the local surrounding areas, will be needed to operate and maintain' 
the reactor facilities after construction of all three Units is 
finished. ' 

3. Environmental Considerations 

Detailed analysis of the environmental impact of the site prepara
tion and Plant construction would have only limited value at the 
time of this Statement since the construction of Indian Point Unit 
No. 2 is largely com~leted. The applicant has indicated in its 
Environmental Report and Supplement No. 12 that the disturbed 
ground around the construction site will be "landscaped in an 
attractive manner, ... to improve the aesthetic and recreational 
value of the site." The exact extent of the landscaping effort 
was not defined, although excavated material was used to level 
the site area.

2 

According to the applicant, "effort was exercised to eliminate 
from view unsightly operating equipment" by erecting masonry 
walls to block the view of certain equipment from river traffic 
and the opposite shore.' The applicant stated that "attention 
had been given to the form, color, and texture of the buildings 
so that the setting is enhanced and the feeling of intrusion is 

held to a minimum."
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TABLE IV-i 

POSSIBLE NON-ROUTINE CHEMICAL DISCHARGES DURING PLANT STARTUP

Phosphates* 

Hydrazine*

Lithium Hydroxide** 
(as lithium) 

Potassium Chromate** 

(as chromium) 

Boric Acid** 

(as boron)

Process 

Steam generator pH control 

Steam generator oxygen 
control 

Primary system oxygen 
control 

Primary system pH 
control 

Corrosion inhibitor 

.Chemical shim for primary 
system

Intermittent 
Concentration 

ppm

Maximum Discharged 
Amount 
lb/day

170

500

Sulfuric Acid

Sodium Hydroxide 

Sodium Hypochlorite

pH control of flash evaporator 
blowdown 

pH control of spray tank 
Regeneration of demineral

izer 
Waste evaporator pH control 

Once-through condenser 3 times 
per week

non-measurable

0.5

0.5

*Morpholine and/or cyclohexylamine will be discharged simultaneously.  
**For a batch of 200,000 gallons of primary coolant which might have to be 

discharged at a rate of 300 gpm into the Hudson River at any one time.
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Because of ongoing construction of Unit No. 3, much of the site is 

still under the influence of the operation of construction equipment .  

Consequently, the removal of construction equipment, debris, and 

temporary structures, and the final landscaping have not been 

completed. The-time schedules for their completion depend upon 

the time schedule for the construction of Unit No. 3. During 

construction, prompt vegetative measures, landscaping work, and 

cleanup of debris will be done wherever possible to reduce erosion 

in the area disturbed and denuded in the construction operations.  

The applicant has developed a master plan to enhance the benefits 

of the site through preservation of the 80-acre forested area, 

restoration by landscaping and planting areas of the site disturbed 

during construction and encouragement of the educational aspects of 

the site by building a new visitors? center.  

The 80-acre plot will be maintained for use of the visiting public 

in which picnic tables and benches, nature trails, enlarged parking 

and recreational facilities will be available to the public. After 

about 14 acres of land were given by the applicant'to the local 

community, a public marina along the Hudson River is being developed 

by the Village of Buchanan. Expanded'and improved facilities, in

cluding a new visitors' center for public use, will not be foreclosed 

by operation of Unit No. 2. As of August 1970, about 400,000 

visitors had visited the original visitors' center overlooking 

the site on top of a hill.  

In short, Unit No. 2 is largely constructed, and consideration 

of the environmental impact of the remaining site preparation 
and construction is overshadowed by the ongoing construction of 
Unit No. 3 at the same site.  

C. CONTROLS TO REDUCE OR LIMIT ENVIROMENTAL IMPACTS 

Landscaping with native species and replanting of the areas dis

turbed by the construction effort will enhance the appearance of 
the Indian Point Station. The development of the 80-acre forested 

plot with the lake will improve the recreational facilities for 

the public. Removal of construction debris, temporary facili

ties and other equipment after completion of construction, will 

add to the attractiveness of the site. The applicant's master 

plan to enhance the benefits of the site and the reestablishment 
of the natural area along the picturesque.Hudson River will improve 

the usefulness and appearance of the site..0
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Modification of the intake-discharge structure and improvements 
of operating techniques to minimize ecological damage of aquatic 
biota of the Hudson River are essential to assure that the natural 
ecosystem will be preserved in the long-term during operation of 
the Unit No. 2 in conjunction with Unit No. 1 during the 40-year 
Plant lifetime.  
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V. ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS OF INDIAN POINT UNIT NO. 2 
OPERATION WITH UNIT NO. 1 OPERATION 

In this chapter, the effects on the environment of Indian- Point 
Unit No. 2 operation in combination with Unit No. 1 operation are 
described and assessed. A wide range of factors was considered 
in the environmental review. Indian Point Unit No. 2 is essen
tially completed and has been operating under Facility Operating 
License No. DPR-26, authorizing loading of fuel and conducting 
subcritical testing, as granted on October 19, 1971. The impacts 
of major concern on the environment are those due to the operation 
of the once-through condenser cooling system. The impacts of 
mechanical shock, entrainment and impingement effects, and the 
thermal, chemical, and radioactive discharges on man and his, 
environment are the major points of this consideration for 
operation at 100% of rated power.. The summary of the impacts of 
Plant operation in conjunction with Unit No. 1 is presented in 
Chapter VII. 'Basic information for assessing the biological 
impact and supporting the conclusion reached in Section V.D is 
presented in Appendix V-1. The topic on entrainment and particularly 
in relation to striped bass is further described in Appendices 
V-2 and V-3 besides in Section V.D.  

A. LAND USE 

The use of 239 acres of land zoned for industrial use on the Hudson 
River for operation of Indian Point Unit No. 2 should not produce 
appreciable alterations in the public use of the general environ
ment surrounding the site beyond those caused by operation of Unit 
No. 1.  

1. Aesthetics 

The major impact on land use in regard to operation of the Indian 
Point Unit No. 2 occurred during Plant construction and construction 
of the transmission lines for Unit No. 1 and construction of Unit 
No. 2 facilities. The major aesthetic impacts on the land result
ing from operation of Unit No. 2 are the use of uncultivated, 
abandoned land on which construction of man-made facilities such 
as buildings, parking lots, transmission lines, and electrical 
switchyards result in breaking the river profile with the three 
reactor containment vessels symmetrically placed on the site along 
the riverbank. The vessels and buildings have been architecturally



designed to present a pleasant attractive appearance, particularly 

when the site is viewed from the river. The applicant has developed 

a master plan to enhance the appearance of the site through land

scaping and planting, developing an 80-acre woodland recreational 

facility, including a fresh water lake, and building a new visitors' 

center to encourage educational aspects of the facility for public 

information on peaceful uses of atomic energy. Page 2.3.1-2 of 

the applicant's Supplement No. 1 to the Environmental Report
I shows 

the layout of the buildings, park, and lake area on the overall 

master plan. Following completion of construction of Unit No. 3 

and subsequent cleaning up, restoration, and landscaping, the 

attractiveness of the site should improve. At that time the area 

for the Station facilities utilizing once-through cooling will 

comprise about 35 acres of the site.  

Considering the fact that the original site was an abandoned 

amusement park, development of the site for purposes such as 

construction of nuclear power plants might be considered to be 

more beneficial than construction of some other facility which 

could destroy the entire site. Furthermore, since the site 

is zoned for industrial use, the land is well used for a bene

ficial purpose of providing needed power to the metropolitan 

New York area. Another area, the Trap site, about 1 mile south 

of the Station will also be beautified.  

The remainder of the site will be developed for multiple-public 

use. About 14 acres of the site adjacent to Lents Cove were 

transferred by the applicant to the Village of Buchanan to be 

developed into a marina. This will increase the beneficial impact 

on recreation, including boating, fishing and other water-associated 

recreational activities. The applicant has been in contact with 

the Westchester County Department of Planning to assure that any 

uses of the land area for the site will be consistent with the 

county's long-range plans for development of the area.  

2. Access 

The perimeter of the Indian Point site is posted and the immediate 

area of the Plant facilities is fenced in under restricted access 

control. The visitors' center and the recreational facilities 

including the lake and nature trails will be available to the 

public.  

The Palisades Interstate Park located across the river from Indian 

Point site should not be affected by operation of Indian Point 

Unit No. 2 and Unit No. 1.  

S
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3. Noise Impact 

Because of the size of the site, the operation of Unit No. 2 with 
once-through cooling should not create noise levels resulting in 
an annoyance to the. offsite residents. The forested topography 
of the site acts as an acoustical shield, thereby absorbing most 
of the noise from the Station operation.  

4. Historical impact 

..As stated in Section.II.D., use of the land for a power-plant site 
will have-no effect on any historical landmarks in the general.  
vicinity of the Hudson River. The. closest historic landmarks 
are the Stony Point Battlefield Reservation on the west side of 
the Hudson River about 2 miles from the Plant i and the Palisades 
Interstate Park, west of the Stony Point area. In Appendix XII-10, 
the New York Historic Trust "regrets the already unsatisfactory 
visual-impact of Indian Point construction on the historic environ
ment" of the two landmarks and further hopes .there will be "no 
additional damaging effects on those surroundings." After construc
tion is complete and the site-extensively landscaped and developed 
into a park, the, visual impact of the site with no additional 
physical facilities should be improved. The Commission's condition 
imposed on the applicant that a closed-cycle cooling system be 
designed and installed will, however, impose a further visual 
impact on the environs which must be considered by the applicant 
in the consideration of this alternative.  

5. Climati-c Effects 

The atmosphere will ultimately absorb most of the waste heat from 
operation of Unit No. 2 and Unit No. 1, using water from the .Hudsorn 
River as the intermediary during the dispersion of the thermal
discharge in the circulating coolingwater, primarily on the surface 
of the river. Because of the prevailing winds which blow up and 
down the river valley and the high probability of inversion occur
ring, the dispersion of the thermal discharges on the surface may 
cause some fogging for short periods of time, depending on the 
meteorological conditions. Based on many years of observation at 
power stations, 2 no serious atmospheric effects are expected from 
heat dissipation by the once-through cooling. In Appendix XII-4, the 
Department of Commerce concurs with the Commission in expecting no 
substantive weather modification with the once-through cooling 
system during heat dissipation-into the atmosphere by the heated 
river water. Wispy steam fog over the thermal plume-may occur, 
depending on the plume size. Church 3 has indicated that steam fog



water is 5 millibars or more and the air temperature is at or below 

freezing. The air layer next to water surface will be heated and 

the moisture added; mixing of the air with the unmodified air-just 

above the plume can lead to vapor saturation and condensation..  

Further vertical mixing tends to evaporate the steam fog. However, 

any observed steam fog is not expected to be thick nor to rise but 

a short distance off the river surface. Observation of steam fog 

over thermal discharges indicate that the visible plume will be 

thin and wispy and that the fog will rarely penetrate more than 

10 to 50 feet inland before disappearing. It is not expected 

that the density of the fog will be sufficient to interfere with 

shipping or other modes of transportation on the river. Some of.  

the water droplets will be removed by vegetation and other sur

faces as they move across the shoreline, causing a local increase 

in humidity and dew.  

6. Transmission Facilities 

A single 345-ky transmission line will deliver the output of the 

Indian Point Unit No. 2 to the Buchanan Substation located within 

200 feet of the Indian Point site. No added right-of-way was 

required, and the line is parallel to an existing.138-ky trans
mission line used to deliver light and power to Unit No. 2.  

Another 138 kV-line delivers the output from Unit No. 1 to the 

substation. The 345-ky circuit for Uni t No. 2 will be supported 

by three tapered steel poles. Line design and construction are 

reported to conform to the guidelines for protection of aesthetic 

and other environmental values set forth in the report of the 

Working Committee on Utilities of the President's Council on 

Recreation and Natural Beauty dated December 27, 1968, and the 

Federal Power Commission's Order No. 414 dated November 27, 1970.4 

B. WATER USE 

Evaluation of the environmental impact of the operation of Indian 

Point Unit No. 2 must include the simultaneous operation of Units 

Nos. 1 and 2 and their additive effects. This is especially 

important in reference to the effects of all the liquid wastes 

released into the Hudson River. The following discussion only 

includes the impact of Plant operation on man's use of water and 

does not include biological considerations, which are discussed in 

Section V.D.
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The thermal discharges=to t'he Hudson River will be large. About 
1,200,000 gpm of river water, rptesenting a large fraction of 
freshwater flow of the Hudson in summer anLi a. h,' 7. Alring 
the late winter runoffs, as described in Section II.E, will be wit_.  
drawn and used to carry away waste heat from both Units Nos. 1 and 2.  
The discharge of this water must be in compliance with the New York 
State thermal criteria. The staff feels that these regulations are 
adequately conservative to protect the nonbiological aspects of the 

',Hudson River at Indian Point. Thus, the applicant,'s use of the 
Hudson River should not interfere with other industrial or community 
utilization of this resource, except as related to the thermal load 

* of the river. In Appendix XII-4, the Department of Commerce has 
stated that "the facility is also not expected to have any signif
icant hydrological interactions" because of the water use by the 
Plant. As discussed below in regard to the thermal load, the oper
ation of this Plant using once-through cooling may preclude the 
construction of similar units nearby in the future. It is therefore 
important to quantify, if possible, the extent of the thermal effects 
of the operation of Units Nos. 1 and 2 in detail so that plans for 
future thermal discharges into the river can be properly evaluated.  

The planned discharges of chemical and radioactive wastes as planned 
and discussed in' Sections III.E.2 and III.E.3 are sufficiently diluted 
thatwthey should not affect other present industrial or community 
uses of the Hudson. Table 111-14 outlines the concentrations and 
amounts of chemicals that will be discharged during normal operating 
conditions. It is conceivable that during the life span of this 
facility, increased industrial usage of the Hudson in the Peekskill 

* area could increase the load of polluting chemicals to significant 
levels,.especially during periods of low freshwater flow. If such 
a situation develops, the discharge of all waste chemicals should 
be coordinated in which environmental factors will be considered to 
minimize any temporarily excessive pollution loads. The applicant's 
use of the Hudson for convenient disposal of waste materials should 
reflect consideration of the environmental consequences of these 
discharges and should not be continued if found to be detrimental 
to the quality of the Hudson River water. The applicant shall be 
required to monitor all chemical, thermal, and radioactive discharges 
in order to demonstrate that the discharges are in compliance with 
State and Federal regulations throughout the year. The ecological 
monitoring requirements and limitations on chemical and other dis
charges will be included in the Technical Specifications for the 
Plant.



Operation of Units Nos. 1 and 2 should not cause contamination of 

groundwater by either industrial or sanitary wastes. If such con

tamination did occur, the contaminated groundwater would end up 

in the Hudson, where it would be further diluted. Because of the 

location of the Plant, the use of groundwater by other business 

concerns in the area would be unaffected.  

Appendix .V-l and Section V.D.l.c. outline the effects of Plant 

operations on water quality, including dissolved oxygen 
and the 

chemicals added during Plant operation and discharged either 
con

tinously or intermittently into the Hudson River. The use of 

sodium hypochlorite to clean the once-through condensers results 

in the most important impact on water quality criterion of 
toxicity 

to biota. Residual chlorine will be limited to the New York State 

regulations of 0.5 ppm in the Station's effluent and is not expected 

to affect any present or future use of the river water directly 

by man. Details of chlorine toxicity to aquatic biota are discussed 

below in Appendix V-1.  

The other chemicals such as boric acid, phosphates, chromates, 

sodium hydroxide, and sulfuric acid, which are listed in Table 0 
111-14, will be discharged in most cases in a batch process 

and 

will be low enough in concentrations such as to result in no 

important increases in concentration of those chemicals already 

present in the Hudson River during operation of Units Nos. 2 
and 

1. Table 111-15 shows the natural concentrations of salts, and 

with Table 111-14, one can determine the incremental amount of 

chemicals added to the system for operation purposes. These 

discharges will be monitored by the applicant to verify that they 

meet the Federal and New York State water quality regulations. The 

toxic effects of these chemicals on aquatic life are described 
below.  

Furthermore, discharges of chemical and radioactive effluents into 

the Hudson River as planned and described in Chapter III should 
not 

affect other present commercial or industrial uses of the Hudson 

River by industry or communities during the period of operation of 

Indian Point Unit No. 2 at 100% power.  

C. AIR USE 

The operation of Indian Point Unit No. 2 would not greatly increase 

the level of nonradioactive air pollutants in the area. It would, 

however, allow the applicant to reduce the number of old fossil

fueled plants in operation and thereby decrease the pollution load 

of the air in the areas where plants are shut down. The major 

S



contributions to air pollution are the combustion products listed in 
Table III-16 discharged from Unit- No. 1 through its oil-fired Super

heaters. In Appendix XII-2-, the Department of Agriculture has ex
pressed concern of the effect of sulfur dioxide from fossil-fuels on the 
vegetation in the area. The incremental addition of sulfur dioxide 
from Unit No. 2 has been estimated to be about 8 x 10- 4 ppm or 2.7% 
of the Federal Quality Air Standards from burning oil (0.3% S) in 
the package biolers used intermittently. The major source of sulfur 
dioxide is from the superheater of Unit'No. 1 which will produce ' 

25% of the Federal Air Quality Standard. Since Unit No. 1 has been 
in operation for 10 years it appears that no significant effect on 
the vegetation has occurred. Furthermore, no chlorine gas will be 
used to-cause any effects on nearby vegetation. Sodium hypochloride 
solution which produces residual chlorine in solution will be used 
to clean the condensers.  

D. BIOLOGICAL IMPACT OF STATION OPERATION OF UNITS NOS. 1 AND 2 

A large quantity of ecological information has been gathered con
cerning the Hudson River. Much of this information is applicable 
to the Indian Point site and is briefly summarized in Section II.F 
and Appendices II-1 and 11-2 of this Statement. A significant 
proportion of this information has been obtained through research 
sponsored by the applicant through contracts with Raytheon Company, 
New York University, Ichthyological Associates, Northeastern Biolo
gists, Bechtel Corporation, Alden Research Laboratories, and Quirk, 
Lawler, and Matusky Engineers. At present, investigators- from the 
NYU Institute of Environmental Medicine and from Texas Instruments, 
Inc. are conducting biological sampling programs related to the 
operation of the Indian Point Units.  

Information to answer most of the principal ecological questions 
associated with the operation of Indian Point Units Nos. 1 and 2 
is not yet available. The proposed studies as outlined in the' 
applicant's Environmental Report will answer some of these ques
tions. However, other studies should be included, and these are 
discussed along with their purposes in Section V.D.3 on Non
Radiological-Biological Monitoring Program.  

The major adverse impact of the Plant including both Units will be 
on the aquatic environment. Large numbers of fish will likely be 
killed through impingement on the screens that protect the con
densers. A large quantity of plankton will be entrained in the
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condenser cooling water where they will be exposed to potential 

physical, chemical, and thermal damage. The release of heated 

effluent water including chemical and liquid radioactive water 

will cause a change in the physical environment that may affect the 

biota. Detrimental effects of Plant operations may be manifested 

directly by killing organisms or making them less capable of repro

duction or indirectly by affecting interactions between species.  

Staff evaluation of the probable biological effects of the operation 

of the Indian Point Units Nos. 1 and 2 is based on an analysis of 

information from three sources: (1) field studies conducted at 

other steam generating power plants, (2) laboratory and field inves

tigations of the probable biological effects of Plant effluents, 

and (3) information that has been gathered in conjunction with the 

operation of Indian Point Unit No. 1.  

The analysis is divided into two sections: 

Section V.D.l identifies and evaluates the factors that 

may cause biological damagefrom the combined operation 

of Indian Point Units Nos. 1 and 2.  

Section V.D.2 applies the important factors identified 

in Section V.D.l to the biological community at Indian 

Point.  

1. Sources of Potential Biological Damage 

a. Radiation Effects 

Although there is a voluminous amount of literature relating to 

the effects of radiation on organisms, very few studies have been 

conducted on the effects of chronic low-level radiation on natural 

aquatic populations. The more recent and pertinent studies have 

been reviewed by Auerbach et al.
5 and Templeton, Nakatani, and 

Held.6 In general, the results of the studies summarized in these 

two reviews support the prediction that: radiation effects would 

be difficult to detect at the dose levels normally encountered 

around power reactors: 

"In assessing the effect of low doses of ionizing 

radiation, sophisticated means of detection must 

be used and sensitive biological endpoints are 0 

0



necessary as criteria for ascertaining radiation 
damage. In experimental practice when dose rates 
are lowered-to 1 rad per day or less, the number 
of factors affecting the organism are sufficient 
to mask any effects 'that might be' present. Stich' 
commonly used endpoints as-survivorship, fecundity, 
growth, development, and susceptibility to infection 
have not as yet been shown to. be unequivocally 
affected by such low dose rates. Evaluating the 
impact of doses of less than 1 rad ,per day on 
organisms and populations under field conditions' 
is a challenge of considerable magnitude."

'5 

Aquatic organisms are exposed to both internal and external radia
tion. 7'8 The dose from external radiation, termed submersion dose, 
is due to the radiation from radionuclides in the organisms' 
surroundings. For planktonic or pelagic organisms, this part of 
the total dose results from radionuclides dissolved in the water.  
For benthic and epibenthic organisms, part of the external. dose 
comes from the radionuclides dissolved in the water, and'another 
part comes from radionuclides adsorbed onto or concentrated in 
their substrate. The radiation dose resulting from dissolved 
radionuclides can be calculated if the concentrations of the 
various radionuclides in the water ate known.  

However, the external dose resulting from radionuclides that are 
in the substrate of the organism is much more difficult to deter
mine. This difficulty arises from the various behavioral char
acteristics of the organisms involved which modify the magnitude 
of the dose from radiation originating in the substrate. In addi
tion, the level of contamination of the substrate by a-radionuclide 
may vary with physical parameters within the environment. For 
example, manganese-54 adsorbs onto the substrate during periods 
when fresh water is predominant at Indian Point but'is released 
during periods 'when salt water moves "into the area. 9 ,'As 'a result 
of these complications,. the external dose from radionuclides 
concentrated in' the substrate is difficult to estimate frx'ni the 
projected releases. ' '....  

In addition to radiation from external sources, aquatic organisms 
are exposed t6 radiation from radionuclides within their tissues.  
Doses resulting from this source of exposure are potentially much 
greater (an estimated' factor of 100 or 'more in this case) than 
doses from external sources, except perhaps for benthic or epi
benthic organisms living in association with substrates in which
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radionuclides have been concentrated. Organisms accumulate radio

nuclides either directly from the water through epithelial tissue 

or by assimilation of their food. Transient releases of radio

nuclides into the environment are followed by transient peaks of 

radioactivity along the food-chain pathways.
5  Knowledge of these 

pathways and of the rates of assimilation and turnover of radio

nuclides is essential for prediction of time-dependent concentra

tions in the biota. However, chronic reieases will result in 

steady-state concentrations in the biota, and, in these instances, 

factors can be used to approximate the eventual equilibrium levels 

of radioactivity. 5 

Radiation doses to aquatic organisms living in the Hudson River at 

Indian Point and at the discharge have been estimated by the staff.  

These estimates shown in Table V-1 are based on the assumption of 

no recycling of released radionuclideS through the cooling water 

intake.  

Internal doses in millirads per year for each radionuclide were 

calculated from Equation (1). The sum of the separate radiation 

doses for the various radionuclides was used to provide the total 

internal dose.  

D = EkX-C, () 

where: 
D = dose, millirads per year 

E effective absorbed energy1 . for man, Mev 

k.= constant = 1.87 x 107 

X = bioaccumulation factor 

C = concentration of radionuclide in the effluent 

canal, pCi/ml 

The bioaccumulation factors listed in Table V-2 were obtained from 

the literature and are derived by dividing the radionuclide 
concen

tration in the organism per unit wet weight by the radionuclide 

concentration in the water to which the organism is exposed. Values 

more suitable to the Hudson River estuary may be obtained by careful 

analysis of the data gathered in conjunction with the operation of 

Unit No. l.9,1115 Bioaccumulation factors vary greatly in different 

environments as a result of changing-physical, chemical, and biological 

conditions. However, in most cases the maximum values obtained from 

the literature for freshwater ecosystems were used in the dose cal

culations. These factors often represent extreme cases and very
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Table V-I. Internal radiation doses (millirad/year) to aquatic organisms living in the Indian Point effluent canal 

(The nuclide concentrations are based on estimated annual releases from Unit No. 2 
and continued operation of Unit No. I at past levels.) 

Initial Unit No. 2 radwaste treatment Modified Unit No. 2 radwaste treatment 

Radionuclides Concentration Aquatic Invertebrates Fish Cimnr lAquatic 
(MCi/mI) plants Ci/ml) plants 

H-3 1.2E-06 2.3E-01 2.3E-01 2.3E-01 1.2E-06 2.3E-01 2.3E-01 2.3E-01 
Na-24 2.5E-09 2.OE+01 3.4E+00 4.1E+00 
Cr-51 9.OE-12 4.2E-04 2.1E-04 8.4E-04 6.0E-13 2.8E-05 IAE-05 5.6E-05 
Mn-54 8.2E-10 2.7E+02 1.1E+03 2.OE-01 8.1E-10 2.7E+02 1.1E+03 1.9E-01 
Fe-55 2.4E-11 1.SE-02 9.3E-03 8.8E-04 6.5E-12 4.OE 03 2.5E-03 2.4E-04 
Fe-59 9.5E-12 7.2E-01 4.6E-01 4.3E.02 2.1E-13 1.6E'-02 9.9E-03 9.3E-04 
Co-58 8.2E-10 2.4E+01 1.4E+01 4.7E+00 6.OE-10 1.7E+01 1.OE+01 3.4E+00 
Co-60 2.6E-10 1.8E+01 1.1E+01 3.6E+00 2.5E-10 1.7E+01 1.OE+01 3.4E+00 
Rb-86 9.OE- 12 1.2E-01 2.4E 01 2.4E-01 1.7E-12 2.2E-02 4.3E 02 4.3E-02 
Sr-89 3.2E 11 1.OE+00 1.3E+00 5.OE-02 2.5E-11 7.8E-01 1.OE+00 3.9E-02 
Sr-90 5.2E-12 3.2E-01 4.3E-01 1.6E-02 5.OE-12 3.1E-01 4.1E-01 1.5E-02 
Sr-91 7.OE-14 8.2E-03 1.1E-02 4.1E-04 
Y-90 5.5E-14 9.2E-03' 9.2E-04 9.2E-05 
Y-91 9.5E-12 1.OE+00 1.OE-01 1.OE-02 1.7E-11 1.8E+00 1.8E-01 1.8E-02 
Zr-95 1.OE-12 3.1E-02 3.1E-03 2.1E-04 3.4E-14 1.OE-03 1.OE-04 7.OE-06 
Zr-97 6.5E-15 3.8E-04 3.8E-05 2.6E-06 
Nb-95 1.OE- 12 9.5E-03 9.5E-04 9.5E-05 3.3E-14 3.1E-04 3.1E-05 3.1E-06 
Mo-99 2.8E-09 2.8E+00 2.8E+00 .2.8E+00 2.0E-10 2.OE-01 2.OE-01 2.OE-01 
Ru-103 1.OE-12 1.6E-02 1.6E -02 8.4E-04 2.5E-14 4.1E-04 4.1E-04 2.1E-05 
Ru-106 7.5E-15 3.9E-04 3.9E-04 2.OE-05 
Rh-105 7.5E-15 5.OE-05 5.OE-05 2.5E-06 
Te-125m 2.IE-14 5.8E-05 3.5E-04 2.3E-05 
Te-127m 6.OE-12 4.4E-01 2.7E-01 1.8E-02 1.6E-13 9.6E-04 5.8E-03 3.8E-04 
Te-127 2.2E-13 9.9E-04 6.OE-03 3.9E-04 
Te-129m 5.5E-11 1.1E+00 6.9E+00 4.5E-01 1.6E-12 3.3E-02 2.OE-01 i.3E-02 
Ted-13lm 6.OE-13 1.8E-02 1.1E-01 7.2E-03 
Te-132 3.1E-10 1.OE+01 6.5E+01 4.2E+00 LIE-11 3.7E-01 2.3E+00 1.SE-01 
1-130 8.5E-12 4.lE-02 2.OE-01 1.OE-02.-" 7.5E-13 3.6E-03 1.8E-02 9.1E-04 
1-131 1.3E-08 2.2E+01 1. 1.E+02 5,4E+00-: 8.2E 09 1.3E+01 6.7E+O1 3.4E+00 
1-133 .6.3E-09 2.OE+O1 9.8E+01: 4.9E+00 3.5E 09 I.IE+01 5.5E+01 2.8E+00 
1-135 2.4E-09 1.2E+01, 5.9E+01 2;9E+00. 1.8E-09 8.8E+00 4.4E+01 2.2E+00 
Cs-134 3.6E 09 1.8E+03 8.OE+02 7.3E+01 5.6E-10 2.9E+02 1.3E+02 l.IE+01 
Cs-136 1.OE-09 3.1E+02 1.4E+02-, 1.3E+01 24E-10 7.3E+01 3.2E+01 2.9E+00 
Cs-137 3.2E-09 8.9E+02 3.9E+02 3.6E+01,- 6.5E-10 1.8E+02 7.9E+01 7.2E+00 
Ba-140 8.OE 12 1.7E-01 6.9E-02 3.4E-03 2.3E-13 4.9E-03 2.0E-03 9.9E-05 
La-140 1.6E-13 5.5E-02 5.5E-03 5.5E-04 
Ce-144 1.OE-12 2.4E-01 2.4E-02 2.4E-03 2.2E-14 5.2E-03 5.2E-04 5.2E-05 
Pr-143 3.OE-14 1.8E-03 1.8E-04 1.8E-05 
Nd-147 1.2E-14 9.OE-04 9.OE-05 9.OE-06 
Np-239 2.OE-13 1.1E-03 3.OE-04 1.1E-02 
Total dose 3.4E+03 2.8E+03 1.6E+02 9.OE+02 1.5E+03 4.2E+01
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Table V-2. Bioaccumulation factors for elements in aquatic plants, invertebrates, and fishes 

Nuclide Concentration factor 

Plants Reference Invertebrates Reference Fish Reference 

Sr 3,000 7 4,000 7 150 7 
Y 10,000 8 1,000 8 100 8 
Mo 100 8 100 8 100 8 
Tc 100 8 25 8 1 8 
Te 1,000 a 6,100 a 400 a 
1 200 7 1,000 7 50 7 
Cs 25,000 7 11,000 7 1,000 7 
Ba 500 8 200 8 10 8 
Cr 100 16 50 16 200 16 
Mn 35,000 7 140,000 7 25 8 
Co 2,500 7 1,500 8 500 8 
Zn 4,000 8 40,000 8 1,000 8 
H 1 8 1 8 1 8 
Ce 10,000 8 1,000 8 100 8 
Fe 5,000 8 3,200 8 300 8 
Rb 1,000 8 2,000 8 2,000 8 
Zr 1,500 16 150 16 10 16 
Nb 1,000 8 100 8 10 b 
Na 160 8 27 8 32 8 
Ru 2,000 8 2,000 8 100 8 
Rh 2,000 8 2,000 8 100 8 
La 10,000 8 1,000 8 100 8 
Pr 10,000 8 1,000 8 •100 8 
Nd 10,000 8 1,000 8 100 8 
Np 1,000 8 290 8 10,000 8 

aCalculated by the staff from stable element analysis listed in the Farley Nuclear Power Station 

Environmental Report, Georgia Power and Light Co., 1972.  
bBioaccumulation factor for this radionuclide considered by staff to equal bioaccumulation factor for Zr-95 

in fish.
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likely overestimate the bioaccumulation of radionuclides and there
fore the internal dose that will result from the releases at Indian 
Point. The use of the effective absorbed energy for man also tends 
to overestimate the dose.  

The bioaccumulation factor multiplied by the radionuclide concen
tration in the water (in pCi/ml) provides en estimate of the body 
burden of the radionuclide (in pCi/gm in the organism). The con
centration in the organism's body multiplied by the effective 
absorbed energy and the constant K gives the internal radiation 
dose to the organism in mrad/yr for that particular radionuclide.  
The discharge concentrations and internal radiation doses of Table 
V-1 were estimated by assuming that the radionuclides released from 
Indian Point Units Nos. 1 and 2 are diluted by about 2.0 x 1015 cc/yr 
(2,230 cfs of water) in the discharge canal.  

The estimated total doses (see Table V-1) to the aquatic organisms 
living in the undiluted effluent are higher than those that the.  
organisms would receive from background radiation but considerably 
less than the levels which would produce observable effects. As a 
result of these considerations, no discernible radiation effect is 
expected in the aquatic community of the Hudson River as a result 
of Indian Point activities.  

b. Dissolved Oxygen 

In the Hudson River estuary near Indian Point, there is a rela
tivelY low load of decomposing organic matter. 17 Raytheon Com
pany18 found that dissolved oxygen in the Hudson River water in 

the Indian Point area ranged from low summer values of 3 ppm to 
high winter values of 11 ppm. The dissolved oxygen concentration 
in the coolant water discharged from Indian Point Unit No. 1 was 
found to be slightly less than that in the intake water. Al
though recent information presented by the applicant during 
testimony indicates a sampling error in calibration of instrumenta
tion used for dissolved oxygen analysis, Raytheon Company 1 8 noted 
a distinct drop in dissolved oxygen across Unit No. 1 and inter
mittent low levels of dissolved oxygen in the river near the site.  
As an example, Raytheon cited that in early November 1969, the 
dissolved oxygen in the effluent (3.7 ppm) was 34% less than 
that in the intake water. Since the dissolved oxygen intake 
concentration of 5.3 ppm and the effluent concentration of 3.7 
ppm observed in both instances were less than 50% of the theoreti
cal saturation value, the rise in water temperature does not:'seem 
to entirely account for the decrease, thus lending credence to the
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applicant's opinion that the Raytheon data were in error. In 

either event, it cannot necessarily be assumed that the change in 

dissolved oxygen which might occur across the condensers of Unit 

No. 1 would be the same for Unit No. 2.  

Any reduction in dissolved oxygen caused by condenser passage would 

not seem likely to affect the Hudson River as a whole, since the 

water which has been through the condensers will be spread at the 

surface, where it will be exposed to maximum exchange with the at

mosphere. However, because the increased temperature of the dis

charged water will increase the metabolic oxygen demand of aquatic 

organisms, oxygen concentrations may occasionally be lower in the 

discharge plume than in the ambient water. At certain times of 

the year when dissolved oxygen levels are low as a result of 

natural occurrences, such further reductions resulting from Plant 

operations could be harmful to the aquatic community. Since low 

ambient concentrations of dissolved oxygen at Unit No.' 1 were 

reported by Raytheon Company 18 during September of 1969 (as low as 

2.7 ppm), the staff believes that the operation of Units Nos. 1 

and 2 will at times cause reductions of dissolved oxygen levels 

below tolerable-limits. The much greater condenser flow and higher 

temperature rise for Unit No. 2 make the dissolved oxygen problem0 
potentially more severe. The applicant shall be required to monitor 

for changes in the dissolved oxygen concentration and provide for 

corrective actions to minimize any reduction because of Plant 
operation.  

c. Chemical Dischar ges 

Many of the chemicals that will be released during Plant operations 

are toxic to aquatic organisms. The toxicity'of these chemicals is 

discussed in Appendix V-1i. The magnitude of the response of the 

biota to toxic chemicals depends on the concentration of the chemical, 

the duration of exposure, and variations in species sensitivity.  

Table V-3 compares the equilibrium concentrat ions of chemical 

releases with minimum concentrations found in the literature which 

produce toxic effects. As indicated in the table, potential prob

lems could exist only with releases of boron, chromate, and sodium 

hypochlorite.  

(1) Boron' 

The 50-ppm concentration of boric acid (9.45 ppm of boron) in 

Table 111-14 represents a maximum release rate which might occur
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TABLE V-3. COMPARISON OF MINIMUM 
TOXIC LEVELS OF CHEMICALS WITH THE: 

MAXIMUM DISCHARGE CONCENTRATIONS IN 
PARTS PER'MILLION

Effluent Minimum 

Chemical Concentration Toxic Level 
(ppm) (ppm) 

Phosphate 1.54 50 
Hydrazine 0,1 0.7 
Boron 9.45 0.1 
Chromate 0.05- 0.01 
Residual chlorine 0.5 0.0034 
Soda ash 5.0 68
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following evaporator breakdown and would not be sustained for an 

indefinite period of time. The maximum sustained releases of 

this compound will be 1,200 lb of boron per day, which could re

sult in a concentration of up to 0.055 ppm in the river. This 

level would probably never be reached in the Hudson and is well 
below toxic levels. Consequently, releases of boron should not 
cause detrimental effects on the biota.  

(2) Chromates 

The releases" of chromates to. the Hudson are also expected to be 
intermittent rather than continuous. Such intermittent releases 
are expected to be infrequent and, as a consequence, should not 

raise the concentration of chromates in the Hudson to a point 
where toxic effects would occur.  

(3) Residual Chlorine 

Figure V-1 and Table V-4 summarize chlorine toxicity data on 
aquatic life, mostly freshwater fish; The staff presumes that 
toxicity would be similar for estuarine forms, although there has 
been no adequate summary of estuarine organism responses. These 
data do not include any additive or synergistic affects which may 
occur as a result of thermal and mechanical shock. The applicant 
claimsI that the condenser systems of Unit No. 2 will be chlorinated 
three times a week for 1 hour at each exposure, and that of Unit 
No. 1 will be similarly treated on alternate days resulting in a 
combined output of 6 hours/week. Implementation of this proposed 
schedule will require manual override of the installed automatic 
chlorination system, which is capable of a maximum interval of 24 
hours between chlorination injections.' During chlorination, high 
mortalities of organisms that pass through the Plant are expected 
and may approach 100% for many species. The concentrations in the 
thermal plume will also exceed levels known to affect sensitive 
organisms.  

The-length of time that organisms will be exposed to toxic levels 
of residual chlorine is presently unknown. During past operations 
of Unit No. 1, the applicant has determined that the 1 ppm chlorine 
demand in the Hudson River water causes the free chlorine concentra
tion to be reduced to less than 0.1 ppm before discharge. Unfortu
nately, the magnitude of chloramine production and subsequent rate 
of decay are unknown. However, data from Unit No. I should not be 

extrapolated to Unit No. 2 because chlorinated water was retained 0
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Table V-4. Key to Fig. V-I. Exposures of aquatic organisms to total residual chlorine.  

All concentrations were measured.  

Species No. Effect endpointa Reference

Protozoa 1 
Cladoceran 2 
Scud 3 

4 

Trout fry 5 
6 

Brook trout 7 
8 

9 

10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
44 

Brown trout 45 
Fingerling rainbow trout 17 
Rainbow trout 15 

16 
18 
19 
20 

Chinook salmon 21 

Coho salmon 22 
•23 

24 

Pink salmon 25 
26 

Fathead minnow 27 
28 
29 
30 
31 

White sucker 32 
33 

Black bullhead 34 
Largemouth bass 35 

37 
38 

Smallmouth bass 36 
39 

Yellow perch 40 
41 
42 

Walleye '43 

Miscellaneous 46 
47

Lethal 
Lethal (4 days) 
Safe concentration 
Safe concentration 
Lethal (2 days) 
Lethal (instantly) 
Median mortality (90 min) 
Mean survival time (8.7 hr) 

Mean survival time (14.1 hr) 

Mean survival time (20.9 hr) 
Mean survival time (24 hr) 

67% lethability (4 days) 
Depressed activity 
7-day TL50 
Not found in streams 
Not found in streams 
Lethal (4 to 5 hr) 
Slight avoidance (10 min) 
Lethal (2 hr) 
96-hr TLSO 
7-day TL50 
Lethal (12 days) 
First death (2.2 hr) 
7-day TL50 
100% kill (1-2 days) 
Maximum non-lethal 
100% kill (1-2 days) 
Maximum non-lethal 
TL50 (1 hr) 
TL50 (12 hr) 
96-hr TE50 
7-day TL50 
Safe concentration 
Lethal (30-60 min) 
7-day TLSO 
96-hr TL50 
7-day TL50 
TLSO (I hr) 
TLSO (12 hr) 
Not found in streams 
Median mortality (15 hr) 
TL50 (I hr) 
TLS0 (12 hr) 
7-day TLSO 
7-day TL50 
Initial kill (15 min) 
Erratic swimming (6 min)

aTL50 = median tolerance limit.

0

0
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
23 
24 
25 
25 
25 
25 
25 
25 
21 
26 
26 
27 
28 
27 
29 
30 
28 
31 
21 
31 
31 
31 
31 
32 
32 
33-35 
21 
22 
36 
21 
21 
21 
32 
32 
26 
24 
32 
32 
21 
21 
37 
37

S
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during Unit No. 1 operation for approximately 40 minutes as com
pared to 10 minutes with Unit No. 2 in operation. The discharge 
concentrations of residual chlorine will be correspondingly higher 
from Unit No. 2. Thus, concentrations above the short-duration tox
icity threshold (Fig. V-l) appear probable, particularly for larval 
organisms which are generally too fragile to test.  

The probability of causing serious impacts to the aquatic community 
would be lessened by chlorination schedules that coincide with peak 
tidal flows during daylight hours. This procedure would reduce the 
exposure of the many species of planktonic crustaceans and larval 
fish which tend to concentrate near the bottom during - daylight hours 
because most of the toxic chlorine compounds will be in the thermal 
plume, which will be spread out on the surface. Even with these 
precautions, a large portion of the biota will still be exposed 
to deleterious levels of residual chlorine. Because neither the 
concentration nor the duration of exposure can be established with 
certainty, the staff cannot estimate the level of impact which may 
be caused by releases of discharged chlorine. Thus, the applicant 
shall be required to determine the effects of the residual chlo
rine, including chloramines, on biota, taking into account the 
above-mentioned points on chlorination and chlorine toxicity.  

d. Thermal Discharges 

As described in Section III.E.I, large amounts of heat will be 
discharged to the Hudson River during Plant operation. Some 
published upper critical temperatures 38-4 1 for species found at 
Indian Point are given in Table V-5. During periods when ambient 

water temperatures are about 80*F, (26.7'C) many of these organisms 

will be living near their upper limits and probably above their 

thermal range of metabolic insensitivity (see Appendix V-l).  

Additions of large quantities of heat to the Hudson at these times 

could conceivably result in changes in the biotic community as 
described in Appendix V-l, Section A changes such as in the distribu

tion of a single species or the species composition might not be 

readily apparent, especially if they involve planktonic microcrustaceans 
or algae. Secondary effects from such changes could also occur.  

The most probable location for organisms to be affected by thermal 

discharges is in the plume. If the intake water temperature is 

81'F and the discharge water is 96
0F (temperature rise of 15F ° in 

the condensers), with a flow rate of 2,650 cfs, the organisms in



TABLE V-5. UPPER TEMPERATURE LIMITS OF AQUATIC SPECIES FOUND IN THE HUDSON 

BASED ON LABORATORY STUDIES AND FIELD OBSERVATIONS
3 8-41

AT INDIAN POINT

Acclimation Upper Critical 

Species Temperature Temperature* Criterion 
(°C) . (OF) ( 0 C) (OF)

A losa pseudoharengus 
Alosa pseudoharengus 
A osa pseudoharengus

Osmerus mordax

Pseudop leuronectes 
Pseudop leuronectes 
Pseudopleuronectes 
Pseudop beuronectes

coeri canus 
amnericanus 
anericanus (adult) 
americanus (juvenile)

15 59 23 
31.4 
26.7-32.2

21.5-28.5

7-28 45-82 22-29 
27.9-30.6 
27 
22-29

73.4 
88 
80-90 

71-83 

72-84 
82-87 
81 
72-84

48 hr TL 
T m 

T 
T

Microgadus tomcod 
Microgadus tomcod 
Microgadus tomcod 
Microgadus tomcod 

Menidia menidia

(2 cm) 
(14-15 cm) 
(22-29 cm)

Morone saxatilis (adult) 
Morone saxatibis 
Morone saxatibis 
Morone saxatibis (juveniles)

Morone anericanus 

Fundu bus heteroclitus 
Pundubus heteroclitus 
Fundubus heteroclitus

29 
19-20.9 
23.5-26 .1 
25.8-26.1

7-28 45-82 22.5-32.5 

32 
25-27 

4.4 40 23.9 
35

4.4 40 27.8 

7.2 45 37 
40 

28 82 37

84 
66-70 
74-79 
78.5-79 

72-90 

90 
77-81 
75 
95 

82 

99 
104 
99

48 hr TL 
m 

T 
Field observation 
8 hr LD5 0 
T 

8 hr LD5 0 

8 hr LD 50 

T 
T

aT = maximum tolerated temperature.

0 0
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TABLE V-5 (Cont'd)

Acclimation Upper Critical 
Species Temperature Temperature* Criterion 

(0 C) (OF) (OC) (OF)

Neomysis mercedes 
Neomysis mercedes 
Neomysis mercedes 

Neomysis cnericana 

Crangon septemsp inosa 

Monoculoides sp.  

Gammarus fasciatus 

Acartia tonsa 

Acartia tonsa

15 59 25 
6-20 43-68 22-23.6 
15 59 27 

1-25 34077 15-28 

15 59 27.5 

15 59 29 

15 59 31.5' 

33 

5-25 41-77 31

77 

72-74 
81 

59-82 

59-82 

84 

89 

91 

88

88

24 hr LD5 0 
48 hr LD5 0 
5 hr LD5 0 

24 hr LD5 0 
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about 10,000 cfs of water will be exposed to temperatures in excess 

of 85°F, about 5.6% of the water on each pass or about 20% per day 

(see Appendix V-2). By the time the temperature is reduced to 830F, 

organisms in more than 10% of the bypass water have been exposed 

to temperatures of 83°F or more, or about 40% per day. Since plank

tonic organisms may pass the area many times, their chance of expo

sure to temperatures in excess of 83 to 85°F is very high but will 

vary with the dilution flow as indicated in Table V-6 (see Appendix 

V-2 for method of computation).  

The duration of such exposure is very important in determining 

possible effects on the organisms so affected. Once the thermal 

plume reaches the surface, the rate of mixing will rapidly decrease.  

The duration of exposure to the increased temperature can be 

roughly estimated from the configuration of the thermal plume and 

the flow rates of the Hudson. Preliminary calculations indicate 

that elevated temperatures could last several hours. In view of 

the low tolerance of many of the species to increases in tempera

ture and the high probability of exposure to elevated temperatures, 

thermal effects on different aquatic biota as described in Appendix 

V-1, Section A are anticipated 

e. Entrainment 

One of the most important biological consequences of power plant 

operation with once-through cooling is.associated with mortality 

of organisms entrained with the cooling Water. In this way a 

power plant is similar to a large .pr edator.' The importance of 

such predation is related to the rate at which the organisms are 
"consumed," and for passive and nearly passive organisms, consump

tion rates are similar in magnitude to. the rate at which the water 

is used. At Indian Point, since the average cross sectional area 

is about 160,000 ft2 , the volume contained within a linear mile 

of river at Indian Point is about 8.5 x 108 ft3. The combined 

flow of 2,650 cfs through the once7through condensers of both 

Units will equal this volume in about 3.8 days.  

It is apparent that populations of organisms susceptible to 

entrainment and maintained by local reproduction may be reduced 

by Plant operation and that a considerably larger proportion of 

the biota will be withdrawn with the addition, of Unit No. 2 

(Fig. V-2). These organisms will include bacteria, planktonic 

algae, many invertebrate species, fish eggs, and larvae. Table 

V-7 lists the fish species in the area whose eggs or larvae are 

9
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Table V-6. Probability of exposure of randomly distributed passive organisms in the Hudson at Indian Point 
to various levels of temperature increases resulting from plant operations 

Values were derived using computations based on principles outlined in Appendix V-2 assuming a condenser 
AT of 1SF0 , average tidal flow of 180,000 cfs, and 20E10 cfs discharge of heated water to the Hudson 

Numbero Probability of exposure at least once 

flow (cfs) o 
chances AT +15 0  AT +90  AT +7 0  AT=+5 0  AT +3" 

2,000 90.00 0.740 0.895 0.945 0.983 0.995 
3,000 60.00 0.592 0.777 0.856 0.935 0.974 
4,000 45.00 0.490 0.676 0.766 0.871 0.936 
5,000 36.00 0.416 0.594 0.688 0.806 0.889 
6,000 30.00 0.361 0.528 0.621 0.745 0.840 
7,000 25.71 0.319 0.'475 0.564 0.690 0.793 
8,000 22.50 0.286 0.431 0.517 0.641 0.748 
9,000 20.00 0.258 0.394 0.476 0.598 0.706 

10,00 -0 .18.00 0.236 0.363 0.441 0.559 0.668 
11,000 16.36 0.217 0.336 0.411 0.525 0.633 
12,000 15.00 0.201 0.313 0.384 0.495 0.601 
13,000 . 13.84 0.187 0.293 0.361 0.468 0.571 
14,000 12.85 0.175 0.275 0.340 0.443 0.545 
15,000 12.00 0.164 0.259 0.321 0.421 0.520 
16,000 11.25 0.155 0.245 0350.401 0.498 
17,000 10.58 0.146 0.233 0.290 0.383 0.477 
18,000 10.00 0.139 0.221 0.276 0.366 0.458 
19,000 9.47 0.132 0.211 0.264 0.350 0.,440 
20,000 9.00 0.126 0.202 0.252 0.336 0.423 
21,000 8.57 0.120 0.193 0.242 0.323 0.408 

22,00. 818 .1150.18 0.32 03110.394 
23,000 7.82 0.110 0.178 0.223 0.300 0.380 
24,000, 7.50 0.106 0.171 0.215 0.289 0.368 
MS,000 7.20 0.102 0.165 0.207 0.279 0.356 

**26,000 6.92 0.098 0.159 0.200 0.270 0.345 

* 28,000 6.42 01091 0il4 8  0.187 0.254 01325 
'29,000 6.20 0.088 0.144 0.181 0.246 0.316 
30,000 6.00 0.085 0.139 0.176 0.239 0.307 
31,000 5.80. 0.083' 0.135 0.171 0.232 0.299 
32,000 5.62 0.080 0.131 0.166 0.226 0.291 
33,000 5.45. . 0.078. 0.127 0.161 .0.220 0.284 
34,000 *5.29 0.076 0.124 0.157 0.214 0.277 
35,000 5.14 0.074 0.121 0.153 0.209 0.270 
36.000 5.00 0.072 0.117 0.149 0.203 0.263 
37,000 4.86 0.070 0.114 0.145 0.198 0.257 
38,000 4.73 0.068 0.112 0.142 0.194 0.251 
39,000 4.61 0.066 0.109 0.138 0.189 0.246 

* 40,000 4.50 0.065 0.106 0.135 0.185 0.241
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TABLE V-7. LIST OF ESTUARINE FISHES WITH VARIOUS LIFE STAGES 
WHICH ARE SUSCEPTIBLE TO ENTRAINMENT AND IMPINGEMENT 
AND-1WHICH HAVE BEEN COLLECTED DURING SAMPLING PROGRAM 

AT INDIAN POINT.  

Entrainment 
Species impingement 

Eggs Larvae Post-larval 

Striped bass* ** * 

White perch * ** 

Tomcod ** ** 

Bay anchovy* * 

American eel * 

Smelt * ** 

Blueback herring* * 

Alewife* ** 

Atlanti c silverside *** 

American shad*** 

*Life stage present and susceptible to entrainment or impingement.  
**Important fraction of local population may be subject to entrainment 
or impingement.
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known to be vulnerable to entrainment. During their passage 

through the Plant, these organisms will be exposed to mechanical, 
thermal, and chemical damage. High mortality may result, espe-.  

cially for fragile species, during periods of chlorination. The 

terms "transport flow" and "dilution flow," and the methods used 

to determine the fraction of organisms entrained are presented in 

Appendix V-2. Based on the staff's calculations described in 

Appendix V-2, the monthly average probability of randomly dis

tributed passive plankton moving downstream to be withdrawn varies 

from a low of about 6% in April to a high of 31% in August, al

though during drought conditions withdrawal may exceed 45%.  

Plankton that migrate via transport flows to maintain their posi

tion in the river will be the most susceptible to entrainment, 

since they may remain in the area for several weeks.  

f. Impingement 

A major problem encountered during the operation of Indian Point 

Unit No. 1 has been that of fish mortality resulting from impingement 

onthefine mesh screens used to filter out debris that could 

cause damage to the circulating water system. The available in

formation concerning these fish kills has been compiled by the 

applicant,4 2 and an analysis of the information has been re ported 

and summarized by the Commission's Division of Compliance. The 

following discussion is based on the information contained in 
these documents.  

In March, 1963, fish were entering the open intake forebays of Unit 

No. 1 and subsequently killed and collected on the traveling screens.  

Striped bass, tomcod, and white perch comprised most of the fish that

were killed. Apparently these kills included both juvenile and adult.  
fish, including large striped bass. Efforts to reduce kills using 

air bubble screens, pneumatic sound sources, and smaller mesh 

mechanical barriers in front of the forebays were not effective 

in solving the problem. Subsequent efforts, including alterations 
of the physical structures surrounding the intakes and alterations 

of the intensity of the light, were not effective either.  

In June, 1965, a correlation between additions of sodium hypochlo

rite and kills of large fish was noted. The point of addition of 

the sodium hypochlorite was moved behind the traveling screens.  

Following this change, large fish were no longer collected on the 

screens. Apparently, the sodium hypochlorite was either killing 

0
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the larger fish directly or, more likely, was reducing the fishes' 
ability to avoid the intake.  

The actual effectiveness of the fish protection efforts from 1963 
to 1966 as described above cannot be ascertained because adequate 
data were not collected during this period. The only effort that 
produced desirable results was the change in procedure associated 
with adding sodium hypochlorite to the circulating water.  

During the spring and summer of 1967, fine mesh (0.375 in. square 
wire mesh) screens were designed to eliminate the possibility of 
fish entering the forebays. This modification was the result of 
testing during January and March 1967 which showed a significant 
reduction in fish counted on the traveling screen of one forebay 
fitted with a fixed screen at its mouth. According to the appli
cant, this modification appeared effective until the winter of 
1969, although fish count data to support this contention were 
not included.  

Substantial fish kills at Unit No. 1 were observed during January 1970 
and were thought to be the result of openings under the fixed screens.  

This conclusion is supported by the fact that a significant reduction 
of the number of fish counted on the traveling screens occurred after 
the openings were eliminated. This point was graphically illustrated 
in Fig. 6, page A-45 of AppendixS , of the applicant's Supplement No.  
1 to the Environmental Report concerning the fish kills at Indian 
Point. 4 2 These data indicate that the magnitude of the fish 
kill was reduced from highs in excess of 16,000 to 18,000 
fish per screen washing on February 1-3, to sustained counts of 
less than 50 fish per washing after February 6, 1970. However, 
collections of fish on the traveling screens when the fixed screens 
are in place do not adequately represent the extent of the fish 
kill, especially during periods when dead fish were netted from in 
front of the fixed screens and consequently could-not have had a 
chance to be included in the counts of fish on the traveling 
screens. For instance, when "the'traveling screen count was 
reported to total 388 for March 6 and 7, 1970, there were approxi
mately 120,000 fish netted in front of the fixed screens (Table 
3, Reference 42). In essence, the impingement problem was simply 
shifted from the traveling screens to the fixed fine mesh screens.  
However, this process did reduce the average size of the fish 
which were captured.
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These kills have included some 23 species, white perch being by 
far the predominant species and accounting for over 90% of winter 0 
fish kills. However, because of the large number of fish involved, 
substantial numbers of other species are also killed. For instance, 
from data obtained by the Raytheon Corporation, the total of fish 
killed from November 6, 1969 to January 11, 1970 at Unit No. 1 
was 1,310,345 fish, 137,649 of which were striped bass.1 1 

The fish that have been collected on the intake screens, identi
fied, and measured are generally larger than 45 to 50 mm in 
length. Since smaller fish are known to exist in the area, it 
is assumed that the minimum screenable size (at least for striped 
bass) is in the neighborhood of 40 to 45 mm. Smaller fish would 
be expected to go through the Plant.  

The precise cause of the impingement problem is not completely 
understood. All the fish kills at Indian Point Unit No. 1 appear 
to have been associated with the Plant's condenser cooling water 
system. Fish appear to be caught against the screens by the force 
of the river water drawn into the Plant. Once caught against the 
screens, they are unable to escape and eventually succumb to 
exhaustion, although the precise cause of death is unknown. A 
number of possible factors contributing to the problem have been 
examined. The wharf and related structures located over the 
intakes may contribute by appearing to provide refuge for fish.  
Another factor may be related to the existence in wintertime of 
warmer river water in the vicinity of the Plant caused by discharge 
of heated river water from the Plant.  

There is a definite seasonal variation in the magnitude of the 
kill, the highest mortalities occurring in the winter months and 
the lowest mortalities in the summer. Apparently, this is due 
to reduced swimming ability of many fishes at the very low (34°F) 
winter temperatures.  

The most important contributing factor is the capturing capacity 
of the large volume of water withdrawn from the river.. The only 
action that really seems to reduce the level of mortality is a 
reduction in the intake velocity. Present evidence indicates 
that a reduction in the water velocity may greatly reduce the 
fish kill problem (Fig. V-3).  

0 

0
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On October 19, 1971, the applicant presented testimony for support 

of its motion for testing.Indian Point Unit No. 2 up to 50% of 

rated power and estimated the quantities of fish to be collected 

daily at the intake structure of Unit No. 2. These predictions de

pended on the abundance of fish in the area of the intake, the volume 

of water being withdrawn, and the intake velocities approaching 

the screens. The intake velocity would depend on (1) whether 

the de-icing loops were operating and (2) whether the recircula

tion loops were operating. Based on these different conditions of 

operation and the time of year, the/applicant predicted that 

fish kills would be higher during the winter months. Based on 

these variables, during winter operation, about 593 lb/day of 

fish will be collected during a six-pump ull flow operation, 

and about 437 lb/day during six-pump reduced-flow operation.  

at Indian Point Unit'No. 2. At an average weight of 0.25 oz 

per fish, this value for reduced flow.corresponds to about 30,000 

per day or 5.5 million over a six month period. The fish kills 

would consist primarily of white perch (80%). During the winter, 

more than 90% of the catch was predicted to be white perch. Striped 

bass are collected throughout the whole year but amount to about 

4% of the total fish collected. Many factors, including the daily 

movements of fish in the vicinity of the intake, influence the actual 

collection of fish each day.  

The applicant has been continuing to conduct ecological and engi

neering studies on the topic of fish protection. During pump 

operations of Indian Point Unit No:. 2, any fish impingement prob

lem must be evaluated and designs developed to minimize it. The 

applicant has consulted the Indian Point Fish Advisory Board and 

a number of Federal, State, and local organizations on the 

overall program to provide for fish-protection in connection 

with operation of the Indian Point Plants. Besides reduction of 

the intake velocity, other techniques that can be used include 

developing bypasses for fish which the applicant is in the process 

of building in preparation for thiscoming winter.  

In the applicant's Environmental'Report of August 6, 1970, its 

Supplement No. 1 to the Environmental Report letter to the Commission 

dated October 19, 1971, the Commission's Final Environmental State

ment of November 20, 1970, and the February 1972 fish kill 

from testing two pumps of Unit No. 2, there is a discussion 

of the problem of fish kills occurring on the Hudson River 

from operation of Indian Point UnitNo. 1 and the action be

ing taken to reduce the fish kills prior to full power operation 

0
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of Unit No. 2. At Indian Point Unit No. 2, protective screens 
have been installed at the outer face of the intake structure 
in guides already provided in the walls; however, preliminary 
calculations (see Appendix III-1) indicate that the water velocity 
through the outer fixed screens (1.32 fps) with normal pump oper
ation will exceed .that of, Unit No. 1 (1.17 fps). If Unit No. 2 
is placed in operation before some acceptable method of reducing 
the intake velocities is installed, the fish kills will probably 
exceed those experienced at Unit No. 1. The species and size 
composition of the fish will probably be about the same as for 
Unit No. 1, but the numbers of fish killed will be larger.  

During the latter-part of February 1972, the applicant tested 
two circulating water pumps, both at full flow (140,000 gpm) the 
first day and one pump at full flow for another four days. The 
fish kill was estimated by the New York State Department of 
Environmental Conservation (NYSDEC) to amount to about 175,000 
white perch, striped bass, and other fish which had been impinged 
and killed on the Plant's water intake screens.  

As a result, on February 29, 1972, the NYS Department of Environ
mental Conservation 6 5 sent an order to the applicant to halt the 
testing of two of the six circulating pumps. A hearing on March 10, 
1972 was held before the NYS Department of Environmental Conserva
tion to investigate the causes of the extensive fish kills. On 
April 28, 1972 this order was vacated by the NYS Department 
of Environmental Conservation to permit the testing of the circula
ting pumps after the applicant agreed to carry out a number of 
conditions outlined below: 

(1) Reduction of-the velocity of water intake to 60% capacity 
'during the winter months when the temperature is less than 400F.  
This can be accomplished by installation by the winter of 1972-73 
of a bypass Circulating cooling system to reduce flow from 140,000 
gpm to 84,000 gpm for each of the six pumps.
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(2) Installation of double air-bubble screens in front of all 

water intake at both Units before December 1, 1972.  

(3) Development of plans for screened lagoons which would 

keep all fish away from intakes. Hydraulic model studies have 

to be completed by March 1, 1973.  

Furthermore, if results of the air bubble screens prove to be 

unsatisfactory to protect fish during winter time and the lagoon 

studies indicate greater protection, the applicant shall build the 

lagoon to protect the fish.  

From the experience of Unit No. 1, the staff cannot reasonably 
estimate the percentage reduction of fish populations which will 

occur as a result of impingement at Unit No. 2, because the 

proportions of the various populations which will be present 

and susceptible to the intake are unknown.  

2. Probable.Biological Effects 

The operation of Indian Point Unit No. 2 as presently designed 

should have little effect on the terrestrial biota on and off 
the site. On site, no serious detrimental impacts are expected, 
as the terrestrial biota of the area consist of forms tolerant of 
human intrusion. After construction is completed, the re-establish

ment of wildlife on the site should occur, particularly with the 

forested park available for a natural habitat.  

The primary impact of the operation of thestation will be associ

ated. with the aquatic environment. Several significant problems 
have been perceived, and some plausible consequences of operation 
are described in this section. Background material for the con
clusions in this section may be found in Appendices 11-2, V-1, 
V-2, and V-3 and Section II.F of this Statement.
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a. Direct Effects of Plant and Station Operation on Biota 

(1) Decomposers 

The staff believes that no important changes will occur in bacterial 
populations as a result of Plant operations.  

This conclusion is supported by the thermal tolerance studies 
conducted for the applicant which showed no important effects.  
within the range of temperature which will result from Plant 
operation. 43 

(2) Producers 

The staff's analysis indicates that significant changes in species 
population and composition could occur in the phytoplankton community 
as a result of Plant operation. However, the staff cannot at this 
time quantitatively assess the magnitude of the possible changes 
or the probability of their occurrence.  

Information related to the operation of other power plants indi
cates that the assimilative capacity of entrained phytoplankton 
may be reduced or eliminated. Species so affected would be 
effectively removed from the reproductive population but for'a 
time could contribute to other trophic levels. During periods 
of low flow, the equilibrium concentration of organisms so re
moved from the population can be a large proportion of the total 
population at Indian Point. Two .possible consequences from this.  
source of damage to the producer populations could occur: a de
crease in production and a change in species composition.  

Reduced production would reduce the food input'to other tropic 
levels. Based on monthly average freshwater flows, for the years 
1918-1964, the staff has estimated in Appendix V-2 that the 
maximum possible consequence, which would-result from a complete 
"reproductive kill" of the entrained organisms, would be a yearly 
reduction of about 17% of phytoplankton productivity at Indian 
Point, with much higher reductions during the low flow periods 
of the summer. The magnitude of these figures would be altered 
by changes in productivity in the thermal plume. When ambient 
river temperatures are below optimum for algal growth, productivity 
would be significantly increased in the plume. This effect 
would be amplified because the increase in temperature would
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be greater in the upper layer, which is the photosynthetically 

active zone. Thus, a much greater increase in productivity 

could result from thermal discharges than would occur if either 

photosynthesis or elevated temperatures were randomly distributed 

in the volume of water. When ambient temperatures are at their 

highest levels, considerable inhibition of production may also 

occur in the plume, which again would be more significant than 

if photosynthesis were evenly distributed in the water column.  

The net result could be a greater variation in algal populations 

than now occurs; greater production in winter and spring would 

be followed by a reduction in the summer and fall, which would 

reduce the import of food (algae) to the rest of the community 

during late summer as a result of both "reproductive death" and 

inhibition in the plume.  

A different type of change in the algal populations resulting 

from the "reproductive death" and plume inhibition during late 

summer would be more likely. Strong selection would occur and 

would favor algae with higher thermal optima and tolerance. The 

net result could be significant increases in the populations of 

blue-green algae and concurrent reductions in diatoms; popula

tions of green algae may also be altered.  

Data from the laboratory and field studies conducted for the 

applicant support this position.
4 3 The staff's conclusion con

cerning changes in species composition is based on differential 

responses of the various species to the thermal discharges. When 

ambient temperatures are below optima for all species, most would 

respond to increased temperatures with increased production.  

However, when ambient temperatures are above the optima for some 

species and below optima for others, an increase in temperature 

would increase production in some species while it decreased 

production in others. With this situation, the resultant pro

duction of the mixture would be less responsive to temperature 

changes than before and could show either slight increases or 

decreases in productivity. The effect that this would have on 

populations would be to-inhibit production in those near or above 

their thermal optima and enhance production in those below their 

thermal optima.  

The staff believes that significant changes may occur in the 

algal populations during summer conditions. Present data44
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indicate that the fluctuations predicted in the-preceding dis
cussion may already be occurring as the result of natural cycles
which perhaps are augmented by the operation of Indian Point 
Unit No. 1 and the Lovett Plant (Fig. V-4). Complete interpreta 
tion of these data is not possible because the effects of temper
ature and salinity cannot be separated and because some of the 
algae, namely, the blue-greens; mayhave originated elsewhere.  
However, if these fluctuations are temperature dependent, the 
additional operation of Indian Point Unit No. 2.may greatly 
magnify the changes. These'changes could be easily detected by 
the proper biological sampling program.  

(3) Consumers 

(a) Benthic Fauna 

The direct effects wil1b'e the result of the interaction of four 
factors: entrainment of larvae, thermal discharges, sodium hypochlo
rite releases, and intake scouring.. The operation of the Indian Point 
complex will have .a detrimental effect on the resident benthic.  
organisms over a small portion of the estuary. Thevelocity of 
the intake water is expected to cause scouring over a small area 
of the bottom adjacent to these structures and may eliminate 
these areas as suitable habitats for some benthic species. Many 
of these Organisms have planktonic larvae which would-be subjected 
to entrainment. Although sufficient data are not available to 
quantify the magnitude of this-aspect of. the Problem, some mor
tality of entrained larvae can .be expected. .  

High mortality of entrained plankt6n could have two .effects on 
the benthic biota. There would be an incremental reduction of 
larvae, which could affect recruitment rates, and,-at the same.  
time, there would be an -increase in food availability as damaged 
or killed plankton settle to the bottom. Consequently; a high 
mortality rate of entrained organisms could direct. more produc-.-.  
tion through the benthic community and thereby slightly. increase 
the density of benthic. fauna., iThe combined effects of entrainment 
mortality of larvae and increased productivity in the benthic 
community, if of sufficient magnitude, would have the capability 
of causing changes in the species composition of the attached 
benthos.
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From the above evidence, some changes can be expected to occur 
in the species composition and density of the benthic community, 
but these changes will probably not be important.  

(b) Zooplankton 

The combined influences resulting from Plant operations may 
affect the zooplankton community. These effects will result 
from additions of residual chlorine, entrainment, and exposure 
to the thermal plume. If high entrainment mortality is encoun
tered, selection for heat-tolerant microcrustaceans with short 
population turnover rates will result. However, the situation 
will be complicated by the residual chlorine releases, which 
will be at concentrations greater than those known to reduce 
reproductive capability in Daphnia. Thus, there could be a 
significant reduction in the concentrations of some species of 
microcrustaceans during late summer as a result of Plant operation.  

Larger epibenthic crustacean components (amphipods and mysids) 
of the zooplankton will be similarly affected. Most of these 
species undergo diurnal vertical migrations when they leave 
their substrate and move up into the water column at night and 
back to their substrate during the day. Thus, their suscepti
bility to the intake will be increased at night. The possible 
consequences to the populations of these species are related to 
the fractions of the populations being affected and the length 
of the generation time. Although some data are available on the 
spatial and temporal distribution of these species at Indian Point, 
they have little predictive utility as related to the populations 
as a whole. The reasons are that the available data include only 
the densities of the free-swimming organisms and do not provide 
adequate estimates of the total population, which is composed of 
both free-swimming individuals and those dwelling on the substrate.  
The species most likely to be adversely affected is the opossum 
shrimp, Neonmrsis mericana, since it has a long (annual) genera
tion time and is temperature sensitive. These organisms move in 
and out of the Indian Point area with the salt front. During 
periods of high fresh water runoff the Neomysis are concentrated 
downstream from the Indian Point site. However, as the salt front 
moves north of the Plant these animals move upstream into the 
Plant vicinity. Thus, the population which is present at Indian 
Point is composed of the same individuals which were previously 
located downstream. Data compiled by Raytheon Company demonstrate
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the seasonal and salinity effects which influence 
the distribution 

of Neornysis at Indian Point.
1 8 

"Maximum concentrations occurred during June, July, 
and 

August, resulting primarily from the presence of free 

swimming juveniles. The seasonal and north-south dis

tribution among transects clearly indicated a close 

relationship to salinity concentrations until early 

June. During the later part of June and early July, 

Neormsis was more concentrated upstream where salinity 

values are lower. Since this period coincided with 

the presence of maximum numbers of juveniles, these 

data may indicate that sensitivity to salinity is 

not as important a factor as it appeared to be for 

adults.. Neomysis was more abundant in bottom 
col

lections." (pp. 6-7) 

The concentration of Neomysis juveniles upstream from 
the Station 

indicates the potential for an impact on the Hudson population 
of 

these organisms. It appears from these data that the zone which 

will be influenced by Station operation is an, important 
nursery 

area for the Hudson aquatic population. As a consequence, delete

rious effects of Station operation in this locality may be felt 

throughout the region of the Hudson which depends on 
this nursery 

area for recruitment.  

An important consideration is that the Neomysis migrate 
vertically 

in the water column on a diurnal cycle and are more numerous 
on 

the surface at night but at mid-depth or the bottom during the 

day. 18 Such migrations enable these organisms to passively migrate 

upstream or downstream using the density flows and therebyto 

remain within a zone of preferred salinity. However, this life 

style also causes these animals to be susceptible to being 
entrained 

with the condenser cooling water. The fraction of the population 

which will pass through the Plant is uncertain. However, organisms 

within the volume of water which passes the Plant will be exposed 

about four times a day. Since they remain in this zone for several 

weeks, they will probably be exposed a large number of times, re

sulting in a significant proportion of these animals passing 

through the Plant (Table V-7).  

Destruction of large numbers of Neorysis may occur but might not 

affect the yearly recruitment rate. However, large reductions in 

the standing crop of Neomysis would preclude their availability
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as food for other organisms at Indian Point. Again, the possibility 
of reproductive inhibition via residual chlorine toxicity could 
inhibit the development of compensatory increases in reproductive 
potential at the same time that the populations are decreasing 
from destruction by.Plant operation. The net result' would be 
that recruitment to the Neomysis population at Indian Point would 
depend on immigration from other locations.  

A further complication in determining the effects of destruction 
of Neomysis by the Indian Point Station is that this region may 
be an important nursery area for the Hudson population, with high 
net annual emigration to Haverstraw Bay and the Tappan Zee, where 
they serve as food organisms for young fish. Obviously, if net 
emigration has a much greater effect than mortality in maintaining 
a stable population of Neorsis near the salt water front, addi
tional reduction of the population at Indian Point could cause 
serious reductions in the populations elsewhere as well.  

Operation of Unit No. 2 will decrease the reproductive potential 
of the Hudson for Neomysis to some extent. High entrainment mor
tality will reduce the standing crop of Neomysis but may be com
pensated for by increased immigration from other areas.  

Similar arguments apply to Gammarus fasciatus and other species 
with long generation times. However, the data supplied by the 
applicant4 3 indicate that Gamarus populations are less likely to 
be affected than are populations of Neomysis because of higher 
thermal tolerances.  

(c) Fish 

Because of the location of the Station in the low salinity zone of the 
Hudson Estuary, operation of Indian Point Units Nos. 1 and 2 with the 
present once-through cooling system will adversely influence the 
fish populations that use the area for spawning and initial periods 
of growth and development. Recruitment rates and standing crops of 
several'species may be appreciably lowered in response to the in
creased mortality caused by entrainment of eggs and larvae and of 
impingement of young-of-the-year.  

Those species most likely to be affected include the tomcod, bay 
anchovy, blueback herring, alewife, American eel, smelt, American 
shad, white perch, and striped bass. 'Direct effects on the fresh
water species such as the two sturgeons that commonly occur in the 
vicinity of Indian Point are not expected to be severe.
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Because the striped bass is economically important for both sport 

and commercial fisheries, the staff has analyzed in greatest detail 

the probable impact of Plant operations on the populations of this 
species that are maintained by recruitment from nursery areas in 
the Hudson River. The entrainment analysis (Appendix V-3) and the 
following summery of the staff's assessment of the probable response 

of Hudson-dependent populations of striped bass to the operation of 
Indian Point Units Nos. 1 and 2 with once-through cooling are the 

basis for the conclusions just given.  

Each spring, adult striped bass migrate upstream and enter the 

freshwater portion of the river where spawning occurs as temperatures 
increase from about 500 to 70OF (Table V-8). However, over 90% of 
the annual egg production occurs during the period of time when 

temperature increases from about 580 to 63'F. During years of 
below normal temperature rises, spawning is delayed and the adults 

migrate further upstream. Thus, the longitudinal distribution of 
the egg production in the estuary is partly controlled by temper

ature. Because of this relationship between temperature and 
spawning location, the discharge of heated water by the Indian Point 

Units can be expected to result in a greater proportionl of the.  
annual production of fertilized eggs occurring in the vicinity of 
the Plant, although the extent of this effect would vary from 
year to year depending on the salinity of the water at Indian Point.  

The eggs and larvae drift with the currents in a net downstream 
direction and concentrate in the region of low salinity, generally 
in the vicinity of the Plant (Fig. A-V-12). The juvenile bass grow 

slowly at first and remain planktonic for about 6 to 8 weeks (Fig.  
V-5). During this period, they are susceptible to entrainment by 

the Plant (Fig. V-6 and Table V-9).' At the end of their planktonic, 
stage, the young bass begin to move into shallow water, either 
along shore or on shoals. The importance of such shoals is apparent 
from the high concentrations of young bass in the shallow trawl 
stations sampled by-Raytheon Company (Table V-10). These areas 
serve as nursery grounds where the juvenile bass grow rapidly.  
The major such nursery in the Hudson River occurs below Indian 
Point in Haverstraw Bay and the Tappan Zee (Fig. V-7). In 1968, 

trawl sampling of shoals for the length of the river showed that 
70 to 90% of the surviving portion of the total annual production 
of young bass had migrated. past Indian Point by late July or early 

August (Table V-11).
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Table V-8. Effect of temperature on spawning of striped bass in the Hudson 
River during the Hudson River Fisheries Investigation (1966-1968) 

Incubation Total Weekly Temp time, Weekly.  ti), I aweekly egg % of total Wk F) (hr) average production spawn 

1966 x x106  X 106 

4/24-4/30 50.1 100 0.36 0.6 0.3 
5/1-5/7' 50.0 100 12.48 21.0 . 1.1 
5/8-5/14 50.3 99 11.71 19.9 .1.0 
5/15-5/21 53.4 88 15.68 29.9 1.5 
5/22-5/28 58.9 70 274.04 657.7 33.3 
5/29-6/4 62.6 58 250.37 725.2 36.7 
6/5-6/1.1 66.2 45 102.80 383.8 19.5 
6/12-6/1,8 69.1 36 16.74. 78.1 3.6 
6/19-6/25 73.7 21 7.15 51.2 2.3 

1973.4 

1967 

517-5/13 50.7 98 9.00 15.43 4.3 
5/14-5/20 52.5 92 4.15 7.58 2.1 
5/21-5/27 55.4 82 26.46 54.21 15.0 
5/28-6/3 57.6 77 66.51 145.11 40.2 
6/4-6/10 64.4 52 42.03 135.8 37.7 
6/11-6/17 68.5 38 0.17 0.75 0.2 
6/18-6/24 , 69.5 35 0.29 1.39 0.4 

-360.27 

1968 

4/21-4/27 53.1 90 0.29 4.0 0.2 
4/28 5/4 56.0 81 10.25 96.0 .4.7 
5/5 5/11 58.3 73 24.18 413.0 20.4 
5/12-5/18 60.4 66 42.41 796.0 39.3 
.5/19-5/25 61.5 63 14.87 295.0 14.6 
5/26-6/1 62.7 58 -11.32 243.0 12.0 
6/2-6/8 65.2 50, 3.07 74.0 3.7 
6/9-6/15 66:6 ,44 3.55 .96.0 4.7 
6/16-6/22 68.4 39 0.096 4.0 0.2 
6/23-6/29 70.7 31 0.096 4.0 0.2 
6/30-7/6 73.2 23 0:096 0.6 0 

2025.6
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Fig. V-5. Growth of striped bass in Hudson River.
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Table V-9. Estimated velocities of water entering plankton 
nets during 1966 sampling period of Cornwall study 
that indicate susceptibility of larvae to entrainment 

at these velocities 

Volume Average 
Station Total strained velocitya 

tows (ft3 ) (fps) 

Coxsackie 85 126,000 0.93 

Saugerties 86 153,000 1.11 

Kingston 94 151,000 1.01 

Hyde Park 76 121,000 1.00 

Malboro 141 211,000 0.94 

Cornwall 509 884,000 1.09 

Peekskill 95 150,000 0.99 

Croton 81 129,000 1.00 

.Volume strained 
Velocity No. of tows x 900 see/tow × 7(0.75 ft)2

0
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Table V-10. Catch of striped bass in bottom trawls in the Lower Hudson estuary in 1969 and 1970, 
showing importance of shallow shoals as nursery grounds (number per 7-mmn trawl haul)

Depth Station Mile Depth 1969 1970 
level point (ft) July Aug. Sept. Oct. Nov. Dec. Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr. May June July Aug. Sept. Oct.

Shallow 1 29 10 77 58 98 231 
5 36 12 291 126 108 354 88 21 
-3 35 10 355 .61 28 .14 4 5 
7 38 11 115 217 168 168 31 1 
8 39 12 485 64 39 69 61 20 
9 40 12 149 119 335 146 29 3 

12 44 12 100 144 87 19 83 21 39 

Intermediate 2 29 26 4 51' 0 21 
4 35 34 10 19 1 120 3 3 
6 38 30 62 312 4 122 0 1

15 40 45 

16 41 45 

11 42 50 
10 42 45 

13 45 50 
14 47 47

0 7 1 3 

0 4 
1 1 1 1 < 1 4 22 

0 4 8 16 1 0 61 4 
1 3 3 1 0 
0 1 3 1 2 1

12 196 555 308 0 
41 14 112 252 39 

1 18 9 84 100 56 196 
6 19 22 84 145 145 
0 1 0 2 78 112 112 140 
0 .0 10 3 

0 0 0 0 0 
1 < 1 9 0 0 0 0 

1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
16 0 0 -0 0 0 
3 0 2 2 0 0 0 0 
2 0 <1I < 1, 0 0 0 0 

0 1 1 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0

'Raytheon Company stations.

Deep
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Fig. V-7. Major striped bass nursery and spawning areas 

in the Hudson River.
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Table V-Il. Data on distribution of young-of-the-year striped bass 
taken-by shoal trawls in July - August 1968 

Per iod 
Index of Mean of means 

Reach July 28-Aug. 3 Aug. 11-Aug. 17 Aug. 25-Aug. 31 
shoal area No. Index 

No. Index No. Index No. Index 

Coxsackie 17.3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Saugerties 16.5 0.2 3.3 0 0 0 0 0.1 1.1 

Kingston 10.0 17 16.7 0 0 0.3 3 0.7 6.6 

Hyde Park 2.1 

Marlboro 4.8 0.3 1.4 2.4 1 4.8 0.60 2.9 

Cornwall 7.6 22.9 173.4 0 0 104 787.3 42.3 320 

.194.8 2.4 795.1 330.8 

Peekskill 4.8 

Haverstraw Bay 24.1 102 2458.2 12 289 29.7 715.8 48 1156.8 

Tappan Zee 38.5 9.6 369.6 36 1386 29.7 1074 25.1 962.5 

2827.8 1675.2 1789.8 2119.3 

TOTAL 3022.6 1677.6 2584.9 2449.9 

% above Indian Point 6.4 0.1 30.8 13.5 

% below Indian Point 93.6 99.9 69.2 86.5b 

aThe period index is the product of the shoal area index and the number of fish caught per trawl haul.  
bFrom the published mean of samples, this value is 85.4% (Ref. 1).
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The applicant's suggestion that the downstream migration is composed 

of older fish that are not susceptible to entrainment is not 

supported by the available data. The peak abundance of-young-of

the-year striped bass below Indian Point generally occurs in late 

July and early August (Figs V-8 and V-9). Furthermore, the peak 

abundance in the smaller upstream nursery areas does not precede 

the peak downstream; instead, the two coincide (Fig V-9). In 
addition, the disappearance of larvae from plankton nets and sur

face trawls coincides with their appearance in shoals and the 

shallow areas which can be sampled with seines (Fig. V-10).  

These factors necessitate the conclusion that the greatest propor
tion of young-of-the-year bass which annually populate the Haver

straw nursery area move past Indian Point as larval or early post

larval fish-and are susceptible to entrainment.  

The staff analysis indicates that during June and July of most 

years from 30 to 50% of the striped bass larvae which migrate 
past Indian Point from upstream spawning areas are likely to be 
killed by entrainment (See Appendix V-2). In addition,.large 0 
numbers of older striped-bass will be killed by impingement. The 

combined effect of these two sources of mortality will decrease 
recruitment to the adult population of striped bass which depend 
upon the Hudson River for spawning. As a result, there is high 
probability that there will be an initial 30 to 50% reduction in 
the striped bass fishery which depends upon the Hudson for recruit
ment.  

This conclusion is opposite that which has been expressed by the 
applicant's consultants in presenting their development of a 
conceptual analysis and their corresponding mathematical model 
which was used to predict the effects of entrainment of the eggs, 
larvae, and early juvenile stages on the adult striped bass popu
lation. They concluded that operation of the two Indian Point 
Units for 1 year would have a very minor impact on the population 
of striped bass and predicted that this reduction would be no 
greater than 2.6 to 3.7% of the adult population.

6 6 

Two important differences exist between the modeling techniques 
used to develop the entrainment predictions presented by the 
applicant's consultants and developed by the staff. The first of 
these is related to the downstream transport of larvae and their 
tendencey to concentrate as they drift into the saline portion of 
the estuary. Specifically, the applicant's model assumes uniform 
distribution and does not reflect the increased abundance of larvae 0
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near Indian Point. In contrast, the staff estimate of entrainment 
is based on a transport model described in Appendix V-3 that 
predicts both abundance and distribution of larvae within the 
estuary, including the concentrations that occur in the nursery 
areas below the Plant site. A comparison of the observed post
spawning larval distribution and that predicted by the staff's trans
port model is made in Fig. V-l. The transport model predicts 
entrainment values which are 1.2 to 2.times greater than the cor
responding estimates given by the completely mixed model used by the 
applicant, depending upon the location of spawning and the flow 
condition being modeled.  

The second difference, which is the most important factor that con
tributes to the apparently large differences between the numerical 
values affixed to entrainment by the applicant and by the staff, 
results from the method of presentation. The applicant's analysis 
was designed to estimate the impact which would result from a single 
year of operation, and the results were expressed not in terms of 
recruitment loss but rather in terms of the percentage reduction 
in the entire population. As a consequence, direct comparison 
between the two estimates is not possible. However, because of 
the way the applicant formulated mortality rates in its model 66 

the mortality caused by entrainment can be separated from natural 
mortality. For the completely mixed system, the fractional re
duction (Fe) to recruitment can be computed from the relationship 
between the total volume (VT) used in the model and the volume 
of water used-by the Plant (Vp = flow x time) during the period 
of vulnerability (T), i.e., 

Vp 

F = 
e VT+ 0.5 Vp 

Substitution of the applicant's value of 57.35 billion ft3 for 
the total volume and 11.8 billion ft3 for the Plant volume used 
during the period of vulnerability (52.5 days) yields an en
trainment estimate of 18.6%.  

Because of the applicant's limitation of operation to 1 year, the 
18.6% value was compared with the applicant's estimate of 2.6 to 
3.7% by reducing the number of 1 year old in the applicant's assumed 
age-frequency distribution by 18.6% (from 87,402 to 71,117). (See 
J. Lawler's testimony of April 5, 1972 on entrainment in Reference 
66). This procedure resulted in reducing the applicant's total 

0
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population level from 201,550 to 185,265 which is the value that 

was presented in Fig. 7.
6 6 Thus, the model used by the applicant 

estimates an annual recruitment loss of about 19%.  

The principme.:assumption in both of these techniques which could

effectively -red'ue the rate of recruitment loss.is that the mor--.* 

tality rate!'of each life stage is independent of the density of.,- t, 

the species. This assumption is-probably valid or nearly so after.  

the first year;bu t -may not be for the first year of life'.- In"..  

simplified terms.,:the reproductive strategy of the species is 'to 

supersaturate the nursery areas with young striped bass and let 

density-dependent .mortal.ity :reduce the population to a level near 

the maximum production capability of the estuary. Thus, the number 

of recruits le'aving the estuary each year is relatively stable, and 

is somewhat independent of the number of.,eggs spawned, provided 

sufficient spawn- is -produced to. saturate the. nursery areas. Thus, 

relatively stable' recruitment is maintained over a wide range in 

the standing crop of adults. Therefore, changes in the standing 

crop of adults caused by commercial or sport fisheries would not 

affect recruitment --so -long as- sufficient .breeding stock.. is. main

tained to saturate the nursery areas. However, the reduction of 

the number of breeding individuals caused by.-exploitation by the 

fisheries would reduce the margin of saturation by-which recruit

ment might remain constant.  

The responseS'of a population to abnormal mortality reflects in 

part the-manner in which the density of the population is con-., 

trolled.: The degree of crowding .(density) and the pattern of;

dispersion of individuals (whether random, uniform, or clumped' 

together in a limited -area) are especially--important.in: dter

ming the degree of interaction between individuals of the same, 

and of other species. Some populations t'end to be self-limiting-

in that the rate of growth decreases as the density increases.' 

Such populations tend to level off in density befor'e..saturation,-, 

thus assuring that adequate resources' are maintained. -Other--.  

populations are not self-limiting but tend to grow in geometric.  

sequence unless checked by forces outside the population. Such 

populations are generally limited by habitat resources or pre-: 

dation. For species such as striped bass, which support.a large 

fishing industry, the major predator is man,. "- .  

The generation time is another important factor in determining 

the response 6f ;p'pu'Tdtions- tot mortality. "rSpecies; with .very' .1 

fast generation times (h'U.S'iayS)'.whse'ppulatins.are . "
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reguiat4ed' by, density-depe r ide h t '.factors, 'such';as: resource :limita- ' 
tions,;" iwuld be-' able to im'aihtain'ppulationleve .... .. . spite .  ,inpopulatd-onfi;levellSty-i ' spitela eof s i : 
indreas ed', rtaift.-. 'Pop'lation mnaintenance 'in species ,.such as 
St'rip'edbass with lh:ger geneatioh :imes (6" years) : -would' require! 
increased reprodIuctlve' capability'i-n the survivors t o m'aintainf the.  
p lopu,,ation- leve.' ' 

On the' 6t her'handl,$- a" especis iwhose :population is regulated 'by 
fdtors. 'o6ther"'thaht- s 'n d'ns-iy,:. e.g., predatonr tcompetition.'f 
with' d fh4r: 'species," c'uid 'not cm6pensateT -for"' :chan'ges in surViVor
ship '6f"'thE. ot'he r ,ind'ividua'lS in the opla io 'Coisequently-, 

a sus ' ine * re a'l a: "sigfif-icaht 'pobrtih, o f sch hp'eci s 
would- u]~tii~tely eliminate:the 'population in.- the area, 'p-rovided, 
of 'course'; ' that" ithere- was rio" -ad'ditii6hal ;o'sorce 'of :rep'iodu'cdt'iVe ; stock moving ino .the;ar'ea-from'efsewhere ahd' at-the le;Ve:Pf dti6n 

remained constant. ' '" '..  

The existe'ceof a 'reproducti"ve compensat.ory freseree in -a po pula
t i oni "enab es it toiico pensatona -iortaliy'aid':thereby 

main ain- a "refatIvely s tdble':po.'u-la't'i6oni"' dens it'y ;:- The -ma'kinrnm' 
number 0f young fish -'prod'u'd'in -'4 seas'on i' 'de'termined b 'the.-:

iz' ood rsoucesiw'ithin-theitrnursery'-areas As Thng -a 
suff cient eggs' are produced to provide 'enoiugh 6ffspring"'-td sat .  
urate the nursery area, the' "recru'tment o'f 'young'"fish 'tdthe, 
fis-he a'd adult'poulatfori w'll' reain 'rel-'ativ~ely zo nstiant."' 'Ho6 
ver', f the adult population is redu6ed suffciently so'that' it"'' 

is unable t'o 'odu-p i& su'ffic"'i:ent'0fffsrin'g';-to sa tiuirat t e - usi ie ry, 
the 'rcruitment dof young. t" 'the adult populatfdnwill- decli, 
therey iredu'aing:the 'Adilt population s'iz'e."' If hf e'- aveage 'fecundity 
per:':indi-rudu:A' a adult' 'doe's not'increa'as e , ,then :a posiffve 'fe~dback' 
would be instigated, which would cause ti' " popul'atio'f':declinie 'to 
accelerate as long as mortality rates remain constant.  

This discussion -of' den'sity-dependen.t mortality is limited to''com
pensatory mechanisms within the -populati;on-whi'h tend:tocause 
higher mortal ity 'rates When the populhtiofu is dense 'a'd .t6er mor-, 

tai'ty"ra s -"1t low' populat-'i'6 leve'ves. How eve r,'i-n app lying:the" 
concepts outlined, it is recognized that predation"playst'a large, 
role in determining survival. If adequate substitution foods are 
not "avA'ilable to the - pr6da't' d rs' involve d,' .then 'motality .rates cou'ild 

wel 'b'hihei 'a'iowPpoulatifoft level's~lev'i the e'dnsity"' 
dep,eridtrt 'mechafisi1s ar'"favorinig increas ed -s urvivai. Thus, the 
foii6in'g -c'asps -"are stic't't "app icabe'tosi't'ati ons where den 

sity feedback mechanisms are primarily responsible for maintaining 
a stable population size.
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Two factors are important for a population to produce sufficient 

offspring to saturate the available habitat: the absolute number 

of viable eggs produced and the fraction of the eggs, larvae, and 

juveniles that dies from factors which are independent of the popu

lation density. Thus, any increase in the density.-independent mor

tality in the population will cause a corresponding change in the 

minimum level of fecundity that must be maintained to keep recruit

ment constant. If the population remains within its compensatory 

density, then such an increase in density-independent mortality may 

have any of several possible effects. For instance, if the popula

tion is resource limited, an increased fecundity per individual 

might cause a change in the age structure of the population but 

little change in biomass. That striped bass are not limited in 

this manner can be seen from the fact that no important change in 

growth pattern has been observed, although population densities have 

increased by an order of magnitude on the Atlantic coast.  

The staff analysis indicates that the predatory influence of the 

fishery controls the striped bass population. Figure V-12 shows 

increases in striped bass commercial landings in the mid-Atlantic 

region are associated with declines in Hudson River landings.  

Furthermore, catches in the Hudson can be used to predict landings 

in the Atlantic five years later (Fig. V-13). This relationship 

is not surprising because the 16-in. size limit restricts catches 

to large individuals and thus would reflect fluctuations in abun

dance of mature fish returning to the river to spawn. Because of 

the linearity of the relationship and the fact that 93% of the 

variability in recruitment to the Atlantic population can beattri

buted to the abundance of mature fish in the Hudson, increased 

mortality of larvae and juveniles is very likely to cause propor

tionally reduced recruitment.  

Furthermore, an inverse correlation exists between the Hudson land

ings and both effort and catch by the Atlantic fishery; thus, it 

must be concluded that the population is highly sensitive to changes 

in mortality rates and'that the fishery itself is fluctuating 

because of overexploitation during periods of high fishing intensity 

(Figs. V-14 and V-15).  

The 4- to 6-year lag between spawn and recruitment to the fishery 

masks the effect of any increased mortality for the same length of 

time. Plant operation during a period of overexploitation would 

have an additive effect such that recruitment to the fishery would
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be further reduced, resulting in a dramatic decline in the mid
Atlantic landings. The effect of Plant operation for even a short 
period is therefore expected to reduce future landings in the 
neighborhood of 35 to 50%, beginning about the fifth year after 
operation begins.  

Many of the Hudson River fish populations may have the ability to 
compensate for Plant-caused increases in mortality. However, 
available information on shad and on striped-bass along the Atlantic 
coast shows fairly corclusively that compensatory capabilities in 
these species are not the factors which presently determine the 
population level. Furthermore, the 1965-1969 NYU fish collection 
data 12 - 1 5 indicate that the high mortality of white perch which has 
resulted from entrainment and impingement at Indian Point Unit 
No. 1 could be adversely affecting the white perch in the Hudson 
(Fig. V-165 and is supported by Raytheon Company data1 8,4 6 which 
indicate that the downward trend continued into 1970.  

(2) Indirect Effects 

Less obvious effects might accompany chronic exposure to increases 
in temperature (or radiation and chemical stresses from Plant re
leases). These effects could alter food conversion, growth rate, 
or reproductive potential and might alter the interspecific re
lationships. For example, changes within the plankton populations 
have a potential for causing changes in populations of other 
trophic levels. The extent and importance of such changes would 
be correlated with the ecological function of the organisms in
volved and the relative densities of their populations.  

The importance of this type of consideration can be seen in the 
following hypothetical example. Phytoplankton species A is the 
principal food of zooplankton species B, which is the principal 
food for early larval stages of a dominant fish species. A power 
plant in the area begins to operate and increase the surface 
temperature several degrees over ambient. Because of poor light 
penetration in the slightly turbid water, the principal zone of 
phytoplankton growth is in the upper, thermally altered layer.  
Phytoplankton species X is better fitted to grow and reproduce 
in the warmer water and replaces species A. However, X is a 
poor-quality food for zooplankton B. As a consequence, the 
population of zooplankton B decreases and the food supply for 
the larval fish is diminished, causing significant reduction in 
their yearly production. As the numbers of these fish decline
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through ,seyeralseasons, the repr, oductive capacity of..the popu- • 
lation.,declines, and they exert less and less of, an influence,.  

in the area.,. f this, .spe ies, ere a. top...iarnivore ,- ,changes- in 
its population'could result.in changes in, the populations of.  
other .fish species aswell.. Changes in these populations would 
also havej..thei. effects-*, '. .  

The above, hypothetical example %is. presented to, demionstrate one, 
manner in whmch;ndmrect effects of pollutants may result 

extensiveh in the, biological compositionof a body of 

water.. The extent, of these effects depends on several factors,.  
which must be known to make accurate predic'tonsf the onse

quences qf, operation ofany.powperplant,:,_ " ..  

(a) The species composition of the affected area must be known 
and .the relationships. between variouspecies understood., 

(b) The. spatial and1jtemporal distribution of tt 

area must be known..  

(c) The relationships between each species and its physical 
environment must be understood,.- ..,...... '*" >- ......... :.: .,... -, . .  

(d) The sensitivity of the various species to.-alteratons f in 

their chemical and physical habitat must be known..' 

All this nfoatonwou be neeed to produce reliabe pre di-:c-." 
tions oftheconsequence of Plant o ert on the biota.  e. e., resores,,ond', n reasons, including lack of time adequate .sampling 

techniques, preclude the acquisition of the necessary information.  
At Indian Point,, the complexity of the interactions of the biota ... , *:i ' 

'.. -:, , ' .;, i- .', P . 4, :* .? ,*0 '.:., i.'4 
with each other .and through natural .cycles of salinity and tempera
ture is very fficeu'lt.; Utfortunat"y .e'veni f : 'o the"-rela
tionships were known, brelable biological' predicti6s' of the 

indirect effects of the operation of the Station could not' be developed with the piresent state'of ,theart. a aresult,: staff 

assessment of thes-e aspects..of environmental effects of Plant op
eration will be necessarily qualtatve. However, it it is important 
to understand that' over an extended period of time thse ffects 
may have far greater cns'equences than the'direct effects on the 
biota.. .. .4 . .., .  

Many indirect effects of Plant operation can be foreseen. How
ever, because of the complexity of the interactions of the biota
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and the uncertainty of the magnitude of the direct effects of 

Plant operations on the various species that occur at Indian 

Point, any definitive statements concerning indirect effects 

are not possible. The only plausible change in the biota that 

would have considerable immediate importance to the system as a 

whole is the probability of inducing greater seasonal fluctua

tions of algal populations and of increasing the proportion of 

blue-green algae in the population. These changes would alter 

the seasonal and directional components governing the transfer 

of matter and energy through the food web. These changes could 

result in changes in productivity at all levels of the system 

and thereby would favor changes in species composition of con

sumer organisms., The importance of changes in primary produc

tivity at Indian Point cannot be evaluated without additional 

data on the origin and magnitude of organic detritus in the 

Hudson.  

The staff believes adequate evidence is not available to properly 

evaluate the qualitative or quantitative aspects of the indirect 

effects of the operation of the Indian Point Station but that a 

high potential for important changes do exist.  

3. Biological Monitoring Program 

a. Data Analyses 

The staff does not agree with many of the conclusions expressed 

by the applicant in Supplement No. 1 to Environmental Report for 

Unit No. 2.1 It is apparent that many of the applicant's con

clusions are not consistent with the data acquired by its consultants.  
On page 2.3.6-5 of this Supplement, for example: 

"The Hudson River, upstream and downstream from 

Indian Point, is used by migrating and resident 
fish species for spawning and as a nursery area.  

Based on the data which have been collected, Con 

Edison believes that the operation of Unit No. 2 

will not have an adverse effect on the Hudson 

River Fishery. Of the six key fish species 

chosen by the Hudson River Policy Committee to 

be investigated and be used as ecological indi

cators, four (alewife, blueback herring, striped 
bass, and American shad) spawn upriver from
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Indian Point. Therefore, their eggs and larvae 

-are not vulnerable to the intake and thermal 
plume at Indian Point." (page 2.3.6-5), 

Extensive data gathered by the Raytheon Company18 , 445 246,and by 

Northeastern Biologists, both of which are consultants for the, 
applicant', clearly show that larvae of the striped bass,,alewife, 
and blueback herring are susceptible to the intake and thermal 
plume.  

In other cases the applicant presented conclusions concerning the 
impact of its proposed operations without providing any discussion 

of an analysis upon which its conclusions are based..For example: 

"As discussed in Section 2.3.3.4, these thermal 
discharges will result in a temperature distri
bution in the Hudson River within the surface 
temperature limits established by the New York 
State Criteria Governing Heated Discharges.  
Moreover, the actual temperature distribution 
with Units 1 and 2 in operation will be below 
these limits most of the time. Therefore, it 
can be stated that thermal discharges will not 
adversely effect the aquatic environment. It 
may also be added that the sphere of influence 
of this thermal discharge is small as compared 

to the extent of the river in the vicinity of 
Indian Point and therefore, effects on biota, 
if any, will be local.' (page 2.3.6-6) 

In view of the staff analysis, it is difficult to understand how 
these conclusions were reached. The "sphere of influence" of the 

thermal discharge is certainly not small but will in fact extend 
in both upstream and downstream directions for distances propor
tional to the fraction of water that has been present at Indian 
Point (see Appendix V-2). In addition, the applicant apparently 

assumes that no adverse effects will occur within the legal dis

charge limits but provides no explanation of its assumption.  

In view of the staff's assessment of the magnitude of the possible 

biological -impact of Plant operations and its view that the simple 
gathering of data is not sufficient for environmental protection, 

the staff feels that rigorous examination of available data to

gether with new data from the postoperational monitoring program
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S 
should be done ,by the ..applicant .and its consultants, under the 
review and with advice, from,,th-e-Fish Advisory Board and the Hudson 
River Fish Technical Committees in the light of present knowledge 
concernin the efivi-ronment, in-:the Hudsoni River, and elsewhere.  
This statemen-t,.applies. equaly !well,..to the analyses of data 
ga thered ,in ongoing. and future,:i stuies:. From such informat ion 
a plan:of action:;should.be-;de vpeoped.,by the applicant. in-coopera
tion with State and Federal officials of the Fish and Wildlife •
.Service to. minimize the potential ecological damage to the biota.  
-A~s discussed, -in'. Chapte~r;;.-XIIG-and, .:in .r.esponse to the Department:. of 
Commerce comments:,'-in -:Append.ix 'XTT-4;F ..these.::.committees are primarily 
:advis ory: .-n nature .rather '.t-han ..provide direct .control.,,over eco-.  
logical studies.  

b. ,.:Study-Design 

The ecological studies conducted for,:the applicantJ! are.,reviewed 
and coordinated,,,by;:two, -types of commit-tees: '. -

"In ,qrderto assurel ,the :adequacy of all.,-e cological 
studies :,,conducted by.-Con Edison, ! the,'studies .-are 
directed_:by ..the Hudson River, _Policy.,.and :Technical 
Committees.. :,," Each of these.,committees consists of 
representatives -from New York, State Department,.of 
Environmental Cons ervat ion, -New. i Jers.ey .Divisionf of 
Fish. and Game, National Marine.Fisheries,rService 
(formerly the U.S.' Bureau of Commercial Fisheries) 
and the U.S.-", .Bureau .of ,Spo'rt .Fisheries and Wildlife.  
In addition, representatives from the Connecticut 

, .State;:Board, of. Fisheries and.' Game, participate as. 
advisors in all ;,Policy. Committee meetings.: JThe,: 
-committees .,out1ine.and supervise the studies-and 

ensure ..that they:,are. performed:; in.: a professional 
manner.;,,.The :,coimittees present their:cnclusions 

-. :-and recommendations to,.- Con Edison..: . ' .  

",n addition to -the Hudson River-Policy and--Technical 
Committees, Con Edison has organized a Fish Advisory 

. Board cons isting o'f- expert- biologists"'and engineers 
from the .United: States and- GreatBritain;" (page ,
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See ChapterK.XlIrfor.further discussion,:of the roleof :these com
mittees in providing advice to' the; applican.. Bothjthe.Department 
of Commerce and the applicant commented on the functions and authority 
the committees !have... -.  

c. :resint. .Studies .  

The ongoing.research 7at 'lndian Point was.! outlined iii thelapplicant 's 
Supplement :No: ,l- to'tEnvironmefital.-,Repbrt~ .ias follow§ : i.: • 

,: - '! In..November,°l1970 ;::New.'york University Institute ,of 
iEnviton-mentalMedicine:..was dontracted by Con. Edison 

.-:ii."to : perforim.studies 'on 'the ;effectlon passing. aquatic 
organisms through the condenser.' ,2 qThese s tudies; ,iare 
being done at Unit No. 1 located at Indian Point....  

;Two consecutive.years.of 'sfich inVestigatioi"are 
envis ione d. S t ud ies will .also .b e..; conduct e d. on.-_,non
screenable:-organisms passing through the condenser 

-,of :.Unit .No ...2 ;iwhich,is .scheduled to--go .. into :opera
; tionoin -1972 . '-.: -. ,S /; ': ,! v...  

,-"!Scope:-.of -this ,work includes studies on:surviva-; 
t ,extent mechanica., damage,, thermal;.shock...tolerance 
'and -effe &ts on'."reproduct ive potent ial o f entraind 

.-oganisms .. 'Effect on the..productivity of the.en
.?.:trained ,phytoplankton is also unider.Tiinvestigation.  

.Consideration ::,is :being given to .such -aspects as'"re
,cycling of >already exposed organisms .,.to the.'condenser 

passage, -. time !required for ;passage ::-throughothe: cdn
densers,, exposure in--the discharge danal -:and repro
duction;,rates of organisms in,..:the. ambient. water."' 
(page _2.3..6-7) . , ,.* . , - . " '.  

"Monitoring programs have been utilized at the Indian 
'Point.site :as -early as 1958., These 'programs.iare 'of 
three general,--,typ'es .!,''The fi r'st ,of these.,' which":uti
lizes the ,Aut omated Envirohmental",System (AES) , Icon
centrates:,:, rimarily on:,ithe thermal, chemical and
hydrological.:aspects of'""the"envi"onment,. hezseond 

"-6;-program deals: exclusively wifh';env.ironmental,'. monitor
:: ing related ,to ,tadi6ogia'l aspects ,of-i.pladt opeiation.  
'T, -naddition any biiologi-cal ; hydrrological:.zand.-techan

-- , .ical aspects,.of: thez*,envifonment, are'i-monitored.inf-
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connection with studies being done for Con Edison by 
various consultants." (page 2.3.6-12) 

"The Automated Environmental System (AES) has been 

used since 1969 and continuously monitors temperature, 

dissolved oxygen and pH in water pumped directly from 
in front of the intake canal from a depth of 13-3/4 
feet below mean low water In addition, temperature, 
dissolved oxygen, pH, salinity and cupric ion are 
monitored in water pumped directly from the effluent 

canal from a depth of 5-1/2 feet below mean low water 
..... The AES unit also maintains a tide and tempera

ture record of the Hudson River immediately surround
ing the Indian Point site." (page 2.3.6-12) 

"Con Edison's radiological environmental monitoring 
program includes measurements of radioactivity in 
fresh water, river water, river sediments, fish, 
aquatic vegetation, vegetation, soil and air in the 
vicinity of the Indian Point station. This program 
began with a survey instituted in 1958 (four years 
prior to operation of Unit No. 1) to determine the 
radioactivity in the environment in the vicinity of 
the Indian Point station. The purpose of this sur

vey was to determine the natural background radio
activity and to show the variations in the activities 
that may be expected from natural sources, fallout 
from bomb tests, and other sources in the vicinity.  
The program has been continued to the present so 
that changes in the environment resulting from 
operation of Unit No. 1 could be accounted for, 
and will be continued throughout the operating 
lifetime of all three units.  

"Aquatic vegetation from the lake on site and other 
nearby lakes is sampled during the growing season 
and analyzed for gross beta activity, and a gamma 
spectrum is also run. Aquatic vegetation is col
lected from the Hudson River at points at the dis
charge canal, one-half, one and two miles downstream 
from the plant. This vegetation is analyzed in the 
same manner as the lake aquatic vegetation. Bottom 
sediment is taken from the Hudson River in the vicin

ity of the plant and at points one-half, one and two 0 

0
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miles downstream. This sediment is measured for gross 
beta activity and is also analyzed for gamma activity.  

"River fish caught in the vicinity of the plant are 
measured for gross beta and a gamma spectrum analysis 
is made. Land.vegetation is sampled primarily in the 
downwind direction from the plant at points one-quarter, 
one-half, one and two miles south of the plant.". (page 
2.3.6-18) 

d. Planned Studies 

The applicant has stated its intentions concerning the implementa
tion of future studies. The scope of these studies was described 
in Supplement No. 11 to the Environmental Report for Unit 2 as 
follows: 

"Plans are in progress for a continuation of the study 
performed by the Raytheon Company during 1969-70 as a 
long term ecological study in the vicinity of Indian 
Point to assess any effects with respect to the opera
tion of the station. These studies will be directed 
by the Hudson River Policy and Technical Committees 
and financed by Con Edison. This ecological work will 
investigate the interaction of plant operation with 
the environment of the river.  

"The survey will include sampling macro and micro
plankton, fishes, benthic organisms and water chemistry, 
as a continuation of the work performed during 1969 and 
1970.. Con Edison proposes to continue the collection 
of such data until December 1975, with decreasing 
sampling intensity from year to year. A discussion 
of some particular aspects follows.  

"Thermal plumes were mapped by infrared aerial photog
raphy in conjunction with bathythermograph readings 
from boats during 1969 and 170. Mapping will be done 
when Unit No. 2 goes on-line with tide stages, dis
charge gate configurations and seasons as variables.  
Mapping will also be done in 1974 when Unit No. 3 is 
expected to go on-line.

"Entrainment studies will be continued at Unit:No. 1
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for two years and at Unit No. 2 for one year. It is W 
expected that a two year study will provide the data 

needed to determine the effect of passing non-screenable 
organisms through the plant.  

"Con Edison has been monitoring the traveling screen 

washings for impinged fishes since 1970. These data 
are necessary to determine the species composition 

being collected. This monitoring will be extended 

to Unit No. 2 when the unit begins commercial 
operation..  

"Con Edison proposes that the food habits of five 
major fish species from the Indian Point area be 
investigated. These studies will enable a further 
evaluation of the position of white perch in the 

food web and its relationship, if any, to striped 

bass. Con Edison proposes to also investigate the 

food habits of the different size groups of each 
species. ' 

"A study will be undertaken to determine the age 
and growth of white perch and striped bass. This 

data will be used to further evaluate the population 

dynamics of these species in the Hudson River.  

"This study will also supply pertinent data needed 
to estimate the natural mortality of each species.  
It is felt that such data would be of value in any 
meaningful assessment of the effect on the fish 
population of such other factors such as entrain
ment in the plant intake, as well as commercial 
and sport exploitation.  

"Con Edison is also proposing that a tagging study 
be performed on white perch and striped bass at the 

Indian Point-site. Population estimates and move
ment patterns of these fish need to be studied by 

tagging and recapturing before an evaluation can 
be made on the effect of exploiting them at the 
intakes.  

"The data from such a study will be useful in making 
population estimates and the recaptures will also 

0
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supply data useful in determining movement patterns.  

This movement data, in turn, may be utilized to.  
determine whether the plants are effecting a local 
population, a migrating population,. or populations 

that aggregate in the area only during winter.  

"It is thought that fish kills at Indian Point 
during winter months are partly attributable to 

the lethargic condition of fish. A scientific 
evaluation of such a lethargic state and the 
extent to which it contributes to fish kills is 

proposed. No work has been done on response of 

white perch and other Hudson River fish species 
to near freezing temperatures. It is not unlikely 
that considerable mortality may be occurring under 
natural conditions and these dead fish may be col
lecting on the intake screens. It is therefore 

proposed that tests be conducted at near freezing 
temperatures (33 ± 2 F.) to determine survival, 

swim speed and the scope of activity of white 
perch." (page 2.3.6-12) 

The Department of the Interior in its comments in Appendix XII-l 
believes "that the sampling intensity should not be decreased until 

the effects of Units Nos. 1, 2, and 3 have been determined." Entrain
ment studies should also be continued until such time as definitive 
information has been. gathered. Interior also recommended that the 
applicant consult with the Bureau of Sport Fisheries and Wildlife 
on the development of the detailed plan to minimize environmental 
harm and have the plan reviewed when completed.  

e. Needed Information 

In order to properly evaluate the biological impact of the operation 

of Indian Point Units Nos. 1 and 2, several questions must be answered 
and several aspects of the biota must be monitored: 

1. The flow characteristics of the Hudson within the, zone.bounded 

by the length of the tidal excursion from low to high tide in 
the upstream direction and throughout Haverstraw Bay in the sea
ward direction shall be detailed in' both vertical and horizontal 

cross sections through complete tidal cycles under a variety 

of lunar phases and a variety of fresh water inflows. These
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-studies should-include not only steady-state conditions but 

also conditions of net-upstream and net-downstream movement 

of salt water.  

2. The magnitude of entrainment mortality shall be determined by 

the applicant. For these studies, samples should be taken from 

both ends of the canal, i.e., as close to the condenser as 

possible and just before the water is discharged into the river.  

'In addition; several locations in the plume should be sampled.  

These samples should be compared with those taken at the intake 

and from various stations in the river and held several days to 

determine any latent mortality. Organisms that survive should 

be cultured to determine any loss of reproductive capabilities.  

The species composition must be determined and compared to the 

river as a whole and shouid include both producer and consumer 
species.  

3. The sensitivity to residual chlorine shall be determined for all 

life stages of common or otherwise important species which are 

present at Indian Point. The tolerance limits must be compared 

to levels in the thermal plume and the river.  

4. The thermal plume will be mapped, and the duration of exposure 
of organisms to the various temperature increments should be 
determined. The species composition of the plume must be 
measured and compared to the adjacent segments of the river.  
The amount of inhibition and augmentation of photosynthetic 
activity in the plume would have to be established. In addi
tion, the composition of the phytoplankton community must be 
carefully monitored.  

5. The reproductive status and food requirements of the more abun
dant consumer species must be determined. The species of 
crustaceans included need to be those which appear to be most 

susceptible to entrainment or thermal damage. The fish species 
involved would have to include those species which have eggs 
or larval stages susceptible to withdrawal. Among these would 
be the bay anchovy, white perch, tomcod, blueback herring, ale
wife, smelt, and striped bass.  

6. Data gathered concerning thermal effects and entrainment mor
tality shall include times when the ambient temperature is at 
its yearly maximum.  S 

S
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7. Radiological monitoring shall continue and be applied to dose 
calculations for terrestrial and-aquatic organisms...  

8. The monitoring of impingement of fish on the screens shall in
clude counts of those impinging on ,the outer fixed,:screens as 
well as the, traveling screens..  

The data collected would have to be ;analyzed-iniview.,of the present 
knowledge.and applied to the populations of organisms,in the Hudson 
at Indian Point..
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E. RADIOLOGICAL IMPACT OF ROUTINE PLANT OPERATION ON MAN 

1. Introduction 

Radioactive nuclides will be released during operation under normal 

conditions as liquids and gases from both Indian Point Unit No. 1 

and Unit No. 2. The release of these effluents will be conducted 

in accordance with the limitations set forth in 10 CFR 2048 and 

the guidance of 10 CFR 50491 to keep the levels of radioactive mate

rial in effluents to unrestricted areas "as low as practicable." 

Operating experience with similar power plants licensed for opera

tion by the Commission has shown that actual releases of radionu

clides from these plants have generally been small fractions of the 

limits set forth in 10 CFR 20, consistent with the Commission's 

policy of limiting radioactive releases to the lowest practicable 

level. Information on radioactive releases from operating experi

ence of pressurized power reactors is shown in Appendix 111-3.  

The limitations set forth in 10 CFR 20 are based upon recommenda

tions of national and international radiation protection groups 

which represent the consensus of informed and responsible scien

tific judgment on the radiation exposure limits for occupational 

workers and the general public. No detectable radiological 

effects on man are expected to result from releases of radionu

clides meeting 10 CFR 20 limitations.  

2. General Considerations For Determination of Dose Estimates 

Pathways for external (radiation source outside the body) and 

internal (radiation source inside the body) exposures are schemat

ically illustrated in Fig. V-17. Immersion in the gaseous efflu
ent as it is diluted and dispersed could lead to external exposure, 

while the dispostion of radioactive particulates on the land sur

face could lead to direct external exposure and to internal 

exposure by the ingestion of food products through various food 

chains. Similarly, swimming in waters in which radionuclides have 

been discharged could lead to external exposure, while the utiliza

tion of these waters for fishing, drinking, irrigation, or food 

preparation could lead to internal exposures. The doses calculated 

for the internal exposures are estimates of the total dose an 

individual will accrue within his lifetime from each pathway.
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INTERNAL

Fig. V-17. Pathways for radiation exposure of man.
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Annual radiation doses, both to individuals [in millirem (mrem), 

where 1 millirem is 1/1000 rem] and the population (in man-rem) 

near the reactor are estimated. The man-rem or population dose 

is the sum of the total body doses-to all individuals in the 

population considered. The dose estimates are based on an all 

adult population. For radioactive iodine in milk, the dose.  

estimated for a 1-year-old child is about 10 times as large as 

for an average adult. 5 0'5 1 Where they are significant, the 

estimates of dose to organs other than total body are discussed.  

Factors for converting internal radiation exposures to dose were 

obtained with models and data published by the International Com

mission on Radiation Protection
I0 and other recognized author

ities.52 These models and data have been incorporated in 

computer programs5 3 to facilitate estimation of dose. Factors 

for converting external radiation exposures to dose were obtained 

with a computer code containing models adapted from standard 

texts.54,
5 5 

a. Dispersion of Gaseous Effluents 

Average annual concentrations of radionuclides contained in the 

air and deposited on the ground at distances up to 50 miles from 

the Plant site were obtained from an atmospheric transport 

model 56'5 7 for which a computer program was developed.
5 8 The 

deposition velocities used in the calculations for the noble 

gases (krypton and xenon), methyl iodide (CH I), and molecular 

iodine (12), and particulates were 10"6,10- 3, and 1 cm/sec, 

respectively. In this model, the reductions of radionuclide 

concentrations in the air at ground level by radioactive decay 

and deposition on the ground are taken into account.  

b. Dispersion of Liquid Effluents 

The concentration of radionuclides in a body of water receiving 

liquid effluents depends on the half-lives of the radionuclides 

and the effective volume of water as well as mixing character

istics. The complex nature of the estuary leads to large 

variations in the estimates of radionuclide concentrations 

in the water, on the'bottom sediment, and in the biota.
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3. Estimates of Dose 

Estimates of doses to individuals and the population within 50 
miles which result from radionuclide effluents discharged during 
normal operation of Indian Point Units Nos. 1 and 2 are treated 
below. Estimated doses to an individual for several exposure 
pathways are given in Table V-12 for radionuclide releases through 
both the initial and modified radioactive waste systems (see 
Tables 111-6, 7, 8, 10, 12 and 13). The cumulative population 
dose from immersion in gaseous effluents is given as a function 
of distance in Table V-13 for both the initial and modified radio
active waste system. The estimates of dose due to gaseous 
effluents are based on the anticipated radionuclide releases 
given in Section III.E.2 of this Statement and the meteorological 
data specific to the site of Indian Point as given in the appli
cant's Supplement No. 1 to the Environmental Report. The 
anticipated radionuclide releases in liquid effluent as described 
in Section III.E.2 will be diluted at the point of discharge by 
a varying factor which depends upon the net fresh water flow and 
tidal mixing of the Hudson River.  

a. Gaseous Effluents 

The average concentrations of radionuclides at ground level were 
estimated in each of sixteen 22.50 sections at various distances 
from the site. The concentration of gaseous effluent released 
from Indian Point Unit No. 1 except for the iodines is calculated 
for release from the 88-meter stack (X/Q = 1.9 x 10-8 sec/m 3, 1000m 
south). The gaseous effluent from Unit No. 2 and the iodines from 
Unit No. 1 are released from their respective exhaust vents on top 
of the containment buildings. No credit is taken for the height 
of the buildings and the ground level concentrations are calculated 
for a surface release (X/Q = 2.6 x 10- 6 sec/m 3, 1000m south).  
Because of the irregular shape of the property line defining the 
Indian Point site,.estimates of dose are made for several locations.  

(1) Dose Estimates for Immersion and Ground Contamination 

The highest estimate of total body dose [3.1 and 3.3 millirem per 
year (mrem/yr.) of release respectively for the initial and modified 
radioactive waste systems] occurs for an individual continuously 
located at the proposed visitors' center. However, only a small 
part of this dose would be received by a person present at the 
visitors' center during the time of an average visit. If the 
center has 100,000 visitors per year and each visitor stays for 
,two hours, then an estimate of the annual visitor-population dose 
is 0.75 man-rem.



TABLE V-12. ESTIMATED DOSES TO INDIVIDUALS PER YEAR OF NORMAL RADIONUCLIDE 
RELEASE FROM BOTH INDIAN POINT UNITS NOS. 1 AND 2

Total-body dose Thyroid dose 
(millirem) (millirem) 

Pathway Location or Initial Modified Initial Modified 

amount radio- radio- radio- radio
active active active active 
waste waste waste waste 
system system system system 

Air immersion and surface 
contamination. Locations 
measured from Indian Point 
Unit No. 2 to: 
Proposed visitor center 107 m E 3.1 3.3 3.1 3.3 

Property line 630 m ESE 0.14 0.15 0.14 0.15 

Property line 970 m S 0.14 0.15 0.14 0.15 

Property line 520 m SW 0.23 0.24 0.23 0.24 

Inhalation of contaminated 
air. Locations measured 
from Indian Point Unit No. 2 to: 

Proposed visitor center 107 m E 0.02 0.02 14 13 

Property line 630 m ESE <0.01 <0.01 0.57 0.55 

Property line 970 m S <0.01 <0.01 0.52 0.51 

Property line 520 m SW <0.01 <0.01 0.88 0.85 

Terrestrial food chain 970 m S <0.01 <0.01 <i.a <1.0a 

Aquatic food chain 16 lb of fish 
per year 0.31 0.054 1.2 0.61 

Swimming (Hudson River) 1% of year <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01

aBased on an upper estimate of the 

immediately after harvest.

above ground vegetable crops consumed



TABLE V-13. SUMMARY OF THE ANNUAL TOTAL-BODY DOSES 
IN THE GASEOUS EFFLUENTS FROM BOTH 

NOS. 1 AND 2

ESTIMATED FOR IMMERSION 
INDIAN POINT UNITS

Initial radioactive waste system Modified radioactive waste system 
Cumulative Individual Cumulative Individual 

Cumulative population average dose population average dose 
Distance population dose dose 
(miles) (1970) (man-rem) (millirem) (man-rem) (millirem) 

0-1 2,213 0.16 7.2 x 10 - 2 0.17 7.7 x 10- 2 

0-2 18,552 0.53 2.9 x1 0- 2  0.58 3.1 x 10- 2 

0-3 30,175 0.63 2.1 x 10-2 0.70 2.3 x 10- 2 

0-4 39,465 0.69 1.7 x 102 0.75 1.9 x 102 

0-5 65,830 0.79 1.2 x 10- 2 0.86 1.2 x 10- 2 

0-10 211,373 1.2 5.7 x 10 - 3  1.2 5.7 x 10- 3 

0-20 916,379 2.0 2.2 x 10 - 3  2.1 2.3 x 10- 3 

0-30 4,302,799 4.7 1.1 x 10- 3  4.7 1.1 x 10- 3 

0-40 10,710,185 8.2 7.7 x 10- 4  7.9 7.4 x 10- 4 

0-50 16,507,168 10 6.1 x 10- 4 9.9 6.0 x 10- 4

0
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Estimates of total body dose are given in Table V-12 for three locations 

on the property line surrounding the site. A commercial building is 

located near the intersection of Bleakley and Broadway (630 meters 

ESE). The nearest sizeable residential areas lie to the south of the 

site. For the portion of this site not bounded by water, the highest 

estimate of total body dose is found at 52.0 meters SW. The adjoining 

property at this location is owned by Georgia Pacific and is not cur

rently -used as A residential area. It is therefore estimated that 

an annual dose of <0. 1 mrem would be received by a person spending 

8 hours per' day at this location. The estimates of total body and 

thyroid doses for both the initial and modified radioactive waste 

systems are given in Table V-12 for all of these locations.' About 

5 to 10% of these dose estimates are attributable to ground contamination.  

The population dose (see Table V-13) from immersion for persons 

living within 50miles (i970 census) of the Station is 10 man-rem 

for the initial radioactive waste system and 9.9 man-rem for the 

modified system.  

(2) Dose Estimates for Inhalation 

The estimates of internal dose for inhalation are based on an in

halation rate of 2 x 107 cc/day.
1 0 The estimates of the total body 

and thyroid doses are given in Table V-12 for both the initial and 

modified waste systems at the same locations for which external 

doses were estimated. The total dose to the thyroid from external 

exposure and internal inhalation exposure to the gaseous effluent 

is the sum of the two separate dose estimates. (For example the 

estimated annual dose to the thyroid of a person at the visitors' 

center 8 hours per day would be 5.7 mrem.) 

(3) Dose from Radioparticulates and Iodine 

by Food-Chain Pathways 

Deposition of radioparticulates and iodine occurs from the gaseous 

effluent to crops and soil. Direct ingestion by man of radionuclides 

deposited on truck crops is possible. Indirect ingestion of radio

nuclides via meat produced by'animals pastured on exposed areas is 

also possible, and an additional pathway which utilizes all of these 

mechanisms exists for nuclides carried into the soil by rainfall and 

subsequently into food plants through their roots. A general purpose 

environmental mode1 5 9.was used to estimate the resulting dose to an 

individual. The total-body estimate of less than 0.01 mrem/yr of 

S
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release at 970 meters in the southern' diriection is based on the 
assumption that all of the individual',s above ground vegetables are 
produced at this location. The corresponding annual thyroid dose 
is estimated to be '<1.0 mrem.  

An estimate of 'dose from 1311 and .1331 was made for the pasture-cow
milk-man pathway. The same general environmental odel.used above59 

converted the deposition rate to a radioiodihe concentration in milk 
The estimate of dose tothe thyroid of an individual d rinkifig .6 
liters of milk per day was made for milk producedat.the dairy 
approximately 9 miles south of Indian Point. The estimated thyroid 
dose to an adult. drinking this milk is 0.36 mrem/yr of radionu'lide 
release.  

b. Liquid" Effluents 

The anticipated quantities of radionuclides in the liquid effluents 
discharged from the initial and modified radi&active waste systems 
of Units Nos. land 2,are listed in Tables III-6, 7, and 8.'' These 
effluents will be mixed with an average cooling' water flo' of 
2.0 x 1015 cc/yr (2,230 cfs) and then further diluted by a factor 
ranging from 2 to 20 after this water is discharged into the Hudson 
River. Radioactive decay for 1 day 'and an average river dilution of 
10 were used in calculating the concentration of each radionuclide.  

(1) Dose Estimates for Ingestion of Fish 

The highest total-body dose to an individual from fish consumption is 
estimated to be 0.31 mrem/yr of release. The daily consumption 
rate for fish was assumed to be 20 gm (16 lb per year is the per 
capita figure for the United States) 60 all of which came from the 
Hudson River downstream from the site where the 'average river dilution 
of the discharged effluent is assumed to be 10. Radionuclide concen
trations in the fish were assumed to be in equilibrium with those in 
the river and were determined by multiplying'the radioactivity levels 
in water by the respective bioaccumulation factors (radionuclide con
centration in fish flesh divided by.radionuclide concentration in 
water). The complexities of'estuaries make it difficult to postulate 
average conditions which will simply take into account the variations 
of fresh water flow, salt water intrusion, biota populations, etc.  
The freshwater bioaccumulation factors 'shown in Table V-2 wer'e used 
to obt'ain the estimates of dose to man from fish consumption.  
A population dose from ingestion of fish is difficult toi'estmate 

due to the lack of fish harvest data for the Hudson River. 'If it is
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assumed that 1% of the approximately 16 million people living within 0 
50 miles of the site obtain 10% of their fish from the Hudson River 
(a total of 260,000 lb/yr), an annual population dose of 5 man-rem.  
is estimated for theinitial radioactive waste system. The estimated 
population dose reduces to 0.87 man-rem for the modified waste system.  

(2) Dose Estimates for Ingestion of Hudson 
River Water 

No estimate of the dose was made for this exposure pathway, since 
at no place downstream from Indian Point is the river used as a 
source of municipal drinking water. Table 11-2 of 'Chapter II lists 
the municipals using water from the Hudson River. All of these cities 
are north of the Indian Point site. Poughkeepsie which uses the 
greatest amount of Hudson River for drinking water is 30 miles upstream 
from Indian Point.  

(3) Dose Estimates for Swimming in the 
Hudson River 

Swimming in the river was considered a potential source of external 
exposure. The estimate of less than 0.01 mrem/yr of radionuclide 
release for the radiation dose to an individual was calculated under 
the assumption that he would swim in the river 1% (1 hour per day for 
three months each year) of the year. The estimated annual population 
doses of 0.12 and 0.08 man-rem were obtained, respectively, for the 
initial and modified radioactive waste systems by assuming that 1% 
of ,the pqpulation living within 50 miles of the site spends 1% of the 
year swimming in the river.  

*c. Direct Radiation 

The refueling water storage tank, approximately 15 meters NE of the 
containment of Indian Point Unit No. 2, is a source of direct radiation 
due to the storage of excess water received from the primary cooling 
system upon startup after a refueling cycle. A preliminary estimate 
f the total body dose rate by the applicant at the visitors' center 
(approximately 107 meter E) is <0.03 mrem/hr. The corresponding esti
hnated dose. rate at the intersection of Bleakley and Broadway would be 
-0.001 mrem/hr. A radioactive decay period of 6 weeks (normal refueling 
:ime) is assumed before the excess refueling water is put into the 
,torage tank without any treatment. These estimates of dose are maximum 
;ince shielding and further radionuclide decay in the storage tank would 
reduce the dose rate.  

0
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4. Assessment of Annual Dose Estimates 

A summary of estimated annual doses which might be expected by 
individuals at points of maximum exposure to the gaseous effluents 
is given in Table V-12. These doses are not reduced by shielding 
factors or occupancy factors. The sum of the annual total body 
dose estimates for offsite individuals from immersion, inhalation, 
and ground surface contamination is less than 1% of natural back
ground dose and less than 0.2% of the exposure limits of 10 CFR 20.  

The annual doses expected to result from the liquid releases are 
summarized in Table V-12. These doses are only very. small-fractions 
of natural background for releases from either the initial or modified 
radioactive waste system.  

The estimated population dose from immersion in the gaseous effluents 
is shown in Table V-13. The average dose within 50 miles of the 
Station is less than 0.001% of.the natural background dose.  

Those individuals of the present population distribution who spend 
all of their time within 2 miles of the Plant would receive on 'the 
average less than 0.04% of the typical background dose of 0.1 rem/yr.  
This is far below the normal variation in background dose and represents 
no measurable radiological impact on the population from the operation 
of Indian Point Units Nos. 1 and 2. Similar considerations for the
liquid effluents indicate that no discernible radiological impacts
are expected. A summary of the annual radiological impact •in terms 
of man-rem from all pathways and the affected population is presented 
in Table V-14.  

5. Radiation Monitoring 

The applicant began a preoperational radiological environmental 
monitoring program in 1958 to determine the levels of radioactivity 
prior to Plant operations (operation of Indian Point Unit No. 1 began 
in 1962) and to show the variations in .the levels that could be expected 
from natural sources, fallout from weapons testing,, and othe*r sources 
in the vicinity of Indian Point. 6 1 The program included measurements' 
of radioactivity in samples of fresh water, river water, rainwater, : 
river bottom sediments, fish, aquatic vegetation, soil, terrestrial, 
vegetation, and air in the environs of the Indian Point Station. In 
addition, the New York State.Department of Environmental Conservation 
has conducted extensive radiological surveys in the vicinity of the 
Indian Point Station since 1958, and the New York University-Institute
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TABLE v-14. INTEGRATED ANNUAL DOSE TO THE GENERAL POPULATION 

FROM THE OPERATION OF THE INDIAN POINT STATIONa

initial Modified 

radioactive radioactive 

Pathway People waste system waste system 
(man-rem) _. (man-rem)

Cloud (immersion) 

Fish 

Swimming 
Visitors ' center 

(direct radiation 
immersion) 

Transportation of 
irradiated fuel 

Transportation of 
radioactive waste

16,000,000

160,000 

160,000 

100,000

180,000

0.12

0.9

Total L

aAnnual exposure dose from natural background is 

individual and 1,600,000 man-rem to the general 

16,000,000 (based on 1970 census).

0.1 rem to the 
population of

b Dose from shipment by rail. Shipment may be made by truck, in 

which case the dose will be 3.4 man-rem.  
c 
This includes ten people close by and two drivers as well as 

300,000 people along the route.

0

0.87 

0.08

1.8

0.9
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of Environmental Medicine has conducted a research program on the 

ecology of the Hudson River since 1964, which includes radio-ecological 

studies. Both of these programs are continuing. Although the New York 

University Institute of Environmental Medicine research program is not 

characterized as a monitoring-program, the results of the study are 

germane since they provide information about the distribution of 

radionuclides in the river system.  

The radiological environmental monitoring survey program for Indian 

Point Unit No. 2 will be a continuation of the preoperational studies 

and Indian Point Unit No. 1 post-operational environmental monitoring 

surveys. 61 The survey program is designed to be conducted'at three 

different program levels, with the program level in use at any 

particular time being dictated by the Plant releases for the preceding 
month. A detailed tabulation of the program levels, criteria which 

govern the program level to be used, and a map which shows sampling 

and measurement locations are given in Section 2.3.6.3 of the ap

plicant's Supplement No. 1 to the Environmental Report. Both the 

applicant's and New York State's radiological environmental monitoring 

programs are geared to provide more intensive surveillance in the 

event of a significant increase in radioactive discharge from the 

Plant.  

The aplian' radiological environmental monitoring program is 

well designed to evaluate the radiation levels in the environment 
resulting from Plant operations.
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F. TRANSPORTATION OF NON-RADIOACTIVE AND RADIOACTIVE MATERIAL 
FROM AND TO INDIAN POINT STATION 

1. Transportation of Nuclear Fuel and Solid 
Radioactive Waste 

The nuclear fuel for the Indian Point reactors is slightly enriched 

uranium in the form of sintered uranium oxide pellets encapsulated 
in stainless steel or zircaloy fuel rods. Each fuel element is 
made up of 204 fuel rods about 12 feet long. Each year in normal 
operation, about 40 fuel elements are replaced in Unit No. 1 and 
65 fuel elements will be replaced in Unit No. 2.  

The applicant has indicated that cold fuel for the reactor will be 
transported by truck either from Cheswick, Pennsylvania, a distance 
of 450 miles, or Columbia, South Carolina, a distance of about 800 
miles. The applicant has indicated the irradiated fuel will be 
transported by truck or rail to Morris, Illinois, a distance of 
about 1;000 miles. The present plans are to transport the irradi
ated fuel by truck from the site to the nearest railhead (about 1.5 
miles from the site boundary) and by rail the remainder of the 
1,000 miles to the Midwest Fuel Recovery Plant in Morris, Illinois.  
Future shipments of irradiated fuel may be by truck only. The 
solid wastes will be transported by truck to Morehead, Kentucky, 
for disposal, a distance of about 600 miles. Transport of radioactive 
material will be conducted under the Commission's regulations 10 CFR 71, 
and the Department of Transportation's (DOT) regulation's 49 CFR 173.63 

The DOT in its comments in Appendix XII-9 upon the Draft Statement 
stated that the impact of this project upon transportation is minimal 
and that it has no objection to the project.  

a. Transport of Cold Fuel 

The applicant has indicated that cold fuel will be shipped in AEC-DOT 
approved containers which hold two fuel elements per container. About 
eight truckloads of seven containers each will be required each year to 
meet the needs of both reactors.  

b. Transport of Irradiated Fuel 

Fuel elements removed from the reactor will be unchanged in appearance 
and will contain about 30 to 50% of the original U-235 (which is 
recoverable). As a result of the irradiation and fissioning of the 
uranium, the fuel element will contain large amounts of radioactivity,
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mostly fission products. As the radioactivity decays, it-produces 

radiation and "decay heat." The amount of radioactivity remaining 

in the fuel decreases according to the length of time after removal 

from the reactor. After removal from a reactor, the fuel elements are 

placed under water in a storage pool for cooling prior to being loaded 

into a cask for transport.  

Although the specific cask design has not been identified, the appli

cant states that the irradiated fuel elements will be shipped after 

at least a 90-day cooling period in Federally-approved ,casks designed 

for transport by either truck or rail. The cask will weigh perhaps 

30 tons for truck or 100 tons for rail. To transport the irradiated 

fuel from Unit No. 2, the applicant estimates 22 truckload shipments 

per year with two fuel elements per cask and one cask per truckload; 

or 10 rail carload shipments per year with seven fuel elements per 

cask and one cask per carload. With the addition of 13 truckloads 

or six carloads for transporting the irradiated fuel from Unit 

No. 1, that would be a total of 35 truckloads or 16 carloads per year 

from both Units. An equal number of shipments wiil be required to 

return the empty casks..  

c. Transport of Solid Radioactive Wastes 

The applicant estimates that from 100 to 150 drums of solid radio

active wastes will be produced in operating Unit No. 2 each year 

with the initial radwaste system. Spent resins and waste evaporator 

bottoms will-.be solidified, in a mixture of vermiculite andcement and 

soft, solid wastes such as paper, rags, etc., compacted in DOT-approved 

containers for shipment and disposal, The applicant estimates from five 

to 10 truckloads of drums of wastes will be shipped out for'disposal 

from Unit No. 2 each year. The staff estimates an-equal number of 

truckloads from Unit No. 1, to average 15 truckloads per year from both 

Units.  

d. Principles of Safety in Transport 

Protection of the public and transport workers from radiation during 

the shipment of nuclear fuel and waste,.described above, is achieved 

by a combination of limitations on the contents (according to the 

quantities and types of radioactivity), the package design,-and' 

the external radiation levels. Shipments move in routine commerce 

and on conventional transportation equipment. Shipments are there

fore subject to normal accident environments, just like other non

radioactive hazardous cargo. The shipper has essentially no control
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0 
over the likelihood of an accident involving his shipment. Safety 
in transportation does not depend on special routing.  

Packaging and transport of radioactive materials are regulated at 
the Federal-level by both the AEC and DOT. In addition, certain' 

aspects such as limitations on gross weight of trucks, are regulated 
by'the States.  

The probability of accidental releases of low level contaminated 
material is sufficiently small that, considering the form of the 

waste, the likelihood-of significant exposure is extremely small.  
Packaging for these materials is designed to remain leakproof under 
normal transport conditions of temperature, pressure; vibration, 
rough handling, exposure to rain, etc. The packaging may release 
its contents in an accident.  

For larger quantities of radioactive materials, the packaging design 
(Type-B packaging) must be capable of withstanding, without loss of 

contents or shielding, the damage which might result from a severe 
accident. Test conditions for packaging are specified in-the regu
lations and include tests for high-speed impact, puncture, fire, and 
immersion in water.  

In'addition, the packaging must provide adequate radiation shielding 
to limit the exposure of transport workers and the-general public.  
For irradiated fuel, the package must have heat-dissipation charac
teristics to protect against overheating from radioactive decay heat.  
For fresh and irradiated fuel, the shipper must also provide under 
both normal design basis damage conditions a specified margin of 
criticality safety.  

Each package in transport is identified on two sides by a distinc
tive radiation label; there are also warning signs on the transport 
vehicle.  

Based'on the truck accident statistics for 1969,63 a shipment of 
fuel or waste from a reactor may be expected to be involved in an 
accident about once every six years. In case of an accident, pro
cedures which carriers are required 64 to follow will reduce the 
consequences of an accident in many cases. The procedures include 
segregation of damaged and leaking packages from people, and notifi
cation of the shipper and DOT. Radiological assistance teams are 
available through an inter-Governmental program to provide equipped 
and trained personnel These teams, dispatched in response to calls 
for emergency assistance, can mitigate the consequences of an accident.
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2. Radiological Impact - Transportation Exposures 
During Normal (No Accident) Conditions 

a. Cold Fuel 

The transport of cold fuel has been described in Section V. F.1.a.  
Since the nuclear radiations and heat emitted by cold fuel are 
small, there will be essentially no effect on the environment aduring 
transport under norma.l conditions. Exposure of individual transport 
workers is estimated to be less thanll millirem '(mrem)' per shipment.  
For the eight shipments, with two drivers for each vehicle, the total 
dose would be about, 0.02 man-rem*/yr) The radiation levelassociated 
with each, truckload of cold fuel will be less' than 0.1 mrem/hr at, 
6 feet from.'the tru'ck-. A member of the general publi' who.spends 
3 minutes at an average distance of 3 feet from the truck might:receive 
a dose of about 0.005 mrem.per shipment. The dose to other persons 
along the shipping route would be extremely small.  

b. Irradiated Fuel
4 

Irradiated fuel will be transported either by truck or -by a combination 
of truck and rail. Based on actual radiation levels associated with 
shipments of irradiated fuel elements, the staff estimates the radiation 
level at 3 feet from the truck or rail car will be.about 25 mrem/hr.  
The individual truck driver would be unlikely to receive more than about 
30 millirem in the 1,000 mile shipment. For the 35 shipments by truck 
during the year with two drivers on each vehicle, the total dose would 
be about 2, man-rem/yr. I
For the combination truck-rail shipm nt, the individuai truck driver 
would be unlikely to receiye more than 15 mrem,in the short .trip to the 
railhead. The-staff estimates that during the'transfer of the cask 
from the truck to the rail car, four men might work for anhour at an 
average distance of 6 feet from the cask and might receive individual 
doses of about 10 mrem/hr.  

Train breakmen might spend a few minutes in the vicinity of -the car at 
an average distance of 3 feet, for an average exposure of about 0.5 rem 
per shipment. With 10 different brakemen involved along the.route, the 
total dose for 16 shipments during the year is estimated to be about 
0. 08 man-rem.  

*Man-rem is an expression for the summation of whole body.dosesto 

individuals in a group. -In some cases, the dose may be fairly uniform 
and received by only,a few persons (e.g., driversand brakemen) or, in 
other cases,.the dose may vary and be received by a large number of 
people (e.g., 105, persons-along the shipping route...
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The total dose to transport workers for the 16 shipments by truck and * 
rail, assuming two drivers on each truckload, would be about 1.2 man-rem.  

A member of the general public who spends 3 minutes at an average 

distance of 3 feet from the truck or rail car might receive a dose 

of as much as 1.3 mrem. If 10 persons were so exposed per shipment, the 

total annual dose for the 35 shipments by truck would be about 0.5 man

rem and for the 16 shipments by rail, about 0.2 man-rem. Approximately 

300,000 persons who reside along the 1,000-mile route over which the 

irradiated fuel is transported might receive an annual dose of about 

0.9 man-rem if transported by truck, and 0.4 man-rem if transported by 

rail. The regulatory radiation level limit of 10 mrem/hr at a distance 

of 6 feet from the vehicle was used to calculate the integrated dose to 

persons in an area between 100 feet and 1/2 mile on both sides of the 

shipping route. It was assumed that the shipment would travel 200 miles 

per day and the population density would average 330 persons per square 

mile along the route.  

The amount of heat released to the air.from each cask will vary from 

about 30,000 Btu/hr for truck casks to about 250,000 Btu/hr for rail 

casks'. For comparison, 35,000 Btu/hr is about equal to the heat 

released from an air conditioner in an average size home. Although the 

temperature of the air which contacts the loaded cask may be increased 

a few degrees, because the amount. of heat is small and is being released 

over the entire transportation route, no appreciable thermal effects on 

the environment will result.  

c. Solid Radioactive Wastes 

As noted in Section V.F.l.c, about 15 truckloads per year of solid 

radioactive wastes will be shipped to a disposal site. Under normal 

conditions, the individual truck driver might receive as much as 15 mrem 

per shipment. If the same driver were to drive the 15 truckloads in a 

year, he could receive an estimated annual dose of about 225 mrem during 

the year. A total dose to all drivers for the year, assuming 2 drivers 

per vehicle, might be about 0.5 man-rem.  

A member of the general public who spends 3 minutes at an average 

distance of 3 feet from the truck might receive a dose of as much as 

1.3 mrem. If 10 persons were so exposed per shipment, the total annual 

dose for the 15 shipments by truck would be about 0.2 man-rem.
- Approxi

mately 180,000 persons who reside along the 600-mile route over which 

the solid radioactive waste is transported might receivean annual dose 
of about 0.2 man-rem. These doses were calculated for persons in an 

area between 100 feet and 1/2 mile on either side of the shipping route, 

assuming 330 persons per square mile, 10 mrem/hr at 6 feet from the 

vehicle, and the shipment traveling 200 miles per day.
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G. PLANT DISMANTLING AND DECOMMTSSIONING 

Under the Commission's regulations in 10 CFR 50, an application 
must contain information sufficient to demonstrate that the appli

cant possesses or has reasonable assurance of'obtaining the funds 

necessary to cover the estimated costs of permanently shutting 

the Plant down and maintaining it in a safe condition. It is 
expected that the applicant will supply detailed dismantling 

information to the Commission at such time that an application, 
for an amendment to the operating license for dismantling of 
the facility is filed. The staff will at that time conduct a 
Safety and EnvirQnmental Evaluation of the decommissioning pro

cedures proposed by the applicant.  

1. Impacts on the Environment 

Dismantling the plant will have many of the same impacts on the 
environment as the original site preparation and Plant construc
tion. There will be temporary disturbances due to the dismantling 
activities and the permanent restoration of most of the site to 

ecological productivity.  

It is expected that the dismantling of the Plant will cost several 
millions of dollars and take more than a year to complete. During 
that time, workmen will be on the site, quantities of debris, sal
vageable material, and radioactive material will be transported, 
under controlled conditions from the site by truck, barge, or rail.  

Concrete and other construction materials will be used to entomb 
the reactor and associated radioactive components. In response to 

comments from the Department.of the Interior in Appendix XII-8: 
the level of any radioactive material left after decontamination will 

be required to meet the Commission's regulations. The applicant 
will be required to assure that no hazard to groundwater or to the 
surrounding area will occur. This will be accomplished by removing 

those materials whose radioactivity level could cause any problems 
and by shipping them to a Federally-approved site for burial. At 

no time will the applicant be allowed to leave any highly radioactive 
material buried along the banks of the Kudson River. A considerable 
amount of earth-moving will be required to restore the parking lots 
and other areas to usable grade levels, and finally, a security 
fence will be erected on the ground above the entombed reactor site.  

To the extent that any structures of components are not completely 

demolished and their foundations removed, that small amount of land
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will be committed to nonproductiye use. If the soil under any 

structure which has been demolished is not replaced or cleared of 

chemical contamination, that land will be nonproductive until 

natural processes leach the chemicals away, 

2. Radiological rmpacts on Environment 

The dismantling of the Plant will have radiological impacts char

acteristic of those of transporting irradiated fuel and radioactive 

wastes from the site. (See Section V.F.) 

The radioactive materials not transported offsite most likely will 

be entombed with the reactor and associated components. The entomb

ment will be designed to maintain its integrity for sufficient time 

for radioactive decay of activated and fission products. In addi

tion, the entombment will be permanently placarded to identify it 

as a radioactive area.  

After dismantling is completed and the site is maintained in a safe 

condition, it is anticipated that the proposed action will have no 

significant radiological impact on the environment.  

0 

0
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VI. ENVIRONNENTAL IMPACT OF POSTULATED ACCIDENTS 

A. PLANT ACCIDENTS 

A high degree of protection against the occurrence of postulated 
accidents at Indian Point Unit No. 2 is provided through correct 
design, manufacture, and operation, and the quality assuranceprogram 
used to establish the necessary high integrity of the reactor system, 
as considered in the Commission's Safety Evaluation dated November 16, 
1970 and the Supplements to the Safety Evaluation. Deviations that 
may occur are handled by protective systems to place and hold the 
Plant in a safe condition. Notwithstanding this, the conservative 
postulate is made that serious accidents might occur, in spite of the 
fact that they are extremely unlikely; and engineered safety features 
are installed to mitigate the consequences of these postulated events.  
The probability of occurrence of accidents and the spectrum of their 
consequences to be considered from an environmental effects standpoint 
have been analyzed using best estimates of probabilities and realistic 
fission product release and transport assumptions. For site evaluation 
in the staff's safety review, extremely conservative assumptions were 
used for the purpose of comparing calculated doses resulting from a 
hypothetical release of fission products from the fuel against the 
10 CFR 100 siting guidelines. The calculated doses that would be 
received by the population and environment from actual accidents 
would be significantly less than those presented in the staff's 
Safety Evaluation. The Commission issued guidance to applicants on 
September 1, 1971, requiring the consideration of a spectrum of 
accidents with assumptions as realistic as the state of knowledge 
permits. The applicant's response was contained in the Supplement 
No. 2 to the Environmental Report, dated October 15, 1971.' 

The applicant's report has been evaluated, using the standard accident 
assumptions and guidance issued as a proposed amendment2 to Appendix D 
of 10 CFR 50 by the Commission on December 1, 1971. Nine classes of 
postulated accidents and occurrences ranging inseverity from trivial 

to very serious were identified by the Commission. In general, 
accidents in the high potential consequence end of the spectrum have 
a low occurrence rate, and those on the low potential consequence end 
have a higher occurrence rate. The examples selected by the applicant 
for these classes are shown in Table VI-I. The examples selected are 
reasonably homogeneous in terms of probability within each class, 
although the staff considers the release of the waste gas decay tank 

contents as more appropriately in Class 3, and the steam generator 
tube rupture as more appropriately in Class 5. Certain assumptions 
made by the applicant do not exactly agree with those in the proposed
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TABLE VI-l 

CLASSIFICATION OF POSTULATED ACCIDENTS AND OCCURRENCES

AEC Description 

Trivial incidents 

Small releases outside 

containment 

Radwaste system failures 

Fission products to primary 

system (BWR) 

Fission products to primary 

and secondary systems (PWR) 

Refueling accidents 

Spent fuel handling accident

Accident initiation events 

considered in design basis 

evaluation in the SAR 

Hypothetical sequence of 

failures more severe than 

Class 8

Class Applicant's Example(s) 

Not considered 

Small valve or pipe leak 

in the auxiliary building 

Waste gas decay tank valve 

leak, inadvertent discharge 

of the contents of a waste 

liquid tank or waste gas 

decay tank 

Not applicable 0 
Normal operation with fuel 

failures and steam generator 

leaks 

Dropped fuel assembly inside 

containment 

Dropped fuel assembly outside 

containment 

Onsite transportation accident 

Loss of coolant, rupture of 

waste gas decay tank, control 

rod assembly ejection, steam 

line break, steam generator 

tube rupture 

Not considered

1.0 

2.0
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Annex to Appendix D, but the use of alternative assumptions does not 
significantly affect overall environmental risks. Table VI-2 reflects 

the types of accidents described in the proposed amendment to Appendix 

D, 10 CFR Part 50, published in the Federal Register on December 1, 
.1971, for comment and interim guidance.  

The staff's estimates of the dose which might be received by an 

assumed individual standing at the site boundary in the downwind 

direction, using the assumptions in the proposed Annex to Appendix D, 

are presented.in Table VI-2. The staff's estimates of the integrated 
exposure that might be delivered to the population within 50 miles 

of the site are also presented in Table VI-2. The man-rem estimate 

was based on the projected population around the site for the year 

1980.  

To rigorously establish a realistic annual risk, the calculated doses 
in Table VI-2 would have to be multiplied by estimated probabilities.  

The events in Classes 1 and 2 represent occurrences which are antic

ipated during Plant operation and their consequences, which are very 
small, are considered within the framework of routine effluents from 

the Plant. Except for a limited amount of fuel failure and some 

steam generator leakage, the events in Classes 3 through 5 are not 

anticipated during Plant operation; but events of this type could 

occur sometime during the 40-year Plant lifetime. Accidents in 

Classes 6 and 7 and small accidents in Class 8 are of similar or 
lower probability than accidents in Classes 3. through;5 but are still 
possible. The probability of occurrence of large Class 8 accidents 

is very small. Therefore, when the consequences indicated in Table VI-2 

are weighted by probabilities, the environmental risk is very low.  

The postulated occurrences in Class 9 involve sequences of successive 

failures more severe than those required to be considered in the 

design basis of protection systems and engineered safety features.  

Their consequences could be severe. However, the probability of their 

occurrence is so small that their environmental risk is extremely 

low. Defense in depth (multiple physical barriers), quality assurance 

for design, manufacture and operation, continued surveillance and 

testing, and conservative design are all applied to provide and 
maintain the required high degree of assurance that potential accidents 

in this class are, and will remain, sufficiently small in probability 

that the environmental risk is extremely low.  

Table VI-2 indicates that the realistically estimated radiological 

consequences of the postulated accidents would result in exposures of 

an assumed individual at the site boundary to concentrations of
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TABLE VI-2 

SUMMARY OF RADIOLOGICAL CONSEQUENCES OF POSTULATED ACCIDENTS 

Estimated Dose 

Estimated Fraction to Population in 

of 10 CFR 20 Limj 50-Mile Radius, 

Class,- Event at Site Boundary- Man-rem 

1.0 Trivial incidents 2/ 2/ 

2.0 Small releases outside 

containment 2/ 2/ 

3.0 Radwaste system failures 

3.1 Equipment leakage or 
malfunction 0.095 49 

•3.2 Release of waste gas 

storage tank contents 0.37 190 

3.3 Release of liquid waste 
storage tank contents 0.004 2.3 

4.0 Fission products to primary N. A.* N. A.* 

system (BWR) 

5.0 Fission products to primary 

and secondary systems (PWR) 

5.1 Fuel cladding defects and 

steam generator leaks 2/ 2/ 

-5.2 Off-design transients that 
induce fuel failure above 
those expected and steam 
generator leak 0.002 1.1 

5.3 Steam generator tube 

rupture 0.12 65 

6.0 Refueling accidents 

6.1 Fuel bundle drop 0.02 10 

6.2 Heavy object drop onto 

fuel in core 0.34 180 

7.0 Spent fuel handling accident 

7.1 Fuel assembly drop in 

fuel rack 0.012 6.5



Estimated Dose 
Estimated Fraction to Population in 

of 10 CFR 20 LimI 50-Mile Radius, 

Class Event at Site Boundary- Man-rem 

7.2 Heavy object drop onto 

fuel rack 0.05 .26 

7.3 Fuel cask drop N. A.* N. A.* 

8.0 Accident initiation 

events considered in 

design basis evaluation 

in the safety analysis 

report 

8.1 Loss-of-coolant accidents 

Small Break 0.21 190 

Large Break 1.8- 5,800 

8.1(a) Break in instrument line 

from primary system that 

penetrates the containment N. A.* N. A.* 

8.2(a) Rod ejection accident (PWR) 0.18 580 

8.2(b) Rod drop accident (BWR) N. A.* N. A.* 

8.3(a) Steamline breaks (PWR's 

outside containment) 

Small Break <0.001 0.34 

Large Break 0.001 0.65 

8.3(b) Steamline breaks (BWR) N. A-.* N. A.* 

1/ Represents the calculated fraction of a whole body dose of 500 mrem 
or the equivalent dose to an organ.  

2/ These releases are expected to be in accord with proposed Appendix I 
to 10 CFR 50 for routine effluents (i.e., 5 mrem/yr to an individual 

from either gaseous or liquid effluents).  
N. A. means not applicable.
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radioactive materials within or comparable to the Maximum Permissible 

Concentrations (MPC) of Table II, Appendix B of 10 CFR 20. Table VI-2 

also shows that the estimated integrated exposure of the population 
of 21,000,000 (estimated 1980 population) within 50 miles of the 

Plant from each postulated accident would be orders of magnitude smaller 

than that from naturally occurring radioactivity, which corresponds to 

approximately 2,100,000 man-rem per year based on a natural back

ground level of 100 millirem per year. When considered with the 

probability of occurrence, the annual potential radiation exposure 
of the population from all the postulated accidents is an even 
smaller fraction of the exposure from natural background radiation 
and, in fact, is well within naturally occurring variations in the 
natural background. It is concluded from the results of the 
realistic analysis that the environmental risks due to postulated 

radiological accidents are exceedingly small.  

B. TRANSPORTATION ACCIDENTS 

1. Cold Fuel 

The cold fuel to be transported to Indian Point has been described in 

Section G.F.l.a. Under accident conditions other than accidental 
criticality, the pelletized form of the nuclear fuel, its encapsulation, 
and the low specific activity of the fuel, limit the radiological 
impact on the environment to negligible levels.  

The packaging is designed with a specific safety margin to prevent 

criticality under normal and severe accident conditions. To release 
a number of fuel assemblies under conditions that could lead to 
accidental criticality would require severe damage or destruction 
of more than one package, which is unlikely to happen in other than 
an extremely severe accident.  

The probability that an accident could occur under conditions that 
could result in accidental criticality is extremely remote and is 
considered tobe impossible for all meaningful purposes. If 
criticality were to occur in transport,: persons within a radius of 
about 100 feet from the accident might receive a serious exposure 
but beyond that distance, no detectable radiation effects would be 
likely. Persons within a few feet of the accident could receive 

fatal or near-fatal exposures uhless shielded by intervening material.  
Although there would be no nuclear explosion, heat generated in the 

-reaction would probably separate the fuel elements so that the 
reaction would stop. The reaction would not be expected to continue 
for more than a few seconds and normally would not occur. Residual 

0
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radiation levels due to induced radioactivity in the fuel elements 
might reach a few roentgens per hour at 3 feet. There would be 
very little dispersion of radioactive material.  

2. Irradiated Fuel 

Effects on the environment from accidental releases of radioactive 
materials during shipment of irradiated fuel (see Section V.F.l.b) 
have been estimated for the situation where contaminated coolant is 
released and the situation where gases and coolant are released.  

a. Leakage of contaminated coolant resulting from improper 
closing of the cask is possible as a result of human error, even 
though the shipper is required to follow specific procedures which 
include tests and examination of the closed container prior to each 
shipment. Such an accident is highly unlikely during the 40-year 
life of the Plant.  

Leakage of liquid at a rate of 0.001 cc per second or about 80 drops/ 
hour is about the smallest amount of leakage that can be detected by 
visual observation of a large container. If undetected leakage of 
contaminated liquid coolant were to occur, the amount would be so 
small that the individual exposure would not exceed a few millirem 
and only a very few people would receive such exposures.  

b. Release of gases and coolant is an extremely remote 
possibility. In the improbable event that a cask is involved in an 
extremely severe accident such that the cask containment is breached 
and the cladding of the fuel assemblis'penetrated, some of the 
coolant and some of the noble gases might be released from the cask.  

In such an accident, the amount of radioactive material released 
would be limited to the number of fuel rods which were ruptured or 
became perforated. This material consists of the noble gases in the 
void spaces in the fuel pins and some fraction of the low level 
contamination in the coolant. Persons would not be expected to 
remain near the accident due to the severe conditions which would be 
involved, including a major fire. If releases occurred, they would 
be expected to take'place in a short period of time. Only a limited 
area would be affected. Persons in the downwind region and within 
100 feet or so of the accident might receive doses as high as a few 
hundred million. Under average weather conditions, a few hundred 
square feet might be contaminated to the extent that it would require 
decontamination (that is, Range I contamination levels) according to 
the standards 3 of the Environmental Protection Agency.
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3. Solid Radioactive Wastes* 

It is highly unlikely that a shipment of solid radioactive waste will 

be involved in a severe accident during the 40-year life of the Plant.  

If a shipment of low-level waste (in drums) becomes involved in a 

severe accident, some release of waste might occur but the specific 

activity of the waste will be so low that the exposure of personnel 

would not be expected to be significant. Other solid radioactive 

wastes will be shipped in Type-B packages. The probability of 

release from a Type-B package, in even a very severe accident, is 

sufficiently small that, considering the solid form of the waste and 

the very remote probability that a shipment of such waste would be 
involved in a very severe accident, the likelihood of significant 
exposure would be extremely small.  

In either case, spread of the contamination beyond the immediate 

area is unlikely and, although local clean-up might be required, no 

significant exposure to the general public would be expected to 
result.  

4. Severity of Postulated Transportation Accidents 

The events postulated.in this analysis are unlikely but possible.  
More severe accidents than those analyzed can be postulated and their 

consequences could be severe. Quality assurance for design, manu

facture, and use of the packages, continued surveillance and testing 
of packages and transport conditions, and conservative design of 
packages ensure that the probability of accidents of this latter 
potential is sufficiently small that the environmental risk is 
extremely low. For those reasons, more severe accidents have not 
been included in the analysis.  

5. Alternatives to Normal Transportation Procedures 

Alternatives, such as special routing of shipments, providing escorts 
in separate vehicles, adding shielding to the containers, and con

structing a fuel recovery and fabrication plant on the site rather 

than shipping fuel to and from the Station, have been examined. The 
impact on the environment of transportation under normal or postulated 
accident conditions is not considered to be sufficient to justify the 
additional effort required to implement any of the alternatives.  

0
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VII. ADVERSE ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS WHICH 

CANNOT BE AVOIDED 

A. FACTORS RESPONSIBLE FOR ADVERSE EFFECTS 

Several factors associated with the operation of Indian Point Units 
Nos. I and 2 are capable of producing adverse effects. The more 
important of these factors in the order of their importance include: 

1. Entrainment of large numbers of planktonic organisms in the 

once-through cooling system.  

2. Impingement of large numbers of various fish species on the 

intake screens.  

3. Discharges of heated water to the Hudson River.  

4. Discharges of toxic amounts of residual chlorine or chloramines 
to the Hudson River.  

5. Releases of radionuclides to the environment.  

6. Reduction of dissolved oxygen concentrations in the effluent 

water.  

Other adverse effects would include the consumptive use of non
replenishable natural resources and the long-term commitment of 
other resources. These aspects of the Plant are discussed in 
Chapters VIII and'IX and are not included in this Chapter.  

B. PROBABLE ADVERSE EFFECTS 

1. Land Use 

The Indian Point facilities for Units Nos. 1, 2, and 3 occupy 35 

acres of the 239-acre site. The operation of Indian Point Unit No.  
2 should not produce appreciable alterations in the public use of 
the general area beyond those caused by the operation of Unit No. 1.  
The site is to be developed for multiple public use, including a 
new visitors' center, a nature area, and increased parking facilities.  
A reactor simulator for training reactor operators is also on the 
site. The applicant's planned activities in landscaping and re
planting the remaining portion of the site and the development of 

an 80-acre forested park with a small freshwater lake should
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ultimately'more than compensate for the loss of any wildlife habitat 

because of the land committed to the facility. Since the site was 

formerly an amUsement park which was eventually abandoned, the change 

to a power plant site may have resulted in less damage to the ter

restrial ecosystem of the area than, for example, if the amusement 

park had expanded or had been converted to some other business acti
vity involving destruction of all the land area.  

No additional land was required. for transmission line corridors to 

carrytthe Plant's electrical output to-the switchyard and eventually 

to the applicant's power system. No added right-of-way was re

quired to convert a single 345-kV transmission line from .Unit No. 2 

to the Buchanan Substation located 200 feet from the Indian Point 

site boundary. The line from the Buchanan Substation is parallel 

to an existing 138-kV transmission line now in service. The appli

cant has selected the line design and construction of the needed 

transmission poles :to conform to the guidelines for protection of 

aesthetic and other environmental values.  

2. Air Use 

The operation of Indian Point Unit No. 2 would not greatly increase 

the level of nonradioactive air pollutants in the area. Only minor 

amounts of combustion products as listed in Table 111-16 will be 

released from the Station during testing operation of diesel-powered 

engines for emergency use. Air pollution at the site would be 

primarily from the combustion of sulfur-containing fuel oil used in 
the superheater of Unit No. 1. The applicant is converting from 
fuel oil containing 1% sulfur to one of 0.3% sulfur. In both cases 

the sulfur dioxide levels will be within Federal limits. Air pol

lution in the region of older oil-burning power plants, however, 

could be reduced by being able to change the status of some of 

these plants from one of base-load capacity-to reserve capacity and 

eventually retiring these plants altogether.  

3: Water Use 

Plant operation has the potential for causing changes in the bio

logical and physical aspects of the environment and for imposing 

some limitations on future industrial uses of the Hudson River. The 

principal adverse effect that could limit future industrial uses of 

the Hudson River is related to the discharged heat. The once

through condenser cooling system may preclude the nearby construc

tion and operation of additional industrial facilities which would 

add to the thermal load of the Hudson River near Indian Point. How

ever, Plant operations should not interfere with present industrial
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or community utilization of the resource., Ground water supplies 
will not be affected by.Plant operation because any thermal, chem
ical, and radioactive releases would flow directly into the Hudson 
River..  

The construction of the intake and discharge structure along the 
river banks disturbed a-minor amount of benthos. Dredgingand fil
ling caused some silting of the river water. However, the resultant 
'impact on aquatic communities has been minimal during any modification 
of the physical structure. Much-of the impact from construction 
took place several years ago when the work on construction of Units 
Nos. 1 and 2 was just started.  

As indicated in Table 111-2, operation of Units Nos. 1 and 2 will 
require the withdrawal of large volumes of water from the Hudson 
.River to dissipate the waste heat. The State of New York and the 
Federal Government require that this warm water, which will be 
returned to the Hudson, be dissipated in accordance with their 
regulations governing the discharge of thermal effluents into es
tuaries.  

a. Flow Characteristics of the Hudson River Estuary 

Predominantly, the flow at Indian Point is tidal in nature, with 
peak ebb and flood flows ranging from 200,000 to 300,000 cfs.  
Monthly average freshwater flow rates in the lower Hudson range 
from 6,500 cfs in August to 38,000 cfs in April. The weekly average 
drought freshwater flow which may be anticipated in one year out of 
ten is 3,000 cfs.  

Salt water intrudes upriver to an extent determinedby the existing 
rate of freshwater flow., At Indian Point, salt water will be present 
when the freshwater flow is less than approximately 20,800 cfs. The 
salinity of the water is an indication of the extent -of the movement 
of the salt front unstream from Indian Point.  

A large circulatory flow pattern exists throughout the salt intru
sion zone which is superimposed on the oscillatory tidal flow and 
the downstream freshwater flow. On the average, over a full tidal 
cycle, there is a net upstream movement of more saline water along 
-the bottom of the river and a net downstream movement of less saline 
water along the surface of the river - in effect, a two-layer flow.  
At any one instant, however, there 'is no distinct interface between 
the two "layers" because there is vertical mixing throughout the 
depth of the river. Further details of the characteristics of the 
river flow in relation to a description of the dispersal of the
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thermal plume and the transport of aquatic organisms are found in 

Section II.E.l, Section III. E.1, Appendix V-2, and.Appendix V-3 

of this Statement.  

b. Water Withdrawal 

The withdrawal rate of a maximum of 1,200,000 gpm or 2,650 cfs of 

river water for once-through cooling for Units Nos. 1 and 2 represents 

an appreciable fraction of the Hudson River volume. In springtime, 

when fresh water is abundant, the saltwater front is pushed down

stream of Indian Point, and the river flow is entirely freshwater 

flow, then the volume withdrawn at the Plant is about 13% to 8.6% 

of the river flow, when it ranges between 20,000 cfs and 30,000 cfs.  

In the summer, when freshwater flow is low, the saltwater front has 

pushed its way upstream of Indian Point, and the river flow is 

saline water flow, then the volume of water withdrawn is about 12%, 

based on a seaward flow of 22,000 cfs. The withdrawal of fresh 

water by the once-through cooling system ranges from 13% at 20,000 

cfs during late spring to about 35% at 7,300 cfs during the summer.  

The applicant proposes to decrease intake flow during the winter by 

partial recirculation of the discharge water.  

ci Heat Dissipation 

With pump flow reduction in the winter, the temperature rise of 
the thermal discharges will increase. Based on a maximum flow of 

840,000 gpm plus 30,000 gpm service water, the thermal discharge 

is about 15F0 above ambient river water temperature. The reduction 

'of flow through 'the pumps to 504,000 gpm would increase the temper

ature rise from 15F ° to 24F'. The applicant in its comments in 

Appendix XII-23 has provided a table to indicate the temperature rise 

for a number of pumping conditions. ' (See Table XII-I.) 

'The heated cooling water from Indian Point is discharged into the 

Hudson River through a submerged multiport structure. The heat 

dissipation models presented by the applicant as discussed in Section 

III.E.l have a number of deficiencies that make their conclusions 

uncertain. The staff's analysis indicates that the New York State 

thermal regulation of a 90'F maximum river surface temperature will 

be met even under summer operating conditions when the ambient river 

temperature is at 'its maximum. However, the additional New York 

standards for surface area and cross-sectional area enclosed within 

the 4F° isotherm may not be met. The area occupied by the 4F° 

isotherm will be less than 50% of the vertical cross-sectional area
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of the river, but there is a reasonable probability that the in
crease in temperature at the surface of the river may be more than 
4F0 for more than two-thirdsof Ithe surface area of the river and 
may even extend across the whole width of the river. The applicant 
will have to demonstrate in actual practice that the thermal dis
charge regulations can be met through the entire year.  

4. Biological Impact 

No important changes in the terrestrial biota are expected to 
result from Plant operation. The principal adverse effects will 
occur in the aquatic environment of the Hudson River. The 
operation of the Indian Point facility will subject aquatic 
organisms to stress through toxic properties of residual chlorine, 
thermal stresses of the waste heat, and mortality resulting from 
the impingement of fishes and entrainment of phytoplankton, 
microcrustaceans, and larval stages of larger invertebrates and 
any of the estuarine fishes which use the area for spawning.  

The use of sodium hypochlorite to prevent fouling of the circu
lating water system may result in. toxic concentrations of chlo
ramines in the Hudson River near Indian Point. The concentrations 
can be slightly lowered by limiting chlorination to periods of 
peak tidal flow. Also, the effects can be minimized by restricting 
chlorination to the daylighthours, when most of the larger zoo
plankton will be near the bottom, away from the highest concentra
tions which initially will occur in the thermal plume. .Neither 
of these alternatives will eliminate the problem. The chlorine 
demand of the river water could result in producing some chloramines 
which are also toxic to fish and biota. Other chemicals listed 
in Table 111-14 are expected not to result in further degradation 
of the water quality of the Hudson River.  

Drops in dissolved oxygen concentrations were measured between 
the intake and discharge of cooling water for Unit No. 1.  
Although these measurements made by the applicant may be. in 
error, it is possible that Unit No. 2 may produce the same 
effect. A significant drop in dissolved oxygen concentration 
during passage of water through the Plant could be deleterious 
at times. For example, at a time when the demand for oxygen by 
the biota is high and unfavorable environmental conditions 
cause low ambient oxygen levels, an additional artificial drop 
in dissolved oxygen could have significant effects on the 
aquatic community. Thus, the dissolved oxygen levels in the
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discharge canal and plume should be routinely examined during 

the initial operation of the Plant. If dissolved oxygen is 

significantly depressed in the canal or plume during periods of 

low dissolved oxygen in the summer, then steps such as use of 

.aeration should be taken to alleviate this.  

The relationship of Plant operations to entrainment of non

screenable organisms and to impingement of larger organisms on the 

screens which filter debris from the cooling water is a problem of 

considerable magnitude. If both Units operate as they are presently 

constructed, then a substantial increase can be expected in the 

numbers of fish killed by impingement. Based on a larger withdrawal 

of water through the three condensers of the once-through cooling 

system of Unit No. 2 compared with one of Unit No. 1, an increase 

in fish kills totaling 2.5 to 3 times the number killed by Unit No.  

1 may result from operation of Unit No. 2.  

The entrainment of planktonic organisms appears to be the most 

serious threat to the aquatic community. Entrained organisms will 

be exposed to mechanical, thermal, and chemical damage. Most 

species of the aquatic organisms in the area will be subject to 

entrainment at some life stage. These include phytoplankton, plank- * 
tonic crustac'eans, and larval stages of benthic invertebrates and 

of many of the estuarine fishes which use the area for spawning.  

The species of fish which appear most likely to be affected include 

the striped bass, alewife, blueback herring, tomcod, smelt, American 

shad, and white perch.  

The staff's assessment of the ecological impact indicates over 

the long-term the operation of this Plant has a significant potential 

for causing extensive damage to the biological community within the 

Hudson River. Of real concern are the populations of the anadromous 

fishes listed above and the food web that supports them. Changes in 

species composition and seasonal density will probably occur in the 

phytoplankton community from their natural seasonal cycles by 

temperature changes due to thermal discharges. Important changes may 

occur in planktonic and epibenthic invertebrates, which are the 

principal food organisms for the fish populations, thereby affecting 

the availability of the food for other fish populations.  

The results of increased mortality or decreased reproductive success 

in the various species will reduce their ability to reproductively 

compensate for additional mortality from other causes. If their 

compensatory reserve is already low, the operation of the Indian 

9
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Point complex may result in distinct reductions in the populations of 
these species. The area of the Hudson River estuary affected by such 
changes in local populations will extend throughout the area which 
depended on the affected population for recruitment.  

Among the anadromous fishes, the alewife, blueback herring, smelt, 
American shad, tomcod, and striped bass may be significantly affected 
by Plant operation. For example, the striped bass populations which 
depend upon recruitment from the Hudson River include not only the 
Hudson itself, but much of Long Island Sound and the New York Bight 
as well. The staff's analysis indicates that Plant operations will 
kill 30-50% of the annual production of striped bass through impinge
ment and entrainment. If their compensatory reserve were high, then 
no significant changes in recruitment to the various adult populations 
would occur. However, there is a direct linear correlation between 
landing of adults in the Hudson and subsequent catch in the Mid
Atlantic, and consequently there will be an initial drop in recruit
ment to the adult population and a subsequent decrease in the adult 
population. The operation of Units Nos. 1 and 2 with once-through 
cooling beyond 5 years could result in cumulative effects that would 
cause a substantial reduction in the striped bass populations in areas 
dependent on recruitment from the Hudson River.  

The staff has responded in Chapters V, XII, and the Appendices V-1, 
V-2 and V-3 to comments from Federal and State agencies and the 
applicant, and interested persons, regarding biological impacts of 
Plant operation.  

5. Radioactive Releases and Radiological Impact 

The Plant, along with Unit No. 1, will release small'quantities of 
radioactivity into the environment during normal operation; the 
concentrations will be low-level and well below the limits set in 
the Commission's regulations.  

Based on normal operation of the Plant with 0.25% defective fuel, 
with a steam generator leak of 20 gallons per day, and over 60- to 
45-days holdup of radioactive gases respectively, the estimated 
radioactive releases at Indian Point would result in total-body 
doses to an individual of <1.0 mrem/year near the site boundary 
which is one-fourth of the 5-mrem guide in proposed Appendix I of 
10 CFR 50. Furthermore, individual doses would be less than 1% of 
the present limits set forth in 10 CFR 20. The man-rem dose to the 
population within 50 miles of the site will be about 2.2% for the 
initial and 2.18% for the modified radioactive waste system of the 
suggested guideline [400 man-rems/year for each 1000 MW(e)] that
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should be achievable by conformance with the numerical 
values in 

proposed Appendix I of 10 CFR 50. These dose estimates are small 

fractions (<0.005%) Of the dose due to natural background. Indivi

duals spending all of their time within 2 miles of the reactor would 

receive on the average only about 0.03% of the typical background 

dose of 100 mrem/year. This is far below the normal variation in 

background dose. No discernible radiological impact on the popu

lation therefore is expected due to the normal operation of Units 

Nos. 1 and 2. Similar considerations for the liquid radioactive 

wastes indicate that no discernible radiological impacts are expected.  

The applicant in Supplement No. 1 discusses improvement of some 
of 

the components of the radioactive waste system. Improvements in

cluding polish demineralizers, improved waste evaporator and steam 

generator blowdown purification equipment for treating liquid wastes, 

and charcoal traps for gaseous wastes will reduce the radioactivity 

released by the Plant. Use of the modified radioactive waste system 

will assure that the radioactive releases to the environment will 

be as low as practicable, as defined in proposed Appendix I of 10 

CFR 50. Radioactive releases from neither the present nor the modi

fied radwaste systems will have a significant adverse impact on man.  

In-Plant monitoring and controls, as well as radiological moni

toring of samples taken within and without the site boundaries, are 

designed to assure that all radioactive releases will be well within 

the Commission's regulations in 10 CFR 20 and 10 CFR 50.  

Transportation to and from the Plant of non-irradiated and irradiated 

fuel and solid radioactive wastes which are packaged and shipped in 

Federally-approved containers and shielded casks will be subject to 

both the Commission's regulations in 10 CFR 70 and 71 and the 

Department of Transportation's (DOT) regulations in 49 CFR 170-179.  

The probability of accidental release of any radioactivity during 

transport is sufficiently small, considering the form of the trans

ported material and its packaging, that the likelihood of significant 

radiation exposure is remote. With use of proper packages and con

tainers, continued surveillance and testing of packages, and con

servative design of packages, the environmental risk is small.  

The potential exposures to the population from postulated accidents 

during operation of the Plant will depend on the type and magnitude 

of the accident that may result. In Chapter VI, different types of 

accidents and the probabilities of occurrence indicate that when 

multiplied by the probability of occurrence, the potential 

radiation exposure of the population from all the postulated acci

dents is an even smaller fraction of exposure than that from natural
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background radiation and is, in fact, well within naturally.occurring 
variations in the natural background. It is concluded from'the 
results of the realistic> analysis that the environmental risks due 
to postulated accidents involving abnormal release of radioactivity 
during operation of the Indian Point Unit No. 2 at full power are 
exceedingly small.  

Although the radionuclides released into the environment will not 
cause important dose increases to man, the radionuclide concen
trations which aquatic organisms will be exposed to, or which are 
internally digested, could result in increased radiation exposures 
above that which the aquatic organisms normally are exposed to from 
natural radiation. These increased radiation doses,however, are 
less than the levels which are needed to produce observable effects 
on terrestrial and aquatic organisms and thus no damage is antici
pated from Plant operation.
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VIII. THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN LOCAL SHORT-TERM USES OF MAN'S 
ENVIRONMENT AND MAINTENANCE AND ENHANCEMENT OF 

LONG-TERM PRODUCTIVITY 

This Chapter sets forth the relationship between the use of man's 
environment implicit in the proposed operation of Indian Point 
Unit No. 2 and the actions that could be taken to maintain and en
hance the long-term productivity. The uses of the environment by 
succeeding generations must be considered as well as the extent to 
which present use might limit or enhance the range of beneficial 
uses in the future.  

A. ENHANCEMENT OF PRODUCTIVITY 

The benefits of production of electrical energy for the metropoli
tan New York area and the use of the Indian Point site for that 
purpose are identified in Chapters X and XI. The use of the site 
for nuclear power plants will enhance the productive and beneficial 
uses of this region and its resources. The area served is highly 
developed and includes a center of commerce of great importance.  
Supplying adequate power to this area will improve the beneficial 
services provided for commercial activities. With the present state 
of technology, this site will continue to be a good site for energy 
production, although the capacity of the Hudson River to absorb 
waste heat will limit the number of plants dependent upon the river 
for cooling water.  

As discussed in Chapter X, the production of electricity is directly 
related to meeting the needs of residential customers. The customers 
of the applicant are primarily residential, commercial, and industrial 
users. The inability of the applicant to meet the electrical demands 
of its customers, primarily the people of New York City, would 
cause a serious hazard to the health and safety of the public.  

The CEQ says that Section 102(2)(C)(iv) "in essence requires 
the agency to assess the action for cumulative and long-term effects 
from the perspective that each generation is trustee of the environ
ment for succeeding generations." The "Declaration of National 
Policy" in NEPA sets the national objectives, related to this section 
of the detailed statement: "fulfill the responsibilities of each 
generation as trustee of the environment for succeeding generations" 
[Section 101(b)(1)]; "assure for all Americans...productive...  
surroundings", [Section 101(b)(2)]; "attain the widest range of 
beneficial uses of the environment without degradation, risk to 
health or safety, or other undesirable and unintended consequences." 
[Section 101(b) (3)]
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Therefore, without Indian Point Unit No. 2 on line for summer 1972, 

the applicant had to purchase 920 MW(e) additional reserves and 

reduce planned retirements of unreliable fossil-fuel plants 
totaling 

425 MW(e) to maintain a reserve margin of 24.9%.1
'5 Analysis of the 

peak load, capacity, and reserve margin for November 1972 
through 

April 1973 shows that the applicant will not be able to meet its 

monthly load except December 1972 and February 1973; and in these 

two months, the applicant will not have the 600 MW(e) operating 

reserve required as a partner in the New York Power Pool. 
With Unit 

No. 2 at 100% of full power, the net dependable capability of the 

applicant's system would be about 10,929 MW(e); but with 
high deratings 

and high forced outages, the applicant will operate with 
a margin at 

a deficiency of 671 MW(e) in January 1973 and 46 MW(e) in March 
1973.  

For average deratings and forced outages, the corresponding months 

would show excess reserve margins of 739 MW(e) and 754 MW(e), re

spectively, which are only about 150 MW(e) in excess of the 600 

MW(e) for operating reserve required in the New York Power 
Pool.  

Without Indian Point Unit No. 2 on line 
to make up any power losses,

6 

any forced outages of the applicant's older fossil-fueled plants 

cripples the supply of needed power to the metropolitan New York 

area.  

As indicated in Chapter X, Indian Point Unit No. 2 is needed in 

the next year to meet the power demands of the applicant's service 

area and in the long-term to increase the standard of living, par

ticularly for people living in the slum areas of New York City.  

The increase in electrical production by the applicant will 

enhance the well-being of the people and communities it serves, 

both in the near future and in the long-term.  

The existence of a nuclear power plant will tend to attract some 

tourists; the applicant has recognized this by building a visitors' 

center on the site for Unit No. 1. Since the center was built in 

1959, educational benefits have resulted from the exhibits, displays, 

and lectures on the subject of energy needs and principles of 

atomic power. The applicant plans to build a larger visitors' 

center within the next year and to develop gardens and nature 

trails through the 80-acre forested woodland on the site. The 

applicant also plans to enhance the beauty of the site through 

landscaping and planting after construction of Unit No. 3 is 

completed.  9
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B. USES ADVERSE TO PRODUCTIVITY 

The local effects of construction and operation of a nuclear power 
plant might reduce environmental productivity through impacts on 
land, water, andair. Land consumed for the Plant could, in some 

cases, alter the use df surrounding areas. Water resources and 
air are usually affected in some degree by materials and heat 
discharged from the Plant. These impacts are caused by all types 
of power plants, the effects differing mainly in degree. The staff 
considered all potential deterrents to productivity in this case.  

Only those that are significant or need explanation are summarized 
below.  

1. Land Use 

About 35 acres of the 239-acre applicant-owned tract is used 
for the Indian Point facilities. Transmission lines for Unit No. 2 

will use existing rights-of-way.2 The use of land for these pur
poses is insignificant in comparison with the energy produced and 
is, therefore, a reasonable allocation of productive capacity.  
Furthermore, the range of productive uses of surrounding areas 
will not be reduced by normal Plant operations.* 

Use-of the 239 acres of land within the-applicant's boundaries 
for a power Plant should have no impact on the growth of commerce, 
industry, agriculture, or population in Westchester County. This 
land has been zoned only for industrial purposes and does not 
appear to have other potential uses that would be of equal or 
greater value to the local economy. The assessed valuation of 
Unit No. 2 at present will yield about $2 million in taxes per 
year to the Town of Cortlandt, Village of Buchanan, and the local 
school district. 3 If the increased availability of electricity or 
other factors were to stimulate rapid economic growth in Westchester 
County, the nonavailability of the land in the Indian Point site 

would not retard such growth.  

Although use of the site seems reasonable for the 40 years of power 
Plant operation, the degree of usefulness of this land after opera
tions are terminated and the possible curtailment of long-term 

NEPA enjoins that the nation "attain the widest range of 
beneficial use of the environment." [Section 101(b)(3)]
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productivity should also be considered.* The Commission requires that,_ 

upon decommissioning, all source, special nuclear, and by-product V 
materials not exempt from licensing under Parts 30, 40, and 70 of 

Title 10, Code of Federal Regulations, must be removed from the site 

or secured and kept under surveillance. The applicant 4 has not iden

tified specific actions which would be taken for decommissioning the 

Plant, but Section V.G discusses decommissioning the Plant.  

Decommissioning plans for other nuclear plants include removal of 

all nuclear fuel, radioactive wastes, and unbotnd radioactive 

contamination on plant equipment. Further action may vary, 

depending upon the degree to which areas of the site will be held 

within a controlled zone. These alternatives have estimated costs 

ranging from $5 to $10 million (in terms of present value for 

decommissioning 40 years hence, including maintenance of control 

and surveillance in perpetuity). In some cases, no visible struc

tures would remain; in others, major structures would be left, 

secured or converted for other uses. Costs of completely removing 

all Plant features and restoring the Indian Point site have not 

been estimated, but restoration could be attained if the value of 

the land justified it.  

2. Water Use 

The range of ground and surface water use, in the long term, 

will not be curtailed in the least except for the possible de

gradation of the ability of the Hudson River to support aquatic 

organisms, as discussed in detail in Chapters V and VII and 

Appendices V-2 and V-3. Commercial and industrial uses of the 

river, as well as public and recreation uses, should not be affected 

by the operation of Unit No. 2 except that discharge of heat while 

this Unit employs a once-through cooling system will limit the 

extent to which future industries in the immediate vicinity could 

further heat the water. So, the productivity of the river could 

not increase in this respect as long as the Plant is in operation.  

The value of such a future loss would be difficult, at best, to 

assess quantitatively. The immediate proposed use for cooling 

Unit No. 2 has a value and benefit, to the welfare of people in the 

applicant's service area, in terms of providing needed power.  

A national objective declared by NEPA is to "maintain, wherever 

possible, an environment which supports diversity and variety of 

individual choice." (Section 101(b)(4)]
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From the impacts and alternatives discussed in Chapters IV, V, VI, 
VII, X, and XI, the staff has concluded that the major effect of 
operation possibly inimical to the objectives of NEPA with respect 
to productivity is the potential for further degradation of the 
Hudson River estuary, which is the spawning and nursery area in 
the life cycle of many marine aquatic organisms that spend much of 
their adult life in the coastal areas of northern New Jersey, New 
York, and Long Island. Such degradation would over the long-term 
diminish the productivity .of the area to a large extent. The
ultimate economic impact on commercial and sport fishing has not 
been estimated; however, the rate of potential decline of the Hudson 
River fishery has been-estimated to be highly significant.. Further 
.quantification of long-term effects seems irrevelant to the basic 
objective of preventing significant damage to the fishery resources 
of the Hudson River. The staff's proposed program for limited 
operation of the once-through cooling system, data collection, 
analysis of biological impact, and installation of an alternative 
cooling system can probably be carried out without loss of long-term 
productivity.  

The long-term effect of the chemical effluents that will-be dis
charged from the Plant cannot be forecast with exactness. Some 
chemicals, such as phosphates, tend to promote long-term growth 
of plankton even in modest amounts. Similarly, other chemicals 
are detrimental to either the short-term or long-term use of water 
by fish in the spawning-and juvenile stages. The Plant will prob
ably not discharge amounts of chlorine or phosphate greater than 
that from the sewage systems of nearby municipalities. However, 
further use of the Hudson River as a dumping place for chemical 
wastes can be minimized by alternatives that have been outlined in 
Chapter XI and by regulating the concentration, frequency, and 
length of time of the intermittent chemical treatment during:Plant 
operation. Proper restrictions on chemical discharges during the 
next 100 years are necessary to preserve and maintain the Hudson 
River as a valuable natural resource of the United States.  

An improved ecological monitoring program, which will be conducted 
by the applicant over many years of Plant operation, will assess 
the potential impacts that may occur over the long-term. The 
applicant will be required to assess the long-term adverse effects 
of Plant operation and to modify the Plant design and operation 
before serious degradation of the environment occurs.
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The applicant and other members of the New York Power Pool, which W 
have power plants on the Hudson River, have ongoing environmental 

studies of the long-term effects of power plants of all types on 

the water quality and biota of the Hudson River. Coordinated 

efforts to look at the overall effects of power plant operation on 

the Hudson River need greater emphasis and study before new power 

plants are located on the river. Such an effort should be conducted 

in cooperation with the New York State Department of Environmental 

Conservation and Public Utilities Commission and with Federal 

agencies, including the commercial and sport fish and wildlife 

services. The applicant uses the advice of the Hudson River Policy 

and Technical Committees as well as the Fish Advisory Board to plan 

for fish-protection and for. types of environmental monitoring pro

grams and to investigate the potential effects of Plant operation 

on the Hudson River. However, an improved coordinated effort should 

be carried out with industrial, government, and other organizations 

to assure that discharges of all types into the river are restricted 

and that ecological studies are conducted from which positive steps 

can be found to alleviate the degradation of the Hudson River.  

0 

0
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IX. IRREVERSIBLE AND IRRETRIEVABLE COMMITMENTS OF RESOURCES 

In this Chapter'the commitments of resources to the construction 
and operation of Unit No. 2 are- discussed, although only the latter 
would be affected by the proposed issuance of an operating license.  
Irreversible commitments generally concern changes in environmental 
resources that could not be restored at some later time. Irretriev
able commitments are generally the use, consumption, or destruction 
of resources that are neither renewable nor recoverable for subse
quent utilization.  

The staff is concerned with the extent to which resource use con
tributes to or impairs the attainment of the widest range of benefi
cial uses of the environment.* The staff is also concerned with 
the need to enhance the qualiti of renewable resources and to fully 
utilize depletable resources. The commitments identified here are 
those inherent in environmental impacts, which are discussed in 
Chapters IV, V, VI, and VII; commitments that involve local long
term effects on productivity are discussed in Chapter VIII.  

A. COMMITMENTS CONSIDERED 

There is wide range of possible resource commitments for nuclear 
power plants, many of which will be similar for all plants of the 
same size and type. The types of resources of concern in this 
case are: 

(1) material resources: materials of construction, renewable 
resource materials consumed in operation, and depletable 
resources consumed; 

(2) nonmaterial resources, including the range of beneficial and 
nonbeneficial uses of the environment.  

The national objectives stated in the NEPA include "attainment 
of the widest range of beneficial uses of the environment without 
degradation risk to health or safety, or other undesirable and un
intended consequences." -[Section 101(b) (3)] The CEQ adds: "This 
requires the agency to identify the extent to which the action 
curtails the range of beneficial uses of the environment." 

A further NEPA objective is to "enhance the quality of renew
able resources and approach the maximum attainable recycling of 
depletable resources." [Section 101(b) (6)]
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Resources that would be irretrievably committed by the operation are: 

(1) construction materials that cannot be recovered and recycled 
with present technology; 

(2) materials that are rendered radioactive and cannot be decon

taminated; 

(3) materials consumed or reduced to unrecoverable forms, including 

uranium-235-and.-238; 

(4) space for long-term storage of radioactive materials; 

(5) water used for:disposal of heat and certain waste effluents; 

*(6) air used for disposal of minor quantities of wastes; 

(7) capital investment of physical Plant facilities.  

B. MATERIAL RESOURCES 

Construction materials are almost entirely in the depletable cate

gory. Concrete and steel constitute the bulk of these materials, 

but there are numerous other mineral resources incorporated in the 

physical Plant. Commitments are not being made at this time on 

recycling these materials when their present use terminates. Eco

nomics clearly favors recycling for some materials but not for 

others. Plant operation will result in radioactive contamination 
of only a small portion of the Plant to such a degree that decon

tamination would be needed to reclaim and recycle the constituents.  
The quantities of materials, that could not be decontaminated for 
unlimited recycling are very small fractions of the resources 
ayailable in kind and in broaduse in industry. If these quanti

ties indeed become irretrievably lost, their expenditure is justi
fied by the benefits of the electrical energy produced.* 

Uranium is the principal material irretrievably consumed in Plant 

operation. Other materials that will, for practical purposes, be 

consumed are fuel cladding materials, reactor control elements, 

'other replaceable reactor core components, chemicals used in 
processes such as water treatment and ion exchanger regeneration, 
ion exchange resins, and minor quantities of materials used in 

This is a qualitative judgment based upon a general knowledge of 

plant design. Materials that are used in the Plant should be 
checked against a list of minerals for strategic stock piling.  

9
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maintenance and operation. Except f6r th:iuranium-'235 and.-238, the 
resource materials are used widely; therefore, their use in the pro
.posed operation must be reasonable with respect to needs in other 
industries. The major use of the natural isotopes of uranium is 
for production of useful energy.1 Considering the reserves of all 
depletable fuels, consumption of uranium in'the proposed operation 
is a reasonable productive use of this resource. Estimated resources 
of nuclear fissile fuel exceed the reserves of fossil fuels, which 
also are useful raw-materials for other industries. The estimates 
of energy resources and demands for the.United States compiled by 
the Bureau of Mines2 show that the total recoverable resources, 
expressed as theoretically available equivalent energy, amount to 
26 x 1018 British thermal units (Btu) for all forms of fossil fuels, 
39 x 101 8'Btu for'uranium, and 37 x 101 8'Btu for thorium. Electrical 
generation by utilities in 1968 accounted for only 23% of the total 
use of depletable energy resources, which attests to-the significant 
demands for the fossil fuels, particularly petroleum and natural 
gas, in other industries.' 

About 40,000 kg of uranium-235 and 30,000 kg of uranium-238 will 
be consumed, i.e., converted into non-fissile products, in Unit 
No. 2 during its operating life. 3 The nuclear fuel will be repro
cessed after removal from the reactor to reclaim essentially all 
unconsumed uranium, namely, 96% of the total uranium introduced"as 
new fuel. 4 About 10,000 kg of fissionable plutonium-239-will be 
produced and-well be recovered in fuel processing and recovery 
facilities. .  

C. STORAGE SPACE 

Radioactive wastes generated at the Plant will be released to the 
environment or shipped to licensed repositories. Reprocessing of 
spent fuel from this Plant will generate additional wastesi which 

.will eventually be deposited in a long-term'Federally-approved 

repository. The entire nuclear fuel cycle-(from mine to waste 
repository) depends upon a highly developed system of interdependent 
facilities that have already been established for supporting the 
nuclear energy program in this' country. As use of nuclear fuel 
increases, additional facilities needed supporting services.' The 
licensing of privately owned facilities (such-as the Midwest Fuel 
Recovery Plant) and the establishment of government-owned facilities 
(such as high-level waste repositories) will be the subject of 
detailed statements on environmental, resource, and other aspects 

of those facilities.
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It is appropriate, however, to point out that onsite waste management 
programs for operation of Unit No. 2 will affect commitments of 
rosources for ultimate waste storage and commitment of the environs 
of this Plant for radioactive wastes released routinely during opera
tion. The Commission's policy is to keep the level of radioactivity 
of effluents from Unit No. 2 and similar plants as low as practicable, 
with the consequence that more storage space in repositories must 
be committed than would be required under more permissive release 
policies. The volume of wastes expected to be shipped to reposi
tories from Unit No. 2 is estimated to be 29,000 to 44,000 ft3 for 
40 years of operation. 4 These low-level solid wastes are described 
in Chapters III, V, and VI. The general commitment of suitable 
storage space for such wastes is irreversible, but the staff does 
not expect detailed commitments on the ultimate disposal of Unit No.  
2 wastes to be made at this time, so that a diversity of choice can 
be retained for the future.  

D. WATER AND AIR RESOURCES 

The expected releases of chemicals, radioactive materials, and 
heat from Unit No. 2 and their consequences are discussed in 
Chapters III and V. Plant operation necessarily uses both air and 
water resources at Indian Point to disperse these discharges. How
ever, this use is not a matter of consumption; 5 furthermore, the use 
does not curtail the range of beneficial uses of these environmental 
resources except as already mentioned in Sections V.B, V.C, and 
VIII. The proposed action has a potential for significantly 
affecting the aquatic organisms essential to maintenance of the fish 
population of the Hudson River as well as that along the Long 
Island Sound, New Jersey coast, and the New York Bight; the popu
lation could deteriorate beyond the point of rehabilitation. In 
this event, operation of the Plant could entail an irreversible 
commitment of the river as a resource. Details of the problem of 
biological impact have been described in Chapters V and VII and 
Appendices V-2 and V-3.  

NEPA instructs that the nation should "maintain, wherever 
possible, an environment which supports diversity and variety 
of individual choice..." [Section 101(b)(4)] 

0 

0
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E. FINANCIAL RESOURCES 

The total investment of the applicant in the Plant is $178,250,000 

as of February 1972,6 which includes both costs of depletable and 

renewable resources and costs for non-resource-connected services.  

Another commitment is the time of over 6 years to build the physical 

plant. Construction of Unit No. 2 started in December, 1965; 

completion is expected by summer 1972.  

F. CONCLUSION 

The staff concludes that the proposed operation, if carried out 

under the radiological and non-radiological ecological surveillance 

program to be required by the Technical Specifications and described 

in Sections V.D and V.E of this Statement, will achieve the objectives 

of the National Environmental Policy Act with respect to use of 

resources. The environmental monitoring program will serve to pro

vide a means for assessment of any damage to the environment and 

can be used to predict any irreversible or irretrievable damage to 

the environment. Alternate Plant design and operating procedures 

described in Chapter XI are available to avoid degradation of the 

environment beyond repair, and to optimize Plant operation with 

minimal damage to the environment.
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X.- THE NEED FOR POWER 

A.' POWER DEMAND IN THE APPLICANT"s SYSTEM.  

The area serviced by the applicant consists of the five boroughs of 
New York City and most of Westchester County, New York, and encom
passes a population of 8,760,000 (1970).1 The powerneeds of this 
region have been well known, particularly since the applicant 
actively recommends, through its "Save a Watt" program, increased 
efficiency of public use of electricity. The heaviest concentration 
of electric load occurs in Manhattan.  

Figure -X-i shows-the consumption of dlectricity by four major classes 
of users for the 1960-70 period in the applicant's service area. It 
can be seen that, during this decade, residential use of. electricity 
increased about 95%, commercial and industrial use increased by 70%, 
and governmental use increased 96%. In general, the load require
ments of the applicant's system differ from the national average 
in that most of the energy is-distributed to residential and 
commercial customers and relatively little goes to. large industrial 
users. For example, in 1968, about 22% was for residential use, 
about 44% for commercial use, and only 7.2% for industrial use, as 
compared with national averages of 27.7, 18.0 and 41.1%, respectively.  
The applicant in its Supplement No. 3 to the Environmental Report 
predicts a long-range forecast of sales of electrical output from 
Unit No. 2 to include 30.0% for residential use, 53.6% for commercial 
and industrial use, and 16.4% for railroad and governmental uses.  
Thus, the loading of the system tends to'be closely related to the 
activities of individual residents and commercial establishments; 
loads are low during late night hours and on weekends and holidays 
and high during 8:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m. working hours. The ratio of 
the maximum to the minimum system load during a 24-hr period may be 
as high as three to one, so that much'of the capacity needed to meet 
the daytime peak sits idle or not loaded a good part of the time.  
The applicant hAs responded on May 30; 1972 in Appendix XII-23 that 
gas turbine units and some fossil-fueled plants will be used to meet 
the power needs during peak hours. However, the nuclear power plants 
will be used only as baseload facilities and will be- operated 
continuously except during scheduled maintenance periods or forced 
outages. .  

Another special characteristic of the-area serviced by the applicant 
is the slow growth of the population. The population remained 
essentially constant.between 1950 and 1960; from-1960 through 1968 it 
increased only about 0.5% per year. The demand increase shown in 
Fig. X-1 is attributable to the development of new commercial and 
residential facilities and to the modernization of older facilities.
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The peak demand in the applicant's system occurs in summer, largely 
for air-conditioning. Actual and projected peak demands for summer 
and winter shown in Table X-1, indicate an average estimated 
increase in demand for electric power of 5.0% per year (summer peak) 
and 4.5% per year (winter peak) during, the period 1971 to 1980.- . ,  : 
This is to be compared with 5.7% per ye r, the approximate growth' 
rate in the New York area (Federal Power Commission [FPC] Coordinated 
Study Area B) during the period 1960,.to'1970 inclusive.  

B. PLANNED CAPACITY ADDITIONS 

To meet the increasing demand, the applicant plans to increase the 
system capacity as shown in Table X--. If the planned additions 
of capacity are on schedule, the gross':'-eserve margin will be in 
the general range of 17 to 28% for ihe 'summer peaks and 36 to 62%, 
for the winter peaks. The New York'State Department of Public , 
Service considers these reserves, partidularly for summers, to be 
"so low as to be critical in the whole 1971-1975 period and the 
situation appears to be deteriorating instead of improving."2 

These reserves are to be compared with the generally used reserve 
criterion of 20% of peak load.  

According to the FPC the criterion for reserve margin of 20% of peak 
load, which includes allowances for sch'eduled maintenance, forcedi 
outages, errors in load forecasting, and spinning reserve require
ments, should be viewed as an approximate rule which may be modified 
upwards or downwards, depending on the actual conditions prevailing 
in individual systems. Due to the high p ercentage of older and less 
reliable generating units on its system; 'the applicant has found 
that the 20% margin is generally not adequate for system reliability.  
The largest unit now in service in the applicant's system is the 
1,000 W4(e) Ravenswood Unit No. 3.*. To maintain system reliability. -' 
when large increments of generatingcapacity may be lost by forced 
outages of large units, correspondingly large sys'tem reserves-are: 
required. Recent.experience indicates that frequent forced outages 
of new large generating units may be expected d8ring the initial 
months of their operation.,.  

Although the projected reserves on the applicant': sstem under 
normal circumstances would appear t6'b-e dequate;' th. applicant has 
experienced so many prolo'nged outages ofmajor equipment and delays 
in new facilities during rcent yearstat maj6,maitenance has 
had to be deferred.-. This' has created' an'extensive'"backlog of maii-., 
tenance required"to return.'the existing eqjuipmentt'o a normal state 

*The Wall Street Journal reports (August 17, 1972).:Itis unit 
operating at 60%_tof capacity due to continuing generator problems.



TABLE X-1 

APPLICANT'S LOAD, CAPACITY AND RESERVES 

FOR SUMMER AND WINTER PEAKS, 1971-1980

Total Available
1 

Capacity MW(e) 
Summer Winter

9,5092 

10,0313 

10,585 

12,050 

12,050 

12,459 

13,544 

14,180 

14,095 

, 15,1!05

8,500

9,8234 

9.,247 

11,505 

11,460 

11,969 

12,701.  

13,507 

13,412 

14,442

Peak Load 
MW (e) 

Summer Winter

7,8002 

8,550 

8,950 

9,400 

9,850 

10,30O 

10,750 

11,200 

11,650 

12,100

6,225 

6,500 

6,800 

7,125 

7,475 

7,825 

8,175 

8,550 

8,950 

9,350

Reserve 
MW(e) 

Summer - Winter

1,709 

1,481 

1,635 

2,650 

2,200 

2,159 

2,794 

2,980 

2,445 

3,005

2,275 

3.32 3 

2.44.7 

4,380 

3.985' 

4,144 

4,526 

4,957 

4,462 

55092

Reserve 
% Peak Load 

Summer Winter

21.9 

17.3 

18.3 

28.2 

22.3 

.21.0 

26.0 

26.6 

21.0 

24 .8

36.6 

51.1 

36.0 

61.5 

53.3 

53.0 

55.4 

58.0 

49.9 

54.5

1 Rep'resents the' applicant's forecast as of 1971 if all plans are implemented on

schedule. Data from reference 2.  
2 Actual summer 1971 data.' 
3 'Actual data for summer 1972 show about 10,495 MW(e) available.
4 These figures have been changed by delays in new capacity and by deferring retirement of 

older facilities. See discussion in text.
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of dependability. An intensive maintenance program is planned by 
the applicant during the winter 1972-73 in an effort to provide 
greater equipment reliability for the peak load expected in summer 
of 1973.  

The generating capacity of the applicant's system at the present 
time is-provided by 66 baseload generating units, supplemented by 
gas turbines for peaking capability. This baseload totals 8,258 
MW(e). Of the baseload units, 36 units, representing about 2,104 
MW(e) or 25% of the baseload capability, are over 30 years old.  
Many of these are considered obsolete from the standpoint of effi
cient use of fuel and operating reliability. Also, in recent years 
all of the coal-fired units have been converted to oil or gas in 
order to meet air pollution criteria for New York City. Continued 
dependence upon over-aged generating equipment, with no new baseload 
capacity additions, can only lead to the increased possibility of 
system catastrophe with attendant loss of supply to large portions 
of the service area and the consequent hazards which accompany such 
a condition. Lost capacity due to average deratings and forced 
outages may total almost 3,000 megawatts during the winter 1972
1973.3,4 

Toward the end of 1969, a 10-year plan I prepared by the applicant 
for the FPC called for the construction of new hydroelectric pumped 
storage, fossil fuel, and nuclear capacity; construction of new 
transmission lines and upgrading of existing lines; the purchase of 
power from other systems [total of 1,975 MW(e), 1969 through 1972]; 
and the retirement of selected units totaling about 2,300 MW(e). '.The 
schedule included addition of Indian Point Unit No. 2 in 1971 (delayed 
due to fire on November 4, 1971 and other construction difficulties) 
and Unit No. 3 in 1974, together with 2,100 MW(e) of gas turbine 
capacity in 1970-1972. No new baseload capacity has been added since 
1969, while the load has continued to grow. In terms of the present 
situation, the power picture has changed since these plans were made 
but the overall conclusion for the critical need for Unit No. 2 
remains the same.  

C. EXPERIENCE IN MEETING DEMAND 

I. Past Experience 

The experiences and problems encountered by the applicant since 1969 
are illustrative of the difficulties that operation of Indian Point 
Unit No. 2 is intended to help alleviate. For example, the applicant 5.  
experienced two severe power shortages during the 1969 summer season, 
one due to extreme weather conditions and the other to an abnormal 
amount of forced outages coupled with difficulties in purchasing
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power owing to schedule slippage elsewhere. As a result, the appli- 0 
cant requested customers using large blocks of power to reduce their 

load voluntarily and the general public to conserve 
power. Even then 

the applicant was forced to institute voltage reductions 
on 8 different 

days, and on 2 occasions to the maximum allowable reduction of 8%.  

Voltage reductions were instituted on 15 days during 
the summer of

1970. On one occasion it was necessary to interrupt service 
to about 

67,000 customers. During this occurrence, 425 M4(e) was gained by 

the voltage reduction, and an additional 390 MW(e) was gained by an 

appeal to the public to reduce power, but a disconnection of 57 MW(e) 

was still necessary - 13 W(e) in Westchester, affecting 6,980 cus

tomers, and 44 W(e) in Staten Island, affecting 
59,953 customers.  

As of September 9, 1971, the voltage on the system had been reduced 

13 times during 1971.  

2. The Summer 1972 Situation 

To meet the anticipated demand during the summer of 1972, the 

applicant had to arrange for additional purchases beyond 
those 

already firmly made because Unit No. 2 was delayed due to construc

tion difficulties and was not available for the summer of 1972 as 

the applicant had originally planned early in the winter. 
The appli

cant's capacity included the output of Bowline Unit No. 
1, (600 MW(e), 

in which a total of 200 NW(e) has been purchased), 348 MW(e) of new 

barge-mounted gas turbines, 270 MW(e) of power purchased from 

Rochester Gas and Electric Company (from the Ginna Nuclear Power 

Plant), and 150 M1(e) of power purchased during daily peak loads 

from the Power Authority of the State of New York (up to September 29, 

1972). Purchase of another 300 MW(e) from Ontario Hydro from May 
1 

September 3, with possible extension through October 28, 1972 - the 

end of the summer capability period - was also negotiated by the appli

cant. 3 The applicant had been purchasing, on a week-to-week basis, 

approximately 95 MW(e) under a temporary export license 
granted by 

the National Energy Board to Long Sault, Inc., but this license 

expired on June 30, 1972. Consequently, a total of about.920 n(e) 

had to be purchased to meet the anticipated summer peak load demand 

and to compensate for the unavailability of Indian Point Unit'No. 2.  

In addition, the applicant had to provide partial replacement 
of 

capacity through deferral of planned retirements.
3 A total of 452 

NW(e) of retirements was deferred. 
(These deferred units are

7 in

efficient with much less reliability and desirability 
because of 

their excessive pollutant emission.) 

The summer 1972 situation in the applicant's system is summarized..  

in Table X-2. The tabulation also shows the situation in the New.  

York Power Pool (see later discussion).. The difference in the.,



TABLE X-2 1972 SUMMER PEAK SITUATION 

Consol-idated- New York 
Edison.Company Power Pool 

June 1 August:I June 1 August 1 

Conditions without Indian'Point 

Unit No. 1 

1 2 -2 ,7 91 2 
Net Dependable Capability--MW(e) 9'293! 10;495 -22,474 23,901 
Net Peak Load--MW(e), 8,400 8,400 19,510 19,5104 
Reserve Margin--MW(e) 893 -  2,095 2,964 3,891 
Reserve Margin--Percent of Peak 10.6 24.9 15..2 19.9 

Load 

'Needed Reserve Margin Based on 1,680 1,680 3,902 3,90.2 
Criteria of 20 Percent of Peak 

Load--MW(e)
5 

Reserve Excess/Deficiency at 20 - 787 + 495 - 938 -11 

Percent Margin--Mw(e)
5 

Conditions with Indian Point Unit 
No. 2 [436MW(e)] 

Net Dependable Capability--MW(e) 9,729 10,931 22,910. 24,337 
Net Peak Load--MW(e) 8,400 8,400. 19,510 19,5104 

Reserve Margin--MW(e) 1,329 2,531 3,400 4,327 
Reserve Margin--Percent of Peak 15.8 30.0 17.4 22.2 

Load 

Indian Point Unit No. 2 [873MW(e)] 

*Net Dependable Capability--MW(e) 10,166 11,368 23,347 24,774 
Net Peak Load--MW(e) 8,400- 8,400 19,510 195104 
Reserve Margin--MW(e) 1,766 2,968 3,937. 4,764 
Reserve Margin-Percent of Peak 21.0 35.4 20.2 24.43 

Load 

According to FPC analysis of May 10, 1972, this is the expected dependable 
resources as of June 1, 1972; applicant's resources include 8,823 MW(e) dependable 
generating capacity plus 470 MW(e) firm power purchases. .  

2According to the New York State Department-of Public Service Analysis of June, 

1972, the . applicant's dependable resourc'es include 748 MW(e) additional new 
capacity and purchase of 920 MW(e).-

3Reserve margin must consider the amountof' generating'capacity that will be 
unavailable because much of the generating capacity is beyond normal retirement 
age. Much of the reserve capacity cannot be expected to be-available. Based on 

last summer's experience it is estimated that an average of 2,350 MW(e) will be 
unavailabebecauseof unscheduled outages. This represents 255 MW(e) more than 
the-estimated reserve of 2,095 MW(e).  

4 Includes deduction of 500 MW(e)"down for scheduled maintenance.  
5Although a 20% minimum as a reserve margin capacity is an appropriate general 
rule in many situations, it is not appropriate for the applicant because of 
reasons already outlined in footnote 3.



applicant's capability and percent of reserve margin between the 
two months as shown in Table X-2 is reflected in the changing, 

power picture because of the purchases and reduction in retire
ments and the unavailability of Unit No. 2. The reserve margin 

of 2,095 MW(e) without Unit No. 2 on line could be in jeopardy 
in-view of the fact that, during the period June through 
September 30, 1971, unscheduled forced outages and plant deratings 

averaged 2,350 MW(e), 7 or 255 MW(e) more than the estimated reserve.  
According to the New York State Department of Environmental 

Conservation's comments in Appendix XII-II, the amount of daily 

unavailable power this past summer could range between 1,450 MW(e) 
and 3,250 MW(e) on any given day. As shown in Table X-2 the 

availability of Unit No. 2 at 50% and 100% of rated power would 
have alleviated this situation. Thus, the FPC 8 from its analysis 

of the power needs "concludes that all reasonable efforts should 
continue to bring this unit (Unit No. 2) into service at the 
earliest possible date. The need for added capacity against the 
contingencies of forced outages, as well as the desirability of 
implementing scheduled preventive maintenance programs, is self
evident ." 

In spite of the efforts to increase the reserves, the applicant had 
to institute voltage reductions of three to five percent in its system 

during the week of July 17 to 21, 1972.9 If Indian Point Unit No. 2 
had been on line during the period, it is likely that no voltage 
reductions would have been necessary.  

3. The Winter 1972-73 Situation 

The applicant now estimates that the winter 1972 peak will be 6,425 

MW(e),3 slightly lower than the earlier estimate given in Table X-l.  

During the period between now and the winter peak (usually occuring 
in December ), the applicant expects to have 240 MW(e) available 

from the 600 MW(e) Roseton No. 1 (oil-fired, applicant's ownership 

is 40%). An estimated 663 MW(e) will be added because of increased 

thermal efficiency during the Winter. Additional capability through 
firm purchases will bring the total up to 10,718 MW(e). 3 The gross 

reserves during the winter peak will thus be 4,293 MW(e) or 66.8% 

of the estimated peak demand. Without Indian Point No. 2, this will 

be reduced to 53.3%.  

In commenting on the applicant's power needs, the FPC 9 indicated " 

that the applicant's reserve margin during winter 1972-73 would be 

roughly 10 percentage points higher than we have noted in the 

preceding paragraph. The difference is attributable to differences 

in assumptions concerning what facilities will be available next 

winter. The FPC assumed the applicant's capability to be 7,384
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MW(e) fossil, 2,842 MW(e) gas turbine hdldiesel, 1,,138 MW(e)..nuclear, and a purchase of 40 MW(e) making a total of ,404 MW(e ).  

In the figures given in Table X-3, 4 the retirement of' 259 MW(,e)....  
and the exclusion of the."40 MW(e) purchase, reduces the capability 
to 11,105 MW(e)-. The applicant's-testimony 3 apparently-assumes'' 
349 MW(e) mbre retirements than the 259 MW(e) just noted and also 
assures a firm plrchase of 40 MW(e) from Maine Yankee. This".  
reduces the capability at the time of the. winter 1972peak to 
lb,718 M,(e). 972 peak.to 

It must be emphasized that, because of the lower'winter peak demand, 
the applicant's gross reserve in the wiiter is always much larger 
than in the summer.* Moreover, the applicant needs this larger 
reserve in order to replace or repair equipment during'the lower,.  
demand period (roughly, October to May).  

In recent years, the applicant's use during the summer of all of-
.

its capacity, including units that should have been retired from 
service, has increased the maintenance work to be performed during 
the winter months. The applicant states that the monthly maintenance 
schedule during winter 1972-73 will be between 800 and 1,800 MW(e). 3 

This amounts to 11 to 28% of the estimated winter peak load.  

During winter 1971-72 the applicant experienced an average daily 
unavailable capability from all combined causes of 2,608 MW(e):, 
with actual occurrences as high as 3,743 MW(e). -From this experience, 
the applicant estimates for winter 1972-73 an average daily unavail
ability of 2,600 to 3,100 MW(e). 3 This is 40 to 48%-of the estimated 
winter 1972-73 peak load. If the applicant's experience during this 
next winter is similar to that of last winter, the unavailability
of capacity will, at times, exceed the reserve margin without:,Indian 
Point Unit No. 2 in operation.  

At the request of the New York State Atomic Energy Council, a 
representative of the New York State Department of Public Service.  
has outlined the projected load, capacity and reserves for the.  
applicant's system during the months of November 1972 .through April 

*This is true throughout the Northeast.' 'The actual gross .reserve., 
margin for the Northeast (FPC Power Supply Region I, in December 1971 
(winter peak) was 39.4% according to. the 51st Semi-Annual Electric 
Power Survey published by the Edison Electric Institute.'(EEI. Pub..  
No. 72-28, April, 1972). This is to be compared to 22.8%, the. gross 
reserves during the summer peak of 1971 in the Northeast.
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Table X3. Consolidated Edison capacity, load, and margins - November, 1972-April, i9/3 

" Nov: 72 Dec. 72 Jan. 73 Feb 73. : :Mar:73 -- Apr. 73 

Capacity

Thermal (conventional) 

Thermal (gas turbine & diesel) 

Thernal (nuclear)

Hydro (conventional) 

Hydro (pumped storage) 

-'.Total controlled 

Ptiirchases 

Sales 

Total- cpacity 

Estimated load 

. Gross:margin (MW) 

Scheduled maintenance 

Margin after maintenance 

Indian Point delay

Increased maintenance schedule 
b 

Delay retirement 

A'dditional-purchasec 

Margin after deducting Indian P 

Average deratings 

Average forced outage 

Margin with average unavailabil: 

High deratings 

High forced outage 

Margin with high unavailability 

.. R'eiuired operating reserve ,

7,125
a 

2,842 

1,138

7,125a 

2,842 

1,138

";11,105 11,105 
40 

11,105 11,145 

Peak load 

6,225 6,425

Margin 

4,880 

730 

4,150

(873) 
770 

259 

240 

3-,06

6,909 
2,842 

1,138 

10,889 
-40 

10,929

6,909 ' ,6,909

2,842 2,842 2,842 
1,138 1,138 1,138

10,889 10,889 

40,. . 40-_ 

10,929.. .. 10,929

6,350 6,250 6,125 6,225

ns 

4,720 4.579 

900 1,150 

3,820 3,429 

(873) (873)

259 
200 

3,406

200 
2,756

4,679 4,804 4,704 

800 1,450 780 

3,879 3,354 3,924 

(873) (873) (873)

200 
3,206

Unavailable capacity, past 12 months experience

1,100 
1;300 

606 

1,400 
.1,800 

-. 194 

- 600

1,200 
1;100 

1,106 

1,500 

-1,600 

306 

600

1,500 
1,400 

-144 

1,800 

2,400 

-1,444 
-600

1,400 
1,300 

506 

1,600, 

1,500 

106 

600

200 

2.681 

1,300 

1,500 

119 

1,900 

1,700 

-919 

600

alncludes new units: Bowline No.1, 400 MW (Consolidated Edison's share); Narrows Gas Turbines,.348 MW; 

Roseton No. 1, 240 MW (Consolidated Edison's share).  
b Delay retirement: Hell Gate Nos. 2 and 3, 115 MW; Waterside No. 1,35 MW; Hudson Ave Nos. 2 and 3.94 

MW;59th Street No. 7, 15 MW.  
CRecent purchase agreements: Maine Yankee, 40 MW (Nov."72 only); Bowline.No. 1, 200 MW'(throughout 

the period).

,6,909

10,889 
40 

10,929

200 
3,251

1,000 
1,500 

751 

1,300 
2,000 

-49 

600

K 
0
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1973. 4 The estimated monthly values of capacity and reserves,, 
given in Table X-3, lead to the same conclusion as the average 
values noted above, namely, if Indian Point No. 2 is not available, 
there willbe times during next winter when scheduled outages (main
tenance), averaged forced' oufages' and dera'ingsm ay ' edice the 
reserve-margin to zero or less. In those periods when the reserve 
margin is above zero. it may still be less than the-600 MW(e)
operating reserve required Of the applicant as a member of the New 
York Power Pool. .  

Analysis of the information-in Table X-3 indicates that, with:Unit 
No. 2 on line and taking into account scheduled maintenance, the 
reserve margin ranges from 54.6% of peak load in March 1973:up to 
66.3%-in November 1972. With Unit-No. 2 not available:and with the 
increased maintenance schedule, power purchases, deferred.retire
ments and additional capacity of Roseton No. l,'which is from the 
applicant's share of ownership of this plant, the applicant*s 
reserve margin is reduced to 43.8% in March 1973 and 49% in 
November 1972. The New York State Department of Public Service, 
however, has indicated that, aftei deducting average unavailable 
capacity because of average deratings and forced outages, the 
applicant "will be unable to meet its load in January and March 
1973." 4 This is because the applicant will be having'a-deficiency 
of reserve margins of 144:MW(e) in January and 119 MW(e) in March 
1973. Also, in February 1973, the applicant will-not beable' to 
maintain the operating reserve of 600 MW(e) required as a'partner 
in the New York Power Pool. If high deratingsand high forced 
outages should occur, the applicant will not be able tomeet its 
load in every month except two (December 1972 and Februaryji973); 
moreover, in all these months, the applicant will not have the 
required operating reserve of 600 MW(e). As a result the Department 
of Public Service concludeson the basis:of the above analysis, 
additional capaci-ty is needed for the winter of 1972-1973 to.
help meet the applicant's load requirements." .  

The above discussion demonstrates that a careful analysis of: gross 
margins, margins after scheduled maintenance, margins after, speci
fied additions and 'deductions because of delay in retirement., 
increased scheduled maintenance, margins with average unavailability 
and with high unavailability is needed before conclusions can be 
drawn as 'to the significance of the percent of peak load.. Therefore, 
although the applicant appears'to have a high percent of gross 
reserve margins to meet the winter 1972 power needs' the applicant, 
however, will be in serious difficulty particularly during January 

and March 1973 without the availability of Unit No. 2 at any power
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levels to alleviate the situation as shown on Table X-3. Thus, the 

statement by the FPC 9 that the capacity of Indian Point Unit No. 2 

is not critical to the applicant's reserve capacity for the 1972-73 

winter peak period is based on gross reserve margins. FPC has not 

taken into account the maintenance, delays, forced outages, 
*deratings and other requirements as outlined in Table X-3. FPC did 

state that the availability of Unit No. 2 can allow for maintenance 

of other operating units not now possible. Also reliability through 

testing of Unit No. 2 through the winter will be improved- in antici

pation of meeting the summer 1973 peak.  

4. The Summer 1973 Situation 

The load supply situation shown in Table X-4 during next summer has 

been estimated by the FPC Bureau of Power.9 To meet the projected 
peak demand of 8,850 MW(e) (slightly less than the applicant's earlier 
projection shown in Table X-1), the FPC expects the applicant 'to have 

.resources of 10,135 MW(e) without Unit No. 2 or 11,008 MW(e) with 
,Unit 'No. 2. (These latter figures assume net firm purchases of 

40 MW(e) from Maine Yankee.) These projections indicate a gross 
.reserve margin during summer 1973 of 14.5% without Unit No. 2 or 24.4% 
with Unit No. 2. Comparison of these figures with those given for 
June 1, 1972 in Table X-2 shows that the projected situation for 
the applicant will be only slightly better than the situation early 
in the summer of 1972. Since, as noted earlier, the applicant's 
situation early in 1972 summer was poor, it follows that the need 
for capacity will remain during summer 1973. Without Indian Point 
Unit No. 2 in operation next summer, the gross reserve margin will 
'not be sufficient to insure reliable power for the .applicant's 
customers.  

Although the applicant had to purchase additional power to make up 
for the unavailability of Unit No. 2 in the summer of 1972, the 
FPC 9 points out that in the summer of 1973, the applicant will have 
to reduce its import power from 1,200 MW(e) to 720 MW(e) from 
members of the New York Pool, Ontario and New England because of 
litigation regarding the Rock Tavern-Ramapo 345-kV transmission line.  
This also means that 480 MW(e) from the Roseton Station will not be 
available to the applicant.  

D. APPLICANT'S PARTICIPATION IN POOLING AND COORDINATION AGREEMENTS 

The applicant has been an early participant in intercompany agree
ments aimed at achieving maximum reliability and economy of service 
and is one of eight member utilities of the New York Power Pool.  
Table X-5 lists the members of the Pool. 5 Under the pooling 
agreement, each member continues to have full responsibility for
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TABLE X-4 ESTIMATED 1973 SUMMER PEAK

'Conditions for 100 Percent Power 
Rating - 873 MW(e) 

Total Resources - MW(e) 
Net Peak Load - MW(e) 
Reserve Margin - MW(e) 
Reserve Margin -Percent of Peak Load 

Conditons-for*50*Percent Power 
Rating - 436 MW(e) 

Total Resources - MW(e) 
Net Peak Load - MW(e) 
Reserve Margin --MW(e) 
Reserve Margin - Percent of Peak Load 

Conditions for 20 Percent Power 
Rating 175 MW(e)

LOAD-SUPPLY SITUATiON 

" Consolidated' ''Ndw Ybok" 
Edison Co. Power Pool

11,0181 
8,850 
2,158

24.4

10,5311 
8,850 
1,681 

19.0

27,490 
20,8402 
6,650 
31.9 

27,653 
20,8402 
6,213 

-29.8

Total Resources - MW(e) 
Net Peak Load - MW(e) 
Reserve Margin - MW(e) 
Reserve Margin - Percent of Peak Load

Conditions for 0 Percent Power 
Rating - 0 MW(e)

Total Resources - MW(e) 
Net Peak Load - MW(e) 
Reserve Margin - MW(e) 
Reserve Margin - Percent of Peak Load

lIncludes net firm purchases of 40 MW(e).  
21ncludes net firm sales of 22 MW(e). "

10,2701 
8,850 
1,420 

16.d

26,792 
20,8402 
5,952 
28.6

10,1351 
8,850 
1,285 

14.5

26,617 
20,8402 
5,777 
27.7
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TABLE X-5 

NEW YORK POWER POOL MEMBERS 

Consolidated Edison Company of New York, Inc.  

Long island Lighting Company 

New York State Electric and Gas Corporation 

Orange and Rockland Public Utilities, Inc.  

Rochester Gas and Electric Company 

Niagara Mohawk Power Corporation 

Central Hudson Electric and Gas Corporation 

Power Authority of the State of New York 

*Jamestown Municipal Electric System0 

*Long Sault, Inc.  

*Village of Freeport 

*New York State Companies which are not members of the New York Power 

Pool but which report their load and capability as part of the New.  

York State Interconnected Systems.
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maintaining adequate electric generating capacity and transmission 
facilities within its own service area. In particular, the appli
cant is required to maintain a reserve margin of at least 18% peak 
load. Each member must maintain an operating reserve consisting of 
a spinning reserve, which is capacity that can be available within 
5 minutes' time, and a ready reserve, which is the capacity that 
can be available within 30 minutes' time. The applicant's share 
of the Pool's operating reserves amounts to about 600 MW(e). The 
FPC has recommended that, as a general rule, a minimum of 20% 
reserve margin capacity be maintained for large power pools whose 
capacity is predominantly from thermal stations.1 0 This includes 
allowance for scheduled maintenance, forced outages, errors in load 
forecasting, and spinning reserve requirements. In return, under 
the pooling arrangement, each member of the Pool and the customers 
it serves receive the benefits associated with fully coordinated 
planning and cooperation of the systems.  

An analysis by the New York State Department of Public Service 
of the New York Power Pool situation during the period November 
1972 to April 1973 (similar to that shown in Table X-3), shows 
the picture to'be brighter.4 Without Indian Point Unit No. 2, 
and considering average deratings and average forced outages, the 
reserve margin ranges from 2,051 MW(e) or 11.8% of peak load for 
March 1973, to about 3,327 MW(e) or 18% of peak load for January 
1973. In both January and March 1973 the reserve margins of 1,297 
MW(e) and 851 MW(e), respectively, with, high unavailability will be 
lower than the required operating reserve of 1,400 MW(e) for the 
Pool. Then the Pool would be forced to go outside the system in 
order to purchase capacity and avoid possible load curtailment. The 
availability of Indian Point No. 2 at any power level would improve 
the situation in the New York Power Pool.  

In addition to being a member in the New York Power Pool, the 
applicant is also a member of a larger area agreement, the 
Northeast Power Coordinating Council (NPCC)1 1 The latter was 
formed out of an agreement in 1966 between the large electric 
utilities in New York, New England, and Ontario, aimed at further 
strengthening the service reliability of the interconnected company 
systems in this area. The New York State Department of Environ
mental Conservation 7 has presented information in Table X-6 
updating the original FPC projections of the near-term gross 
generating capability and reserve conditions in the NPCC area and 
in the New York Power Pool for the winter of 1972-197311 It 
should be noted, however, that the NPOC is primarily a council for 
planning, coordination, and protection for the region and not a 
capacity resource pool for its member companies. The projections 
shown in Table X-6 include the full generating capability of Indian
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TABLE X-6 

PROJECTED ELECTRIC LOADS AND SUPPLY CONDITIONS 

WITHIN THE NORTHEAST AREA AND THE NEW YORK POWER POOL..  

(WITH AND WITHOUT INDIAN POINT UNIT NO. 2) 

Winter 1972-1973 

Northeast Power Coordinating Council* 

Planned Capability, MW(e) 59,8572/ 
Peak Load 35 652-3 
Anticipated Reserves, MW(e) 13,3052' 
Percent of Projected Peak Load 29.4

Planned Nuclear 2,835 

Percent of Anticipated Reserve 21.4 

New York Power Pool** 

Planned Capability, MW(e) (Including net of 
transactions and 873 MW(e) from Unit No. 2) 26,68 

Peak Load, MW(e) 18,5403/ 
.Anticipated Reserves, MW(e) 7,241
Percent of Projected Peak Load 39.1 
Necessary Reserve at 20%1 MW(e) 3,708 
Surplus (Deficiency) MW(e) 3,533 

Without Indian Point Unit No. 2 
(Nuclear, April 1972) -873 

(Consolidated Edison Co. 
Buchanan, New York) 

New Capability MW(e) 25,808 
Peak Load MW(e) 18,540^3 
Reserve MW(e) 6,36 8=
Peak Load. % 34.4 
Necessary Reserve at 20%- MW(e) 3,708 
Surplus (Deficiency) MW(e) 2,660 

*Includes New York, New England, and Canadian members.  
**Includes net of sale transactions.  

-/FPC Staff estimate.  
2 /With Indian Point No. 2 at 873 MW(e) 

-/Includes deduction of 900 MW(e) for scheduled maintenance.  

4/Winter capacity higher because of improved cooling efficiency.  
Source: Evaluation of New York State Department of Public Service made 
on May 1, 1972, based on Consolidated Edison load and capacity estimates 
dated March 28, 1972 and report of NPCC dated April 1, 1972. 7
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Point Unit No. 2, 873 MW(e), which represents about 12% of the 
anticipated reserves of the New-York Power Pool for the winter 
1972-1973 period. Without Indian Point UnitNo. 2, the available 
gross reserve of the New York Power Pool was projected to drop from 
39.1% to 34.1% of peak load during this period. The estimate was 
also contingent on addition of 1,100 MW(e) of Roseton No. 1 and Gilboa 
1 and 2 capability scheduled for winter 1972.  

Analysis of the New York Power Pool reserves for the summers of 1969, 

1970, and 1971 indicates that actual operating reserves experienced 
were only 6.0, 4.4 and 10.9%, respectively, after accounting for 
maintenance, unscheduled outages, and forced unit capacity deratings.  
Such a low reserve margin is not adequate-and threatens system relia
bility. Further analysis indicates that the contributing factors are 
concentrated in the applicant's system. No new baseload capacity has 
been added to this system since 1969, while load has continued to grow.  
Some 1,833 MW(e) of gas-turbine peaking capacity has been added; how
ever, extended operation of these units has resulted in extensive main
tenance problems and reduced availability of the gas-turbine capacity. 12 

In this connection, the applicant has stated 3 that its gas-turbine 
units, "intended for limited hours of operation, perhaps 500-1000 each 
year,.. have already been required to operate on the-average, for the 
equivalent of 2000 hours per year since the summer of 1971, and will 
be required to continue operation at this level in the summer of 1972." 
Until the applicant increases its baseload capacity,-the'reliability 
of the New York Power Pool will be less than desirable., 

Table X-2 also shows the 1972 summer peak situation for the New York 
Power Pool. It will be noted that during June and July gross reserves 
of the Pool (expressed as percent of peak load) are greater than those 
of the applicant; after August 1, the applicant's reserve margin is 
higher than that of the Pool.  

The estimated 1973 summer peak load situation for the Pool-is also 
show n in Table X-4.9 As can be seen, the projected gross reserves 
of'31.9% of peak load of the Pool are greater than the applicant's 
gross reserve margins provided Indian Point Unit No. 2 is included.  
Without Unit No. 2 the gross reserves of the Pool drop to 27'7% of 
peak load. Based on gross reserves, the Pool should-have sufficient 
reserves for winter 1972-73 and the summer of 1973. This does not 
include forced outages or deratings-of plants in the Pool.  

E. AVAILABLE ALTERNATE SOURCES 

The applicant purchased 920 MW(e) and added 624 MW(e) gas-turbine 

capacity to its systems in 1971 to meet the shortages expected,
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particularly during the summer of 1971. In 1972 the applicant con

tracted for 920 MW(e) of purchased capacity, which included 200 MW(e) 

from Orange and Rockland's share of the Bowline Point Unit No. 1, 

scheduled to go on line in July 1972, and an additional 720 MW(e) 

from other utilities. -These purchases are short-term and in some 

cases for limited hours of the day to meet the peak demand. They 

are not to be'considered a solution to provide reliable power over 

the long term.  

Thus tle applidant needs to have Indian Point Unit NO. 2 as a baseload 

facility on line as soon as possible in order to meet the baseload 

requirements for its own service area and to'maintain needed reserve 

margins with respect to meeting the requirements of the New York 

Power Pool. The situation would be further complicated if any units 

scheduled to come on line are.delayed.* Without these new plants 

available, a serious power shortage to the New York Metropolitan 

area can occur. Furthermore, the environmental impact of the air 

pollutants from the older fossil-fuel plants, which would have to 

operate to make up for the lack of availability of Indian Point Unit 

No. 2, should be added into the picture with the unavailability of 

Indian Point UnitNo. 2. Details of the applicant's available 

alternate sources, particularly for the long-term, are discussed in 

Chapter XI.A.  

The applicant in its testimony of October 19, 1971,13 January 24-25, 

and May 18, 1972,3 before the presiding Atomic Safety and Licensing 

Board, details the problems of power purchases to meet these short
ages.  

F. COST OF DELAY 

The cost of delay to the applicant and its customers in placing this 
Plant on line in time has been reported by the applicant to consist of 

about $5,500,000 per month, the estimated cost of incremental opera
tion and maintenance and out-of-pocket cost of replacing energy which 

would otherwise have been produced by Indian Point Unit No. 2 plus 
about $1,000,000 per month, the amount of interest during construction 
which would occur during the period of delay.'3 Operation would not 

only eliminate these costs but would generate electricity for the 
applicant's customers so as to begin financial return on capital 

investment. Taxes then paid by the applicant on the income obtained 

would support beneficial activities in the local communities.
3 

*The units involved here include those in other systems from which 

the applicant plans to purchase capacity.
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CONCLUSION 

Since the,, applicant's orginaldecision .to schedule -the addition of 
Indian Point No. 2 to its system to meet the demand for electricity in 
the 1970's., voltage reductions and service..-interruptions have occurred; 
these events, taken together, with new and more stringent air .pollution 
restrictions and environmental protection concerns, have tended to 
increase the pressures on the existing capacity. Moreover, the avail
ability of alternate sources of baseload capacity is limited to short
term purchase commitments. -In view of this, the .staff believes that 
the need for the additibnal bas-eload capacity represlented by Indian 
Point- Unit No. 2 has been clearly demonstrated.  

* -- ,
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XI. ALTERNATIVES TO PROPOSED ACTION AND COST-BENEFIT ANALYSIS 
OF ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS 

A. DESCRIPTION OF ALTERNATIVES 

The present and future demands for electrical energy in the metro
politan New York area have been described in Chapter X of this State
ment. The generating capacity now available to the applicant to 
meet its commitments to the approximately 9 million customers in its 
service area and to the New York Power Pool is quite inadequate 
without operation of Indian Point Unit No. 2. Although the applicant, 
through its membership in the New York Power Pool, can arrange for 
distributing the needed power to the New York area in certain emer
gency situations, this arrangement in the long run will not satisfy 
the long-term projections of the'applicant to meet the load demands 
of its own service area. It may also result in affecting other 
areas of the State where shortages may also exist. Furthermore, 
although the applicant and its partners in the New York Power Pool 
can exchange available power between each member, there is an 
increasing probability for the next year or two that sufficient power 
will not be available through the inter-ties to satisfy the needs 
of the Pool if forced outage of a major generating unit occurred in 
the period of peak demand. In this case the Pool would be forced to 
curtail energy to some part of its load or reduce voltage throughout 
its system. Operation of the Indian Point .Unit No. 2 will lessen 
this probability. Furthermore, any forced outages of older fossil-fuel 
plants, many of which should have been retired years ago, would 
further hinder the applicant in providing the needed electricity to 
the New York area. A critical shortage of electricity in this area 
of the nation would have serious repercussions throughout the nation 
and the world since New York City is both a national and international 
center of commerce and industry. In addition,*the lack of reliable 
power would cause hazards to the welfare and the health of the people 
of New York City. The alternative of load reduction as considered 
by the applicant, in terms of trying to reduce the shortage of 
electricity, has not been a satisfactory method to have sufficient 
reliable electrical power available in the long term for its service 
area, and certainly it would not be sufficient to replace the power 
that would be obtained from Indian Point Unit No. 2. Failure to 
provide power is not considered a feasible alternative in view of the 
applicant's obligation under its charter from the State.  

Permanent curtailment of the operation of the Plant would result in 
the irretrievable loss of most of the resources committed to the 
construction of the Plant without removing impacts already created
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by'-construction. In addition a large part of capital investment at 

the Indian Point site would be unrecoverable and probably'be'borne 
by the investor and the customer in higher rates. A replacement 
plant would cost at least twice as much as the abandoned facility

2 

and would create an additional environmental impact at the same or 

other site.  

Based on comparative costs and availability of nuclear fuel versus 

oil or gas fuel, operation of the Indian Point Unit No. 2 as a 

nuclear plant should be financially preferred over the older oil-fired 

plants. The Indian Point Unit No. 2 will result in lesser adverse 

effects on air quality than older oil-fired plants which need to be 

retired or to be-used to a lesser extent because of higher mainten
ance costs, low efficiency, and poor reliability. These plants, 

originally coal-fired, were converted to oil to eliminate fly ash 

and coal handling prbblems which, at the time, were considered 

important steps to reduce soot emissions. As they were constructed 

prior to availability of adequate smoke-abatement equipment, they 

produce and discharge to the environment considerable quantities of 

sulphur dioxide, nitrogen oxide, particulates, and other hazardous 

materials. 3 Although backfitting of these existing oil-fired power 

plants by installation of modern pollution control equipment can be 0 
done, some gaseous effluents will be released.  

-'In choosing the site for the Indian Point Station, the applicant took 

into account the following types of alternatives: location of the 

site with respect to load; type of fuel and costs; transportation, 

primarily of both fuels; method of waste-heat dissipation; and other 

quantifiable variables of lesser significance. The applicant pur
chased the Indian Point site after abandonment of the amusement 

park in the mid-1950s and built Indian Point Unit No. 1 as an oil

and. nuclear-fueled steam generator unit with once-through cooling of 

the steam condenser using the Hudson River as the source of the 

water coolant.  

* Furthermore, sites for. thermal electric plants are also at a premium 
within this region. The applicant is attempting to overcome this 

deficiency by entering into joint construction ventures with adja
cent facilities; for example, the construction of the Bowline Point 

Unit 1 with Orange and.Rockland Public Utilities Company located 

about 5 river miles downstream from Indian Point.
1 

'In consideration of other available locations, offshore sites were 

.•notconsidered as an alternative during the original site selection 

0
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process back in the mid 1950s, since the, technology-.for offshore 
nuclear power plants .did not exist.. During the mid-1960s a series 
of studies4 ' 5 were conducted to determine the advantages-of offshore 
siting and the additional advantages when the power plant-is coupled 
with a desalination plant. 6'7'8 These studies have devoted much 
effort to various designs for offshore sites, 9 '1 0 but not much.  
attention has been given to thermal discharge problems. More 
recently, there has been quite a bit of-interest shown by a number 
of utilities in offshore sites. The approaches being considered 
include-man-made islands, barges floating in man-made lagoons, and 
barges or submarines sunk-into prepared ocean bottom areas. The 
applicant and Public Service Electric and Gas Company -have parti
cipated in these studies and PSE&G is planning to install two barge
mounted units for commercial operation in 1980 and 1981.1113 
Obviously, time would not permit-construction of an offshore plant 
as an alternative to the.Indian Point facilities in meeting the 
peak load requirements for 1970's. However,-as was pointed out 

.earlier, sites for thermal electric plants are at a premium in the 
applicant's service area and an offshore nuclear- or an oil-fired 
pl-ant- should be given serious consideration when an additional
base load plant is required.  

1. Alternative Fuels and Sources 

A number of alternatives to the use of nuclear fuel can be considered 
in light of replacement of Indian Point Unit'No. -2. They are natural 
gas, oil, coal, load reduction, disconnection, andno further ex
pansion of the-power generating capacity of the applicant's system.  

a. Coal -

Coal could be a primary alternative fuel source. and could have been 
the fuel type chosen by the applicant to replace the nuclear fuel 
in Indian Point Unit No. 1. This is particularly true when a. power 
plant existing at a site is committed to the use of coal since cer
tain auxiliary features, such as coal yards, coal handling equipment, 
and the extensive railroad equipment necessary for- handling large 
quantities of coal would already be available. However, for a : 
site such as the Indian Point site, coal is not a reasonable alter
native. From an economic point of view, the cost of coal used by 
utilities in the New York area would -be excessive. This is primarily 
due to costs of transportation, since most of the coal is obtained 
from eastern Kentucky, West Virginia, and-southwestern Virginia. 14 

In addition, the use of coal requires additional capital investment
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for coal-handling and for, pollution abatement equipment. Even today 

the latter may prove inadequate to reduce particulate and gas emis

sions to the level required by increasingly restrictive air quality 

standards.  

The use of coal as a fuel at the Indian Point site would have neces

sitated the commitment of a much larger area of land for coalyards 

and coal handling equipment and for flyash storage. This would have 

led to the destruction of a sizeable segment of the land used at 

this site. The environmental impact on the land would have been 
.,more severe. Also, the environmental impact on the Hudson River 

might. also have increased because some of the large amount of flyash 

could fall from the river banks into.the river. In terms of the' 

..radiological' impact, recent:studies indicate that coal-fired plants 

may lead to radiation exposures to the general population at a level 

similar to or greater than exposures derived from operation of power 

plants using pressurized water reactors.15-18 This is due to the 

presence . in the emissions of a coal-fired plant Of the radioactive 

daughter products of uranium and thorium which occur naturally in 

coal. The environmental impact due to radiological considerations 

..may therefore be as great for coal-fired power plants as for nuclear 

powered plants depending upon the concentrations of radioactive 

elements in the coal and on the gaseous effluent control built in the 

.coal-fired plant. Modern fossil-fueled plants with current emission 

control equipment are designed to limit the amount of emissions and 

thus reduce the amount of radioactive releases from the uranium and 

thorium in coal.  

b. Oil and Gas 

Because of the critical air quality in the New York metropolitan area, 

the applicant has converted the fossil plants located in New York 

..City to oil-fired and gas-fired plants, thereby reducing the air 

pollutants from coal-fired plants. Of the applicant's 10 major 

facilities formerly burning coal up to 1970, only 2, the Arthur Kill 

!and the Astoria Plants, generated an appreciable amount of energy 

from burning coal. 1 9 Since then, these plants have been converted 

to burn oil.;i,..  

Fuel oil is not necessarily an economically competitive fuel in the 

New York area due to the long distance from the principal sources 

which are: the southcentral states of Texas, Louisiana, and 

Oklahoma; central Canada; Venezuela; northern Africa; and the.Arabian 

peninsula. Since the domestic consumption of oil far exceeds the
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combined United States and Canadan productin ,20 impo rted 60l1 om 
overseas is necessary. Evaluation of the use of oil as an energy 
source for proposed power plants must therefore include the shipping 
costs associated with ocean-going tankers and possibly more important 
the reliability of delivery from foreign sources in today's troubled 
world.  

Developing. shortages of domestic coal and f6teign fuel oil has thus 
resulted in a difficult-fuel supply problem. Furtfermore, on Odtober 1, 
1969, New York City imposed restrictions on sulfur dioxide'linits in 
which the sulfur content bf fuels burhed by utilities in th' New"York 
City area would be 1%. 19 This restriction plus the shortagej6f 
natural gas limited the applicant as t6 the availability of energy 
sources to select. Because of the political situation influencing 
the foreign fuel oil market, the applicant-is definitely limited as 
to obtaining dependable and reliable energy sources to meet both the 
short-term and the long-term power demands of its service area. The 
applicant also investigated the economics of importing liquified 
natural gas-as a solution to the publi'c dontroversy bVer the expansion 
of its Astoria Plant. This-alternative to domestic natural gas 
appears to be economically prohibitive. Thus, from the above dis
cussion, any plan to build a fossil-fueled plant in lieu of the Indian 
Point Unit No. 2 would fail to create the generating capacity which 
is needed-to meet the 1972-1973 winter and 1973 summer season.'Any 
fossil-fueled plant would necessarily add to the particulate and 
gaseous pollutants entering the atmosphere of the applicant's service 
area. The use of Indian Point Unit No. 2, therefore, offers important 
environmental advantages with respect to air quality in the New York 
area.  

-Furthermore, other new plants are not feasible to meet the present 
and future power needs of the applicant's custormers. Foss-i 1-fueled 
plants require an estimated 4-6 years to complete, and -an alternative 
nuclear power plant would require an even longer time. Gas. turbines, 
which are discusse'd below, are not technically 'reliable alternatives 
for base-load plants such as Indian Point Unit No. 2. The instal
l1ation of gas turbines requires more than 1 year even on 'a crash 
basis, so that the earliest that gas turbines equivalent to the 
capacity of Indian Point Unit 2 could be installed would be after 
the summer of 1972. Although the applicant has a Number of gas 
turbin'e facilities in its system, such facilities are used primarily 
for peaking purposes. -The availability of natural gas supplyis 
also limited. Over 70% o f the natural gas produced in the United 
States in 1968 came from sources in Louisiana and Texas, while the 
industries of the States of Louisiana, Texas, Arkansas, and Oklahoma
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accounted for the consumption of about one-third of the total nation

wide production. Small, gas-turbine generating units used for peaking 

purposes in local situations provide for flexibility of operation and 

dispersion of environmental impacts,- but do not contribute to the 

base-load cap ability of the system. Therefore, natural gas is not a 

reasonable economic choice for large power plants that must depend 

on interstate delivery of the gas by long pipelines from the principal 

continental sources.  

c. Hydroelectric Power 

Hydroelectric power from natural sites is not a practicable alterna

tive since the remaining available sites in the New York area would 
provide only small incremental increases in generating capability.  

In addition, environmental impact of man-made reservoirs on natural 

waters would be a poor tradeoff for the small increments of power 

made available. Pump storage hydroelectric generation facilities 

can be built in a way that natural waters are not unduly disturbed.  
However, this type of facility requires an off-peak capacity for the 

pumping phase which was not available when the Indian Point Unit No.  
2 was undertaken. The Cornwall pump storage hydroelectric project 

'.rated at 2,000 MW(e) would reduce some of the pressure on the existing 

old fossil-fueled plants in the system but could not replace the.  

-Indian Point facilities as a base-load Plant. The fact that off-peak 
-is required for pumping river water to the reservoir is strictly 

'limited to a peaking facility. The FPC 1 '21 has stated that there are 
no other suitable sites for conventional hydroelectric pump storage 
plants available within a radius of approximately 100 miles from New 

York City. 

d. Purchase Power 

-Since operation-of Indian Point Unit No. 2 at -full power will not be 
available until the end of 1972 at the earliest, purchase power is a 

necessary alternative to meet the potential power shortage of the 
:applicant's service area for summer and fall of 1972. Consequently, 

the applicant 2 2 will not only need to increase its purchases from 
other :utilities for this period but also delay various planned 
ret'irements and maintenance of older unreliable and inefficient 

plants. As a result, the applicant has commitments for purchase 

-of a total capacity of 920 MW(e) for the summer of 1972, which' 
included a total purchase of 200 MW(e) from the Orange and Rockland's 

- -Bowline Point Unit No. 1 scheduled to go in commercial operation by 

July 1, 1972, 270 MW(e) from the Rochester Gas and Electric Ginna
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Nuclear Unit, 150 MW(e) diing daily')-k dinoad periods from the Power 
Authority of the State of New York, (May-September 29) and 300 MW(e) 
from Ontario Hydro (May 1-September 3).- The applicant is also.  
depending on the availability of 348 MW(e) from barge-mounted gas 
turbines by July, 15, 1972. -The applicant is owner of 400 MW(e) of 
the.600 MW(e) Bowline Point Unit No. 1 and thus will purchase an 
additional 75 MW(e) besides the 125 MW(e) purchased earlier to meet 
the peak load during the summer of 1972. Thus a large part of the 
capacity available "on this contingent basis depends on the timely 
completion of the Bowline Point Unit No. 1.  

Because of the unavailability of Indian Point Unit No. 2 for the most 
part of the summer of 1972 the applicant had to defer an additional 
244 MW(e) of retirements along with 208 MW(e) initially planned for 
retirement, for a total of 452 MW(e) of reduction in retirements.  
However, these older plants are inefficient, unreliable, and have 
.high maintenance costs.  

Furthermore, one major deterrent to the applicant's purchasing large 
blocks of power from upstate New York, the northeastern states and 
Canada is the limitation of the upstate-southeast transmission 
capability. This limitation is controlled by the lines between the 
Pleasant Valley and Millwood Substations which cannot transfer enough 
power to the applicant from the upstate area during the summer periods.  
During the summer of 1970, there were times when excess capacity was 
available upstate or in Canada but transmission limitations prevented 
its transfer and the applicant was forced into voltage reductions. 2 3 

Therefore, purchase of power cannot be considered.as a reliable
source, even for. emergency situations until the existing transmission 
network is upgraded. The higher cost per kilowatt hour for purchase 
power is also a deterrent to this alternative. Purchase power as a 
long-term alternative for Indian Point Unit No. .2 is also not practical 
until the advent of a national power grid system. For the winter of 
1972-73, the applicant has planned to purchase 200 MW(e) from the 
Bowline Unit No. 1 and 40 MW(e) from the Maine:Yankee Nuclear Plant 
if it is in service during the winter 197.2-73 period. However, this 
nuclear plant has encountered delays and there is no assurance that 
it will be available for the winter period. In testimony presented 
by the New York State Department of Public Service on May 17, 1972,1 
the capacity, load, and margins including purchase power for both 
the applicant's .and the New York State's requirements have been 
presented on a monthly basis from November 1972 through April 1973.  
The results indicate even with the purchase of 240 MW(e) and the 
availability of new capacity of 400 MW(e) from Bowline Unit No 1,
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348 MW(e) from gas turbines, and 240 MW(e) from Roseton Unit No. 1, 

and allowing for scheduled maintenance, average unit deratings and 

forced outages, the applicant will be unable to meet its load in 

January and March, 1973 and will not have the required operating 

reserve of 600 MW(e) in the New York Power Pool because of outages 

and deratings. During these same two months, the New York State 
electric utilities including the applicant will not be able to meet 

the required operating reserve of approximately 1,400 MW(e). Thus 
Indian Point Unit No. 2 with its 873 MW(e) capacity would be needed 

for the winter of 1972-1973 to help meet the applicant's load require

ment and improve the New York State and the New York Power Pool power 

needs.  

e. Long-Term Alternatives of Power Sources to Meet the Need 

of Power 

Long-term alternatives, to meet the need for power, as discussed in 

Chapter X, include not only the construction of Indian Point Units 

Nos. 2 and 3 but also the construction of 4 fossil-fueled generating 

units on the Hudson River at Bowline Point and Roseton. Bowline 
Point Unit No., 1 is scheduled to be in service by the summer of 1972.  

Roseton Unit Nos. 1 and 2 are scheduled for service prior to the 

summer of 1973 and Bowline Point Unit No. 2 is scheduled for the 
summer of 1974.1 

Even with these additions, the applicant has plans for an additional 

base-load fossil-fueled plant that the applicant has proposed to 
build in New York City in'1974 at its Astoria Plant. Thus, if Indian 
Point Unit No. 2 were not available it. would be necessary to replace 
that unit with other new resources. In order to replace Unit No. 2 
with a new unit, a site better than the Indian Point site would have 

to be found; however, as stated above, there is a shortage of avail
able sites to meet the projected load growth even with the Indian 
Point Units No. 2 and 3 in service. In order to obtain permission 
to construct a new fossil-fueled unit at its Astoria plant inside 
New York City, the applicant had to enter into an agreement with the 
City of New York in which the City of New York said that it was 

agreed that no more fossil-fueled boilers for electric generating 

plants would be located in New York City.9 

Gas turbines are not a feasible alternative to supply base load power.  

Although the applicant has installed in its system about 2,300 MW(e) 

of gas turbines,1 approximately only 200 MW(e) of this capacity was 

planned by the applicant to serve as an emergency startup and trans
it capacity. The remaining 2,100 MW(e) were planned to provide peak
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capacity for the early 1970s as compensation for delays incurred in 
constructing the Cornwall Pump Storage Plant and to replace capacity 
loss due to equipment deterioration at older plants which had been 
used for peaking purposes. Peaking capacities supplied by these gas 
turbines is electricity furnishedfor only a limited number of hours 
per year when demand for electricity is unusually high because of 
seasonal increases in demand. This is'particularly true during the 
summertime when there is a shortage of electricity to meet the demand.  
Therefore, the gas turbine capacity that has already been planned 
for the system would be required to operate more hoursthan would 
normally be the case for gas turbines which were intended solely for 
peaking capacity. It is difficult to project the expected per
formance in using gas turbines in providing base-load capability for 
continuous reliable service.  

The applicant also has begun to arrange for purchasing 1,300 MW(e) 
of power in 1977. This consists of 500 megawatts from the Breakabeen 
Pump Storage Project of the Power Authority of the State of New York 
and 800 MW(e) from Hydro Quebec.' This pumped storage project has 
not yet been licensed by the FPC and must still be considered as 
only a possible source of power. The transaction with Hydro Quebec 
may involve a seasonal exchange or a straight purchase and a con
tract has recently been signed. The applicant is a participant in a 
study by the New York Power Pool, the Ontario Hydro and Hydro Quebec 
to determine the long-term feasibility of major. interconnection with 
Canada to New York to import power. Assuming these purchases are 
made, they will be necessary to meet the load growth of the applicant 
and are not available as a replacement for Indian Point Unit No. 2.  
power transmission from Hydro Quebec to the United States may be 
complicated by the fact that a license has to be obtained to 
export power from Canada to the United States. Other possible sources 
for purchase are from the Canadian Hydroelectric Development Project at 
Churchill Falls, but the entire output at this facility would be required 
for anticipated load growth in Canada. The plans for major expansion 
of the Canadian Hydro resources in the early 1980s have prompted the 
applicant to reinvestigate this possibility for long-range large 
purchases and discussions leading to such purchases have been held. 1 

However, it cannot be assumed that any significant amounts of power 
resources will be available on a firm basis until the,1980s at the 
earliest.  

2. Alternative Heat Dissipation Systems

a. Once-Through Cooling

The heat dissipation system as discussed in Chapter III.E.l of this
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Statement is the once-through cooling system most likely to cause the 

most significant adverse impact to the environment. The heat dissi- 0 
pated by this system is about 6.35 x 109 Btu/hr, which results in 

thermal discharges of about 15'F during cooling water flow of about 

2,650 cfs at the outfall at the confluence with the Hudson River.  

During 28 of the first 100 months that Indian Point Unit No. 1 was 

in operation, fish kills on the intake screens were observed by the 

applicant Indications are that several million fish were killed.
2 4- 26 

The applicant in Section 2.5 of the Supplement No. 1 and Appendix B 

in Supplement No. 3 to the Environmental Report2 7 outlines some of 

the alternatives for fish protection which have been considered and 

the results obtained, most of which have been unsatisfactory. How

ever, the applicant has employed consultants from this country and 

abroad to look into the problems of fish kills and alternatives for 

the Plant condenser intake discharge structure to protect fish from 

damage due to the intake structure.  

The primary cause of the impingement of fish on the screens has been 

excessive water intake velocities. The applicant2 7 has proposed in 

the Supplement No. 3 a new screening structure for all three Units, 
at cost of $12-15 million, to be located offshore, with an intake 
channel closed by a sheet piling wall. The screening structure would 
be sized to maintain intake velocities below 0.3 fps during the 
winter season, when the fish kills have been most serious. Further
more, the applicant plans to reduce the intake flow from 140,000 gpm 
per pump to 84,000 gpm per pump by recirculation during winter 

1972-1973.25 

Although the proposed.modifications2 9 to the intake structure might 
eliminate or drastically reduce fish kills due to impingement, the 
problem of entrainment of small organisms in the water still remains.  
The absolute number of fish killed is not so important as the effect 

of any kill on the compensatory reserve of the species involved.  
Reduction of the flow of cooling water through the condensers when 
ambient river water temperatures permit would assist in reducing 
impingement losses and entrainment.  

Indian Point Unit No. 2 will not have the sheet piling or the ice wall 

which presented a problem for Indian Point Unit No. 1. Indian Point 

Unit No. 2 will have a fixed screen of the type which the applicant 
believed proved satisfactory for Indian Point Unit No. 1 in reducing 
the mortality of larger fish. The extension of the discharge is also 
applicable to Indian Point Unit No. 2 because all the Indian Point
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Units use a common discharge canal and outfall structure. Furthermore, 
this extension avoided the problem of water recirculation through the 
.cooling system.30

In addition, an underwater hole in front of the 'Indian Point Unit No.  
2 intake was filled in 1971, at a cost of approximately $90,000.1 A 
newly designed air bubble curtain is being tested at the intake of 
Indian Point Unit No. 1.27 The applicant is also studying the effect
iveness of moving the travelling screens to the intake opening and 
running the screens continuously to reduce fish impingement. How
ever, the intake velocity of the travelling screens is about 2 fps 
and this would result in greater fish impingement..  

The applicant has made the statement in-its Supplement No. 1 to 
Environmental Report for Unit No. 21,24 that it would be wilIling-to 
replace any loss of fish by replenishment from hatcheries it would 
construct and operate for this purpose. The staff believes that 
there is some question concerning the effectiveness and real value 
of transplanting juvenile fish at that site. Also, a more thorough 
evaluation needs to be made to determine if fish hatchery technology 
is adequate to rear the specific'species of concern. The feasibility 
and advisability of such a fish rearing and transplant activity 
shall be evaluated.  

The alternative of shutting down the Plant in the event of entriaint 
ment of fish impingement problems requires a balancing of competing 
factors. A shutdown of the Plant would produce a serious power 
shortage and increased emissions of air pollutants in New York City.  
If, for purposes of analysis, the power shortage problem can be 
ignored, environmental trade-off between air pollution in New York 
City and fish protection at Indian Point would need to be taken into 
account to determine whether such an action would be warranted.  

b. Wet Cooling Towers 

Among possible alternatives to the once-through condenser cooling water 
system are closed-loop systems that would utilize one or more cooling 
towers to dissipate the waste heat to the atmosphere.3 1 Two major 
types of cooling towers are in use today; one is the wet tower that 
carries away heat by evaporation and sensible heat transfer and the other 
is the dry tower that relies on air to tarry away heat and, in principle, 
functions like an automobile radiator. The two types of wet cooling 
towers, mechanical-and natural-draft,-when operated in the closed-cycle 
mode, require makeup water to compensate for losses sustained through
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-evaporation- and drift. .A evaporation ioccurs., the natural salts in 

the cooling water become concentrated; to prevent buildup and deposi

ition on the:components of:-the system, they are periodically returned 

to the source of cooling water supply by blowdown. Chemicals used 

in treating the cooling water to prevent growth of algae, freezing, 

etc., are also discharged during blowdown, and their effect upon the 

ecology of the receiving waters must be taken into account. (See 

Appendix XI-1).-- In general, mechanical-draft towers are relatively 

low structures, and -the drift may cause fogging, misting, and icing 

that could be-h-azardous to motoristsif highways, roads, :or streets 

1are within;-their reach. Natural-draft towers, on the other hand, 

are tall hyperbolic<-structures, about 400 4feet high, which minimize 

the-effects of drift 'at .ground level-. However, rain and snow have 
:been-observedto occur under the visible plume as-well as local acid 

rains -at fossil-fired plants when wind conditions caused the boiler 
-stack plume=,to mix with the cooling tower-plume.- The plume behavior 

is governed only by the ambient atmospheric conditions and its own 
heat:-and--moisture content. - However,- when-the wind is strong, the 
-plume may be caught in the aerodynamic downwash surrounding the
--tower 'structure-and be-carried directly to the ground. This phenomenon 
... hasbeenfound to occur with .smoke stack plumes when the ratio of 

Sthe stack-emission speed to-the'wind speed is less than unity. 3 
Obervers, 4. in studying large natural-draft cooling towers, have 
found-'that downwash does-notioccur until the ratio is significantly 
less than;l.- However;,.when brackish or seawater is used as the 
coolant water, downwash drift from these cooling towers could be a 
,problem-if the salt is deposited on a relatively small land area.  

.. The-'severity,-of-the-,damaging effects-would be governed-by the dur
ation of the'.downwash.phenomenon. -Otherfactorsto be considered 
such-;as-visual impact, noise levels, chemical effects from blowdown, 
increased- generating costs, etc.,.are discussed in the benefit.cost 
analysis-and inChapter XII.  

The size of the-cooling tower will.be dependent upon the amount-of 
waste heat.-to be :dissipated by evaporation. - -Evaporation of.about. l 
pound of water will transfer 1,000 Btu to the atmosphere. 32 ..Thus.  
at least about 6,350 gpm would be evaporated from Indian Point Unit 
No. 2. Evaporation of 1% of water volume will result in a reduction 
of the water temperature by approximately 10'F. Drift, the carry 
over of-water droplets by-air,- accounts for a small loss of water..  
..In- present cooling tower technology, discharge- of about O.37% of.  
cooling tower as-blowdown is- effected -per 10% of cooling rate to 
prevent the development of concentrations of solids in the recirculated
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water at concentrations exceeding 3 or 4.-times that of the makeup 
water. The applicant in its Benefit-Cost Analysis discusses both 
types of cooling towers, -operating in either the -open-or; closed-cycle 
-mode-. : The method .of- an alternative preferred. by: the applicant is 
--the closed-cycle natural-draft .cooling tower.:..-- See,_Sectiron- XI.-B-.or 

further details. - - -.. . - - . - -- - : . .

c.. Dry:. .,Coo ling. Towers.--.': -- -

Dry 'cooling towers have been used-in Europe for fossil-:fueled plants 
and chemical. processing, plants but have not -gained widespread 
acceptance in -the .United States. Hence, the .principal manufacturers 
of ilarge-.capacity dry cooling towers are -located- in Europe. :':The use 
.of-this type of cooling tower offers the advantage of increased.  
flexibility in siting thermal power plants., -since,a large ,spiur.ce of 
cooling .water would no longer be -necessary. A disadvantage -is -that 
back-pressure -turbines for pressures in.the range of -8-inches -Hg.  
absolute, which must be -used with dry cooling towers, -are-not-manu
factured in the-United States.: Another disadvantage-is_,that the,,:: 
thermal -efficiency is -lower; since- it' is governed,by.'the dry-bulb 
rather than the wet-bulb temperature .of the air. -:These_-dry. cooling 
towers require much more heat transfer surface because 'of inefficiencies 
in heat transfer 'adding to the cost of installation and .space require
ments. -The, infancy of the art of large. dry ;cooling-towers -is. obvious 
in estimates of capital and-operating costsi which have ranged from 

.$20 to $50'per kilowatt 3 3 capacity.for a nuclear plant, and in -- 

estimates of the increased cost to the ,consumer, which~have~iranged 
from 2% to 10%. Details on.siting, performance and economics of dry 
cooling'towers:are.-described by Smith and Larinoff, 3 -3 who'point out 
the:advantages and disadvantages of -this cooling-system fordissipating 
heat to the atmosphere. The applicant has, estimated an additional 
cost of $45 million-to the Plant'if Unit No. 2 had been initially 
designed with dry cooling towers. Dry cooling towers maynot -bea-
practical short-term alternative for the Indian- Point complex for the 
reasons stated above but with advances in technology, the applicant 
should give- it further thought for-the ,long-term solution to potential 
Ienvironmental damage of the: Hudson River using- the-.present once-. 
thrd6igh system.: : - :- - - -. - - - - ...... 

d.: Cooling and Spray';Ponds-- - -'--"-- .- --

Cooling ponds 3 473 7 and spray ponds are]practical alternatives ;toonce
through- cooling systemsor..cooling,towers for large .nuclear: reactors.  
However, the- surface area- required" for. coolihg-ponds is.: large, (1-to
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3 acres per megawatt of electricity)3 8 and would be difficult and 

costly ($1 to $10 per kilowatt)38 to obtain in the Indian Point area.  

A cooling pond for use at Indian Point would require about 2,700 acres 
Since there are only 239 acres in the site, this alternative is not 
practical for this site. Spray ponds, though similar to cooling 
towers in operation, depend upon local temperature, humidity, and 
wind conditions, and thus their reliability is variable. The loss of 
land and the capital cost required for this alternative may not be 
justified for a benefit whose reliability is questionable, particu
larly during the summer months, when the peak electrical load is 
experienced. The applicant states in its Supplement No. 1 that a 
spray pond for use at Indian Point No. 2 would require about 30 acres 
at a design temperature rise of about 25°F. The costs of such a 
cooling pond was estimated by the applicant to be $7-10 million for 
Indian Point Unit No. 2.1 

There are adverse environmental effects associated with a spray pond 
at Indian Point.. If-the scenic wooded area to the north were to be 
used, the land would require defoliation and clearing. During winter 
operation, drift and spray would result in local icing. The effect 
of salt content of the spray is not known but it is likely that the 
local flora would be affected. Under adverse-humidity conditions, 
local fogging can occur. See Section XI.B for further discussion of 
this alternative.  

e. Waste Heat 

An alternate to ambient heat sink cooling is to use the heat available 
in the turbine exhaust for low grade thermal requirements such as 
domestic and temperature process requirements. These uses require 
temperature levels generally corresponding to condensed pressures 
and temperatures not compatible with the design of the existing 
Indian Point Unit No. 2 turbine generator system. Furthermore, there 
are no potential users of waste heat in the quantity available within 
reasonable proximity• of the Plant.  

3. Alternative Chemical Discharge Techniques 

a. Chemical Wastes 

Chemical wastes resulting from treatment of the primary, secondary, 
and auxiliary systems of Units Nos. 1 and 2 are released to the 
discharge canal,-where they are diluted by the cooling water before
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entering the Hudson River. The chemicals used are listed and dis
cussed in Chapters III.E.3 and V.B and D of this Statement. The 
applicant in Appendix D of its comments to the Draft Statement 
outlines the procedure used during chlorination of the condensers 
of Unit Nos. 1 and 2. The staff's assessment-of the chemical waste 
disposal system shows that the releases .to the Hudson River will meet 
the New York State water quality standards, which are written in 
general terms without specific limitations as to the concentrations 
of the various chemicals to be discharged. The ap'plicant has estab
lished its own concentration criteria, based in part upon bioassay 
work performed by the Raytheon Company and New York University. 39 

Chemical discharges are also subject to regulation by the New York 
State Department of Environmental Conservation in accordance with 
Section 1230 of the Public Health Law.  

Sodium hypochlorite is used for treatment of fouling organisms in the 
cooling and service water intake bays of the intake structures, the 
pumps, and the condenser tubing. The solution is pumped from storage 
tanks through flow control valves to the inlet bays in a cycle that 
doses 1/2 of the inlet water boxes of the cooling water bays for 30 
minutes and then the remaining half for an other 30 minutes and then 
the service water intake bay. These injections are initiated by an 
automatic programmed control system. The estimated maximum concen
tration of residual chlorine in the cooling water as it leaves the 
discharge structure and enters the Hudson River is 0.5 ppm; the 
residual chlorine concentration will exceed minimum toxic levels 
within the thermal plume and in the river during periods of low flow.  
This chlorine will react with substances in the water and undergo 
gradual decay. Chloramine compounds are a major by-product and have 
been found to inhibit reproduction of aquatic organisms when present 
in amounts greater than 0.003 ppm. 4 0 It is- not known at this time 
what quantity of chloramines will be formed or the magnitude of 
the impact to the biota in the Hudson River. Alternatives to the 
sodium hypochlorite system as designed would be to reduce the amount 
of sodium hypochlorite per dose or to increase the time interval 
between doses, either of which would impair the effectiveness of the 
system and only delay the ultimate impact.  

A more effective interim alternative would be to limit dosing cycles 
to daylight hours and periods of peak tidal flow. This modified 
operating procedure would reduce the impact of the chlorine on the 
aquatic biota in two ways. First, the highest concentration of toxic 
chlorine compounds will be in the thermal plume, which forms a 
layer at the surface. Thus the exposure of many planktonic crustaceans
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and larval fish will be reduced because of their vertical diurnal.  

migration patterns.. Second, peak t,idal. flows will permitimaximum 

available dilution of the residual chlorine; when the peak tidal, 

flow exceeds 300,000 cfs, the concentration will be reduced below 

the level that is toxic to sensitive organisms. Mechanical or 

thermal cleaning systems are also available
4 1 ,42 and would eliminate 

the need for the sodium hypochlorite.biocide-and the discharge of 

toxic chlorine compounds to the estuary.  

b. Sanitary Sewage.  

The existing sanitary. sewage disposal plant for Unit No. lhas ade

quate capacityto serve Unit No. 2. It is described in Chapter 

III.E.3 of this Statement. At present, the percolation rate from 

the four 45-foot-square sand filter beds is such that the underdrains 

are not required. In the event, that the influent to the sand filter 

beds exceeds-the percolation rate, the applicant has stated that it 

will installan automatic chlorination station and discharge the 

effluent to the Hudson River. An additional sand filter bed would 

be preferable to chlorination. If warranted,,in consideration of 

400 employees at the site for all 3 units, the applicant should 

investigate alternative sewage handlingsystems such as connection 

to the municipal sewage disposal system.  

B. SUMMARY OF ALTERNATIVES 

The applicant has provided a discussion of alternatives and a cost

benefit analysis in. Supplement No. 3 to. the Environmental Report.  

In many cases the staff did not agree with the applicant's estimates; 

these differences are discussed below. The applicant in its Sup

plement.No. 3 followed the Commission's draft guidelines (January 7., 

1972) in preparing its analysis.  

It should be noted that in following the draft guidelines, the mone

tized items (in present worth) calculated by the applicant differ 

from those calculated by the staff. The staff elected to use a 

discount rate of 8.75%_which has been used-in most recent environ

mental impact, statements, although 8%.was suggested in the original 

draft guidelines (December 29, 1971). The differences between the 

staff's calculated values and those of the applicant reflect this 

difference in procedure.  

As discussed in the previous chapters of this Statement, the staff's 

independent evaluation of the environmental effects of the construction :0
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and'operation of'Indian Point Unit No.'2-disagrees .in certainire_
spects with the- evaluation made by.the applicant and, presented-pri-i
marily in its Environmental Report 'of -August 6, 1970, and Supplements 
No. 1 of September'9, 1971, No..2 of October15, 1971, a idNo 3 f-I 
February 15, 1972. : 

The important areas of'disagreement between the-applicant's analysis 
and that of-the staff are the following: .  

(1) The staff"s detailed review of the Quirk, Lawler, and 
Matusky heat dissipation and the Alden hydraulic models, 
developed for-and used by 'the applicant, indicates a 
number of uncertainties which, the staff believes, might 
affect' the applicant's C0nclusions. (These have been 

discussed in Chapter III.E.I.).  

(2) Environmental effects from operation of the Tintake-discharge 
" structure have a potential for long-term significaht bio-
logical damage to aquatic biota not onlyin the localized" 
area in the vicinity of Indian Point Unit No. 2,' but also 
in the Hudson River estuary,-New Jersey- coast and New York 
Bight. -(See Chapter[V.D.2.) 

(3) The discharge of residual chlorine may result in exposure 
of biota to toxic levels of residual chlorine or :chloramines.  
(See Chapter V.D.I.c..) 

(4) There may be a reduction in the dissolved oxygen-in the
cooling water across'the condenser. (See Chapter V.D .b.-) 

One of the major differences between the staff and the applicant .in 
the evaluation of available information is the impact of entrainment 
of nonscreenable fish eggs, larvae, and fingerlings. Another is the 
impingement of fish on the intake structure. The staff dbes -not
agree with the small impact of about 2-3% damage-to'eggs and larvae 
estimated by the applicant. Details of the staff's-disagreements, 
arelgiven in Chapters V.D, -Vliand Appendices V-l, -2 and -3. In 
Appendix XII-23, the applicant has commented on the staff's position 
on 'the environmental impact of Plant operation-as presented in the 
Draft Statement.  

The alternatives selected for compiling benefit-cost information are 
described in the following paragraphs*:'
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(1) Alternative 1, the existing Plant, has an 873 MW(e) capacity 

and construction is virtually completed. It is a pressurized 

water reactor utilizing once-through.cooling in which the 

condenser discharge water from Unit No. 2 is being mixed with 

that from Unit No. 1 in the same discharge canal. The 

Alternative 1 design will limit doses from radioactive mate

rial in liquid and gaseous effluents to levels that are 

within the numerical guides for design objectives and limiting 

conditions of operation set forth in the proposed Appendix I 

(dated June .9, 1971) to 10 CFR 50.  

(2) Alternative 2, with a minimal water impact, was selected as 

the present facility with the addition of two natural-draft, 
closed-cycle cooling towers. It is believed that the water 

impact would be greater if closed-cycle, mechanical-draft 

cooling towers were used instead of natural-draft cooling 

towers because of the greater amounts of chemicals, biocides 

and corrosion inhibitors, that would be discharged in the 

cooling tower blowdown. The natural-draft cooling tower 

.option was chosen because of a reduced environmental impact 

from fog, drift, salt deposition, and chemicals in blowdown.  

Six alternative cooling systems (in addition to Alternative 1) 

were evaluated. These are designated as Alternatives 2B, 2C, 
... 2G. These are mechanical-draft cooling towers, natural

draft cooling towers, and spray ponds, each operated in 

the open- and closed-cycle mode.  

(3) Alternative 3, as defined in the Commission's draft guidelines 

(January 7, 1972), is "the conceptual plant design which 

reduces to the minimum feasible level with available technology 

detrimental effects to ambient air and land." It is identical 
with Alternative 1 because Alternative 1 presents very minor 

interactions with-air and land. Except for residual chlorine, 

the other chemical discharges are considered to be minor.  

Since the Indian Point site presently accommodates a nuclear 
power reactor (Unit No. 1) and has a total of 3 Units on the 

site, no additional community impact from a new industry will 

occur and no land acquisition is required.  

(4) Alternative 4, defined as "that design which results from the 

applicant's best effort to balance environmental cost reduction 

with plant modification costs," is also identical with 

Alternative 1. Therefore only Alternatives 1 and 2 will be S.  
discussed.
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1. Description of Benefits of Alternative:Plant Designs 

The benefits discussed below are tabulated inTable XI-l.  

a. Power Benefits 

The staff elected to report the total electric energy output in mega
watt hours produced over the 30-year life-.of the Plant rather than in 
dollars of present worth. It is felt-that the present worth of power 
benefits calculated for a 30-year* period includes too many uncertainties 
to give a meaningful answer.  

The applicant has reported that the percentage of load by class of 
customers is given by the applicant as follows: 

Commercial. and Industrial. 53.6% 
-Residential .. 30.0% 
Other (Railroad and Goverhmental) 16.4% 

These are based..on long-range forecasts of. sales by classification of 
customers. The applicant does not keep separate statistics on com
mercial customers and industrial customers.because they are commingled 
in several of- the rate schedules.  

Alternative 1 (Plant As Is) 

Assumes nameplate rating of 873 MW(e) for life of Plant (30 
years), 8 weeks scheduled maintenance, an immature outage rate 
of 15% for the first 3 years and a mature outage of 10% for 
the remaining 27 years..  

8760 -hours- per year 
.  

-1344 hours (8 weeks scheduled maintenance.)> .  

7416 operating hours per year without forced outages 
-1112* (15% immaturie outage rate)' .  

6304 operating hours/year with outages 

6304 x 100 
Capacity Factor 60 = 72.0% 
(first 3 years) 8760 

The applicant has applied for a 40-year operating license but the 
book life is considered to be 30 years which were used in these 
calculations.
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TABLE XI-l 

BENEFIT DESCRIPTION OF ALTERNATIVE PLANT DESIGNS 
(All monetized benefits expressed in terns of present value)

1. NAME OF FACILITY:' 2. DATE OFREPORT 

Indian Point Unit No; 2 September 1972 " 

ALTERNATIVES 

1 2 "-3 4 

Minimum Minimum Plant 

Plant As Is Water Land/Air License 

BENEFITS 1+2+3 Impact* , Impact Request 

Total (million Same as Same as 
Electric Power Produced and Sold: Industrial ,r).30 yr pen 173..8~i 16 .Al.. Al.  

Commercial 

Residential 

Other Uses.  

Reliability Index Increased days per summer loss nf lon .. ..ii "P :.7 7: 7 

Process Steam Sold None None 

Environmental Enhancement: Recreation Ace-res 94 9 '94 

No.. No 
Navigation Benefit: Benefit _ _" 

Increased 1972 -,; Aire6ality: SO2 

emissions if ., a 2  Tons. 29 000 299000 
Indian Point No. 2is" NO 

not in service x Tons 16,000 16,000 

Particulates 
Tons 1,245 1,245 

Others " 

Education Visitors/yr to visitors' center 1010000 10 00,000 " 

Research $Millions' '" :', ' ' "12 *' " 12 __.. .. _ ' " ...... ..... " :'' .. . " None *None .. 
Regional Gross Product N n . ' "'- '' "limed 'Ciaimed __. ..._"___ 

Local Taxes $Mil.ionyr. .4. . 6.3 

Employment :$Midlond s - 
. " ' .  -:.E~timatedi 1 . 2:.... .1.2 -.  

"Esimaed'Incremental -Pyroll/yr 1.' .2 ____ 

Other Benefits 

• . '; - , '" . " " '1 " . : " 

.. . . . . " ' ~ ' .< 33 . ' .  

Where a row is not re evant to a particular alternative; insert n.a. for not applicable.  
'See Section lil.a of the guideline for suggested units'of measure of,benefits Applicants' should specify the units they use on the 

form . • .: , ' - , J" 
'Where benefits are the same for each alternative, put same in columns 2, 3 and 4.  

*Alternative utilizing 2 natural-draft, closed-cycle cooling towers.



7416 6rating. h .f'peF year-;aithiitf 

- 742 (10% mature outage rate-) 

6674 operating h6urs per year with outages- 4 .  

6674 x 100 
Capacity Factor = 67 0 = 76.2% 
--."(last -27 years.) ... 8760 

.--Annua.Energy Output: ... ." ....  

.... - ... Firs t, 3.years =873 ..MW .'x' 6304. hr.' = 5,503,392- MWhr.  
Next; 27 years = 873 MW x 6674 hr = 5,826,402 MWhr 

Total Energy Produced: 

3(5,503,392) + 27(5,826,-402) = 173,823,030 MWhr 

..Alternative 2 .(Minimum Water Impact)' .  

The two natural-draft, c.osed-cycle cooling towers derate the" 

Plant by reducing the net output capacity,,to..836 MW(e)., 

Annual Energy Output: 

First 3-years = 836 MW x 6304 hr = 5,'270';144 MWhr 
Next '27 years - 836 MW x 6674 hr = 5,579,464MWhr 

To'al'Enig'iy'Produ'ced: '.  

3(5,270,144) 427(5,579,464) -166,455,960.,MWhr 

b. Reliability Index 

II The applicant normally performs reliability calculations wi,.th ;,. $..  
-a l6'ss.Zf-load analys s •confined to the time's 'of 'maximum exposure 

to the peak load. This is..the hour of maximum load for each % 
. .w eekddy from June 15 to 'S'eptember 15. If the -capacity.- available .  

is less than the load at the peak hour it is counted as' a. d'ayi. ', 
of"loss-of-load. A loss-o"lad day i' one' oh whih the'-apTd .t , .....  
cannot meet its peak oad • with itsownigenerationi.plusiffirm',.pu 

Thus, a loss-of-load day would occur on any day the applicant 
was. for.ced to.use emergency, 9. supp.!emental.purchases or forced t 
reduce voltage or to actually disconnect customer load. The 
applicant .does not .schedule..any maintenance..during-.this peak 
summer period. Although supplemental purchases or lo-a curtailment 
measures may be required to me;t :opr'.i ",'rye requirements.-. " "; 

these are not determined by the loss-of-load calculation.  
..- : .:+,.. " = t2 , +- + . . . . ':'"-= • ++ +:..+L '+- " . .. '2 '

. :
'-' ",'+. . + .
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For 1972, with all units initially scheduled for the summer of 0 
1972 including Indian Point Unit No. 2 in service, and with scheduled 

retirements completed, the loss-of-load expected would be 2.0 

days per summer. Since Indian Point Unit No. 2 will not be in 

service during the summer of 1972, the expected number of loss

of-load days will increase to 9.2 days assuming that all other 
planned new units are available as scheduled, but that planned 

retirements are deferred. Since the reliability index is based 

on 65 summer days, this represents 14.2% of the summer days.  
Thus, there would be a 7-day increase in the expected number 

of loss-of-load days without Indian Point Unit No. 2 in the summer 

of 1972, even if retirement of older plants were deferred. Expressed 

another way, this means a 350% increase in the expected exposure 
of the system to emergency conditions.  

Since Indian Point Unit No. 2 will not be available for the summer 
of 1972, the staff accepts the applicant's method of computing 
the reliability index and concurs with the 7-day increase in 
the expected number of loss-of-load days without Indian Point 
Unit No. 2 during the period from June 15 to September 15, 1972.  

Over the long range the reliability index will vary as a function 
of the applicant's overall program of capacity additions and 
retirements, but the exclusion of Indian Point Unit No. 2 would 
have a similar impact on the actual reliability index in any 

given year. A unit or group of units would have to be added to the 

applicant's.current construction program over the long range to 
replace Indian Point Unit No. 2 if it were not available.  

c. Recreation 

As .stated in Chapters V and VIII, the applicant has a master 
plan to improve the appearance and usefulness of the site through 
development of recreational facilities for public use, including 
an 80-acre woodland park with a fresh-water lake, gardens, nature 
trails, picnic tables, and parking facilities. Before construction 
of Unit No. 3 is completed, a new $7 million visitors' center 
will be built to replace the first one. This will enhance the 

educational productivity of the site through exhibits and lectures 
on peaceful uses of atomic energy and development of nuclear 
power. .  

The applicant has also transferred 14 acres at the northwest' 

corner of the site to the Village. of Buchanan~to be developed 
by the Village as a public marina. It is anticipated that boat 
launching ramps will be available at the marina; however, plans
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are'not definite enough to estimate capacities and,-expected annual.  
user days. There is no doubt),however, that construction 'of
a public marina will enhance water-related activities of the 
area. .  

d. Air Quality 

The applicant conducted an analysis of the increased emissions from in
creased generation of fossil-fueled plants to c'ompensate for not 
having Indian Point Unit 2 available. Thus, without Indian Point 
Unit No. 2 in.service in 1972, an incremental amount of emissions• 
of 29,000 tons of SO2 , 16,000 tons of NOx, and 1,245 tons of particulate 
matter would be emitted into the New York City atmosphere above 
those emissions expected from those same generating stations if 
Indian Point Unit No. 2 were in service. This analysis was based 
on all units burning only oil, or gas when available. The oil 
which would be burned would be of the lowest sulphur content for' 
which contracts could be obtained. The applicant's last coal burning 
unit was taken out of service for conversion to oil in the early 
part of 1972. The staff accepts the applicant's estimate of the 
increased emissions from their fossil-fueled facilities during.  
1972 with Indian Point Unit No. 2 not in service.' 

e. Education 

Educational benefits will be provided by the new visitors' center 
to be constructed on the site. Construction of the center is expected 
.to begin in 1973 and to be completed in 1974." The new center will 
be considerably larger than the previously existing facility and 
will include more sophisticated exhibits focused on. the peaceful 
uses of nuclear energy. The estimated cost of the facility is 
$7 million and is expected to attract large numbers of school children 
on educational field trips. The applicant has estimated a grand 
total of 100,000 visitors per year to the new center based on visita
tions to the old center during the eleven years it was in operation..  

f. Research.  

A total of approximately $10.0 million is planned to be spent by 
the applicant on research for environmental studies relating to 
the Indian Point site. These studies are all directed toward environ
mental protection in the Indian Point areas. They are directed 
toward the entire Indian Point site rather than Indian"Point Unit" 
No. 2 specifically. About $1,700,000. has been spent in contract 
research to date.
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The costs for project related studies concerned with environmental 

effects have been reported by the applicant as follows: 

Completed Studies $ 1,701,312 

Five-Year Ecological Study 10,000,000 

Other Studies to be Performed 261,000 

Total $11,962,312 

g. Regional Gross Product 

No benefits are claimed as Westchester County is not considered a 

poverty or high unemployment area.  

h. Taxes - Community Benefits 

The applicant estimated annual local taxes of $4,100,100 for Alter

native 1 (Plant As Is) and $6,300,000 for subalternative 2E. (Closed

Cycle Natural Draft Cooling Towers). However, the additional local 

taxes and employment would involve an attendant increase in electrical 

rates paid by local and regional customers and there may be some 

increasein local services for the employees at the Plant.  

i. Employment 

Construction wages were estimated by the staff to be about $100 

million. It is estimated that an incremental increase of 100 permanent 

employees will result because of the existence of Indian Point 

Unit No. 2. This is based on projected employment for the fully 

developed Indian Point site and employment patterns.at other multi

plant nuclear generating facilities.  

The applicant has estimated that 399 full-time employees, primarily 

from the local communities where any new employee would probably 

move to, will be maintained at the Indian Point site on the completion 

of Units Nos. 1, 2, and 3. Some 112 of these are expected to be 

management personnel with the being operational and maintenance 

personnel. The average payroll per employee is estimated at $12,000 

per year. The applicant's estimated 100 jobs attri-butable to Indian 

Point Unit No. 2 with an incremental payroll per year of $1,200,000 

seems reasonable. Over the life of the Plant, the economic impact 

from this payroll amounts to $36,000,000. This does not include 

the impact of construction personnel and their payrolls, nor the 

extra maintenance personnel that will be required during down times 

for maintenance.
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2. Cost Description of Alternative Plant Designs 

The costs, as described below, are tabulated in Table XI-2 and 
in Table XI-3. The headings below, preceded by numbers, correspond 
with numbered items in the tables.  

a. Generating Costs 

The generating costs reported-by the applicant have been reduced 
to reflect the higher discount rate used by the staff.  

Plant As Is 

Plant Cost: $178,250,000 
Discount Rate: 8.75% 
Annual Carrying Charge: 13.0% 
Present Worth Factor: 10.520 (for 8.75% and 30 years) 
Plant Life: 30 years 

C = 178,250,000 

0 = 0.0004 x 873,000 KW x 6674 hr/yr x 10.520 = $24,518,000 

F t  0.00142 x 873,000 KW x 6674 hr/yr x 10.520 = $87,037,000 

TC = $289,805,000 
g 

Incremental Generating Costs 

Present Worth Factor (8.0% and 27 years) 10.935 

Present Worth Factor (8.75% and 27 years) = 10.254 

10.254 
Multiplier = 10.935 = 0.938 

Natural-Draft Open-Cycle Alternative = $130,413,000 x 0.938 = 
$122,327,000 

Mechanical-Draft Open-Cycle Alternative = $117,755,000 x 
0.938 = $110,454,000 

Spray Pond Open-Cycle Alternative =.$125,328,000 x 0.938 
$117,558,000 

Natural-Draft Closed-Cycle Alternative = $144,902,000 x 0.938 = 

$135,918,000
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TABLE XI-2 

COST DESCRIPTION OF ALTERNATIVE PLANT DESIGNS 
(All monetized benefits expressed in terms of present value)

NAME OF FACILITY 2. DATE OF REPORT 

Indian Point No. 2 September 1972 

ALTERNATIVES 

1 2 3 4 

Minimum Minimum Plant 

Plant As Is Water Land/Air License 
I mpact Impact Request 

Mat-Draft Same as Same as 

SUBSYSTEMS Closed Alt. 1 Alt. 1 
Alternative Cooling Systems (I) A

4  Cycle n.a. n*a.  

Alternative Rad Waste Systems (1) A 

Alternative Chemical Effluent Systems (Il) A 

Alternative_ System (IV) A 

Alternative _ System (V) A 

GENERATING COSTS $Millions 289.8 425.7 1 

ENVIRONMENTAL COSTS 1+2+3

Primary Impact 
1. Heat Discharged to 

Water Body

2. Effects on Water 
Body of Intake 
Structure and 
Condenser Cooling 
Systems 

3. Chemical Discharge 
to Water Body 

4. Consumption of Water 

5. Chemical Discharge 
to Ambient Air

Population or Resource Affected Btu/hr x10 6.4 1.27 
1.1 Cling Capacity Acre-ft x 103 1.6 <1 

1.2 Aquatic Biota Small r,0 

1.3 Migratory Fish 0 0 

2.1 Primary Producers andCo...... Damage 2.5% of 
Potential Alt.1 

2:2 Fisheries 2.5% of 
__Large Alt. 1 

3.1 People 

3.2 Aquatic Biota Small Small 

Chloriune. ax. % of std.  
3.3 Water Quaiy emical 100 100 

4.1 People gal/year 0 0 

4.2 Property Acre ft/year 0 0 

5.1 Air Quality hemial 
o? Standard 2 25 

5.2 Air Quality-Odor Noe Nn

' Where a row is not relevant to a particular alternative, insert n.a. for not applicable.  
'See Table 3 for units of measure and methods of computation, units should be specified by the applicant on the form.  

3 Where items are the same for each alternative, put same in columns 2, 3 and 4.  

'A refers to alternative in the Supplementary Forms.  

*Includes impingement and mechanical, thermal, and chemical effects on entrained 

biota.

S 

0
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6. Salts Discharged 
from Cooling 
Towers 

7. Chemical Contamination 
of Ground Water 
(excluding Salt) 

8. Radionuclides Dis
charged to Water Body 

9. Radionuclides Discharged 
to Ambient Air 

10. Radionuclide Contamination 
of Ground Water 

11. Fogging and Icing 

12. Raising/Lowering of 
Ground Water Levels 

13. Ambient Noise 

14. Aesthetics 

15. Permanent Residuals of 
Construction Actiity

6.1 People 
gal/year ....

'(1/7/72)

0 n.a. n.a.
6.2 Plants 

Acres Affected 0 SOP T___ 
6.3 Property Resources 0 See Text 

7.1 Peo l 
gaf/yr 0 0 

7.2 Plants 
Acres' Affected 0 0 

8.1 rgK0&Q eYterContact 0.1 Init.  
- ._-- 0.08 Mod 0.08 Mod 

8.2 People-Ingestion "5 In t.  
man-rem/yr 0.87 Mod 0.87 Mod 
P'lants Radslyr 0.090 - 0.338 .  

8.3 -2I4macV.Consuaws 
Invertebrates Rads/yr 1.50 5.65 

8.4 Fish Rads/yr 0.042 0.157 
^man-rem/yr 

9.1 People-External Contact 10 9. 9 
Throid 

9.2 People-Ingestion man-rem/yr >5 >58 

9.3 Plants and Animals See Text See Text 

10.1 People 0 0 

10.2 Plants and Animals 

0 _ 
11.1 Ground Transportation hrs - of.  
increasing driving hazard/y 0 0 

11.2 Air Tranportation hrs of 0 0 
airporc osng/yr 0 0___

hrs which 
1 j Water Transpor

t
a

t
ion spreduce speedlyr 0, 0 

11.4 Plants 
Acres affected 0 0 

12.1 gPiP)eyr 0 "o 

12.2 Plants Acres 0 0 

13.1 Rerents affected 0 300 

14.1 Appearance Minor Major 

15.1 Scc sb ity Historical Sites v /losyr 0 0 ____ 

15.2 Accessibility of Archeological Sites 
.. .. 0 0 _ _ 

15.3 Setting of Historical Sites 
Visitorsr 0 Minor-.  

15.4 Land Use 
Acres . . 0 0 

15.5 Property 

$ 0- _ 

15.6 Flood Control None None

COMMENTS

15.7 Irosionfon
t
rol .0 I j 0onS/ 0 0"



TABLE Xi- 3

SUPPLM4ENTARY FORM - 1 

COST DESCRIPTION - ALTERNATIVE COOLING SYSTEMS 
(Include'Associated Coolant Water Treatment Systems)

1. .Name of'Facility' 2., Date of Report 
Indian Point Unit No. 2 September 1972 

ALTERNATIVES 
Open Cycle Closed Cycle 

Once- Nat. Mech.. .Spray .,-Nat. Mech. Spray 
thru Draft Draft Pond Draft Draft Pond 

INCREMENTAL 
GENERATING COST $ x 106 XXXX 122.3 110.5 117.6 135.9 .113-4 131.3 

ENVIRONMENTAL COSTS

?rimary Impact.  

1. Heat Dis

charged to 

Water Body 

2."Effects on 
Water Body 'of 

Intake Struc

ture & Con

denser Cooling 

System* 

3. Chemical 
Discharge to 

Water Body

Population or 
Resource Affected Btu/hr x 109 6.35 1.27 1.27 See 0.13 0.123 See
1.1 Cooling Caparcity Arrp-ft 1_6 10 3  el .C 1 Text <11 Tv 

1.2 Aquatic Biota Small n0 .0 n 0 S0 0 0 

1.3'Migratory Fish 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

2.1 Primary. Producers Potentially Potentially Potentially Potentially 2.5% of 2.6% of 3.3% of
Consumers

2.2

Significant

Fisheries

Significant

Potentially Potentially 
Large Large

Significant Significant Open

Potentially Potentially 2.5% of 
upen Large Large Cycle

Open Open

.6% of 8.3% of 
en upen 

Cvcl Cvcle
3.1 People Annual user days 0 0 0 0 0 .0 0 

•3.2 Aquatic Biota Small Small Small Small Large Large Large 

3.3 Water Quality -
" Chemical Max. 1"[#n  00 100 

,00% of Standard 

* Includes impingement and mechanical, thermal, and chemical effects on entrained biota.  

@0•

fect fect efect

0

Dam- "AnjaprP jj;;ru;; Qrr- UAMAPP - _&'v JP L'XrJ P L'vnj P
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TABLE XI- 3<Cont'.d)

•SUPPL'MENTARY FORM - I 

COST DESCRIPTION - ALTERNATIVE COOLING SYSTEMS 
(Include'Associated Coolant Water Treatment Systems)

1. Name of Facility 2. Date of Report 
Indian Point Unit No. 2 September 1972 

ALTERNATIVES

Open Cycle__ ____

Nat. Mech.  
Draft Draft

Spray 
Pond

Closed Cycle 
Nat. Mech.. Spray 
Draft Draft . Pond

ENVIRONMENTAL COSTS (Cont'd) 
4. Consumption

of Water 

5. Chemical 
Discharge. to 
Ambient Air 

6. Salts Dis
charged frov 
Cooling Towe

4.1 People gal/yr.

4.2 Property Acres 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

5.1 Air-Quality 
Chemical % of Std SO2  25 25 25 25 25 25 25 

5 . r iN 6.3 6.3 6.3 6.3 6.3 6.3 6.3 
.5.2 Air Quality- .  

.'Part iculates (% of Std) 4.3 4.3 4.3 4.3 4.3 4.3 4,'3 
Odor None None None None None None None 

6.1 People. gal/yr 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
rs 

6.2 Plants Deposition on - ee See 
Land - Acres 0 Text 0.. 1200 TeXt r 0 1200 

-6.3 Property Resources $ 0 See Moderate Moderate See Moderate Moderate,
Text

7. Chemical 
Contamination 7 .1' People gal/yr 
of Ground 

Water 
(Excluding 
Salt)

Text

. 0 0 1.

Once
thru



TABLE XI-3 -(Cont'd)

SUPPLEMENTARY FOR1M - 1 

COST DESCRIPTION - ALTERNATIVE COOLING SYSTEMS 
(Include Associated Coolant Water Treatment Systems)

Name of Facility 

Indian Point Unit No. 2

2. Date of Report 

September 1972

ALTERNATIVES 

Open Cycle., Closed Cycle 

Once- Nat. Mech. Spray Nat. Mech. Spray 

thru Draft Draft Pond Draft Draft Pond 

.NVIRONMENTAL COSTS (Cont'd) 

7.2 Plant Acres affected 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

8. Radionuclides 
Discharged to 8.1 People - External Contact 
Water Body Man-Rem/yr 0.08 0.08 0.08 0.08

8.2 People - Ingestion 

Man-Rem/yr

8.3 Invertebrates 
Plants

8.4 Fish

Rad/yr
1.5 
0.09

0.87

1.5 
0.09

0.87

1.5 
0.09

Rad/yr

0.04 0.04 0.04

0.87 0.87

1.5 5.6 
0.09 0.34

0.04 0.16 0.16

9. Radionuclides 
Discharged 
to Ambient 
Air

9.1 People - External Contact 
Man-Rem/yr 

9.2 People - Ingestion 

Man-Rem/yr 

9.3 Plants and Animals 
Rad/yr Unknown Unknown Unknown Unknown Unknown Unknown

S

0.08

0.87 

5.6 
0.34

0.87

5.6 
0.34 

0.16

Unknown

0

0.08



TABLE XI- 3 (Cont'd) 

I. Name of Facility 

Indian Point No. 2

SUPPLEMENTARY FOR1M - 1 

COST DESCRIPTION - ALTERNATIVE COOLING SYSTEMS 

(Include Associated Coolant Water Treatment Systems)

2. Date of Report 

September 1972

ALTERNATIVES 

Open Cycle Closed Cycle 

Once- Nat. Mech. Spray Nat. Mech. Spray 

thru Draft Draft Pond Draft Draft Pond 

ENVIRONMENTAL COSTS (Cont'd) 

10. Radionuclide
Contamina
tion of 
Ground Water 

11. Fogging 
and Icing.

10.1 People 
Man Rem/yr. 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

10.2 Plants 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Invertebrates Rad/yr 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Fish 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

11.1 Ground Transportation 
Hrs of increased driving 

hazard/yr 0 0 0 4,030 0 88 5,340 

11.2 Air Transportation 
Hrs of airport closing 0 0 0 3,150 0 88 4,820 

11.3 Water Transportation 

Hrs of reduced speed/yr 0 0 0 5,610 0 175 6,570

12. Raising/ 
Lowering 
of Ground' 
Water Levels

11.4 Plants acres affected 

12.1 People gal/yr 

12.2 Plants acres

0 Moderate

0 .0 0

0 Moderate

0 0



TABLE XI-3 (Cont'd)

SUPPLEMENTARY FORM - 1 

COST DESCRIPTION - ALTERNATIVE COOLING SYSTEMS 

(Include Associated Coolant Water Treatment Systems)

1. Name of Facility 2. Date of Report 

Indian Point Unit No. 2 September 1972 

ALTERNATIVES 

Open Cycle Closed Cycle 

Once- Nat. Mech. Spray Nat. Mech. Spray 

thru Draft Draft Pond Draft Draft Pond 

ENVIRONMENTAL COSTS (Cont'd) 

13. Ambient Noise 13.1 People 0 300 4500 Minor 300 3000 Minor 

Residents affected

14. Aesthetics 

15. Permanent 

Residuals of 
Construction 
Activity

14.1 Appearance. Minor Major Moderate Moderate Major Moderate Moderate 

Transmission Facilities Minor Minor Minor Minor Minor Minor Minor 

.15.1 Accessibility of Historical 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Sites Visitors per yr.  

15.2 Acessibility of No Known 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Archeological Sites Deposits 

15.3 Setting of Historical 0 Minor 0 0 Minor 0 

Sites.Visitors per yr.  

15.4 Land Use -Acres 0 0 0 0 0 0 

15.5 Property $ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

15.6 Flood Control None None None None None None None 

15.7 Erosion Control 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

tons/yr



SUPL'IINTAR1Y I ORZ
COST DESCRIPTION -- ALTERNATIVE COOLING SYSTEMS 

TABLE XI-3 (Cont'd) (Include Associated Coolant Water Treatment Systems) 
1. Name of Facility 2. Date of Report 

Indian Point Unit No. 2 September 1972 

ALTERNATIVES 
Open Cycle Closed Cycle Once- Nat. Mech. Spray Nat. £M4ch. Spray thru Draft Draft Pond Draft Draft Pond 

ENVIRONMENTAL COSTS (Cont'd) 
16. Temporary 16.1 Land Disturbance 35 23 20 30 18 19 Impacts of Plant Acres 38 

Construction 
16.2 Air Quality Negligible Negligible Negligible.Negligible Negligible Negligible Negligible 

16.3 Water Quality Minor Negligible Negligible Minor Negligible Negligible Negligible Turbidity Turbidity 

16.4 Water Diversion None None None None None None None 

16.5 Waterways Effects None None None None None None None 

16.6 Spoilage Negligible Negligible Negligible Negligible Negligible Negligible Negligible 
cu. yds.  

16.7 Housing No Known No Known No.Known No Known No Known No Known No Known 
Impact Impact Impact Impact Impact Impact Impact 

16.8 Schools Negligible Negligible Negligible Negligible Negligible Negligible Negligible



TABLE XI-3 (Cont'd)

SUPPLEMENTARY FOR4 - 1 

COST DESCRIPTION - ALTERNATIVE COOLING SYSTEMS 

(Include Associated Coolant Water Treatment Systems)

1. Name of Facility 2. Date of Report 

Indian Point No. 2 September 1972 

ALTERNATIVES 

Open Cycle Closed Cycle 

Once- Nat. Mech. Spray Nat. Mech. Spray 

thru Draft Draft Pond Draft Draft Pond

ENVIRON'IENTAL COSTS (Cont'd) 

16.. Temporary 16.9 Traffic..  

Impacts of 

Plant Con

struction 16.10 Community 
Service

Moderate Moderate Moderate 
Increase Increase :Increase

Moderate frlodefEte Moderate noaerate
Moderase Moderate Moderate Moerase 
Increase Increase Increase Increase

Negligible Negligible Negg lig i e I ~egi--gie Negiigib-le- Negigibie Negligible

17. Transpor- 17.1 Fuel Transport 
tation Man-Rem/yr

64 Fuel Assemblies 64 b4 64 64 
1.8 (rail-3.4 (truck) These doses apply to all alternatives

64 64>

18. Solid Wastes

17.2 Fuel Storage 64 Fuel Assemblies 64 64 64 64 64 64 

17.3 Waste Products - 90-150 Drums 90-150 90-150 90-150 90-150 90-150 90-150 

Man-Rem/yr 0.9 0.9 0.9 0.9 0.9 0.9 0.9 

18.1 Non-Fuel Solid 100-200 Drums 100-200 100-200 100-200 100-200 100-200 100-200

-C e

Wastes

e 0 0

..... m
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0 
Mechanical-Draft Closed-Cycle Alternative = $120,842,000 x 0.938 = 

$113,350,000 

Spray Pond Closed-Cycle Alternative = $140,012,000 x 0.938 = 
$131,331,000 

b. Environmental Costs 

The numbered items discussed below correspond to the Commission's draft 
cost-benefit guidelines. Both short- and long-term environmental 
effects have been considered insofar as available data have permitted.  

1. Heat Discharge to Natural Water Body 

As mentioned above the staff does not concur in the applicant's analysis' 
of Item 1 which follows. This difference is detailed in Chapter III.E.I.  

1.1 Cooling Capacity of Water Body 

Alternative 1. Plant As Is 

Environmental Cost: 6.4 x 109 Btu/hr, 1.55 x 103 acre-ft.  

The values chosen from Table 1.1-1 of the applicant's Supplement No. 3 
to represent the environmental costs under Item 1.1 were selected 
with the consideration that Unit No. 1 .is presently operating with 
once-through cooling and will continue to operate in this manner 
regardless of the method of operating Unit No. 2. Therefore, the 
values selected correspond to the difference of the combined effects 
of operating both Units Nos. 1 and 2 less the effects of operating 
Unit No. 1 alone. Since the 4F temperature rise is the standard 
which applies, these volumes were also selected to represent the! 
environmental costs. Thus, 6,350 x 106 Btu/hr would be discharged 
to the present discharge canal from Alternative 1 for Indian Point 
Unit No. 2. Unit No. 1 also uses this canal, discharging another 
1,880 x 106 Btu/hr. The total volume encompassed within the 4F0 ' 
rise is given by the applicant as 47 acre-ft of which 42 acre
ft is attributed to Unit No. 2.  

The staff's calculations based on the applicant's model show that 
about 1.55 x 103 acre-ft will be within the 4'F isotherm. Using 
Appendix K, Figure S-1 of the applicant's Supplement No. I to the 
Environmental Report for the critical summer condition, the volume 
enclosed was calculated to be 3.6 x 103 acre-ft for the 3-Unit 
operation. Since the volume varied as a function of the flow,
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the fraction of the input from Unit No. 2 was used to determine 

.... ,its impact., The contribution is 0.43 x 3.6 x 10
3 acre-ft-or.1.55 

x* i03 acre-ft for Unit No. 2 (once-through).  

Alternative 2. Cooling Tower and Spray Pond Alternatives 

Environmental Cost: 1.27 x I09 Btu/hr, <1 acre-ft (open-cycle) 

1.28 x 108 Btu/hr, <1 acre-ft (closed-cycle) 

The procedures employed here are as described for Alternative 
1 

and these were. repeated for the following subalternatives: 2B-

Natural-Draft Cooling Towers, Open-Cycle; 2C--Mechanical-Draft 

• Cooling Towers, Open-Cycle; 2E--Natural-Draft Cooling Towers, Closed

Cycle; and 2F--Mechanical-Draft Cooling Towers, Closed-Cycle. 
Spray 

ponds were not evaluated because of the lack of specific 
data.  

The values chosen to represent the environmental 
cost for Alternative 

2 are those for subalternative 2E and 2F, although 
the amount of 

heat to be introduced from subalternate 2G spray ponds, 
closed

cycle would be less (see Section XI.B.6).  

2B. Open-Cycle Cooling Tower, Natural-Draft 

2C. Open-Cycle Cooling Tower, Mechanical-Draft 

Calculations were carried out by the staff, using values 
for average 

river temperatures from Figure 4, Appendix J, and Table 
B-5 of 

Appendix J of the applicant's Supplement No. 1 are shown 
below.  

Summer Remainder of the 

Conditions *F Year Conditions OF 

Average River Temp. 74*. . 49 

7Avg. Rise Across 14.6 14.6 

Condenser 

Condenser'Outlet Temp. 88.6 63.6 

... Avg. Wet Bulb Temp. 65 . 35 

* Approach * * 11 15 

76 . 50 

Tower Inlet Temp. 88.6 62.6 

Tower Effluent Temp. 76- 50M0 * 

Range 12.6 12.6 

The applicant reported on page S-3 A32 of Supplement No. 
3 the average 

river temperature of 70OF for summer conditions.
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12-.6 
1-.6 = 0.86 or 86%. Because of the uncertainty, it is: assumed 

80% of the heat will be dissipated to the atmos'h'ere 
while 20% of the 6.35 x 109 Btu/hr or 1.27 x l0 Btu/hr 
will be released to the river. Since the tower effluent 
is elevated less than 4F° above the river temperature, 
less than 1 acre will be within the 4F0 isotherm.  

2E. Closed-Cycle Cooling Towers, Natural-Draft 

The methods used were similar to the above calculations.

summer Remainder of the 
Conditions OF 'Year Conditions °F 

Average River Temp. 74* 50 
Avg. Rise Across 15.1 15.1, 

Condenser 

89.1 65.1 

Avg. Wet Bulb Temp. 65 - 35 
Approach 30 33 

95 68 
River Temp. 74 ' 49 i*. 

21: 19 

,Therefore, the average AT of the blowdown water will be 19.5°F 
above ambient.  

Btu's/hr discharged to the river will be 6.56,,x 106 lbs/hr x 
19.50 = 0.13 x l09 Btu/hr. There will.be less than 1.0 acre 
within the 40F isotherm.  

2F. Closed-Cycle Cooling Towers, Mechanical-Draft 

The value used for the Mechanical-Draft Closed-Cycle cooling towers is 
that of the applicant. No detailed analysis was conducted to verify 
this figure. As mentioned above, spray ponds were not evaluated 
because of the lack of specific data.  

The selection of a closed-cycle cooling tower suboption rather than the 
closed-cycle spray pond to represent Alternate 2 was based on the 

*The applicant reported on page S-3 A32 of Supplement No.3 the average 
river temperature of 70°F for 'summer conditions.;
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significantly higher consumption of water caused by excessive drift 
from the spray pond. The total water consumption, drift plus evapora

tion, of closed-cycle cooling tower arrangements is estimated 
to 

be 15,000 gpm (0.1% drift) for mechanical-draft and 14,000 gpm 

(0.0025% drift) for natural-draft cooling towers while that from 

a closed-cycle spray pond would be between 23,000 gpm (1% 
drift) 

and 58,000 gpm (5% drift). This extra water consumption, 9,000 

gpm to 44,000 gpm, from spray ponds represents a significant loss 

of water. As the thermal impact would be essentially the same 

for both closed-cycle cooling tower options, the natural-draft 

option was selected for the minimum water impact alternative because 

of lower environmental impact from fog, drift and salt deposition.  

None of the open-cycle subalternatives were selected because 
each 

would discharge. substantial quantities of heat (see Table 1.1

1 of the applicant's Supplement No. 3) into the water body.  

Thus, the staff estimated that the volume enclosing the 4F* 
isotherm 

for Alternative 1 would be 1,550 acre-feet rather than 42 
acre

feet estimated by the applicant. Also, for open-cycle cooling 

towers the staff estimated that 1.27 x 109 Btu/hr would be released 

to the river rather than 5.08 x 109 Btu/hr estimated by the applicant.  

For closed-cycle towers the staff's estimate of heat dissipation 

into the river is 0.13 x 109 Btu/hr rather than 2.03 x 108 Btu/hr 

estimated by the applicant.  

1.2 Aquatic Biota 

Alternative 1. Plant As Is 

Environmental Cost: Small 

According to the staff, the amount of damage will be different 

for each alternative. Since the areas affected for all cooling 

aliernatives are small, no significant impact is expected to result.  

For the once-through alternative, in view of the low tolerance 

of many of the species to increases in temperature and the high 

probability of exposure to elevated temperature, some thermal effects 

are anticipated.  

The applicant has supplied the following estimates. The applicant's 
estimate is based on the considerations described in pp. $3-25 

to S3-31 of Supplement No. 3: 

0.24 lb Alewife/year, 0.03 lb Bay Anchovy/year, 1.00 lb American 

Shad/year, 0.03 lb Carp/year, 0.47 lb American Eel/year, 0.10 lb
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Hogchoker/year, 0.04 lb Blueback Herring/year, 0.01 lb Atlantic 
Sturgeon/year, 0.31 lb Striped Bass/year, 0.57 lb Atlantic Tomcod/year, 
0.19 lb White Catfish/year, 2.9 lb White Perch/year.  

While the applicant made these estimates, according.to Supplement.  
No. 3, it stated that studies indicate zero costs. The staff agrees 
that the environmental cost would be small for aquatic biota from* 
thermal discharges alone. However the combination of thermal and 
chemical discharges could cause more of an impact (see introduction 
to Section XIB).  

Alternative 2. Minimum Water Impact 

Environmental Cost: I0 (Applicant's and staff's estimate) 

The environmental cost of approximately zero is appropriate to 
the subalternative cooling system chosen, 2E natural-draft cooling 
towers, to minimize water impact. The same cost applies to •all 
other alternative cooling systems because of the major reduction 
of the thermal discharge to the Hudson River.  

1.3 Migratory Fish 

All Alternatives 

Environmental Cost: 0 

In all cases under consideration, the. applicant does not anticipate 
.plumes of a 4F' isotherm, to extend across the Hudson River. According 
to the applicant, the maximum situation is for-the once-through 
cooling system (Alternative 1) and would have the 4F' isotherm 
extending 590 feet, or less than 1/5 of the way across the Hudson 
River. The staff believes that only actual operating experience 
in which an adequate monitoring program is carried out in cooperation 
with the State and Federal agencies will determine whether Alternative 
1 - Plant As Is - will be able to meet the New York State criteria 
of 4F' and 90*F, particularly during the summer time when the plume 
will spread on the surface and the ambient river temperature may 
be greater than the 790F temperature which the applicant has used 
as the maximum summer temperature. This also will have to be verified, 
particularly with a change in the submerged jet from 18 feet to 
12 feet'. Subalternative 2E results in the 4F° isotherm reaching 
only 290 feet from the east shore. The number's were obtained by 
scaling. Regardless of the outcome of the thermal monitoring program, 
the staff does not believe that a thermal barrier will develop
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across the river that would inhibit migration and prevent migratory 

fish from reaching their spawning areas upstream of Indian Point.  

2. Effects on Water Body of Intake Structure and Condenser 

Cooling System 

2.1 Primary Producers and Consumers 

Alternative 1. Plant As Is and All Open-Cycle Alternatives 

Environmental Cost: Potential Significant Damage 

In Chapter V.D., the staff's analysis indicates that significant changes 

could occur in the phytoplankton community as a result of Plant 
opera

tions. However, the staff has not quantitatively assessed the magnitude 

of the possible changes or the probability of their occurrence based on 

available information. The staff has estimated the maximum possible 

consequence which would result from a yearly reduction of 17% of phyto-, 

plankton productivity at Indian Point. Similarly the staff's analyses 

shows that significant damage to zooplankton from effects of chlorina

ntion, entrainment, and exposure to the thermal plume. Experimental data 

for phytoplankton and microzooplankton relative to this effect have been 

obtained and projections made for cases of interest by the applicant.  

The applicant has assumed that phytoplanktonic organisms are anticipated 

to be killed only as a result of chlorination and in makeup water for 

other alternatives. Based on this information, the applicant estimates 

that no environmental cost of phytoplankton will result from Alternative 

1.. Samples of microzooplankton consisting of 84% adult Copepods, 12.2% 

cladocerans, 2.7% barnacle larvae, and 1.1% copepod naup.ii were air 

dried at 50*C and weighed to estimate the weight of an individual micro

zooplankter. This estimate (1.14 x 10-S) was used to calculate the 

approximate microzooplankton kills per year resulting from Alternative 1.  

The number of organisms per year estimated to be killed is 1.48 x 1013.  

The estimated kill is 3.7 x 105 lb/yr of microzoonlankton. The applicant 

believes that such minor impacts would not be expected to cause any signi

ficant shifting in the species present. However, the staff feels a 

shifting in species may be significant, and, again, that only from actual 

operating experience and study can this be determined.  

All Closed-Cycle Alternatives 

Environmental Cost: Expressed as a percentage of the open

cycle alternatives computed as the 

ratio of the withdrawal rates.
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Withdrawal = Blowdown and consumption (drift + evaporation) 

Blowdown 21 cfs 
Withdrawal Natural Draft =.21 + 28 = 49 cfs 

for 
Closed Cycle Mechanical Draft = 21 + 30 = 51 cfs 
Alternative: 

Spray Pond = 21 + 42 = 63 cfs 

Once-through Withdrawal = 1933 cfs* 

% Impact Compared 
Closed Cycle Operation To Open Cycle 

49/1933 Natural Draft Cooling Tower = 2.5 
51/1933 Mechanical Draft 2.6 
63/1933 Spray Pond 3.3 

2.2 Fisheries 

Alternative 1. Plant As Is and All Open Cycle Alternatives 

Environmental Cost: Potential for large fish damage per year 

As discussed in Chapter V.D and Appendix V-2 of this Statement, the staff 
disagrees with the applicant's estimate of 0 fish/year. The major adverse 
impact of the operation of Indian Point Unit No. 2 from the intake and 
discharge structure will result in significant damage to anadromous and 
catadromous species.from entrainment and impingement. The fish kill of 
February 29, 1972 when only 2 pumps of Indian Point Unit No. 2 were being 
tested plus experience with fish kills of Indian Point Unit No. 1 are 
indicative of the potentially serious effect of Plant operation to aquatic 
biota from Unit No. 2. Furthermore, the effect of Unit No. 2 operations 
from entrainment of fish eggs and larvae from spawning is in order of 
magnitude greater than that predicted by the applicant. See Section XI-B, 
item 2 for the staff's position regarding damage to biota from impingement 
and entrainment. Details of the staff's analysis are presented in Chapters 
V.D., Appendix V-1 on chlorination and other chemical effects and 
Appendices V-2 and V-3 on entrainment effects of operation of Indian 
Point Unit No. 2.  

*The maximum flow rate through the 6 pumps is 840,000 gpm and 30,000 gpm 

through the service water system.
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Entrainment can be reduced by a reduction in the volume of water used by W 
closed-cycle-alternatives as indicated in Item 2.1. Impingement is not 
easily reduced, because the factors responsible are not as well under
stood. It appears, however, to be related to intake velocity, and volumes 
of cooling water flow, ambient water temperature, size of the fish, fish 
density and the physiological conditions of the fish.  

The applicant's estimate on impingement effects and methods to alleviate 
damage from impingement is based on considerations described in pp. S3-25 
to S3-31 of Supplement No. 3.  

All Closed Cycle Alternatives 

Environmental Cost: Expressed as a percentage of the open 
cycle alternatives 

As stated above (Alternate 1) a number of factors influence the extent 
of impingement of fish. All closed-cycle cooling alternatives will result 
in a substantial reduction in numbers of fish impinged annually due to a 
reduction in withdrawal of cooling water. The net effect will be a reduc
tion in environmental costs which will approximate the percentages 
computed for 2.1 above.  

The following is a summary with the staff's comments of possible alterna
tives suggested by the applicant to minimize the damage of fishkills from 
impingement.  

1. Vertical traveling screens straight line in the river.  
Cost: $11,500,000.  

The proposal calls for use of a common intake structure 
farther out in the river with a single row of vertical 
traveling screens parallel to the river flow. This would 
reduce intake velocities to below 0.3 fps during colder 
parts of the year and to 0.5 fps during the summer.  

2. Horizontal traveling screens straight line in the river.  
-Cost more than $11,500,000.  

Will result in lower intake velocity as with 1. The 
operation of the screens will move impinging fish to the 
side of the intake rather than toward the surface of the 
water. 4 

3. Vertical traveling screens VV shape with bypass in the 
river.  

Cost: $14,600,000. 0
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Will allow fish to bewithdrawn through the-bypass where 
they are returned to the river'by pumping (fish pumps) 
or by lifting. Testing has indicated fish mortality-of 
5 to 50%.  

4. Vertical traveling screens relocated to the front of the 
forebays at Units Nos. 1 and 2. Cost $1,000,000 for Unit 
No. 2, Unit No. 1 has-higher -costs.  

The relocation will allow lateral movement along the 
screen surface to avoid impingement. Continual opera
tion of the screens instead of periodic operation will 
result in a lowered mortality rate for impinged fish.  

5. Vertical traveling fish basket. The cost is unknown.  
Neither effectiveness nor practability for Indian Point 
has been demonstrated.  

6. Air-bubble screen. Cost: $12,000/bay.  

The effectiveness in preventing fish from moving toward 
the screen is uncertain. This device is presently being 
tested at Unit No. 1.  

In terms of entrainment, the potential for serious 
damage exists as di/scussed in Section V.D and.  
Appendix V-2 for all open-cycle alternatives.  

Closed-cycle alternatives would be expected to have a 
reduced impact proportional to the reduced water intake: 

Natural-draft towers • 2.5% as great 
Mechanical-draft! towers 2. 6% as great 
Spray ponds 3.3%, as great.  

3. Chemical Discharges to Water Body 

The-chemicals which will be discharged from Indian Point Unit No. 2 are 
identified and the amounts to be released are described in Chapters III 
and V, and Appendix.V-l. 

3.1 People

All Alternatives
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Environmental Cost: 0 Annual user days 

The discharge of chemicals to the river is not expected to have any 

effect on human use of the river. The staff agrees with the applicant 

on that point.  

3.2 Aquatic Biota 

All Alternatives 

Environmental Cost: Large during chlorination periods 

Net cost small 

Chemicals expected to be released into the discharge canal will have suf

ficiently low concentrations (after dilution by the discharge water) so 

as to protect aquatic biota from lethal or sublethal effects due to long

term or chronic exposure. An exception, however, is the discharge of 

residual chlorine combined with increased temperature. The staff's 

analysis indicates that the effect of residual chlorine and chloramines 

."may be great on entrained organisms. (See Section V.D.2 and Item 3 for 

staff's discussion of entrained biota.) According to the applicant, the 
effect will probably not be great. Cooling tower chemicals and concentra-@ 

tions are not available from the applicant at this time and thus the 
effects on biota are unknown.  

3.3 Water Quality - Chemical 

All Alternatives 

Environmental Cost: Up to 100% of the New York State allow
able limits (the staff's estimate) 

(See discussion of 3.2 above.) 

4. Consumption of Water 

4.1 People 

All-Alternatives 

Environmental Cost: 0 gal/year 

The Hudson River near and below Indian Point is not- used for drinking 

water purposes.  

4.2 Property

All Alternatives
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Environmental- Cost: 0 acres.'-..-.  

The Hudson River -near and below Indian Point is not used for irrigation 
purposes. 

5. Chemical Discharges to Ambient Air 

5.1 Air Quality- Chemical 

All Alternatives 

Environmental Cost: 25% 

The.staff has verified the applicant's annual average concentrations 
estimated for the emissions for the two "package-boilers" at Unit No. 2.  
However, Unit No. 1 has a superheater and 3 boilers that must be taken 
into account to evaluate the effects of the total emissions from the two 
Units being discharged through the superheater stack of Unit No. 1. The 
applicant's values were then scaled, based on the rated capacity of the 
units, and new percent of standard values (Federal Air Quality Standards) 
computed as follows.: 

SO2  25% 

NOx  6.3% 

Particulates 4.3% 

Effects of emissions fron construction equipment were considered 
negligible.  

5.2 Air Quality - Odor 

All Alternatives 

Environmental Cost: None 

Although a few chemicals of an organic nature are anticipated for use in 
the Plant, the amounts will be so small ard'-their.concentrations in the 
atmosphere and in discharge waters will be so low that no perceptible 
ordors will be experienced at offsite, locations.. Thus, the staff concurs 
with the applicant's assessment that there will be no perceptible odors 
at offsite-locations. - .
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6. Salts Discharged from Cooling Towers 

Alternative 1 does not have a cooling tower and is there

fore not considered.  

6.1 People.  

In order to assess this impact, it is necessary first to have esti

mates of the salt deposition resulting from the cooling alternatives.  

Independent calculations by the staff were in reasonable agreement 

with the deposition estimates calculated by the applicant. These 

values are tabulated in Table XI-4 for the sector having the highest 

deposition and for the entire area between radii of 0-1, 1-2, 2-3, 

3-4, 4-5, and 5-10 miles of the site. These values were calculated 

using (1) estimates of salt deposition already obtained for natural

draft cooling towers calculated for Indian Point and (2) the factors 

employed to estimate the dispersion of airborne radioactivity from 

the site.  

The theoretical equations used to estimate salt deposition are based 

on equations developed for estimating the dispersion and deposition 

of radioactivity from elevated stacks2 . The important parameters in 

these equations are (1) the salt discharge rate into the atmosphere, 
(2) the effective height of the plume, (3) the distance from the 

source, and (4) the average ambient weather conditions which include 
the stability, the wind velocity, and the wind direction. The factors 
for estimating the dispersion of airborne radioactivity are ratios 

of the groundlevel concentration of atmospheric radioactivity at a 
given point to the rate of radioactivity discharge from the site.  
Deposition is assumed to be proportional to groundlevel concentration 
so these factors are also applicable to estimating salt deposition.  
However, the factors were calculated for a groundlevel release and 

for an effective plume height of about 290 feet. These effective 

heights for radioactivity are, of course, not applicable to the 
cooling towers. The theoretical equations indicate that the logarithm 
of the radioactivity factor at a given location should be proportional 

to the square of the effective plume height, and this scaling was used 

to correct the radioactivity factors for the effective plume heights 

corresponding to the mechanical-draft cooling towers (about 400 feet).  
The spray ponds are essentially groundlevel releases while the effec
tive plume heights for natural-draft towers are in excess of 1,000 

feet so that this would require extrapolation beyond the confidence 
of the scaling.'



TABLE XI-4 APPLICANT'S SALT DEPOSITION RATES

Salt Salt Deposition Ratest lb/.(acre-year) Discharge 0-1 miles 1-2 miles 2-3 miles 3-4 miles 4-5 miles 5-10 miles Rate, Maximum Entire Maximum Entire Maximum Entire. Maximum Entire Maximum Entire Maximum Entire Alternative lb/year Sector Circle Sector Circle Sector Circle Sector.. Circle Sector Circle Sector Sector

IA OTC 0 0

2B NDO 5.4 x 10 5 

2C MDO 2.1 x 107

0 0 0 0

0.01 0.4 0.05 0.1 1.3

0 0

1 0.1

64 101 30 48 14 28 9 18
2D SPO 2.1 X 108 2.6 x i05 1. x 105 0

6 2E NDC 1.1 x 106 0.3 

2F MDC 4.2 x 107. 423 

8 5 2G SPC 4.2 x10 *52 x10 2,

0.02 0.8 

127 202

0 0 

0.07 1.8 

60 95

0 0 

0.2 2.7 C 

29 57,

2 0.2

17 .35 12

0 0 

0.2 0.02 

6 3 

0 0

_X 

H 13 6 '

1 x 10 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Once-Through Cooling 
Natural Draft Cooling.Tower, Open Cycle 
Mechanical Draft Cooling Tower, Open Cycle 
Spray Pond, Open Cycle 
Natural Draft Cooling Tower, Closed Cycle.  
Mechanical Draft Cooling Tower, Closed Cycle 
Spray Pond, Ciosed Cycle. .

Drift assumed to be 0.0025% of cooling water flow for natural draft 
towers, 0.1% for mechanical draft towers, and 1% for spray ponds.,

OTC 
NDO 
MDO 
SPO 
NDC 
MDC 
SPC

.04 0.'03
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According to the applicant, because of the difficulties in extrap

olating the radioactivity factors to the plume heights of natural

draft towers, these factors could not be used with confidence to 

calculate the salt deposition from the towers. The earlier esti

mates of salt deposition were for natural-draft towers but these 

estimates were only for the sector showing the maximum deposition 

rates and were based on different salt discharge rates from the 

tower. These earlier estimates were scaled with the salt discharge 

rates of the applicant's Supplement No. 3 for natural-draft towers 

in order to obtain the depositions for the maximum sector. The 

scaling was directly proportional to the discharge rate. In order 

to estimate the average deposition rate for the entire area within

given radii, the radioactivity factors-were Scaled to the effective 

plume height corresponding to the natural-draft towers. The average 

factor for all the sectors within the given radii was calculated 

and the ratio of this average factor to the factor for the maximum 

sector within the given radii was determined. This ratio was then 

multiplied by the salt deposition rate for the maximum sector 

to provide the estimate of the average deposition rate. The calcula

tion of this ratio did not require as much confidence as the direct 

calculation of the deposition rate so that the scaling with the 

plume height was satisfactory for this purpose.  

The salt deposition values for the mechanical-draft towers and the 

spray ponds were calculated as the product of a salt discharge 

rate, a deposition velocity equivalent to 5 cm/sec, and the radio

activity factor for the given sector and distance from the site.  
The salt discharge rate used for the 0-1 mile distance was the 

value at the tower or pond. The total amount of salt deposited 

within 1 mile was then subtracted from the tower or pond discharge 
and this difference was used as the salt discharge rate for calcu
lating the deposition within the 1 to 2 mile radii. This process 

of reducing the discharge rate was continued until the rate became 

zero. The results of these calculations indicated that about 5% 
of the salt discharged from mechanical-draft towers would be deposited 

within 10 miles while all of the salt discharged from spray ponds 

would be deposited within 1 mile. The definition of the radioactivity 

factorswas not fine enough to calculate the exact radius within which 

all of the salt from the spray ponds would be deposited. Therefore, 

the average deposition rates for spray ponds were calculated with the 

assumption that all of the salt would be uniformly deposited on the 

area enclosed by the l-mile radius.  

0
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Cooling Subalternative 2E (Natural-Draft, Closed-Cycle 
Cooling Towers) 

Environmental Cost: 0 gal/year 

Intrusion of salts from cooling tower drift into ground-water is 
considered improbable. The only public water supply served by 
wells averages about 550 gpm. A few wells, serving private homes, 
are still in use along the fringes of the area. Both the Stony 
Point System wells and the private wells are in unconsolidated.  
deposits with depths ranging from 35 to 50 feet. However, on both 
sides of the river the ground elevations are considerably higher 
than at the Plant site, and water should flow to the river. 

The data indicate that the maximum rate of salt deposition from the 
cooling towers under this subalternative will occur 3 to 4 miles 
from the Plant. The rate was calculated to be about 3 pounds salt 
per acre per year. Percolation of this material into the ground 
will depend upon rainfall. The annual rainfall in this region 
averages about 36 inches, and so the average salt concentration in 
percolating groundwater would be about 0.36 ppm. Since this is a 
factor of 700 below permissible water quality criteria for chloride 
and sulfate (250 ppm) as recommended for public water supplies, any 
salts from the natural-draft cooling towers that might reach under
ground wells will have negligible effect on the water supply.  

Cooling Subalternative 2B (Natural-Draft Cooling Towers, 

Open-Cycle) 

Environmental Cost: 0 gal/yr 

This subalternative cooling method will discharge less salt Sub
alternative 2E. Therefore, it will not affect local groundwater 
supplies.  

Cooling Subalternatives 2C (Mechanical-Draft Cooling 
Towers, Open-Cycle) and 2F (Mechanical-Draft Cooling 
Towers, Closed-Cycle 

Environmental Cost: 0 gal/yr - -
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Most of the salt deposition from these mechanical-draft cooling tower 

subalternatives will occur within 2 miles of the Plant. The calcu

lated deposition rates, while appreciably higher than for natural

draft cooling towers, would still result in peak average salt concen

trations in precolating groundwater at 2 miles of 25 ppm. On the 

basis of the discussion presented for cooling Subalternative 2E, no 

effect on local groundwater supplies would occur.  

Cooling Subalternatives 2D (Spray Pond, OpenCycle) and 

2G (Spray Pond, Closed Cycle) 

Environmental Cost: 0 gal/yr 

Much more salt is available for deposition from these subalternatives 

than from the cooling tower subalternatives because of the higher drift 

values'. However, the rate calculations indicate that the deposition 

will be confined to an area within 1 mile of the site., Since there is 

no use of well water in this area, no loss of water supply will occur.  

6.2 Plants 

Although it was possible to obtain estimates of the magnitude of salt 
Ideposition for the various cooling alternatives, it was not possible 
to-obtain enough specific data to allow a detailed assessment of. the 

-potential effects of the salt deposited on the vegetation within the 
Plant's sphere of influence. However, data from highway salting re
search indicates that salt deposition rates of 500 lb/acre/year could 

be detrimental to roadside vegetation and deposition rates of 1,000 
lb/acre/year would cause damage to roadside vegetation. Using this 

range of deposition rates and the data for the various cooling alter
-natives, estimates were made for the acreage which could suffer.  

potential detrimental effects from salt deposition.  

Cooling Subalternatives 2B, 2C, 2E, and 2F 

Environmental Cost: 0 acres 

Since the data show no salt deposition rates in excess of 500-1,000 

lbs/acre/year, there will be no environmental costs to plant life in 

the area associated with these alternatives.  

However, the natural draft towers are subject to the downwash phenom

enon that carries the plume directly to the ground. Downwash starts
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when the ratio of the stack emission speed to the wind speed is.  
less-than unity and when occurring,' would spray the nearby terrain 
with cooling water droplets with salinity ranging up-to 14 ppt 
which could cause severe damage to plants.  

Cooling 'Subalternatives 2D and 2G 

Environmental Cost: 1,200 acres 

The predicted salt deposifion-rates from the spray-pond alternatives 
greatly exceed the 5 0 0-l,000.lbs/acre/year. Based on the salt depo
sition rates calculated by the applicant, the only alternatives that 
would cause salt deposition in excess of tolerance (1400 ppm for 
irrigation) would be the spray ponds.  

Furthermore, the calculations predic t that' all the salt would be' de
posited within a 0-1 mile radius, of the .spray ponds. Consequently, 
either of these two alternatives could be expected to present an 
extreme hazard-to terrestrial plant life particularly in the 
immediate Plant site environs, and to a lesser extent, up to 1 mile 
from the spray ponds.  

Within the 0-1 mile radius from the spray ponds are some 1,206 acres 
of land with 'approximately equal Utilization by industrial activities 
and residential usage. The environmental cost to the plant .life on 
these 1,206 acres from either spray pond alternative could be poten
tially substantial.  

6.3 Property Resources 

The staff concurs with the applicant's reasoning that the mechanical
draft towers and spray pond alternatives could result in a moderate 
environmental cost. 'Downwash from the natural draft t6wers, though 
intermittent, could result in increased maintenance costs at the 
Buchanan Substation.  

Cooling Subalternative 2B and 2E

Environmental Cost:- 0 dollars.
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From the standpoint of the Subalternative 2E, salt deposition rates 

are relatively-low,' The highest deposition rate occurs in the 

maximum sector of the 3to 4 mile radius, which is almost entirely 

over I the Hudson River proper. Consequently, there would be very 

little, if any, property resources in this sector to be exposed to

the deposited salt.  

The highest salt deposition rates from Subalternative 2B also-occur 

in the maximum sector of the 3 to 4 mile radius, and deposition 

rates are essentially one-half those of Subalternative 2E.  

Cooling Subalternatives 2C (Mechanical-Draft Cooling Towers, 

.Open-Cycle; 2D, Spray Pond, Open-Cycle;'2F, Mechanical-Draft 

Cooling Towers, Closed-Cycle; 2G, Spray Pond, Closed-Cycle) 

'Environmental Cost: Moderate 

Of the other cooling alternatives evaluated for minimum water 

impact; the spray pond alternatives (2D and 2G) represent the 

greatest potential threat to property resources in the area. It is 

predicted that all the salt will be deposited in a 1-mile radius 

from the Plant site. While most of the salt should be deposited 

near the ponds, the town of Verplanck is located within the 1-mile' 

radius and would be expected to receive some of the deposited salts.  

Thus, the poten'tial for damage to property resources in the area 

would be greatest from the spray ponds.  

The'mecanical'-draftcooling tower alternatives (2C and 2F) would 

have'the next greatest potential for damage to surrounding property 

resources. The highest salt deposition rates occur in the maximum 

sectors of the 0-1 mile radius which includes the town of Verplanck 

and the 1-2 mile radius. Consequently, some damage to property 

resources in this area could occur from the salts deposited by the 

mechanical-draft cooling towers.  

7. Chemical Contamination of Groundwater 

7.1 People 

All Alternatives 

Environmental Cost: 0 gal/year
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No environmental cost will occur-from.any of the alternatives for, 
this category because the few wells that may provide. drinking. water.  
to nearby residents-are shallow and at ground elevations that are ..  
considerably higher than the Plant site. Thus groundwateriatthe 
site flows to the Hudson River. .. .  

7.2 Plants 

All Alternatives 

Environmental Cost: 0 acres 

Chemical discharges from the Plant, for each of the alternatives, 
are made at the beginning of the Station cooling water discharge 
canal and consequently travel with dilution directly into the 
Hudson River. Under Alternative2, residual chlorine,:following 
condenser chlorination treatment at levels of 0.1 to 0.5 ppm might 
be realized during passage of the cooling water through each of.,..  
the alternative systems. A chemical reaction will form chloramines.  
which, with residual chlorine, result in damage both, lethal ahd .' 

sublethal to phytoplankton.  

8. Radionuclides Discharged to Water Body, 

The staff's estimates are summarized in Chapter V.D on.,,oses.to 
biota and Chapter V.E on doses to man which differ with. the appli-..  
cant's doses because of a source term different from that 6f the 
applicant's was used. The estimates provided by the.applicant are 
presented in its Supplement No. 3. The staff's estimates arenas..  
presented below.  

8.1 People -External Contact 

Environmental Cost: 0.12 (initial, 0.08 (modified):.  
man-rem/year (swimming), for all 

.............- alternatives.  

8.2 People - Ingestion . , .  

Alternative 1. 'Plant As Is .. .  

Environmental Cost: 5.O (initial), 0.87 (modified) 
man .rem/yeaf-(fish), for all 
alternatives
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8.3 Primary Producers and Consumers -.Plants and Invertebrates 

8.4 Fish

Or~anisqm

Plants 
Invertebrates 
Fish

Once-Through Cooling* 
and Open Cycle

0.090 
1.50 
0.042

Rads/year 
Rads/year 
Rads/year

Closed Cycle*

0.338 
5.65 
0.157

Rads/year 
Rads/year 

Rads/year

Theradiation doses shown for the once-through cooling and open

cycle alternatives are for organisms living in the discharge canal 

(see Table V-1). No detailed evaluation was made for the closed

cycle alternatives. These doses were estimated on the assumption 

that the dose to organisms in the vicinity of the discharge would 

be about 3.75,times the open cycle doses.  

9. Radionuclides Discharged to Ambient Air 

Estimates on doses to the individual and the whole population were 

provided by the applicant, in its Supplement No. 3. See Chapter V.E 

for the staff's estimates as presented below.  

9.1 People - External Contact

All Alternatives 

Environmental Cost: 10 (initial, 9.9 (modified) 
man-rem/year (1970) by immersion 
in a cloud (for all alternatives)

.9.2 People - Ingestion 

All Alternatives 

Environmental Cost: <55 (initial), <58 (modified) 
man-rem/year (1970) - food chain 

for all alternatives) 

For modified radwaste system.

0

0

Oroanism
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9.3 Plants.and Animals 

All Alternatives 

Environmental Cost: Unknown 

Sufficient information is not available to allow the determination 
of a meaningful number.  

The following is a summary of the staff's dose estimates., 

Annual Integrated Whole-Body Dose to the General Population., 
(1970) from the Operation of the Indian Point Station 

Initial Modified 
Dose .Dose 

Source Population (man-rem) (man-rem) 

Cloud (immersion) 16,000,000 10 9.9 
Fish 160,000 5.0 0.87 
Swimming .160,000 0.12 0.08 
Visitors' Center 

(direct radiation) 100,000 < 7 < 7.: 

10. Radionuclide Contamination of Groundwater.  

10.1 People 

All Alternatives 

Environmental Cost: 0 Rem/yr 

The absence of an environmental effect on groundwater supplie's is 
based on the known hydrology of the Indian Point site area. The 
ground surface elevations of the adjacent land are: considerably 
higher than the Plant site. Thus, the direction of groundwater 
flow is towards the river, and this precluded-the pOssibility of 
contamination of these supplies through groundwater flow.  

10.2 Plants and Animals .  

The environmental Costs would be zero for all alternatives for the.  
same reasons stated for people above. . -
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11. Fogging and Icing 

11.1 Ground Transportation 

Alternative 1. Plant As Is 

Environmental Cost: 0 hours of increased driving hazard 
per year 

Since once-through cooling discharges heated water onto the river 

surface in which the heat is transferred into the air, whispy fog 
may form, but as discussed in Chapter V, it is not expected to 
presist and thus no increase in the annual occurrence of fog or 

ice on roads is anticipated.  

Alternative 2. Minimum Water Impact 

Environmental Cost: 0 hours of increased driving 
hazard per year 

Fogging and Icing 

The staff accepts the following assumptions and calculations by 

the applicant as being representative of average year-round 
conditions.  

In order to assess this impact and the impacts listed under Item 11.2, 

11.3, and 11.4, it is necessary to estimate the increase in the annual 
number of hours of fog due to the cooling alternatives at locations 
surrounding the Indian Point site. In Table 11.1-1 of the applicant's 
Supplement No. 3 values were calculated using (1) the annual frequency 
of saturation deficits over Poughkeepsie and (2) the radioactivity 
dispersion factors used to estimate salt deposition (see Item 6.2) and 
radiation doses (see Item 9). The confidence in the radioactivity 
factors for natural-draft towers is not goodbecause of difficulties 
in scaling the radioactivity factors of the effective plume heights of 
the towers. These difficulties were discussed in Item 6.2. However, 
because the effective plume heights are so large (in excess of 1,000 
feet), the estimates for fog at river level due to natural-draft 
towers are essentially zero so that the inaccuracies in the factors 
do not effect the conclusion that there is no river-level fog from 
natural-draft towers.  0
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The theoretical equations used to calculate the increase in annual 
hours of fog are similar to the equations for estimating dispersion 
of radioactivity as discussed in Item 6.2. The excess humidity 
(above ambient at a given location was calculated as the product of 
the rate at which water is discharged intothe air and the radio
activity factor corresponding to the location's sector and distance 
from the site. The cumulative frequency for which the saturation 
deficit is less than or equal to this excess humidity was then 
determined from the Poughkeepsie data. The water in the plume 
would tend to evaporate if the saturation deficit was greater than 
the excess humidity. Therefore, the cumulative frequency for which 
the deficit is at or below the excess humidity is a measure of the 
cumulative frequency of fog (condensed water). Part of this fog 
would coincide with periods of natural fog. The occurrence of 
natural fog was assumed to be the frequency of zero deficit (when 
the air is saturated with'water vapor). This frequency of zero 
deficit was therefore subtracted from the cumulative frequency 
corresponding to the excess humidity in order to arrive at the 
frequency of increased fog due to the cooling alternatives. The 
product of this latter frequency and the number of hours in a 
year (8,760) is the estimate of the increased hours of fog due 
to the cooling alternative.  

As already mentioned, the confidence in the calculations is not 
good for natural-draft towers but the fog estimates are essentially 
zero so that possible errors in the calculations are not significant.  
The confidence in the calculations for spray ponds is also not good 
for distances greater than 1 mile because the calculations do not 
account for rainout of the condensed water. The calculated vales of 
excess humidity would indicate that large amounts of rainout could 
occur within 1 mile during most of the time. This rainout would 
remove excess water from the plume so that locations beyond 1 mile 
would have a much lower frequency of fog than was calculated (see 
Table 11.1-1, Reference 27). However, those values can be considered 
as upper-limit estimates of fog beyond 1 mile while the lower-limit 
estimates would be zero fog beyond 1 mile.  

In assessing the environmental cost, it was noted that a major 
highway runs within 1 mile of the site, but not necessarily in the 
direction of the maximum sector. Therefore, the environmental 
cost was taken as the average increase in the annual hours of fog 
within 1 mile of the site, and this was also taken as the hours 
of increased driving hazard. For reasons discussed in the
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introductory section on alternatives, the natural-draft cooling 

tower operating in a closed cycle, Subalternative 2E, was chosen 

as Alternative 2. The increase in the annual occurence of fog 

within I mile of the site for this alternative is 0 hours. The 

increase is also zero for Subalternatives 2B and 2C, 88 hours 

for Subalternative 2F, 4,030 hours for Subalternative 2D, and 

5,340 hours (60% of the time) for Subalternative 2G.  

It should be noted that fog at the river level may not be the 

maximum. In fact, the maximum increase in fog would occur at 

about the plume height. Since the terrain is hilly in the area 

and the effective plume height for mechanical-draft towers is 

only about 400 feet, it is possible that some locations could 

receive increases in the occurrence of fog that are greater than 

the values calculated. For elevations approaching 400 feet 

above the river, the increase in annual hours of fog from 

mechanical-draft towers could approach the values for spray ponds.  

However, the increases in fog at the river level were felt to be 

the best representation of the environmental cost of the 

alternatives.  

11.2 Air Transportation 

Alternative 1. Plant As Is 

Environmental Cost: Airport closed 0 hours per year 

Since once-through cooling does not discharge any water into the 

air, there will be no increase in the annual occurrence of fog 

at airports and, thus, no closing of airports due to Alternative 1.  

Cooling Tower and Spray Pond Alternatives 

Environmental Cost: Airport closed 0 hours per year 

In assessing this environmental cost, it was noted that there is a sea
plane base at Verplanck, approximately 1.57 miles south of the site.  

The sector having the maximum frequency of fog is also toward the south.  

Therefore, the environmental cost was taken as the maximum increase in 

the annual hours of fog between 1 to 2 miles of the site, and this was 

assumed to equal the hours during which the airport would close. The 

increase in the annual occurrence of fog within 1 to 2 miles of the
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site for Subalternatives-2B, 2C, and 2E is 0 hours, 88 hours for Sub
alternative 2F, 3,150 hours for Subalternative 2D, and 4,820 hours for 
Subalternative 2G. The spray pond values are upper-limit estimates 
beyond 1 mile. Also, as previously mentioned in Item 11.1, the effect 
of elevation may be significant in that there may be an increase in 
occurrence of clouds at the 400-foot level for mechanical-draft towers 
and at the 1,000-foot level for natural-draft towers. These increases 
could approach the values for spray ponds.  

11.3 Water Transportation 

Alternative 1. Plant As Is 

Environmental Cost: Ships reduce speed 0 hours per year 

Cooling Tower and Spray Pond Alternatives 

Environmental Cost: Ships reduce speed 0 hours per year 

In assessing this environmental cost, it is significant that the site 
is located on the Hudson River which is navigable. Also, the sector 

* having the maximum frequency of fog tends to be in a southerly direction 
over the river. Therefore, the environmental cost was taken as the 
maximum increase in the annual hours of fog within 1 mile of the site, 
and this value was assumed to equal the hours during which ships on the 
river must reduce speed. The increase in the maximum annual occurrence 
of fog within 1 mile of the site is zero hours for Subalternatives 2B, 
2C, and 2E, 175 hours for Subalternative 2F, 5,610 hours for Subalter
native 2D, and 6,570 hours for Subalternative 2G.  

11.4 Plants 

Alternative 1. Plant As Is 

Environmental Cost: 0 acres 

Alternative 2. Minimum Water Impact Desin 

Environmental Cost: 0 acres 

While there is very little experimental evidence on which to base an 
accurate assessment of the potential effects on plant life from the 
fogging and icing conditions produced by the-various cooling alternatives, 
some general statements can be made concerning the nature of some of these 
effects. For instance, evaporation and drift losses from the cooling
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towers and/or spray ponds could result in an increase in the relative 

humidity of the area. Since the vapor pressure gradient between the 

atmosphere and the moist plant surfaces would be lowered, a reduction in 

the rate of evaporation and transpiration could-possibly occur. Also, 

the increased moist air conditions could favor certain fungi which might 

become serious pests on higher plants in the area.  

The estimated environmental cost for each cooling subalternative is given 

below and expresses the number of acres exposed to increased fog frequen

cies and hence some possible detrimental effects on plant life. Con

cerning icing phenomena, ice formation on vegetation could occur during 

those periods when ambient temperatures are below freezing. Temperature 

statistics for New York City indicate that the monthly mean-low tempera

ture is below freezing for only 3 months of the year -- December, January, 

and February. However, the monthly mean high temperature for these months 

is above freezing. Therefore, as an approximation, it may be assumed that 

the potential for icing occurs only about 12.5% of the time on an annual 

basis.  

Cooling Subalternative 2B, 2C, 2E, and 2F 

'.Environmental Cost: 0 acres 0 
Since there are no increases in groundlevel fog frequencies predicted for 

Subalternatives 2B, 2C, and 2E, there would be no environmental costs to 

surrounding vegetation. Very little, if any, damage to plant life would 

be expected to result from the increases in the frequency of-ground fog 

predicted for Subalternative 2F.  

Cooling Subalternatives 2D and 2G 

Environmental Cost: Moderate 

These subalternatives would produce the greatest 'potential for damage to 

surrounding plant life resulting from fogging and icing. From the fog 

frequency data, it can be seen that the area encompassed by the 0-1, 1-2, 

'and 2-3 mile radii :would be subjected~to significant increases in fogging 

conditions.,: ' 

Within.this. 3-mile radius of the Plant site are .some 11,762 acres-of 

land with. approximately.the following-utilization: 

Residential - 7,238 acres 

Recreational,- 3,619 acres 
Industrial - 905 acres.
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The plant life on these 1.1,762 acres could suffer potential detrimental 
effects from the-fogging conditions attributed to these two cooling 
alternatives. - . . . .  

12. Raising and Lowering of Groundwater Levels, 

12.1 People

All Alternatives 

Environmental Cost: 0 gal/year . . -- .  

None of the alternatives use fresh water make up, therefore ,the avail
ability of drinking water will not be decreased-and the functioning of 
existing wells will not be impaired.  

12.2- Plants 

Alternative 1. Plant As Is 

Environmental Cost: O.acres 

For the same reasons stated under people above, trees and other deep
rooted vegetation will not be affected and the environmental costs are 
zero.  

13. Ambient Noise.  

13.1 People.  

Alternative 1. Plant As Is 

Environmental Cost:' 0 Residents affected 

No residents, schools, or hospital beds within area will have noise 
increased above present levels. :..  

,The ambient noise levels now existing in the areazwere measured-by the 
applicant at locations which were chosen to document noise levels at 
its property line and also at locations in the surrounding area where 
noise might affect the residents or where other noise sourcesexist..  
However, the design -of the Indian Point Unit-No. -2: facility is such. that 
no significant noise sources are expected to be introduced by its 
operation so that the existing noise levels in the.surrounding areas are 
expected to be virtually the-same with Indian. Point Unit No. 2 in 
operation. . . .
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Cooling Tower and Spray Pond Alternatives 

Each of the six cooling subalternatives which were considered in deter

mining the minimum water impact design are examined separately. The 

staff accepts the applicant's estimates of the environmental cost.  

Subalternatives 2B and 2E 

Environmental Cost: About 300 residents subjected to 

noise levels in the normally 

unacceptable range 

The alternative involves construction and operation of 2 natural-draft 

cooling towers--open-cycle, each 515 feet in diameter and 500 feet high.  

It is expected that the noise generated by these towers would be almost 

white (broad-band) in character, and--because the natural-draft cooling 

towers do not employ powered fans to move air--that the noise levels 

generated will be relatively low. Estimates of the noise emitted from 

the natural-draft cooling towers have been made and the results indicate 

that the noise levels will be in the unacceptable region for a distance 

of 2,500 feet from the center of the tower complex. Thus, an area of 

about 0.7 square miles would experience noise levels in the unacceptable 

range, and about 300 residents would be involved.  

The following was stated by the applicant: 

Note: "These costs are in conformance with assumptions made in the 

guidelines. Our studies indicate that the estimated noise at the Broadway 

property line is 58 dB(A)* and the costs will be zero, in that the expected 

noise from the two hyperbolic cooling towers will: 

(a) not exceed the local noise ordinance of the Village of 

Buchanan along the Broadway property line.  

(b) be less than the existing background noise level along Broad

way due to vehicular traffic which exceeds 60 dB(A) for more than 50% of 

the time. Refer to Figure 13.1-2 of the applicant's Supplement No. 3.  

(c) be within the 65 dB(A) limit for "Discretionary-Normally 

Acceptable" category for external noise exposure standards for new 

construction sites as outlined in the U. S. Housing and Urban Development

*dB(A) = noise levels in air expressed as decibels.
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(HUD) Transmittal Noise 1390.2, (subject: "Noise Abatement and Control: 

Departmental Policy, Implementation Responsibility, and Standards." 

Reference 13a is a contractor.'s report to HUD and does not represent 

official policy.) 

(d) produce broadband white noise (similar to the noise gener

ated by falling rain) that will serve to mask the intrusion in transient 

environmental noise." 

In addition, the noise radiated from the two hyperbolic cooling towers 

will be limited within the boundary lines of the site with the exception 

of the Broadway boundary line.  

The staff agrees that the noise along the Broadway boundary line in this 

case is probably considerable.  

Subalternative 2C 

Environmental Cost: About 4,500 residents subjected to 

unacceptable noise levels 

Alternative 2C would involve 67 mechanical draft cooling cells operating 

in the open cycle mode. Each cell is expected to have an electric 

motor-driven fan rated at 200 horsepower, a total of 13,400 horsepower.  

Of all alternatives, this will be the noisiest. Ignoring the directional 

effects of the cell layout, the predicted noise generated by the 

mechanical-draft cooling towers will produce a sound level of 50 dB(A) 

at a distance of 6,200 feet from the cooling cell complex. This means 

that an area of approximately 4.3 square miles will be in the unaccept

able zones as defined by the Department of Housing and Urban Development.  

Approximately 4,500 residents are in this area.  

Of this area, approximately 0.1 square mile in the immediate vicinity of 

the cells will be in the "clearly unacceptable" classification, with the 

remainder of the unacceptable area falling in-the "normally unacceptable" 

classification. The latter would constitute approximately 4.2 square 

miles, and encompasses portions of Peekskill, Buchanan, and Verplanck.  

These predicted acoustic levels are those which are emitted from the 

louvered face of the cells. The sound level on the cased face of the 

cooling-cell is expected to be from 5 to 10 dB(A) lower, so the cor

responding areas will experience lower noise levels. Therefore, the 

noise levels are conservatively high.
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Subalternative 2D 

Environmental Cost: Minor 

This subalternative requires the use of an open-cycle spray pond. This 

subalternative will probably generate less noise than the mechanical

draft cooling towers because of the absence of the large outside fans.  

The acoustic power generated by the spray pond should be proportional* 

to the hydraulic power dissipated, but insufficient information is 

available to enable the noise level to be predicted accurately. The 

character of the noise generated will be'almost white (broad-band) in 

nature.  

Subalternative 2F 

Environmental Cost: About 3,000 residents subjected to 

unacceptable noise levels 

This subalternative involves the use of 38 mechanical-draft cooling cells 

operating closed cycle. Each cell will have an electric motor-driven'fan 

rated at 200 horsepower, giving a total of 7,600 horsepower. The noise 

generated by these cooling towers is predicted to produce a sound level 

of 50 dB(A) at a distance of 5,000 feet. Consequently, an area of approxi

mately 2.8 square miles will be in the unacceptable zones as defined by 

HUD. Of this area, about 0.1 square mile in the immediate vicinity of 

the cells will be in the "clearly unacceptable" classification. This 

unacceptable zone encompasses portions of Peekskill, Verplanck, and 

Buchanan, and it is expected that about 3,000 residents would be sub

jected to noise levels in the unacceptable category..  

As mentioned under Alternative 2C, the predicted acoustic level is that 

emitted from the louvered face of the cell. The levels would be 5 to 10 

dB(A) less from the cased side of the cooling cell, so the noise levels 

are conservatively high.  

Subalternative 2G 

Environmental Cost: Minor 

This subalternative requires the use of a closed-cycle spray pond.  

Comments under Subalternative 2D apply.  

0
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14. Aesthetics 

14.1 Appearance 

The aesthetic appearance or quality of the environment is determined 
by value judgments made by members of society. Because individuals 
vary in their perception of the environment, it is often difficult to 
quantify and reach a consensus of their views. In this report certain 
aesthetic standard were used that have-a sensitivity toward the 
environment and social values, so that it was possible to analyze 
aesthetic considerations on a relative basis. The staff concurs with 
the applicant's assessment Of each of the alternatives.  

Aesthetic impacts from Indian Point Unit No. 2 were determined by con
sidering theloverall aesthetic composition of the area and four elements 
which define this composition: water, air, fauna and flora, and man-made 
objects. Each of these considerations was systematically analyzed to 
determine any aesthetic changes either favorable or adverse.  

As transmission lines from Indian Point Unit No. 2 use existing rights
of-way, the impact was judged to be minor.  

Alternative 1. Plant As Is.  

Environmental Cost: Minor 

The overall aesthetic impact of Unit No. 2 of Indian Point is negative 
in direction, but minor in magnitude. (See Section III.) 

Cooling Tower and Spray Pond Alternatives 

Subalternatives 2B and 2E 

Environmental Cost: Major 

It is expected that the overall impact from the natural-draft towers on 
the aesthetic composition of the Hudson Valley would be negative in 
nature and major in magnitude.  

Two natural-draft cooling towers between 400-500 feet high are proposed 
for Indian Point. These towers would be located in an area immediately 
to the southeast of the structures for Units'Nos. 1 and 2. Some of the 
natural vegetation in this-area would be eliminated with the construc
tion of these towers.
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Natural draft towers would dominate the landscape of the valley and the 

towns in the immediate vicinity of the site. The towers and their plume 

would be visible for many miles in all directions from Indian Point.  

Because many individuals use the Hudson Valley for recreation, these 

conditions would pose a major conflict with the natural environment and 

would produce an aesthetically displeasing situation.  

Subalternative 2C and 2F 

Environmental Cost: Moderate 

The net impact on the aesthetics of the area is negative in direction and 

moderate in magnitude.  

The mechanical-draft cooling towers for the nuclear power plant would be 

located in an area immediately to the southeast of Units Nos. 1 and 2.  

Because this area is elevated and only partially buffered with natural 

vegetation, these towers would be visible to individuals near the site.  

In the placement of these towers, some of the natural vegetation in the 

area would be removed.  

The water vapor emissions from these towers and the resulting ground fog 

would be noticeable from many locations in the valley. On some days the 

ground fog would probably cover most of the Plant site.  

SUbalternative 2D and 2G 

Environmental Cost: Moderate 

It is expected that the overall impact of the spray pond and the relevant 

impacts from Alternative 1 would be negative in direction and moderate in 

nature.  

The spray pond would be located in an area southeast of Units Nos. 1 and 

2. Because this area is elevated and only partially buffered with 

natural vegetation, it is expected that some of the pond and the pipes 

would be visible to individuals near the site.  

The fogging conditions created by the pond would call attention to its 

-location and interaction with the natural environment. These fogging 

conditions are also expected to be visible to individuals in the town of 

Verplanck which is adjacent to the pond.
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.15. Permanent Residuals of Construction Activity 

15.1 Accessibility of Historical Sites-.  

All Alternatives 

Environmental Cost: 0 visitors per year 

Although several historical sites are located in the vicinity of the 
Indian Point Station, no access routes to these sites use any portion 
of Station land. Power transmission lines associated with the Station 
do not interfere with public land use and cross only one public road: 
immediately east of the Station.  

The staff agrees with the applicant's position that the Indian Point 
Station does not interfere-with the access-routes to any historical-sites.  

15.2 Accessibility of Archaeological Sites 

All Alternatives 

Environmental Cost: None 

Construction activity at the Indian Point site has revealed no evidence 
of items having archaeological value. No other indication of important 
archaeological activity in the general area could be located. Thus, 
the Plant site probably contains no valuable archaeological deposits.  

15.3 Setting of Historical Sites 

Alternative 1. Plant As.Is 

Environmental Cost: 0 visitors per year 

To nearest designated historical site is Stony Point Battlefield;t located 
2 to 3 miles from Indian Point on the opposite side of the Hudson River.  
It is doubtful that the existing plant can-be seen from:this location, 
but if such is the case the most noticeable feature would be the stack 
for Unit No. 1. Thus,'Unit.No. 2 structures have very little if any-, 
additional impact, and no effect on visitations to this historical site 
or to others which are more distant should occur.. . .. ....
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..Cooling Tower and Spray Pond Alternatives 

.Environmental-Cost: Minor 

The tall natural-draft cooling towers associated with cooling Subalter

natives.,2B and 2E should be visible from the Stony Point Battlefield 

.site and. perhaps from the U. S. Military Academy and the Van Cortlandt 

Manor which are both approximately 6 miles from Indian Point. No 

visitation figures have been obtained for these three sites, so it can 

.onlybe stated:that the environmental effect will be negative. The staff 

accepts. the applicant's assessment that the natural draft cooling tower 

-alternatives.would be visible from some historical sites in the area and 

would cause aminor impact.  

The mechanical-draft cooling towers associated with Subalternatives 2C 

and 2F are low profile structures which should be no more visible from 

the nearest historical site than the Plant itself. The environmental 

cost value for these subalternatives should be zero. This impact would 

.also apply to Subalternatives 2D and 2G which utilize a spray pond.  

.15.4, Land Use 

All Alternatives.  

Environmental Cost: 0 acres 

None of the alternatives would require additional land since the Indian 

Point Unit No. 2 with its associated transmission facilities are 

essentially complete and additional land on the site is available.  
Transmission lines for Unit 2 were constructed on existing rights-of-way.  

15.5 Property 

. Alternative 1. Plant As Is 

. . Environmental Cost: ,0 

Most ofthe land use in the vicinity of Indian Point Station is zoned 

for both residential and industrial purposes. As the-applicant's Indian 

Point property has been used as a nuclear power station since 1962 and 

since additional land is not required, there should be no effect on 

adjacent property values. The Unit No. 2 is situated on the same 

property and transmission lines for this Plant have utilized existing 

rights-of-way.
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Each of the cooling subalternatives frdm. w.i'h Alternative 2 was 
selected produce some adverse effects which could affect property 
values in the vicinity. The natural-draft towers,.are-.large and present 
a major aesthetic impact. Mechanical-draft cooling towers cause higher 
noise levels and lead-to increased fogging and icing frequencieS. -The 
spray pond may cause excessive fogging and icing'and-high localized, 
salt deposition. It is very difficult to predict-property value losses 
for these situations on .a monetary basis since.the'impa d ts of'the 
-adverse effects are -notuniformly quantified. - Therefok-e, qualitative 
ranking of potential losses will be made which takes into'account the 
area or population affected and the type of effect. Three'types of
effects to be-considered in their order of importance are: -() halth 
and safety, (2) damage to real property, and (3) landscape deterioration.  

Cooling Subalternatives 2B'and 2E ' 

Environmental Cost: Minor .* 

Both salt deposition and fogging potential exists from these two'.sub
alternatives in quite low compared to the other cooling methods. Noise 
levels (Section 13.1) apparently would be relatively iow. 'Thus, 
probable effects on health and safety and property damage would be 
minimal, even near the Plant. Aesthetically the natural-draft towers 
have a maj'or impact, but since this is considered third in relative 
importance, the overall ranking is classified as'minor for each 
subalternative.  

Cooling Subalternatives 2C and 2F 

Environmental Cost: Minor ... .  

These two subalternatives are intermediate in their .salt deposition rates 
and fogging (icing) frequencies'. Open-cycle operation (2C) would yield 
less salt and less fog. However, the noise levels; f6r this subalter
native would be more severe and noise from both these subalternatives 
apparently would reach normally unacceptable levelsat populated loca
tions offsite. Thus, definite effects on health and safety and on 
property damage could result in the vicinity of the Plantsite. 'The 
moderate aesthetic impact would be-of 'little' importance compared tol* 
these major effects-. - .. ... , -
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Cooling Subalternatives 2D and 2G 

Environmental Cost: Major 

These two subalternatives offer considerable more potential for extensive 

salt deposition and fogging (icing) frequency than any of the others.  
Although salt deposition should be localized, the wide area affected by 

fog and the implication of this to health and safety and to property 
damage suggests a major effect on property in the region would occur.  

The minimal expected effects of noise and the moderate aesthetic impact 
are insufficient to reduce the projected cost.  

15.6 Flood Control 

All Alternatives 

Environmental Cost: None 

Flooding at the site is nonexistent. The minimum elevation of the site, 
15 feet, is well above the highest recorded flood of 7.5 feet. There

fore, the Plant has no implications regarding flood control.  

15.7 Erosion Control 

All Alternatives 

Environmental Cost: 0 tons per year 

Relatively little dredging and filling were required for the construction 
of the Plant intake and discharge structures. With Unit No. 2 construc
tion nearly complete site restoration has begun. Construction photos 
show no evidence of a significafnt erosion problem. Final grading and 
seeding will prevent future erosion.  

16. Temporary Impacts of Plant Construction 

16.1 Land Disturbance 

Values for the alternatives were estimated by scaling from the plot plans 
shown on Figs. 2B-2G, pages S3-A3 through S3-A8, of the applicant's 
Benefit-Cost Analysis.  

16,.2 Air Quality 

Effects of dust and emissions from construction equipment were considered 0 
negligible.  

0
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16.3 Water Quality .  

Dredging did cause some disturbance of bottom organ'isms'and turbidity 
during the construction of the intake and discharge structures. There 
is a possibility for siltation and turbidity to occur during construc- " 

tion of the open-cycle pond alternative caused by-storm discharge if the 
pond and pipeline trenches are open and interconnected.  

16.4 Water Diversion 

Diversion of the Hudson River was not required.  

16.5 Waterways Effects 

Construction activities did not interfere with water transportation.  

16.6 Spoilage 

It is assumed that there was a negligible amount of spoilage in e xcavated 
areas due to erosion. -It is also assumed that this will be the'case f6r 
each of the alternatives listed.  

16.7 Housing 

Since the site property has been used as a power Station for approxi
mately 10 years, no housing had to be relocated as a result of the 
construction of Unit No. 2.  

16.8 Schools 

As the majority of the construction workers commute, there has been no 
great influx of families to the general area. Therefore, the impact-on 
the schools has been negligible.  

16.9 Traffic 

The effect of increased traffic at shift changes and'delivery 6f "con
struction materials by truck is judged to have'a moderate impact on 
local traffic.  

16.10 Community Services .  

The impact is-considered-negligible for the same reasons cited in'16.8 
above.
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17. Transportation 

Alternatives, such as special routing of shipments, providing escorts in 

separate vehicles, adding shielding to the containers, and constructing 

a fuel recovery and fabrication plant on the site rather than shipping 

fuel to and from the station, have been examined. The impact on the 

environment of transportation under normal or postulated accident condi

tions is not considered to be sufficient to justify the additional effort 

required to implement any of the alternatives. The estimated dose due 

to transportation of irradiated fuel is 1.8 man-rem if transport is by 

rail and 3.4 man-rem if by truck. The estimate for transportation of 

waste is 0.9 man-rem.  

17.1 Fuel Transport 

The applicant's Supplement No. 2 to the Environmental Report states future 

fuel cycles will require about 64 new fuel assemblies at approximately 

one-year intervals. For this number of assemblies, from 4 to 6 new fuel 

shipments will be required.  

17.2 Fuel Storage 

Assumed to be equal to the number of new fuel assemblies required per 

year.  

17.3 Waste Products - Fuel 

The number of units per year from the initial radwaste system and from 

the modified system will increase from 90 to 150 drums. Reference: 

Applicant's Supplement No. 2 to the Environmental Report, page S2-4.  

18. Waste Products 

Based on plants presently in operation, it is expected that approximately 

.100 to 200 55-gallon drums of solid waste will be transported offsite 

each year.  

C. SUMMARY OF BENEFIT-COST ANALYSES 

The monetized benefits and costs and environmental costs of the present 

Plant and the least-impact alternative are summarized in Tables XI-I 

and XI-2. In Table XI-3 the various subalternative cooling systems are 

compared with the present once-through cooling system. It should be 

noted that the tables are not complete without the discussion in 

0
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Chapter XI.B above, and elsewhere in this Statement. Again it is 
pointed out that the applicant used a discount rate of 8% and carrying 
charges of 13% that were interpreted as consistent with the draft 
guidelines. More recent drafts of the guidelines provide a clearer 
interpretation of common economic practices in which a discount factor 
of 8.75% for a 30-year lifetime of the Plant is taken into account..  

In the case of the closed-cycle, natural-draft cooling tower system, the 
generating costs will be increased by about $136,000,000 over the 30-year 
period. This incremental cost would be added to the applicant's customers 
bills and should be weighed against the differential environmental costs 
of the different cooling modes of operation.  

In regards to benefits for the community, a larger amount of local taxes 
with a closed-cycle cooling system could be available. However, the 
overall generating costs which would be paid out of the customers' pockets 
would more than compensate for the added advantage of increased taxes 
paid to the community.  

Environmentally, the cooling towers offer advantages of reduced waste 
heat input discharged into the Hudson River, thereby minimizing the 
influence of the thermal plume on fish and other aquatic biota. Cooling 
towers also offer the advantage of reduction of volume intake for make-up 
use as compared to the volume of once-through cooling. Thus the 
biological impact from entrainment will be correspondingly reduced. If 
the intake velocity is also reduced, then less damage is done by fish 
impingement on the screens. However, cooling towers may have distinct 
disadvantages as discussed in Chapters XI.A and B. If the blowdown has 
chemicals such as zinc, phosphate, and chromates, these are very toxic 
to aquatic biota and may cause far more damage than that from thermal 
discharges. The 400-foot high natural-draft cooling towers would be 
unaesthetical in appearance and because of their height, they would be 
visible for miles from the Plant. Added to the cost of the cooling towers 
would have to be the costs of water treatment of the blowdown. The salty
brackish water of the Hudson River also causes difficulties in operation 
of cooling towers and could cause salt deposits on the terrain through 
drift. Furthermore, cooling towers result in higher in-Plant power.  
needs, thereby resulting in less energy available from the Plant. Dry 
cooling towers have certain distinct advantages and disadvantages 
compared with wet cooling towers, as discussed in Section XI.A. The 
applicant, however, did not include thisjlternative in its cost
benefit analysis.
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In regard, to the Plant as is, the staff analysis estimates that the 

Indian Point Units will cause a 30% to 50% reduction of the striped 

bass larvae that migrate past Indian Point from upstream spawning areas 

in June and July of each year. Fish impingement against the fixed outer 

screens of the intake system will cause additional impact especially 

during the winter months when the Hudson River waters are near the 

freezing point, the salt water front is positioned just upstream of 

Indian Point, and fish mobility is at a minimum because of the low 

temperatures. The applicant also has under consideration a-number of 

fish protection alternatives, as discussed in Section XI.A and XI.B, 

which can be used to minimize the biological impact of the Plant 

operation.  

As discussed in Chapter X, the need for power in the applicant's service 

region has been adequately demonstrated, particularly for the summer peak 

load periods. Operation of Unit No. 2 to provide an immediate increase 
in the regional power supply will alleviate the situation and serve the 

welfare of the applicant's customers in the metropolitan New York area.  

The short-term power benefits (2 to 4 years) from operation of Unit No. 2 

would not be expected to cause an irreversible environmental damage to 

the aquatic biota of the Hudson River. The staff's analysis of the 

present cooling system on the Hudson River shows that the complex 0 
estuarine environment would be irreversibly damaged from long-term 
operation of Unit No. 2. Therefore, it is essential that operation of 
the Plant guarantee an acceptable limit to the environmental costs by 
installation of a closed-cycle cooling system for Unit No. 2 within a 
period of 5 years after startup of Unit No. 2.  

The applicant shall be required to submit to the Commission by July 31, 
1973, an evaluation of the economic and environmental impacts of an 
alternative closed-cycle cooling system that will result in minimal 
environmental damage. The recommended closed-cycle system shall be 
designed, built, and placed in operation no later than January 1, 1978.  
Furthermore, the applicant shall also be required to conduct an effective 
environmental monitoring program and limit effluent releases, assess 
and evaluate the data collected in order to identify and predict the 
magnitude of environmental impacts of Plant operation, and develop, 
by July 1, 1973, a plan of action to minimize detrimental effects 
during the interim period of operation of the Plant with the once-through 
cooling system. This plan should include means of reducing to a 
practical minimum fish kills from cold shock, entrainment of fish eggs, 
larvae and plankton, and provide for limited use of toxic chemicals and 
for corrective measures such as aeration of the cooling water during 
periods when concentrations of dissolved oxygen in the thermal plume 
are reduced below 4.5 ppm.  

0
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With these provisions, the benefits from short-term operation of the 
Indian Point Station will outweigh the environmental costs, and the 
long-term benefits can be realized by suitable environmental control 
measures which the applicant shall be required to exercise. .The Tech
nical Specifications to be provided with an operating license will ,
specify the limitations of specific effluent discharges and the 
ecological monitoring surveillance program required with the necessary 
administrative controls, to assure adequate data will be collected for 
use to assess the biological impact of operation of Indian Point Unit 
No. 2 on the environment.,.  

The applicant's commitment to meet Federal and.New York State water 
quality standards; to conduct extensive ecological studies in cooper
ation with the State and Federal Fish and Wildlife Service; and to 
implement those changes in the operation and design of the Indian Point 
Unit No. 2 that will minimize damage to aquatic biota, along with the 
capability of some of the aquatic biota of the Hudson River .to recover, 
could assure that the overall ecosystem of the Hudson River will be 
preserved for future generations.-
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XII. DISCUSSION OF COMMENTS RECEIVED ON THE DRAFT DETAILED STATEMENT ON 
ENVIRONMENTAL CONSIDERATIONS 

Pursuant to paragraph A.6 and D.1 of Appendix D to 10 CFR 50, the 

Draft Detailed Statement was transmitted with a request for comment 

to the: Advisory Council on Historic Preservation, Department of 
Agriculture, Department of the Army, Department of Commerce, Environ
mental Protection Agency, Federal Power Commission, Department of 

Health, Education, and Welfare, Department of Housing and Urban 
Development, Department of the Interior, Department of Transportation, 

the Governor of the State of New York, New York State Department of 
Environmental Conservation, Department of Public Service, Department 
of Commerce, Atomic Energy Council, Westchester County Department of 
Planning, and Mayor of the Village of Buchanan. In addition, the 

Commissicn requested comments on the Draft Detailed Statement from 
interested persons by a notice published in the Federal Register on 
April 20, 1972 (37 F.R. 7828) and supplemented on May 2, 1972 (37 F.R.  

8897).  

Comments in response to the requests referred to in the preceding 

paragraph were received from the Advisory Council on Historic 
Preservation, the Department of Agriculture, Department of the Army, 

Department of Commerce, Environmental Protection Agency, Federal Power 
Commission, Department of Health, Education, and Welfare, Department 
of the Interior, Department of Transportation, New York State Depart

ment of Environmental Conservation, Attorney General of State of New 
York, New York Historic Trust, Westchester County Department of 
Planning, Natural Resources Defense Council, Inc., Citizens Committee 
for the Protection of the Environment, Environmental Defense Fund, 
Hudson River Fishermen's Association, Scenic Hudson Preservation 

Conference, Committee to End Radiological Hazards, Congressmen J. B.  
Bingham, J. G. Dow, and W. F. Ryan, and Mr. J. M. Burns, III, and 
Mr. R. L. Ottinger. The applicant in seven separate communications 

has also responded to comments from these agencies, parties in the 
proceeding before the Licensing Board, and interested persons.  

The staff's consideration of the comments received is reflected in 
part by revised text in other sections of this Statement and in part 

by the discussion below. Also in response to comments and for purposes 
of clarity some of the text presented in the Draft Statement has been 
rearranged to incorporate the staff's responses to the comments from 

agencies, the applicant, and others. In particular, information on 

the hydraulics of the Hudson River estuary has been gathered from 

Sections III.E.l. and Appendix II-1 in the Draft Statement and is now 

described in Section II.E.l. of the Final Statement; basic information 

that was utilized for an evaluation of the ecological impact in Section 

V.D. of the Draft Statement has been moved into Appendix V-1 bf this 

Final Statement; and that on the staff's cost-benefit analysis in 

Appendix XI-l in the Draft Statement has been incorporated into 

Section XI.B. of-this Final Statement.
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A. GEOLOGICAL AND SEISMOLOGICAL CONSIDERATIONS OF THE SITE 

In its comments relating to the Draft Statement, the New York Depart

ment of Environmental Conservation offered the following information: 

"No faults are known to exist on the proposed site. A major fault has 

been mapped extending into the Hudson River from the eastern shore in 

a line approximately 3,000 feet northwest of the site. This fault 

extends over'twenty miles to the northeast of the site and may join 

faults west of the River which extend into New Jersey to the southwest.  

One of these faults to the southwest, the Ramapo Fault, separates rocks 

of Precambrian-age (over 800 million years old) from those of the 

Triassic age (approximately 200 million years old) and represents con

siderable displacement. On the east side of the river within three 

miles both north and south of the site are several faults with at 

least several hundred feet of mappable offset.  

As presented in the Preliminary Safety Analysis Report a Modified 

Mecalli Intensity of VI is considered possible in the area on the 

basis of study of the seismic history of the region." 

The NYS DEC also recommends that for future power plant siting, an 

investigation involving a seismic monitoring program with analyses 

of focal mechanisms to determine whether motions observed correlate 

both geographically and geometrically with known faults. If faults 

are found which appear to be related to seismic activity, they will 

have to be mapped in detail. In terms of the Indian Point site, 

geological studies of the nature recommended by NYS DEC have been 

carried out by the applicant in the context of site analysis in 

support of its- application for a license from the AEC to construct 

and operate the Indian Point facility. This analysis is discussed 

in detail in the Safety Analysis Report and in the staff safety 

evaluation' report.  

B. FLOW CHARACTERISTICS OF THE HUDSON RIVER 

The New York State Department of Environmental Conservation. has 

offered comments on the staff's description of the net-nontidal 

flow concept, as follows: 

"Item 31. The paragraph on net-nontidal flow recognizes the phenomena, 

and its usefulness in describing mixing and dilution aspects not ac

counted for in other ways. However, it is believed, in light of the 

admitted lack of definitive data to quantify the phenomena, that con

clusions should not be drawn on which segments of the flow region 

participate, and to what extent. Its beneficial effect should be 

recognized, with qualification and quantification left to field 

verification studies." In addition, the applicant comments as follows
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on this subject: "The Draft Statement" in its discussion of' net 
nontidal flow, attempts to summarize and evaluate the application of 
this concept to the Hudson River at Indian Point. The Statement does 
not convey a consistent evaluation as to how the concept should be 
applied." 

Table I of the applicant's responses to the Draft Statement in its 
Appendix B-i, dated May 30, 1972, summarizes results of the density
induced circulation studies detailed in References 8 and 9 of 
Appendix B-l. The table compares the- velocity and salinity approaches 
on determining flow characteristics of the river. In general, the 
salt approach exhibits several favorable characteristics such as
relatively more stable and predictable distribution, more independence 
.of temporary meteorological and local eddy conditions, simplicity and 
availability of more precise detection instruments. The end result 
of these advantages is, of course, a more reliable measurement which 
makes the use of salt more attractive from a practical standpoint.. The 
results of the salt approach were also used to introduce some degree_ 
of perspective to the problem and to determine seasonal variation of.  
upper layer flows since most of the available current observations 
were made during the summer months.  

When the freshwater flow exceeds -20,800 cfs •at Indian Point,:the.  
river changes from .a two-layer to one-layer system having a new flow 
in the downstream direction from top to bottom. •This flow -value 
represents the incipient salt flow at Indian Point and nmy occur 
during May during certain years.. This critical value of freshwater., 
flow may be obtained from Fig. l, in Appendix B-1 of the- applicant's 

responses of May 30, 1972. The long term monthly average-upper 

layer flows are- shown in Fig. 2.  

In conclusion several methods of estimating the net-nontidal flow 
have been evaluated. The staff recommends the use of salinity data 
in Section II.E.l. of the Final Statement and the applicant concurs.  
Statistical analyses using different methods of interpreting salinity 
data lead to -estimates of upper layer flow from 35,000 to 92,000 cfs.  
Since the less accurate velocity method resulted in lower values of,..  
upper layer flow, the applicant has used this most conservative 
value obtained, approximately 21,000 cfs in their evaluation. The 
applicant's methods of analyses have employed established principles 
to advance the scientific state: of estuarine prediction. techniques..  

Furthermore, the applicant summarizes its position regarding the net

nontidal flow as follows: "The applicant has demonstrated through 

extensive analyses using several independent methods (see Chapter V 
of the Draft Statement, Reference 9), how the nontidal flow depends 

on freshwater flow. The final two Unit predictions as given- in 
Reference 11. of-Appendix B-1 of the applicant's comments use the 
minimum (most conservative) estimates of the nontidal flow that can
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be obtained. iThe efforts,:of the applicant's consultants represent 

a significant advancement in methods of modeling such estuaries." 

Inresponse-to these comments, the staff's view of the net-nontidal 

flow phenomenon in the Hudson River in general corresponds to that 

iput forth by the New York State Department of Environmental 

Conservation. With respect to the applicant's comments in this area 

we have-the -fol-lowing response: The two main references which attempt 

to put a value on the net-nontidal flow are the applicant's Appendix N, 
dated October 1969, to the Supplement No. 1 of its Environmental 

Report and the Bowline Report (Reference 4 in Chapter III) dated March 

1971. The staff has reexamined Appendix N which was the primary basis 

for our comments in the Draft Statement and see no reason to alter our 

conclusions regarding this Statement at this time. Certainly the 

applicant has presented no substantive counter-arguments which point 

toward any judgment or factual error made by the staff in its review 

of Appendix N. Hence our comments on the two-layer flow phenomenon 

;---in the Final Statement are naturally the same as appeared in the 

--Draft Statement:.  

In further study of the Bowline Reports, however, we have carefully 

examined the pertinent sections of this environmental report, namely, 

Vol. I, Chapter 4, pages 22 through 71, in which an equation is 

derived, for the upper layer flow rate from the basic mass and momentum 

balances. This is a fine example of an engineering analysis; however, 

we may cite the following four assumptions or steps in the development 

which are either questionable or perhaps require additional verification: 

1. The-analysis 'assumes steady state flow whereas the flow 

-phenomena in the river are oscillatory as influenced by the 

-- tidal flows. The report fails to provide evidence of the 
validity of using a steady state analysis for a transient 

S situation.  

2. In the continuity equation (water mass balance), the vertical 

velocity gradient was dropped by virtue of its being small 
a relative to the value of the axial velocity gradient. It 
.. -may be shown that this is probably not correct. for the Hudson 

'River flow.

3. The shearing stress term in the derived momentum balance 

equation is dropped. There is some question as to the 

validity of dropping the wall*shear stress term.  

4. The final result presumes a value for the depth of the upper 

-f low -layer:of one half of the total depth. While this may 
appearto be reasonable for many cases, the sensitivity of 

the final:result'to this assumed depth ought to be presented 
by the applicant. . ... _
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In addition,we-must.point.:out that the analysis is intendedto be 
used in a. highly unorthodox way rather than as a.,meansg-;for predicting 
values. Even if no uncertai'n assumptions'or steps were employed, it 
would still be questionable practice to employ the results.of -such 
an untested theoretical analysis for prediction of values for the' 

upper layer flow. The staff does not tend to be.overly,:critical of 
what appears to be a fine analysis, but we feel that this -is-a_ 
case where -field -experiments are certainly very much.-needed., , 

C. HEAT DISSIPATION SYSTEM AND MODELS .

1. Flow Rates Through the Once-Through Cooling System.  

In regards to comments from the Department of the Army about the total 
average cooling water flow rate of 1,954 cfs used for Units Nos. .1. and 
2 which was submitted in the applicant's-applicationfor a Section 13 
permit to the Army, the key word is average. The staff has used
2,650 cfs for the maximum water withdrawal rate (or service and cooling 
requirements for Units Nos. 1 and 2) as per data supplied by, the appli
cant. If one applies an 85% plant use factor to this rate, and 
additionally assumes that the cooling water flow is 'cut in,half. for 
the three winter months, an average yearly rate of approximately.: , 
1,950 cfs is obtained. From its comments, the applicant in lable. xiI-I 
indicates the different cooling water flow rates; and the corresponding 
temperature increases- of the cooling water for all three Units, -. ! 
operating under different pumping conditions.. .  

In regard to the discharge velocity, the NYS Department of Environ
mental Conservation states:] "Page 111-19 - The .first-paragraph mentions 
a control weir in the discharge canal to control jet, velocity. This is 
incorrect, as velocity can only-be controlled by port opening adjust
ment, which controls head on the open ports. Further, :the head require

ments on the circulating water pumps were partially determined by the 

water elevation in the discharge canal. The weir could only function 

as a relief to avoid excess head and 
backpressure." .  

The staff has only stated that the weir in fact controls the depth of 

1liquid in the plenum-from' which the jets discharge, the, cooling water.  

Hence, it controls the water pressure at the orifice, which together 

with the orifice area, determines the velocity of the jet.  

2. Thermal Discharges and Models - - . ., 

a. Heat Load and Maximum River Ambient Temperature 

With respect to the staff's concern of the maximum-river ambient 

temperature and intake temperature, the applicant~states the 
following from Section 2 of Appendix'B-1<"Detailed, Comments on 
Thermal Discharges":
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TABLE XII-1

AVERAGE TEMPERATURE RISE UNDER VARIOUS FLOW CONDITIONS

Total Flow Total Flow Total Average 

Through Condenser % -Recirculated % Discharged Temperature 

Unit No. 1 Unit No. 2 Unit No. 1 Unit No. 2 Flow, gpm Rise, F0 

100 - 280,000 12.6 

60 0 - 168,000 21.0 

60 - 10 - 140,000 25.2 

- 100 - 0 840,000 14.9 

60- - 0 504,000 24.8 

..60 - 10 402,000 29.8 

60 - 20 336,000 37.2 

100 100 0 0 1,120,000 14.3 

60 60 0 0 672,000 23.9 

60 60 10 10 560.,000 28.7 

60 60 10 20 476,000 33.7

0
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"The Draft Statement maintains that. "Report of Inquiry into 

V .Allegation Concerning Operation of Indian Point'l Plant of 
Consolidated Edison Company" shows river ambient temperatures of 
81'F. Certainly it is clear that an extensive body of temperature" 
data exists beyond this simple source. Our consultants have analyzed 
all existing data and these analyses have been described in Dr. Lawler's 
Supplemental Study dated May 1972 (reference 12, pages 1-3 through" 
1-5). The comments below are, in part, based on that report...  

"The New York State regulations define ambient temperature 
implicitly in NYCRR 704.1 where estuarine thermal criteria are 
specified. With regard to the 4'F heating limitation that section 
reads in part: '"... shall not be raised to more than 4F over the 
temperature that existed before the addition of heat of artificial 
origin..." The data presented in the staff's reference indicating 
a temperature of 81*F were obtained while Lovett and Indian Point 
were operating and were not measured at the Indian Point site.  
Thus, these temperatures measure thermal plume effects, not ambient 
intake temperature. Furthermore, the data were accumulated with 
uncalibrated thermometers normally accurate to only + 1F at best.  
By contrast the applicant's consultants'. data analysis in reference 
12 was based on measure ments using Bureau of Standards calibrated 
thermometers and employed statistical methods in documenting the 
use of the 79'F maximum ambient river temperature at the site.  

"The Draft Statement references Attachment B-3 of the Report of 
Inquiry referred to above for its finding of the 81*F intake 
temperature. The same report contains an exhibit designated 
Attachment B-2 which shows temperatures specifically at the 
intake of Indian Point 1 for the summer periods of 1967 and 1968.  
The highest temperature indicated is 800 'F which occurred on six 
days in 1967 and no days in-1968. Since the present outfall 
structure had not been constructed, recirculation effects would 
be greater at that time than would be expected from the present-
configuration. The Draft Statement makes no mention of 
Attachment B-2.  

"The Draft Statement uses the 81'F hypothetical ambient 
temperature to criticize the applicant's conclusions that the 
90'F maximum surface temperature criterion will not be exceeded.  
The applicant's submerged discharge model is fully explained and 
documented in the Supplemental Study of May 1972 (reference 12).  
We understand that this document was not available to the Staff
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when it prepared the Draft Statement. The model is conservative, 

uses published parameters where needed, and agrees with physi

cal model results, from the undistorted model of the outfall.  

The physical model tests are more fully described in the comments 

below. (See #4.) The models predict a maximum surface temper

ature of 88°F." 

"In summary, the applicant maintains (1) that the maximum ambient 

river temperature is 79°F, based on statistical analyses of 

available data; and (2) that the effluent will be diluted. to meet 

the 90°F maximum surface temperature limit." 

The applicant in its comments of May 30, 1972, summarizes its 

position as follows: 

"The concern expressed by the staff appears to be associated 

with the use of uncontrolled data collected for other purposes.  

See Appendix B-1. The staff uses a maximum river temperature at 

the plant intake of 81-F (111-35). The temperature at the Indian 

Point 1 intake is monitored continuously.  

"In view of the voluminous data available on this subject, 

Consolidated Edison considers 79'F (without recirculation) to 

be the highest water ambient temperature that can be experienced 

by the Indian Point intake at any time." 

The Statement references data contained in the Report of Inquiry 

on Indian Point Unit No. 1 submitted by the Commission's Division 

of Compliance in October 1971. These data show three readings at 

81°F and the balance of the readings are consistent with 

Consolidated Edison's analysis. These three readings were not at 

the plant intake but were out in the river where they were 

influenced by the thermal plumes from Indian Point and Lovett.  

The same Report of Inquiry had data on intake temperatures which 

is not referred to by the Statement." 

In response to the matters discussed above, the staff did not intend 

to claim that 81OF is necessarily the maximum natural river ambient 

temperature at the site; however, these temperature measurements 

should be taken into account. The staff's views concerning the 

maximum intake temperatures to be used was based on examination 

of the following information in a portion of Table B-3 from the 

"Report of Inquiry into Allegations Concerning Operation of Indian 

Point 1 Plant of Consolidated Edison Company," Vol. II, October 1971.
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Portions of Table B-3

Sampling Date 

July 16 (1968) 

July 30 

Aug 14 

Aug 27 

Sep 10 

Sep 27 

Oct 8 

May 5 (1969) 

Jun 9

Sample Station

East 
Mid 
West 

East 
Mid 
Wes t 

East 
Mid 
West 

East 
Mid 
West 

East 
Mid 
West 

East 
Mid 
West 

East 
Mid 
Wes t 

East 
Mid 
West 

East 
Mid 
Wes t

Temperature OF 
Top Bottom

77.0 
77.4 
78.1 

79.2 
80.1 
78.2 

80.2 
81.3 
80.6 

80.6 
81.3 
80.4 

77.0 
78.4 
76.6 

75.6 
75.4 
75.7 

79.8 
70.5 
70.3 

55.0 
56.3 
55.4 

70.7 
70.2 
70.2

(-) 
76.8 
76.6 

78.8 
79.2 
78.4 

80.1 
80.6 
80.2 

79.9 
79.7 
79.9 

76.3 
76.1 
76.1 

75.2 
75.4 
75.7 

68.9 
69.6 
70.2 

54.2 
54.5 
54.4 

70.  
69.4 
69.8

Depth Ft.
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Portions of Table B-3 (Continued) 

Temperature *F 

Sampling Date Sample Station TopR Bottom Depth Ft.  

Jul 9 East 77. 76.6 72 
Mid 77.9 76.5 57 

West 77.5 76.6 22 

Aug 5 East 78.4 78.4 60 

Mid 78.4 78.3 54 

West 78.6 78.3 19 

Aug 26 East 80.6 80.1 17 

(Lent's Cove)* 
East .83.5 79.1 50 

(Near effluent) 
East 81.1 80.6 17 

(Near east shore) 
West 80.2 80.1 24 

As can be seen from the data, in both 1968 and 1969, the water 

temeraureexceeded 81*F in August. The staff's concern was based 

on those measurements. 'The east channel station was located about 

135 feet directly out from the intake of Unit No. 1. The mid- and 

west-channel stations similarly were located directly across from 

the Unit No. 1 intake. Since the Lovett Plant is located ab out' 

one mile downstream on the west shore, it is certainly likely 

that the operation of these plants would affect, respectively, 

the east and west channel stations. It is less clear whether or 

not the central station temperature should have been elevated.' The 

staff admittedly did not check the precision and accuracy of the 

temperature sensors used. Since they were reported by New York 

University to have precision of 0.1*F, we presumed the accuracy was 

0.l1F.  

At the applicant's suggestion we have examined the Quirk, Lawler, 

and Matusky report "Supplemental Study of Effect of Submerged 

Discharge of Indian Point Cooling Water on Hudson River 

Temperature Distribution," May, 1972, Appendix B-2 in applicant's 

comments of May 30, 1972, and have reproduced here Fig. 3 from that 

report. Note that the figure refers to data taken at Lovett in
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August in the 10 years from 1956 to 1965. Note that according to the line 

in the graph, temperatures exceeded 79.3
0F, 10% of the time, which is not 

inconsistent with an occasional 81*F ambient temperature. The applicant 

contends that these values may all be high due to recirculation flow at the 

Lovett Plant. However, the statement is made on page 1-4 of Appendix B-2, 

that the data accompanying Fig. 3 in summary represent "the most extensive 

survey of ambient river temperatures for the Indian Point-Lovett 
areas." 

The staff feels that, when all the above data are taken into account, it is 

clear that the maximum intake temperature might indeed be close to 81
0F. in 

reference of Chapter II the applicant states that "During 1969, the July, 

August and early September temperatures ranged about 72 to 82 degrees F with 

the peak temperature occurring in August." Other surveys are showing similar 

results. It is .true, however, that these temperatures might reflect in part 

the intake recirculation from Indian Point Unit No. 1 and the Lovett power 

plant. This recirculation was not considered in the applicant's original 

environmental report, but it has been considered in its more recent studies.
1 ,2 

The staff, therefore, feels that the maximum ambient river temperature 

might be about 800F but the issue is still somewhat open. The staff, 

however, feels that this need not be resolved at this time. As discussed 

in Section III.E.l.g., we have performed some extensive jet dilution 

calculations using a variety of methods and assumptions, and find that 9 
the dilution of the heated effluent jet is sufficiently large so that the 

90°F criterion is not exceeded for Indian Point Units Nos. 1 and 2 even 

when 81°F is taken as the maximum ambient and intake temperature. The 

correct maximum ambient river temperature might be important for compliance 
with the maximum limit of 83°F of the thermal criteria.  

b. Submerged Discharge Model 

The NYS Department of Environmental Conservation is concerned about the 

staff's remarks that "The conclusions reached by the applicant in regard 

to the thermal discharges from Units Nos. 1 and 2 in meeting the New York 

State thermal criteria throughout the entire year have not been adequately 

demonstrated by the applicant, especially since the submerged jet depth is 

being changed from 18 feet to 12 feet below mean water level;" and the DEC 

assumes that the AEC will pursue this question further with the applicant 

prior to approval of an operating license. While there may be questions 

about the actual dispersion patterns, this agency believes that the model 

studies, calculations, and field studies made by the applicant represent a 

reasonable effort at appraising likely river conditions. Further modifications, 

if needed, may be required by the State. Since this organization has stated 

that there is reasonable assurance the criteria will be met and has adequate 

follow-up procedures following issuance of the discharge permit, it questions 

the staff's assertion on this subject.  

The staff's concern was ased on the fact that in general the surfacing tem

perature of a jet is higher if its depth of submergence is smaller. The 

staff was not aware at that time that the bottom slope could interfere with 

the submerged jet entrainment, nor was this fact mentioned in the applicant's
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Environmental Report. Raising the jet depth from 18 feet to 12 feet to over
come this difficulty is understandable, but should be evaluated against the 
disadvantage of having a smaller plume length which also means a shorter 
distance for dilution. As can be seen in Section III.E.l.g. of the Final 

Statement, the staff's independent analysis shows that the 90°F maximum 
surface temperature criteria will indeed be satisfied in spite of chang
ing the jet depth from 18 to 12 feet.  

On the subject of the mechanics of submerged jet entrainment as discussed 
in items 23-26 of the comments from the NYS Department of Environmental 

Conservation, the staff in response to items 23 and 24 did not refer to' 
the physical model, but to deficiencies in the mathematical model. The 
acceptance of the physical model depends on other factors than those dis
cussed in these sections. In response to jet interference in item 25, 
the error made bytthe applicant in using a port spacing of 11.25 feet 
instead of 5 feet was indicated in Section III.E.l.g. and the effect of 
correcting this error was evaluated by the staff. The applicant's decision 

later on to use only alternate ports, so that the spacing between ports 
changed from 5 feet to 27 feet, is indeed very welcome. The staff has 
never claimed that no dilution will occur after jet interference. This 

was purely the applicant's assumption and the staff found it necessary to 
* mention that this is indeed an overly pessimistic assumption (last para

graph on page III-36 of the Draft Statement). Furthermore, the staff does 

take this dilution into account in its independent analysis. In the opinion 
of the staff, taking this dilution into account is needed to show that the 90'F 
maximum surface temperature criteria will be met.  

Item 26 on page 13 of the DEC comments was practically answered by the staff 

in the previous items. The 12.4F ° surface temperature rise mentioned by the 
staff is based on the applicant's original assumption that no dilution is 
considered after jet interference. The staff's independent analysis shows 
that, if dilution is not considered, the maximum surface temperature rise 
will be even higher than 12.4 F0 for a 5-foot spacing between ports, but 
as stated, this question need not be of concern now.  

c. Far Field Heat Dissipation Model 

In response to the following comment (Draft Statement, p. II-37) by the 

applicant regarding the staff's-views on themathematical model used to 
predict the far field temperature pattern, "The adjustments made to the 
original model by arbitrarily using correction factors so that the results 
will agree with only one set of observed data from operation of Indian 
Point Unit No. 1 and extrapolating the model to predict the effects of 

* Units Nos. 1, 2, and 3 together is unjustified," the applicant states that 

it "used all available data to calibrate the models presented. The models 
have now been tested in numerous applications and have been verified. The 
model development and verification have at all times been beyond the state

of-the art. The summary analyses in reference 11 of the applicant's comments
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in Appendix B-i employ no empirical adjustments; they are theoretical pre

dictive models which show remarkable agreement with the independent physical 

models.", 

The above is a summary of the applicant's position; their lengthier statement 

on this subject was presented by its consultants in testimony in hearings on 

April 5, 1972, before the Licensing Board.  

The question here relates to the validity of the one-dimensional model, the 

so-called "convection-dispersion" model as employed by the applicant to pre

dict space-and time-average temperatures across the river at the point of 

thermal discharge. While there are a number of uncertainties in this model, 

the.staff still objects to the use of the multiplication correction factor 

(termed "f' ) which adjust the computed average temperature to the measured 

value. Two measurements were used to yield two different values for f5.  

Both were obtained during the operation of Unit No. 1 with a surface discharge.  

The staff questions the validity of using these values to predict Unit No. 2 

average temperature rises in view of the vastly different effluent geometry 

for Unit No. 2.  

The applicant's "Detailed Comments" in Appendix B-1 of May 30, 1972, point 

out that its newest model does not employ any correction factor. The dis

cussion above refers to the analysis presented by the applicant's consultants, 

Quirk, Lawler and Matusky Engineers (QLM) in Appendix J dated February 1969 in 

Supplement No. 1 to the Environmental Report, which was the most recent 

position on this subject available to the staff during preparation of the 

Draft Statement. A newer analysis was presented by QLM in two documents: 

(1) "Summary Report - Effect of Indian Point Units 1 and 2 Cooling Water 

Discharge on Hudson River Temperature Distribution," dated February 1972, 

and presented at the Hearings on April 5, 1972, and (2) "Supplemental Study 

of Effect of Submerged-Discharge of Indian Point Cooling Water on Hudson 

River Temperature Distribution" dated May 1972. Our Final Statement reflects 

this added information. Since both Table 6 of Document No. 1 and Table 3 of 

Document No. 2 continue to report values obtained from the older model, the 
staff has retained the previous discussion of this model in the Final 

Statement.  

Actually, the density-induced-circulation-model appears to Be s-imply a 

mixed mean temperature equation whenever the total flow assumed to be avail

able for dilution is the sum of the upper and lower flow layers. The staff 

in this Final Statement continues to disagree that both upper and lower flow 

layers may be assumed for dilution and holds the view that in neither layer 

has the flow rate been satisfactorily determined. The amount of thermal 

stratification needs also to be determined. 0 
d. Hydraulic - Physical Models 

The applicant in its Appendix B-1 "Detailed Comments on Thermal Discharges" 

of May 30, 1972, expressed concern with regard to the staff's lack of emphasis 

on the extensive physical modeling work that was done by the Alden Research 

Laboratories as consultants to the applicant and summarizes its position as:
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"4b. Applicant maintains, as in the original 1969 report, that the 
mathematical and physical models are 'independent, illustrate remark
able agreement and should be reviewed and interpreted as complimentary 
predictions." 

The applicant's detailed comments regarding the weight that the staff 
placed on ,he hydraulic model results in Section 4, Appendix B-l, 
applicants comments of May 30, 1972, and the Alden Laboratory reports 
(Appendix 0 of Supplement No. 1 to the Environmental Report) clearly 
indicate that the major portion of the physical modeling work was directed 
toward the determination of the best outlet geometry. The staff never 
questioned the validity of this work which finally resulted in the 
elevation of the discharge ports to the 12-foot depth from its original 
18-foot depth.  

For the following reasons, the staff did not place great significance on 

the near field and for field temperature isotherms that were measured in 
the physical model tests: (1) the temperature rise isotherms in the pro
totype will be mostly dependent on the amount of flow available for dilution 
of the effluent for the nine months of the year wherein the Hudson experiences 
the so-called "two-layered. flow." The physical model tests could not possibly 
yield information on the magnitude of the upper layer flow because this flow 
depends on the dynamics of the entire estuary whereas the model represented 
a section of the estuary from 4,500 feet above to 4,500 feet below the dis
charge point; (2) the oceanic salt front penetration, which is an important 
part of the hydraulics of the Hudson, was not (and probably could not be) 
simulated in the physical model; and (3) because the model represented only 
9000 feet of the river, substantially less than one tidal excusion, the 
utility of the reported results is seriously limited'even for the remaining 
three months in the spring when the Hudson experiences single-layered flow.  
In this regard, the above-mentioned Alden report states (p. 25): 

"Therefore-the model results yield information about the effect 
of a continuous release of cooling water from Indian Point within the 
modeled area for one tide cycle. The effect of buildup of heat over a 
period of time, corresponding to several tidal cycles, was not modeled." 

The staff agrees that more emphasis should have been given to the physical 
model studies for the submerged jet analysis and recognizes its importance 
for both design and prediction. This is not true, however, with the near 
field and far field models for predicting general temperature isotherms 
because of the limitations mentioned-above. The more recent physical 
studies made during 1971 and 1972 were not submitted to the staff for 
review.
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D. RADIOACTIVE WASTE TREATMENT, EFFLUENT DISCHARGES, AND 

ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT 

Comments have been received from EPA, Department of Commerce, 
the NYS Department of Environmental Conservation (Items 32 - 34), 

and the applicant (Appendix F of its comments of May 30, 1972) 
on the amount of radioactive material to be discharged to the 
environment; the applicant is planning to make a number of 

modifications to the radioactive waste system. In Section 
III.E.2, the staff has included source terms related to the 

present system and to the proposed modified system.  

In reply to EPA's comment that the applicant should make full 

use of the radwaste treatment system to achieve the lowest 

practicable radioactivity releases, the Commission's regulation, 
10 CFR 50.34a, requires the applicant to describe the equipment 

and procedures for the control of radioactive material in 

effluents to unrestricted areas. Regulation 10 CFR 50.36a 

requires that the equipment in the radioactive waste treatment 

systems be maintained and used to control the releases of 
radioactive effluents as defined by the Technical Specifications.  

Detailed records of the radioactive waste system operation along 0 
with reporting of its operation are required to be presented to 

the Commission on a semi-annual basis. Throughout the operating 
life of Unit No. 2, modification of the operating procedures and 

equipment utilization will be made to accommodate changing con
ditions of the reactor and the radioactive waste management 

systems. In response to EPA's comment on description of the 
proposed modifications of the radioactive waste system, as 
stated above, Section III.E.2 has been revised to include 
additional information regarding design, schedule, operation, 
and performance of the modified system for Units Nos. 1 and 2.  
This includes additional information on the steam generator 
blowdown treatment (filter-demineralizer), an additional 

demineralizer on the waste evaporator condensate line, and the 
gaseous waste treatment system (charcoal filters on the Plant 
vent) to reduce iodine concentrations from the auxiliary building 

and containment purging.  

In response to the NYS Department of Environmental Conservation's 

comment - Item 32 - on the schedule and performance of the 
modified liquid radioactive waste system, the applicant is 

committed to complete the modification of this system before 
the end of the first fuel cycle, in its testimony before the 
ASLB Board on July 13, 1971. The schedule is the same for both 

0
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the liquid-and gaseous waste systems. The staff's evaluation 
of the modified system indicates its performance will be in 
accordance with 10 CFR 50.36a. Besides information on the source 
term for Unit No. 2, releases of radioactivity in the liquid and 
gaseous effluents from Unit No. 1 for calendar year 1971 are 
shown in Tables 111-8 and III-10 (see Item 33 of the NYS DEC 
comments).  

The Department of Commerce has expressed concern regarding the 
gaseous releases from the four large decay tanks which are 
filled one at a time and which have a capacity to permit holdup 
time of at least 45 days. As stated above, the applicant shall 
be required, according to the Commission's regulation 10 CFR 
50.36a, to maintain and utilize the radioactive waste equipment 
to control the releases of gaseous effluents as defined by the 
Technical Specifications. The radiation doses were calculated 
using the annual average diffusion model, which applies for 
average dispersion conditions. It is possible for the applicant 
to wait for the meteorological conditions favorable for the best 
possible dispersion of the gases, thereby reducing the man-rem 
cumulative doses to the population.  

Because of the modified radioactive waste system and-in response 

to EPA's comments on dose assessment of radioactive releases 
from both the present and the modified system, the radiological 
doses to biota'and man have been recalculated and reevaluated.  
This revised information is provided in Sections V.D and V.E.  

The NYS Department of Environmental Conservation, in its comments 
in Item 45 on page 22, referred to radiation doses of 5 mrem/year 
and radioactivity releases of 5 Ci/year or 20 pCi/liter limit 
for as low as practicable limits. Page VII-8 of the Draft State
ment is not referred to on page V-64. Table V-9 referred to is 
concerned with total body dose (in millirem) and the cumulative 
population dose (in man-rem) as related to the radial distance 
from the reactor.  

In its comments on radiation doses, the EPA stated: 

(a) "A limited number of measurements.. .direct radiation...  
condensate storage tank...location of tanks...nearest 
residence and the visitors' information center...estimates 
of the population radiation dose should be made." The 
staff estimates of dose to individuals at the proposed
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visitors' center and nearest residence for direct 

radiation from the condensate storage tank located approx

imately 15 meters NE of Indian Point Unit No. 2 are given 
in Table V-8 of the Final Statement.  

(b) "The dose computed from release of liquid effluents 

assumes a dilution flow from the cooling system of approx

.imately 106 gal/min... the statement should discuss the 

effect of reduced flow on the doses involved both on 

individual and man-rem bases." The reduction of cooling 

water flow will occur as a result of the installation of 

cooling towers or during the winter-time. Before this 

installation is accomplished, the steam generator blow

down purification system should be installed, which will 

reduce the radioactivity released in liquid effluents by.  

a factor of about 10. Although the estimated concentra

tions of radionuclides in the discharge canal would be 

higher due to a decreased flow of cooling water, the 

concentrations as finally dispersed and diluted in the 

river would be those used in the Final Statement. Fish 

caught in the discharge canal would undoubtedly have 

higher concentrations of radionuclides than those caught 0 
across the river from Indian Point. However, the number 

of fish caught here should be quite small. Furthermore, 
the estimated doses from such fish would be less than a 

factor of 10 higher than those values given in the Final 

Statement since it is unlikely that fish would spend their 
entire life in the canal and be in equilibrium with the 

radionuclide concentrations found there. The estimated 
population dose would change only by the added amount of 
the few individuals eating fish caught in or near the 
discharge canal.  

(c) "The dose estimates for the ingestion of fish as presented.  
in the statement are not consistent with the liquid effluent 

discharge estimates given. It appears that effluents due to 
the discharge of steam generator blowdown, assuming primary 

to secondary leakages, have been neglected in computing this 
injection dose. The final statement should discuss the 

assumptions for liquid effluent levels and concentration 

factors used to calculate the dose due to ingestion of fish." 

Inconsistencies in the use of cooling water flow rates, 
Hudson River dilution factors, and bioaccumulation factors 
have been eliminated in the Final Statement. The dose esti

mates for fish ingestion were calculated using the quantities 

0
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of radioactivity discharged in the liquid effluent as given 
in Tables 111-6, 7, and 8 of the Final Statement. These-.  
radionuclides were assumed to be~dispersed in an average.  
cooling water flow of 2 x 1015 cc/year and further diluted 
by a factor of 10 in the tidal mixing zone of Indian Point.  
Fish caught in the vicinity of the effluent discharge might 
have higher radionuclide concentrations than estimated with 
the above assumptions. However, the concentrations would 
be less than a factor of 10 greater since it is unlikely 
that the fish would spend their whole life at such a 
location. The bioaccumulation factors used in the esti
mates of dose appear in Table V-2.  

In response to the Department of Commerce's comment. on the 
meteorological data used to estimate the radiation doses from 
gaseous effluents, these assumptions and data were taken from 
applicant's Supplement No. 1 to the Environmental Report as given 
in Tables 3.1 and 3.2 of Appendix D in Vol. I. Appendices C, E, 
and G were also used in the meteorological data for the site., 
The applicant has also provided information on the annual 
average meteorological model used in the calculations in the 
FFDSAR in answer to Question 11.1. Corrections to the listing 
of references have been made in the Final Statement. In response 
to EPA's comment on meteorology, the study of meteorological 
conditions reported in its Appendix G for November 1969 through 
October 1970 in Supplement No. 1 to the Environmental Report 
indicates no substantial change from conditions of the mid-1950's 
reported earlier. In both cases conservative models have been 
used to predict the radiation doses.  

In response to comments from the Committee to End Radiological 
Hazards, the allowable concentrations of radionuclides in air 
and water released from controlled areas into the public domain 
as specified in the Commission's regulations in 10 CFR 20, 
Appendix B, Table II, were chosen to conform to the recommen
dations of the Federal Radiation Council, the National Commission 
on Radiological Protection, and the International Commission on 
Radiation Protection. These scientific bodies agree that no 
detectable effects on man are expected to result from exposure 
to radionuclides at the specified concentrations of 10 CFR.20.  
In addition, the estimated doses are less than the guides of 
proposed Appendix I of 10 CFR 50 which requires releases to be 
in conformity with the principle of as low as practicable.
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The doses which result from the radionuclide releases were 
determined by methods accepted by a consensus of informed 
and responsible scientific workers in health physics. The 
source materials and methods used are listed in the refer
ences of Chapter IV in the Final Statement.  

In regard to the environmental radioactivity monitoring program, 
the-Department of Commerce has expressed concern about the 
frequency of sample collections and the analysis of benthic 
animals. The sample frequency and types of samples to be 
collected are discussed in the applicant's Supplement No. 1 
to the Environmental Report and the Technical Specifications.  
This includes sampling of bottom sediments. The benthic 
organisms - which include barnacles, clams, polychaete worms 
and amphipods, and fish species - will be analyzed for their 
radioactivity content. The sampling requirements will be 
spelled out in the Technical Specifications.  

E. ACCIDENTAL RELEASES OF RADIOACTIVITY TO THE ENVIRONMENT 

In regard to the question of accidental release of radioactivity 
from the Department of the Interior (DOI) on page 6 of its 
comments, radioactive liquid wastes in the Indian Point Power 
Station are contained within Class I structures. Failure of 
equipment within these structures would not lead to a release 
of radioactive liquid to the environment. The quantity of low
level liquid radioactive materials outside Class I structures is 
very small and release of this material would not affect sub
stantially the environmental impact determined for routine opera
tion of the Plant. The doses calculated as consequences of 
the postulated accidents in Table VI-l are based on airborne 
transport of radioactive materials resulting in both a direct 
and an inhalation dose. Our evaluation of the accident doses 
assumes that the applicant's environmental monitoring program 
and appropriate additional monitoring (which could be initiated 
subsequent to an incident detected by in-Plant monitoring) would 
detect the presence of radioactivity in the environment in suf
ficient time for remedial action to be taken if necessary to 
limit exposure from other potential pathways to man. The small 
quantities of dispersed radioactive material which might enter 
the food chain would not be significant in terms of endangering 
aquatic life.  

In regard to the comments by the DOI on Class 9 accidents, the 
current AEC position is as stated in Section VI.A; namely in view 
of the low probability of the accident, the environmental risk is 
extremely small.
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A comment was made by the Department of Commerce that the rationale 
for the meteorological assumptions used in Section VI.A on accidents 
should be given. The meteorological conditions assumed in the 
,analysis by the staff approximate the dispersion conditions which 
would prevail at least 50% of the time.  

By reducing the probability of occurrence of a particular accident 
through proper quality assurance, equipment, structures, engineered 
safeguards, and correct operational procedures, the environmental 
risk becomes very low for any of the class of accidents considered.  

In response to the comments by the Citizens Committee for the 
Protection of the Environment on radiological risks from acci
dents, the staff has evaluated the safety aspects of the Indian, 
Point Unit No. 2 as presented in its Safety Evaluation and 
Supplements, which show that the health and safety of the public 
will be protected at all times during Plant operation.  

F. ACCIDENTAL RELEASE OF RADIOACTIVE WASTES TO THE ENVIRONMENT 
DURING TRANSPORT OF RADIOACTIVE MATERIALS 

Details concerning the procedures to be used when a spilled shipment 
occurs are presented in the Commission's regulations 10 CFR 71 and 
in the Department of Transportation's regulations in 49 CFR 170-179.  
The carrier of the radioactive material will be responsible for 
handling any accidental spillage of radioactive material. The staff 
believes the low probability of any radioactive contents being spilled 
does not justify developing detailed procedures for the wide range of 
potential conditions that might arise in case of leakage. The staff 
considers it adequate to provide the general procedures for dealing 
with spills as set forth in DOT's regulations (49. CFR §§ 171.15, 
174.566, 174.588, 175.655 and 177.861). Chapter VI gives-further 
details' on safety practices to avoid accidents..  

In its comments on the need for additional evaluation of the environ
mental risk from transportation accidents, EPA noted that the AEC is 
making a thorough analysis of the probabilities and consequences of 
such accidents. The staff is making a general analysis of the 
environmental effects of transportation. A report on this subject 
is nearing completion and is expected to be issued soon.  

G. HUDSON RIVER POLICY AND TECHNICAL COMMITTEE 

The Department of Commerce (DOC) offered comments regarding the 
function of the Hudson River Policy and Technical Committee which
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required clarification. Where reference has been made to this 

committee in Chapter I to XI of this Statement, the DOC's comments, 

regarding the role of this committee, have been taken into account.  

This-committee usually coordinates and provides technical advice 

to the applicant in conducting its ecological studies of the Hudson 

River and planning for fish protection methods and different environ

mental monitoring programs.  

The applicant has responded in a letter of August 1, 1972, that 

"because of problems of contract management and administration.  

and manpower limitations, the Hudson River Policy Committee 

will, with respect to the Indian Point studies, assume the 

role of a Study Steering Committee. The Steering Committee, 

where necessary or desirable, submits recommendations for changes 

to Consolidated Edison. Consolidated Edison, as contract admin

istrator, will order the changes to be made. The Steering 

Committee would also review, comment upon, and make recommenda

tions concerning periodic progress reports and preliminary and 

final findings and recommendations. The.Committee will maintain, 

at no expense to it, afull-time representative on-site whose 

authority to act for the Committee will be determined by the 
.Committee." 

H. PERMITS ISSUED TO THE APPLICANT 

The New York State Department of Conservation outlines in Item 10, 

page 5 of its comments, the dates upon which permits to build, re

design, and modify the discharge structure had been made. See 

Section I.B for incorporation of dates of issuance of the permits 

for the discharge structure. *On May 19, 1970; a construction 
permit to change from a surface discharge to submerged discharge 

structure for the'discharge of effluents from Unit No. 1 was 

granted the applicant. *A modified construction permit on December 

10, 1970, permitted construction of the multiport submerged dis

charge structure at an 18-foot depth. Only after the applicant 

provided evidence on the sufficient ecological and temperature 
effects of the proposed discharges from Units Nos. 1 and 2 was 

the concern of the NYSDEC alleviated. A third modified con

struction permit:was issued on November 4, 1971, to allow a change 

in the submerged discharge structure from the 18-foot depth to 

12-foot depth and to allow a change in the design of the adjust

able gates. The applicant has completed the construction modi

fications and flow control gates of the discharge structure.  

The NYSDEC has inspected the construction to verify that the 

modifications are complete and in compliance with the construction 

permit and has to issue an operating license to allow discharges 

from Unit No. 2
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I. GENERAL COMMENTS ON ECOLOGICAL CONSIDERATIONS 

The staff has analyzed agency and applicant comments with considerable 
interest, finding many to be quite helpful in formulating the entrain
ment analysis as now .presented in Appendix V-2 of the Final Statement.  
'Many of the comments provided valid and therefore useful criticism 
that aided the staff's identification of those aspects of the entrain
ment concept which needed to be explained in greater detail. In 
summary, the staff analysis presented in the Draft Statement has been 
strengthened and expanded in this Final Statement,'and the conclusions 
regarding severity of effects have been substantiated.  

In its comments on the staff conclusions, the applicant expressed con
cern that the "Statement was written on the basis that the Statement 
should maximize estimates of environmental damage and minimize 
estimates of lack of such damage," and as a result of this approach 
that the Statement describes "a speculative maximum damage rather 
than an impartial objective assessment.". The applicant lists'as 
specific examples the entrainment analysis, the impingement analysis, 
and the concern expressed about dissolved oxygen and chlorine releases.  
These subjects are discussed in more detail elsewhere but deserve some 
comment here.  

The ultimate goal of an environmental assessment is to provide a 
foundation for an objective cost-benefit analysis. To fulfill .this 
end, the staff sought to identify, through analysis of the applicant's 
Environmental Report and Supplements and other information in the 
open literature, the areas where Plant operation could possibly 
significantly benefit or damage the environment. The factors 
associated with Plant activity which appeared most important were 
the studies and their analyses presented in the Draft Statement.  
The "impartial objective analysis" referred to in the applicant's 
comments requires that due consideration be given to the various 

* alternatives before any conclusions can be reached.. As a result, 
no discussion is given on the many factors that can be eliminated 
as having no importance or relevance to the particular site. How
ever, factors that may result in environmental degradation, and 
therefore cannot be eliminated, are discussed with great emphasis 
and in great detail. Thus, in cases where the staff analysis in
dicates that the potential for causing significant environmental 
impact is relatively large,• most of the detailed technical analysis 
will deal with negative aspects-of the Plant.
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The applicant's assertion that the staff analysis of the effects of 

Plant operation has been carried out in such a manner that the con

clusions are the "speculative maximum damage" which might occur is 

not accurate. The applicant is referred to the discussion of prob

able biological effects in the Final Statement and to the revised 

discussion of entrainment. The staff is acutely aware of the 

importance of its conclusions and expects that many points would 

be modified with additional information.  

1.' Comments on Entrainment 

Most of the comments about entrainment calculations for passive 

organisms are covered in the revised Appendix V-2. The applicant 

has devoted a great deal of time and effort to justify its model 

for calculating Q (upper layer flow) and to discredit Ketchum's 

model for calculating QD (dilution flow). In the staff's opinion 

the issue is not how precise each model is but which one should 

be used for the purpose of entrainment calculations. The staff 

agrees that the use of the term dilution flow created some con

fusion. As emphasized in the revised Appendix V-2, the important 

flow for the purpose of entrainment is the net downstream trans

port flow rate of aquatic organisms toward the ocean. The applicant, 

on page 24 of its comments of May 30, 1972 in Appendix E, says that 

"this relationship is given by Equation (4), in which Q , the upper 

layer flow, is the estuary dilution flow." The staff retains its 

previous conclusion, fully explained in the revised Appendix V-2, 

that the upper layer flow (Qu) does not describe the net downstream 

transport flow.  

It is interesting to note that although the applicant's discussion 

gives a negative impression of Ketchum's approach, the critique is 

inconsistent, and in fact the applicant agrees with Ketchum's 

equation in the second paragraph of page 11 of its comments.  

Two points need to be made about the citations which were presented 

to refute the Ketchum approach. The citations relating to Pritchard's 

works are from papers written 15 to 20 years ago. They fail to 

mention, however, that Pritchard's later analyses are not in conflict 

with Ketchum's method of computing dilution flow, and that net 

dilution flow was used by Pritchard to calculate entrainment for 
the Calvert Cliffs Plant on the Chesapeake Bay. For this Plant, 

using a compartment model (where Q = 207,500 cfs, QL = 166,000 cfs, 

and QR= 41,500 cfs), Pritchard estimated the value of net dilution 

flow to be 90,000 cfs for a salinity of 16.5 ppt, which is approxi

mately the mean salinity for the specified conditions.1 Thus, 

Pritchard's later analyses are quite similar to the earlier, less 

well-defined concepts advanced by Ketchum.
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The other two citations are not pertinent to the applicant's objection 
to the staff analysis. In fact, they could be better used to defend 
the analysis. In each citation, the negative aspects of the dis
cussions were directed toward the inapplicability of using the physical 
relationship to predict the ocean water and fresh water contributions 
to the dilution flow. The reasons for including these citations are 
not clear inasmuch as the authors who were being quoted used the 
observed distribution of salinity in conjunction with a dilution flow 
model equivalent to that of the staff to reject the tidal prism 
concept.  

The last citation on Ketchum's theory on page 15 of the applicant's 
May 30, 1972, comments in Appendix E is very clearly not related to 
the staff's model but instead is related to the modified tidal prism 
concept, although it would appear to the unfamiliar reader to be 
directly related to the staff model of dilution flow. This is not 
the case, and its inclusion raises unjustified doubt about the staff 
analysis.  

The staff is in complete agreement with the comment on page 42 of 
the applicant's comments concerning the dangers of applying simple 
models to complex systems. The dangers present are principally 
related to the importance of the time element in any computation 
related to estuarine dilution. Techniques that can account for this 
factor must include both lateral and longitudinal components. The 
effect of the vertical distribution and convective flow for entrain
ment computations is discussed in the applicant's comments in Appendix E 
and is quoted in part as follows: 

"The probability of capture per pass, recognizing that roughly half of 
the organisms reach the upper layer during the darkness hours, will be 
given by Q c/2 . The number of passes is equal to the number of times 
the organisms Yntroduced into the seaward directed upper layer pass the 
plant between the time the particle of water in the lower landward 
directed layer first reaches the plant from below to the time it finally 
reaches a point above the plant, at which point the seaward return 
remains above the plant. This is given as follows: 

T 
Number of passes past the Qu " T 
Plant in the upper layer QL 2T - Qu T 

Qu 
L u 

[where Qu is the upper layer flow and QL is the lower layer flow].
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T is the period of darkness and 2T the daylight period. The denom

inator [QL 2T - Q • T] is simply the net upstream movement that 

takes place each 24 hour day." 

Thus, the applicant concluded that, " the model in which diurnal 

movement and density flow is introduced, applies essentially to 

larval organisms originating seaward of the plant." 

An interesting consequence of this formulation is that the applica

tion of the net velocity computed for some situations will be in error 

because it assumes that storage effects will not be important. Consider, 

for example, a situation in which a population of fish spawns upstream 

from its nursery grounds such that the larval fish must migrate 
down

stream to get to the nursery area below. An additional complication is 

that their vertical diurnal movement pattern tends to keep them in 
the 

lower, inland moving zone for sufficient time that the computed rate 

of transport as shown by the applicant's consultants indicates that 

net migration is in the upstream direction.  

The error in this particular situation is quite simple; the upstream 

transport of larval fish in the lower layer depends upon downstream 

larval concentrations while the downstream transport in the upper 
layer 

depends upon upstream concentrations of larvae. Because the larval 

sources are upstream, there is a longitudinal concentration gradient 

with the highest concentrations in the upstream direction. For the 

situation where Q and Q remain constant, a net downstream trans

port will occur until sufficient larvae have accumulated in the 

downstream areas to cause the upstream and downstream transport 

to be equal. The resulting distribution of organisms would depend 

upon both the mean vertical temporal distribution and the nature 

of the variance around the mean. An additional factor which will 

affect the degree of steady state downstream transport is related 

to behavioral changes which occur as the larvae grow.  

2. Comments on Striped Bass 

The applicant has apparently misjudged the key elements upon which 

the staff analysis is based. Two important considerations provide 

the framework for the staff's analysis, i.e., the life history of 

the striped bass and the magnitude of the mortality which may re

sult from operation of the Plant (Appendix V-3). The striped bass 

were determined to be susceptible to the intake for a period of 

somewhere between 6 and 8 weeks during June and July; during this 

time, they occupy a zone in the estuary which extends from mile 0 
point 10 to 130 with greater abundance of larvae in areas of low 

salinity within the Plant segment. In the same length of time, the 

Plant will have circulated morewater through the condenser than is
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contained within the adjacent 11-mile segment - 30% of the portion 
of the river which harbors over 90% of the larval bass (Appendix 
V-3). The effectiveness of plankton nets in catching these larvae 
and the rather uniform larval distribution shown by the collections 
indicate the susceptibility of these fish to entrainment. Further

more, the net longitudinal rate of movement of the larvae has been 
bounded by the data on their occurrence.  

a. Mortality from Condenser Passage 

Organisms that pass through a power plant may be killed by thermal 

shock, mechanical abrasion, pressure changes, and/or toxic chemicals 
released by the Plant. These factors could have either additive, or 
synergistic effects such that for some types of organisms the 

probability of surviving passage through the Plant may be very low.  
This situation is likely to apply to young striped bass entrained at 
Indian Point, primarily from the combined effects of thermal shock, 
pressure changes, and direct mechanical damage.  

b. Thermal Shock 

The evidence which has been examined by the staff does not clearly 
demonstrate that the temperature effect either will or will- not cause 

the death of all entrained bass. Most of the available information 
relates to striped bass, that are older and presumably more tolerant 
than those which will be entrained. However, what dataare available 
indicate that exposure of small bass to temperatures above 90'F will 
result in substantial mortality as-indicated by the following excerpts 
from a report by Chadwick.

2 

"In each test an average of 18 fish were placed in each [battery] 
jar.. Most jars had 15 to 22 fish/jar, but the range was 3 to 33 
fish/jar.  

The battery jars were filled with approximately 800 ml of 
aerated river water-at the acclimation temperature, and the 
bass were- placed, in the jar. The temperature within the 

jar was raised to the test temperature within 5 to 9 seconds 
by adding 800 ml of aerated river water heated to a temperature 

equal to the acclimation temperature plus twice the temperature 
difference between the acclimation and the test temperature.  
The bass were held at the test temperature from 0 (placed in 

acclimation temperature bath as soon as the warm water was 
added) to 6 minutes in 2-minute intervals. At the end of the 

selected interval the jars were placed in a bath at acclima
tion temperature and held for 48 hours.
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Mixing of the water was accomplished by rapidly pouring the 

warm water in a circular motion since preliminary tests in- 6 
dicated that mechanical stirring might cause some mortality.  

One group of experiments was with fish averaging 7 to 8 mm 
and ranging from 5 to 13 mm, while the second group averaged 

25 to 31 mm with most between 20 mm and the arbitrarily 
selected 38 mm upper limit. The relationship between 
mortality and temperature increase is similar for the two 

groups.  

In absolute terms, the most meaningful experiments were 

those with acclimation temperatures of 600, 620, 690 and 

70'F. In these experiments little mortality occurred, with 
few exceptions, irregardless of the temperature increase 
until the temperature approached 900F. At that point 
mortality generally increased sharply.  

Some results suggest that mortality increased as the length 
of exposure to maximum temperature increased from 0 to 6 
minutes. The 70F' acclimation temperature experiment pro

vides the clearest evidence of this effect, and survivals at 6 
6 minutes in the 69F* experiment also suggest it." 

At normal operation the temperatures in the discharge canal at Indian 

Point would exceed 900F beginning about mid June. Thus, the temperature 
effect alone could result in substantial mortality of entrained bass, 
particularly in late June and July.  

c. Pressure Change 

It is quite possible that pressure changes may be a more important 
factor than temperature. The average depth from which organisms will 

be withdrawn is at about 14 feet at a total pressure of slightly 
less than 1.5 atmospheres (1 from the atmosphere itself and 0.43 
from the weight of the water column). Upon passage through the 
condensers these organisms will experience a rapid pressure re
duction to about 0.45 atmosphere at the same time that their body 
temperature is sharply increased by about 150F.  

The rapid drop in pressure and reduced solubility of dissolved 
gases would favor the formation of gas bubbles (mostly nitrogen) 

in the fishes tissue just as it does in the surrounding water
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(see applicant's-discussion-on dissolved oxygen loss). The 
formation of such bubbles within tissues of early larvae could 
result in serious physical damage which would either kill the 
fish directly or prohibit normal subsequent development.  

Similar effects could occur with older larvae but with the added 
complication of an almost instantaneous three-fold increase in 
the volume of gas present in the gas bladder (a hydrostatic organ 
which forms during the second week of larval development). The 
potential for tissue damage is apparent, and damage to the gas 
bladder itself on almost certain consequence. In the relation 
it is noted that Doroshev found that striped bass larvae with an 
abnormal gas bladder differed markedly from normal individuals 
"both in appearance and in their greatly reduced vitality."'3 

The combination of temperature shock, the formation of gas bubbles 
within tissues, and the probability of damage from expansion of gas 
within the gas bladder will all contribute to mortality of entrained 
fish larvae. Furthermore, much of the mortality may be delayed from 
a few hours to several days.  

d. Contribution of Hudson River Spawning Areas 

The most intensive analysis of the migration of striped bass in and 
around the Hudson River is based on tagging - recapture data resulting 
from volunteer tagging by a Long Island, N. Y., sportsman's group 
during 1959-1963. The tagging and recapture locations were centered 
around the southern end of Long Island. In an analysis of the data, 
Clark found that most of the fish recaptured in rivers during the 
spawning season were in the Hudson, and that the size composition 
of these Hudson recaptures indicated that most were contributing to 
the spawning activity.4 He concluded that the heavy concentration 
of spring recaptures in the Hudson River suggest thatthe Hudson is 
"by far the most important spawning stream for the striped bass 
tagged during the study." His analysis revealed three regions which 
seemed most closely dependent upon the Hudson stock for recruitment.  
The following description of these three contingents are largely 
taken from Clark's discussion:
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(1) Hudson Estuary Contingent: 

This group is comprised of striped bass that confine their 'seasonal 

movements almost wholly to the Hudson estuary system, wintering and 

spawning in the Hudson and moving downstream into the bays around 

the mouth of the river to feed in summer. This contingent was first 

identified as part of the "Hudson race" by Raney et al.,
5 who con

cluded that the bass found in these bays in summer spend winter and 

spring in the.Hudson and exhibit a characteristic fall upstream 

migration into the Hudson. This conclusion is supported by the 

recapture data of stripers tagged in New York Bay from 1959-63.  

However, as Clark point out, fish of southern contingents also 

appear in the Hudson estuary particularly in fall. This fact is 

demonstrated by recaptures of bass tagged from the lower New Jersey 
coast and southward.  

The eastward limit of the Hudson Estuary Contingent, as deduced from 

summer returns of fish tagged in New York Bay, was approximately 

Jones Beach. This apparent limit was :also: supported by tag returns 

from southwestern Long Island Sound since'all but one of the Hudson 

River spring recaptures were from fish tagged from Jones Inlet west 

to Rockaway Inlet. The Long Island shore from 'the Hudson Narrows to 0 
Jones Beach appears to be an area of, intermingling of the Hudson 

Estuary Contingent with other contingents found in this area during 

summer and fall. Mixing of the various races appears to occur mostly 
along open beaches, rather than in protected waters such as Jamaica 
Bay.  

(2) Hudson-West Sound Contingent: 

This contingent occurs in Long Island Sound from summer to fall and 

moves into the Hudson River to spend the winter.. This group remains 

there in the spring for spawning and then returns to the Sound in 

summer, apparently by way of the Harlem River and East River or 
around Manhattan Island and up the East River to the Sound, but not 

via an oceanic pathway around Long Island. This pattern has been 

deduced from the results of summer and fall tagging in the West 

Sound, which yielded extensive recaptures in the Hudson River in 

spring.  

(3) Hudson-Atlantic Contingent: 

There is some evidence of a Hudson contingent consisting of fish that 

spend winter and summer elsewhere but move into the river in spring for
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spawning and then depart. This group, tentatively designated the 
Hudson-Atlantic Contingent, was reported by Merriman6 and Raney7 from 

spring recaptures in the Hudson estuary of fish tagged in North 
Jersey in the spring (by R. A. Nesbit). Similarly, Clark found 

that the 1959-63 taggings along the northern New Jersey coast yielded 

six spring recaptures in New York Bay and two in the Hudson River, 
adding some support to the credibility of a Hudson-Atlantic 
Contingent.  

Records of striped bass taggings in the Hudson River have been 

summarized by Alperin.8 He concluded that these data provided 
no evidence that the river stock reaches the south shore of Long 

Island to any appreciable extent, except in the vicinity of New 
York City.  

However, most of the tagged fish were small, with many in their 
second year. This factor is important because young striped bass 

tend to be non-migratory. For example, Vladykov and Wallaceg
I 0 

Merriman6 Raney 7 Mansuetill and Massmann and Pacheco 1 2 have discussed 

the non-migratory behavior of small striped bass and their tendency to 
remain in or near restricted river systems. The latter two investigators 
reported that up to 90% of recaptures were within the river system 
in which they were tagged. Thus, it is not surprising that none 

of the 82 returns (16.2%) from the 504 bass tagged in the Hudson 
during the period from 1940 - 1956 came from beyond New York 
Harbor and adjacent Jamaica Bay.  

This same factor limits the applicability of the data analyzed by 
Raney et al. which resulted from recaptures of angler-tagged 

striped bass principally in the 9 - 15" range. 1 3 These data show 
that, of the recoveries of bass tagged at the Narrows and in the 
Upper and Lower New York Bays, about 98% (130 of 133) came from 

the Hudson and none of the tagged fish which were released within 
the Hudson were recaptured elsewhere.  

The contribution of Hudson stock to the Atlantic coast of Long 
Island is not completely understood. Two relatively recent and 
comprehensive studies of the composition and migration of striped 
bass which frequent this area were reported by Alperin8 and 
Schaefer.,1 4 In both studies, the'bass were captured by haul seine 
and most were tagged and released after appropriate size data and 
scale samples (used for age determination) were taken. One of the 
important objectives of each of these studies was to determine the 
origins of bass occurring on the outer coast of Long Island. Such
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information is particularly needed to assess the extent of the 
contribution of the Hudson stock to the commercial and sport0 
fisheries. The size, age, and migration data which resulted 
from these studies permit evaluation of certain questions re
lated to the annual variations in contributions from the 
Chesapeake Bay and the Hudson River to populations on the 
Atlantic coast of Long Island.  

To properly demonstrate the origins of the striped bass from 
tagging data, pre-migratory fish would have to be tagged near 
the location of their origin. Subsequent recaptures of these 
fish then could be used to infer origin of fish in the area
where they were recaptured.  

A second technique which could effectively be employed would 
be to compare meristic characteristics of the coastal population 
to the meristic characteristics of the various races of striped 
bass which can be separated by such characteristics. However, 
since genetically distinct races of striped bass are associated 
with spawning areas and a homing tendency can be deduced from 
tag returns during spawning seasons, it can be inferred that 
bass within a given population will return to the streams of 
their origin to spawn. Thus, recapture locations of reproductively 
active adults during the spawning- season are considered to be 
indicative of the origin of those fish. In contrast, recaptures 
at other seasons or of non-reproductively active individuals 
cannot be used to infer origin. With these reservations in mind, 
tagging data from these two studies can be used to indicate the 
origins of tagged stripers.  

Sampling in the first of these two studies was concentrated in 
Great South Bay during the period from 1956 to 1961. in dis
cussing the results of this study, Alperin concluded the 
following:8 

"The origins of'the striped bass that frequent Great 
South Bay are not readily discernible from the information 
collected during this investigation. Returns from the fish 
tagged in 1960 and 1961 do not, however, suggest a Hudson 
River origin, although this river contains the nearest 
important spawning grounds. Of the 149 tag returns from 
within New York waters, only three (2.,0 per cent) came 
from the main body of the Hudson. Even when all adjacent 
areas were included (i.e., Jamaica Bay, Upper and Lower 
New York Bays, Staten Island and western Long Island Sound)0
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the returns totalled only 11 (7.4 per cent). In contrast, 
much ligher rates of recovery in the Hudson River resulted 
from the small samples tagged in 1956 and 1959. Of the six 
returns for fish tagged in 1956, all in New York waters, one 
(16.6 per cent) was taken in the lower Hudson River in 1958.  
For the fish tagged in 1959, recoveries from the Hudson River 
in 1958. For the fish tagged in 1959, recoveries from the 
Hudson River totalled four (18.1 per cent) of the 22 from 
State waters Also none of the striped bass tagged in 1959 
were recovered south of New Jersey although some did reach 
New England.  

"These data, meager as they are, lead to the conclusion 
that the fish marked in 1956 and 1959 were of more local 
nature and may'have originated in the Hudson River' while 
those marked in 1960 and 1961, which appeared in great 
numbers, probably originated elsewhere. In the years when 
migrants from the south are not abundant in Great South 
Bay, fish of Hudson River origin may be the principal source 
of supply." 

Alperin further concluded that, "It is unlikely that the striped 
bass of Great South Bay, in years of abundance, are of Hudson River 
origin. Rather they appear to be part of the coastwide migratory 
population that originates to the southward, either in the 
Chesapeake or Delaware Bay area. There are no meriatic data to 
support this assumption, but tag returns do not exclude this 
probability. "8 

In comparing the results of tag returns from striped bass tagged in 
surf waters with the results obtained by Alperin, Schaefer commented,

1 4 

"The result of the tagging conducted in the present study, 
however, roughly parallel those presented by Alperin for striped 
bass tagged in Great South Bay between 1956 and 1961. He re
ported that 16.6 per cent and 18.1 per cent, respectively, of 
the recoveries for fish tagged during 1956 and 1959 came from 
the Hudson River, but that only 2.0 per cent of those for fish 
tagged during 1960 and 1961 came from that location. These 
observations prompted him to hypothesize that 'the fish marked 
in 1956 and 1959 were of more local nature and may have 
originated in the Hudson River, while those bass marked in 
1960 and 1961, which appeared in great numbers, probably 
originated elsewhere. In the years when migrants from the
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south are not abundant in Great.South Bay, fish of Hudson 
River origin may be the principal source of supply'. Although 
it may seem contradictory that both Raney et al. and Alperin 
suggested that striped bass of Hudson River stock seldom go 
farther east along the south shore of Long Island than Jones 
Beach, it should be noted that this conclusion is based solely 
on recovery data from fish tagged in the Hudson River which 
were mostly speciments of sublegal (less than 16 inches in 
fork length) size. It has been demonstrated by several in
vestigators that small striped bass, especially those less 
than 2 years old, are, for the most part, non-migratory. With 
this in mind, the hypothesis of Alperin concerning the origins 
of the Great South Bay population seems quite plausible.  
Applying similar reasoning to the recovery observations of 
the present study, it is suggested that a rather sizeable 
portion of the fish tagged at Westhampton Beach between 1954 
and 1956, and possibly some of those tagged at Great South 
Beach between 1961 and 1963, however, most striped bass tagged 
between 1961 and 1963 at Great South Beach were probably of 
Chesapeake Bay or Delaware Bay stock." 

"It would appear that, for the most part, the abundance of 
striped bass inhabiting the south shore surf areas of Long 
Island is7 directly dependent upon the contribution of stocks 
produced in more southern waters, most probably Chesapeake Bay.  
Apparently only 'in years when this contribution is low does the 
influence of Hudson River stock on the south shore population 
become evident. It should further be noted that from the best 
information available, the annual production in Chesapeake Bay 
is primarily governed by environmental conditions over which man 
has little control. Indeed, Mansueti and lollis'5 concluded 
that 'under most conditions, the effects of environment deter
mine the success or failure of a hatch, and pan's fishing 
at the present intensity seems to have little effect on the 
long-range production of striped bass in Chesapeake Bay."' 

Assuming that winter recaptures near important spawning areas indicate 
that the recaptured fish would have spawned in that area, analysis of 
data which Alperin presented indicated a relatively important con
tribution of the Hudson to the populations of striped bass in Great 
South Bay. Since the Hudson is apparently the northernmost estuary
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which supports consistent annual reproduction, the winter and spring 
recaptures north. of the Hudson cannot be used to indicate the origin 

of the tagged population. Likewise, the summer and fall recapture 

data can also be eliminated from consideration as providing information 
related to origin.  

When approached from this viewpoint, the recaptures of bass tagged in 

1956 and 1959,8 which could possibly be used to infer the origin of 

the Great South Bay population, reflects the probably predominance of 

the Hudson stock during this period. This conclusion agrees with that 
of Alperin8 and is necessitated by the fact that 80% (= 4 fish) of the 

potentially spawning fishes were recaptured in the Hudson. In addition, 

all of the recaptures in the spawning season came from the Hudson.  

Recaptures of bass tagged during 1960 and 1961 can be similarly treated.  

Winter and spring returns from Chesapeake Bay and its tributaries 
accounted for seven recaptures, while returns from the, Hudson numbered 

4 for this same period. When allowances are made for the much more 

intense winter and spring fishery in the Chesapeake, the Hudson stock 

again emerges as important for recruitment to Great South Bay.  

This conclusion is' further supported by the length-frequency distribution 

of bass tagged in the Bay during Alperin's study. 8 The modal fork length 

for six out of the seven tagging periods ranged from about 10" to 14".' 
These fish account for about 75% of the bass which were present in 

Great South Bay during these six study intervals and 62% of. all of the 

bass tagged. Stripers of this size in the spring would apparently just 

be beginning their third year of life.1 i These bass were already quite 

abundant during May of 19608 and, although they may have migrated from 

the Chesapeake during March and April of 1960, it seems equally likely 

that these fish were more local in origin, possibly originating within 
the Hudson.  

During its analysis the staff has examined the evidence presented in 

the literature which has resulted in the prevailing opinion that the 

bulk of the striped bass fishery in the Mid-Atlantic and New England 

States is supported by recruitment from spawning and nursery areas in 

the Chesapeake Bay area. This hypothesis was originally developed by 

Merriman 6 to explain the source of the striped bass which contributed 

to the Connecticut fishery prior to 1938. Although subsequent data 

does not support his analysis on many points, it is believed by' many 

that the major production of the coastal striped bass is from the
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Chesapeake. For example, Raney,7 Tiller,
1 6 Mansueti, I and Koo 1 7 

have described the occurrence of extensive recruitment to northern 
areas from Chesapeake Bay spawnings. Thus, it has become a common 
belief tht the Chesapeake supplies most of the coastal stock along 
the Middle and North Atlantic coasts. Tagging studies in the 
Chesapeake Bay area have failed to confirm this belief.  

Studies of tagged striped bass recaptured within the Chesapeake Bay 
drainage basin show that only a very small proportion of the bass 
less than four years old migrate out of the Bay. 9 ,1 0 ,1 1 ,1 2 ,15 ,18 ,1 9 

This information is in direct conflict with the hypothesis that the 
Chesapeake produces the migratory stock which populates the Atlantic 
Coast. The conflict results from the fact that two year old fish 
composed the largest proportion of the Coastal populations studied 
by Merriman 6 and Alperin, 8 and-were also consistently present in 
Shaefer's samples.1 4 This obvious conflict has been recognized by 
several investigators but has not been resolved.

1 7 

Another factor which conflicts with the hypothesis of a Chesapeake 
origin of the Atlantic migratory stock is related to size. Merriman 
found that members of dominant year classes were smaller on the 
average than less abundant year classes, presumably because of 
crowding effects.6 However, since most of his data were gathered 
there has been about a tenfold increase in the Chesapeake population 17 

without a significant reduction in growth.1" Thus, it seems unlikely 
that the smaller size of the bass in the dominant year classes is 
related to their density. It is worth noting that the growth rate 
of the Hudson bass is known to be slower than that exhibited in more 
southern areas 2 0 ,2 1 and is consistent with Merriman's data.  

The hypothesis that the Hudson spawning and nursery areas provide 
important recruitment to the Mid-Atlantic States is consistent with 
the available data. Because of size limits, striped bass enter the 
Mid-Atlantic fishery at four to six years of age. Furthermore, 
because of the 16" minimum size, the spring landings of striped bass 
in the Hudson reflect the abundance of adult fish available for 
spawning. Comparison of Hudson landings with Atlantic landings five 
years later (these point moving averages) shows the probable importance 
of the Hudson as the source of the Mid-Atlantic stock (Figure XII-2).  

Regression analysis of these data show that 93% of the variation in 
the three year mean of the Atlantic Landings during the period from 
1930 to 1966 can be accounted for by variations in the three year 
average of the Hudson landings five years earlier (number of pairs = 
26; R = 0.97;** R2 = 0.93). However, from a biological standpoint 
the three point moving average would provide the best estimate. A 
regression analysis based upon pairs of such means would tend to 
reduce the variability and overestimate the degree of correlation.  
However, even with the less biologically realistic comparisons which
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were not smoothed, the linear regression is still highly significant 

(number of pairs = 26; R = 0.89;** R
2 = 0.79).  

J. COMMENTS ON DISSOLVED OXYGEN 

The applicant's consultants have made an intensive effort to 

determine the dissolved oxygen (DO) loss in the cooling water 

system and to use this value to estimate the resultant changes 

in the ambient DO concentration in the lower Hudson River.  

Their approach was to compute the loss in DO during condenser 

passage using one mathematical model and subsequently use these 

values in another model which would account for longitudinal 

transport by advection and dispersion and for other factors 

which affect the DO concentrations in the river.  

The model used to predict the DO loss across the condenser 

system was verified with data collected at Indian Point Unit 

No. 1 at an ambient temperature of about 44°F and a DO of 

about 10.5 ppm. There was fairly good agreement between the 

model output and the data. The methodology was then applied 

to other conditions of temperature, salinity, and freshwater 

flow, so that the resulting output could be used to predict 

the change in concentrations in the river for various operating 6 
conditions.  

The measured decrease in DO during transit through Unit No. I 

was about 2% (range: 0 to 2.8%). Although these values are 

statistically significant, they are biologically unimportant 

(i.e., they are normal ambient levels). All the computed values 

for the in-Plant loss were of the same order, with the greatest 

fractional in-Plant reduction about 4%.  

This study represents.a significant effort to provide the staff 

with meaningful data with which to evaluate the DO problem. Un

fortunately, a few problems limit the applicability of the present 

effort. There is an exponential relationship between temperature 

increases and increases in oxygen consumption in most organisms.  

The predicted 3% oxygen loss computed for summer conditions would 

result from degassing the condenser water; thus its prediction 

does-not include any metabolic components. Likewise, the data 

were verified at a time characterized by low population levels 

of many of the important planktonic forms. Thus, their metabolic 

contribution to the DO reduction was probably not similar to that 

in the time periods (late summer) when DO problems could be 

anticipated. In addition, no effort was made to analyze a case
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where the intake DO was abnormally low (3 to 4 ppm); the potential 
for an impact in this case is high. No accommodation was made for 
increased DO production or removal by plankton entrained in the 

plume. The staff is also uncertain about the applicability of the 
one-dimensional transport model in view of the arguments made in 
conjunction with the thermal plume analysis, especially when the 

water subjected to the DO-reduction will be contained within the 
plume.  

These observations make any staff conclusion concerning the relative 

applicability of the results by the applicant's consultants' un
warranted at this time. In addition, the clear resolution of the 
magnitude of the oxygen loss which occurs across Unit No. 1 during 
periods of low ambient DO is not included in the analysis. The 
point is further strengthened by the prediction that DO losses 
of 0.4 to 0.47 ppm for winter conditions is not necessarily incon
sistent with the 0.5 ppm data that the Raytheon Company reported 

for similar conditons, although a direct comparison was not made.  

The staff's concern.that Plant operation during certain periods may 
result in important reduction in DO is supported by field data 
gathered near the discharges of the Lovett and Indian Point Unit 
No. 1 Generating Stations. Temperature and DO data presented in 
both Appendix E of the Bowline Report and in the NYU 1969-70 
Annual Report show occasional 10 to 40% reductions in oxygen 
concentrations in the vicinity of the thermal discharges. These 
reductions are probably caused by increased community metabolism 
rather than by physical processes during condenser passage.  

K. TOXIC AGENTS 

1. Synergistic Effects 

Several comments concerned the possibility of synergistic relation
ships that could intensify any effects resulting fromsimultaneous 
exposure of organisms to several'toxic agents., The staff concurs 
that such synergistic relationships probably do exist between some 
of the chemicals which will be released during Plant operation.  

However, because of the small total amount of chemicals that will be 
released, such synergism is not likely to be important for.most com
pounds, except perhaps within the discharge canal where any effect 

would most likely be masked by. chlorination and temperature effects.
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2. Chlorination 

The applicant's comments related to the staff discussion of possible 

toxic effects of chlorine were given careful consideration. However, 
the staff has found no reason to alter its opinion on the subject.  

The discharge concentration of residual chlorine from Unit No. 1 has 

at times exceeded 0.5 ppm. Furthermore, the decomposition rate of the 

biologically active forms is not known. As a consequence, it is not 

possible to predict the concentrations of free or combined residual 

chlorine which will occur in the plume. Similarly, the use of 

measured Unit No. 1 discharge concentrations to predict similar 

levels for combined operation, as the applicant did in its comments, 

is inappropriate. This conclusion results from the fact that the 

magnitude of the residual chlorine concentration at the point of 

discharge depends both on the rate of decomposition and on the re

tention time in the canal. Since the addition of Unit No. 2 will 

cause a nearly four-fold reduction in the retention time, the dis

charge concentration of residual chlorine are likely to be higher than 

the applicant's estimates during chlorination of Unit No. 2.  

The staff agrees with the applicant on the importance of exposure 

time to the magnitude of any toxic effect. However, even very 

short exposure times at levels below 1 ppm. can result in mortality 
of sensitive species in life stages such as early developmental 

stages of larval fish. Unfortunately, laboratory bioassays are 
not often performed with sensitive organisms because of the 

difficulty in handling them. As a result, most available toxicity 
data apply to hardy species and in most instances are not-broadly 

applicable.  

An additional point in the applicant's comments on chlorination needs 
to be briefly mentioned. The mortality of organisms which have been 
exposed to chlorine may not occur immediately but is, rather, often 
delayed up to several days. As a result, the data from the bioassay 

tests conducted for the applicant are very inconclusive insofar as 
related to predicting ultimate survival of the test organisms at the 
lower con centrations. Similar arguments apply to observations of 

chlorine-shocked organisms in the discharge canal.
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L. ALTERNATE METHODS TO COOLING THERMAL DISCHARGES 

The Department of Interior, the Environmental Protection Agency, the 
New York State Office of Attorney General, and interested persons 
have offered'several comments stating that an alternate closed-cycle 
cooling system should be required in place of the once-through cooling 
system because of the significant impacts of Plant operation on the 
aquatic biota in the Hudson River. This Final Statement has described 
in extensive detail the short-term and long-term environmental impacts 
anticipated during the lifetime of the Plant. The staff assessment 
points out that during the short-term (up to about 5 years), a sizeable 
damage to the aquatic biota will occur but it is not expected to be 
irreversible. During this time, however, the power output of the 
Plant is essential in meeting the needs of the applicant's customers 
in the New York metropolitan area, particularly during the summer 
time, and thus the benefits outweigh the estimated environmental costs, 
incurred during.this short-term period. However, operation of the 
Plant with the once-through cooling system has the potential for a 
long-term environmental impact on the aquatic biota inhabiting the 
Hudson River which would result in permanent damage to and severe 
reduction in the fish population, particularly striped bass, in the 
Hudson River, Long Island Sound, the adjacent New Jersey Coast and 
the New York Bight. As such the environmental impacts as detailed 
in this Statement over the long-term are considered by the staff to 
be an unacceptable assault on the Hudson River fishery resource and 
the environment which would lead to an irreversible loss of productivity 
of the river.  

Although the applicant has made valid attempts to solve the problems 
of fish damage from operation of Unit No. 1 and has modified the 
design of the once-through cooling system to avoid ecological problems 
from operation of Unit No. 2, it does not appear that one can predict 
that the efforts planned by the applicant promise complete success.  
Therefore, the biological damage estimated by the staff over the 
long-term is of sufficient magnitude to justify considering an alterna
tive cooling system design as the best corrective measure for continuing 
Plant operation. Upon consideration of the welfare of the present 
generation and protection of the environment for future generations, 
the staff has concluded that the applicant be granted an operating 
license to operate the Plant with the once-through cooling system up 
to January 1, 1978 provided due caution through an affirmative 
plan-of-action is taken by the applicant to reduce to a practical 
minimum any damage to the aquatic biota and provided that the New York 
State water quality standards are met as revealed by the ecological 
monitoring program during this interim period and thereafter operate 
the Plant with an alternate closed-cycle cooling system.
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The applicant will be required to carry out an evaluation study 

for the purposes of selecting a particular type of closed-cycle 

cooling system and submit the study to the Commission by July 1, 

1973. The applicant has already carried out a detailed benefit

cost analysis of alternate cooling systems in its Supplement No. 3 

to the Environmental Report. The staff in Chapter XI of this State

ment has also discussed different cooling systems,,pointing out 

their advantages and disadvantages. The applicant has also mentioned 

in Item 164 of its May 30, 1972 comments that "brackish water cooling 

towers are commercially available but there has, as yet, been little 

operating experience with them." It is expected that the applicant 

in its evaluation study will determine whether such towers are 

feasible for Indian Point. It is also expected that the applicant in 

its evaluation study provide for appropriate measures to minimize the 

environmental impact of chemical blowdown, noise, fog and mist, and 

other adverse impacts of the preferred closed-cycle cooling system.  

The applicant will be required to monitor and conduct study programs 

as described in Section V.D. to assess the environmental damage before 

and after installation of the closed-cycle cooling system, and through 

its plan of action to assure that interim operation of the Plant with 

the once-through cooling system will be carried out to protect the 

environment as much as possible.  

M. MULTIPLE PLANTS ON THE HUDSON RIVER 

The Department of the Interior, Environmental Protection Agency, New 

York State Department of Environmental Conservation, the Attorney 

General of New York State, and interested persons have commented 

that the Commission should assess the cumulative effects of all the 

power plants on the Hudson River.  

The staff has evaluated the environmental impacts of the once-through 

cooling system of Indian Point Unit No. 2 superimposed upon the 

cumulative effects of the existing plants on the river, namely, 

Danskammer, Lovett, and Indian Point Unit No. 1. The impacts of 

Unit No. 2 were assessed utilizing the fishery data, temperature 

measurements for thermal modeling, data on biological damage from 

chemical dischharges, mechanical effects, and other discharges 

obtained in field studies during operation of the existing plants 

on the river. Thus, the ambient environment has been taken into 

account in the staff's assessment of Unit No. 2 

From the analysis, the staff has concluded that in view of the 

potential long-term impact from operation of Indian Point Unit No. 2,
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the applicant will be required to install an alternative cooling 
system to decrease the heat input and the amount of water withdrawn 
from the Hudson River and thereby reduce the incremental effect of 
Plant operation on the aquatic biota.  

The applicant will also be required to conduct a comprehensive 
monitoring and study program, as outlined in this Statement and
to be included in the Technical Specifications, to determine the 
incremental effects of Plant operation with the once-through 
cooling system on the environment. During any field studies, 
it will be almost impossible to distinguish between the effects 
caused by one plant as against another, particularly when the 
plants are located within a short distance of each other. During 
this time, new plants will be put into operation, superimposing 
their-effects on the total environment. Thus the monitoring pro
gram and studies to be conducted on the river over a number of 
years will reflect the cumulative effects of operation of the 
multiple plants located on the river. These are listed in 
Table III-1 and are shown in Figure XII-3.  

Although this Final Statement includes the incremental effects of 
operation of Indian Point Units Nos. 1 and 2, other impact state
ments will be prepared for Units Nos. 1 and 3. The Commission's 
scope of responsibility and authority is limited to studying 
the impact of the proposed action before the Commission, namely, 
the impact of granting a license to the applicant to operate 
Unit No. 2. As such, the staff agrees with the applicant in its 
June 27, 1972 comments on pages 7-14 and believes that the in
cremental effects of operation of Unit No. 2 are of a sufficient 
magnitude to justify the use of an alternate cooling system for 
protection of the environment. The Commission has no jurisdiction 
over the operation of fossil plants on the river and thus has 
limited its assessment to the incremental impacts of Indian Point 
Units Nos. 1 and 2.
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N. LOCATION OF PRINCIPAL CHANGES IN THIS STATEMENT 
IN RESPONSE TO COMMENTS 

(The applicant has made extensive comments on May 30, 1972, which 
include the following topics) 

Contact State Historical Officials (ACHP) II.D 

Historical Significance of Site (NYHT) V.A.4 

Visual Impact of Site (NYHT, SHPC, NYS, DEC) V.A.4

Soil Conservation Through Landscaping (DOA) 

Employment of Local Employees (DOA) 

Nuclear Versus Oil or Gas Fuel (DOA) 

Production and Effects of SO2 and Cl2 Gases (DOA) 

Ozone Production (EPA) 

Noise Pollution and Controls (DOA) 

Ecological Monitoring Program 
(DOA, DOI, EPA, NYS DEC NYSAG HRFA) 

Sampling Frequency (DOI) 

Consultation with Bureau of Sport Fisheries 
and Wildlife (DOI) 

Hudson River Policy and Technical 
Committees (DOC, NYSDEC) 

Maximum, Minimum Flow Through Once-Through 
Condenser (Corp. Eng, NYSDEC)

XI.B. 2.  

IV.B.3 

IV.B.2, 
XI.B.I.i 

XI .A.  

III.E.4 
V.C.  

III.E.4 

V.A.3 

V.D.3 
XII .L 

V.D.3 

V.D .3 

VIII.B.2 
XII.G 

III.E.lc 
VI I. B. 3. b 
XII . C. 1 

I .B, 
III. E.1. b

Section 10 and 13 Permits (Corp. Eng.)
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Construction Permits (Corp. Eng., NYSDEC) 

Transmission Lines (NYSDEC) 

American Shad as Spawning Fish (DOC) 

Radiological Monitoring Program (DOC) 

Meteorological Assumptions for Radioactive 

Releases (DOC, EPA) 

Releases of Acids and Bases (EPA) 

Sanitary Wastes and Disposal (EPA) 

Disposal of Wastes from Fish Kills (EPA, DOI) 

Land Use (DOI) 

Plant Decommissioning (DOI) 

Recreation (DOI) 

Intake-Discharge Structure Design (NYS DEC) 

Maximum Ambient River Temperature (NYS DEC) 

Maximum Surface Temperature (NYS DEC) 

Jet Interference of Thermal Discharge (NYS DEC) 

Thermal Discharges and Models (EPA, NYS DEC) 

Compliance With Water Quality Standards 

(EPA, NYS DEC, NYSAG) 

Hydraulics and Flow Conditions (NYS DEC)

I.B, XII.H 

III.C., 
V.A.6 

VII .B. 4 

V.D.3, 
V.E.5 
XII .D.  

XII. D.  
XII.E.  

III.E.3 

III.E.4 

III.E.4 

V.A. 1 

V.G. and 
VIII. B. 1 

V.A.1, XI.B.; 

III.D., II I.E.I 

III.E.l.g 
XII .B 

III.E.l.g 

III.E.l.g 

III.E .1 
XII. C.  

III.E.1, III.E.3 
XII. C.  

II.E.1 

XII .B.

0
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Initial and Modified Radwaste System 
(DOC, EPA, NYS DEC) 

Utilization of Radwaste System (EPA) 

Decontamination Factors (EPA) 

No Weather Modification from Plume (DOI) 

No Hydrological Interaction (DOC) 

Earthquake Intensity (DOC, NYS DEC) 

Tornado Frequency (DOC, NYS.DEC) 

Radiological Impacts on Man and Biota 
(EPA, DOC, NYS DEC) 

Direct Radiation Exposure (EPA) 

Dose from Fish Ingestion (EPA) 

Radioactive Releases from Coal (DOI) 

Radiation Protection Standards (CTERH) 

Plant Accidents (EPA, DOI) 

Transportation Accidents (EPA, DOT) 

Radiological Safety ICCPE) 

Restricted Operating Levels (EPA, DOT) 

Radiological Safety (CCPE) 

Restricted Operating Levels (EPA, DOT) 

Ecological Impacts on Aquatic Biota 
(DOI, EPA, NYS DEC, SNPC, HRFA, EDF, Bingham, 
Dow, Ryan, Ottinger, Burns, NYS AG) 

Entrainment and Impingement

III.E. 2 
XI!. D 

XII. D.  

XII. D.  

V.B.5 

V.B.  

II.E.3 

II.E.4 

V.D.l, V.E.  
XII. D.  

V-E.  

V.E.3.b,XI-I.D 

XI. A. la, 

XII.D 

XII. E.  

XII. F.  

VI.A., XII.E 

XII .F.  

VI.A., XII.E..  

III.E. I.S.  
V.D.If.  

V.D., App. V-i 
V-2 
V-3 

V.D.le, V.D. lf, 
V.D.2.C.  
XII.I, App. V-I, 
V-2, V-3.
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Fish Kills and Size Impinged 

Spawning Areas of Fish 

Thermal Effects (Burns) 

Chlorine and Chemical Effects 
(EPA, DOI, NYS DEC) 

Dissolved Oxygen (Burns) 

Synergestic Effects of Chemicals 
(EPA, DOI) 

Short-Term and Long-Term Damage (EPA, DOI, NYS DEC) 

Environmental Protection Measures (DOI, EPA, SNPC, 
Bingham) 

Fish Hatchery (SHPC) 

Plan of action to Reduce Damage (NYS AG, HRFA) 

Alternatives and Cost-Benefit Analysis (EPA) 

Closed-Cycle Cooling System 
(EPA, DOI, HRFA, EDF, SHPC, NYSAG, 
Bingham, Dow, Ryan, Ottinger, Burns) 

Modified Intake Structure (EPA) 

Taxes and Community Benefits (DOI) 

Need for Power (FPC, HRFA, EDF, Burns, NYSDEC, NYSAG) 

Replacement of Fossil Plants (NYSDEC) 

Alternate Power Sources (DOI) 

Cumulative Effects of Multiple Plants 
(EPA, DOI, NYSDEC, NYSAG, HRFA, EDF, 
SHPC, Bingham, Dow, Ryan, Ottinger, Burns)

V.D.lf 

V.D App V-l, V-2.  
V-3.  

V-D.ld, App V-4..  

V.D.l.c 
XII. K.2. App. V-i 

V.D.1 .b., 
appen. V-i 
XII.J.  

V.D.2.e.  
XII, K.1) 

V.D., VII.B.5, 
VIII, IX, XI.C.  

V.D.I.f., V.D.3.  

VII, XI.B.2., XII.L.W 

XI.A.2.a.  

XII.L.  

XI.  

XI .A. 2 
XI. B.  
XII .L 

V.D.l.f., XI.B.2.  

XI .B.l.  

V.III.A., X, XI.B.1 

XI.A.i.  

X.B., XI.A.I.  

III.D.  
VIII.B.2.  
XII .M.
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Compliance with Air Quality Standards (NYSDEC) 

Use of Hudson River for Cooling (NYSDEC) 

Open-Cycle Cooling System (NYSDEC)

III.E.4 

VIII.B. 2.  

XI. B.
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Table A-Il-I. Aquatic plants which have been identified in collections from the Hudson River near Indian Point

Chrysophyta (yellow-green algae) 
Acnanthes 
A sterionella formosa 
A sterionella gracillima 
A sterionella japonica 
Bacillaria paradoxa 
Bacteriastrum 
Campylodiscus 
Cocconeis 
Coscinodiscus denarius 
Coscinodiscus sp.  
Cyclotella glomerata 
Cyclotella kutzingiana 
Cymbella 
Diatoma anceps 
Diploneis 
Ditylium brightwellii 
Eunotia 
Fragilaria capucina 
Fragilaria crotonensis 
Gomphonema 
Melosira ambigua 
Melosira borreri 
Melosira crenulata (italica) 
Melosira granulata 
Melosira italica 
Melosira varians 
Meridion 
Navicula 
Navicula acicularis 
Nitzschia iridula 
Nitzschia longissima 
Nitzschia paradoxa 
Nitzschia sigma 
Nitzschia sigmoidea 
Pinnularia 
Pleurosigma (Gyrosigma) 
Rhizosolenia 
Skeletonema 
Stephanodiscus dubins 
Surirella brightwellii 
Synedra ulva 
Tabellaria

Chlorophyta (green algae) 
A ctinastrum 
Characium 
Cladophora 
Closterium 
Coelastrum 
Eudorina 
Mougeotia 
Oedogonium 
Pediastrum boryanum 
Pediastrum duplex 
Pediastrum simplex 
Phormidium (Sphaerotilus) 
Scenedesmus dimorphus 
Scenedesmus quadricauda 
Spirogyra 
Tetraspora 
Thallassiothrix longissima 
Thallassiothrix nitzschiodes 
Ulothrix 

Cyanophyta (blue-green algae) 
A nabaena 
Aphanizomenon 
Chaetoceros 
Gomphosphaeria 
Lyngbya 
Microcystis 
Microspora 
Oscillatoria tenuis 
Rivularia 

Vascular plants 
Chara sp.  
Eleocharis sp. (spike rush) 
Elodea sp.  
Myriophyllum sp.  
Najas flexilis 
Nitella sp.  
Pontederia cordata (pickerel weed) 
Potomogeton crispus 
Potomogeton pectinatus 
Potomogeton perfoliatus 
Potomogeton sp.  
Spartina sp.  
Trapa natans (water chestnut) 
Vallisneria americana

A-II-2
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Table A-ll-2. Aquatic animals which have been identified in the Hudson River near Indian Point

Protozoa 
Ciliata 

Coleps 
Colpidium 
Colpoda 
Epistylis 
Euplotes 
Frontonia 
Glaucoma 
Hypotricha 
Lionotus 
Oxytricha 
Paramecium 
Prorodon discolor 

Stentor 
Stylonychia 
Tetrahymena 
Tentinnidium 
Urostyla 
Vorticella 
Zoothamnium 

Flagellata 
Astasiid 
Bodo 
Ceratium hirundinella 
Euglena 
Mastigamoeba sp.  
Ochromonas sp.  
Phacus 
Polytomella sp.  
Synura 

Sarcodina 
Amoeba proteus 
Arcella sp.  
Cyclidium sp.  
Difflugia sp.  
Foraminifera 

Coelenterata 
Blackfordia manhattensis 
Campanularia calceolifera 
Cordylophora lacustris 
Gonionemus 
Hydra oligactis 
Nemopsis bachei 
Podocoryne 
Sagartia leucolena 

Ctenophora 
Mnemiopsis leidyi 

Platyhelminthes 
Turbellaria 

Planaria 
Planocera sp.  
Rhabdocoela 

Nemertinea (Rhynchocoela) 
A mphiporous sp.  

Rotifera 
Asplanchna 
Brachionus calyciflorus 
Brachionus quadridentata 
Filinia sp.

Hydratina sp.  
Kellicottia longispina 
Keratella cochlearis 
Keratella quadrata 
Notholca 
Philodina sp.  
Platyias sp.  
Rotoria sp.  
Seison 
Trichocerca sp.  

Gastrotricha 
Nematoda 
Ectoprocta 

Ectoprocta crustulenta 
Hyalinella 

Tardigrada, 

Annelida 
Hirudinea 

Piscicola punctata 
Piscicola milneri 

Oligochaeta 
Aeolosoma sp.  
Tubifex tubifei 

Polychaeta 
Hypaniola grayi 
Nectochaete 
Nereis succinea 
Prionospio sp.  
Spio setosa 

Mollusca 
Gastropoda 

A mnicola limosa 
Bithinia tentaculdta 
Lymnaea 
Physa sp.  

Pelecypoda 
Congeria leucophaeta (mussel) 

-Crassostrea virginica 
Elliptio complana 
Macoma balthica 
Mya arenaria 
Pisidium 
Sphaerium sp.  

Arthropoda 
Crustacea 

Cladocera 
Bosmina longirostris 
Daphnia pulex.  
Diaphanosoma 
Ephippium sp.  
Leptodora kindti 
Sida crystallina 

Copepoda 
Acartia discaudata 
Acartia tonsa 
Calanoid sp.  
Canthocamptidae sp.  

Canthocamptus microstaphylinus 
Canuella elongata 
Cyclops bicuspidatus

A-II-3



Table A-11-2 (continued)

Cyclops vernalis 
Diaptomus ashlandi 
Diaptomus pallidus 
Ectinosoma curticorne 
Epischura sp.  
Eurytemora copepodid V.  
Eurytemora hirundoides 
Eurytemora lacustris 
Harpactocoid sp.  
Laophonte sp.  
Microarthridion littorale 

Amphipoda 
Corophiurn volutator 
Gammarus fasciatus 
Leptocherius pinguis 
Monoculoides edwardsi 
Pontocrates norvegicus 

Isopoda 
A ncinus depressus 
Cyathura carinata 
Cyathura polita 
Edotea montosa 
Edotea triloba 
Livoneca ovalis (fantail sowbug) 

Mysidacea 
Neomysis americana 
Neomysis mercedis 

Ostracoda 
Cypris sp.  

Decapoda 
Callinectes sapidus (blue crab) 
Crangon septemspinosa (brown crab) 
Orconectes limosus 
Palaemonetes intermedius ("shrimp") 
Palaemonetes paludosus ("shrimp") 
Rithropanopeus harrisii (mud crab) 

Cirrepedia (barnacles) 
Balanus improvisus 

Insecta 
Diptera 

Pentaneura monalis 
Chaoborus albipes (larvae) 

Chordata 
Cyclostomata 

Petromyzontidae 
Petromyzon marinus (sea lamprey) 

Osteichthyes 
Acipenseridae 

Acipenser brevirostrum (shortnose sturgeon) 
Acipenser oxyrhynchus (Atlantic sturgeon) 

Anguillidae 
Anguilla rostrata (American eel) 

Atherinidae 
Menidia beryllina (tidewater silverside) 
Menidia menidia (Atlantic silverside) 

Belonidae 
Strongylura marina (Atlantic needlefish) 

Carangidae 
Caranx hippos (crevalle jack)

Catostomidae 
Catostomus commersoni (white sucker) 

Centrarchidae 
Lepomis auritus (redbreast sunfish) 
Lepomis gibbosus (pumpkinseed) 
Lepomis macrochirus (bluegill) 
Micropterus dolomieu (smallmouth bass) 
Micropterus salmoides (largemouth bass) 
Pomoxis nigromaculatus (black crappie) 

Clupeidae 
Alosa aestivalis (blueback herring) 
A losa pseudoharengus (alewife) 
Alosa sapidissima (American shad) 
Brevoortia tyrannus (Atlantic menhaden) 
Dorosoma cepedianum (gizzard shad) 

Cyprinidae 
Carassius auratus (goldfish) 
Cyprinus carpio (carp) 
Notemigonus crysoleucas (golden shiner) 
Notropis atherinoides (emerald shiner) 
Notropis cornutus (common shiner) 
Notropis hudsonius (spottail shiner) 
Semotilus corporalis (fallfish) 

Cyprinodontidae 
Fundulus diaphanus (banded killifish) 
Fundulus heteroclitus (mummichog) 

Engraulidae 
Anchoa mitchilli (bay anchovy) 

Esocidae 
Esox niger (chain pickerel) 
Esox vermiculatus (grass pickerel) 

Gadidae 
Merluccius (silver hake) 
Microgadus tomcod (Atlantic tomcod) 
Urophycis chuss (squirrel hake) 

Gasterosteidae 
Apeltes quadracus (fourspine stickleback) 
Gasterosteus aculeatus (threespine stickleback) 

Ictaluridae 
Ictalurus catus (white catfish) 
Ictalurus melas (black bullhead) 
Ictalurus nebulosus (brown bullhead) 

Mugilidae 
Mugil cephalus (striped mullet) 
Mugil curema (white mullet) 

Osmeridae 
Osmerus mordax (rainbow smelt) 

Percidae 
Etheostoma nigrum (Johnny darter) 
Etheostoma olmstedi (tessellated darter) 
Perca flavescens (yellow perch) 

Pleuronectidae 
Pseudopleuronectes americanus (winter flounder) 

Pomatomidae 
Pomatomus saltatrix (bluefish) 

Salmonidae 
Salma trutta (brown trout) 

Sciaenidae 
Cynoscion regalis (weakfish)
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Table A-1l-2 (continued)

Serranidae 
Morone americana (white perch) 
Morone saxatilis (striped bass) 

Soleidae 
Trinectes maculatus (hogchoker)

S paridae 
Lagodon rhomboides (pinfish) 
Stenotomus chrysops (scup) 

Syngnathidae 
Syngnathus fuscus (northern pipefish)

Table A-ll-3. List of free-swimming larvae of major forms at Indian Point which are subject to withdrawal 
with cooling water 

Mollusca 
veliger larvae (gastropod and pelecypod) 

Crustacea 
Copepoda 

nauplii 
metanauplii 

Decapoda 
zooea larvae 
megalops 

Cirrepedia (Balanus - barnacles) 
nauplii 
cypris 

Osteichthyes (fishes) 
Anguilla rostrata (American eel) 
Menidia menidia (Atlantic silverside) 
Alosa aestivalis (blueback herring) 
Alosa pseudoharengus (alewife) 
Anchoa mitchilli (bay anchovy) 
Microgadus tomcod (Atlantic tomcod) 
Osmerus mordax (rainbow smelt) 
Morone americanus (white perch) 

Morone saxatilis (striped bass)
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APPENDIX 11-2

LIFE HISTORY INFORMATION OF IMPORTANT FISH SPECIES 

IN THE HUDSON RIVER NEAR INDIAN POINT 

From an ecological standpoint the most important fish species that 

occur near Indian Point are the estuarine and marine forms which 

migrate through the area to spawn and those which require the 

estuarine environment for a nursery area. Fresh water and marine 

fishes which occur in the area from time to time through random 

wandering are less important to the area and will not be discussed 

in detail.  

Shortnose Sturgeon (Acipenser brevirostris) 

This, the smallest species of sturgeon, is classified as an endan

gered species.1 Apparently it never grows to more than about 

3 feet.  

The early life history is unknown. Few small specimens have been 

recorded; probably the smallest fish is one of 7.3 inches (about 

185 mm), from-North Carolina. The smallest specimens taken in 

the Hudson River were two females; both a little less than 18 inches; 

one weighed 15 ounces and the other 19 ounces. The sizes of five 

specimens from the Delaware River observed by Ryder ranged between 

18 and 23 inches. Age determinations based on otolith readings
2 

have shown that A. brevirostris is a very slow-growing species.  

Specimens of brevirostris from the Hudson River that measured 17 to 

35 inches (about 430 to 890 mm), total length, were 4 to 15 years 

old.  

Males may mature when they are only about 20 inches total length, 

and most of them do so by the time they pass 21 inches; most of 

the females mature at about 24 inches. The ripe eggs are dark 

brown. The number of eggs is not known. Spawning takes place in 

rivers early in the spring. For Hudson River fish, the spawning 

season evidently includes late April.  

On account of its small size, A. Brevirostris has attracted little

attention except when taken in nets in fresh, brackish, or salt 

water. It is found most often in tidal rivers. But the capture 

of specimens in the Gulf of Maine shows that' some uncertainly go 

out into the open sea 'and wander for some distance from the parer' 

stream.
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Studies of stomach contents from Hudson River specimens showed that 
A. brevirostris feeds upon the bottom, eating small animals and 
plants intermingled with mud. The organisms consumed were sludge

worms, chironomid larvae, small crustaceans, etc. 3 Judging from the 

stomach contents of fish taken from the area between Rhinebach and 

Nyack, they seem to feed mostly on the bottom at a depth of 12 to 

30 feet.4 Snails, clams, crustaceans, and other bottom organisms 

are the main diet.  

The breeding range of A. brevirostris is not clearly defined, but 
it is known to include the Hudson River, where the spawning areas 
appear to be very restricted.2 The Delaware River may still main
tain a small local population, and it seems likely that the Saint 
John River, in New Brunswick, has a spawning population, judging 
by the near-spawning condition of a male and female taken at 
Gagetown. If, through increased pollution or habitat changes, the 
population is no longer able to persist in these northern rivers; 
the species may become dangerously reduced.2 

Atlantic Sturgeon (Acipenser oxyrhynchus) 

The Atlantic sturgeon is an anadromous fish distributed on the 
Atlantic coast from the Saint Lawrence River, Canada, to northern 

Florida. This sturgeon is found in both fresh and brackish waters 
of the Hudson. Adults enter the river in spring to deposit their 
eggs in fresh or brackish water, possibly preferring brackish.

5 

They then spend the remainder of the summer in the river before 

returning to the sea in the fall.  

Sturgeon are bottom feeders and are usually found over sand or 
mud. Their diet consists mainly of worms, insect larvae, 
crustaceans, molluscs, and small fish.

6 

Female Atlantic sturgeons produce from 1 ,to 2-1/2 million eggs for 
each year's spawning. The eggs are heavy and strongly adhesive, 
sticking to each other and to the river bed, where they lie in 
large masses.2 '6 The eggs, 2.5 mm in diameter, hatch in about 
6 days. At hatching, the larvae are about 11 mm long, but they 
gain a length of about 4 inches (10 cm) in a month's time.2,6 

Sturgeon young live on their yolk sac until about 20 mm long, then 
begin to feed on planktonic crustaceans. At a length of about 
9 inches (23 cm) they become bottom feeders, rooting in the sand 

or mud with their snouts for amphipod and isopod crustaceans.
6 0
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Their juvenile distribution is not well known, because unlike striped 

bass and other species, the young are not taken by seines along the 
river's edge. Young sturgeon may remain in rivers until they reach 

30 to 36 inches (76 to 91 cm) in length.5 In March of 1968, 500 

Atlantic sturgeon were captured in Haverstraw Bay with the 40-foot 

otter trawl. Of these, a sample of 71 fish ranged from 10 to 34 

inches (26 to 87 cm).3  

The Atlantic sturgeon is an anadromous species, invariably spawning 

in fresh or brackish water but making its growth in salt water. The 

adults migrate from the sea to fresh water in advance of the spawning 

season. The spawning migration begins at the end of April and in-May 
in the Hudson River.  

The eggs when laid are light to dark brown. The outside membrane 

of ripe eggs readily imbibes water and becomes attached to weeds, 

stones, and so forth, and it is believed that the eggs are scat

tered over a wide area. There is no evidence of prenatal care, 

such as preparation of a nest area.2,5 

Sturgeon are bottom fish and are seldom seen except when taken in 

nets or when jumping.. It is of interest that this relatively 

sluggish species is capable of making powerful jumps.
2 

Very little appears to be known about the behavior of the sturgeon 

in salt water. These fish can adapt to a sudden change from salt 

to fresh water, or vice versa. Some tagged specimens were forced 
to abruptly change salinity habitats at least twice during the 

same season, apparently without harmful results, because they 

were recaptured again alive.
2 

The large sturgeon feeds on molluscs and other bottom organisms.  

The fish roots in the sand or mud with its snout, as it noses up 

-.the worms and molluscs on which it feeds and which -it sucks into 

its mouth with considerable amounts of mud.
2'6 The sturgeon also 

eats small fishes, particularly launce (Arvodytes).2- The mature 

sturgeon, like the salmon, eats -little or nothing while it travels 

up the river to-spawn.  

The digestive tracts of 26 young A. oxyrhynchus weighing-l to 7 

pounds from the.Hudson River contained bottom mud along with-plant 

and animal matter, including sludgeworms (Limnodwilus),- chironomid 

larvae, isopods, amphipods, and small bivalve molluscs (Pisidium).
2
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The food of A. Oxyrhynchus varies with the type of habitat, as in 
the Saint Lawrence River, Quebec. Polychaete worms (Nereis virens) 
were found (265 on the average; the maximum number in a single 
stomach was 1,221) in 27 half-grown sturgeon taken in salt water.  
In addition, the sturgeon fed on marine gastropods, shrimps (Crago), 
amphipods, and isopods, in that order. In fresh water, the bulk 
of the food consisted of aquatic insects, amphipods, and oligochaete 
worms; in 88% of 178 sturgeon examined, larvae of the burrowing 
mayfly (Hexagenia) were present.

2 

Bluefish (Pomatomus saltatrix) 

The bluefish occurs on the Atlantic coast seasonally from the Florida 
Keys to southern New England. 3 Throughout this range, it is particu
larly abundant in southern Florida, in North Carolina and Virginia, 
and from New Jersey to southern Massachusetts.  

In the north, bluefish spawn in July and August between the 15-fathom 
(27-m) isobath and the edge of the shelf from northern North Carolina 
to Long Island.  

After spawning, young bluefish lead a pelagic life for one month or 
longer, depending on the distance they must travel to the coast from 
the spawning areas and upon water temperature and other unknown envi
ronmental variables. In the New York area, the young arrive in two 
waves. The first reaches the coast from late June to early July, 
when most juveniles range from 3 to 5 inches (7.5 to 12.5 cm) in 
length. These juveniles are probably recruits from the spring spawn
ing south of Cape Hatteras, having been carried north by the Gulf 
Stream system. The second wave, which reaches Middle Atlantic coasts 
in mid-August, when the young range from 1 to 4 inches (3 to 10 cm), 
are probably recruits from the northern spawnings in summer. Those 
of the first wave change from a diet largely of planktonic forms 
(crustaceans and fish eggs) to one of small fish when they are 2.4 to 
3.5 inches (6 to 9 cm) long. This is about the time they become 
abundant along the coast and move into the Hudson estuary. They grow 
very fast during the course of their first summer, those of the first 
wave reaching around 10 inches or more before the end of the summer.  
They leave the estuaries in the early part of autumn and disappear 
into the sea for winter. According to Greeley,7 bluefish were mo
derately common in the Hudson in August and September in 1937, with 
considerable numbers of young fish inhabiting the lower areas of the 
river. However, recent surveys have not indicated so great an abun
dance in the area.
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Menhaden (Brevoortia tyrannus)

The menhaden is a very abundant and economically important oceanic 

member of the herring family.3 Its range extends from Nova Scotia 
to Florida. Adults undertake extensive migrations, moving north
ward along the coast in spring and southward in fall. During the 
summer, they tend to be found in inshore areas, while in winter 
they move to deeper water. They spawn at sea over a wide geo
graphical range throughout much of the year. 8 The larvae move 
inshore to enter the estuaries along the coast and usually congre
gate near the upstream limits of the tidal zone. These areas are 
rich in plankton organisms such as diatoms and holophytic flagel
lates which provide the food necessary for the survival of the 

young. *As they increase in size, they tend to move farther down
stream, and as fall approaches, they congregate near the mouth 
of the river before moving out to sea.

8 

In 1936, Greeley reported that young menhaden were common in the 
Hudson and were numerous at the mouth of the Mamroneck River in 
mid-July.7 In recent surveys the menhaden have not been abundant.  
However, this species may once again become abundant as pollution 

abatement measures reduce the pollution level of the lower Hudson.
3 

Menhaden feed on small organisms strained from the water by their 
numerous long, slender, close-set gill rakers, which form an ef
fective strainer. While feeding, the fish generally swim near the 

surface and often "break water"; they whirl around, sound a short 
distance, come out of the whirl, and swim up and straight ahead 
at a considerable speed for a rather short distance. During this 
time the mouth is wide open and the gill covers are lifted, thus 
making it possible for a fish to filter a great amount of water 
with minimum effort. The food that is ingested depends in large 
measure upon the organisms that are present where the fish is 
feeding. Even a considerable amount of mud and general .debris 
is offen swallowed. Included in the stomach contents examined by 
various investigators were numerous small crustaceans, especially 

copepods; small annelid worms; rotifers; and unicellular plants, 
particularly diatoms and peridinians. The plant organisms, as a 

rule, constitute the chief food. 9 

Most predatory animals associated with the sea feed on Atlantic 

menhaden - an easy prey because of their habit of schooling.  
Their fiercest enemy probably is the bluefish (Pomatomus), which
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it is said, kills many more than it eats. Among the other fish 
that feed on them extensively are the cod, pollock, hakes, 
weakfish, swordfish, tuna, dolphin, amberjacks, and sharks.  
Whales and porpoises, as well as birds, also devour many of 
them.

9 

Large commercial fisheries exist for this species. Two products 
are obtained, oil and fish meal. The fish meal is used for poultry 
and livestock feed. These fish, though exceedingly valuable, are 
not used very extensively as food by man, mainly because of their 
bony nature and oiliness. However, some find the flesh delicious, 
and many people living along the coast, especially the fishermen, 
eat them in season as a common article of diet. Considerable 
quantities are often "corned" (salted) for home use during winter, 
and they are said to be delicious when smoked. They were canned 
to a limited extent for export during the last war, and a small 
quantity is still canned for home consumption.

9 

American Shad (Alosa sapidissima) 

The American shad is an anadromous fish of the herring family, 
Clupeidae. Its range includes offshore, coastal, and river waters 
from Newfoundland to the Saint John's River, Florida. Shad are 
most abundant from Connecticut south to North Carolina. They 
spend their adult lives in the ocean, except in spring, when they 
ascend rivers along the coast to spawn. Hudson fish, like others 
that spawn in rivers north of the Chesapeake Bay, are said to 
return to the sea and migrate north to Gulf of Maine waters.5 In 
winter they are presumed to remain in the deeper offshore waters 
of the Middle Atlantic coast, moving inshore again as the spawning 
season approaches.10 

Shad begin their spawning run into the Hudson in late March and 
early April, and the run continues until the end of June. Although 
much of the river below the Troy Dam is used for spawning, the 
major breeding area appears to be just below the town of Catskill.1" 
The average number of eggs produced by a single fish varies between 
25,000 and 30,000, with larger fish producing more eggs than small 
ones.12 The eggs are deposited free in the water and sink, to be 
carried along near the bottom by the current. They were reported1 2 

to hatch in 52 hours at an average temperature of 57.20 F, and in 
less than 36 hours at an average of 74°F. However, a longer incu

bation period has been reported.1 2 Eggs held under artificial 0 
conditions hatched in 12 to 15 days at 53.60F (120C) and in 6 to 
8 days at 62.6 0F (170C). The yolk is absorbed in 4 to 5 days at 
62.5

0F. 12
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Newly hatched larval shad average 0.40 inches in length and are 
transported by water currents. 1 2 They were most abundant near 
river mile 110 during the 1940-1942 surveys (New York State Con
servation Department, 1943).  

The young, as they grow, tend to disperse from the upstream 
spawning grounds down into the lower brackish parts of the river.  
The larvae appear to feed on plankton; the principal diet of ju
veniles consists of small crustaceans and insect larvae. 1 3 Those 
found in the lower estuarine parts of the river are reported to 
grow faster than those further upstream.14 In the autumn, the 
young migrate to the sea to stay until they mature and-join the 
annual spring migrations into the river for spawning.  

Working with young specimens from the Shubenacadie River, a tribu
tary to the Bay of Fundy, and its estuary, Leim found that the 
first food taken by larvae 11 mm long consisted of midge larvae 
(Chironomidae), while the somewhat larger larvae had fed princi
pally on mature and immature copepods.1 5 In fact, these orga
nisms constituted the chief food of the young up to the time of 
transformation, with the relative abundance of these forms in a 
particular locality determining which food predominated. These 
data show also that young adults taken in the same vicinity con
tinued to subsist principally on these same organisms. Other 
foods ingested consisted of ostracods, insects, and fish. 1 2 

Little or no food has been found in the stomachs of shad caught 
while in fresh water en route to their spawning grounds, indicating 
that these fish, like salmon, do not ordinarily feed then. However, 
there are some records showing that adults occasionally do take 
food while in fresh water, at least late during the spawning sea
son. They will often take a live minnow or an artificial fly when 
working -upstream on their spawning run.1 2 

From an examination of about 350 stomachs of both mature and immature 
fish caught in the salt water of Scotsman Bay (Bay of Fundy), Leim 
found that, while copepods constituted the chief food of the smaller 
ones, as in fresh water, these crustaceans were unimportant in fish 
400 mm and more in length. 15 Mysids, which were sparingly eaten by 
small fish, were the chief food of adult fish. In general, about 
90% of the specimens of all sizes from that area had eaten copepods 
and mysids, with ostracods, amphipods, isopods, decapod larvae, 
insects, molluscs, algae, fish eggs, and fish making up the remain
der. After examining many stomachs of specimens taken in the Bay
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of Fundy, Willey also concluded that the chief foods consisted of 

copepods and mysids, with a few shrimp and larval stages of bar

nacles. 12 Stomach samples from Hudson River fish support his 

conclusions. 13 

The shad is still an important contributor to the Hudson River com

mercial fishery. The catch was 238,000 pounds in 1965 and 245,000 

pounds in 1968. The peak catch during the past 50 years was 

3,800,000 pounds in 1944. Sport fishing for shad in the Hudson is 

presently unimportant.
3 

Although there is no sport fishing for shad in the Hudson, more 

than 100,000 sport fishermen fished for shad in other Atlantic 

coastal rivers, estuaries, and bays in 1965 and took an estimated 

4,700,000 pounds of them. From Maine to North Carolina, commercial 

fishermen took 6,372,000 pounds of shad in 1965. The part of this 

catch that depends upon Hudson stock is not certain. However, it 

is known, from tagging experiments in the river, that Hudson shad 

migrate as far north as Maine and as far-south as North Carolina, 

and thus contribute to coastal fisheries far from New York."' 

Tagging shad from pound nets on the New Jersey and New York 

coasts in 1956 indicated that Hudson River stock made up 76% of 

the catches of these nets; therefore these catches were dependent 

on the size of the Hudson River shad pbpulation.16 

Bay Anchovy (Anchoa mitchili) 

The bay anchovy is a schooling species found in coastal salt and 

brackish waters, ranging from Mexico to Maine. This species has 

a long spawning season from late spring to September in the New 

York area and is a major component of the fish fauna at Indian 
Point.  

A total length of 4 inches (100 mm) is seldom exceeded, with a 

usual length of about 3 inches (75 mm). The largest specimens 

have been taken in New York, where this species evidently grows 

larger than in the southern part of its range.
1 7 

The anchovy numerically is the most abundant fish caught by trawls 

within the study area near Indian Point. This species constituted 

43% of the bottom trawl and 68% of the surface trawl catches. How

ever, it made up less than a percent of the beach seine populations, 

occurring only in small numbers in 11 catches from August through 

October.18 

The highest concentrations of the anchovy were observed during the 

months of August through October and were confined primarily to 

Haverstraw Bay. 18 There appears to be a general dispersal of the
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anchovy population from lower Haverstraw Bay in July throughout 
the entire Bay during August. The anchovy was caught in every 
surface and bottom trawl sample taken in September by Raytheon Co.  
investigators in 1969. 3 5 There is an abrupt decrease and general 
disappearance of the anchovy from the area during November and 
December. This species occurred at only 3 of the 14 bottom trawl 
stations sampled during December, and the 3 stations were located 
in the immediate vicinity of the Indian Point and Lovett Power 
Plants.17 

The eggs are buoyant when spawned but gradually become demersal.  
They hatch in about 24 hours at room temperature. 1 7 The newly 
hatched fish, 1.8 to 2.0 mm long, are rather slender, are perfectly 
transparent, and have no pigment spots. The yolk sacs are absorbed 
within about two days, and the large mouths, which are terminal at 
this stage, then seem to be functional. Larvae of this species 
occur at Indian Point.  

Young-of-the-year fish, immatures, and adults are abundant from 
late spring to early autumn in the lower Hudson River. The early 
young of the season may become sexually mature during their first 
summer, for specimens 45 to 60 mm long that remained quite trans
parent, taken late in July and during the first half of August, 
contained well-developed roe.

1 8 

The food apparently consists mostly of Mysis and copepods, the 
latter being the sole food of the young. Other items taken are 
small fish, gastropods, and isopods.

17 

Eels (Anguilla rostrata) 

The American eel is a catadromous species found in abundance in 
the Hudson River. The species occurs from the Gulf of Saint 
Lawrence as far south as Brazil. The eel spends most of its 
life in freshwater creeks and ponds, rivers, and estuaries but 
migrates to the Sargasso Sea southwest of Bermuda to spawn.  
Newly hatched larvae, with the help of ocean currents, migrate 
from the ocean spawning grounds to thecoastal rivers. The fe
males travel far upstream into freshwater environments, but the' 
males remain in the estuarine environment near the mouth of the 
river. As a mature adult, several years later, the eel retraces 
its route back to the oceanic spawning.grounds, where it breeds 
and then dies. As eels migrate upstream in the vicinity of 
Indian Point, they are relatively common both in the surface and 
bottom samples but less so at mid depth. 1 8
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A small commercial fishery for eels is carried on in the Hudson 

River. The catch was 5,300 pounds in 1965 and only 2,500 pounds 

in 1968. Sport fishing catches are undoubtedly much higher than 

this, but no estimates are available for the Hudson.
3 

This species has been found to be a major component of the fish 

fauna in certain New Jersey streams19 and may play a similar 

role for-the tributaries of the Hudson.  

Tomcod (Microgadus tomcod) 

This species was previously described in relation to the Hudson 

by Clark and Smith.3 The tomcod is a marine species that commonly 

spawns in the Hudson. It is a member of the family Gadidae, which 

contains some commercially important species. Tomcod spawn in 

shallow estuarine waters and around stream mouths. The demersal 

eggs are about 1.5 mm in diameter,.heavy, and adhesive. They 

hatch in 24 to 30 days, depending on the temperature of the water.  

Spawning occurs from January through-April in brackish water, and 

larvae are common at Indian Point in early spring. The adults.  

move into the estuary from October to December and return to the 

lower estuary or the Atlantic after spawning. The juvenile fish 

spend their first summer in the waters where they were spawned 

and grow to a length of 2-1/2 to 3 inches by the following autumn.  

Tomcod feed on a variety of organisms including small crustaceans, 

especially shrimp and amphipods, worms, small molluscs, squids, 

and small fish., They are most commonly found on the bottom.  

White Perch (Morone americana) 

This species is found in fresh, brackish, and coastal salt water 

between South Carolina and Nova Scotia.
20 Spawning of demersal 

and adhesive eggs (7.5 mm in diameter) occurs in fresh and brack

ish-water from April to June, depending on geographic location, 

and at water temperatures between 450 and 600F.
2 1 The eggs hatch, 

in about 3 days at 58°F. Young and adults remain in fresh or 

brackish waters. They frequent shoal areas, except in winter, 

when they congregate in the deeper parts of bays and rivers, 

where they remain sluggish until spring. During spring., summer, 

and autumn, localized wandering occurs.
2 0 This species feeds on 

small crustaceans and small fish.
1 3 ,2 0 

The white perch is. a major resident species at Indian Point. It 

is one of the most abundant species in the lower Hudson and is 

found throughout the year in all life stages at Indian Point.
18
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This species grows to about 15 inches and weighs from 2 to 3 
pounds. It is of limited commercial importance but is commonly 
fished for along the shore at many localities. 18 ..  

American Smelt (Osmerus mordax) 

American smelt from salt water average 7 to 9 inches long when 
fully grown, and about 12 to 13 inches at the maximum. They 
ordinarily run between 1 and 4 ounces, with very large individuals 
weighing up to 6 ounces. The following discussion has been 
abstracted from a discussion by Bigelow and Schroeder.22 

Females weighing no more than 2 ounces may produce as many as 
40,000 to 50,000 eggs; one which was 9.12 inches long (taken in 
Crystal Lake, Michigan) contained 43,125 eggs. The eggs, which 
range in diameter from 0.6 mm to about 1.2 mm in different waters 
and according to different authorities, sink to the bottom, where 
they adhere to each other in clusters or cling to any object upon 

* which they settle. In European waters, the eggs hatch in 8 to 27 
days, depending on the temperature of the water. In Massachusetts 
they have been reported as hatching in 13 days.  

The larvae are about 5 to 6 mm long when they hatch and are per
fectly transparent at first. Once hatched they rise close to the 
surface and drift downstream. On the average, they grow to 17 or 
18 mm during their first month, 27 to 34 mm during the second 
month, and about 40 mm after 3-1/2 months. By the time the larvae 
have grown to 8 mm, the yolk sac is mostly absorbed; at 15 mm all 
the fins are more or less developed; and by 45 mm the formation 
of scales has begun.  

In their second spring, when 1 year old, the fry average about 
3.4 inches long. From scale studies it appears that they average 
as follows: at 2 years about 5.7 inches and about 0.6 ounces; 
at 3 years, 6.7 inches and about 1.1 ounces; at 4 years, 8.7 
inches and about 2 ounces. The largest measured was about 9 
inches. Four or more year classesare often represented in the 
commercial catches.  

The marine fish normally spawn in fresh water, and as a rule they' 
d o not travel far upstream; they may go only a few hundred yards 
above the head of the tide. Others spawn in the tidal zone or 
even in brackish water behind barrier beaches. They generally 
spawn on pebbly bottom where there is a current, often in water 
only a few inches deep. Most often the spawners are 2 years old
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or older. Spawning takes place in late winter or early spring, 

depending on the temperature of the water. According to data 

from hatchery operations, the chief production of eggs takes 

place in temperatures of 500 to 57'F in Massachusetts and of 

about 45' to 50'F in Grand River, Quebec, representative of the 

northern part of their range. The spawning period lasts 10 to 

14 days and is completed ordinarily by mid-May. The spent fish 

except those that die, as many do - move downstream to brackish 

or salt water immediately after spawning, so that all of them 

have left fresh water by the middle of May.  

The smelt mature in brackish or salt water if they are not land

locked. During the marine phase of their life they are confined 

to so narrow a coastal belt that none has ever been reported more 

than 6 miles or so out from the land and seldom below 2 or 3 fa

thoms; the deepest record for them is 9 or 10 fathoms at the 

mouth of Port-au-Port Bay on the west coast of Newfoundland. Many 

of them spend their entire growth period in estuarine areas, in

cluding the tidal reaches of rivers.  

Their habitat in the summer along any particular section of the 

coast appears to depend chiefly on the temperature of the water.  

From Massachusetts southward, most of them (though not all) desert 

the harbors and similar situations during the warmest season, 

moving, it seems, only far enough out and deep enough to find 

slightly cooler water. Along the coasts of Maine and the Mari

time Provinces of Canada, however, where water temperatures are 

lower, they are found in the harbors, bays, and estuaries all 

summer.  

With the onset of autumn, those that have moved out to sea reenter 

the harbors and estuaries, so that by mid-October or early November 

practically the entire population is concentrated there. The 

smaller ones tend to reappear the earliest, but reports are con

tradictory in this respect. By December, some have even worked 

up into stream mouths to the head of tide. But the fish that will 

breed that season, most of which are 2 years old or older, do not 

actually enter fresh water until late winter or early spring, when 

the water off the mouth of the stream has warmed to at least 39' 

to 420F (40 to 5.50 C).  

The movement of the maturing fish into fresh water commences late 

in February along the southern coast of New England and southward, 

sometime in March along northern Massachusetts, seldom until April 0
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along the eastern part of the Maine coast, and not until the latter 
half of May along the southern shores of the Gulf of Saint Lawrence.  

This species, though confined to shallow water, is not a bottom fish 
but tends to hold position at some intermediate level. The small 
ones, and probably the large ones also, gather and travel in schools 
that are composed for the most part of fish of about the same size, 
the product of one year's hatch. In the smaller harbors, they tend 
to move in and out with the tide, especially if the tidal flow is 
strong.  

This species is carnivorous and predaceous. In salt and brackish 
water, shrimps (decapod and mysid) prob'abiy are their chief support 
on the Massachusetts coast; similarly, the stomach contents of 
those in the Gulf of Saint Lawrence have consisted chiefly of cope
pods, amphipods, and mysids, with algal debris probably taken inci
dentally. In some localities, small fish rank next. They have 
been found packed full of young Atlantic herring on the coast of 
Maine, and a wide variety of fishes has been recorded as occurring 
in their stomachs at Woods Hole. They also take small shellfish, 
small squid, annelid worms, and small crabs. But they cease to 
feed during the spawning season, as many other fishes do.  

American smelt have been a favorite subject for artificial propa
gation. Many million fry were hatched in past years at the Cold
Spring Harbor Hatchery, New York, as well as the Palmer Hatchery, 
Massachusetts. The results have been widely heralded, for great 
catch increases were reported for streams where fry were released.  
The most notable example is that 32 million eggs were collected 
in 1885 from a New York stream where there had been no smelts for 
at least some years previous. A similar example, though less
spectacular, was reported for Massachusetts.  

The American smelt is a favorite among the market fish, delicious 
when fresh-caught or even after being iced properly, and great 
numbers, especially from the Gulf of Saint Lawrence, are marketed.  
The average landings reported for the 4-year period 1951-1954 were 
5,323,000 pounds for the Canadian Atlantic coast and 150,700 pounds 
for the United States coast, a total of 5,473,700 pounds; this re
presents 55 million individuals if these ran, say, 10 to the pound, 
all marketed for human consumption. Years ago they served as cod 
bait in the Gulf of Saint Lawrence, and large quantities were 
used as manure along the Gulf of Saint Lawrence shores of New Bruns
wick.
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Alewife (AZlosa pseudoharengus)

The alewife is an important forage species found along the coast 

from Nova Scotia to the Carolinas. During April and May, the fish 

travel upstream into many tributary creeks and ponds to spawn at 

temperatures of 50' to 60*F, sometimes in rapidly flowing water 

but usually in sluggish water, often only a few inches deep.  

After spawning, the adult fish return to the sea, remaining in the 

coastal waters in the general vicinity of their natal estuaries. 12 

The average female deposits about 100,000 adhesive eggs in the annual 

spawning. After the demersal eggs hatch, .the young alewives at about 

5 mm long are carried along with the current. They grow to about 

15 mm in a month's time, when they are common at Indian Point. When 
they are about 1 to 1-1/2 inches long, they are found in the shallows 

of the Hudson upper estuary, as well as in the freshwater parts of 

the river, and apparently feed on small crustaceans and insect lar

vae. 18 Raytheon data indicate that these fish prefer to remain 

near the bottom.30 

Although some of the young may remain in the river for more than a 

single season, most move out to sea before or at the end of their 

first season. They remain in salt water until they reach sexual 

maturity (at about 3 or 4 years old), at which time they return 

to the rivers to spawn.
1 2 

Blueback Herring (Alosa aestivaZis) 

The blueback herring closely resembles the alewife, and the two are 

often confused. The blueback has a more southerly range, extending 

from Nova Scotia to northern Florida, being more abundant south of 

New England. Bluebacks spawn later in the season than alewives, 

usually when water temperatures reach 700 to 750F. 3 They do not 

seem to run far above tidewater in the Hudson, preferring deeper 

water, with most spawning probably occurring in the open river above 

Indian Point. 18 Bluebacks return to the sea soon after spawning, to 

reside in the inshore coastal waters until winter, when they appar

ently move offshore.12 

The eggs of the blueback are demersal and adhesive and hatch in 

about 50 hours at 720 F. The larvae are common at Indian Point.  

Within a month the young reach a length of 1 to 2 inches. They 

spend the summer in fresh and brackish water nursery areas.
3 

During a sampling program conducted in the summer of 1966, young 

blueback herring were found to be the second-most abundant species 

along the shores of the Hudson.2 3  In the late summer and fall, 

they move out of the river to the sea.
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Young bluebacks in the Hudson feed mainly on small crustaceans and 

insect larvae; 1 3 as adults, they feed mainly on copepods and amphi
pods. 12 Raytheon data indicate that the blueback herring has a 

stronger preference for surface water than its relative the alewife.
18 

Striped Bass (Morone saxatilis) 

The striped bass is an anadromous species of the family Serranidae.  

This family includes freshwater, estuarine, and marine forms. Al

though the species was originally an Atlantic form, it has been 

successfully introduced on the Pacific coast and is a common food 

and game fish in that area. On the Atlantic coast, these fish are 

found from Florida to Nova Scotia but are most abundant in protected 
waters between North Carolina and Massachusetts. Large fish often 

reach 3.5 or more pounds and are generally found along the open coast 

but within 5 miles of shore. 3 Most stripers are found associated 
with bays, sounds, and tidal rivers. However, according to Clark,

24 

they are also abundant along the Atlantic seaboard from the Delaware 

Bay to Cape Cod.  

Clark24 ' described the movements of striped bass in the area from the 
Chesapeake Bay to New England. Evidence from his studies, as well 

as previous studies, indicates that the species is not homogeneous 

but is instead composed of a number of separate groups which are 

more or less isolated from other groups. In southern waters, the 

fish remain in protected water throughout their life span, and as 

a consequence the various populations have little interchange and 

are most intensely isolated from each other. In contrast, striped 
bass from the Chesapeake Bay north to New England commonly leave 

their nursery areas after 3 or more years and migrate in groups 

along the open coast. Summer movements are generally north, while 
winter movements are generally south. In the northern part of their 
range, the striped bass become dormant in the winter.  

Striped bass tagged in the Hudson have been caught in fisheries as 

far away as Massachusetts. However, most of the Hudson striped bass 

contribute to the commercial and sport fisheries in Connecticut, New 

York, and New Jersey.3 Stripers that originate within the Hudson 

appear to be subdivided into three major groups: those which remain 

within the Hudson River, those)which are in the southwestern portion 

of Long Island Sound, and those which are typically located along 

the New York - New Jersey coast.24 In New York, Connecticut, and 

New Jersey, where the striped bass fishery is most dependent on the 

supply from the Hudson, the 1965 commercial catch amounted to 

1,500,000 pounds, and the sport catch has been estimated as over 

19,000,000 pounds caught by some 200,000 anglers.
3
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The best available evidence indicates that bass from New Jersey to Connecticut spawn in the Hudson. Clark 2 4 concluded that the "Hud
son River is by far the most important spawning stream" in the New 
York area.  

Details of the spawning and distribution of the species in the 
Hudson were described by Clark and Smith,3 McCann and Carlson,2 5 

Jensen,2 1 Schaefer, 2 6 Raney,2 7 and Rathjen and Miller.2 8 Their 
conclusions are summarized in the following description. The species 
spawns from Kingston to Bear Mountain, with the greatest concentra
tions of eggs in the vicinity of West Point, although the exact loca
tion varies from year to year. The variability is the result of the 
fact that the greatest area of spawning is a few miles upstream from 
the salt water front, which varies in location from year to year.  
The nonadhesive demersal eggs are semibuoyant and require sufficient 
vertical water flow in order to remain suspended. Eggs are encoun
tered most often in fresh or only slightly brackish water (salinity 
below 1 part per thousand). They average 0.134 inches in diameter 
and hatch in 2 or 3 days at 606 to 640F. 29 After hatching, the 
larvae, which are about 0.13 inches long, continue to drift down
stream. At this stage in development, the larvae are still unable 
to move effectively against the currents and will settle to the 
bottom in quiet water despite swimming efforts to approach the sur
face. These larvae are reported to be concentrated above the Haver
straw Bay area, with the greatest abundance between Peekskill and 
Newburgh. Once the larvae reach a length of 0.5 inches, they appear 
capable of sustained swimming. The larvae make extensive vertical 
diurnal migrations, being found in surface water at night and nearer 
the bottom during the day. 2 1,3 0 After they reach a length of about 
.1 in., they are found in greatest abundance in Haverstraw Bay.  

As related to the Indian Point site, the striped bass generally spawn 
upstream from the area. Both eggs and larvae drift downstream past 
Indian Point. However, the majority of the spawn that drifts through 
the Indian Point area is composed of larvae rather than eggs. A large 
proportion of the yearly spawn passes Indian Point as eggs, larvae, 
or early juvenile stages. The young fish apparently stop along shoal 
areas, where they remain.  

This species, like white perch, shows a definite preference for the 
bottom waters in shoal areas. Only small numbers were collected in 
the bottom trawls at the channel stations north of Stony Point, 
whereas large numbers were caught on shoals in Haverstraw Bay and 
in Peekskill Bay.

30
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After spawning, the adults generally return to sea. Larvae and young 
of the year remain in freshwaters and estuaries. Striped bass in the 
Hudson may remain in the estuary for 2 or 3 years before migrating 

to the sea. During winter, adults and young are found in the lower 
regions.  

As larvae and young of the year, striped bass feed primarily on 
microcrustaceans. As they grow, their diet changes from smaller to 

larger forms. Gammarus apparently makes up a major proportion of 

their diet, but most other microcrustaceans are also taken, and there 
is evidence that a variety of food is needed for normal growth.

3 1 

Small fish also become an important food item as the fish grow 
larger.  

Note 

A great deal of information on the migrations and growth of various 
life stages of striped bass from and within the Hudson is available 

in references 21, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 30, 32, 33, 34, 35, 36, 

and 37.
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APPENDICES FOR SECTION III 

APPENDIX III-1 

WATER VELOCITY CALCULATIONS THROUGH THE INTAKE STRUCTURES 
OF INDIAN POINT UNIT NO. 1 AND UNIT NO. 2 

UNIT NO. 1 Design flow = 280,000 gpm or 623 cfs 

4 openings each 11 ft 2 in. wide x 20 ft 6 in. high 

FIXED FINE MESH SCREENS - 4 x ii ft 2 in. x 20 ft 6 in. = 

917 ft
2 

Assume 0.080 in. diameter wire in 3/8 in. square mesh screen 

(0.375 - 0.080) 2 
. (0. 3 7 5 ) - 0.62 fraction of area available for flow 

Velocity through fine mesh screen, Unit No. 1 

Flow 623 
Area 917 x 0.062= 1.09 fps 

UNIT NO. 2 Design Flow = 840,000 gpm or 1872 cfs 

6 openings each 14 ft 10 in. wide x 26 ft 0 in. high 

INTAKE OPENINGS, 6 x 14 ft 10 in. x 26 ft 0 in. = 2320 ft2 

Velocity through main openings, Unit No. 2 

Flow 1872 
Area 232- 0.81 fps 

TRASH BARS - 1/2 in. thick x 3 in. wide @ 3.5 in. on center apart 

3 = 0.857 fraction of area available for flow 3.5 

Note- 1 cubic foot per second (cfs) is equal to about 450 gallons 
per minute (gpm).
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Mean low water = 26 ft depth

Cross sectional area of water intake 6 x 14 ft 10 in. x 26 = W 
2320 ft

2 

Velocity through trash bars, Unit No. 2 

1872 0 

2320 x 0.857 : 0.94 fps 

FIXED FINE MESH SCREENS 

Assume intake aperture dimensions with 2 in. wide frame, i.e., 

screened area = 14 ft 10 in. wide x mean water depth less 2 in.  

or 25 ft x 10 in. = 2300 ft
2 . Screen is 0.080 in. diameter 

wire, 3/8 in. square mesh, 0.62 fraction of area available for 

flow.  

Velocity through the fixed screen, Unit No. 2 

1872 1.32 fps 

2300 x 0.62 1 

TRAVELING SCREENS - 12 ft 0 in. wide 

Each panel = 2 ft 0 in. x 12 ft 0 in. = 24 ft2 area 

Assume 2 in. wide frame around each panel or open area = 

1 ft 8 in. x 11 ft. 8 in. = 19.44 ft
2 

19.44 0.81 fraction of area available for flow.  
24.0 

Screen is 0.080 in diameter wire, 3/8 in. square mesh, 

0.62 fraction of area.  

Velocity through traveling screen, Unit No. 2 

1872 = 2.02 fps* 

6 x 12 x 26 x 0.81 x 0.'62 

Thus, for Indian Point Unit No. 2, the calculated water 

velocity increases from 0.8 fps at the intake openings of 

the intake structure to 2.02 fps through the traveling 

screens. This latter flow is more than 85% greater than 

the flow through the traveling screens of Indian Point 

Unit No. 1.  

*At mean low water depth 
= 26 ft.
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APPENDIX 111-2

SOURCE TERM DETERMINATION TECHNICAL BACKGROUND 

INDIAN POINT UNIT NO. 2 - 100% POWER LEVEL 

The following parameters were used in the calculation of Indian 
Point Unit No. 2 estimated radioactive releases.  

Percent fuel leak - 0.25% 
Power level - 2,758 MW(t) - initial system; 3,216 MW(t) - modified 

system 
Primary to secondary leakage - 20 gallons per day (gpd) 
Steam generator blowdown - 10 gallons per minute (gpm) 
Containment purge - 12 times per year 
Decay time - Waste Gas Processing Systems - 45 days 

1. Gases 

a. Containment Purge Releases 

Assumed 12 purges annually. It was assumed that the activity in 
the containment would be reduced to 1OX the occupational MPC by 
drawing air through a prefilter, HEPA filter and charcoal adsorber 
before being discharged to the Plant vent.  

b. Blowdown Tank Vent Releases 

It has been estimated that 0.62 Ci/yr of 1-131 will be released in 
the initial system via the blowdown vent. This estimate assumes: 
a 20 gpd primary to secondary leak; a 10 gpm blowdown rate; 1/3 of 
the steam flashes in the tank; and a 10.1 iodine partition factor.  
The radioactivity in curies released is approximately 1/20 of the 
curie input. We have also estimated an annual release of 35 Ci/yr 
in liquid effluent without treatment. The proposed intertie between 
Units Nos. 1 and 2 and the blowdown purification system in the 
modified system should reduce this to less than 1.7 Ci/yr.  

c. Waste Gas System 

Strip main coolant 4 times per year. Combined fill - hold - release 
time yields 45 effective days of holdup.
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2. Liquids 

a. Chemical and Volume Control System (CVCS) 

Release 4 primary coolant volumes per year (per Supplement No. 15, 

page Q11.I-19 of FFDSAR). Use 105 Decontamination Factor (D.F.) 

for Evaporator-Demineralizer except 10
3 for iodine, and 1 for H

3 

and 10-hour holdup.  

b. Waste Disposal System 

130,000 gallons per year - evaporator D.F. = 104 except 103 Iodine - 10 
hour holdup.  

c. Steam Generator Blowdown 

20 gpd leakage from primary system and 10 gpm released untreated 

to the discharge canal.
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APPENDIX 111-3

SUMMARY OF RADIOACTIVE.WASTE DISCHARGES TO-THE ENVIRONMENT 
FROM PRESSURIZED WATER REACTORS 1965-1970 

This is a summary of discharges of radioactive wastes from pres
surized water reactors operating in the United States from 1965 
to 1970, except for the Saxton Nuclear Experimental Reactor, which 
has a net electrical capacity of only 3.25 MW(e).  

It should be noted that 10 CFR 20 provides alternatives for deter
mining permissible limits to the activity of radioactive, liquid 
effluents. One of the limits specifically mentioned is 1 x 10
pCi/cc, which is sufficiently restrictive that it can be used for 
mixtures of fission and corrosion products in liquid waste from 
light water nuclear power reactors without any identification of 
the radioisotopic composition of the mixture. Other alternatives 
require knowledge of the identity and concentration of the radio
nuclides present and establishing that certain isotopes are not 
present. Typical compositions of radioactivity in water from 
light water power reactors are such that much higher limits are 
expected to be available to the applicant if it wishes to support 
them by adequate radiochemical analyses.  

The corresponding proposed 10 CFR 50 guideline (June 9j 1971) is 
0.2 x 10 -7 pCi/cc, a value one-fifth as large as the 10 CFR 20 
limit; 10 CFR 50 makes no provision for analysis for specific 
radionuclides. Therefore the percent of limit values can be 
calculated from the tables of radioactive discharges in Chapter III 
(for 10 CFR 20 limits) which may be converted to the percent of 
the 10 CFR 50 guideline by multiplying these values by 5, except 
for the instances where the applicant analyzed the discharge for 
specific radionuclides. In those cases, the 10 CFR 50 guideline 
of a maximum discharge of 5 curies per reactor can be used for 
comparative purposes.  

The values for 1965-1968 are from Reference 1, for 1969 from Ref
erence 2, and for 1970 from References 3 and 4.
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TABLE A-III-I 

RADIOACTIVE WASTE RELEASES TO THE ENVIRONMENT 

FROM PRESSURIZED WATER REACTORS 

Annual Liquid Wastes, Gross Beta-Gamma Less Tritium, in Curies

Rated Power Curies Released in Liquid Wastes 

Facility MW(e) 1965 1966 1967 1968 1969 1970

Connecticut Yankee

Ginna

0.216 3.9600 

420

12 22 

0.02 9.4

Indian Point 
Unit No. 1 

San Onofre 

Shippingport

Yankee 185

26.3 43.7 28.0 34.6

0.32

0.14 0.06 0.07 

0.029 0.036 0.055

0.08 

0.008

)Er 7.8 

8 3.8

0.019 0.034

(a) 28 Ci for Indian Point No. 1 represent 1.5% of the limit expressed in 10 CFR 20 

where individual isotopes are analyzed. (Rogers, L. and Gamertsfelder, C. C., 

"U. S. Regulations for the Control of Releases of Radioactivity to the Environ

ment in Effluents from Nuclear Facilities," IAEA Symposium on Environmental 

Aspects of Nuclear Power Stations,New York, N.Y., August 10-14, 1970.)
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TABLE A-III-2 

RADIOACTIVE WASTE RELEASES TO THE ENVIRONMENT 
FROM PRESSURIZED WATER REACTORS 

Tritium in Liquids, in Curies

Facility 1965 1966 1967 1968 1969 1970 

Connecticut Yankee 221 1,740 5,200 7,400 

Indian Point Unit No. 1 125 297 787 1,100 410 

San Onofre 2,350 3,500 4,800 

Shippingport* 3.04 27.3 34.8 35.2 

Yankee 1,300 1,920 1,690 1,170 1,700 1,500 

* Modified to 150 MW(e) in 1965.
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TABLE A-III-3 

RADIOACTIVE WASTE RELEASES TO THE ENVIRONMENT FROM PRESSURIZED WATER REACTORS 

a 
Noble and Activation Gases, in C urie

Maximum 

Rated Power Permissible 

MW(e) Releasebc 1965b  19 66b 1967b 1968b 1969c 1970d 

Connecticut Yankee 600 18,900 0.021 3.74 190 700 
(29.8) (73.4) (75.0) (71.3) 

Indian Point Unit No. 1 285 5,360,000 33.1 34.6 23.4 59.7 600 1750 

(46.4) (50.3) (68.3) (64.9) (72.1) (14.1) 

San Onofre 450 567,000 4.02 4.83 260 1610 
(21.3) (33.6) (69.2) (81.0) 

Shippingport 90b 4 0b 0.032 0.030 0.002 0.001 
(42.0) (67.0) (60.8) (46.8) (39.1) (49.1) 

Yankeee 185 6,600 1.7 2.4 2.3 0.68 4 17.2 

(64.7) (85.9) (85.7) (81.5) (75.3) (78.8) 

a In parentheses, beneath the radioactivity discharge values, are power plant capacity factors (%) taken from 

Table 8 of "Operating History, U. S. Nuclear Power Reactors," Division of Reactor Development 
and Technology, 

1970, Atomic Energy Commission.  
b 

Data from Reference 1.  
c Data from Reference 2.  

d Data from Reference 3, except as noted.  

e See, in particular, Reference 4.
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TABLE A-III-4 

RADIOACTIVE WASTE RELEASES TO THE ENVIRONMENT 
FROM PRESSURIZED WATER REACTORS 

Halogens and Particulates in Gaseous Effluents

Rated Power Curies Released in Gases 
Facility MW(e) 1967 1968 1969 1970

Connecticut Yankee 

Ginna

Indian Point Unit No. 1 

* an Onofre

Shippingport** 

Yankee

285 

450 

90 

185

<0.0001 

<0.0001 

0.025 

<0.00010.001

* <0.001

*Negligible 

*Modified to 150 MW(e) in 1965.
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0.075 
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APPENDIX V-I

BASIC INFORMATION FOR ASSESSING BIOLOGICAL IMPACT* 

A. EFFECTS OF TEMPERATURE INCREASES IN THE ENVIRONMENT 

Temperature is a particularly important factor governing the 
occurrence and behavior-of organisms. It not only affects the.  
distribution of a single species but may also modify the species 
composition of a community or an ecosystem. Generally, tropical 
and subtropical species are more stenothermal (tolerate only a 
narrow range of temperatures) than those of higher latitudes, and 
marine forms are more stenothermal than freshwater or estuarine 
ones. 1  In this connection, Naylorz noted that estuarine species 
were more tolerant of heated effluents than marine forms and con
cluded that some cold-water stenothermal species may be elimi
nated by heated discharges while eurythermal (tolerate a wide range 
of temperatures) species may be increased.  

Planktonic forms are most susceptible to temperature fluctuations 
resulting from power plant operations since they are dependent 
upon water currents for much of their movement. Larger, motile 
organisms are usually able to find and remain in areas near their 
preferred temperature unless trapped in shallow or enclosed areas 
or forced to migrate through thermally altered zones. Many orga
nisms have restricted ranges of temperature within which they can 
reproduce successfully. 1 Larval development also requires narrow 
ranges of temperature. 3 For these reasons, many species may exist 
in excessively heated areas only by continued recruitment from the 
outside. In such areas, fish may be absent during warm summer 
months and present in cold winter months. In some locations, pop
ulations of widely heat-tolerant species may replace stenothermal 
species.  

1. Decomposers 

The temperature of the Hudson, even during the summer, is below 
the optimum for most bacteria. Increasing the water temperature 
increases the bacterial multiplication rate when the environment 
is favorable and the food supply is abundant. Increasing the 
water temperature within the growth range of the bacteria causes 
a more rapid die-off when the food supply is limited.4  Conse
quently the few degrees increase in temperature due to the dis
charge of heat by the Plant would be expected to favor increased 
bacterial growth during most of the year, only if the standing 

*Manuscript by C. P. Goodyear, Oak Ridge National Laboratory, Oak 

Ridge, Tennessee 
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crop of bacteria is less than the carrying capacity of their food 

supply. Because of metabolic considerations, increases in tem

perature which favor population growth may be counteracted by a 

reduction in the carrying capacity of the area. However, if, in 

addition to the increased temperature, there is an associated in

crease in available organic material, increased standing crops of 

bacteria might be experienced. Bacterial counts in the influent 

and effluent water of a power plant on the Patuxent River estuary 

when there was a rapid heat change (but no chlorination) were 

found to remain constant.
5 

2. Producers 

Inherent in the question of availability of different algal groups 

as food for invertebrates is the succession of these algae with 

increasing temperature. As Patrick6 noted in her review of the 

effects of temperature on freshwater algae, each species in nature 

has its own range of temperature tolerance and its range of op

timum growth, photosynthesis, and reproduction. Diatoms are rep

resented by the largest number of species with relatively low tem

perature tolerances; namely, to temperatures below 86
0F. The 

tolerances of the green algae cover a wide temperature span. The 

blue-green algae have more species that are tolerant of very high 

temperatures. There are some species in all groups, however, that 

tolerate the unusual extreme for their group. Under normal sea

sonal conditions, there is a succession of species on the same sub

strate. This succession is largely the result of changes in water 

temperature and light intensity through the optima for the various 

species. As the temperature increases or decreases, one species 

replaces another as the dominant organisms. In nature, there are 

also many other pressures upon a species, including interspecies 

competition and predation, so that the temperature of maximum 

development in a stream may not be exactly the same as the optimum 

range for growth in the laboratory. Figure A-V-l indicates the 

most commonly observed type of population shift. This figure is 

generally accepted, although, as Coutant
8 points out, it is a 

generalized pattern, which is not always followed by algal popula

tions in the field.  

Reports of field studies of the biota associated with discharge 

canals of power plants, where thewater temperature is still es

sentially as high as it was when it left the condensers, have 

noted dominance of the periphyton community by heat-tolerant blue

green algae when water temperatures exceed about 86*F. Reports
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by Trembley9 indicate that the periphyton growth on glass slides 

was dominated more completely by blue-green algal species in the 

discharge canal of the Martin's Creek Power Plant on the Delaware 
River when the temperature exceeded 94.10F. There were fewer 
species on the slides than when the water was cooler, but those 

remaining were represented by a larger number of individuals. This 

condition is generally recognized as an indication of an abnormal 

community structure. It is difficult to determine, however, how 

much of the alteration of community structure was due to chlori
nation of the cooling water.

8 

Forester1 0 discussed the apparent early arrival of spring seasonal 

successions in periphyton of the discharge canal of the Yankee 

Atomic Power Plant on the Connecticut River. Buck' I reported a 

noticeable shift from diatoms to blue-green algae in plankton in 

the area of thermal effluent. These planktonic forms were pre
sumably derived from the periphyton populations of the mile-long 
canal, although a detailed report of this study has not yet been 
published. Similar changes in the species composition of plankton 
in cooling water were reported by Beer and Pipes, 12 who described 
a shift from diatom dominance in the inlet to dominance by unicel
lular green algae in the effluent canal of the Dresden Station on 
the Illinois River.  

In a September survey, Oscillatoria (a blue-green filamentous 
alga) covered all bottom materials in shallow water of the dis

charge canal and the river bed close to the confluence of the 

discharge from the John Sevier Steam Plant (Tennessee Valley 
Authority) with the Holston River, Tennessee.8 No large-scale 
replacement of cold-water marine algae by warm-water-tolerant 
forms, however, was found by North1 3 at the Morro Bay discharge 

canal. The entire algal flora was simply depleted at the warmer 
temperature.  

The lethal temperature of the algae varies with the species.
6 

For most of the algal species studied to date, the lethal temper

ature is in the range from 91.5°F to 1130F, with the majority 

being near 1II°F. Diatoms that require cooler temperature (steno

therms) are generally most sensitive to temperature change and 
can withstand an 18F ° temperature change. Diatoms suited to warmer 

temperatures can tolerate temperature changes of from 27F
° to 

36F
o .b 

At Indian Point, the diatom Melosira is dominant throughout most 

of the year, although their dominance declines during the summer 

period of high temperatures and salinity. Many other species are 

also consistently present. 1 4 However, there is a seasonal change 0 
in composition characterized by diatom dominance much of the year,
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with green and blue-green algae becoming more abundant in late 
summer and early fall. 1 5 The pattern of dominant algal forms 
(Fig. A-V-2) conforms to the typical pattern previously described 
(Fig. A-V-l), although the shifts in abundance of the green and 
blue-green algae seem to be occurring at lower temperatures than 
would be predicted. For further discussion, see Section 
V.D.2.a(2).  

3. Consumers 

The physiology of aquatic organisms is affected by temperature.  
Changes in temperature may cause increases in metabolism, changes 

,in food conversion abilities, changes in reproductive capacity, 
changes in behavior, or even thermal death. Fry et al.lb de
scribed the thermal responses of fish and divided the total range 
of temperature experience of an organism into several zones. They 
discerned an upper and a lower zone of thermal resistance and a 
central zone of thermal tolerance, bounded respectively above and 
below by an upper and a lower lethal temperature. The lethal tem
perature is defined as that temperature which, when a fish is 
brought rapidly to it from a different temperature, will kill a 
stated fraction of the population (generally 50%) within an in
definitely prolonged exposure. In the zones of thermal resistance 
an organism can survive for a definite period of time that becomes 
shorter as the temperature approaches the lethal temperature.  

Previous thermal history affects the lethal temperature, this 
history being referred to as acclimation temperature. In general, 
a history of cold temperatures results in a low lethal temperature, 
while a history of warm temperatures produces an elevated lethal 
temperature.  

There is accumulating evidence that many cold-blooded (poikilo
thermic) species are capable of considerable adjustment of their 
metabolic activities to a wide range of temperatures. This ad-
justment to warmer temperatures is evidenced by increased upper 
and lower lethal temperatures. The range of adjustment may be 
considerable, as, for example, in the goldfish, which has an upper 
lethal temperature that varies from approximately 78.8°F to 104*F.  
This hardy species may be one of the universal cases in this re
spect.

8 

Elevation of lethal temperature is not directly proportional to 
elevation of acclimation temperature, but rather some fraction of 
it. The result is that the acclimation temperature and the upper 
lethal temperature tend to converge upon the ultimate upper lethal 
temperature, at which both the acclimation and the lethal tempera
ture are the same.
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Fig. A-V-2 
Relative Proportions of Diatoms, Green,and Blue-Green 
Algae in the Standing Crop at Indian Point, 1970.  
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The time necessary for thermal acclimation varies among species, 

as has been shown by several workers.
8 Adjustment to higher tem

peratures is generally fairly rapid; data of Alabaster and 

Downing17 indicate an elevation of about 1.8F
° per day for the 

roach; Sprague 1 8 found that acclimation temperatures could be 

raised 4.5F* to 9F° per day for several crustaceans. Once ac

quired, tolerance to high temperatures may persist for considerable 

periods after return of a fish to a lower temperature. Heat ex

posure during acclimation need not be continuous. An intermittent 

exposure to a different temperature for sufficient hours per day 

can produce the same acclimation temperature as a continuous ex

posure. According to several authors,
8 acclimation to low temper

ature usually tends to shift the lower thermal limits downward, 

and acclimation to high temperatures tends to shift the lower 

limits upward. Since intermittent brief exposure to high temper

atures can result in markedly increased resistance to heat which 

is not readily lost during subsequent exposure to low temperatures, 

possible increased susceptibility to reduced temperatures may re

sult in areas where organisms regularly encounter thermal plumes.  

By testing species in the laboratory, Brett! 
9 noted that a slow 

rate of decrease in environmental temperature is of greater im

portance for maintaining life than a slow rate of increase. Thus, 

lethal cold can be more important than lethal heat as a factor 

affecting survival of some species exposed to thermal plumes.  

Deaths resulting from the inability of fish to rapidly acclimate 

to lowering temperatures have been reported.
2 0' 2 1 

Upon exposure to altered temperatures, the duration of the expo

sure, the size of the fish, and its thermal history are important 

in determining its survival. Eggs and larvae are exacting in their 

temperature requirements, while subjuveniles and juveniles appear 

to be more eurythermal, and adults tend to be broadly steno

thermal. 3 

Based'upon the few data on upper lethal temperatures reported in 

the literature, larvae of temperate marine fishes have lower upper 

lethal limits than the adults do.
1'3 The experimentally derived 

median upper temperature for temperate species is 78.8*F for 

larvae and 86°F for the adults.
3 Although the upper limits for 

larvae and adults differ, the absolute .ranges of temperatures 

tolerated are approximately identical.
3
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The eggs of some species may be especially sensitive to fluctua
tions of temperature. For instance, one of the most important 
effects noted in the study on eggs of the American smelt (Osmerus 
mord=) in Maine was the large increases in mortality during fluc
tuations in daily water temperature of as much as 12.6F*, as ob
served by Rothschild. 22 In contrast, striped bass eggs (Morone 
saxatilis) were found to survive in water whose temperature varied 
from 550 to 75*F daily.2 3 

The thermal tolerances of invertebrate herbivores that are gener
ally most active in grazing algal populations are poorly known.  
Coutant24 observed a reduction in the normal complement of Delaware 
River invertebrates when the daily maximum temperature was near 
89.6 0F.. Chironomids larvae, which are generally important as 
periphyton harvesters, persisted in the zone where algae were 
accumulating. Other studies have noted depletions of inverte
brates in warmed water.

8 .  

The effects of thermal discharges on benthic communities have been 
reviewed by Stewart.2 5 In general, the number and distribution 
of bottom organisms decrease as water temperatures increase, with 
a tolerance limit close to 90*F for a "balanced" population struc
ture. Studies of particular species of macroinvertebrates have 
shown that lethal temperatures vary considerably with the type of 
organism. In some cases a particular species may be stenothermal 
for one developmental stage and eurythermal for another. Thus, a 
large number of species are able to tolerate higher temperatures 
than those at which they can reproduce. In a study on the York 
River, in Virginia, Warinner and Brehmer2 6 found that the com
munity composition and abundance of marine benthic invertebrates 
in the river were affected by thermal discharges over a distance 
of 1,000 to 1,300 feet from the discharge outfall, and they con
cluded that during the months of high normal river temmperatures 
there was clear evidence of biological stress.  

At power plants where benthic communities are destroyed in summer, 
the reverse is often the case in winter. 25 Massengil12 7 reported 
not only colonization, but also a 10% to 40% increase in standing 
crop in the discharge canal at the Connecticut Yankee Atomic Power 
Plant, as compared to other stations on the Connecticut River.  

Results of thermal tolerance studles1 '3'28'2 9 conducted on'species 
of aquatic organisms that occur in the Hudson near Indian Point 
are reported in Table V-5. The actual predictive utility of these
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figures is limited, since acclimation temperatures have not often 

been reported. In most cases, however, these data should be re
garded as optimistic estimates of upper lethal limits of the popu

lations as a whole, because, as McCauley10 has stressed, lethal 

temperatures quoted in the literature usually have been determined 

for individuals of the more hardy stages of postembryonic develop
ment.  

In predicting responses to increased temperature, it is important 

to note that a temperature need not kill the organisms directly to 

produce effects on a population. For instance, brook trout were 
found to be comparatively slow in catching minnows at 63*F and 

virtually incapable of catching them at 69.80F. This resulted in 

the trout virtually starving to death.8 Many other types of sub

lethal effects on populations are known to occur.  

Rates of metabolism and activity of organisms increase with in

creasing temperatures over most of the tolerated temperature range 

and then often drop suddenly near the upper lethal temperature.  
Such rates vary with different species, processes, and levels or 

ranges of temperature and may be modified by salinity and oxygen 

factors. It is often considered that the effects of elevated 

temperatures on a biological system increase the rate of biochem

ical reactions within the system by 100% to 600% for each 18F* 

increase,3' although this rate does not necessarily hold for ex

treme temperatures. By applying this concept it is apparent that 

even a slight temperature increase may have far-reaching effects, 

because a number of metabolic functions will be accelerated with 

a temperature increase even though the organism may not be killed 

outright. Fortunately, the actual metabolic increases upon ex

posure to elevated temperatures are often less than would be an

ticipated from strictly thermodynamic considerations where meta

bolic rate would typically vary directly with temperature.
8 If 

their oxidative processes are independent of temperature (ther

mally insensitive), then the rate of oxygen utilization would be 

relatively constant over a wide temperature range. Studies in

volving many species of invertebrates indicate that over certain 

parts of a temperature range in which they can be held for , 

prolonged periods, animals tend to be metabolically independent.  

This kind of response is intermediate between the two extremes., 

In general, this thermal range of metabolic insensitivity coin

cides with the temperature regime of the animal's habitat. For 

such species, slight changes in their thermal environment would.  

have little effect as long as such changes remained within the.  

zone of metabolic insensitivity. However, changes which exceeded 

this zone could have an adverse effect.
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The temperature requirements for reproduction in many species are 
confined to narrower ranges than for other physiological func
tions. 3'3 1 Most aquatic animals have restricted temperatures for 
breeding. Photo-period effects and rising temperatures in the 
spring induce development of the gonads, and actual spawning takes 
place when a certain temperature level is reached. This value 
varies for different Species, and in some species the whole process 
may be reversed.1 

A temperature stimulus of some kind is often required for. inducing 
sexual activity in aquatic animals. This threshold is often quite 
critical and may occur with a temperature rise of only 1.80 or 
3.6F*.1 9 Brandhorst 32 believed that spawning activity in herring 
was induced by the suddenness of the temperature change rather 
than by the magnitude of the change per se. Generally, low 
temperatures during pre-spawning periods delay spawning., and 
higher temperatures hasten it. 3 ' 1 9 

Fish attracted to discharge canals and in residence there for 
several months may be induced by higher temperatures to spawn 
earlier than might otherwise be expected. 8 Premature spawning 
can be speculated to have many repercussions in the receiving 
water, ranging from loss of progeny due to lack of proper food 
to species changes brought about by the dominant large warm-water 
fry. The problem is not unique to discharge canals but occurs in 
cooling ponds and mixed water bodies wherever the water tempera
ture is elevated.

8 

Few of the theoretically predicted changes in reproductive sched
ules have been studied at power plants, and observations are gen
erally limited to evidence that premature spawning can and does 
occur. For instance, white suckers (Catostomus caersonni) 
spawned prematurely in the discharge canal of the Martin's Creek 
Power Plant on the Delaware River. 3 3 Spawning activities were 
observed earlier there than elsewhere (times not given). Young
of-the-year were active in the spring in the canal and apparently 
left the warmer water as the temperature rose in summer.: Very 
small fry of several other species (rearing determined them to be 
principally minnow species) were found in the canal prior to normal 0 
spawning times. They probably were spawned in'the canal, instead 
of 'having passed through the condensers, although it was not cer
tain. 8 .
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The attraction of fish to warm areas associated with thermal dis
charges may cause additional problems. For instance, fish at

tracted-to warm discharge canals of power plants, and forced by 
their own temperature selection behavior to remain there, subject 

themselves to speeded metabolic rates compared to their seasonal,.  
norm in other parts of their environment.  

At the Connecticut Yankee Atomic Power Company's plant on the 
Connecticut River, Merriman et al. 34 have identified "skinny fish" 
in the winter accumulations of brown bullheads (Ictalurus nebu
losus) and white catfish (I. catus) in the discharge canal. The: 
weight-length ratio, or "condition factor," exhibited significant 

declines throughout the winter months. Fish tagged early in the 

winter of 1968-1969 and recaptured four months later has lost an 

average of 20% of their weight, some having lost 60%. Comparisons 
of tagged and untagged fish in weekly collections indicated that 

this marked weight loss was not the result of the tagging but was 

indicative of the'resident canal population as a whole. Popula

tions in the cooler river water outside the canal also showed some 

condition loss, but at a much slower rate. The poorer condition 
was also identifiable in these two species of fish caught in the 

canal in the summer. Channel catfish (I. punctatus), on the other 

hand, showed no such decline in condition at any season.  

Significance of the weight losses for ultimate survival of the 
populations in the Connecticut River has yet to be established, 

but the persistence of the effect beyond the winter was demon
strated through tagging and recovery studies.11  Early fall re

turns from fish tagged in the canal the previous winter revealed 

that these fish had not made up their past winter's weight loss 

over the summer.  

As a corollary to feeding rate and quantity of food consumed, the 

effect of temperature upon the growth of fish is an important 

factor in considering the effects of heated effluents but is one 

which has been studied essentially using freshwater fished in the 

laboratory. The general relation between growth rate of fish and 

'temperature has been discussed by several authors.
1 9'35 In gen

eral, reduction in growth rate can be expected with increasing 

temperature above optimum for the species, especially if the 

availability of food does not increase. This situation is the 

result of reduced food conversion efficiency, which in some cases 

may be intensified by behavioral changes such as reduced effec

tiveness as a predator or reduced appetite.
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B. ENTRAINMENT 

The importance of entrainment is related to the relative quantity 
of organisms withdrawn, the level of mortality incurred, the eco
logical role of the entrained organisms, and the reproductive 
strategy of the species involved. The importance of these factors 
will be different for different species. Consequently, detailed 
considerations of the effects of entrainment must be done sepa
rately for each species.  

Mortality of entrained organisms is caused by mechanical damage, 
thermal shock, and chemicals discharged into the water. Mortality 
caused by other factors associated with Plant operations would, 
of course, be additive.  

1. Decomposers 

As previously indicated in Section II.F, bacteria are generally 
tolerant of exposure to changes in temperature that far exceed 
the predicted temperature rise of Indian Point Units Nos. 1 and 2 
cooling water and are also unlikely to be physically damaged as a 
result of entrainment. The only extensive bacterial mortality 
which might be encountered would be at times when the sodium hypo
chlorite is being added to the circulating water to control fouling 
in the condensers.  

2. Producers 

Entrainment effects on algal populations have been determined by 
examining the ability of the algae to produce organic matter.  
Using this method in studies on the York River, Virginia, Warinner 
and Brehmer2 6 showed that the responses of phytoplankton to en
trainment depended on the ambient stream temperature as well as 
on the change of temperature imposed by the condensers. At low 
winter temperatures (320 to 50 0 F), temperature rises increased 
production. During the summer (temperatures 590 to 70*F), slight 
additional temperature rises increased production, but larger 
rises (greater than 10F 0 ) depressed it. The greater the tem
perature rise in summer, the greater was the depression of the 
affected plankton's ability to photosynthesize.  

Similar results were shown by Morgan and Stross3 6 for the Chalk 
Point Power Plant on the Patuxent estuary off Chesapeake Bay. In 
this study, temperature rises of about 14.5F* stimulated photo
synthesis when natural water temperatures were 60°F or cooler and
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inhibited photosynthesis when temperatures were 680 or warmer.  
Passage through the condensers at times, however, contributed ad

ditional damage (perhaps mechanical or chemical) that nullified 
stimulation by temperature rise at cool temperatures and increased 
inhibition at warmer ambient levels. Return of phytoplankton to 
the cool temperatures of the mixed estuary at the end of the dis
charge canal did not allow recovery of photosynthetic ability.  

In relating the observed changes in productivity to the entire 

estuary, the authors noted that real reductions in productivity 

might occur only if the rate of photosynthesis is not nutrient 

limited. They concluded that, since Stottlemyer
3 7 found that 

nutrient limitation was only a sporadic occurrence, reduction in 

photosynthesis by another factor (the power plant) must, there
fore, reduce the amount of material available for passage through 
the food chain.  

In contrast, another study showed rates of photosynthesis that 

were similar for power plant intake and effluent water when in
cubated at the prevailing temperature for each source, although 
some differences were significant.3 Algae in heated water had a 

higher rate of photosynthesis than algae incubated at ambient tem
peratures. The highest rates of photosynthesis occurred at tem
peratures between 80.60 and 91.4°F. The highest rate observed was 
for effluent water incubated at 86.9*F. No consistent reduction 
of photosynthesis was observed in the vicinity of the discharge 
canal during field studies.  

3. Consumers 

Entrainment analysis of the coolant system should include an es
timate of zooplankton mortality and the potential for a rapid 
recovery downstream of the power plant. Such an analysis was 

carried out in May 1964 at the Paradise Generating Station at 
Green River, Kentucky.3 3 Biologists of the Tennessee Valley 

Authority found that the volume of zooplankton was drastically 

reduced during passage through the single-pass coolant system of 

the plant. However, organisms that bypassed the plant were found 

to reproduce at an accelerated pace in water that was warmed by 
mixing with a thermal discharge, 16 F0 above an ambient of 82*F 
(Fig. A-V-3). Coutant8 observed that decreases in zooplankton 

volume could not be attributable to thermal shock effects alone.  

Other factors might include mechanical destruction in the con

denser or piping system and predation upon carcasses and weakened 

individuals at or near the plant discharge. The Green River re

ports shed no light on these processes. 8
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Heinle$ 9 conducted an extensive series of laboratory and field 

experiments to determine the effect of condenser passage on zoo
plankton in the brackish Patuxent estuary in the vicinity of the 

Chalk Point power station of Potomac Electric Power Company. In
stead of examining survival alone, the reproductive success was 
observed in subsequent laboratory culture of populations that had 
experienced the thermal, mechanical, and chemical shocks of con
denser passage. Entrained populations of some copepods were gen
erally not as fit for reproduction as control groups, even when 
the exposure temperatures were below the laboratory-determined 
lethal temperatures. Part of this effect was attributed to chlo
rination of cooling water as a normal operating routine at the 
plant. While effects of condenser passage were identified by 

this research, the methodology and the lack of control over such 
variables as chlorination yielded results of uncertain predictive 
utility. Within the estuary, population densities of the zoo
plankton organisms remained high despite high rates of natural 
predation and the additional losses attributable to the power 
plant. Certainly, the reproductive potential of the entire popu
lation exceeded the effects of the condenser passage.  

Normandeau40 identified clear effects of condenser passage on 
summer zooplankton and phytoplankton at the Merrimack Generating 
Station. Samples taken above the inlet and in the discharge canal 
indicated a reduction in population density of nearly all zoo
plankton and diatoms after passing through the power plant. These 
effects were definitely related to absolute temperature, being 
discernible principally when the condenser cooling water was 

elevated in July to temperatures above 100*F. The increase in 
temperature by itself was not the apparent causative factor; 
rather, mortality was evidenced when the maximum temperature at
tained exceeded the tolerance limits of the species. The zoo
plankton population depressions were also evident in the mixing 
zone in the Merrimack River downstream of the plant, although 
cooling water was a small percentage of the total river flow at 
this point. 4 0 

On the other hand, other studies indicate little or no damage 
following entrainment. Adams41 reported that the discharge canal 
of the Humboldt Bay Nuclear Plant on the California coast was a 
favorable site for natural setting of native oysters (Ostrea 

lurida), cockles (Caindium corbis), littleneck clams (Protothaca 
stcainae), butter clams (Saxidomus giganteus), gaper clams (Tresus 
nuttalli), and about half a dozen other bivalves. The net flow 
in the canal was always outward because of domination by the cool
ing water flow, and complete evacuation of the canal, as revealed
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by dye studies, took place in less than 3 hours. Therefore, some 
of the free-swimming stages of these bivalves had to pass alive 
through the condenser system of the power plant in order to colo
nize the canal. Similar successful passage must have occurred at 

the Chalk Point Power Station on the Patuxent estuary to account 
for high densities of invertebrates found in the discharge 
canal.

4 2 ,43 

Profitt found that after the passage of minnows through condensers 
of a power plant, several hundred were seen dead and dying along 
the banks of the effluent canal.4 4 In another study, preliminary 
observations obtained at the Connecticut Yankee Atomic Power Plant 

onthe Connecticut River indicated that larval river herring 

(AZosa spp.) were able to successfully pass through condensers in 
July in which the temperature was raised to 93*F. All larvae were 
judged to be in good condition following the rapid thermal shock 
and collection by plankton net in the plant's discharge canal.4 5 

However, more detailed studies4 6 at this site found that no larval 
or juvenile fish of the 9 species which were entrained in the con
denser cooling-water system of the plant survived when the tem
perature of the canal water exceeded 86*F. Among these species 

were several that are found at Indian Point, including alerives, 
blueback herring, white perch, and American eels.  

In contrast to these findings, Kerr2 9 found that juvenile striped 
bass and Chinook salmon that passed through the condenser system 
of a power plant had generally high survival. Unfortunately the 
ambient water temperature was not reported. Kerr acknowledged 
the fact that the small striped bass would "readily go into a 
state of shock" during the experiments, and as Coutant6 pointed 
out, the data from Kerr's study have little predictive value for 
application to other power plants.  

In connection with Kerr's observation that the juvenile striped 
bass would go into a state of shock, it is important to recognize 
that considerable mortality may result from such shock which would 
not cause death from physiological causes and would consequently 
not be observed in laboratory studies. Thermal death, with an 
end point such as (for fish) cessation of beating of the opercula 
as is often used in laboratory studies, may not be the most per
titent ecological effect of acute thermal shock to organisms ex
posed to elevated temperatures. Heat death of cold-blooded orga
nisms has been observed to follow a common pattern which includes, 

in sequence, loss of equilibrium, coma, and physiological death.  
These observations have been made with several species of fish and 
with amphibians and reptiles. They probably hold, in essence, for 
lower forms as well. The early stages of heat death, while not 
"death" in themselves, may lead to death through immobilization 
in the area of adverse temperature (which may prolong exposure 
until death results) or through stimualtion of predatory activity 
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upon the heat-injured organisms. Both results have been observed 
in the field and in laboratory experiments.

8 

A concept of a critical exposure to heat, which causes equilibrium 
loss, similar to that proposed by Cowels and Bogert,4 7 would seem 
to be of paramount significance in understanding the relations of 
aquatic populations to thermal shock in condenser cooling water of 
a power station, as was noted by Mihursky and Kennedy.2 8 It is 
increasingly recognized that the demise of animal populations is 
not absolutely dependent upon the physiological death limits of 
individuals, but involves broad ecological considerations such as 
breeding densities and predator-prey relationships. Equilibrium 
loss in the natural environment is a critical occurrence for the 
survival of an organism because it greatly increases the orga
nism's susceptibility to predation.  

The effect of equilibrium loss in providing stimulatory cues to 
predators may be a particularly important feature in fish and 
other animals shocked by condenser cooling water. Mossman4 8 cites 
several points of evidence that suggest release of predator attack 
by any behavior associated with weakness. Coutant 8 has specifi
cally studied the effects of acute thermal shock and found that 
the vulnerability of thermally shocked juvenile salmonids to pre
dation by larger fish increased. When both shocked and control 
fish were offered simultaneously under laboratory conditions, the 
shocked fish were found to be selectively preyed upon by larger 
fish. Relative Vulnerability of shocked fish to predation in
creased with duration of sublethal exposure to lethal tempera
tures. Effects were also shown well below doses causing equilib
rium losses.  

Confirmation of the potential importance of predation on shocked 
organisms in the field situations of thermal discharges can be 
found in the many references to predators being attracted to 
points of thermal discharges. Although preference for a particular 
temperature range may be the predominant attractant for some or
ganisms, it hardly would apply to concentrations of fish-eating 
gulls. 4 9 Neill 5 0 reported intensive feeding by fish on entrained 
zooplankton in the outfall area of a power plant on Lake Monona.  
Young-of-the-year bluegills congregated at the periphery of the 
discharge plume and fed on zooplankton. Several large long-nose 
gar, their stomachs distended by an abundance of zooplankton, were 
taken in and near the discharge. Bigmouth buffalo, yellow bass, 
bluegills, black crappeis, and brook silversides caught near the 
outfalls were suspected of feeding heavily on zooplankton, al
though confirming data were not coolected. Abundant zooplankton 
was entrained by this plant in cooling water taken from 100 meters
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offshore and 5.2 meters below the water surface. The temperature 
rise of 18F* may have killed or debilitated the zooplankton suffi
ciently that predation upon them was easier than it was in the 
unheated water of the lake.  

Obviously, it is impossible to make absolute statements concerning 
the mortality of organisms which will be drawn through any given 
plant. The possibility is high that some fraction of the organisms 
entrained will be killed or damaged by the entrainment. Unfortu
nately, such data have not been compiled for Indian Point Unit 
No. 1 during critical periods of the year, although preliminary 
observations indicate that at least some of the organisms en
trained survive.  

C. DISSOLVED OXYGEN 

The following analysis is derived in part from a recent review by 
Coutant.8 It is known that the solubility of dissolved oxygen is 

less in warm water than in cool water. At Indian Point, coolant 

water is expected to increase by 15F* during passage through the 

condenser tubes under normal full-flow conditions.5 1 ,5 2 At times 

this flow may be reduced and the maximum increase in temperature 
under these conditions could be as high as 25F ° . Increases in 
temperature could therefore result in a loss of oxygen and may 
subsequently influence aquatic organisms. For example, the con

centration of oxygen in water in equilibrium with air at 82.4
0F 

is 7.9 ppm, whereas at 111.2°F the saturation concentration is 

6.1 ppm. Another factor theoretically tending to lower dissolved 
oxygen concentrations in the water passing through a condenser is 
the partial vacuum existing at the discharge end of the condenser.  

This partial vacuum results from the fact that the discharge end 
of the condenser lies above the hydraulic gradient. This situation 

is common to all steam plants. Vacuum pumps are often installed 
in the cooling circuit to remove any accumulated air in order to 
reduce the effect of oxygen on corrosion of condenser tubing. The 

applicant discussed its model for changes in dissolved oxygen at 

the Indian Point Plant in evidence submitted at the ASLB hearings 
of April 5, 1972, and included it in its comments of May 30, 1972, 
in Appendix XII-23 of this Statement.  

These theoretical considerations have been examined in a number 

of studies at operating power stations throughout the world.  
Alabaster and Downing,'7 after examining the literature and 
conducting their own studies in Britain, acknowledge that the 

oxygen content of water used for direct cooling may change 0 
slightly in its passage through electrical generating stations.
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This appeared to be partly due to the turbulent flow in the effluent 

outfall causing water unsaturated with oxygen to pick up this gas, 

while supersaturated water lost it.  

Dissolved oxygen analyses of samples taken by Alabaster and Downing
17 

showed that most unheated water was not saturated, that there was 
either a slight rise or little change in concentration in the heated 

water discharged from the condensers, and that, as a result, the 

effluent was supersaturated with respect to oxygen (and other gases).  
These authors made the further (very pertinent) observation that the 

changes were generally small compared with those occurring in most 
natural waters through plant photosynthesis and respiration and 
through the oxidation of organic effluents.  

Adams has reported similar analyses at California power stations. 4 1 

Measurements of dissolved oxygen at intake and outfall points showed 

that dissolved-oxygen concentrations were not decreased in passing 

through the cooling water system. Rather, the water merely became 
supersaturated with oxygen. As the temperature of the effluent 
dropped in the mixing zone, saturation values dropped correspondingly, 
with little loss of dissolved oxygen.  

Once the cooling water has entered the main body of water, rates of 
oxygen demand by organic materials (both living and decomposing) 
will be increased because of the higher temperature. In waters that 
are heavily loaded with decomposing organic matter, this additional 

demand can exceed the rate of reoxygenation through the water surface 
(from the air), and dissolved oxygen levels could fall below those 
normally expected. 5 3 

D. FACTORS RELATED TO THE EFFECTS OF CHEMICAL DISCHARGES 

1. Sodium Phosphate 

The toxicity of phosphate has been discussed by McKee and Wolf; 5 4 

Dcqhnia maga was the most sensitive organism discussed and was 
affected by levels above 50 ppm. Most other organisms were much 
less sensitive.  

Phosphates are known to be involved in the eutrophication process 
at times when phosphate levels limit primary production. In the 

Hudson, Howells and Weaver1 4 found that low phosphate levels oc

curred at the time of maximum phytoplankton abundance. They con

cluded that phosphate may be limiting at times, but that it was 

unlikely that a significant shortage of phosphates would occur at 
any time in the Hudson.14 Since the discharge concentrations will
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generally be only a fraction above ambient conditions, phosphate 
releases should not alter ambient phytoplankton production.  

2. Sodium Hydroxide, Lithium Hydroxide, Sulfuric Acid 

The toxicity of these compounds is related to their ability to 
alter pH. Because of the buffering capacity of the dilution water, 
discharges of these substances are not expected to alter the pH 
appreciably, as indicated by pH measurements made during releases 
of these chemicals from Indian Point Unit No. 1.17 As a conse
quence, no effects on the aquatic biota are expected as a result 
of, discharges of these chemicals.  

3. Boric Acid 

The minimum lethal dose for minnows exposed to boric acid for 6 
hours at 680F was found to be 18,000 to 19,500 ppm.54 Wallen 
found that 18,000 ppm was needed to kill 50% of test mosquito fish 
in 24 hours and that 5,600 ppm caused 50% mortality in 96 hours. 5 6 

Boric acid can be toxic to freshwater fish without lowering the pH 
to 5.0.56 Thus, pH is not a reliable index of toxicity of boric 
acid. However, concentrations of up to 2,000 ppm have been found 
nontoxic to fish,2 4 and over 1,000 ppm are required for 50% in
hibition of the utilization of oxygen by synthetic sewage. On 
the other hand, many terrestrial plants are sensitive to concen
trations of boron in the range of 1 ppm.54 

4. Hydrazine 

Hydrazine is a fuming oily liquid with a penetrating odor and is 
a violent poison. Hydrazine hydrate, NH2NH20, a fuming refrac
tive liquid with a faint characteristic odor, is miscible with 
water and is presumably in the form of N2 H4 when used in water 
treatment.  

At 0.7 ppm, hydrazine hydrate caused fingerling trout to lose 
equilibrium in less than 24 hours. On the other hand, hydrazine 
hydrate had no effect on sea lampreys exposed for 24 hours at a 
concentration of 5 ppm. 5 4 Corti reports that rainbow trout ex
posed to 146 ppm of hydrazine at pH 8.35 and 56.3 0 F demonstrated 
an adverse reaction after 14 to 18 minutes and succumbed com
pletely in 22 to 35 minutes.

54 

5. Soda Ash (Sodium Carbonate) 

The threshold concentration of sodium carbonate for immobilization 
of Daphnia magna in Lake Erie water at 77 0 F was reported to be
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between 424 and 300 ppm. The minimum lethal concentration for 
Daphnia was shown to be 300 ppm, and at 800 ppm all were killed.  
The threshold of toxicity toward Daphnia depends on the dissolved 
oxygen content of the test water. At 73.4'F for a 100-hour expo

sure the threshold toxicity level was 552 ppm at a dissolved 

oxygen concentration of 6.5 ppm, but only 267 ppm when the dis

solved oxygen dropped to 1.53 ppm. The toxicity of this compound 

to fish was reported to range from 60 to 1,200 ppm.
5 4 

6. Potassium Chromate 

The toxicity of potassium chromate toward aquatic life varies with 

the species, temperature, pA, and other compounds that are present.  

Extensive literature exists on the toxicity of chromates.
5 7 In 

general, fish are more tolerant of chromium salts, but many 

invertebrates and aquatic algae are very sensitive. Toxic effects 

have been observed on Daphnia magna at values less than 0.01 ppm 

and on many microcrustaceans and algae at concentrations less than 
1 ppm. Toxicity to fish begins around 5 ppm.  

7. Sodium Hypochlorite - Residual Chlorine 

Merksen5 8 found that at a pH of 7.0, 0.08 ppm of residual chlorine 

killed half of his test rainbow trout in 7 days. Zillich 59 found 

chlorinated sewage effluent to be toxic to fathead minnows at 

residual chlorine concentrations of 0.04 to 0.05 ppm. Basch57 

found that 50% of a population of rainbow trout could tolerate 

0.23 ppm for only 96 hr. Arthur and Eaton6 0 found that half of 

a population of the invertebrate Gcmarus pseudolimnaeus survived 
96 hours at a concentration of 0.22 ppm and that reproduction was 
reduced when chronic concentrations (for 15 weeks) were maintained 
at 0.0034 ppm. They also found that the highest concentration 
that produced no effect on the life cycle of the fathead minnow 

was 0.016 ppm. Sprague and Drury61 showed an avoidance response 
by rainbow trout to free chlorine levels of 0.001 ppm.  

Generally, concentrations of free chlorine tend to decay rapidly; 
however, if ammonia is present, chloramines will be formed which 
are more persistent in the natural environment. Since ammonia 
levels in the Hudson have been measured up to 0.5 ppm,

62 chlor
amine concentration in the discharge water may be relatively high.  

Much progress was made in the 1940's in the use of chlorine for 
the sterilization of water supplies. Griffin6 3 gave an annotated 

guide to over a hundred papers published between 1939 and 1952.  
Fair64 gave a lucid exposition of the behavior of chlorine as it 

was then understood. The subject has been summarized recently by 
Lewis. 6 5
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Certain terms have come into use to describe chlorine in water.  
They are often used carelessly in industrial practice. The dis
tinctions given are those of Lewis.

6 5 

(a) Free chlorine (short for free available chlorine): that part 
of the chlorine injected into the water that remains as mo
lecular chlorine, hypochlorous acid, and hypochlorite ion.  

(b) Combined chlorine (short for combined available chlorine): 
- that part of the chlorine injected into the water that remains 
combined with ammonia or other nitrogenous compounds.  

(c) Active chlorine (alternative for total available chlorine or 
chlorine residual): the total free and/or combined chlorine 
that remains. The terms "active" and "available" refer by 
implication to activity and availability for sterilization.  
The amount of "active chlorine" present is recognized as being 
equivalent to the amount of iodine that will be released from 
potassium iodide at acid pH.  

(d) Chlorine demand: by implication, the exact amount of chlorine 
required to oxidize completely all compounds that reduce free 

.chlorine in the water. These compounds include both organic 
and inorganic substances. In practice, the term is used when 
referring to the difference between the dose and the active 
chlorine left (chlorine residual) after a particular period 
of contact, for one particular dose rate.  

1. Reactions During Chlorination 

When sodium hypochlorite is dissolved in water it dissociates into 
a sodium ion and a hypochlorite ion: 

NaClO = Na+ + C1O , and H ++ C1O HC1O 

At pH 7.0 the equilibrium is approximately 75% HC1O, 25% ClO-, 
and at pH 8.0 this is reversed to approximately 25% HC1O, 75% C1O 
(at a water temperature of 68*F).  

There are apparent differences in disinfecting properties of chlo
rine gas and hypochlorite solutions, which Fair et al.6 4 considered 
to be caused by failure of the experimenter to adjust the pH, or 
other experimental errors. Injection of chlorine gas will lower 
the initial pH, whereas addition of hypochlorite solution will 
raise the pH.
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When ammonia or organic amines are present in the water they react 
with hypochlorous acid to give chloramines. The first step is the 
formation of monochloramine: 

NM3 + IC1o NH2Cl + 1120 

The rate of reaction between ammonia and hypochlorous acid is de
pendent on pH and is at a maximum at pH 8.3. Fair et al.6 4 found 
that for a mixture of 0.8 ppm* chlorine and 0.32 ppm ammonia 
nitrogen, at 25*C, 99% of the chlorine reacted in 1 minute at pH 
8.3, in 210 minutes at pH 5.0, and in 50 minutes at pH 11.0. They 
found that the rate of reaction varied with temperature (Qi 0 values 
ranging from 2.0 to 2.5 according to pH).  

The next step is the formation of dichloramine from monochloramine 
and hypochlorous acid: 

NH2Cl + HC1O = NHC12 + H20 

the dichloramine being in equilibrium with monochloramine: 

2NH2 C1 +11+ = NH4 + NHC12 

This equilibrium depends upon both pH and the ratio of chlorine 
to ammonia. Fair et aZ.6 . found that with a chlorine-to-ammonia
nitrogen ratio of 5:1, the relative percentages of the two 
chloramines were: at pH 5.0, 16% monochloramine and 84% dichlor
amine; and at pH 8.0, 85% monochloramine and 15% dichloramine.  
The third step in the chloramine formation is quoted as: 

NHC12 + HC10 = NC1 3 + H20 

but, little is known about the reactions at this stage.6 5 As 
more chlorine is added in excess of that required for the above 
reactions, the chloramines break down, with an overall reaction: 

3C12 + 2NH 3 = N2 + 6CI + 6H+, 

giving a chlorine-to-ammonia-nitrogen ratio of 7.6:1.  

Theoretically, with a chlorine-to-ammonia-nitrogen ratio of 7.6:1, 
the reaction should be complete, so that no residual chlorine re
mains. This is known as the breakpoint. With a higher percentage 
of chlorine, the excess should remain as free chlorine, and with
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a lower percentage of chlorine, the chlorine should consist of a w 

mixture of mono- and dichloramine.  

In practice, when waters containing organic amines, as well as 

ammonia, are chlorinated, such a clearcut breakpoint is not ob

tained. Pulham6 6 gave some "illustrative" breakpoint curves for 

these conditions. These curves show that where organic amines 

are present it is possible for chloramines and free chlorine to 

coexist. This is shown diagrammatically in Fig. A-V-4. Presum

ably, where free chlorine coexists with combined chlorine, all 

mono- and dichloramine (inorganic) must have been oxidized, and 

the remaining combined chlorine must be organic chloramine.  

Ingols6 7 studied reactions between chlorine and sulfur-containing 

amino acids (at concentrations of 10- 4 M amino acid). It was 

found that HCIO would oxidize sulfhydryl groups to sulfonic groups 

and then deaminate the amino acid via the formation of chloramines.  

With slightly more monochloramine, an organic chloramine formed 

that was stable for some hours. With monochloramine the sulfhydryl 

groups were oxidized to give disulfide linkages.  

2. Reactions During Periods of Salt Intrusion 

When saline water is present at Indian Point, another reaction 

will be involved. Since the low flow conditions which favor the 

buildup of chlorinated residues are accompanied by saline water 

at Indian Point, these reactions are important.  

In 1955 Johannesson6 8 pointed out that seawater may contain up to 

68 ppm bromide and that the reaction: 

Cl2 + 2Br -0 2C1 + Br2 

goes to completion.' The dissociation products, HC1O and CIO-, 
will, however, release bromine from the bromide ion in the form 
of hypobromous acid and hypobromite ion:

6 5 

C1O- + Br- BrO" + Cl

BrO- + H = HBrO.  

Addition of chlorine water to a solution of bromide and ammonium 
salts, buffered to pH 8.3 with bicarbonate, resulted in a mixture 

of monobromamine and some monochloramine, but addition of a sodium 

hypochlorite solution gave mostly monochloramine. This relation

ship results because the hypochlorite in solution will react with 

both the bromide and ammonia according to the equations: 0
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C10 + Br + BrO + Cl

,Cl0 + NH3  NH2Cl + OH . (B) 

Reaction A is only rapid at pH values below 8.0 (at pH values be
tween 8.0 and 10.0 the reaction takes some minutes to reach com
pletion). Reaction B is rapid at pH 8.3 (99% complete in 1 minute 
at 25°C), but slower at higher and lower pH values. If chlorine 
gas is injected into seawater, local acidity can be produced, de
pressing the pH below the normal range of 8.0 to 8.3. In these 
circumstances reaction A will be favored. However, when sodium 
hypochlorite is added, the pH is not depressed, and reaction B is 
favored.

6 5 , 6 8 ' 

Johannesson69 also stated that he had found dibromamine was formed: 

NH2Br + BrO - NHBr2 + OH 

This existed only in equilibrium with monochloramine, the balance 
depending on the ammonia-to-bromine ratio (i.e. monochloramine and 
dichloramine). In the presence of excess bromine the mono- and 
dibromamine break down, and the same form of breakpoint curve is 
obtained as for chlorine and ammonia. But Johannesson 6 9 was not 
convinced that nitrogen tribromide took part in the breakpoint 
reactions, although its analogue, nitrogen trichloride, had been 
proposed as a stage in the breakdown of chloramines.  

Monobromamine apparently has greater oxidizing properties than 
monochloramine, and, as a result, tests that distinguish between 
free and combined chlorine fail to distinguish between free and 
combined bromine. Johannesson 69 explained that this was on ac
count of the presence of significant proportions of a monobrom
ammonium ion: 

pH 7.5 p 8.5 
Ratio of monobromammonium 

ion to base monobromamine 1:10 1:102 

Ratio of monochlorammonium 
ion to base monochloramine 1:10 7  1:108 

These reactions are essentially similar to those described for 

chlorine, with the exception that monobromamine is a larger oxi- 0 
dizing agent than monochloramine.  

These reactions are essentially similar to those described for 

chlorine, with the exception that monobromamine is a stronger 
oxidizing agent than monochloramine.
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These reactions are essentially similar to those described for 
chlorine, with the exception that monobromamine is a stronger 
oxidizing agent than monochloramine.  

At Indian Point the normal chlorination process will be to inject 
sodium hypochlorite into the circulating water flow. During 
periods of salt water intrusion, some of the chlorine can be ex
pected to react with the bromide as described above. The net 
result, presumably, will be that there will always be some com
bined chlorine and some combined bromine in any- chlorinated saline 
water passing through the Indian Point Station. The actual compo
sition'of the residual must vary with mixing, amount and types of 
organics present in the water, and rates of reaction (particularly 
the dissociation of hypochlorous acid, the release of bromine, 
and the formation of chloramine), which will depend on temperature, 
pH, and length of contact.

6 5 

3. Analyzing for Chlorine Residuals 

Several evaluations have been made of the numerous analytical 
methods used for determining residual chlorine in water (Table 
A-V-l). Nicolson7U who evaluated 9 colorimetric and 3 titrimetric 
methods, found that the barbituric acid method was the best labo
ratory colorimetric procedure if combined chlorine residual was 
absent. In the presence of combined chlorine, the N,N-diethyl-p
phenylenediamine (DPD) method was more satisfactory. Lishka, 7 1 

who analyzed the results from 72 participating laboratories using 
several different analytical methods, reported that the ferrous
DPD method had the best accuracy and precision, followed closely 
by the methyl orange, SNORT (Stabilized Neutral Orthotolidine), 
and amperometric methods. None of the methods has outstanding 
reliability even when care is taken (see Table A-V-l). Relia
bility is undoubtedly even less in truly routine analyses.  

The standard methods for the examination of water and wastewater
7 2 

include the ferrous-DPD, the orthotolidine-arsenite, the leuco 
crystal violet, the methyl orange, and the SNORT methods, all of 
which determine both free and combined chlorine residuals. How
ever, the determination of combined residual is dependent upon 
monochloramine and dichloramine and the extent of their influence 
depends upon. the types of organic compounds present.  

The role of bromine as related to these determinations is not clear 
at present. Most of the tests for residual chlorine would include 
the residual bromine but would not tell the relative proportion of 
the two elements. It is evident that the chemistry of chlorine in 
seawater is quite complex and that further work is required to investi
gate this chemistry and to produce useful analytical techniques.

6 5
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APPENDIX V-i

TABLE A-V-I 

PRECISION AND ACCURACY DATA FOR RESIDUAL CHLORINE M4ETHODS BASED 
UPON DETERMINATIONS BY SEVERAL LABORATORIES(72

) 

Relative 

Standard Relative 
Residual Chlorine Number of Deviation Error 

Method Concentration Laboratories I % 

Free Total 

lodometric 840 32 27.0 23.6 

640 30 32.4 18.5 

1,830 32 23.6 16.7 

Amperometric 800 23 42.3 25.0 

640 24 24.8 8.5 
1,830 24 12.5 8.8 

Orthotolidine 800 15 64.6 42.5 
640 17 37.3 20.2 

1,830 23 35.0 49.6 

Orthotolidine-arsenite 800 20 52.4 42.3 
640 21 .28.0 14.2 

1,830 23 35.0 49.6 

Stabilized neutral 800 15 34.7 12.8 
orthotolidine 640 16 8.0 2.0 

1,830 17 26.1 12.4 

Ferrous DPD 800 19 39.8 19.8 
640 19 19.2 8.1 

1,830 19 9.4 4.3 

Leuco crystal violet 800 17 32.7 7.1 
640 17 34.4 0.9 

1,830 18 32.4 18.6 

Methyl orange 800 26 43.0 22.0 
640 26 30.1 14.2 

1,830 26 19.9 .7.2 
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APPENDIX V-2

ENTRAINMENT 

Entrainment at the Indian Point Station is influenced by seasonal 
variations of the estuarine hydraulics near the site. Under 
average conditions, the freshwater flow of the Hudson River ranges.  
from a maximum of over 30,000 cfs in the spring to a minimum of 
6,500 cfs during the late summer. The maximum water requirements 
of Indian Point Units Nos. 1 and 2 of 2.,650 cfs correspond to a 
range of less than 9% to about 40% of the available freshwater 
flow. During drought conditions, such as those in August 1964 when 
the freshwater flow rate dropped to about 3,050,cfs, the water 
requirements might be as high as 87% of the freshwater flow.  
Under average conditions, the annual water requirement will be 
about 13% of the freshwater flow.  

This proportionally high usage of Hudson River water a Ippears to 
have a potential for exposing a large part of the planktonic 
community to thermal, physical, and chemical damage by entrain
ment with the circulating cooling water. The ecological effects 
of such entrainment are the result of both biological and non
biological factors. The biological factors (Section V.D.l) 
indicate that two aspects of entrainment may be particularly 
important: the concentration of entrained organisms at various 
points in the river and the fraction of organisms originating 
above the site which pass through the two Units before they 
leave the area in the downstream direction.  

In this appendix, the staff estimates the fraction of entrained 
organisms that migrate by the condenser inlet in a more or less 
passive state, i.e., possess only small motive power of their own 
and largely follow the direction of the fluid velocity.  

A. TECHNIQUE FOR ENTRAINMENT CALCULATIONS 

Although many organisms evidently do possess some motive power, 
the following discussion is simplified by being limited to pas
sive organisms only. For the same reason, the organisms are 
assumed to be uniformly distributed across the width of the river 
at all times and to have the same specific density as water. In 
addition, calculations are based on average values over a tidal 
period. The results must be considered then as tentative approx
imations, subject to the above limitations, which will be further 
discussed at the end of this appendix. These approximations require 
further field investigations.
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The organisms, while being transported downstream along the river, 

are repeatedly exposed to the possibility of entrainment because of 

tidal oscillations. If n is the number of times that an organism 

is exposed to the intake, and if Pe is the probability of entrain

ment per exposure, then the total capture probability, PT, can be 
approximately calculated by 

PT= 1 - (lpe)n (1) 

The probability that an organism moving past the station intake 
will be withdrawn, assuming uniform distribution, is 

e= QC/QT • (2) 

where 

QC = condenser cooling water intake flow, cfs 

QT = total flow averaged over a complete tidal period, cfs 

If the organisms discharged from the condenser are mixed with the 

fresh ones, then the probability of an organism being withdrawn on 

each exposure reduces to 

Qc 
ee = T (1-V), (3) 

where v is the fraction resulting from re-exposure of the same 

water volume from direct recirculation.  

The number of exposures of one organism to the Station intake can 
be estimated as twice the ratio between the tidal excursion length 

and the net downstream movement per cycle period. When based on 
a common cross sectional area, the number of exposures will be 

equal to 

n = QT!QTR (4) 

where QTR, termed "transport flow," is defined as the effective net 

downstream transport flow that determines the net movement down

stream toward the ocean of a specific passive organism under con

sideration. This term will be discussed later.  

Substitution of Equations (3) and (4) into Equation (1) gives:
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PT =1 1 QT (i-J QT/QTR (5) 

For QT>>QTR Equation (5) simplified to: 

1 ( 1 - 1/2 (1 !)C (6) 

T n TR TR 

Equation (6) shows that the total probability of being withdrawn 
is proportional to the ratio of cooling water flow to transport 
flow. It is almost independent of the tidal characteristics, 
although these important characteristics do provide the energy for 
mixing and dilution that must exist for this model to be correct.  

When both Units are operating at full capacity, the cooling water 
flow will be aproximately 2,650 cfs. The tidal flow past the site 
80% of the time is about 180,000 cfs. At this flow, the probability 
that a planktonic organism moving past the Plant will be with
drawn is 

P Q= -- = 2650/180,000 = 0.015.  

This estimate is an average probability of withdrawal since the 
tidal flow ranges from zero to a peak that may exceed 300,000 cfs.  
With lower tidal flows, the QC/Q. ratio would increase and thereby 
increase the probability of witharawal. On the other hand, the 
180,000-cfs estimate of average tidal flow would often be exceeded, 
thereby decreasing the probability of withdrawal from the maximum 
value. Based on these considerations, the staff agrees that the 
applicant's estimate of 0.015 (1.5%) seems reasonable.  

Figure A-V-5 gives the probability of organisms being withdrawn as 
a function of transport flow for different amounts of recirculation.  

Some measurements made at the intake while Indian Point Unit No. 1 
was in operation 2 showed an increase of about 1.5 to 2.0F* over 
the ambient temperature. This increase in intake water temperature 
indicates the amount of recirculation at the outfall for Unit No. 1.  
The basic condenser temperature difference is reported to be 14.9F'.  
If these data are taken as representative the percentage recirculation 
can be estimated by 

additional increase in condenser AT 6 14.9 

V r 2/14.9 

V = 0.14.
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TRANSPORT FLOW(cfs)

Fig. A-'-5 
Entrainment by Indian Point Units No. 1 and 2 vs Transport Flow.  

(Probability Based on Dilution Flow.)



The 1.5 to 2.OF' increase in condenser AT could occur only under 

conditions of incoming tide and is not expected to be this great.  
The assumption of an average recirculation of 10 to 15% seems reason
able, but measurements during operation of Unit No. 2 are necessary 
for verification. Figure A-V-5 is used to estimate the total en

trainment probability once the net downstream transport flow ( R 
is established.  

B. EVALUATION OF TRANSPORT FLOW FOR PASSIVE ORGANISMS 

During the spring, high runoff flows drive the salt intrusion zone 
downstream, resulting in single layer fresh water flowsat Indian Point.  

Under this circumstance, the net downstream transport flow will be equal 

to the freshwater flow. Field observations show that the salt front 
will penetrate the Hudson as far upstream as Indian Point when the 
freshwater flow is around 20,500 cfs. Figure A-V-6 shows that this 

will happen during the months of March, April, and May. Using Figs.  

A-V.-5 and A-V-6, the staff finds that the entrainment probabilities 
for those three months are: 

Runoff flow Entrainment 
Month (cfs) M% 

March 28,000 8.0 
April 38,000 5.5 
May 21,000 10.0 

However, for the rest of the year, the salt front is upstream of 
Indian Point, and it is difficult to establish the correct trans
port flow because of the complex flow patterns created by the com
bined effects of freshwater flow, tidal flow, and density-induced 
flow. (See Section II.E.l for the description of the hydraulics 
of the Hudson River.) 

There are two viewpoints on the method to be used for calculating 
the net downstream transportation of a substance along the river.  
One sees the apparent upper layer of the river as' the main vehicle that 
determines the rate of transport of any passive organism downstream 
toward the ocean, while the second sees the net dilution of the 
fresh water by saline water penetrating from the ocean to a certain 
point into the estuary as the resultant flow for net downstream 
transport.
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Fig. A-V-6 
Freshwater Flow in Lower Hudson at Indian Point.  
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The relative amounts of fresh and salt water at any point in the 

river can be determined by the salt concentration at that point.
3 

Thus, at Indian Point when the salt concentration is 2 ppt, the 

water is 1/16 seawater and 15/16 fresh water. To maintain this 

concentration, a particular volume of seawater must move up 

through the Hudson River to Indian Point to provide sufficient 

salt to change the salt concentration of the fresh water to the 

observed concentration (2 ppt). This volume may be calculated 

by the following formula:
3 

(Vf) SX ) 
~s= 5 5 X '(7) Vs= S 0-S

x 

where 
V = volume of the source water (ocean water at estuary 
s mouth containing 30 ppt of salt), 

Vf = volume of fresh water discharge, 

S = salinity of sample at location X averaged over both 

tidal period and cross-sectional area, 

S = salinity of the source (ocean).  
0 

Since the water derived from the ocean is diluted with the fresh
water flow, the amount of water containing SX ppt of salt that is 

generated by the dilution is equal to the sum of the volume of 
fresh water moving downstream and the volume of salt water that 
must move upstream to change the salinity of the fresh water to 

the local salinity value. This total dilution volume can be ex

pressed as: 

(Vf )SX 
V =v + S (8) 

T f S0 - X 
where 

V = total volume of water of particular salinity.  

Equation (8), when expressed in terms of flows, will have the form 

Sx( 0 QD = QR 1 + So -Sx '.(9) I
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where 

QR river freshwater flow, 

dilution flow.  

It should be pointed out that the dilution flow, as computed from 
Equation 9, represents a much lower flow rate than the so called 
upper layer flow rate thought to exist the Hudson River (see Section 
lll.E.l.d.). " 

If'the first approach is used, the transport flow will be considered 
equal to the upper layer flow. If the dilution approach is used, 
the transport flow will be considered equal to the dilution flow 
as calculated by Ketchum's model (Equation 9). The quantitative 
difference between the two methods is quite large. For example if 
the freshwater flow is 4,000 cfs, Fig. 11-8 in Section II.E.I shows 
that the average salinity at Indian Point is 7.15 ppt, where the 
salinities of the upper and lower layers are 6.9 and 7.4 ppt, respec
tively. Ketchum's model, expressed by Equation 9, gives a transport 
flow of 

( X 7.15 TR <D'R ( I  So - S = 4000(1 + 30 - 7.15 ) = 5250 cfs.  
0 X 

which gives (Fig. A-V-5) an entrainment probability of about 32%.  

However, under the two-layer approach, considering the upper layer 
flow as the effective flow for downstream transport and using the 
applicant's claim4 of an upper layer flow of about 35,000 cfs, 
one gets (Fig. A-V-5) an entrainment probability of about 7%.  

Clearly then, the estimated entrainment probability of passive 
organisms will depend strongly on the model adopted for calculation 
of the net downstream transport flow. In addition, if the upper
layer model is used, the magnitude of the upper layer flow will be 
of major importance and must be correctly established.  

The reasoning behind the dilution model can be more clearly under
stood when based on a transient real-time approach. The time
averaged quantities are good for calculation convenience only.  
When the velocity profiles in a full cross section of the Hudson 
River are averaged over a full tidal period, the result is a net 
effect of two-layer flow, where the lower layer moves upstream and 
the upper layer moves downstream. However, in reality, at no time, 
except maybe at tidal flow reversal, does any single cross section
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of the river experience such opposing velocities at the lower and 
upper layers. As is well known, the tidal flows predominate all 
other flows in the Hudson River estuary. However, because of 
large scale density-driven horizontal circulation, the lower layer 

velocities are augmented during the flood phase of the tide and 
retarded during the ebb phase. Figure A-V-7 shows tidal velocity 
observations, 5 as a function of depth, for 10% intervals throughout 
a tidal period. Very clearly, the "two-layer" flow reversal does 
not really exist as such. Only when velocity profiles are averaged 
over a complete tidal period is there a net effect of two-layer 
flow.  

If a particle is visualized as being inserted in the upper layer in 
such a way that it could move only in the horizontal direction but 
was constrained from moving vertically, the net downstream movement 

of this particle will be the same as the upper layer net-tidal
averaged velocity. On the other hand, the same particle can be 
visualized as having a vertical motive power of its own such that 
if the water were stagnant it would move back and forth in a verti
cal direction only. This vertical motion can be assumed to be rapid 
so that during a complete tidal period, which is indeed relatively 
long (about 12 hours), the particle could complete a large number 
of such vertical trips from top to bottom. In such a hypothetical 
case, the net downstream movement of the particle will be equal to 
the net velocity of the river freshwater runoff. These two extreme 
cases demonstrate that the net downstream movement of a particle de
pends very strongly on its superimposed vertical motion. The degree 
of such vertical motion that can be imposed by the fluid on a passive 
.particle in the zone of salt intrusion in an estuary will depend a 
great deal on the existence and extent of vertical mixing. The 
more vertical mixing, the slower the net downstream movement of 
a neutral substance.  

Observation of the salt concentration distribution in the Hudson 
River near the Indian Point site (see Fig. 11-8 in Section II.E.I) 
shows that the vertical salt concentration profiles are not at all 

sharp and certainly do not show any clear distinction between two 
layers. This is evidence that vertical mixing is indeed an impor
tant phenomenon in the Hudson River estuary. Of course, the 
existence of some vertical difference in salt concentration means 
that the estuary is certainly not completely mixed vertically.  
The correct degree of vertical mixing must be established from 
field data.
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Based on the above, the staff tends to believe that the net down

stream movement of a neutral substance cannot be correlated by the 

two-layer concept even though the phenomenon is a real one as far 

as average convective flows are concerned. The dilution approach 

is probably more proper for estimating downstream movement although 

it will probably tend to underestimate this movement for a neutral 

substance since it assumes complete vertical mixing. If for some 

reason, the substance has a preference for the lower layer, the 

dilution approach will actually overestimate this downstream move

ment.  

Some evidence that the upper layer flow can not be equated with net 

downstream transport can be found in a large tracer. study made by 

Hohman and Parke.6 Figure A-V-8 shows the results of this study 

in terms of net downstream movement of a passive dye. This move

ment seems to be below 5 miles/week past the.Indian Point site 

when the average freshwater flow is about 3,000 cfs. This is much 

closer to what might be predicted by the dilution model than that 

predicted by the upper layer concept. Based on the upper layer 

concept and assuming 35,000-cfs upper layer flow as claimed by the 

applicant, the downstream velocity is estimated to be about 50 

miles/week. Even if we recognize that this upper layer flow is 

grossly overestimated, the contrast is apparent.  

Additional comparisons can be made with Pritchard's analysis of the 

Calvert Cliffs Plant (Reference 14 in Appendix V-3) where he found 

(using a compartment model for that site where QU = 207,500 cfs, QL= 

166,000 cfs, and QR = 41,500 cfs) that the value of net dilution water 

was 90,000 cfs. This value corresponds to the value predicted from 

Equation (2) at a salinity of about 16.5 ppt, which is approximately 

the mean salinity for the specified conditions. Note also that 

Pritchard does not use the apparent upper layer flow as equal to 

the "dilution flow." 

The high concentration of aquatic organisms observed at Indian Point 

also seems to indicate that the upper layer downstream flow probably 

is not the effective mechanism for transporting these organisms from 

the site. The downstream transport of organisms represents a loss 

from local populations; thus, for these populations to maintain them

selves, each must recruit additional members. This recruitment may * 
consist of immigration from upstream populations or of increased 

reproduction of organisms in the local population. Passive down

stream migration above the salt water front would oc/cur at a rate 

determined by the freshwater flow; thus, immigration of organisms 

from fresh water to locations within the saline 
zone is dependent
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on the magnitude of the freshwater flow. On-the other hand, pop

ulations that originate in saline water'.must be able to reproduce 

at a rate sufficient to compensate for the continuous loss of 

individuals that results from net downstream transport. Thus, pop

ulation densities and reproductive capabilities of the various 

species provide an indication of the relative magnitude of the net 

downstream loss.  

Movement of 50 miles/week is about equal toon-etidal excursion 

per day at Indian Point; thus, the assumption that the upper layer 

flow is the net transport flow would require- that the daily recruit

ment to passive plankton populations in the Indian Point area would 

be equal to the total population present. This is clearly not 

possible for species of estuarine-microcrustaceans that have 

generation times in excess of this-period.- For example, Heinle7 
found that the populations of the 'oPePod',Arcartia tonsa, could 

not survive losses in excess of about 20 to 25% per day. Thus, a 

net downstream transport flow of35,000 dfs would-not permit 

populations of this species to survive at-Indian Point. However, 
Arcartia tonsa is known to be a dominant species at Indian Point 

when the freshwater flow is below 8,00 cIfs; thus the more 

conservative estimate of dilution flow would appear to describe 

better the net downstream transport odf-these organisms..  

The dilution flow concept of net downstream transport flow was used 

to calculate the entrainment probabilities for passive organisms for 

each month of the year, based on monthly average freshwater flows 

for the years 1918-1964. The results" are summarized in Fig. A-V-9.  

The withdrawal probability ranges from-a low-value of 6% (for April) 

to a high value of 31% (for August)., The average annual value for 

the years 1918 to 1964 is about 17%. However, in some dry years, 
e.g., 1964, the yearly average might be close-to 30%, and monthly 
averages may exceed 45% during dry months.  

C. PREDICTIVE CAPABILITY 

A probability value of 17% refers to the average likelihood of 

withdrawal of randomly distributed planktoriic forms that originate 

upstream of Indian Point. Various sections in the river would have 

different probabilities. Organisms in areas close to the intake 

structure would have the greatest probabilities and organisms in 

areas near the opposite west shore would have the smallest proba

bilities of being withdrawn with each pass. With tidal flows of 

180,000 cfs and a net downstream transport flow of 7,000 cfs, a 

typical organism near the west bank on its first pass would have 
about 8 days' exposure to the intake and would be mixed through 25 

cycles of the tide; its susceptibility at this flow would be higher 

than that at a higher transport flow where proportionally less 

mixing would occur before the organism left the area. The importance
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of horizontal mixing is related to the possibility of passing the 
same organism through the condensers more than one time. The greater 
the value of this factor, the less the overall percentage of organisms 
entrained. However, the greater the magnitude of the density flow 
and the intensity of the stratification, the less will be the re
circulation factor.  

The computational procedures just presented are applicable to 
organisms that are transported in exactly the same manner that 
water is transported. By contrast, many planktonic organisms are 
known to regulate their vertical position in the water column.  

In the presence of convective flow,.this type of behavior is0 
often used for migratory purposes and allows planktonic organisms 
to maintain position within the estuary without expending a great 
deal of energy to do so. Under some circumstances, this behavior 
pattern can alter entrainment susceptibility a great deal from that 
of a truly passive organism. Thus,, the migration of organisms 
through the zone of exposure can occur at rates faster or slower 
than those of passive organisms. Likewise, their concentration 
in the intake water. can be greater or smaller than their average 
concentration in the river.  

The area-average susceptibility as discussed in this appendix would 
require that the organisms be randomly distributed. As should be 
expected, no such random distribution exists for many species.  
As a consequence, the behavior of each species must be considered 
separately to obtain a quantitative estimate of its population's 
susceptibility to entrainment. Th e manner in which distribution 
influences susceptibility of withdrawal is associated with the 
vertical migration patterns of the organisms and the relative 
velocities within the different areas. At present, inadequate 
data are available to quantify precisely the flow volume and 
velocity in the various zones. The importance of this factor 
must be evaluated in relation to the entrainment susceptibility 

of each species considered.  

As an example, entrainment estimates for striped bass are presented 
in Appendix V-3.
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APPENDIX V-3

ENTRAINMENT OF LARVAL STRIPED BASS* 

Adult striped bass move upstream in later winter to early spring 
and most spawn upstream from Indian Point. The eggs and larvae 
drift with the currents in a net downstream direction; large numbers 
pass the Plant. Several studies have indicated that the-principal 
nursery area for the species is below Indian Point in Haverstraw 
Bay and the Tappen Zee, but there are some less extensive nursery 
areas upstream (Fig. A-V-10). High entrainment mortality of larvae 
and eggs as they drift past Indian Point Units Nos. 1 and 2 would 
result in loss of the larvae and eggs that pass the Plant en route 
to their major nursery area.  

The importance of entrainment is believed to be associated with the 
withdrawal of significant proportions of the water in the river.  
Thus, the ratio of the amount of water circulated through the con
densers over various periods of time to the volume of various reaches 
of the river provides a meaningful evaluation of the need for in 
depth analysis (Table A-V-2). Comparison of these values with the 
distribution of larvae in the estuary in three different years (Figs.  
A-V-ll to A-V-13) indicates the potential magnitude of the entrain
ment situation. During .a period equal to the length of time the 
juvenile fish will be susceptible to entrainment (6 to 8 weeks), 
Units Nos. 1 and 2 will use more water than is contained within 
the reach from mile point 40 to mile point 51, where larvae are in 
greatest abundance.  

A. DISTRIBUTION OF SPAWNING 

The most comprehensive data for the spawning activity in the Hudson 
were collected during the periods 1966 through 1968.' These data 
were summarized by week and converted to total production by cor
recting for the incubation time (Table A-V-3). These estimates 
indicate that total egg production ranged from 3.6 x 108 eggs, 
although, as the authors pointed out, sampling difficulties probably 
caused the low values in 1967. It is also apparent the peak produc
tion of eggs occurs at about 60 to 63°F, with little or no spawning 
at temperature of 70°F or more.  

The zones within the river where spawning activity is most apparent 
have been described in several reports (Fig. A-V-14). Rathjen and 
Miller2 found eggs in the region from lona Island (mp 45) upstream 
to Cruger Island (mp 90), with heaviest concentrations between Lady 
Cliff (mp 49) and Denning Point (mp 57) in essentially fresh water.  

*Manuscript by C. P. Goodyear, Oak Ridge National Laboratory, Oak 

Ridge, Tennessee.  
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Table A-V-2. Relative water usagea by Indian Point Units Nos. 1 and 2 
in comparison with the volume of various reaches of the 
Hudson River in fractions of cumulative plant flow divided 

by volume of the river segment 

Reach Number of weeks of operation 
(mile points) 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

39-47 0.39 0.79 1.19 1.58 1.98 2.37 2.77 3.17 
40-51 0.179 0.359 0.538 0.718 0.897 1.077 1.257 1.44 
35-51 0.11 0.22 0.33 0.44 0.55 0.66 0.77 0.88 

20-51 0.050 0.100 0.150 0.200 0.251 0.301 0.351 0.40 
20-63 0.038 0.077 0.116. 0.154 0.193 0.232 0.270 0.31 
20-75 0.033 0.066 0.099 0.132 0.165 0.199 0.232 0.27 
20-86.3 0.029 0.059 0.088 0.118 0.147 0.177 0.206 0.24 
20-96.5 0.026 0.052 0.078 0.104 0.130 0.156 0.182 0.21 
20-115.8 0.024 0.048 0.073 0.097 0.122 0.146 0.171 0.20 

aVolume used by plant = Vp = QcT = (2600 cfs) (3600 sec/hr) (24 hr/day) (7 days/week) (n weeks).  

bVolume of reaches = VR = (n miles) (5280 ft/mile) (avg. cross section)

*Volume normally withdrawn by Plant. Maximum amount is about 2650 
cfs if the full service water system of Unit No. 1 is in operation.

0
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Table A-V-3. Effect of temperature on spawning of striped bass in the Hudson 
River during the Hudson River Fisheries Investigation (1966-1968) 

Temp Incubation Weekly Total Weekly 
Week F) time. I aege weekly egg % of total 

(hr) production spawn 

1966 X 106  X 106 

4/24-4/30 50.1 100 0.36 0.6 0.3 
5/1-5/7 50.0 100 12.48 21.0 1.1 
5/8-5/14 50.3 99 11.71 19.9 1.0 
5/15-5/21 53.4 88 15.68 29.9 1.5 
5/22-Sf28 58.9 70 274.04 657.7 33.3 
5/29-6/4 62.6 58 250.37 725.2 36.7 
6/5-6/1l 66.2 45 102.80 383.8 19.5 
6/12-6/18 69.1 36 16.74 78.1 3.6 
6/19-6/25 73.7 21 7.15 57.2 2.3 

1973.4 

1967 

5/7--5/13 50.7 98 9.00 15.43 4.3 
5/14-5/20 52.5 92 4.15 7.58 2.1 
5/21-5/27 55.4 82 26.46 54.21 15.0.  
5/28-6/3 57.6 77 66.51 145.11 40.2 
6/4-6/10 64.4 52 42.03 135.8 37.7 
6/11-6/17 68.5 38 0.17 0.75 0.2 
6/18--6/24 69.5 35 0.29 1.39 .0.4 

360.27 

1968 

4/21-4/27 53.1 90 0.29 4.0 0.2 
4/28--5/4 56.0 .81 10.25 96.0 4.7 
5/5 -5/11 58.3 73 24.18 413.0 20.4 
5/12--5/18 60.4 66 42.41 796.0 39.3 
5/19-5/25 61.5 63 14.87 295.0 14.6 
5/26-6/1. 62.7 58 1.2 243.0 12.0 
6/2-6/8 65.2 50 3.07 74.0 3.7 
6/9-6/I5 66.6 44 3.55 96.0 4.7 
6/16-6/22 68.4 39 0.096 4.0 0.2 
6/23-6/29 70.7 31 0.096 4.0 0.2 
6/30-7/6 73.2 23 0.096 0.6 0 

2025.6

0
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Data from the Cornwall report 3 generally agree with the Rathjen 

and Miller data except that more upstream spawning activity was ob

served. These authors concluded 

"In 1966, striped bass eggs were collected between 

Coxsackie and Croton (m.p. 125.0 to 35.5), but they 
were more abundant between Hyde Park and Peekskill (m.p.  

82.0 to 45.5). Water temperature during the period of 

egg collections ranged from 50*F in late April to 75'F 

in late June, although most eggs were collected at tem

peratures of 590 to 63°F in late May and early June.  

In 1967, eggs were collected from Saugerties to Peekskill 

(m.p. 102.5 to 45.5) with the greater concentrations at 

Suagerties (m.p. 102.5) and Hyde Park (m.p. 82.0). Over

all they were less abundant than in 1966. The period of 

their greatest abundance occurred again in late May to 

early June at water temperatures of 590 to 60°F although 

they were collected from early May to mid-June at tem

peratures from 500 to 680F.  

North of Peekskill, striped bass eggs generally were 
more abundant near the bottom in the deeper part of a 

cross section sampled. At that location they were con
Centrated in the strata 15 to 30 ft off the bottom. Few 
eggs were taken at the surface at any location.  

Our data on the spatial distribution of striped bass eggs 
supported the findings of Rathjen and Miller (1957) that 

the Hudson River was restricted to fresh or slightly 

brackish water. With two exceptions, striped'bass eggs 
were not collected in salinites greater than 0.3% and 

most were collected where salinity measured less than 
0.1%.  

The upstream limit of striped bass spawning appeared to 
be in the vicinity of Coxsackie. Most probably the 

mature fish spawned throughout the reach north of the 

salinity threshold when the water temperature was suit

able and the estuary south of Coxsackie was large enough 
to accommodate them. Water temperature did not rise at 

a uniform rate throughout the estuary in spring.  .0
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Our finding that striped bass eggs increased in abun
dance with increasing depth also was noted in earlier 
studies. Most of the eggs collected by Woodhull (1947) 
in the San Joaquin River in California were taken within 
5 ft of the bottom. Rathjen and Miller (1957) collected 
more striped bass eggs in the Hudson River in nets towed 
at a depth of 12 to 18 ft than at the surface. McCoy 
(1959) determined that concentrations of eggs in the 
Roanoke River increased with depth. The concentrations 
of eggs off the bottom at Peekskill suggested that the 
increased density.of the water there, combined with tur
bulence, prevented the eggs from sinking closer to the 
bottom as at upstream locations." 

These data are consistent with actual observation of spawning,4'
5 

and these collections of recently-spawned, developing eggs by other 
researches5 "9 have shown that striped bass spawn in fresh water 
in a moderate to swift current. Mansueti1 0 inferred that suspension 
of the semibuoyant striped bass egg by water current is necessary 
for its survival, because of the failure of striped bass to repro
duce in freshwater impoundments. His arguments were further de
veloped by Talbot1 l in reference to the importance of the estuarine 
environment for striped bass reproduction.  

B. DISTRIBUTION OF LARVAE AND JUVENILES 

The passive transport of striped bass eggs and larvae is generally 
accepted. Since the adult bass spawn in fresh water, the-eggs and 
early larvae drift downstream with the net movement of water in the 
river. This was the situation which was observed during the Hudson 
River Fisheries Investigations (HRFI),12 a project 

designed to 

evaluate the potential effect of the proposed pumped storage gen
erating station at Cornwall. A summary of the 1966 and 1967 egg 
and larval distribution data from the study is given in Tables A-V-4 
to A-V-6. It is apparent that downstream drift was important. For 
example, in 1966, the periods of peak larval abundance were not 
preceded by periods of peak egg abundance at downstream locations.  
In addition, collections during 1967 showed greater concentrations 
of eggs than larvae at upstream locations while larvae became more 
abundant than eggs in the downstream direction. This same pattern 
was also apparent in the Raytheon Company data from 1969 and 197015 

sampling between Bear Mountain Bridge and Croton Point; Thus, all 
of the more recent data show findings that confirm the 1955 study 
by Rathjen and Miller 2 (Table A-V-7).  

The longitudinal distribution of larval bass during 1955, 1966, and 
1967 all show increAsed concentrations of larval fish in the low
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Table A-V-4. Weekly abundance (number per 1000 ft3 ) of striped bass eggs and larvae 
in the Hudson, River estuary in 1966

Coxsackie Saugerties Kingston Hyde Park Marlboro Cornwall Peekskill Croton

4/17-4/23 
4/24-4/30 
5/1-5/7 
5/8-5/14 
5/15-5/2 1 
5/22-5/28 
5/29-6/4 
6/5-6/11 
6/12-6/18 
6/19-6/25 

Total 
corrected for 

volume (X 106)

5.31 2.71 13.64 
38.15 15.46 96.76 

5.50 2.37 13.96

Larvae

5/15-5/2 1 
5/22-5/28 
S/29-6/4 
6/S-6/11 
6/12-6/ 18 
6/19-6/25 
6/26-7/2 
7/3-7/9 
7/10-7/16 

Total 
corrected for 

volume (X 106) 

%/mile

0.17 1.31 
0.62 4.07 

0.23 0.40 1.45 
0.11 0.64 0.86 

0.07 0.20 
0.15 0.66 
0.07 0.14 

0.34 2.12 8.79 
2.44 12.88 61.65

0.02 0.53 
1.22 
1.31 

3.81 6.31 10.18 0.46, 
7.43 6.01 2.96 1.65 
0.70 3.83 3.04 1.12 
0.20 0.25 0.51 

0.02 0.30 

12.14 18.97 16.18 4.57 
100.73 182.02 145.65 105.97 

14.53 26.26 21.01 15.29 

0.02 
0.25 0.01 
0.18 0.05 0.11 
1.87 0.46 0.80 0.14 
0.92 4.38 2.36 0.13 
0.89 1.81 0.89 0.17 
0.04 0.56 0.75 0.12 
0.16 0.65 0.38 0.20 
0.17 0.39 

4.48 8.33 5.29 0.76 
37.17 79.93 47.62 17.62

0

0.94 4.97 23.77 14.33 30.82 18.36 6.79 
0.05 0.59 2.1 1.2 2.6 1.7 0.34

0
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Table A-V-S. Weekly abundance of striped bass larvae 
in the Hudson River in 1966 based on total tows, in number per tow

Coxsackie Saugerties Kingston Hyde Park Marlboro Cornwall Peekskill Croton

4/17 -4/23 
4/24-4/30 
5/1-5/7 
5/8-5/14 
5/15-5/21 
5/22-5/28 
5/29-6/4 
6/5-6/11 
6/12-6/18 
6/19-6/25 
6/26-7/2 
7/3-7/9 
7/10-7/16 
7/17-7/23 

Total 
corrected for 

volume (X 106) 

%/mile

0 0.68 
0 4.89

3.05 12.76 
18.53 90.52

0 0.09 3.53 17.26 
0 0.005 0.35 1.53

0.02 
.0.13 0.02 
0.14 0.11 0.25 
2.76 2 . 15 a 2.81 0.12 
2.79 8.12 8.29 0.14 
1.45 3.25 2.27 0.31 
0.1 9 a 0.92 2.24 0.12 
0.14 a  1.10 1.06 0.64 
0.11 0.54 

0.63 

7.71 16.86 17.12 1.33 
63.97 161.77 154.11 30.84

12.19 30.8 
1.00 2.61

29.38 5.88 
2.67 0.29

a Value corrected from original table.
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Table A-V-6. Weekly abundance (number per 1000 ft3 ) of striped bass eggs and larvae 
in the Hudson River estuary in 1967

Coxsackie Saugerties Kingston Hyde Park Marlboro Cornwall Peekskil Croton (regular) PesilCoo

5/7-5/13 
5/7-5/13 
5/21-5/27 
5/28-6/3 
6/4-6/10 
6/11-6/17 
6/18-6/24 

Total 
corrected 

volume (X 106)

0.03 0.15 
0.31 

0.28 0.11 
0.70 1.70 
0.35 2.69

7.67 1.36 4.96 
55.10 8.26 35.19

0 .37.08 5.56 23.68

0.04 0.01 
0.07 
0.36 

0.45 1.06 
0.97 1.14

•1.48 2.67 1.35 .0.00 
12.28 25.62 12.15 0.00 

8.26 17.24 8.18 0.00

Larvae

5/21-5/27 
5/28-6/3 
6/4-6/10 
6/11-6/17 
6/18-6/24 
6/25-7/1 
7/2-7/8 
7/9-7/15 
7/16-7/22 
7/23-7/29 

Total 
corrected for 

volume (X 106) 

%/mile

0.26 
0.03 
0.03 
0.10

0.06 
0.97 0.28 
2.49 1.72 

a 2.17 
0.44 

0.26 0.33 
0.13 0.48 
0.02 0.11

0 0.42 2.31 3.52 
0 3.02 14.03 24.97

0.01 
1.18 0.43 
1.51 1.08 
0.05 0.71 
1.63 0.19 

•0.58 0.59 
0.03 0.03 

0.07

3.94 5.53 4.99 3.10 
32.69 53.06 44.92 71.89

0 1.23 5.76 10.21 13.37 21.69 18.37 29.3 
0 0.51 0.9 1.09 1.82 1.66 1.47

aNot sampled.

0
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Table A-V-7. Distribution of larval striped bass in the Hudson estuary during 
the spring of 1955 (data from Rathjen and Miller) (number collected at each station) 

Cruise 

Mile point III IV V VI V+VI Mean 

5/31-6/3 6/7-6/10 6/14-6/17 6/20/6/22 

21 0. 0 0 0 0 0 
29 .0 .0 0 0 0 0 
33 0 2 1 0 1 0.2 
35 0 la  0 5 5 1.2 
37 0 0 2 16 18 3.1 
40 0 61 5 9a  14 0.9 
44 5.5a  13 0 2 2 10.8 
45 11 25 93 0 93 20.0 
49 9a  5 2 1.5a  3.5 5.5 

50.5 7 40 14 3 17 5.0 
54.5 24 20 5 15 20 14.4 
56.5 1 2. 15 0 15 6.5 
63 5 16 4 0 4 1.9 
69 1 21 8 0 8 5.0 
74.5 3 30 13 0 13 7.7 
78.5 2 7 7. 3 10 8.2 
80 0 1 15 9 24 5.5 
83 9 3 1 1 2 2.2 
90 0 0 1 *2 3 1.0 
97 3 0a  0 1 1 0.7 

105 1.5a  0 0 0 0 0 
108 0 0 0.5a  0a  0.5 0 
111 0 0 1 0 1 0.2 

aMissing value extrapolated from adjacent station values.
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salinity areas near the salt front (Tables A-V-4 to A-V-7 and Figs.  

A-V-Il to A-V-13).  

The importance of the downstream drift is even more obvious when it 

is realized that because of the protracted spawning period (and 

downstream drift) the larval concentrations upstream would be com

posed of younger fish on the average. The relationship would tend 

to underestimate the importance of the downstream concentrations 

of larvae because of the higher mortality rates of smaller larvae.  

This effect would largely disappear after most of the fish were 

beyond the yolk sac stage. Thus, the post-spawning distribution 

would be a better indication of larval movement patterns than would 

the average distribution over the entire season. For this reason, 

the data presented in Table A-V-8 will be used in later comparisons.  

However, it should be noted at this point that these data should 

not be too rigorously applied from a quantitative standpoint, be

cause of the type of sampling that they represent. However, they 

do provide strong indications of the relative distribution.  

The relationship between low salinity areas and larval abundance is 

particularly obvious in the 1967 data (Fig. A-V-13). During sampling 

in the last week of June, the salinity at the Peekskill site was 

depressed and most larvae were downstream; on the following week the 

salt front had moved back upstream and was accompanied by an influx 

of larval bass.  

During July of 1966 and 1967, the plankton gear catches of small 

bass began to decline at similar rates throughout the sampling area.  

A similar pattern that occurred in 1968 (Table A-V-9) coincided with 

the period when a sharp increase in growth was observed (Fig. A-V-15).  

This sharp increase in growth rate is generally believed to be 

associated with the change in food habits and is probably a sign 

that the fish are beginning to become more bottom oriented.  

An additional support for this conclusion - the Raytheon Company 

data for 1970 - shows that the decreased catches by plankton gear 

and surface trawls occurred at the same time that bottom trawling 

showed the bass were moving onto the shoals of Haverstraw and Peeks

kill Bays (Table A-V-10).  

The affinity of small bass for comparatively shallow water is ob

vious from their distribution in both the Raytheon Company data 

reproduced in Table A-V-10 and the 1966 HRFI trawl data (Table 
A-V-il). In 1968, shoal surveys were conducted by HRFI investi

gators by making periodic 10-minute trawl samples on shoals between 0
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Table A-V-8. ,Post-spawning distribution (%) of larval striped bass in the Hudson 
estuary.during the 1966 and 1967 Hudson River Fisheries Investigation 

Segment 1966 (6/26-7/16) 1967 (7/2-7/22) Average 

a b c Mean a c Mean. 66-67 

Coxsackie 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Saugerties 0 0 0 0 1.5 - 1.5 1.5 0.8 

Kingston- 4.4 2.0 3.9 3.4 6.7 5.9 6.3 5.2 

Hyde Park 9.3 5.2 8.1 7.5 12.5 11.8 12.2 9.8 

Marlboro 5.9 4.1 6.8 5.6 5.3 5.5 5.4 5.5 

Cornwall 29.8 23.0 30.0 27.6 14.3 13.9 14.1 20.9 

Peekskill 32.2 44:7 34.4 37.1 33.5 31.8 32.7 34.9 

Croton 18.3 20.9 16.8 18.7 25.7 29.7 27.7 23.2 

aEstimated from ratio of number of larvae collected to the total volume strained for each segment over entire 

interval.  
bEstimated from ratio of number of larvae collected to the number of tows for each segmentover entire 

interval.  
cEstimated from mean of weekly average concentrations for each segment over'interval.
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Table A-V-9. Weekly abundance of striped bass eggs and larvae 
in the Hudson River estuary in 1968.  

Mean Mean Number Volume Striped bass eggs Striped bass larvae 

Week water salinity of strained Number Number per Number Number per 
temperature ("F) (ppt) tows (ft3 ) collected 1000 ft3  collected 1000 ft3 

4/21-4/27 53.1 <0.1 113 348,372 10 0.03 0 

4/28-5/4 56.0 <0.1 448 1,226,095 791 0.65 82 0.18 

5/5-5/11 58.3 <0.1 369 873,853 2,206 2.52 54 0.15 

5/12-5/18 60.4 <0.1 481 1,183,148 5,224 4.42 1,219 2.53 

5/26-6/1 62.7 <0.1 329 814,043 964 1.18 3,201 9.73 

6/2-6/8 65.2 <0.1 490 1,136,685 369 0.32 861 1.76 

6/9-6/15 66.6 <0.1 609 1,255,141 459 0.37 6,207 12.19 

6/16-6/22 68.4 <0.1 524 1,250,388 16 0.01 2,279 4.35 

6/23-6/29 70.7 <0.1 415 1,278,049 13 0.01 729 1.76 

6/30-7/6 713.2 <0.1 331 884,125 1 0.01 122 0.37 

7/7-7/ 13 73.7 <0.1 400 1,449,948 0 695 1.74 

7/14-7/20 76.8 <0.1 179 489,743 0 193 1.08 

Total 5,106 13,368,901 11,926 18.939 

0 

0
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Table A-V-10. Catch of striped bass in bottom trawls in the Lower Hudson estuary in 1969 and 1970, 

showing importance of shallow shoals as nursery grounds (number per 7-min trawl haul) 

Depth Station Mile Depth 1969 1970 

level point tft July Aug. Sept. Oct. Nov. Dec. Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr. May June July Aug. Sept. Oct.

1 29 10 77 58 98 231 

5 36 12 291 126 108 354 88 21 

3 35 10 355 61 28 14 4 5 

7 38 11 115 217 168 168 31 1 

8 39 12 485. 64 .39 69 61 20 

9 40 12 .149 119 335 146 29 3 

12 44 12 100 144 87 19 83 21 39

12 
41 

1 18 9 

6 19 

0 1 0 2 

0 0 10 3

I Intermediate 

0.

29 26 

35 34 

38 30

4 51 
10 19 

62 312

0 21 

1 120 3 

4 122 0

0 
1 <1 9

15 40 45 

16 41 45 

11 42 50 

10 42 45 

13 45 50 

14 47 47

I I 

0 4 

1 3 

0 1

0 7 1 3 

1 0 4 

I I <1 4 22 1 

8 16 1 0 61 4 

3 I 0 

3 1 2 1

1 0 0 
16 0 

3 0 2 2 

2 0 <1 <1 

0 1 1 

0

aRaytheon Company stations.

0 0

Shallow

Deep

196 555 
14 112 

84 100 

22 84 

78 112

0 0



Table A-V-i 1. Relationship between water depth and 
abundance of young-of-the-year striped bass 

at Cornwall in 1966 as determined by 
catch per 7-in. trawl haul 

Depth (ft) No. of tows No. of fish Fish/tow 

15 34 1941 57.1 

20 29 115 3.97 

40 34 85 2.5 

65 12 18 1.5
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Table A-V-I 2. Data on distribution of young-of-the-year striped bass 
taken by shoal trawls in July - August 1968

Period Index of Mean of means shoal area July 28-Aug. 3 Aug. Il-Aug. 17 Aug. 25-Aug. 31 
No. Index No. Index No. Index No. Index

0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0.2 3.3 0 
1.7 16.7 0 

0.3 1.4 

22.9 173.4 0 

194.8

0 0 0 0.1 1.1 

0 0.3 3 0.7 6.6 

2.4 1 4.8 0.60 2.9 
0 104 787.3 42.3 320 

2.4 795.1 330.8

Peekskill 

Haverstraw Bay 

Tappan Zee

102 2458.2 12 289 
9.6 369.6 36 1386 

2827.8 1675.2

29.7 715.8 48 1156.8 
29.7 1074 25.1 962.5 

1789.8 2119.3

TOTAL 

% above Indian Point 

% below Indian Point

3022.6 1677.6 

0.1 

99.9

2584.9 

30.8 

69.2

2449.9 

13.5 
86.5 

b

aThe period index is the product of the shoal area index and the number of fish caught per trawl haul.  
bFrom the published mean of samples, this value is 85.4% (Ref. 1).

0
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mile points 11 and 125. The catch data were then corrected for the 
size of the shoals, and the relative longitudinal distribution was 
examined (Table A-V-12). The overall average of three periods cor
responds to an estimate of 85% of the young-of-the-year bass below 
Indian Point. Similar corrections must be applied for proper inter
pretation of annual seine haul abundance estimates; however, the 
predominance of the lower estuary is reflected even without such 
corrections (Fig. A-V-16).  

Based on the available data, the staff has concluded that distri
bution of the young-of-the-year in late July and August is largely 
determined during the 6- to 8-week period of pelagic life. The 
seasonal peaks in abundance and annual estimates of longitudinal 
distribution of young-of-the-year bass all support this conclusion 
(Figs. A-V-17 and A-V-18).  

C. FACTORS CONTRIBUTING TO LARVAL DISTRIBUTION 

The increased abundance in the low salinity zone in the estuary 
shows that the striped bass do not drift with the flow of fresh 
water once they enter the salt-intruded region. The principal 
reason for this relationship is believed to be a result of the 
vertical distribution of the larvae and their corresponding diurnal 
migration patterns. The interactions of these patterns with the 
vertical variations in velocity would tend to retard the downstream 
movement of the larvae and concentrate them in the region below the 
salt front.  

Vertical and lateral variations in distributions were observed both 
in the HRFI and Raytheon Company studies. 15 However, the 1968 HRFI 

data were far more extensive and were, therefore, selected for 
analysis. The degree of lateral variation in mean concentration was 
determined by averaging the day/night concentrations with respect 
to the 15-foot depth intervals that were sampled. Considerable var
iation was apparent, but no pattern of. decreased lateral abundance 
was evident (Table A-V-13). The less extensive 1967 data showed 
similar results (Table A-V-14).  

Vertical variation was similarly treated, except the data were 
averaged according to depth for this situation. A significant 
diurnal variation was observed (Table A-V-15). Thus, the data used 
in this analysis showed a vertical variation for each transect (but 

one) which was confined to the transect and did not contribute any 

large degree of lateral movement to deeper water during the day.  

As a consequence, the susceptibility of larvae to an intake in this 

region of the river would not be altered by a day-night vertical
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Table A-V- 13. Lateral distribution of larval striped bass for a 12-week period at Cornwall in 1968 

(average concentration of larvae per 15-ft interval) 

Mean concen

Pro' W W W W C E E E E E tration of Standard 
proa 15 30 45 60 75 60 45 30 15 5 larvae (number error 

per 1000 ft 3 )

0.06 0.067 0.13 0.034 0:0 1 0.05 0.035 0.097 '0.04 0.0 
0.315 0.02 0.098 0.264 0.042 0.188 0.085 0.137 0.03 0.0 

0.03 0.027 0.102 0.04 0.03 0.052 0.09 0.0 0.15 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.11 0.608 0.0 0.0 0.08 0.0 0.0 

0.26 0.54 0.79 0.878 1.57 1.48 1.837 1.95 3.535 2.96 
2.13 1.30 1.008 0.64 1.26 1.235 1.237 1.06 

1.13 2.653 4.05 3.752 4.11 3.296 2.478 3.33 2.325 1.77 
2.11 4.133 5.07 3.242 2.054 4.062 1.693 3.01 3.00 

0.945 4.523 4.468 3.172 1.825 3.54 2 2.43 4.913 1.705 0.81 
3.445 23.483 7.22 7.818 7.242 2.494 4.213 4.70 3.375 2.81 

0.29 0.75 0.783 0.488 1.112 0.65 1.037 0.71 1.2 1.23 
0.18 0.577 0.997 0.756 0.812 1.032 0.66 0.923 0.995 1.05 

6.975 6.477 6.175 5.945 5.737 3.674 4.382 4.46 2.65 1.23 
7.835 24.197 6.61 4.57 2.185 2.336 1.018 4.13 5.725 2.80 

2.975 3.56 1.882 1.592 1.363 0.752 1.417 1.793 1.765 0.95 
2.28 2.993 0.702 0.526 0.99 1.444 1.83 4.817 3.385 3.58 

0.49 0.763 0.478 0.644 0.322 0.864 0.59 0.653 1.09 0.70 
0.62 1.118 0.262 0.622 1.12 0.938 1.943 1.13 1.13 

0.04 0.07 0.0 0.028 0.0 0.04 0.072 0.227 0.155 0.54 
0.0 0.07 0.115 0.394 0.095 0.0 0.478 0.037 0.0 0.0 

1.48 0.44 
1.055 0.22 

0.18 0.11 0.435 0.0 0.0 0.518 0.048 1.107 0.34 0.0 
0.0 0.177 1.056 0.35 0.533 0.485 2.83 

1.216 1.785 1.754 1.507 1.462 1.356 1.311 1.749 1.37 0.886 

2.021 6.010 2.027 2.078 1.514 1.180 1.352 1.839 1.745 1.540

0.052 
0.118 

0.079 
0.080 

1.58 
1.234 

2.889 
3.15 3 

2.833 
6.68 

0.825 
0.79S 

4.77 1 
6.14 1 

1.805 
2.25 5 

0.659 
0.987 

0.117 
0.119 

0.96 
0.638 

0.274 
0.776 

1.440 

2.13 1

0.012 
0.034 

0.015 
0.060 

0.331 
0.149 

0.313 
0.372 

0.478 
1.96 7 

0.090 
0.086 

0.308 
2.116 

0.63 8 
0.447 

0.139 
0.15 7 

0.05 5 
0.060 

0.5 20 
0.4 17 

0.109 
0.365 

0.088 

0.441

aJJ = day; N = night.
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6/2-6/15 
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7/7-7/13 
D



Table A-V-14. Abundance of striped bass larvae in the Hudson River estuary 
by station sampled per location, 1967

Station Mile I)epth 
point (fIt) 

Saugerties
-

' 102.5

0.07

Kingston
b 91.5

Hyde Park' 82.0

Marlboro
b 69.0

Cornwall' 56.5

Peekskilla 45.5

Crotonb6 35.5

0.49 0.88 

West 
60 

0.30 
2.30 
1.39 
0.90 
1.35 

1.25 

West 
30 

0.03 
0.03 
0.29 

0.12 0.12

Number of larvae per 1000 ft'

(enter 
60 

0.00 
0.00 
0.18 
0.05 
0.00 
0.05 

Center 
45 

0.15.  
0.09 
0.69 
0.45 
0.35 

(enter 
45 

0.24 
0.32 
0.44 
0.48 

0.37 

Center 
45 

0.00 
0.00 
0.65 
0.90 

West West Center 
30 45 75 

1.25 0.56 0.32 
d d' d 

1.58 0.84 1.51 
0.81 0.71 0.49 

0.62 1.05 
0.33 
0.92 

1.21 0.68 0.77 

Center 
110 

0.15 
d 
d 

0.47 
0.45 
0.04 
1.48 
0.74 
0.56 

Center 
45 

0.00 
0.32 
0.11 
0.83 
0.32

Last 
45 

0.00 
0.00 
0.04 
0.27 

0.08 

East 

30 
0.00 
0.03 
0.41 
0.15 

Fast 
45 

0.20 
0.77 

0.42 0.42 
0.36 

0.44 

East 
30 

0.13 
0.16 
0.2? 
0.19 

Fast East East 
45 30 15 

0.72 0.36 0.47 
d d d 

0.57 0.69 0.56 
0.48 1.01 
0.65 

0.61 0.69 0.52 

East 
90 

0.36 
d 

0.22 
0.24 
0.42 
1.07 
1.00 

0.55

aDay and night samples combined.  
b Day samples only.  

"Off Moodna ('reek.  
dNot sampled.
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Table A-V-IS. Mean concentration of larvae at Cornwall in 1968 averaged over 
depth across all sample locations, expressed as number per 1000 ft 3 

Week Depth . Day Night 
(ft) Total Av % Total Av %

0.07 0.007 2.258 0.83 0.083 13.584 
0.31 0.034 10.968 1.00 0.111 18.167 
0.81 0.116 37.419 -0.42 0.06 9.820 
0.45 0.09 29.032 0.52 0.104 17.021 
0.19 0.063 20.323 0.76 .0.253 41.408 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

0.310 0.611 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.14 0.014 0.393 
0.41 0.045 13.120 0.12 0. 01l3 0.365 
0.45 0.064 18.659 0.40 0.057 1.601 
0.58 0.097 28.280 0.12 0.024 0.674

4/28-5/4 

515-5/111 

5/12-5/18 

5/19-5/25 

5/26-6/1 

6/2-6/9 

6/9-6/ 15

0.31 0.103 2.892 
3.35 3.35 94.075 

3.56 1 
13.09 0.131 2.569 
5.47 0.781 15.475 
7.51 1.073 21.260 
5.91 1.182 23.420 
4.49 1.50 29.721.  
0.38 0.38 7.529 

5.047 
39.24 3.924 16.947 
19.72 2.19 1 9.463 
8.09 1.348 5.822 

20.57 4.114 17.768 
16.10 5.367 23.180 
6.21 6.21 26.820 

23. 154 
50.04 5.004 10.67 1 
54.53 6.059 12.920 
68.04 9.72 20.727 
37.81 7.562 16.125 
19.14 6.38 13.605 
12.17 12.17 25.9S2 

46.895 
7.10 0.710 13.485 
7.27 0.808 15.347 
4.73 0.676 12.839, 
7.04 1.408 26.743 
2.35 0.783 14.872 
0.88 0.88 16.714 

5.265 
32.24 3.224 9.208 
47.28 5.25 3 15.003 
69.49 9.927 28.352 
27.6 5.52 15.765 
14.91 4.97 14.194 
6.12 6.12 17.479 

35 .014
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60 0.41 0.137 39.942 
75 0.0 0.0 0.0 

0.343 
0 4.47 0.447 3.752 

15 9.19 1.021 8.570 
30 11.40 1.629 13.673 
45 14.02 2.804 23.535 
60 6.97 2.323 19.498 
75 3.69 3.69 30.972 

11.9 14 
0 3.81 0.381 1.092 

15 10.66 1.184 3.395 
30 27.73 3.961 11.356 
45 33.28 6.56 18.808 
60 21.55 7.183 20.594 
75 15.61 15.61 44.755 

34.879 
0 3.97 0.397 1.685 

15 13.32 1.48 6.283 
30 - 37.60 5.371 22.800 
45 24.68 4.936 20.95 3 
60 23.38 7.793 33.081 
75 3.58 3.58 15.197 

23.557 
0 1.79 0.179 2.541 

15 4.90 0.544 7.722 
30 5.96 0.85 1 12.079 
45 9.19 1.838 26.089 
60 4.18 1.393 19.773 
75 2.24 2.24 31.796 

7.045 
0 17.10 0.171 0.496 

15 40.81 4.534 13.148 
30 57.89 8.27 23.982 
45 33.33 6.666 19.331 
60 21.16 7.053 20.453 
75 7.79 7.79 22.590 

34.484



Table A-V-15 (continued) 

Week Depth Day Night 

(ft) Total Av % Total Av % 

6/16-6/22 0 6.10 0.610 5.763 26.87 2.687 29.737 

15 16.88 1.875 17.725 16.30 1.811 20.042 

30 20.95. 2.993 28.279 10.23 1.461 16.169 

45 9.79 1.958 18.500 7.37 1.474 16.313 

60 4.19 1.397 13.199 2.83 0.943 10.436 

75 1.75 1.75 16.534 0.66 0.66 7.304 

10.584 9.036 

6/23-6/29 0 3.21 0.321 9.838 16.86 1.686 43.387 

15 9.54 1.06 32.485 5.14 0.643 16.547 

30 3.76 0.537 16.457 4.19 0.599 15.414 

45 3.71 0.742 22.740 .2.89 0.578 15.106 

60 1.54 0.513 15.722 1.14 0.38 9.779 

75 0.09 0.09 2.758 0.0 0.0 0.0 

3.263 3.886 

6/30-7/6 0 0.62 0.062 20.130 1.92 0.192 18.234.  
15 0.82 0.091 29.545 0.33 0.037 3.514 

30 0.83 0.119 38.636 0.49 0.07 6.648 
45 0.18 0.036 11.688 0.52 0.104 9.877 

.60 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.97 0.65 61.728 
75 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

0.308 1.053 

7/14-7/20 0 0.40 0.04 2.591, 4.14 0.591 24.093 
15 1.95 0.217 14.054 7.40 0.925 37.709 

30 3.51 0.501 32.448 1.32 0.264 10.762 

45 1.02 0.204 13.212, 1.21 0.303 12.352 

60 2.33 0.582 37.694 0.0 0.0 0.0 
75 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.37 0.37 15.084 

1.544 2.453
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movement pattern. On the other hand, the longitudinal transport 
of the population may well be affected by this pattern of movement.  
This additional complication results from their vertical diurnal 
movement pattern that tends to keep them in the lower, inland moving 
zone for sufficient time so that net migration in the saline region 
would appear to be in the upstream direction.  

However, because the upstream transport of larval fish in the lower 
layer depends upon downstream larval concentrations, the downstream 
transport in the upper layer depends upon upstream concentrations 
of larvae. Because the source of larvae is upstream, there would 
initially be a longitudinal concentration gradient with highest 
concentrations in the upstream direction. Subsequently, downstream 
transport will occur until sufficient larvae have accumulated in 
the downstream areas to cause the upstream and downstream transport 
to be equal. This endpoint would depend upon both the temporal 
mean vertical distribution and the nature of the variance around 
this mean, including changes in behavior patterns as the larvae 
grow. However, the interaction'of the vertical migration with water 
currents would tend to concentrate the fish in the low salinity 
portions of the estuary. Thus, a physical rationale exists for the 
observed distribution which can be used to predict the movement 
patterns and the distribution of larval fish.  

D. ESTIMATE OF ENTRAINMENT 

The staff estimate of entrainment is based on a transport model 
that couples the observed diurnal fluctuations in vertical dis
tribution with the density-induced flow which, although not 
adequately quantified, is known to exist in the salt-intruded 
reaches 'of the Hudson. Because the vertical and horizontal net 
velocities are unknown, the staff used a spectrum of assumed con
ditions ranging from low-velocity, underestimated transport to 
high velocity two-layer flows. All predicted distributions were 
compared with the field data collected in 1955, 1966, and 1967.  
The most obvious result of these comparisons was that the longitu
dinal distribution was more sensitive to variations in assumed 
magnitudes of the density-induced flows than were the estimates of 
entrainment.  

E. MODEL DESCRIPTION 

Because of the kind of system being modeled, it was concluded that 
the simplest and most useful approach would be to divide the 
estuary into a series of compartments and to describe relation
ships which govern the dynamics of the larval population within
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and between these compartments.(Fig. A-V-19). In this manner, 

populations of one or more species which have originated at various 

locations within the estuary can be considered simultaneously.  

This general approach has been used by several investigators in 
relation to problems of estuarine circulation.

1 3 However, most 

of these methods are designed for other purposes and are not 

readily adapted to the complex inter-relationships between the 

spatial and temporal distributions of organisms and flows which 

must be adequately modeled to provide realistic predictions of 

entrainment effects. Because of this situation, a mathematical 

formulation of the compartmental approach had to be developed for 

application to problems of estuarine transport with respect to 

population movements.,...  

Many methods could be used to develop such a model. However, an 

adaptation of the technique presented by Pritchard1
4 would seem to 

be most applicable for use in where partly stratified conditions 
predominate.  

Mathematically, the model is simple and is basically similar, to 
other compartmental approaches. Specifically, the amount of any 
substance within any compartment over a specific period of time is 
equal to the inputs from adjacent compartments plus the production 
within the compartment minus the loss within the compartment and 
the loss by outputs to adjacent compartments. In the present case, 
the model is designed to accommodate various transport situations• 
which result from the combined interactions of the spatial and 

temporal distributions of organisms and flows. By solving the 
difference equation given below for a finite interval of time, an 
estimate can be obtained of the change in concentration of organisms 
within compartment n in that interval. Likewise, by solving a series 

of simultaneous equations of the same form, the concentrations of 

organisms within all of the compartments through time can be estimated.  

C =[s C• V + R +p C +z.  
n n n n n n-l Q~1n-l n-l n+l Q9,n+l n+l 

-C n( n Qn + 9n" Q n + m •r "Qcn )]V 

where: 

Cn = concentration of x in compartment n 

V = volume of conpartment n 
n
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LAYER OF NO NET MOVEMENT 
SPAWNED 
EGGS n-1 n n+1 

HEADWATER 4. - OCEAN 

UPSTREAM DIURNAL MIGRATORY- DOWNSTREAM 
TRANSPORT ACTIVITY -TRANSPORT 

Fig. A-V-19'. Diagram of estuarine transport model used to predict the 
downstream migration of larval striped bass and the mortality resulting from 
entrainment.'
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= upper layer flow leaving compartment n 

Qn = lower layer flow leaving compartment n 

11n = average fraction of population in compartment n that is 
in the upper layer 

n= average fraction in lower layer 
n 

r = coefficient of susceptibility to condenser flow 

m = average fraction killed on entrainment 

Qc - withdrawal flow through condenser 

R = rate of reproduction addition of x in compartment n n 

s = 1 minus the fractional loss from natural mortality 
in compartment n.  

For convenience, the Hudson River was divided into 19 compartments, 
each with a volume of 4.5 x 108 ft3 , and was assumed to be completely 

mixed. Several sets of transport factors were applied for a number 

of different assumed flow conditions .(Tables A-V-16 to A-V-21). 0
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Table A-V.16. Predicted percentage reduction in Hudson River striped baas larvae as a result of entrainment 
by Indian Point Units Nos. I and 2 operating at 2650 cfs. Unlesa otherwise specified, condenser mortality ia assumed 

to be 100%, natural mortality is a constant, and computation interval is equivalent to a 24-hr period 

Basis Percentage reduction at weekly intervals after spawning 
Case Spawning Flow Migration' Other5 of 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

percentage week weeks weeks weeks weeks weeks weeks weeks 

1 A I a Total 3.31 7.03 10.77 14.89 19.44 24.42 29.73 35.23 
Nursery 14.79 23.69 29.86 34.37 37.96 41.14 44.22 47.36 

2 A I b T 3.56 7.17 11.02 15.24 19.86 24.85 30.09 35.42 
N 13.39 21.10 26.61. 30.78 34.22 37.32 40.34 43.41 

3 A I C T 3.53 6.99 10.55 14.37 18.48 22.86 27.38 31.90, 
N 12.40 19.17 23.90 27.41 30.25 32.79 35.26 37.76 

4 A I d T 3.48 6.72 9.93 13.28 16.85 20.59 24.40 28.13 
N 11.72 17.79 21.90 24.82 27.10 29.10 31.03 32.96 

5 A I f T 2.10 1.86 1.70 2.13 2.64 3.16 3.68 4.15 
N 6.32 9.43 8.75 8.71 8.78 8.86 8.94 9.03 

6 A I c rn T 1.80 3.67 5.68 7.86 10.26 12.85 15.57 18.35 
N 6.36 10.09 12.84 14.98 16.80 18.49 20.15 21.86 

7 A I d n T 1.77 3.53 5.32 7.22 9.26 11.43 13.66 15.89 
N 6.02 9.35 11.71 13.47 14.91 16.21 17.47 18.75 

8 A I a 6 T 3.28 6.84 10.49 14.51 18.94 23.78 28.94 34.29.  
N 14.27 22.92 .28.92 33.35 36.93 40.12 43.22. 46.38 

9 A I a 12 T 3.45 6.90 10.58 14.63 19.11 23.99 29.20 34.60 
N 14.44 23.17 29.23 33.69 37.27 40.45 43.55 46.70.  

10 A I b 6 T 3.45 6.97 10.72 14.82 19.32 24.16 29.25 34.42 
N 12.99 20.47 25.80 29.89 33.29 36.39 39.41 42.47 

11 A I b 12 T 3.49 7.03 10.82 14.96 19.50 24.39 29.52 34.75 
N 13.12 20.68 26.06 30.18 33.59 36.69 39.72 42.78 

12 A I a 6 T 3.14 6.06. 9.07 12.35 15.98 19.97 24.29 28.85 
N 14.22 22.72 28.47 32.54 35.68 38.41 41.02 43.67 

13 A I b 6 T 3.14 6.16 9.36 12.89 16.80 21.07 25.63 30.37 
N 12.85 20.06 25.09 28.89 32.01 34.81 37.53 40.28 

14 A I c 6 T 3.10 6.03 9.08 12.38 15.99 19.88 23.97 28.13 
N 11.89 18.15 22.48 25.71 28.35 .30.71 33.00 35.31 

15 A I d 6 T 3.05 ,5.83 8.64 11.61 14.80 18.19 21.70 25.22 
N 11.24 16.85 20.61 23.34 25.50 27.41 29.23 31.05 

16 A Ii a T 2.78 4.97 6.98 9.00 11.12 13.38 15.81 18.39 
N 12.86 20.48 25.49 28.79 31.07 32.86 34.44 36.00 

17 A 11 b T 2.92 5.52 8.14 10.89 13.86 17.04 20.44 24.00 
N 11.73 18.39 23.16 26.80 29.76 32.34 34.73 37.04 

18 A it c T 2.98 5.70 8.46 11.37 14.47 17.77 21.24 24.85 
N 10.90 16.77 21.03 24.38 27.19 29.68 32.01 34.27 

19 A II d T 2.99 5.68 8.35 11.10 13.98 17.00 20.13 23.33 
N 10.32 15.57 19.31 22.22 24.63 26.75 28.72 30.62 

20 A II e T 2.97 5.54 7.99 10.42 12.90 15.45 18.03 20.62 
N 9.75 14.38 17.55 19.91 21.81 23.43 24.91 26.32 

21 C IV a T 2.69 5.91 10.14 15.34 21.27 27.57 33.78 39.55 
N 119.39 25.84 29.88 33.22 36.34 39.48 42.70 45.95 

22" C IV a * T 2.69 5.91 10.14 15.34 21.27 27.57 33.78 39.55 
N 19.39 25.84 29.88 33.22 36.34 39.48 42.70 45.95 

23 C IV b T 2.70 5.99 10.19 15.14 20.55 26.06 31.25 35.85 
N 17.50 22.97 26.45 29.26 31.82 34.37 36.96 39.56 

24 C IV b * T 2.70 5.99 10.19 15.14 20.55 26.06 31.25 35.85 
N 17.50 22.97 26.45 29.26 31.82 34.37 36.96, 39.56 

25 C IV c T 2.69 5.94 9.96 14.53 19.39 24.19 28.62 32.48 
N 16.25 21.07 24.12 26.52 28.67 30.80 32.98 35.17 

26 C IV c T 2.69 5.94 9.96 14.53 19.39 24.19 28.62 32.48 
N 16.25 21.07 24.12 26.52 28.67 30.80 32.98 35.17



Table A-V-16 (continued)

Case Spawning Flow Migration' Otherb

27 C IV d T 
N 

28 C IV d * T 
N 

29 C I V e T 
N 

30 C IV e * T 
N 

31 A V a T 
N 

32 D, VI f T 
N 

33 D VI f T 
N 

34 E VI f T 
N 

35 A VI * f T 
N 

36 A VII a T 
N 

37 A VII b T 
N 

38 A VII c T 
N 

39 A VII d T 
N 

40 A VII e T 
N 

41 A X T 
N 

42 A Ix a T 
N 

43 A Ix b T 
N 

44 A Ix c T 
N 

45 B VI a T 
N 

46 B VI b -T 
N 

47 A 111I f T 
N 

48 A XI a T 
N 

49 A XI b T 
N 

50 A XI c T 
N 

51 A XI dT 
N 

52 A XI a s T 
N

Basis Percentage reduction at weekly intervals after spawning 
of 1 2 3 4 5 6' 7 8 

percentage week weeks weeks weeks weeks weeks weeks weeks

2.67 5.86 
15.42 19.82 

2.67 5.86 
15.42 19.82 

2.65 5.74 
14.67 18.68 

2.65 5.74 
14.67 18.68 

3.29 6.25 
15.94 26.07 

1.37 3.65 
14.03 18.68 

1.37 3.65 
14.03 18.68 

0.43 2.05 
11.21 16.45 

3.04 5.36 
11.61 15.84 

3.51 6.76 
17.65 29.00 

3.65 7.26 
17.48 28.51 

3.77 7.63 
17.55 28.18 

3.85 7.90 
17.25 27.97 

4.66 9.85 
16.51 26.47 

3.40 6.79 
14.50 23.21 

2.92 4.89 
11.30 15.26 

2.83 4.62 
10.08 13.31 

2.75 4.39 
9.29 12.19 

3.00 5.*86 
16.06 24.84 

3.11 6.22 
15.49 23.54 

1.71 1.70 
15.60 7.60 

3.26 6.46 
1.320.60 

3.42 6.*94 
11.98 18.82 

3.46 6.92 
11.20 17.27 

3.39 6.38 
10.07 14.79 

2.24 4.52 
8.98 14.48

9.69 
22.56 

9.69 
22.56 

9.36 
21.16 

9.36 
21.16 

9.06 
33.57 

6.12 
20.93 

20.93 

4.38 
19.42 

7.43 
18.24 

10.00 
36.57 

11.00 
35.89 

11.71 
35.45 

12.19 
35.18 

14.87 
32.83 

10.37 
29.20 

6.44 
.17.56 

5.'94 
15.48 

5.47 
14.30 

8.87 
30.21 

9.52 
28.45 

1.28 
7.48 

9.88 
25.74 

10.75 
23.78 

10.55 
21.61 

9.24 
17.81 

7.02 
18.36

13.93 
24.70 

13.93 
24.70 

13.27 
23.07 

13.27 
23.07 

11.*80 
39.34 

8.60 
22.28 

8.60 
22.28 

6.98 
21.22 

9.50 
20.06 

13.44 
41.84 

15.05 
41.09 

16.14 
40.61 

16.83 
40.29 

19.83 
36.94 

14.30 
33.61 

7.82 
19.40 

6.95 
17.17 

6.08 
15.73 

12.18 
33.95 

13.07 
31.86 

1.29 
7.14 

13.65 
29.58 

14.93 
27.72 

14.44 
25.00 

12.14 
19.96 

9.82 
21.36

18.36 
26.60 

18.36 
26.60 

17.29 
24.75 

17.29 
24.75 

14.54 
43.88 

11.03 
23.26 

11.03 
23.26 

9.65 
22.45 

11.65 
21.57 
17.23 
45.76 

19.52 
45.02 

20.98 
44.53 

21.88 
44.18 

24.91 
39.95 

18.63 
37.15 

9.10 
20.89 

7.71 
18.23 

6.46 
16.31 

15.62 
36.83 

16.86 
34.47 

1.49 
7.10 

17.82 
32.81 

19.50 
31.13 

18.61 
27.91 

1.5.11 
21.70 

12.95 
23.94

22.69 26.64 30.06 
28.47 30.39 32.35 

22.69 26.64 30.06 
28.47 30.39 32.35 

21.19 24.73 27.81 
26.40 28.10 29.86 

21.19 24.73 27.81 
26.40 28.10 29.86 

17.33 20.19 23.16 
47.51 50.47 52.94 

13.38 15.64 17.80 
24.08 .24.79 25.44 

13.38 15.64 17.80 
24.08 24.79 25.44 

12.27 14.80 17.19 
23.41 24.25 25.01 

13.84 16.02 18.14 
22.82 23.84 .24.70 

21.46 26.13 31.17 
48.95 51.78 54.45 

24.46 29.79 35.39 
48.28 51.20 53.98 

26.26 31.87 37.64 
47.79 50.72 53.50 

27.31 33.03 38.83 
47.41 50.31 53.07 

30.13 35.32 40.28 
42.54 45.01 47.45 

23.34 28.34 33.52 
40.29 43.32 46.38 

10.32 11.51 12.74 
21.98 22.69 23.14 

8.40 9.17 10.08 
18.69 18.84 18.93 

6.90 7.53 8.34 
16.35 16.30 16.35 

19.76 23.93 28.18 
39.22 .41.30 43.18 

20.81 24.83 28.81 
36.59 38.39 40.01 

1.74 2.00 2.26 
7.14 7.20 7.25 

22.34 27.10 31.98 
35.84 38.87 42.01 

24.37 29.42 34.50 
34.34 37.53 40.79 

22.98 27.41 31.78 
30.63 33.32 36.04 

18.09 20.96 23.65 
23.27 24.77.. 26.24 

16.39 20.06 23.88 
26.39 28.89 '31.50
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Table A-V-6 (continued) 

Basis Percentage reduction at weekly intervals after spawning 
Case Spawning Flow Migrationa Otherb of 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 . 8 

percentage week weeks weeks weeks weeks weeks weeks weeks

53 A XI b s T 
N 

54 A XI c s T 
N 

55 A XI d s T 
N 

56 C XIII a * T 
N 

57 C XIIl b * T 
N 

58 C XII c * T 
N 

59 C XII d * T 
-N 

60 C XII e * T 
N 

61 C XII a T 

N 

62 C XII b T 
N 

63 C XII c T 
N 

64 C XII d T 
N 

65 C Xli e T 
N 

66 A X a T 
N 

67 A X b T 
N 

68 A X c T 
N 

69 A X e T 
N 

70 A X a T 
N 

71 A X c " T 
N

2.35 4.86 
8.24 13.19 

2.38 4.84 
7.69 12.07 

2.33 4.44 
6.91 10.29 

2.69 •  5.83 
19.39 26.16 

2.70 5.92 
17.50 23.28 

2.69 5.87 
16.25 21.37 

2.67 5.79 
15.42 20.10 

2.65 5.68 
14.67 18.94 

2.69 5.83 
19.39 26.16 

2.70 5.92 
17.50 23.28 

2.69 5.87 
16.25 21.37 

2.67 5.79 
15.42 20.10 

2.65 5.68 
14.67 18.94 

3.4 6.8 
14.5 23.2 

3.5 7.0 
12.3 20.1 

3.5 6.8 
12.5 19.0 

3.4 6.5 
11.3 16.6 

3.1 6.1 
14.2 22.7 

3.1 :6.0 
11.9 18.1

7.63 10.73 
16.90 19.93 

7.47 10.34 
15.30 1789 

6.50 8.61 
12.52 14.14 

9.78 14.40 
30.65 34.45 

9.87 14.37 
27.21 30.55 

9.67 13.87 
24.85 27.77 

9.42 13.33 
23.25 25.90 

9.10 12.71 
21.81 24.20 

9.78 14.40 
'30.65 34.45 

9.87 14.37 
27.21 30.55 

9.67 13.97 
24.85 27.77 

9.42 13.33 
23.25 25.90 

9.10 12.71 
21.81 24.20 

10.4 14.3 
29.2 33.6 

10.7 14.8 
26.0 29.9 

10.4 14.2 
23.5 26.8 

9.5 12.5 
19.8 22.1 

9.1 12.4 
28.5 32.5 

9.1 12.4 
22.5 25.7

14.16 
22.62 

13.44 
20.15 

10.78 
15.47 

19.48 
37.95 

19.20 
33.64 

18.28 
30.47 

17.37 
28.33 

16.37 
26.39 

19'.48 
37.95 

19.20 
33.64 

18.28 
20.47 

17.37 
28.33 

16.37 
26.39 

18.6 
37.2 

19:2 
33.2 

18.2 
29.5 

15.5 
23.8 

16.0 
35.7 

16.0 
28.4

17.87 
25.19 

16.74 
22.30 

12.97 
16.67 

24.77 
41.32 

24.16 
36.63 

22.74 
33.10 

21.42 
30.70 

20.00 
28.52 

24.77 
41.32 

24.16 
36.63 

22.74 
33.10 

21.42 
30.70 

20.00 
28.52 

23.3 
40.3 

24.9 
36.2 

22.5 
32.0 

18.6 
25.4 

20.0 
38.4 

20.0 
30.7

21.77 
27.79 

20.13 
24.45 

15.11 
17.83 

30.07 
44.62 

29.09 
39.62 

27.13 
35.74 

25.38 
33.09 

23.54 
30.68 

30.07 
44.62 

29.09 
39.62 

27.13 
35.74 
25.28 

33.09 

23.54 
30.68 

28.3 
43.3 

28.9 
39.1 

26.7 
34.4 

21.6 
26.8 

25.3 
41.0 

24.0 
33.0

25.76 
30.47 

23.52 
26.65 

17.12 
18.98 

35.19 
47.87 

33.86 
42.60 

31.38 
38.41 

29.20 
35.52 

26.95 
32.89 

35.19 
47.87 

33.86 
42.60 

31.38 
38.41 

29.20 
35.52 

26.95 
32.89 

33.5 
46.4 

33.9 
42.0 

31.0 
36.7 

24.5 
28.1 

28.9 
43.7 

28.1 
35.3

Upstream Downstream aMigration factors: Condition factor factor 

a 0.75 0.25 
b 0.67 0.33 
c 0.60 0.40 
d 0.55 0.45 
e 0.50 0.50 
f 0 1.00 

b • = exponential decay rate in natural mortality, 
m = 50% mortality upon condenser passage, 
s= 60% susceptibility to intake, 
6 computation interval of 6 hr, 

12 = computation interval of 12 hr.  

A-V-87



Table A-V-17. Predicted distribution (%) of larval striped bass four weeks after spawning, using the staff larval transport model with various assumed conditions 

Sget Case Case Case Case Case Case Case Case Case Case Case Case Case Case Case Case Case Case 
Sget 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8- 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18

1 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
2 0.10 0.10 0.10 0.10 0.10 0.10 0.10 0.14 
3 0.61 0.61 0.61 0.61 0.61 0.61 0.61 0.73 
4 1.79 1.79 1.79 1.79 1.79 1.79 1.79 1.96 
5 3.49 3.49 3.49 3.49 3,49 3.49 3.49 3.60 
6 5.28 5.28 5.28 5.28 5.28 5.28 5.28 5.28 
7 6.79 6.79 6.79 6.79 6.79. 6.79 6.79 6.72 
8 7.84 7.84 7.84 7.84 7.84 7.84 7.84 7.82 
9 8.30 8.30 8.30 8.30 8.30 8.30 8.30 8.16 

10 17.44 12.17 9.45 8.01 3.05 9.45 8.01 17.27 
11 18.05 13.65 10.35 8.31 2.10 10.35 8.31 18.02 
12 18.04 17.89 15.55 13.20 2.31 15.55 13.20 18.09 
13 7.36 10.15 10.82 10.36 2.22 10.82 10.36 7.39 
14 2.98 5.65 7.33 7.91 2.05 7.33 7.91 2.99 
15 1.19 3.07 4.84 5.89 1.90 4.84 5.89 1.19 
16 0.47 1.64 3.13 4.31 1.71 3.13 4.31 0.47 
17 0.18 0.86 2.02 3.19 1.45 2.02 3.19 0.18 
18 0.07 0.46 1.34 2.49 1.13 1.34 2.49 0.07 
19 0.03 0.25 0.95 2.13 27.87 0.95 2.13 0.03 

% retained 99.97 99.75 99.05 97.87 52.13 99.05 97.87 99.97 
(4 weeks) 

% retained 99.95 99.38 97.35 93.94 18.45 97.35 93.94 99.94 
(8 weeks)

0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.12 -0.14 0.12 
0.69 0.73 0.69 
1.90 1.96 1.90 
3.57 3.60 3.57 
5.28 5.28 5.28 
6.74 6.72 6.74 
7.76 7.72 7.76 
8.21 8.16 8.21 

17.33 12.03 12.07 
18.03 13.60 13.62 
18.07 17.91 17.91 

7.38 10.18 10.17 
2.99 5.67 5.66 
1.19 3.08 3.08 
0.47 1.64 1.64 
0.18 0.87 0.87 
0.07 0.46 0.46 
0.03 0.25 0.25 

99.97 99.75 99.75 

99.95 99.37 99.38

0.00 
0.14 
0.73 
1.96 
3.60 
5.28 
6.72 
7.72 
8.16 

21.93 
19.03 
14.57 
6.03 
2.48 
1.01 
0.40 
0.16 
0.06 
0.02 

99.97

0.00 
0.14 
0.73 
1.96 
3.60 
5.28 
6.72 
7.72 
8.16 

.15.94 
15.43 
15.22 
8.69 
4.88 
2.68 
1.45 
0.77 
0.41 
0.22 

99.77

99..95 99.46

0.00 
0.14 
0.73 
1.96 
3.60 
5.28 
6.72 
7.72 
8.16 

12.60 
12.29 
13.75 

9.55 
6.48 
4.30 
2.80 
1.82 
1.22 
0.87 

99.13

0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.14 .0.41 0.41 0.41 
0.73 1.74 1.74 1.74 
1.96 3.69 3.69 3.69 
3.60 5.53 5.5 3 5.53 
5.28 7.01 7.01 7.01 
6.72 8.07 8.07 8.07 
7.72 8 48 8.48 8.48 
8.16 19.90 12.91 9.25 

10.73 18.89 14.83 11.29 
10.18 12.86 12.94 11.08 
11.98 8.15 11.23 11.63 

9.35 3.19 6.15 7.92 
7.12 1.26 3.36 5. 32 
5.30 0.50 1.82 3.53 
3.89 0.20 0.98 2.34 
2.90 0.08 0.54 1.58 
2.28 0.03 0.30 1.13 
1.96 0.00 0.00 0.00 

98,04 100.00 100.00 100.00

97.63 94.47 100.00 100.00 100.00

0.0 0



Table A-V*17 (continued) 

Case Case Case Case Case Case Case Case Case Case Case Case Case Case Case. case Case Case 
Segme .nt 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 

1 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.'00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.09 0.01 0.09 0.0 0.0 
2 0.41 0.41 0.03 0.00 0.03 0.00 0.03 0.00 0.03 0.00 0.03 0.00 1.15. 0.52 0.03 0.57 0.14 0.10 
3 1.74 1.74 0.14 0.01 0.14 0.01 0.14 0.01 0.14 0.01 0.14 0.01 3.77 1.58 0.09 1.74 0.73 0.61.  
4 3.69 3.69 0.46 0.03 0.46 0.03 0.46 0.03 0.46 0.03 0.46 0.03 6.03 3.25 0.19 3.57 1.96 1.79

S5.53 5.53 1.14. 0.07 1.14 0.07 1.14 0.07 1. 14 0.07 1.14 0.07 7.32 5.14 0.30 5.66 3.60 3.49; 
6 7.01 .7.01 2.21 0.13 2.21 0.13 2.21 0.13 2.21 0.13 2.21 0.13 8.29 6.79 0.40 7.47 5.28 5.28 
.7 8.07 8.07 3,58 0.21 3.58 0.21 3.58s 0.2i 3.1 0.21 3.58 0.21 8.96 7.94 0.47 8.73 6.72 6.79 
8 8.48 8.48 5.01 0.29 5.01 0.29 5.01 0.29 5.01 0.29 5.01 .0.29 8.55 8.59 0.50 9.45 7.72 7.84 
9 7.36 6.01 6.26 0.37, 6.26 0.37 6.26 0.37 6.26 0.37 6.26 0.37 7.67 8.90 0.52 9.80 8.16 8.30 

10 8.98 7.13 7. 19 0.42 7.19 0.42 7.19 0.42 7.19 0.42 7.19 0.42 13.05 9.03 0.53 9.93 8.08 16.44 
11 9.17 7.26 29.15 1.71 23.12 1.36 19.56 1.15 17.44 1.02 15.56 0.92 13.02 9.07 0.53 9.89 7.75 17.22.  
12 10.73 9.16 23.23 1.36 20.62 1.21 18.04 1.06 16.14 0.94 10.59 0.84 13.16 6.72 0.53 9.43 7.52 21.33 
13 8.38 8.03 12.10 0.71 13.67 0,80 13.72 0.81 13.27 0.78 9.45 0.74 5.41 6.50 0.50 8.26 7.54 5.24 
14 6.43 6.92 5.69 0.33 8-.21 0.48 9.52 0.56 10.03 0.59 7.84 0.60 2.19 5.83 0.44 6.43 7.59 3.70 
15 4.88 5.91 2.41 0.14 4.46 0.26 6.04 0.35 6.99 0.41 6.05 0.45. 0.85 4.64 0.34 4.34 7.30 1.45 
16, 3.71 5.11 0.92 0.05 2.21 0.13 3.50 0.21 5.56 0.26- 4.30 0.31 0.32 3.21 0.23 2.53 6.45 0.34 
17 2.92 4.79 0.32 0.02 0.99 0.06 1.84 0.11 2.60 0.15 2.79 2.20 0.11 1.91 0.13 1.27 4.12 0.05 
18 2.51 4.85 0.10 0.01 0.39 0.02 0.85 0.05 1.33 0.08 1.58 0.11 0.04 0.97 0.07 0.55 3.63 0.01, 
19 0.00. 0.00 0.02 0.00 0.11 0.01 0.27 0.0 0.4.6 0.03 0.60 0.04 0.01 0.43 0 .03 0.20 4.71 0.00 

% retained 100.00 100.00 99.95 99.95 .99.70 99.70 99.11 99.11 98.30 98.30 97.06 97.06 99:99 99.23 99.23 .99.70 95.28 100.00 
(4 weeks) 

% retained 100.00 100.00 99.07 99.07 95.05 95.05 87.91 87.91 80.24 80.24 71.25 71.25 99.97 81.57 81.57 86.18 69.95 99.98 
(8 weeks)

is 0 0 0



Table A-V-17 (continued) 

Sget Case Case Case Case Case Case Case Case Case Case Case Case Case Case Case Case Case Case 
Sget 37 38 39 40 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 49 50 51 52 53 54 

1 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.09 0.09 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
2 0.10 0.10 0.10 0.10 0.14 0.41 0.41 0.41 0.52 0.52 0.41. 0.14 0.14 0.14 0.14 0.14 0.14 0.14 
3 0.61 0.51 0.61 0.61 0.73 1.74 1.74 1.74 1.58 1.58 1.74 0.73 0.73 0.73 0.73 0.73 0.73 0.73 
4 1.79 1.79 1.79 1.79 1.97 3.69 3.69 3.69 3.25 3.25 3.69 1.96 -1.96 1.96 1.96 1.96 1.96 1.96 
5 3,49 3.49 3.49 3.49 3.60 5.53 5.53 5.53 5.14 5.14 3.53 3.60 3.60 3.60 3.60 3.60 3.60 3.60 
6 5.28 5.28 5.28 '5.28 5.28 7.01 7.01 7.01 6.79 6.79 7.01 5.28 5.28 5.28 5.28 5.28 5.28 5 28 
7 6.79 6.79 6.79 6.79 6.72 8.07 8.07 8.07 7.94 7.94 8.07 672 6.72 6.72 6.72 6.72 6.72 6.72 
8 7.84 7.84 7.84 7.84 7.72 8.48 8.48 8.48 8.59 8.59 8.48 7.72 7.72 7.72 7.72 7.72 7.72 7.72 
9 8.30 8.30 8.30 8.30 8.89 8.26 6.32 5.30 8.90 9.90 4.26 9.94 8.10 7.17 6.38 9.94 8.10 7.17 

10 13.22 11.35 .10.23 4.78 18.13 7.71 6.11 5.19 17.14 13.35 3.17 19.44 12.64 8.97 5.72 19.44 12.64 8.97 
11 14.93 14.71 13.72 7.22 16.71 5.13 1.16 3.55 14.94 12.70 2.18 18.11 14.41 10.81 6.39 18.11 14.41 10.81 

:r- 12 24.01 25.54 26.37 25.48 17.97 5.07 4.11 3.59 19.67 19.78 1.42 15.94 17.51 15.83 10.95 15.94 17.51 15.83 
1 13 6.10 6.79 7.29 10.31 7.66 5.41 4.30 3.60 11.29 13.17 1.41 5.32 9.80 11.01 970 6 32 9.80 11.01 
11 14 4.00 4.29 4.54 7.57 3.24 5.93 4.71 3.88 6.28 7.91 1.50 2.50 5.42 7.52 8.44 2.50 5.42 7.52 
C) 15 1.94 2.15 2.38 5.05 1.36 6.24 5.25 4.33 3.05 4.23 1.39 0.99 2 96 5.06 7.30 0.99 2.96 5.06 

16 0.55 0.74 0.90 2.97 0.56 6.02 5.65 4.85 1.16 1.89 1.38 0.39 1.61 3.39 6.41 0.39 1.61 3.39 
17 0.12 0.18 0.25 1.49 0.23 5.20 5.71 5.28 0.34 0.68 1.39 0.16 0.89 2.33 6.03 0.16 0.89 2.33 
18 0.02 0.04 0.05 0.68 0.10 4.00 5.29 5.42 0.09 0.23 1.41 0.06 0.51 1.74 6.53 0.06 C.51 1.74 
19 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.19 0.00 0.15 0.26 0.32 0.01 0.02 0.22 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

"%retained 100.00 99.99 99.99 99.76 100.00 93.90 86.54 79.82 100.00 100.00 54.34 100.00 100.00 100.00 100,00 10000 100.00 100.00 
(4 weeks) 

"%retained 99.95 99.89 99.82 96.21 100.00 68.79 54.92 47.21 100.00 100.00 27.84 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 
(8 weeks)



is0 0s

Table A-V-I 7 (continued) 

Case Case Case Case C ase Case Case Case Case Case Case Case Case Case Case Case Case 
Segment 55 56 57 58 59 60 61 62 63 64 65 66 67 68 69 70 71

0.00 
0.14 
0.73 
1.96 
3.60 
5.28 
6.72 
7.72 
6.38 
5.72 
6.39 

10.95.  
9.70 
8.44 
7.30 
6.41 
6.03 
6.53 
0.00

0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.01 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0..00 0.00 0.07 0.07 
0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.30 0.30 
0.05 0.05 0.05 *0.05 0.05 0.87 0.87 
0.11 0.11 0.11 0.11 0.11 1.89 1.89 
0.19 0.19 0.19 0.19 0.19 3.28 3.28 
0.28 0.28 0.28 0.28 0.28 4.78 4.78 
0.36 0.36 0.36 0.36 0.36 0.36 6.12 
0.42 0.42 0.42 0.42 0.42 7.12 7.12 
0.45 0.45 0.45 0.45 0.45 7.75 7.75 
1.75 1.39' 1.17 1.03 0.92 29.91 23.72 
1.22 1.12 0.99 0.89 0.80 20.78 19.06 
0.58 0.69 0.72 0.71 0.68 9.95 1.82 
0.26 0.40 0.48 0.52 0.53 4.41 6.75 
0.10 0.21 0.29 0.35 0.39 1.78 3.53 
0.04 0.10 '0.16 0.22 0.27 0.66 1.69 
0.01 0.04 0.08 0.12 0.16 0.22 0.73 
0.00 0.02 0.04 0.06 0.09 0.07 0.28 
0.00 0.00 0.01 0.02 0.03 0.0.1 0.08'

% retained 100.00, 99.98 99.78 99.32 98:66 97.62 99.97 99.78 
(4 weeks) 

% retained 100.00 99.69 97.92 93.98 89.01 82.39 99.69 97.92 
(8 weeks)

0.01 
0.07 
0.30 
0.87 
1.89 
3.28 
4.78 
6.12 
7.12 
7.75 

19.93 
16.95 
12.24 

8.14 
4.99.  
2.80 
1.43 
0.64 
0.20

0.01 0.01 0.00 
0.07 0.07 0.14 
0.30 0.30 0.73 
0.87 0.87 1.96 
1.89 1.89 3.60 
3.28 3.28 5.28 
4.78 4.78 6.72 
6.12 6.12 7.72 
7.12 7.12 8.89 
7.75 '7.75 17.13 

17.63 15.69 16.71 
15.25 13.59 17.97 
12.04 11.52 7.66 
8.79 9.09 3.24 
5.94 6.68 1.36.  
3.69 4.53 0.56 
2.09 2.80 0.23 
1.03 1.51 0.10 
0.35 0.54'

0.00 
0.1.4 
0.73 
1.96 
3.60 
5.28 
6.72 
7.72 
8.04 

11.96 
13.14 
17.96 
10.42 
5.90 
3.24 
1.73 
0.93 
0.54

0.00 0.00 
0.14 0.14 
0.73' 0.73 
1.96 1.96 
3.60 3.60 
5.28 5.28 
6.72 6.72 
7.72 7.72 
7.60 7 18 
9.23 6.66 

10.35 7.11 
15.99 11.80 
11.24 10 25 
7.64 8.62 
5.01 ,.7.01 

3.19 5.59 
2.07 4.70 
1.53 4.43

0.00 
0.14 
0.73 
1.96 
3.60 
5.28 
6.72 
7.72 
8.16 

21.93 
19.03 
14.57 
6.03 
2.48
1.01 
0.40 
0.16 
0.06 
0.02

0.00 
0.14 
0 .73 
1.96 
3.60 
5.28 
6.72 
7.72 
8.16 

12-60 
12 29 
13.75 
9.55 
6.48 
4.30 
2.80 
1.82 
1.22 
0.87

99.32 98.66 97.62 100.00. 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 

93.98 89.01 82.39 100.00 100.00 100.00 100 00 100 00 100.00

0



Table A-V-18. Flow condition Xli - variation with weeks 
(migration factor d). Flows a in cfs.  

Week 1 Week 2 Week 3 Week 4 Segment U D U D U D U D 

1 0 13,000 0 12,000 0 11,000 0 - 10,000 
2 0 13,000 0 12,000 0 11,000 0 10,000 
3 0 13,000 0 12,000 0 11,000 0 10,000 
4 0 13,000 0 12,000 0 11,000 0 10,000 
5 0 13,000 0. 12,000 0 11,000 0 .10,000 
6 0 13,000 0 12,000 0 11,000 0 10,000 
7 0 13,000 0 12,000 0 11,000 0 10,000 
8 0 13,000 0 12,000 0 11,000 0 10,000 
9 0 13,000 0 12,000 0 11,000 0 10,000 

10 0 13,000 0 12,000 0 11,000 0 10,000 
11 0 6,063 0 5,760 0 5,486 0 5,236 
12 261 8,410 440 8,227 655 8,052 900 7,884 
13 3,129 8,617 3,455 8,438 3,791 8,265 4,136 8,100 
14 3,382 9,035 3,713 8,862 '4,052 8,694 4,400 8,533 
15 3,893 9,458 4,231 9,289 4,576 9,126 4,930 8,969 
16 4,410 10,099 4,754 9,936 5,104 9,779 5,462 9,626 
17 5,193 11,398 5,544 11,244 5,902 11,094 6,265 10,948 
18 6,781 13,813 7,143 13,669 7,509 13,528 7,881 13,390 
19 9,732 24,300 10,106 24,300 10,484 24,300 10,865 24,300 

Segment Week 5 Week 6 Week 7 Week 8 
U D U D U D U D 

2 0 9,000 0 8,000 0 7,000 0 6,000 
2 0 9,000 0 8,000 0 7,000 0 6,000 
3 0 9,000 0 8,000 0 7,000 0 6,000 
4 0 9,000 0 8,000 0 7,000 0 6,000 
5 0 9,000 0 8,000 0 7,000 0 6,000 
6 0 9,000 0 8,000 0 7,000 0 6,000 
7 0 9,000 0 8,000 0 7,000 0 6,000 
8 0 9,000 0 8,000 0 7,000 0 6,000 
9 0 9,000 0 8,000 0 7,000 0 6,000 

10 0 9,000 0 8,000 0 7,000 0 6,000 

11 0 5,000 0 4,800 0 4,608 0 4,431 
12 1,172 7,723 1,467 7,569 1,782 7,421 2,115 7,278 
13 4,490 7,941 4,851 7,788 5,220 7,642 5,595 7,500 
14 4,756 8,378 5,119 8,229 5,490 8,084 5,867 7,945 
15 5,290 8,817 5,657 8,670 6,031 8,528 6,410 8,390 
16 5,826 9,478 6,197 9,334 6,573 9,195 6,955 9,060 
17 6,634 10,806 7,008 10,667 7,388 10,532 7,773 10,401 
18 8,257 13,255 8,638 13,122 9,023 12,992 9,412 12,865 
19 11,250 24,300 11,638 24,300 12,029 24,300 12,424 24,300 

aU, upstream; D, downstream.
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Table A-V-19. Distribution of spawning for various assumed 
conditions (% of total in each segment) 

Segment Condition 

A B C D E 

1 0.08 9.09 8.33 9.09 10.0 

2 10.55 9.09 8.33 9.09 10.0 

3 10.55 9.09 8.33 9.09 10.0 

4 4.20 9.09 8.33 9.09 10.0 

5 11.23 9.09 8.33 9.09 10.0 

6 11.23 9.09 8.33 9.09 10.0 

7 6.00 9.09 8.33 9.09 10.0 

8 6.00 9.09 8.33 9.09 10.0 

9 6.70 9.09 8.33 9.09 10.0 

10 6.70 9.09 8.33 9.09 10.0 

11 10.00 9.09 8.33 9.09 0 

12 10.0.0 10.00 8.33 0 0 

13 3.44 3.44 0 0 0 

14 3.33 3.33 0 0 0 

15 0 0 0 0 0 

'16 0 0 0 0 0 

17 0 0 0 0 0 

18 0 0 0 0 0 

19 0 0 0 0 0

A-V-93



Table A-V-20. Flow conditions for all cases 

Conditions (roman numerals) and flows" (thousands of cfs) 

Segment I 11 111 IV V VI VII IX X X1 

U D U D U D U D U D U D U 1) U D U D U D 

1 0 8 0 6 0 6 0 13 0 4 0 8 0 8 0 6 0 8 0 8 

2 0 8 0 6 0 6 0 13 0 4 0 8 0 8 0 6 0 8 0 8 

3 0 8 0 6 0 6 0 13 0 4 0 8 0 8 0 6 0 8 0 8 

4 0 8 0 6 0 6 0 13 0 4 0 8 0 8 0 6 0 8 0 8 

5 0 8 0 6 0 6 0 13 0 4 0 8 0 8 0 6 0 8 0 8 

6 0 8 0 6 0 6 0. 13 0 4 0 8 0 8 0 6 0 8 0 8 
7 0 8 0 6 0 6 0 13 0 4 0 8 0 8 0 6 0 8 0 8 

8 0 8 0 6 0 6 0 13 0 4 0 8 0- 8 0 6 0 8 0 8 

9 0 8 0 12 0 12 0 13 0 4 0 8 0 8 0 12 0 9 0 12 
10 0 11 6 16 0 16 0 13 0 5.5 0 8 0 7 0 16 I II 4 16 
11 3 16 10 23 0 23 0 16 1.5 8 0 8 0 4.5 0 23 3 16 8 23 

* 12 8 29 17 35 0 35 3 29 4.5 14.5 0 8 0 2 0 35 8 24 15 35 

13 21 30 29 35 0 35 16 30 10.5 15 0 8 0 4 0 35 16 24 27 35 

14 22 32 29 35 0 35 17 32 II 16 0 8 0 4 0 35 16 24 27 35 

15 24 34 29 35 0 35 19 34 12 17 0 8 0 4 0 35 16 24 27 35 

16 26 37 29 35 0 35 .21 37 13 18.5 0 8 0 4 0 35 16 24 27 35 

17 29 43 29 35 0 35 24 43 14.5 21.5 0 8 0 4 0 35 16 24 27 35 

18 35 54 29 0 0 35 30 54 17.5 27 0 8 0 3 0 35 16 24 27 0 

19 46 0 0 0 0 0 41 54 23 0 0 8 0 3 0 0 

aU, upstream; D. downstream.

A-V-94
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Table A-V-2 1. Effect of migration factors on transport flowsa (cfs) of week 6 of flow condition Xll 

Factor a Factor b Factor c Factor d Factor e 
Segment 

U D U D U D U D U D

0 8,000 
0 8,000 
0 8,000 
0 8,000 
0 8,000 
0 8,000 
0 8,000 
0. 8,000 
0. 8,000 
0 8,000 
0 2,667 

2,000 4,205 
6,615 4,327 
6,981 4,571 
7,714 4,817 
8,450 5,186 
9,557 5,926 

11,779 7,290 
15,870 13,500

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

1,778 
5,88
6,205 
6,857 
7,511 
8,495 

10,470 
14,107

8,000 
8,000 
8,000 
8,000 
8,000 
8,000 
8,000 
8,000 
8,000 
8,000 
3,556 
5,607 
5,769 
6,095 
6,422 
6,914 
7,902 
9,720 

18,000

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

1,600 
6,923 
5,585 
6,171 
6,760 
7,645 
9,423 

12,696

8,000 
8,000 
8,000 
8,000 
8,000 
8,000 
8,000 
8,000 
8,000 
8,000 
4,267 
6,728 
6,923 
7,314 
7,707 
8,297 
9,482 

11,664 
21,600

0 8,000 
0 8,000 
0 8,000 
0 '8,000 
0 8,000 
0 8,000 
0 8,000 
0 8,000 
0 8,000 
0 8,000 
0 4,800 

1,467 7,569 
4,851 7,788 
5,119 8,229 
5,657 8,670 
6,197 9,334 
7,008 10,667 
8,638 13,122 

11,638 24,300

.aU, upstream; D, downstream.
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0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

1,333 
4,410 
4,654 
5,143 
5,633 
6,371 
7,853 

10,580

8,000 
8,000 
8,000 
8,000 
8,000 
8,000 
8,000 
8,000 
8,000 
8,000 
5,333 
8,410 
8,654 
9,143 
9,633 

10,371 
11,853 
14,580 
27,000
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APPENDIX XI-l 

COOLING TOWER CHEMICALS--POTENTIAL ENVIRONMENTAL DEGRADATION* 

Introduction 

Cooling towers dissipate heat directly into the atmosphere without 
first utilizing a reservoir or heat sink as in once-through cooling.  

The main justification for the towers has been concern for the 

environmental effects of once-through cooling on aquatic life.  
However, cooling towers, too, have the potential for environmental 

damage that should be carefully studied prior to their widespread 

installation and use. The principal impact to be studied is long

range meteorological changes caused by large amounts of heat and 

water vapor added to the atmosphere from the towers. Other 

environmental impacts, most notably dispersion of the chemical 

discharges of the blowdown and drift from cooling towers, have been 

little studied.  

Wet cooling towers require large amounts of chemicals in the recir

culating water to prevent corrosion and to inhibit biological attack.  

Because large amounts of water evaporate, salt concentrations build 

up in the remaining tower water, and some of this--the blowdown-

must be bled off and discharged. In addition to losses from blowdown 

and evaporation, there is drift (droplets of water that escape 
from the tower stacks along with the vapor plume) that contains 

chemicals in the same concentration as in the recirculating water 
and blowdown. Thus, chemicals added to tower water can find their 

way directly into surrounding aquatic or terrestrial ecosystems 

through blowdown and drift.  

Although untreated blowdown is undoubtedly the major source of 

environmental problems connected with cooling towers (its quantity 

and content of chemicals are easily determined), drift is too 

often considered negligible. Depending upon tower design and 

drift eliminators, calculated drifts vary from 0.01% to 0.3% of 

the recirculating water rate, the losses usually being higher 

for small towers. Drift from large natural draft cooling towers 

serving a 2,500 megawatt power plant has been calculated to be 

4 tons of solids per day, assuming makeup water with 200 ppm of 

total dissolved solids (TDS) and drift of 0.2% of the recirculation 

rate. Most of the solids would be calcium and magnesium salts 

occurring naturally in the makeup water, and the rest would be 

chemicals added to the tower water.  

*Manuscript, by S. H. Hale, R. S. Carlsmith, and C. C. Coutant, 

Oak Ridge National Laboratory, Oak Ridge, Tennessee.
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Relative volumes of blowdown to the aquatic environment and drift 
to the terrestrial environments have been calculated for smaller 

towers. Drift is 30% to 45% of the water loss, so that treatment 
of the blowdown alone removes only 55% to 70% of the chemical pol
lution. In order to further reduce the chemical effluents from 
cooling towers, drift eliminators must be used.  

COMPOSITIONS AND CONCENTRATIONS OF COOLING TOWER CHEMICALS

Corrosion and Scale Inhibitors

Commonly used corrosion inhibitors for open recirculating systems' 
include various mixtures of zinc, chromate, phosphate (organic or in
organic), sodium silicate, nitrate, borate, and organic inhibitors.  

To prevent scale deposition and to provide effects, organic phosphate 
compounds such as aminimethylenephosphonate are used in concentrations 

up to 3 ppm. Mr. R. J. Cunningham, Calgon Corporation, listed the 
following corrosion and scale-inhibiting chemicals (with their concen
trations) in an open letter to Mr. Frank Rainwater of the Environmental 
Protection Agency:

3

1. Chromate plus zinc 

2. Chromate plus zinc plus phosphate 

3. Zinc plus inorganic phosphate 

4. Zinc plus organic phosphate 

5. Organic phosphate scale inhibitor

5 to 30 mg/liter* CrO
4 

1 to 15 mg/l Zn 

5-to 30 mg/l Cr04 

1 to 15 mg/l Zn 

1 to 5 mg/l P0 4 (inorganic) 

I to 5 mg/l P0 4 (organic) 

10 to 30 mg/l P0 4 .  

2 to 10 mg/l Zn 

1 to 10 mg/l Zn 

3 to 15 mg/l P04 (organic) 

I to 18 mg/l P0 4 (organic)

6. Specific-copper corrosion inhibitorsl to 5 mg/l sodium 

mercaptobenzothiazole or 
benzotriazole

A-XI-2
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As seen in numbers 1 and 2 above, chromate, zinc, and phosphate 

are often used together because of the synergistic anticorrosive 

effects produced when they are combined.  

Biocides 

Of the commonly used biocides, chlorine or hypochlorite or nonoxidizing 

organic compounds such as chlorophenols, quaternary amines, and 

organo-metallics such as organotin compounds, organosulfur, and 

organothiocyanate (Table A-XI-l) are most frequently employed. They 

are all used to prevent deterioration of tower wood, loss of heat 

transfer efficiency, general fouling or plugging arising from 

microbial growths, and corrosion that results from microbial attack.
2 

Organotin must be formulated with quaternary ammonium and other 

complex amines to produce a synergistic effect and to be 'dispersible.  

Chlorophenols, as soluble potassium and sodiumisalts, are more 

persistent than free chlorine and remain in systems longer. Common 

chlorophenols include: 2,4,5-trichlorophenate; 2,4,6-T; 2,3,4,6-T; 

tetrachlorophenol;'and pentachlorophenol. Organosulfurs' are noted for 

low toxicity to animals, yet effective action against bacteria, fungi, 

and especially sulfate-reducing bacteria. Quarternary and complex 

amines are effective wetting agents and destroy microbial agents by 

surface-active properties; these are the least toxic of all antimicrobial 

compounds to animals, although they may form and so cause anesthetic 

problems. The organothiocynates, the most modern of the nonoxidizing 

biocides, are widely effective. Oils, organic chemicals, water hard

ness, and other materials seem to cause little reduction in their 

effectiveness, especially if they are combined with chlorophenols. The 

nonoxidizing biocides are used whenever the problems are rather severe 

and where the use of free chlorine is not acceptable. Typical con

centrations for continuous use are 1 to 25 ppm; higher (200 ppm or so) 

if applied in periodic treatments. Elemental chlorine is-an oxidizing 

agent and can cause rapid deterioration of wood. The use of free 

chlorine as a biocide is usually restricted to 1.0 ppm as free 

residual chlorine and to 1 to 2 hours per day.
3 

The use of biocides that contain mercury, arsenic, lead, or boron 

is limited by stringent regulations on-their release to the environ

ment than do most of the compounds previously discussed, because of 

their extreme toxicity.4 These are rarely if ever used now; however, 

a review of label names in Table A-XI-l reveals that the potentially toxic 

materials, copper and thiocyanate ions, are present in some commercial 

compounds. Tin is probably also questionable as far as toxicity is 

concerned. All of the chemical labels note that precautions should
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Table A-XI-l. CHEMICAL COMPOSITION OF TRADE NAME MICROORGANISM 
CONTROL CHEMICALS 

(From company sources and Environmental Protection Agency)

COMPOSITION 

(M)

NALCO 21-S

Sodium pentachlorophenate 
Sodium 2,4,5-trichlorophenate 
Sodium salts of other Chlorophenols 
Inert ingredients 

NALCO 25-L or NALCO 425-L 

1-Alkyl (C to C1 8 )-amino-3-aminopropane 
propionape-copper acetate complexes 

Isopropanol 
Copper sulfate expressed as metallic copper 
Inert ingredients

21.3 
11.9 
3.0 

63.8

15.0 
30.0 
0.55 

55.0

USAGE 

periodically, 
as needed 
25-400 ppm 

or 
continuously 

weekly 

20-300 ppm

NALCO 201

Potassium pentachlorophenate 
Pitassium 2 ,4 ,5-trichlorophenate 
Potassium salts of other chlorophenols 
Inert ingredients

15.7 
9.0 
1.8 

70.3

NALCO 202

Methyl-l, 2-dibromopropionate 
Inert ingredients

29.7 
70.3

NALCO 207

periodically, 
as needed 
300-400 ppm 

or 
12-60 ppm 
continuously 

5-200 ppm 
periodically 

or 
continously

weekly

Methylene bisthiocyanate 
Inert ingredients

NALCO 209

1.3-Dichloro-5, 5 dimethyl hydantoin 
Inert ingredients.

25.0 
75.5

as needed 
50-100 ppm
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CoMPOSITION 
(M)

NALCO 321

1-Alkyl (C6 to C1 8 )* amino-3-aminopropane 
monoacetate 
Isopropanol 
Inert ingredients 

* As in fatty acids of coconut oil 

NALCO 322 

1-Alkyl (C6 to C1 8)* amino-3-aminopropane 
monoacetate 
2,4,5-Trichlorophenol 
Isopropanol 
Inert ingredients

20.0 
30.0 
50.0

19.8 
9.5 

27.0 
43.7

weekly 
5-200 ppm

as needed
10-200 ppm

* As in fatty acids of coconut oil

NALCO 405

2, 4-Dinitrochlorobenzene 
2, 6-Dinitrochlorobenzene 
Inert ingredients

22.2 
2.8 

75.0

as needed 
100-200 ppm

Betz A-9

Sodium pentachlorophenate 
Sodium 2, 4, 5-Trichlorophenate 
Sodium salts of other chlorophenates 
Sodium dimethyl dithiocarbamate 
N-Alkyl (C12-4%, C1 4-50%, C1 6-10% 

dimethyl benzyl ammonium chloride 
Inert ingredients (including solubilizing and 

dispersing agents) 

Betz C-5 

1, 3, Dichloro-5, 5-Dimethylhydantoin 
Inert ingredients (including solubilizing and 

dispersing agents)

24.7 
9.1 
2.9 
4.0 

5.0 

54.3
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COMPOSITION USAGE 

(%) 

Betz C-30 

Bis (trichloromethyl sulfone 20.0 

Methylene disthiocyanate 5.0 

Inert ingredients (including solubilizing and 

dispersing agents) 75.0 

Betz C-34 

Sodium dimethyl dithiocarbamate 15.0 

Nabam' (disodium ethylene bisdithiocarbamate) 15.3 

Inert ingredients (including solubilizing and 
dispersing agents) 69.7 

Betz J-12 0 
N-Alkyl (C12 -5%, C 14 -60%, C1 6-30%, C1 8-5%) 

dimethyl benzyl ammonium chloride 24.0 

Bis (tributyltin) oxide 5.0 

Inert ingredients (including solubilizing and 

dispersing agents) 71.0 

Betz F-14 

Sodium pentachlorophenate 20.0 
2,4,5, T or Sodium 2,4,5 trichlorophenate 7.5 

Sodium salts of chlorophenate 2.5 
Dehydrobutyl ammonium phenoxide 2.0 

Inert ingredients, including dispersants 68.0 

• 0
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be used in handling of the product, and two indicate that the product 
may be harmful or fatal if absorbed through the skin. Only two, 
however, cautioned against dumping them directly into lakes, streams, 
or ponds. Some of the products containing 2,4,5-T listed no such pre
cautions; yet the compound is now expressly banned in waterways.  

pH Adjustors and Silt Control (Antifoulant) Polymers 

Scale and corrosion inhibitors and biocides require the addition of 
acid or alkali to makeup water to keep the pH at an optimum level, 
usually a range from 5.5 to 7.5. Silt-control polymers may be used 
if makeup is raw water from a nearby lake or river. Lignin-tannin 
dispersives such as 1 to 50 ppm sodium lignosulfonate may be employed.  
Antifoulants such as 0.1 to 5 ppm of acrylamids, polyacrylate, poly
ethyleneimine, or other high molecular synthetic organic polyelectrolytes 
may also be used.

3 

Chemical Action 

Corrosion Inhibition 

Chromate ion is one of the most effective corrosion inhibitors. It is 
effective where it can react with iron-containing alloys to form alpha 
ferric oxide and chromic oxide film on the iron surface. Usually this 
treatment is most effective when a high concentration.of.chromate is 
circulated throughout the system until the film forms; then main
tenance of a low concentration of chromate is sufficient to maintain 
the protective film.  

Phosphate acts both as a corrosion and a scale inhibitor and may 
be found as sodium tripolyphosphate, sodium hexametaphosphate, and 
several types of "glassy" phosphates of high molecular weight. These 
compounds also form a protective film on metal, mostly on cathodic 
areas. However, at high temperature, low pH, or high calcium con
centrations, the polyphosphates revert to orthophosphates, or low 
molecular weight or react with iron or water hardness salts to form 
an insoluble sludge.  

Zinc ion alone is a relatively weak corrosion inhibitor but has 
strong synergistic qualities. It is a cathodic inhibitor that forms 
a deposit of zinc hydroxide on cathodic areas, thereby diminishing 
the cell potential.  

Sodium silicate forms a thin protective gelatinous film over the 
first layer of corrosion product on the metal surface. High con
centrations of chloride or sulfate ions may disturb the protective 
layer.
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Organic inhibitors aid in developing protective metal oxide films by 

forming a protective layer of insoluble material or by creating a 

surface-active barrier.  

Nitrate is a passivator for steel that makes the steel effectively 

a more noble metal. A similar passivation is provided by tin alloys; 

copper is a bit weaker. High concentrations of chlorides reduce the 

effectiveness of Aitrites; for example, about 4,000 ppm of NO2 is 
required in a 3% NaCl solution, as compared with only 50 ppm in 
distilled water to achieve the same effect.  

Borax is often included in nitrite-based inhibitors to maintain 

a pH of 8 to 10 in the water. It has not been demonstrated to be 

effective as an inhibitor.  

Antifoulant Polymers
2 

Flocculants agglomerate individual particles so that they remain 

suspended and are easily bled off. Dispersants interfere with the 

agglomeration of colloidal particles that are attracted to metal 

surfaces, often modify their crystallization, and allow them to slough 

off. Chelating agents react with certain metal ions to form stable, 

soluble complexes; calcium, magnesium, iron, aluminum, and manganese 

ions may be chelated-to prevent their precipitation but the reaction 

is stoichiometric and chelation of water hardness ions is generally 
uneconomical.  

Toxicity 

General 

In Table A-XI-2 are listed some elements (present in different valent 

states in chemical compounds) which, historically have been used in 

cooling towers, along with their concentration factors by plankton 

and blown algae. 5 The concentration factors may signify increased 

toxic effects of various elements through a food chain, and suggest 

that even low concentrations of some contaminants in water may be 

harmful by the third or fourth trophic levels. Some high concentration 

factors, such as those exhibited by Forcoinifora and Porifora for 

silicon, are normal. Some elements, not toxic to aquatic life, may 

unbalance the ecosystem'by overstimulating the growth of certain plants * 
or animals. It is well established that nitrogen and phosphorus, 

particularly in combination, cause massive algal blooms under conditions 

where these element's were previously the limiting factors. While the 0
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Table A-XI-2.

. ELEMENT 
SYMBOL (a)

TOXICITY AND CONCENTRATION FACTORS 
PRESENTLY USED IN.COOLING TOWERS

CONCENTRATION 

FACTOR (b)
FUNCTIONS

OF ELEMENTS ONCE - OR 

ENVIRONMENTAL TOXICITY(c) 
(not injected)

Plankton Brownalgae 

*As 2,500 carcinogenic; 

moderately toxic to plants, highly to 
mammals--especially as AsH 

3, 

B 6.6 essential for moderately toxic to plants, slightly 
green algae, to mammals 
angiosperms 

*Br essential for Br2 is very toxic; Br is relatively 

.2.8 marine organisms; harmless to organisms 
amino acids

0.062 essential for 
mammals and 

angiosperms 

may serve some 
17,000 6,500 physiological 

function

Cl- is relatively harmless; Cl29 CI0 
ClO are highly toxic 

3 

Cr(III) is moderately toxic; Cr(VI) is 
highly toxic to organisms and is 

probably carcinogenic (by inhalation)

*Cu very toxic to algae, fungi, and seed 

17,000 920 essential to plants; highly so to invertebrates; 
all organisms moderately so to mammals 

*Hg a cumulative poison in mammals very 

250 toxic to fungi and green plants; 

highly to mammals in some forms 

N 19,000 7,500 essential as relatively harmless; concentrations 
- structural atom higher in plankton and fish 

*P 15,000 10,000 vital in many 

ways 

*Pb 41,000 70,000 none very toxic to most plants, moderately 

so to mammals; cumulative poison.  

*S 2
1.7 3.4 S high to bacteria and fungi; re

latively harmless to green algae, 
seed plants and mammals; H_ is 

highly toxic to mammals;2 S 3 
moderately to highly; SO 4is 

relatively harmless.
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Table A-XI-2 (Cont'd)

*Si - - essential to scarcely toxic, but large amounts 

some plants in mammalian lung harmful (used by 

Foraminifera and Porifera etc.) 

*Sn 2,900 92 none very toxic to plants and green 
algae 

moderately toxic to plants; slightly 

*Zn essential to toxic to mammals; uptake by plant 

all organisms roots not linked to metabolic 
process.  

(a) The elements listed above exist in the form of different chemical 

compounds with the element in different valent forms to which biota 

are toxic but concentrations are expressed in terms of ppm of the 

element not the actual compound.  

(b) ppm in fresh organism/ppm in sea water 

(c) Toxicity terms: very, 1-10 ppm; highly, 10-100 ppm; 

moderately, 100-1,000 ppm; slightly, over 1,000 ppm 

(as 24 hr TLm in moderate sized 
organisms--i.e., fish) 

*accummulator species or genera known

0 

0
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accumulating poisons, mercury and lead, are no longer marketed for use 

in cooling towers, any of the heavy metals (e.g., chromium, zinc, or 
tin) may cause environmental problems by remaining in sediments or by 

concentrating in some forms of aquatic life. Establishment of the 

potential threat to the environment becomes extremely difficult because 

the different forms and valence states of the element may vary greatly 
in toxicity--as with sulfur, chlorine, and mercury. Factors contributing 

to the change from one state to another and synergistic toxic 

effects must be known before cooling tower chemicals can be ranked 

in order of potential environmental threat.  

Chromium** 

Because of its widespread use and high toxicity, chromium present in 

different valent states in compounds merits careful attention in its 

relation to aquatic life. It is a principal alternative should 

* the expected effects of phosphorus (present in different chemical 
compounds primarily as a phosphate salt) and zinc (as the zinc ion) 
be deemed unacceptable. Some sources say the trivalent form shows 

none of the toxicity of the hexavalent form (as in the chromate ion) 

and is not of concern in drinking water supplies. 6 However, according 

to Water Quality Criteria,7 "Most evidence points to the fact that 

under long-term exposure the hexavalent form is no more toxic toward 

fish than the trivalent form." Thus total chromium in a water supply 

may be much more indicative of a possible environmental problem than 

hexavalent chromium alone. In environments containing chromium, fish 

have shown that the toxicity of chromium varies with the species of 

fish, pH of the water, valence state of the element, and hardness of 

the water--the last a synergistic or antagonistic effect. Although 
0.05 ppm is set as the Federal drinking water standard, Water Quality.  

Criteria states that data are too incomplete to warrant more than 

caution in the discharge of chromium.  

Concentrations of 0.01 and 0.02 ppm chromium in soft water have 

been found safe for salmnid fish, but Da'phnia and Microregma show 

threshold effects at Cr6 concentrations of 0.016 to 0.7 ppm, and.  

0.032-0.32 ppm inhibits growth of diatoms.7 Oyster mortality studies 

at long-term (2 years) concentrations of 0.01 and 0.012 ppm showed a 

definite increase with an increase in temperature, so that synergistic 

effects may intensify the damages resulting from exposure to chromium 

*Chromium can exist as Cr3+ (trivalent) or CrO0- (hexavalent - Cr6+) 

- but concentrations are based on the weight of Cr.4
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in low concentrations. 7 Thus, even these low levels (less than 

drinking water standards) were found to be toxic to certain forms of 

plant and animal life. As concentrations of chromium increase, the 
ingestion-elimination balance changes and accumulation takes place.  

Some fish accumulate chromium when it is in concentrations as low as 

1 microgram per liter or 1 part per billion.
8 

In 1958 Fromm and Schiffman published a study of the toxic action 
of Cr6+ on largemouth bass in which they determined the 48-hour median 

tolerance limit, TLm, to be 195 ppm.9 However, the focus of the 
study was on the physiological effects of less than acutely lethal 

dosages. At 94 ppm of Cr6+ no changes were observed in the respiratory 

epithelium of the fish; a slight decrease in general metabolism did 

occur along with widespread destruction of the intestinal epithelium.  
These effects differ markedly from those caused by zinc, copper, and 

lead, where mucus is caused to be secreted by the gills and damage 

to gill tissue causes eventual death.  

In 1959 the same authors reported a 24-hour median tolerance limit 

for rainbow trout to be 100 ppm of chromium.1 0 A concentration of 

20 ppm of Cr6+ was chosen for the study of chronic physiological 

changes. Red blood cell concentration (hematocrit) in the circula

ting blood of the trout significantly increased as a result of the 

exposure, most probably because of an unmeasurable decrease in 

plasma volume. Perhaps more importantly, the hematocrit is affected 

at 2 to 4 ppm of chromium, a concentration much lower than the 
median tolerance limit and one which could easily be found in a 
stream receiving blowdown.  

Not all fish are as tolerant of Cr6+ as are trout, bass, and 

bluegill.1 1 The median tolerance limit for 24-hour exposure to 
potassium dichromate in soft water was 4.10 ppm (as CrOl- for guppies, 
39.6 ppm for fathead minnows, and up to 284 ppm for bluegills. In 

these tests, there were insignificant differences for 24; 48-, and 

96-hour exposures. Trivalent chromium was found to be a toxicant; 
mortality rates, however, did not always increase with increasing 

concentration., At acutely toxic levels for fish (in the range of 

the medium tolerance limit), the hexavalent chromium was more toxic, 
but no comparisons were made of the two valence states at very low 
concentrations.  

Water Quality Standards 

Table A-XI-3 lists the Federal water qualit criteria in drinking water 

for those chemicals used in cooling towers. As yet, not all of the 5
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Table A-XI-3. RECOMNENDED UPPER LIMITS TO IONIC CONCENTRATIONS IN 

DRINKING WATER (Ref. 7)

Element or Compound 

'As

Upper Limit (ppm) 

0.05

1.00

250

0.05 

0.01

K 

N (total) 

NO3 

P 

Pb

10.0 

45.0 

0.05

5.0

Phenols 0.001

No criterion has been established.
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0 
elements have been assigned limits; some limits were set lower for 
aesthetic considerations than for health considerations; for example, 
the low concentration limit for phenol is probably the threshold for 
taste in water.  

Severity of the Environmental Problem from Blowdown 

The size of the environmental chemical dispersion problem, if any, 
connected with blowdown from a specific cooling tower depends upon: 
(1) the rate of blowdown, which is usually directly related to the 
size of the system and the number of cycles of concentration allowed 
by the quality of input water; (2) the choice of chemicals--a choice 
often dictated by the system's potential for corrosion or microbial 
attack, which in turn is often directly dependent on tower design 
and construction materials; and (3) the effectiveness of treatment 
of blowdown water before discharge to the environment. Drift has 
received less study, and the factors controlling its quantity and 
content are less well-known.  

Environmental problems can be very substantial, although immediate 
impact on aquatic environments may depend more upon the ratio of 
the stream flow rate to blowdown rate, and hence the dilution factor, 
than on absolute amounts. Less immediate problems, such as the 
dispersion of heavy metals to the environment at large, would revolve 
more around absolute amounts.  

Reducing Impact 

1. Cycles of Concentration 

Pretreatment techniques can increase cycling of water in cooling 
towers and thus decrease system discharge. They include: (1) clarifi
cation and chemical softening of makeup water, (2) partial zeolite 
softening or demineralization of makeup water, (3) bypass or side
stream filtration. 3 By removing from the makeup many of the original 
dissolved solids which could concentrate to unacceptable levels very 
quickly, many more cycles of concentration--more recirculation with 

less blowdown--are allowed before concentrations become too high.  

2. Choice of Chemicals 

Heat exchanger design and tower construction materials usually 
determine the potential corrosion and thus determine the choice of 
chemicals to be added to the recirculating water. Some towers, 

0
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notably natural draft towers, use no corrosion inhibitors (except 
acid as a pH control), while others require high concentrations of 
chromium, zinc and PO as inhibitors. Similarly, some towers can 
use chlorine as a biocide, while others use a nonoxidizing biocide.  
TVA's cooling tower at its Paradise Steam Plant uses only acid and 
chlorine in the cooling water. Owing to corrosion resistant con
struction materials, principally concrete, and a low heat flux at 
the exchanger, heavy metals and phosphate are not needed in that 
tower for corrosion control.  

3. Construction of Towers 

Certain design characteristics can be adopted to avoid galvanic 
corrosion and reduce the need for chemical treatment. 12 , 13 Operational 
factors influencing the corrosion rate (and thus choice of inhibitor 
chemicals) include mineral content of the system water (which also 
may dictate how many times it may be recirculated), dissolved gases, 
electrical conductivity, suspended matter (turbidity) in the water, 
slime and microbial activity. More important are the design factors 
such as the use of corrosion resistant metals and the use of dis
similar metals of which one is expendable, a common practice throughout 
the industry. If the metals differ significantly in electrochemical 
potential, one may-serve as the anode of an electrochemical corrosion 
cell, and the expendable metal acts as an anode and corrodes rapidly 
at a rate determined to some extent by the difference between the 
electrode potentials of the metals. If the water had good electrical 
conductivity, the metals need not be coupled or adjacent to corrode.  
The choice of metals and proper construction of the heat exchanger 
are extremely important, as a mistake might necessitate heavy chemical 
applications for the life of the tower. The primary concern may not 
be with rapid destruction or perforation of the tube sheet, since 
design specifications normally call for adequate thickness, but with 
the buildup of corrosion products that effectively block tubes or 
restrict water flow. Under certain conditions, metals that-are 
normally cathodic can corrode, particularly where deposits form on 
the metal surface to set up locally different corrosion cells. Metals 
to be concerned with most are those that are electropositive with 
respect to steel, since steel adjacent to copper or copper alloys can 
corrode rapidly. Other unsuitable metallic pairs are copper-aluminum 
or steel-aluminum. However, some copper alloys such as admiralty 
brass and stainless steel are extremely corrosion-resistant metals if 
they are prevented from galvanic activity.
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4. Cooling Temperatures

Temperature of the heat exchanger has a major role in determining 

corrosion potential. Control of scale and corrosion in the heat 

exchanger is more difficult at high temperature.  

5. Blowdown Treatment 

Most effective blowdown treatment systems have been developed for 
removal of chromium. Basically two methods are recognized, reduction

precipitation that discards the chromium and ion exchange that provides 

for chromate recovery. 14 The best known process, reduction-precipitation, 

is commonly used in the chromeplating industry. When carried out 

correctly, it removes virtually all traces of chromium from the 
waste stream, leaving a chromium-containing sludge for disposal. This 

method also is effective in removing zinc and other heavy metals, 

phosphate, insoluble chromic hydroxide, and all dirt and suspended 
solids. Some biocides may also be reduced in concentration (by 1/2 

or more). 1 5 Ion exchange, on the other hand, while effective for 
removing chromate for reuse (which must be in the dichromate form), 

is ineffective for zinc salts or phosphate even when these are used 

in combination with chromates. Accessory treatment must therefore be 

employed for these ions. Sodium hydroxide and sodium chloride are 

used to regenerate the ion exchange resin, and these may be detrimental 

if released to natural environments.  

Conclusions 

All the factors--environmental, economic, engineering design, and 

construction--must be weighed before a tower is constructed in 

order that adequate environmental protection can be built in. There 
is very little information concerning the biocides and their fate 

after discharge of the blowdown and methods to render them harmless.  
Evidence indicates that most will not remain unchanged for long 
periods of time, but their very purpose in the towers attributes to 

their toxicity and suggests danger to aquatic ecosystems receiving 
blowdown. Their breakdown and dilution must be monitored after 

release. Tests to ascertain necessary levels of usage are required 

in each tower since possible overuse in current practice is indicated 

by the broad ranges of concentrations suggested on product labels.  

Corrosion tests are perhaps more common and relatively easy to do, 9 
the results indicating the concentrations of chromium that are 
sufficient and whether nonchromate inhibitors such as phosphate could 

be substituted. However, trade-offs among alternative environmental
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damages are involved, since phosphate encourages the growth of noxious 
plants. Resort to biocides less toxic to animal life (such as the 
organo-sulfurs or quaternary and complex amines) or those that 
volatilize quickly and are not released in the blowdown would reduce 
environmental impact, if blowdown treatments are not used. Redesigning 
of common industrial heat exchangers may result in use of little or no 
corrosion inhibitors, but some biocide will still be.required.  

Blowdown treatment seems to be the final determinant over what 
does or does not get to the environment. Increased use of chemical 
additives for recirculating cooling water must be matched by 
blowdown treatment.
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ON ISORlY COUNCIL 4. ? 
H[ISTOIIC PlESElVATION 

WASHINGTON. D.C. 20240 01 1"4 

MAY

Dear Mr. Rogers: RE: Indian Point No. 2 Consolidated 
Edison Company 

This is in response to your request for comments on the environmental 
impact statement identified by a copy of your cover letter attached, 
to this document. The staff of the Advisory Council has reviewed the 
submitted impact statement and suggests the following, identified by 
checkmark on this form: 

The final statement should contain (1) a sentence indicating that 
the National Register of Historic Places has been consulted and that 
no National Register properties will be affected by the project, or 
(2) a listing of the properties to be affected, an analysis of the, 
nature of the effects, a discussion of the ways in which the effects 
were taken into account, and an account of steps taken to assure . compliance with Section 106 of the National Historic Preservation.Act 
of 1966 (80 Stat. 915) in accordance with procedures of the Advisory 
Council on Historic Preservation as they appear in the Federal Register, 
March 15, 1972.  

In the case of properties under the control or jurisdiction of the 
United States Government, the statement should show evidence of contact 
with the official appointed by your agency to act as liaison for pur

poses of Executive Order 11593 of May 13, 1971, and include a discussion 

of steps taken to comply with Section 2(b) of the Executive Order.  

I The final statement should contain evidence of contact with the 
Historic Preservation Officer for the State involved and a copy of his.  
comments concerning the effect of the undertaking upon. historical and 
archeological resources.  

Specific comments attached.  

Comments on environmental impact statements are not to be considered 
as comments of the Advisory Council in Section 106 matters.  

Sincerely your 

Robert R. Garvey, Jr.  
Executive Secretary 

* cc: Dr. Louis C. Jones, Chairman, New York State Historic Trust, 
Parks and Recreation, Building - 2 state campus, .Albany, New York 1226 
w/inc.  

Tlit: ct VNt'L ta that,'t~ ht,, the Art of 0,.,, r I.;. Pit;,;, itth adriing the" l'rrideat and C. tnte-a 6 I h. fli Id of Ilit,ir I'r,- rratit.t.  
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UNITED STATES 

ATOMIC EN RGY COMMISSION 
/ WASHINGTON. D.C. 20545 

Docket No. 50-247 APR 1 4 

Mr. Robert Garvey, Executive Director 
Advisory Council on Historic Preservation 
Suite 1100 
801 19th Street, N.W.  
Washington, D.C. 20006 

Dear Mr. Garvey: 

I am forwarding for your review and comment 1 copy of the 
environmental impact docutzentation identified in the enclosure to 
this letter.  

The draft environmental statement was prepared by my staff in 
accordance with the statement of general policy and procedure on 
implementation of the National Environmental Policy Act of 1969, 

* as set out in Appendix D of the Commission's regulations 10 CFR 
Part 50. All comments on this draft environmental statement must 
be received by this office by May 13, 1972. Recent delays in the 
receipt of comments on draft environmental statements from several 
agencies have resulted in significant delays in preparation of 
final environmental statements. We desire your comments but must 
emphasize the need for timeliness.  

Please contact me or my staff regarding any problems which may-be 
encountered in these matters. Mr. Gene A. Blanc of my staff has 
-been designated for day-to-day contact in this area.  

Sincerely, 

Lester Rogers, Director 

.Division of Radiological and 
Environmental Protection 

Enclosure: 
List of Documents Transmitted j4 
cc: Chairman New York State 

Historic Trust, Parks and Recreation 
Building 2, State Campus .  
Albany New York 12226



DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 
OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY 

WASHINGTON, D. C. 20250 

May 25, 1972 
50-247 

Mr. Lester Rogers 

Director, Division of Radiological and 

Environmental Protection 

U. S. Atomic Energy Commission 

Washington, D. C. 20545 

Dear Mr. Rogers: 

We have had the draft environmental statement for the 

Consolidated Edison Company of New york Indian Point Unit 

No. 2 reviewed in the relevant agencies of the Department 

of Agriculture. Comments from the Soil Conservation Service, 

an agency of the Department, are enclosed.  

The Forest Service has not yet completed its review and will 

communicate directly with you at a later date if they have 

any comments.  

Sincerely, 

T. C. BYERLY 
Assistant Di ector 

Science and ducation 

Enclosure



SOIL CONSERVATION SERVICE, USDA

Comments on Draft Environmental Statement Prepared by U. S. Atomic Energy 
Commission on the Proposed Issuance of an Operating License for Indian Point 
Unit No. 2, Nuclear Generating Plant 

Chapter IV 

In a number of places this chapter mentions site preparation and landscaping.  
This section could be improved by saying prompt vegetative measures, land
scaping work, etc. , will be done to reduce erosion in the area disturbed and 
denuded in the construction operations.  

Page IV-3 - Paragraph 13-2 - last sentence 

From at least one standpoint, the information in this sentence can be improved 
by stating whether the 275 employees needed to operate and maintain the 
facilities will be imported or made up of local employment forces.  

Page VII-8 

The last two sentences in paragraph 5 seem to have a redundant wording on 
observable effects.  

Page X-lI1 - fir st paragraph unde r C 

This paragr aph brings out good points. The question occurs to the reviewer, 
"what are the average monthly homeowners' cost for such delays?" 

Page XI-1 -last paragraph 

The first sentence in this paragraph is a little difficult to understand. It sounds 
like "gas operation of the Indian Point Unit No. 2 should be financially pre
ferred over the older oil-fired plants." Perhaps the of in this sentence is not 
needed.  

In-the next sentence, should the words , lesser adverse, be followed by effects.  

Page XI-2 

On the first line, "latter" would appear to be more appropriate than "later." 

Page XI-18 - paragraph g.. Employment 

Here it would be well to mention whether employee will come from the local 
force or will they be imported from outside this region.  
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,,-UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 

* - FOREST SERVICE 

- .. Washington, D. C.  

Mr Lester Rogers, Director 
Division of Radiological & Environmental Protection 
Atomic Energy Commission 
Washington, D. C. 20545 

Dear Mr. Rogers:

50-247

IG 16 1972 

1940

We have reviewed the draft environmental statement related to the 
Proposed Issuance of an Operating License to the Consolidated 
Edison Company of N.Y. for the Indian Point Unit No. 2 Nuclear 
Generating Plant - Docket No. 50-247. Our. comments follow:, 

The primary concern to land vegetation will be from production of 
sulfur dioxide (S02) by the burning of fossil fuels. Apparently, 
pollution from this source will be reduced once the 'Plant begins 
operation.  

No *mention is made of the possible effects of Chlorine gas o n 
nearby vegetation, when Chlorine is added to incoming water. It 
may be of benefit to know if there is damage from this gas near 
the Plant site. The problem of noise pollution seems to have been 
considered. since the applicant plans to use land vegetation in 
noise reduction and visual-enhancement of the Plant.  

The applicant seemingly has made plans to carry out a continuous 
monitoring program to detect any adverse effects from the Plant 
operation on the surrounding environment. This effort should be 
a primary requirement in keeping the Plant in operation.  

Sincerely, 

THOMAS C. NELSON 
Deputy Chief



-EPARTMENT OF THE ARMY 
NEW YORK DISTRICT. CORPS OF ENGINEERS 

jJ26 FEDERAL PLAZA 

NEW YORK. N.Y. 10007 

REPLY TO 0 
AT TENTION OF: 

NANEN-E 24 May 1972 

Mr. Lester Rogers, Director 
Division of Radiological and 
Environmental Protection 
United States Atomic Energy Commission 

Washington, D. C. 20545 -.  

Dear Mr. Rogers: 

This 'is in reply to your letter of 14 April 1972, requesting comments on 

the draft environmental statement prepared by your staff for Indian Point 2.  

Comments concerning the statement are as follows: 

a. Page ii - item e. According to the application submitted by Consolidated 

Edison for a Section 13 Permit under the Refuse Act of 1899, submitted on 

24 June 1971 and revised 27 October 1971, the total average flow for units 
1 and 2 is 1,954 cfs. However, the value reported in the statement is 2600 cfs.  

This discrepancy should be clarified. In addition, the permit application 
reveals temperature differentials during summer and winter of 14t and 280 F 

respectively. Throughout the statement, reference is made to a temperature 

differential of 15o0P. Itis suggested that this value be clarified to indicate 
whether it represents an average value throughout the operating year or for 

the summer months only.  

b. Page 111-12, Second paragraph. Con Edison's application for a Section 
10 permit to modify the discharge structure and install a steel outfall 
section consisting of 12 submerged openingswas approved on 24 November 1970.  

Application for a Section 13 permit under the Refuse Act Permit Program was 

made on 24 June 1971 and was revised on 27 October 1971. The applicant was 

requested by EPA to provide additional information on various environmental 

aspects which were deemed necessary to properly evaluate their application.  

The estimated date for final actiqn on the Section 13 Permit is 31 December 1972.  

c. Page 1-4 (See attached Sheet).  

d. Page 1-5 (See attached Sheet).  
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O NANEN-E 
Mr. Lester Rogers, Director

24 May 1972

* e. Page V-4. The flow of 1,200,000 gpm appears to be based upon the 
maximum design flow of 2600 cfs and not average conditions (i.e. 877,000 gpm).  

f. Page VII-4. Throughout the discussion on this page, reference is made 

to a maximum flow of 840,000 gpm and 30,000 gpm service water. However, on 
page V-4, reference is made to a flow of 1,200,000 gpm, which although be
ing greater than the previous flow, is not considered maximum. It is sug
gested that description of flow be prefaced by maximum, minimum or average 
conditions to avoid confusion.  

Sincerely yours,

ef, Engineering Division
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PERMIT. LICENSE, ETC.  

Section 10 Permits 

Permit No. 5236 to construct 
wharf, screenwells and dis
charge tunnel, to install 
pipes, to dredge and place 
fill.  

Permit No. 5891 to construct a 
dike in Lents Cove, Hudson R.  

Permit No. 7184 to place fill.  

Permit No. 7184-.A to approve 
revised plans and to construct 
a discharge channel extension 
wall and a screenwell structure, 
to place fill and to dredge.  

.Permit No. 7184-B to approve 
revised plans to supersede plans 
approved by Permit No. 7184 and 
7184-A.  

Permit No. 7562 to construct a 
screenwell, bulkheads and a 
discharge channel,/to dredge, 
to place dredged material be
hind bulkheads and to install 
temporary dolphins.  

Permit No. 7562-A to approve 
revised plans to supersede plans 
approved by Permit No. 7562.  
Additionally to install a steel 
outfall section consisting of 12 
submerged openings.  

Permit No. 7589 to dredge flota
tion channel and to construct 
ramp in Lents Cove, Hudson R.  

Section 13 permits to authorize 
discharge and control thermal, 
chemical and other waste dis
charges.

0

0



THEASISTNTSERETRYOFCOMMERCE 
S Washington, D.C. 20230 

May 15, 1972 af#e7/.> 

Mr. Lester Rogers, Director.~
Division of Radiological & ' 
Environmental Protection -rk > 
U.S. Atomic Energy Commission 
Washington, D.-C. 20545 

Dear Mr. Rogers: 

The draft detailed statement on-the Environmental Considerations 
by the U.S. Atomic Energy Commission Related to the Proposed 
Issuance of an Operating License for the Indian Point Unit 
Number 2 Nuclear Generating Plant, Docket Number 50-247, which 
accompanied your letter of April 14, 1972, has been received 
by the Department of Commerce for review and comment.  

In order to give you the benefit of the Department's analysis, 
the following comments are offered for your consideration.  

In our opinion, the statement addresses a number of environmental 
topics and is candid in its appraisal of possible impact and 
probable adverse effects-upon the Hudson River estuary and 
associated aquatic life.  

There are several references to the Hudson River Policy and 
Technical Committees that require clarification. The state
ment gives the impression that the Policy and Technical Com
mittees provide firm guidelines and direction to those research 
activities on the Hudson River that are paid for by the appli
cant., Such is not the Case.

In regard to the above comment, we offer the following-suggestions.  
The first paragraph on Page I-9-states that "the.Ecological 
Studies . . . are directed by the Hudson River Technical and.  
Policy Committees . . .". It would be'more accurate to note 
that the ecological studies are usually coordinated with these
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committees, or that opinions on the design and conduct of the 
studies are solicited from these committees. The same para
graph implies that the Bureau of Sport Fisheries and Wildlife 0 
'is concerned only with non-commercial fish and that the National 
Marine Fisheries Service is concerned only with commercial 
fish. This delineation has no factual basis, and any reference 
that suggests such a dichotomy of responsibilities and interest 
should be eliminated.  

The first paragraph on Page V-57 again states that ecological 
studies are directed by the Hudson River Policy and Technical 
Committees. Additionally, it is stated that the "Committees 
outline and supervise the studies . . ." The committees do 
not outline the studies, although as mentioned previously, 
their opinions and suggestions may be solicited by the appli
cant. Use of the verb "supervise" denotes a direct association 
and degree of guidance that does not accurately reflect the 
actual situation. The true situation should be described.  

The first paragraph on Page V-59 states that "These studies 
will be directed. by the Hudson River Policy and Technical 
Committees . "Again, this does not reflect the factual 
situation.  

A more adequate reference to the Technical and Policy Committees 
than employedelsewhere in the statement appears in the first 
paragraph on Page VIII-5, where it is noted that "The appli
cant uses the advice of the Hudson River Policy and Technical 
Committees . . . to plan for fish protection and for types of 
environmental monitoring programs.  

In the second paragraph on Page XI-26, it is said that " 

the company has asked the Hudson River Policy and Technical 
Committee to conduct a ten-million dollar 5-year study..  
So far as we are aware, the Policy Committee will not be con
ducting any studies on the Hudson River. On this same page 
(last paragraph) we note that an expression of opinion by a 
Dr. Gerald Lauer is attributed to the many aquatic biologists 
that have been consulted by the company. If this opinion is 
endorsed by all those to whom it is, at least by implication, 
attributed, it should be so stated.
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Anadromous fishes that may be significantly affected by plant 
* operation are listed on Page VII-7. The American shad is not 

listed, even though it is a fairly important commercial species 
and spawns upstream from the plant. If for some reas6n this 
species is not jeopardized during its migrations past the plant, 
an explanation for this lack of effect should be of interest.  

With regard to environmental radioactivity,-,the frequency of 
sample collection (at least every 6 months) should be mentioned, 
and benthic animals should be analyzed for radioactivity. On 
Page 11-19, benthic organisms mentioned .as being common in the 
Indian Point area include barnacles, clams, polychaete worms 
and amphipods. Clams are good biological indicators for radio
activity and would be the preferred organism in this instance.  
Fish species should be selected on the basis of their feeding 
habits so that both herbivores and carnivores are represented.  

We find that we are unable to make a technical evaluation Of- ' 
the AEC staff's statement of the radiological consequences of 
gaseous releases to the atmosphere. No meteorological assump
tions are listed nor can they be inferred from the references.  . For example, the discussion in the first paragraph on V-64 
concerning average annual concentrations in the atmosphere 
references the document, "Meteorology and Atomic Energy -1968", 
as the source of an atmospheric transport computer program.  
We do not find any such computer program in the document. Also 
on page V-64 in the discussion on gaseous effluents and their 
average ground level concentration in each of 16 wind sectors, 
no mention is made of what specific wind statistics were used 
to make the concentration estimates and, more importantly, 
what the effect of river valley air channelling would be, 
especially since the population centers tend to be in the 
valley.  

The accidental releases are equally vague with regard to* 
meteorological assumptions, although we understand from the 
"proposed Annex to Appendix D" that these assumptions are 
1/10 as conservative as found in the AEC Safety Guides Nos3 

and 4 for Boiling Water and Pressured Water Reactors, respec

tively. No rationale is given for such an assumption.
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From the discussion. on Page 111-45 regarding 4 large decay 
tanks which are filled one at a time with gaseous effluents 
and which have a capacity to permit a holdup time of at least 
45 days, it appears that releases from these tanks will be at 
very irregular and infrequent times. The annual diffusion model 
which is customarily used in evaluating long-term consequences 
is only applicable if the release is routine and not biased 
toward any. particular time or over any particular period.  

We concur with the AEC analysis expecting no substantive 
weather modification from the facility's once-through cooling 
system involving heat dissipation into the atmosphere by the 
heated river water. The facility is also not expected to 
have anysignificant hydrological interactions.  

In section II-8E, the last paragraph, it might be pointed 
out that an earthquake of intensity VII (a modified Mercalli 
scale) occured in New York City in 1884.  

In section 11-14, the 5th line reads "Tornadoes are almost 
unknown in New York, . . ." This is not quite true although 
New York State has a low incidence of. tornadoes. The proba
bility of a tornado striking a point in the area of the S 
proposed nuclear plant is approximately .00048.  

We hope these comments will be of assistance to you in the 
preparation of the final statement.  

Sincerely, 

Sidney IV Galler 
Deputy Assistant Secretary 
for Environmental Affairs 
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W ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY 
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20460 50-247 

OFFICE OF THE JUN ~3 17 - ,-- . ADMI NSTRAT01i 

,K,, 

Mr. L. Manning Muntzing 
Director of Regulation . " 
U.S. Atomic Energy Commission -
Washington, D.C. 20545 

Dear Mr. Muntzing: 

The Environmental Protection Agency has reviewed 
the draft environmental statement for the Indian Point-2 
Nuclear Plant and we are pleased to provide our comments 
to you.  

The major potential environmental impact of operating 
the Indian Point-2 Nuclear Plant involves the effects of 
the once-through cooling system on aquatic biota. We agree 
with the Atomic Energy Commission that the potential for 
severe environmental effects exists for this facility and, 
therefore, are recommending implementation of a closed
cycle cooling system at the earliest date practicable.  

Where the evidence indicates that once-through cooling 
will damage the aquatic environment, a plant under construc
tion may be permitted to operate, but with a commitment to 
offstream cooling (provided that the environmental impact 
of the offstream cooling technique adopted is acceptable).  
In circumstances of substantial environmental impact, the 
backfitting may have to be done under an implementation 
schedule that requires reduced heat discharge and restricted 
-operating levels during the times of peak environmental 
stress. Where the discharger can demonstrate that there is 
no substantial evidence of damage from once-through cooling, 
the plant should receive a permit to operate, but with a 
commitment to perform environmental monitoring and to go 
to offstream cooling if this monitoring produces evidence 
of substantial damage.



With respect to the radiological aspects of the 
facility, more information should be presented regarding 
proposed additions to waste treatment systems, and 0 
assumptions'used in certain dose evaluations should be substantiated.  

We will be pleased to discuss our comments with you 
or members of your staff.  

Sincerely, 

Sheldon Meyers 
Director 
Office of Federal Activities 

Enclosure
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INTRODUCTION AND CONCLUSIONS 

The Environmental Protection Agency has reviewed the draft 

environmental impact statement for the Indian Point-2 Power 

Plant prepared by the U.S. Atomic Energy Commission and issued 

April 13, 1972. Following are our major conclusions: 

1. We agree with the conclusion of the AEC that the 

present once-through cooling system has a potential for causing 

significant long-term damage to aquatic biota in the Hudson 

River. Thus, we recommend the adoption of a closed-cycle cooling 

system at the earliest date practicable.  

2. Should the AEC determine that operation of the plant is 

essentAl to meet critical power demands, we believe that 

power output should be limited to the lowest level necessary to 

satisfy that demand. We agree that monitoring be performed by 

the discharger, and believe that a commitment must be made to 

further limit power output and-go to offstream cooling if this 

monitoring produces evidence of substantial damage. We recommend 

that estimated environmental damage for various levels of power 

output be included in the final statement.  

3. In order to achieve lowest practicable radwaste dis

charge levels the present waste treatment system and all 

proposed modifications should be utilized to their full 

capabilities.  

4. The proposed modifications to the treatment systems 

should be described in detail in the final statement.  

5. The site metorology and all areas of consideration 

which utilize the diffusion climatology analysis should be 

reevaluated using more complete on-site data collected during 

the past 1i0 years of operation oA8ndian Point-l. 0



Radioactive Waste Management 

The draft detailed statement evaluates the radioactive waste 

treatment systems based on the.equipment which will be used during the 

first fuel cycle. The statement,-indicates that by the end of this 

first cycle the applicant will have installed additional waste

treatment e-"-" ,.... . .' -- .,-111 :... . ..J.. . .. .  

charges below the levels estimated in the statement. These modifica

tions include a blowdown treatment system consisting of a filter

demineralizer; an additional demineralizer on the waste disposal 

system evaporator condensate-line;-and charcoal filters on the plant 

vent to reduce radioactive iodine'concentrations from auxiliary build

ing and containment purging.  

We are unable, from the inf6rmation presented in the statement, 

to determine if these modifications will, in fact, reduce the effluents 

from Indian Point-2 to the lowest practicable levels. Therefore, 

the final statement should describe these modifications in detail, 

including proposed operating procedures and estimated time schedule 

of installation and operation. The anticipated effectiveness of reducing 

the effluents should also be described. A description of 'the type of 

demineralizers used in the blowdovn treatment system is especially im

portant, since blowdown is indicated as the major source of radioactive 

liquid effluents. For example, 1 3 7Cs, 134Cs and 99Mo contribute the 

bulk of the blowdown activity, and it may be necessary to employ a 

special demineralizer, which is particularly effective in removing
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these radionuclides, to achieve the anticipated decontamination factor (DF).  

Dissolved solids in the blowdown may result in rapid loading of the 

demineralizer and loss of DF. If it will be necessary to regenerate 

these demineralizers, the regenerant solution should be processed by 

the evaporator or solidified At the drumming station. If the deminer

alizers are not rtbuLeraoie, iu ad increase to the solid waste 

disposal facility should be discussed as we±i as the impact on 

solid waste transportation.  

In the final statement, the discussion of these modifications 

should include the possibility of alternate or additional techniques 

of treating radioactive blowdown. Many PWR's are installing evaporator 

capability to treat steam generator blowdown, and we believe that this 

alternative is a feasible one that could at least be considered in a 

cost-benefit analysis.  

The liquid waste system diagram in Figure 111-14 of the statement 

shows bypasses of the various treatment systems. A commitment should 

be made by the applicant to utilize the waste treatment systems it 

has provided. The commitment is especially important regarding the 

steam generator blowdown which the statement has shown to be the greatest 

contributor to liquid radioactive waste in the environment. The appli

cant should routinely utilize the blowdown treatment system during 

conditions where primary-to-secondary leakage occurs.  

According to the statement, under conditions of primary-to-secondary 

leakage, steam releases from the blowdown flash tank will contain 

significant amounts of iodine-131. Recognizing that the amount estimated



by the AEC is 0.62 Ci/yr, which exceeds the facility's technical 

* specifications limit and, according to the applicant's meteorology, 

appears to exceed 10 CFR 50 Apperdix I limits for iodine at the site 

boundary, the venti ng of this steam should be avoided. We note that 

Figure 111-15 .............. . l ustrates a connection between the 

blowdo-.n flash tank and the main condenser, for the purpose of routing 

the steam flash. ,We suggest that routine employment of this path would 

achieve the desired reduction in the release of 131, to meet the 

aforementioned standards and specifications.  

Experience gained at other PWR's has shown that the magnitude of 

leakage from the secondary system is comparable to steam generator blow

down. During periods of prir_=ry-to-secondary leakage, secondary system 

* leakage will also be contaminated. The draft detailed statement, however, 

does not provide an estimate of the volume or radionuclide concentrations 

associated with this leakage. Further, it is not clear from the FSAR 

or the Environmental Report whether secondary system leakage can be 

routed to the waste treatment system. The FSAR does indicate, from the 

anticipated volumes of liquid to be processed by the waste treatment 

system (Table 11-1.4), that this source has probably not been considered 

for such treatment. The final detailed statement should provide complete 

estimates of liquid and gaseous sources of radioactivity from secondary 

system leakage during primary-to-secondary leakage conditions.  

The holdup capacity for the gaseous waste treatment system, 

which consists of four decay tanks serving Units 1 and 2, is not 

* clearly expressed in the 'statement for the situation where both units 

are in operation simultaneously. It is stated that the system has



the capability "...to permit a holdup time of 45 days for Unit-2, 

and up to 60 days holdup for Unit-l." This can be interpreted to 

mean that the system has either 45 days capacity for Unit-2 alone or 

60 days capacity for Unit-1 alone. Clarification of the combined 

capability of -dIis . . units are operating simultaneously, 

should bp -Fde i t aefinl tat :::. : l iidci:L 'S LechnIcai 

specifications for Unit-2 requires a minimum holdup time of only 

20 days, even though the capability of the system is stated as 45 

days for Unit-2. To be consistent with the intent of "low as practic

able," the applicant should utilize the gaseous decay system to the 

full extent of its capability. This is especially significant since 

most of the radioactivity (as estimated both by the applicant in his 

environmental report and the AEC in the statement) is due to xenon-133 

with a 5.27 day half-life.  

22 
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Dose Assessment 

The dose estimates for the ingestion of fish as presented in the 

statement are not consistent with the liquid effluent discharge estimates 

given. It appears that effluents due to the discharge of steam generator 

blowdon, leakage, have been neglected in 

computing this ingestion dose. The final statement should discuss the 

assumptions for liquid effluent levels and concentration factors used 

to calculate the dose due to the ingestion of fish.  

The doses computed from release of liquid effluents assume a dilution 

flow from the cooling system of approximately 106 gal/min. Considering 

the problems of fish kills due to the high condenser cooling flow and 

the possibility of the neceszit- to reduce the cooling flow considerably 

*to avoid or reduce these fish kills, the statement should discuss the 

effect of such reduced flow on 'the doses involved-both on individual and 

man-rem bases.  

A limited number of measurements made at operating pressurized 

water reactors have indicafed that direct external radiation exposure 

from large outdoor water storage tanks (such as the condensate storage 

tank) could be a significant contributor to the' iadiation dose received 

by people living close to the plant. Neither the applicant nor the 

AEC has estimated the potential radiation exposure from this source; 

such estimates should be included in the final statement. The location 

of the tanks in-relation to the nearest residence and the visitor's 

information center should be indicated. Although the period of exposure



is short, the applicant expects the number of visitors to the center to 

be large. Because of the proximity of the information center to the 

plant (as compared to off-site population groups), estimates of the 

population rad_ 4  . as man-rem/yr) should be made, 

including the expected number of visitors npr vonr ~ tP- fb 

external radiation dose race from plant effluents and direct shine at 

the visitors center.  

TransDortation and Reactor Accidents 

In its review of nuclear power plants, EPA has identified a need 

for additional information on two types of accidents which could result 

in radiation exposure to the public; (1) those involving transportation 

of spent fuel and radioactive wastes and (2) in-plant accidents in

volving reactor systems.  

Many of the factors in accident analysis are common to all nuclear 

power plants- the environmental risk for each type of accident is there

fore amenable to a general analysis. Although the AEC has done con

siderable work for a number of years on the safety aspects of such 

accidents, we believe that a thorough analysis of the probabilities of 

occurrence and the expected consequences of such accidents is necessary.  

A general study would result in a better understanding of the environ

mental risks than would a less-detailed examination of the questions 

on a case-by-case basis. An understanding has been reached with the 

AEC that they will conduct such analyses, with EPA participation, con

current with reviews of impact statements for individual facilities and 2L.



* will make the results public in the near future. We believe that any 

changes in equipment or operating procedures for individual-plants, 

required as a result of these analyses, could be included without ap

preciably changing the overall plant design. If major redesign of 

the plants to include engineering changes were expected, or if an 

immediate public or environmental risk were being taken while these 

two issues were being resolved, we will, of course, make our concerns 

known and an updated impact statement may be necessary.  

The statement concludes "...that the environmental risks due to 

postulated radiological accidents are exceedingly small." The con

clusion is based on the standard accident assumptions and guidance 

issued by the AEC for light-water-cooled reactors as a proposed amend

ment to Appendix D of 10 CFR Part 50 on December 1, 1971. EPA commented 

on this proposed amendment in a letter to the Commission of January 13, 

1972, indicating the necessity for a detailed discussion of the technical 

bases of the assumptions involved in determining the various classes of 

accidents and expected consequences. We believe that the general analysis 

of accidents mentioned above will be adequate to resolve these points 

and that the AEC will apply the results to all licensed facilities.
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Site Meteorology 

We note that the AEC stated it has used the applicant's meteoro

logical data from the environmertal report supplement to estimate doses 

due to the discharge of gaseous effluents at Indian Point.  

We feel that use of this data is questionable, since it appears to 

be based primarily on 1955-1957 work done by New York University and 

some intermittent data gathered since that timie. Although the applicant 

began meteorological monitoring in 1955, and this monitoring has been 

more or less continuous since that time, the data used to establish the 

climatology is only partial data from the years 1955, 1956, 1957, 1969, 

and 1970. The period of record of this data is not clearly defined, but 

it appears to vary from ten months to as little as two months in any 

given year.  

Since Consolidated Edison has had an operating nuclear power reactor 

at this site since 1962, at least ten years of continuous on-site 

meteorological data should be available. We feel that this data should 

be employed to establish the climatology for the site, and that the 

results of the meteorological analysis using this data should be 

utilized to establish the various dose estimates for the operations 

at the site. The reevaluation should be presented in the final 

environmental statement.
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NON-PADIOLOGICAL ASPECTS 

Water Quality and Biological Effects 

In general, the draft environmental impact statement 

properly identifies and assesses most of the probable significant 

water quality and biological effects that will arise as a 

consequence of power generation at the Indian Pbint nuclear 

plant and indicates areas where additional information is 

necessary. Thus, after consideration of these factors, we 

agree with the conclusion of the AEC that, in the operation of 

this plant, there is "...potential for long-term environmental 

impact on the aquatic biota inhabiting the Hudson River..." 

* This impact, due to the operational characteristics of the' 

once-through cooling system, will arise primarily because of 

impingement on the protective screens of the intake structure; 

chemical, mechanical, and thermal effects of entrainment; and 

the excessive heat loads in the river created by the cooling 

water discharge. Also, we agree with the AEC that this impact 

on aquatic biota may result in "...permanent damage to the fish 

population in the Hudson River, Long Island Sound, the adjacent 

New Jersey coast, and the New York Bight." 

New York State classifies the HudsonRiver at Indian 

Point as Type SB. Under state water quality standards for SB 

waters thermal discharges may'not be injurious to "...edible fish 

i or shellfish or the culture or propagation thereof." Since fish

I
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will be killed, clearly state water quality standards will 

be violated.  

We commend the AEC for their forthright expression of 

the probable environmental impacts and identification of areas 

where inform .ation is lacking. Thus,.we support their com

mitment to protect the environment by requiring the applicant 

to initiate additional studies of alternate cooling systems 

and to design and implement a comprehensive monitoring program 

to determine the practicality and need of a closed-cycle cooling 

system. We believe, however, that, based on currently available 

information, if the Indian Point plant is to operate within 

applicable New York State standards and in a manner adequate to 

protect aquatic biota, a closed-cycle cooling system will be 

necessary.  

We appreciate the difficulty in balancing the objective 

to protect the environment with that of supplying needed 

additional1 electrical power in the New York City area. In 

response to this demand, the AEC suggests it will be beneficial 

to operate the Indian Point plant while the additional studies 

are being conducted and while monitoring data is being collected.  

From an environmental standpoint, however, we cannot support 

operation of this plant unless it can be demonstrated that such 

operation will not result in a violation of New York State water 

quality standards or lead to a significant adverse impact on 

aquatic biota. The final statement should describe any measures 

28



* that will be taken to attain these goals, should it prove 

necessary to operate the plant before resolution of current 

environmental problems. Should the AEC determine that electrical 

energy needs of the region override environmental considerations, 

the final statement should predict the extent of both short- and 

long-term environmental damage expected at 25, 50, 75, and 100% 

of full power.  

Our analysis of the engineering aspects of the Indian 

Point plant, the hydrologic characteristics of the Hudson 

River at the plant site, and the ,biological system of the 

lower Hudson indicates that in order to adequately protect 

* the aquatic biota, the following thermal criteria should be 

applied: 

I. Passageway 
a) Maximum Temperature 831F October-June 

860F July-September 

b) Increase in Temperature AT 

October-June T = 40 to max of 83'F 
July-September T = 1.50 F to max of 830 F, if 

T norm is -: 83°F 
T = 1.50 F to max of 860 F, if 

T norm is = 830 F

c) Passageway to be 50% of cross-section and/or 
volumetric passageway or artificial fishway; 
in addition 1/3 of surface from water edge
to water edge.
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II Non-Passageway 

a) Maximum Temperature 90'F 

b) Mixing Zone Dimensions 

No standards as to dimensions 

Note: (1) Temperature measurements applicable to any 
part in stream.  

(2) Increase in temperature based on elevation 
above monthly average of daily maximum 
temperature.  

These criteria embody the strictest standards from the 

Federally approved New York State standards as published in 

"Technical Bulletin No. 36 - Thermal Aspects of Discharges 

on Water Resources "and New York'State promulgated standards 

as described in "Criteria Governing Thermal Discharges (Heated 

Liquids)." We recommend that the ability to meet these 

criteria be considered in the evaluation of various alternative 

cooling systems.  

The draft statement indicates that fish kills due to 

impingement will probably be higher for Unit 2 than that 

experienced for Unit 1. Although operating the Indian Point 

plant on a load-following basis will probably reduce such kills 

during some periods, the AEC should consider requiring the 

applicant to modify the intake structure and/or install 

mid-stream protective screens. The final statement should 

describe any such measures that will be taken to prevent 

excessive impingement during the period when the once-through 

cooling system is to be used.



Since excessive amounts of residual chlorine are 

extremely toxic to aquatic life, it is suggested that, either 

the quantities of sodium hypochlorite used be reduced to a 

safe level, or alternative means of condenser cleaning be 

explored. In the past, EPA has recommnended that levels of 

chlorine in the receiving water should not exceed 0.1 mg/l for 

more than 30 minutes/day or 0.05 mg/l for more than 2 hours/ 

day. The final statement should specify the procedures to be 

used to assure that the discharges of chlorine are below 

levels that would cause significant environmental damage.  

The draft statement indicates that a number of chemicals 

* will be discharged from the Indian Point plant. Although the 

toxic levels of most of-these will not be exceeded routinely, 

the final statement should consider the synergistic effect of 

two or more chemicals that are present at concentrations near 

-their respective toxic levels. Also, the effect of water 

temperature in the discharge plume on-the toxic effects of the 

various-chemicals should be discussed.



COST-BENEFIT ANALYSIS 

This statement is the first to incorporate the AEC 

proposed guidelines for cost-benefit analyses. This approach 

is helpful in. .rr.. -.. . 1- .. format for comparing environ

mental effects. Its application in this statement, however, 

points out several major weaknesses. The environmental cost 

tabular format does not allow for estimating the combined effects 

of thermal, mechanical, and chemical effects on aquatic life.  

The format does not provide for the incorporation of the time 

variable, making it virtually impossible to separate short and 

long term effects (assuming the data were available). Several 

of the items are difficult to relate to environmental costs.  

For example, the evaluations of cooling capacity in units of 

BTU/hr (or acre-ft. of elevated temperature) and consumption 

of water in millions of gallons per day are not meaningful 

numbers per se. Several other items--for example, salt 

deposition and fogging--require considerably more analysis to 

be meaningful indicators of environmental costs. To date, a 

meaningful measure of the principal benefits of electric power 

has not been identified.  

The statement does not provide an adequate base of infor

mation to choose between the six proposed alternate coolant 

systems. In fact, the practicality and availability of brack

ish water cooling towers are questioned by the AEC (p. XI-O).  

320



A spray pond, on the other hand, is estimated to exert severe 

adverse environmental effects .in the form of salt deposition, 

water consumption, fogging, and icing. Estimates of chemical 

discharges from cooling tow,;ers, however, are "...not available at 

this time." It is recommended that the costs and benefits of 

the various alternative cooling systems be doscribed in some 

detail, since these alternatives will be considered to reduce 

the environmental impact of the operation of Indian Point-2.  

The statement points out the need for a broader perspective 

in environmental considerations than current procedures provide.  

By the end of the decade, the electric generating capacity on 

the Hudson River within five miles of the Indian Point site will 

increase from the current 800 Mwe to over 6000 Mwe. The Bowline 

Unit I will be operational within the next few months and the 

Lovett Plant, already in service, is situated less than a mile 

downstream from Indian Point. Yet the statement only considers 

the combined impact of Indian Point Units I and II. There 

should be an analysis of the combined impact of Indian Point 

I, II, and III as well as the previously'mentioned plants on 

nearby sites.
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ADDITIONAL CO>2IENTS 

During the review we noted in certain instances that the 

statement does not present sufficient information to substantiate 

the conclusiorF pro7tA Tr,-cn.nize that much of this information 

is not of major im:JuLLeL0.u z vauacing the environmental impact of 

tUh Iudan 7uiL-2 ;ucier ±:uac. ine cutauiative ejiect, however, 

could be significant. it would, therefore, be helpful in determining 

the impact of the plant if the following information were included 

in the final statement: 

Radiological Aspects 

1. In estimating radioactivity releases from the liquid waste 

disposal system, a decontamination factor (DF) of 10,000 for all 

radionuclides, except iodine and tritium is assumed for the waste 

evaporator. Actual experience, however, has shown much lower 

DF's. The bases for such a high DF should be presented in the 

final statement.  

2. Table 111-7 indicates conditions at Unit-2 may result in 

operation at 1311 discharge levels which would exceed the technical 

specifications limit of 0.18 Ci/yr for 1311, if not controlled.  

It should be noted, however, that even at this limit, using 

the applicant's meteorological diffusion parameters for the 

site boundary and the AEC's suggested deposition velocity, it 

appears the 10 CFR 50 Appendix I guidelines would be exceeded.  

The final statement should discuss this problem.  

0



3. The dose from the ingestioh of fish presented in the state

ment could not be verified using the various effluent levels 

and concentration factors presented in the statement. The 

assumptions and sources used to evaluate this dose should be 

given in 

Non-Radiolo-icai Aspects 

1. Ozone is an air pollutant 'which has been included in the 

National Primary and Secondary Ambient Air Quality Standards, 

therefore, the production of ozone by the high voltage trans

mission lines constructed to distribute electricity generated 

at this facility should be discussed. Concentrations of ozone 

in the vicinity of t!P- ,..±_-. should be estimated for various 

atinosp'heric conditions, and related to potential effects on 

man and wildlife.  

2. The'AEC states that the Hudson River has a high buffering 

capacity for sodium hydroxide, lithium hydroxide, and sulfuric 

acid. According to the Raytheon Report, however, the discharge of 

ion exchange resins caused pH changes of up to 2 units. The AEC 

should provide additional information which shows that discharge 

of sodium hydroxide, lithium hydroxide, and sulfuric acid will 

not alter the pH.  

3. The septic tank system appears inadequate to meet secondary 

effluent quality. This condition will deteriorate completely 

when Unit No. 3 goes on line. Therefore, we recommend re

evaluation of provisions for the handling of sanitary and provisi3n



laundry wastes. The final statement should include information 

on septic tank sludge disposal.  

4. The effects of soda ash and potassium chromate (toxic to some 

organisms in the discharge canal) should be evaluated in con

junction with the effects of other chemicals.  

5. As impingeomnt on the intake screens has resulted in significan: 

fish losses, detailed reference should be included on the proposed 

disposition of those organisms iMThpinged.  

6. An oil spill prevention, containment, and countermeasure plan 

should be included in the statement.  

0 
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FEDERAL POWER COMMISSION 01 
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20426 

IN REPLY REFER TO: 

PWR/ER 

May 10, 1972 

Mr. Lester Rogers 43 * 

Director, Division of Radiological -A .  
and Environmental Protection \ , ..  

U. S. Atomic Energy Commission 
Washington, D. C. 20545 

Dear Mr. Rogers: 
-

This is in response to your letter of April 14, 1972, requesting 
comments on the Draft Detailed Statement on the Environmental 
Considerations Related to the Proposed Issuance of an Operating 
License to the Consolidated Edison Company of New York for the 
Indian Point Unit No. 2 Nuclear Generating Plant, dated April 13, 1972.  

The Federal Power Commission's Bureau of Power has previously 
Scommented on the need for the Indian Point Unit No. 2 nuclear generating 
plant in its letter dated December 22, 1971. These comments were 
included in a Bureau of Power staff report made in response to AEC's 
letter dated December 7, 1971, requesting comments on the Consolidated 
Edison Company's application for interim authorization to operate the 
Indian Point Unit No. 2 at 50 percent of full power.  

It is noted that the basic data included in the capacity-demand
reserve margin evaluation made by the FPC Bureau of Power staff in its 
December 1971 report is that used in Table X-1 of your April 13, 
1972 Draft Detailed Statement; therefore, the following comments will 
update those made in our December 22, 1971 letter.  

The FPC Bureau of Power staff completed an analysis of the 1972 
summer load-power supply situation for the contiguous United States on 
April 17, 1972. As of that date, based on available data-from the 
AEC, it appeared that the Indian Point Unit 2 might be able to achieve 
a significant level of power sometime in the summer, but would not 
be commercially available on May 31, 1972, our cut-off date for 
determination of firm summer resources.  

The Company reported its expected June 1, 1972 power resources to 
be 9,293 megawatts (8,823 dependable generating capacity plus 470 
megawatts firm purchases) and its estimated suiamer peak demand to be
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8,400 megawatts. The resulting reserve margin is 893 megawatts, or 0 
10.6 percent. This margin is less than the size of its largest 

unit, and only 45 percent of the median 1,977 megawatts of forced 

outages and deratings the Company experienced at the time of the 

weekly peaks for a fifteen week 1971 summer period. The Company 

expects to improve its position with the installation of 174 

megawatts of barge mounted gas turbines in June and a like amount 

in July, but it also plans to retire 243 megawatts of old fossil fired 

capacity in July which, if carried out, would have an offsetting effect.  

The Company is also continuing its efforts to increase its firm 

purchases for the period.  

For the New York Power Pool, including the Consolidated Edison 

Company, the situation is only slightly better. As of June 1, 1972, 

the Pool's resources are projected to be 22,474 megawatts with an 

estimated peak demand of 19,510 megawatts, resulting in a reserve 

margin of 2,964 megawatts or 15.2 percent. For the Pool, a median of 

3,056 megawatts of forced outages and deratings at time of weekly 

peak was experienced for the 1971 fifteen week summer period.  

In the light of the foregoing and even though the Indian Point 

No. 2 nuclear unit was not considered as firm capacity in the 

summer load forecast, the staff of the Bureau of Power, concludes 

that all reasonable efforts should continue to bring this unit into 

service at the earliest possible date. The need for added capacity 

to safeguard against the contingencies of forced outages, as well 

as the desirability of implementing scheduled preventive maintenance 

programs, is self evident.  

Very truly yours, 

Chief, Bureau of Power



FEDERAL ?OWER COMMISSION 
WASHIJ'GTON, D.C. 20426 

IN REPLY REFER TO: 

August 1, 1972 

~~~'L2 50-247 

Mr. Daniel R. Muller /' \ 
Assistant Director for /' "' 

Environmental Projects i .....  

Directorate of Licensing -- , .  
U. S. Atomic Energy Commission , 
Washington, D. C. 20545 .  

Dear Mr. Muller: \/' 

This is in response to your letter of July 24, 1972, requesting comment 
on the need for the Indian Point Unit No. 2 of the Consolidated Edison Company 
at both 50 percent and 100 percent power ratings for the 1972-73 winter and 
1973 summer peak load periods on both the Applicant's system and that of the 
New York Power Pool.  

The. Federal Power Commission's Bureau of Power has previously commented 
on the need for the Indian Point Unit No. 2 nuclear generating plant in its 
letters dated September 24, 1970, December 22, 1971 and May 10, 1972. Since 
the commercial operating date of this unit now is forecasted for fall and 
winter of 1972-1973, the following coiaments will update the comments sub
mitted previously.  

These comments are directed to a review of the need for the facilities 
as concerns the adequacy and reliability of the affected bulk power systems 
and matters related thereto. These comments, prepared by the Bureau of 
Power staff, are in accordance with the National Environmental Policy Act 
of 1969 and the Guidelines of the President's Council on Environmental Quality 
dated April 23, 1971.  

In preparing these comments, the staff has considered the AEC Draft 
Detailed Statement dated April 13, 1972, the Applicant's Environmental Report 
and supplements thereto; related reports made in response to the Commission's 
Statement of Policy on Reliability and Adequacy of Electric Service (Order 
No. 383-2); and the FPC staff's independent analysis of these documents 
together with related information from other FPC reports. The staff of the 
Bureiu of Power generally bases its evaluation of the need for a specific 
bulk power facility upon the load-supply situation for the critical peak 
load period immediately following the availability of the facility. However, 
the useful lives of such facilities are generally 30 years or longer, and 
they will continue to serve the needs of the utility's customers during 
their service lives.
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Need for the Facility 

The 873-megawatt Indian Point No. 2 nuclear generating unit is now 

scheduled for commercial operation in the fall of 1972 or winter of 1972-73

and to be available to meet the 1972-73 winter and the 1973 summer peak 

periods. The Unit had been scheduled to be in commercial service prior to 

the 1972 summer peak and to be available to assist in meeting the Applicant's 

system demands during that period but suffered delays which prohibited its 

availability by that time.  

The Applicant based its need for the Indian Point Unit No. 2 on the 

capacity resources available to meet the 1972 summer peak loads, and the 

reserve margins available to provide a margin of safety against normal 

electric system operating contingencies. The Coimnission's letter of May 10, 

1972 reported a 1972 surmer peak reserve margin of 893 megawatts or 10.6 

percent of peak load. The capacity of the Indian Point Unit No. 2 was not 

included in the Applicant's capacity resources since commercial operation 

was not expected until after the beginning of the peak load period on June 1, 

1972. Subsequently, the critical reserve margin conditions forecast for the 

Applicant's system did occur during the week of July 17-21, 1972 when voltage 

reductions of three and five percent were effected due to shortages of 

generating capacity.  

The Applicant's need for the capacity of Indian Point Unit No. 2 during 

the 1972-73 winter peak and the 1973 sumimer peak load periods to meet the 

electric loads of its system and also that of the New York Power Pool in 

which the Applicant is a member, is indicated by the following tabulations 

which have been prepared to show the relationship of the total electric 

resources available to meet the system's loads and the reserve margins 

expected to be available at those times. These gross reserve margins provide 

for such contingencies as scheduled maintenance, unscheduled outages of 

equipment, and errors in load forecasting.  

0
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Estimated 1972-73 Winter Peak load-Sumply Situation 

Consolidated New York 
Edison Co. Power Pool 

Conditions for 100 Percent Power 
Rating (873 Megawatts) 

Total Resources - Megawatts 11,394 1/ 26,681 
Net Peak Load - Megawatts 6,425 18,540 2/ 
Reserve Margin - Megawatts 4,969 8,141 
Reserve Margin - Percent of Peak Load 77.3 43.9 

Conditions for 50 Percent Power 
Rating (436 Hegawatts) 

Total Resources - Megawatts 10,957 1/ 26,244 
Net Peak Load - Megawatts 6,425 18,540 2/ 
Rese-ve Margin - Megawatts 4,532 7,704 
Reserve Margin - Percent of Peak Load 70.5 41.6 

Conditions for 20 Percent Power 
Rating (175 Megawatts) 

Total Resources - Megawatts 10,696 1/ 25,983 
Net Peak Load - Megawatts 6,425 18,540 2/ 
Reserve Margin - Megawatts 4,271 7,443 
Reserve Margin - Percent of Peak Load 66.5 40.1 

1/ Includes net firm purchases of 40 MW 
2/ Includes net firm sales of 22 MW

41
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Estimated 1973 Summer Peak Load-Supply Situation 

Consolidated New York 

Edison Co. Power Pool 

Conditions for 100 Percent Power Rating 

(873 Megawatts) 

Total Resources - Megawatts 11,008 !/ 27,490 

Net Peak Load - Megawatts 8,850 20,84.0 2/ 

Reserve Margin - Megawatts 2,158 6,650 

Reserve Margin - Percent of Peak Load 24.4 31.9 

Conditions for 50 Percent Power 
Rating _.,43'. Megawatts) 

Total Resources - Megawatts 10,531 l/ 27,053 

Net Peak Load - Megawatts 8,850 20,840 2/ 

Reserve Margin - Megawatts 1,681 6,213 

Reserve Margin - Percent of Peak Load 19.0 29.8 

Conditions for 20 Percent Power 
Rating (175 Megawatts) 

Total Resources - Megawatts 10,270 l/ 26,792 

Net Peak Load - Megawatts 8,850 20,840 2/ 

Reserve Margin - Megawatts 1,420 5,952 

Reserve Margin - Percent of Peak Load 16.0 28.6 

1/ Includes net firm purchases of 40 MW 

2/ Includes net firm sales of 22 MU.  

Tne Applicant states that the minimum reserve margin criteria for it, 

as a member of the New York Power Pool, is currently 14 percent of the peak 

load and all members of the Pool have committed themselves to increasing 

their reserve margins capacity to 18 percent of peak load by 1975. The 

reserve margins for both the Applicant's system and the New York Power Pool 

for the 1972-73 winter peak and the 1973 summer peak load period more than 

meet the 14 percent criteria. The Applicant has maintained a reserve margin 

of 20 percent on its system which it feels is necessary to meet the operating
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* problems of the Consolidated Edison Company's system. In order to meet this 
reserve margin in the 1973 summer peak load period, the 100 percent power 
rating of 873 megawatts for the Indian Point Unit No. 2 is needed. Furthermore, 
the Consolidated Edison system has experienced problems in meeting peak loads 
in the past when the theoretical reserve margins have been substantially above 
20 percent of forecast peak.  

Ihe capacity of the Indian Point Unit No. 2 is not critical to the 
Applicant's reserve capacity for the 1972-73 winter peak period, however, the 
availability of this capacity can allow maintenance of other operating units 
not now possible. Delays are frequently experienced in bringing large new 
units of this size into commercial operation, and thorough testing and 
maturing of this unit prior to the summer peak period should improve 
reliability substantially.  

While the 16.0 percent reserve associated with Indian Point No. 2 at 
20 percent power may not appear to be critically low, the deterioration 
between the summer of 1972 and the summier of 1973 inability of the Consolidated 
Edison Company to import power must be considered. The new fossil-fired station 
at Roseton accounts for 480 megawatts of Con Edison's capacity dbring the 
summer of 1973. However, due to litigation in the New York State courts the 

* Rock Tavern-Ramapo 345-kilovolt circuit associated with this new generating 
capacity will not be in service during the summer of 1973. The unavailability 
of the Rock Tavern-Ramapo circuit will reduce the ability of Applicant to 
import power from the winter-peaking upstate members of the New York Power 
Pool, Ontario and New England from the present value of 1,200 megawatts to 
720 megawatts. This reduction in import capacity is particularly serious 
since during the past several summers during peak load periods Con Edison 
has regularly purchased power to the limit of its transmission capacity.  

Transmission Facilities 

A single 345-kilovolt overhead transmission line will deliver the output 
of the Indian Point Unit No. 2 to the Buchanan Substation. The line will 
parallel an existing 138-kilovolt line and will use the same right-of-way.  
Line design and construction conforms to guidelines for minimal impact on 
the environment including the Federal Power Commission's Order No. 414 dated 
November 27, 1970.



DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH, EDUCATION, AND WELFARE 50-247 
/ OFFICE OF THE SECRETAR~Y 

WASHINGTON. D.C. 20201 

JUL 1 31972 

Mr. Lester Rogers, Director .  

Division of Radiological and ..~, ~ .  

Environmental Protection 
U. S. Atomic Energy Commission 
Washington, D. C. 20545 

Dear Mr. Rogers:% 

This is in response to your letter dated April 14, 1972, 
wherein you requested comments on the draft environmental 
impact statement for Indian Point No. 2, Consolidated Edison 

Company.  

This Department has reviewed the health aspects of the above 

project as presented in the documents submitted. We offer 
no comments.  

The opportunity to review the draft environmental impact 
statement is appreciated.  

Sincerely yours, 

Merlin K. DuVal, M.D.  
Assistant Secretary for 

Health and Scientific Affairs



50-247,

United States Department of the Interior- t;;, 
/ // OFFICE OF TH-E SECRETARY 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20240A 

JUN2911 

Dear Mr. Muntzing: 

This is in response to Mr. Rogers' letter of April 14, 
1972, requesting our comments on the Atomic Energy 
Commission's draft statement dated April 13, 1972, on 
environmental considerations for Indian Point Nuclear 
Generating Plant, Unit No. 2, Westchester County, 
New York.  

General 

The statement seriously questions, as do we, the validity 
of some data presented by the applicant. In several 
places in the statement the AEC staff has disagreed with 
the computations and conclusions provided by the applicant.  

it appears that the exact quantification of many of the 
probable environmental impacts cannot be made at this 
time. However, the data presented on Indian Point No. 1 
(Chapter V) leaves no question that Indian Point No. 1 
has a serious environmental effect on aquatic life in the 
river, especially fish. The statement presents a rather 
convincing analysis of the probable impacts of Unit No. 2 
on aquatic life, especially as a threat to fish.  

In addition, the statement in Table 111-1 and on page 111-7 
and at other points recognizes the operation by sometime in 
1974 of additional fossil and nuclear generating units, not 
now operating, on the Hudson River. These 'include Bowline 
Nos. 1 and 2, five miles below Indian Point, Roseton Nos. 1 
and 2, 22 miles above, and Indian Point No. 3 at the site 
of Indian Point N'os. 1 and 2.  

The environmental impacts of t-hese five units are not 
included in the environmental impact assessments of this 
statement, although Indian Point No. 3 was apparently 
included in heat dissipation models by the applicant (page 
111-34) and the electric generating capacity of all five is 
included in the assessments of power supply available.



When operational, these five units will increase the daily 
discharge of heat to the Hudson River between Albany and 
59th Street by about 113 percent over discharges when 
Indian Point No. 2 is operating. Heat discharge will be 
increased about 260 percent over present discharge levels 
listed in Table III-1, when Indian Point No. 2 and the 
other five units go into operation.  

The additional 415 billion BTU/day discharge of those five 
units in a 28-mile reach of river, in addition to the 310 
billion to be discharged by Indian Point Nos. 1 and 2 and 
the Danskammer and Lovett Units, suggests that damages of 
Indian Point Units 1 and 2 will likely be but a small part 
of the damages occurring to aquatic resources during the 
next two to four years.  

Therefore, the opportunity to evaluate the operation of 
Indian Point Units 1 and 2 over the next two to four years, 
and to determine the effects of those operations on the Hudson 
River conditions considered in the statement is foreclosed 
by the imminent addition of these five units to the Hudson 
River.  

There is no assurance that the effects of any given unit 
may not be significantly greater when considered simul
taneously with the others.  

It appears a virtual certainty that significant impacts on 
the biota can be expected from the operation of Indian Point 
Nos. 1 and 2 with once-through cooling. These include 
entrainment of planktonic organisms including egg, larval, 
and fry stages of important fish, along with zooplankton and 
phytoplankton. Major losses may continue from impingement 
of large fish on screen structures. Toxic conditions from 
use of anti-fouling chemicals appear a certainty, and 
adverse impacts of huge quantities of heat discharged to the 
river are predictable as are probable conditions of lower 
dissolved oxygen levels.  

Significant impacts are predictable on the fishery resources 
not only of the Hudson River but also of the New Jersey and 
Long Island coastlines., It appears necessary to correct the 
problems of Indian Pdnt Nos. 1 and 2 and prevent additional 
problems at the other stations if the fishery resources of 
the Hudson River are to be managed and used for the public 
good.



WDespite the extensive efforts undertaken in the past by 
the applicant to solve the problems of Unit No. 1 and to 
avoid problems in Unit No. 2, it does not appear that there 
is yet a basis to conclude that the efforts promise corn

*plete success short of discontinuation of pumping operations.  

Nevertheless it seems reasonable to accept the staff's 
conclusion (page XI-55) that the short-term (2-4 years) 
operation of Unit No. 2 would not be expected to cause 
irreversible environmental damage to the aquatic biota.  

However, the.Department of the Interior is acutely aware of 
the likelihood of significant irreversible damage to the 
aquatic life should Unit No. 2 be operated as now proposed.  
The probable loss of fish eggs, larvae, and juveniles due 
to entrainment, and impingement at the Indian Point 
facilities in the magnitudes estimated, together with the 
related loss of faunal, and floral plankton forms is 
unacceptable to this Department on a long-term basis.  

The AEC proposal given in item 5.f page v to postpone a 
decision on corrective measures until the second year 
after steady state operation is achieved, suggests that any 
meaningful action to prevent significant environmental 
damage would not begin until three or more years from now.  
Construction time of one to three years could postpone 
effective preventative actions for up to six years. We 

*consider this unacceptable since the predictable "short
Wterm" damage to aquatic resources is of a sufficient 
magnitude to justify the best available corrective action 
now. Further quantification of the damage to the aquatic 
resources seems irrelevant 'to the basic objective of 
preventing the significant damage to these resources.  

We presume that during the last several years the applicant 
has made meaningful studies of the alternative cooling systems
in order to prepare the alternative section of the environ
mental statement. With these studies as a base, the design 
of an effective closed cycle cooling system within six months 
seems reasonable. Construction of the facilities within 
12 to 30 months, depending on the system selected, should 
also be possible under a priority construction program.  

3
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Therefore, this Department recommends that the operating 
license for the Indian Point No. 2 should contain the 
following stipulations: 

1. Within six months, tbe applicant shall present to the 
Atomic Energy Commission cornileted plans for a closed
cycle cooling system which will eliminate the need to 
withdraw cooling water from or discharge it into the 
Hudson River, except for quantities necessary as 
makeup water and blowdown discharges, respectively, 
from a closed-cycle cooling system. The plan shall 
include appropriate measures to minimize the effects 
of those limited withdrawals and discharges upon aquatic 
life.  

2. The applicant shall construct and place in operation 
at the earliest possible time, and in no case later 
than July 1, 1975, the closed-cycle cooling system 
required in stipulation number 1 above.  

3. Dur ing the interim period, any operation of Indian 
Point No. 1 and No. 2 with a once-through cooling system' 
should be held to t1-2 minimum by drawing on other sources 
of power available to the applicant's system, and by 
publicly discouraging all unnecessary uses of electric 
energy within its service area, consistent with existing 
authorities.  

4. The applicant should be required to adopt and employ all 
practical measures which may be developed in order to 
minimize any significant adverse impacts of the plant 
operation on the biota during the interim period.  

5. The environmental study program outlined on page V-59 
should be conducted as proposed, except that there should 
be no decrease in sampling efforts until an appropriate 
study interval after the closed-cycle cooling system 
becomes operational.  

6. The proposed studies should include constant monitoring 
of the operations of Indian Point Nos. 1 and 2 in order 
to determine when s~vere adverse impacts are occurring 
and, where possible, operation of the plant should be 
shut down or reduce generation when major fish kills or 
other serious impacts are occurring at the plant.  

4 
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W 7. The applicant will consult with the Bureau of Sport 
Fisheries and Wildlife on the development of the above 
studies as well as any plan which has the purpose of 
minimizing environmental degradation.  

SComments addressing specific topics follow.  

Land Use 

The reference to the applicant's Supplement No. 1, which 
shows the layout of the buildings, park and lake area, 
should be page 2.3.1-2 instead of 2.21-2 as given on page 
V-l.  

Cumulative Impacts 

The statement pertains primarily to Unit No. 2, with some 
considerations being given to the cumulative effects of 
both Units Nos. 1 and 2. Since the construction of Unit 
No. 3 is about 70 percent complete and is scheduled to be 
operational in 1973, we believie that AEC would be remiss 
in meeting its obligation under P.L. 91-190 if the final 
statement were not expanded to include the effects of Unit 
No. 3.  

It further appears that a more detailed discussion of the 
heat dissipation capacity of he entire Hudson River com
pared to the total heat load imposed by the various heat 
sources should be included inithe statement. It appears 
that the cumulative thermal loading could appropriately 
be considered at this time. The New York Department of 
Environmental Conservation published an article in the 
New York Fish and Game Journal entitled, "Thermal Load
ing in the Marine District" in the July 1970 issue. This 
article pointed out the need to understand the ecology of 
the marine waters and the limits of tolerance of the member 
organisms in order to assess the environmental effects 
resulting from the operation of steam electric plants.  

Impingement on Travelling Screens 

Fish kills occurring on the travelling screens in the 
cooling water intake are discussed on page V-30 and V-46; 
however, the method of disposition of fish, and other 
accumulations on the screens is not described. The method 
of disposal of these solid wastes should be described in 
the final environmental statement.



Plant Dismantling and Decommissioning 

The disposition of the site after the end of the useful life 
of the reactors needs to be clarified. It is stated on pages 
V-75 and V-76 that the reactor will be entombed with associa
ted highly radioactive components and it is anticipated that 
this action would have no significant radiological impact 
on the environment. However, a basis for this conclusion 
is not given.* We suggest that the statement include infor
mation on the anticipated quantities and longevities of 
the radioactive materials to be buried, the expected integrity 
of the entombing structures, and data on ground water. The 
burial of highly radioactive materials on the banks of the 
Hudson River would be a questionable action, particularly 
if long-lived radionuclides are involved.  

Environmental Impact of Postulated-Accidents 

Section VI gives an adequate evaluation of impacts resulting 
from postulated accidents through Class 8 for airborne 
emissions. However, the environmental effects of accidental 
releases to water is lacking. Some of the accidents 
described in Table VI-l could result in releases to the 
Hudson River and the effects could last for centuries.  
As we have stated in comments on previous environmental 
statements, we do not think that an analysis of only air
borne emissions constitutes a complete evaluation of the 
possible impacts resulting from a major accident.  

We also think that Class 9 accidents resulting in both air 
and water releases should be described and the impact on 
human life and the remaining environment discussed as long 
as there is any possibility of occurrence.  

Alternative Fuels and Sources 

The statement on page XI-3 refers to recent studies which 
indicate that coal-fired plants may lead to a radiation dose 
exposure to the general public similar to or greater than 
exposures derived from operation of powerplants using 
'pressurized water reactors. We do not believe that there 
is uncontestable evidence to support this statement. If 
AEC retains this information in the final environmental



O statement, we suggest that the radiological impact of 
Unit No. 2 should only be compared with modern fossil
fuel steam-electric plants with current emission control 
equipment.  

* Recreation 

We believe that assessment of the impacts on recreational 
water for both primary and secondary contact activities 
should be expanded. The transfer of 14 acres to the Village 
of Buchanan to be developed by the Village as a public 
marina should increase the recreational value of boating; 
however, little or no mention is made of the effects of 
other water associated recreational activities.  

Planned Environmental Studies 

As we have stated previously, we believe sampling intensity, 
as mentioned on page V-59, should not be decreased until 
the effects of Units 1, 2, and 3 have been determined.  
Entrainment studies should also be continued until such 
time as definitive infornation has been gathered. These 
stipulations should be placed in the study plan outlines 
and included in the study discussions in the statement.  
We recommend that the operating license require the appli
cant to consult with the Bureau of Sport Fisheries and 
Wildlife on the developmentcf the detailed plan to mini
mize environmental harm. We also request that this Depart
ment be advised of the plan when completed and review and 
comment on it in regard td our expertise and jurisdiction.  

Benefit Description of Alternative Plant Designs 

The benefits claimed on page XI-57 from research, local 
taxes and employment should be separated from other benefits 
in this table. The AEC's "Guide for Submission of Infor
mation on Costs and Benefits," dated May 1972, correctly 
distinguishes between these items and the generation of 
electricity and the production of other products. We also 
concur with the statement on page 4 of that report "that 
the calculation of indirect benefits is a complex and 
controversial matter, frequently involving a large number 
of assumptions." As further pointed out, the claiming of 
such benefits could result in multiple accounting. It 
appears that this statement has shown benefits for the 
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additional local taxes and employment without indicating 
that there would also be attendant increases in taxes 
paid by local and regional customers and that there would 
also be some increase in local services for the approxi
mately 400 people expected to work at the plant.  

Although significant benefits may be realized by the local 
community, these funds are ultimately paid by the local 
community and the other customers of the applicant, there
fore, from a regional viewpoint taxes are essentially a 
transfer of funds and should not be indicated as benefits.  

We appreciate this opportunity to comment on the statement..  
We hope these comments will be useful to you in the prepara
tion of the final environmental statement.  

Si ly 7r 

Deputy Assilstant S ecretar Iy of the In eirior 

M~r. L. Manning Nuntzing 
Director of Regulation 
U. S. Atomic Energy Commission 
Washington, D. C. 20545 
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DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION 
M AILING ADDRESS: 

UNITED STATES COAST GUARD US. COAST GUARD(WS) 
400 SEVENTH STREET SW.  

WASHINGTON. D.C. 20590 

PHONE: 202-426-2262 

'25 MAY 1972 5-241 

Mr. Lester Rogers, Director 
Division of Radiological and 
Environmental Protection ,.  
U. S. Atomic Energy Commission 
Washington, D. C. 20545 

Dear Mr. Rogers: 

This is in response to your letter of 14 April 1972 addressed to Mr.  
Herbert F. DeSimone, Assistant Secretary for Environment and Urban 
Systems, concerning the revised draft statement, environmental report 
and other pertinent papers on the Indian Point Unit No. 2 Nuclear 
Generating Plant, Westchester County, New York.  

The concerned operating administrations and staff of the Department of 
Transportation have reviewed the material submitted and we have no com
ments to offer. It is our determination that the impact of this project 
upon transportation is minimal and we have no objections to the project.  

This Department previously reviewed this project as indicated' in our 
letter dated 25 January 1971 to Mr. Harold L. Price of the Atomic 
Energy Commission.  

The opportunity to review and comment on the Indian Point Unit No. 2 
Nuclear Generating Plant is appreciated.  

Sincerely, 

}qzzi, 

r. " -":-(tI

I



NEW YORK STATE HISTORIC TRUST Parks & Recreation * State Campus * Albany, N.Y. 12226 e 518 457-4194 

Louis C. Jones 
Chairman 

Conrad L. W irth LI-y'/ 

Ewald B. Nyquist V " 
S e y m o u r H . K n o x C.  John H. G. Peli • / y,{ " , 
Laurance S. Rockefeller 

I //... , 
Mildred F. Taylor 
C. Mark Lawton -' 

May 12, 1972 .  

Mr. Lester Rogers, Director 
Division of Radiological and 
Environmental Protection 
U. S. Atomic Energy Commission 
Washington, D. C. 205215 

Docket No. 50-247 

(Indian Point #2, N. Y.) 

Dear Mr. Rogers: 

The New York State Historic Trust has carefully examined 
the environmental statement prepared for this project. I 
am pleased to reply on behalf of the State Liaison Officer 
for Historic Preservation, the Chairman of the New York 
State Historic Trust.  

In general, the New York State Historic Trust agrees 
with the Historical Imp8t Statement on Page V-2 of 
the Draft Statement on t'he Environmental Considerations 
and the sites mentioned in the Appendix at 2.1.3-2.  
However, the New York State Historic Trust regrets the 
already unsatisfactory visual impact of the Indian Point 
Construction on the historic environment of the Stony 
Point Battlefield and of the Palisades Interstate Park, 
both of which are Registered National Historic Landmarks.  
The New York State Historic Trust further hopes there 
will' be no additional damaging effects in those surroundings.  

I hope this information will be useful.  

Very truly yours, 

Mark Lawton 
Director 

ML:WGT:ve 

State of New York o Nelson A. Rockefeller, Governor * Parks & Recreation * Alexander Aldrich, Commissioner



STATE OF NEW YORK 

ENVIRONMENTALCOSRAIN 

RONALD W. PEDERSEN 

FIRST DEPUTY COMMISSIONER ALBANY 

50-247 
June 1, 1972 

Dear Sir: 

The State of New York has completed its review of the "Draft 
Detailed Statement on the Environmental Considerations 
Related to the Proposed Issuance of an Operating License to 
the Consolidated Edison Company of New York for the Indian 
Point Unit No. 2 Nuclear Generating Plant" Docket No. 50-247, 
by the U. 'S. Atomic Energy Commission, Division of Radio
logical and Environmental Protection, Issued April 13, 1972.  

In preparing the attached comments, we have taken info 
consideration the views of all appropriate State agencies 
including the New York State Atomic Energy Council. Many 
of the comments are quite detailed and directed to very 
specific points in the statement with the aim of clarifying and 
improving the final statement.  

The statement is commendable in that it has identified the 
environmental impacts and adverse effects of the operation 
of Unit No. 2. It does not, however, fully discuss the relation
ship of Indian Point with respect to the cumulative and 
synergistic effect of its operation and that of. a number of other 
power plants in a relatively short section of the Hudson River.  

It is also important to note that a number of observations in 
the statement are based upon operation of Unit No. 2 beginning 
in the summer of 1972. However, because of various delays, 
earliest operation would be beyond the summer 1972 peak 
demand period.



The attached comments are illustrative of our concerns and 
we request that they be given your utmost consideration.  
Thank you for the opportunity to review and commient upon 
this document.  

Sincerely, 

United States Atomic Energy Commission 
Washington 
D. C. 20545 

Attention: Director, Division of Radiological and 
Environmental Protection 

Enclosure



STATE OF NEW YORK 

- COMMENTS 

on the 

"Draft Detailed Statement on the Environmental 

Considerations Related to the Proposed Issuance 

of an Operating License to the Consol idated Edison 

Company of New York for the Indian Point Unit 

No. 2 Nuclear Generating Plant" 

Docket No. 50-247 

by the 

United States Atomic Energy.Commission, Division 

of Radiological and Environmental Protection 

Issued: Aptil 13, 1972

General Comment - On the thirty mile stretch of the Hudson River 

extending north and south from Indian Point there are ten power 

generating stations either operating, under construction or 

planned for the future. Those presently operating include 

Indian Point No. 1, Lovett and Danskammer. Five stations are 

under construction at the present time and these include 

Indian Point Nos. 2 and 3, Bowline 1 and 2 and Roseton. Two 

additional plants have been proposed by Con Edison known as Verplank 

1 and 2. At least six of these stations will be located within 

a one and one-half mile section of the River (Indian Point 1, 2, 

and 3, Lovett and Verplank I and 2). Although it is recognized 

that all of those plants are not the subject of the environmental 

statement under consideration, it is quite difficult 

to obtain a valid appraisal of Indian Point No. 2 without the 
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recognition of the cumulative and synergistic effect of the operation 

of possibly ten plants in such a short section of the river.  

2. Page i-3. - While the applicants' declared intent to develop a portion 

of the property for recreational and educational purposes and the 

grant of 14 acres of property to the municipality for the development 

of a marine facility at Lent's Cove is commendable, the project does 

detract from the view of the shoreline and upland area as seen from 

the river. This fact should be indicated.  

3. Page i-3.c. - In connection with the area used in trans

mission line rights-of way, there is a statement that the trans

mission towers were architecturally designed in accordance with 

State and Federal guidelines. There is no State guideline on the 

architectural design of transmission towers. The type of tower0 

most appropriate for use will vary with topography, vegetative 

cover, background and exposure of the right-of-way. For purposes 

of minimizing aesthetic insults there is no "best" design. The Statement 
should describe the design contemplated and discuss the visual impact 
expected.  

4. Page ii, 3.f., 111-6 thru III-39,'XI-12.- -The AEC states that "The 

con clusions reached by the applicant-in regard to the thermal 

discharges from Units Nos. 1 and 2 in meeting the New York State 

thermal criteria throughout the entire year have not been adequately 

demonstrated by the applicant, especially since the submerged jet 

-depth is being changed from 18 feet to 12 feet below mean water' 

level." It is assumed that the AEC will pursue this question further 

with the applicant prior to approval of an operating license. While0 

there may be questions about the actual dispersion patterns, the 

model studies, calculations, and field studies
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represent a reasonable effort at appraising likely river 

conditions.  

Further 

modifications, if needed, may be required by the State. Since 

the New York State Department of Environmental Conservation has 

stated that there is reasonable assurance the criteria will be 

met and has adequate follow-up procedures following issuance of 

the permit, the U.S.A.E.C. assertion on p. ii, 3.f. is questionable.  

The AEC review of the mathematical and model predictions by the 

uility (p. 111-6 thru 111-39) questions the adequacy of the data 

available and the resulting conclusions drawn by them and likewise 

by the N.Y.S. Dept. of Environmental Conservation (since the State 

has issued a construction permit and has given a certificate of 

reasonable assurance). However, the USAEC comment is based on an 

evaluation assuming the discharge from all three units operating 

and not just Units #1 and #2 (p. 111-39). There is no doubt that 

there are serious concerns already identified by the N.Y.S. -D.E.C.  

in regard to the ability of the approved diffuser facilities to 

adequately satisfy thermal criteria with all three units operating.  

5. Page ii-3.j and p. V-53 - AEC estimates that "the total yearly 

recruitment loss for each subsequent year loss in the (striped 

bass) population may be as high as 15-20% from direct effects of 
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plant operation". Their analysis is based in part on the prediction 

that 25%. or more, of the fish eggs and larvae passing the plant will 

be entrained and lost. This prediction is only meaningful in terms 

of the proportion of the total number of eggs and larvae produced 

annually in the Hudson River which actually do pass by the plant.  

AEC assumes that a large proportion of the annual production will 

pass the plant. Insufficient documentation is provided in the 

statement to validate the use of this assumption.  

6. Page iii-3.n - This paragraph states that the operation of Unit 

No. 2 will permit the applicant to shut down or reduce the use of 

"older coal-burning plants." The last unit in the Consolidated 

Edison system using coal was at the Ar thur Kill Plant. This unit 

was shut down by conversion to oil on February 25, 1972. Therefore 

the phase "older coal burning plants" should be changed to "older 

oil burning plants" since there are no longer any coal fired plants 

-in the Con Edison system.  

7. Page iv-5.c. - The AEC conclusion that the benefits of meeting an 

urgent short term need for power in New York City outweighs the 

corresponding environmental costs is only justified to the extent 

that there will be no irreparable and irreversible effects on the 

environment.  

8. Page iv-5.d. - The name 6f the agency (s) to whom "the comprehensive 

program" should be acceptable should be identified.  

9. Page v-5-f. - It is felt that the Commission should discuss any 

proposed action to be imposed on the applicant to minimize environmental.
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impact with the State before such actions are actually imposed.  

* 10. Pages 1-3 thru 1-8. - Comments on*Permits Issued - The first permit 

issued to the Con Edison Companiy was dated August 22, 1966 and 

applied to the construction of an outfall and the discharge of 

coaling water resulting from the operation of Unit #1 only. This 

permit expired five (5) years later on August 22, 1971. Therefore, 

it is no longer in effect. A construction permit was issued on 

May 19, 1970 with the understanding that the effluent channel and 

diffuser, although hydraulically capable of discharging the cooling 

water from all three (3) units, would only be approved for the 

eventual discharge of Unit #1 until sufficient ecological and 

temperature studies could prove adequacy for Units #2 and #3. A 

modified construction permit was issued on December 10, 1970 for 

the same basic structure. However, our concerns for not allowing 

the discharge of Unit #2 were alleviated after having received 

additional information regarding the proposed discharges from 

Units #1 and #2. The proposed relocation of the intake structures 

by Con Edison was a significant improvement and entered into this 

decision. The USAEC is urged to require Consolidated Edison to 

establish a firm schedule for implementing this proposed modification.  

A third modified construction permit was issued on November 4, 1971 

because of changes in the design of the adjustable discharge ports 

and slide gates. The permit conditions were otherwipe the same as 

for the previous permit. Recent inspections indicate that the 

structure is nearly complete with approximately half of the slide 

gates installed. The company has been informed that an operation 

permit to discharge the cooling water eftom Units #1 and #2 through
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the discharge structure will be withheld until all construction 

called for in the construction permit issued November 4, 1971 is 

cou±plete and in accordance with the approved plans. Therefore, 

no permit has been issued nor is one in effect to discharge through 

the diffuser structure.  

The permits listed through the Introduction in the report are 

accurate except that the November 4, 1971 construction permit is 

not listed. The permits listed under Chemical Discharges on 

page 1-6 are incidental to the project. One was for the. disposal 

of domestic sewage (6-10-59), while the other two (11-13-70 and 

2-10-71) were for the release of cleaning solutions from pipe 

cleaning operations and were only temporary in nature. They are 

no longer in effect since the cleaning operations have ceased.  

11. Page 1-9 - The last sentence of the first full paragraph provides 

-alist of the organizational members on the Fish Advisory Board.  

This list should be modified to indicate that there is a non

voting member from the New York State Department of Public 

Service.  

12. Page II - The importance of the estuarine nature of the Hudson 

River, which is described in paragraph 3 is that the upward extent 

of salt water varies strongly with the input of fresh water into 

the river and that it may actually be nearly fresh near the river 

mouth after a heavy rain. This is a misleading statement since 

this effect can only occur after protracted high flows of fresh 

water and in most circumstances can only occur during high flows
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that are characteristic of the spring runoff.  

13. Page 11-8 - Statements in regard to the geology of the site appear 

to be little more than a review of the content of the Preliminary 

Safety Analysis Report rather than a critique of the possible 

environmental dangers which might be possible, because of the 

geological circumstances present there. The terminology used, 

such as: 

"...no truly major faults on or near the site." 

"...no danger of a destructive earthquake." 

are not sufficiently precise statements. The following statements 

are suggested as alternatives-to those quoted above: 

a. No faults are known to exist on the proposed site. A 

major fault has been mapped extending into the Hudson 

River from the eastern shore in a line approximately 

3000 feet northwest of the site. This fault extends 

over twenty miles to the northeast of the site and may 

join faults west of the River which extend into New Jersey 

to the southwest. One of these faults to the southwest, 

the Ramapo Fault, separates rocks of Precambrian age 

(over 800 million years old) from Triassic age 

(approximately 200 million years old) rocks and 

represents considerable displacement. On the east side 

of the river within three miles both north and south 

of the site are several faults with at least several 

*hundred feet of mappable offset.
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b. As presented in the Preliminary Safety Analysis Report, 

a Modified Mecalli intensity of VI is considered possible 

in the area on the basis of study of the seismic history 

of the region.  

Using the criteria tentatively proposed by the U. S. Atomic Energy 

Commission for siting of nuclear power plants in 10 CFR, Part 100, 

Appendix A, it may be necessary-in the future to determine which 

faults in the area are "active"; active meaning one movement within 

the last 35,000 years or more than one movement within the last 

500,000 years. There is seismic activity in southeastern New York, 

adjacent Connecticut and New Jersey. Only one focal mechanism has 

been worked out which shows possible correlation to a known fault.  

This fault is a Triassic basin border fault in New Jersey. Thus, 

for further power plant siting an investigation involving a seismic 

monitoring program with analyses of focal mechanisms to determine 

whether the motions observed correlateliboth geographically and 

geometrically with known faults. If faults are found which appear 

to be related to seismic activity, they will have to be mapped in 

detail. Such a mapping program could involve the entire south

eastern portion of New York and adjacent Connecticut and New Jersey.  

*It can 

be anticipated that this kind of study will be required for future 

site investigations and that more detailed geologic mapping will 

be required.
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The original reports by T. W. Fluhr, P.E., and S. Paige, besides 

their own field work, rely on quoted geologic information no younger 

than 1936 and mostly as old as 1919 and 1901. With the decision 

to build still another plant near this site, environmental statements 

should include detailed geologic investigations of the 

entire region be synthesized and analyzed and new investigations 

be undertaken to fill in the gaps in existing data. The geologic 

reports by T. W. Fluhr, P.E., and S. Paige are not sufficient for 

basing decisions on future power-plant siting in the region around 

Indian Point.  

14. Page 11-9 - The discussion of surface water including tidal effects 

is important but it doesn't give proper recognition to the efforts 

to regulate flow by the use of headwater reservoirs. It should be 

noted that reference 9 includes a discussion that states in part 

"1controlled releases ... are designed to keep the minimum flow of 

the Hudson River downstream from Hadley at the highest possible level, 

generally about 3,000 cfs ...... (page 7 of Reference 9).  

Green Island and Rensselaer do not draw any of their water from the 

Hudson River any longer and probably will not in the future except 

for emergency purposes.  

15. Page II-11 - The first full paragraph contains a statement that peak 

tidal flow is more than 30 times the input of fresh water. While 

true, it is probably even more important that the peak tidal 'flow 

is about 100 times the fresh water flow at which the river is 

generally regulated.
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16. Page 11-19 The first full paragraph dealing with "Special Ecological 

Considerations" implies that the Hudson is a major spawning area for 

striped bass that live in Long Island Sound and the Atlantic Ocean 

near New York. The importance- of the Hudson River as a fishery in 

and of itself is quite well known, but the implication that this is 

.a major striped bass spawning area for areas other than the western 

end of Long island Sound is questionable.  

17. Page 111-7 - The last two sentences of the first paragraph in section 

E.l.a. indicates that once-through cooling systems are the simplest 

and most economical means for cooling. It should also be noted that, 

with the exception of dry-cooling towers, not in general use, these 

systems cause less evaporation and generally consume less water. during 

their operation. They also avoid the physical intrusion of towers and 

they add less visible vapor to the air in the vicinity of a thermal 

plant.  

18. Page 111-9 - The status of Technical-Bulletin No. 36, "Thermal Aspects 

of Discharges on Water Resources," has been the subject of much 

discussion. After New York filed Bulletin No. 36 with the Interior 

Department, that-Department approved New York State standards. When 

the State formally adopted thermal criteria essentially as previously 

transmitted to the Department.,of the Interior, EPA raised questions 

and has not approved or disapproved them.  

19. Page III-li - 'Recommended-revisions..ishould have no place in an 

evaluation of requirements for approval under existing regulations.  

Adoption is highly speculative. If new criteria are subsequently 

adopted, their applicability to, and effect on, the facility would
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have to be evaluated at that time.  

@ 20. Page 111-19 - The first paragraph mentions a control weir in the 

discharge canal to control jet velocity. This is incorrect, as 

velocity can only be controlled by port opening adjustment, which 

controls head on the open ports. Further., the head requirements 

on the circulating water pumps were partially determined by the 

'water elevation in the discharge canal. The weir could only 

function as a relief to avoid excess head and backpressure.  

21. Page 111-35 - The first paragraph contains an expressed concern 

for raising the port depth from -18 to 12 feet in terms of meeting 

a 90OF maximum surface tempe rature restriction. This assumption 

fails to recognize, for the 12 foot depth, jet development by 

* bottom entrainment that was restrained by the river bed at the 18 

foot depth, and verification by hydraulic model studies of better 

initial dispersion and lower maximum surface temperatures than shown 

by the same model with an 18 foot port-depth. It is believed-this 

concern is not warranted and the maximum surface temperature criterion 

will be satisfied.  

22. Page 111-35 -. The third paragraph discusses maximum river ambient ' 

temperatures and indicates that a maximum river temperature of 81OF 

has been observed opposite Indian Point in August. The company's 

analysis takes into account some recirculation. It is necessary 

to clarify whether the 81OF temperature was a local surface 

temperature or is average and representative as backgr ound ambient 

across the river. Since these observations were made when Indian 

Point No.' 1 was running, it is expected that slack tide periods 

*h6

I
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would show slight temperature elevations off shore from the plant.  

Effects of Unit 1 are accounted for in the combined analysis for 

1 and 2 together, and should not be superimposed on the combined 

analysis. To suggest adding 20F to the analyses for heat 

dissipation presumes such a temperature w6uld be uniformly 

present throughout the cros s-section to the depth from which water 

is withdrawn. This is rejected as without foundation.  

23. Pages 111-35-36 - In the first paragraph on the submerged discharge 

math model, there is a discussion of the zone of flow establishment, 

and an assertion of improper approach. The development of the 

coefficient for the length of the zone of flow establishment was 

also based on undistorted hydraulic model studies. Since the length 

is a constant times width, there seems to be no basis for stating 

the constant in error, but rather that a different equivalence 

parameter might have been used to establish the zone distance. It 

does not appear, as correlated in hydraulic model studies, that 

this would appreciably change the final length.  

24. Page 111-36 -The first full paragraph suggests that maximum 

surface temperatures are not properly evaluated. While the 

assumptions of distribution in an assumed equivalent plume may 

not be verifiable, the undistotted hydraulic model gives data for 

maximum temperature at any point on the surface, and demonstrates 

ability to meet the maximum surface temperature criterion.  

25. Page 111-36 - The second complete paragraph deals with the question 

of interference between jeto. While important, it must be recognized
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that the nature of these jets is such that most dilution will come 

from top and bottom, and lateral interference between jets is of 

less significance. The applicants selected operating mode of 

alternate ports, with edge to edge spacing of 25 feet, should 

obviate further discussion of a possible inappropriate equivalence 

analysis and assumed vs. actual port spacing of 11.25 and 5 feet 

respectively. Further, if the statement analysis were carried 

on to no lateral port spacing (a slot), the conclusion seeming 

to be drawn would be no dilution.. This is incorrect; a slot can 

function as an effective diffuser. The correct conclusion is that 

considerable additional dilution will occur after jet interference.  

The primary reliance must be placed on undistorted hydraulic model 

studies and field verification.  

The company has acknowledged that extensive field evaluations and 

verification are required and will be conducted. There is sufficient 

flexibility in the diffuser designed for three units to operate 

various port groupings to determine port inter-relationships and 

dilution effects.  

26. Page 111-36 - The final sentence of the second full paragraph, 

indicating that the jet interference temperature and the surface 

temperature are synonymous must be refuted. The 81OF temperature, 

as discussed above, is also rejected as being.a tempaxature which 

could occur across the entire intake. Significant dilution, as 

also discussed above, will occur after jet interference. The 

compounding of two assumptions in error to indicate surface temperature 

criteria violation must be questioned. The average intake temperature 

k 69 .
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will not reach 810F, nor will the maximum surface temperature at 

the discharge be elevated 12.4 0F, as stated. With primary reliance 

on the undistorted hydraulic model studies, it must be reiterated 

that the 90OF surface criterion-will be'satisfied.  

27. rage 111-37 - In the first paragraph, questions are raised about 

operation of the jets. The diffuser design, to allow the restriction 

or closing of some port openings allows a design jet velocity pri or 

to unit three operation, and also at any combination of operating 

units and circulating water flows. With this flexibility, there 

should be no cause for concern. 'the applicant has initially selected 

alternate ports for operation, but it will be desirable to investigate 

other combinations. The applicant will be-restricted by state 

discharge permit condition to maintain design velocity at all times 

during plant operation.  

28. Page III.'.%-The second paragraph discusses factors which, it is presumed, 

invalidate the applicant's review analysis. While the mathematical 

models do not take the port elevation shift into account, the hydraulic 

model studies do. The 12 foot discharge configuration has been 

modeled, with results of a lower maximum surface temperature and a 

better isothermal pattern than the original 18 foot depth. The 

primary reason is removal of the interference of bottom impingement 

by the plume, over coming drag, and better entrainment under the 

jets. The jet would not now interdict the bottom, and this should 

be considered in evaluating ability of free swimming fish to move 

under the discharge and along' the bottom in the vicinity of the0 

discharge.
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The question of increased temperature is correctly stated, in terms 

of less flow and higher temperatures. However, this should not be 

equated to maximum surface temperature criteria violation, as this 

mode of operation has been selected for winter use when ambient 

temperatures are very low.  

29. Page 111-37 - The discussion of near and far field dissipation 

mathematical models indicates the need for field verification of 

model correction factors over a broader range of conditions and 

temperatures than possible with Indian Point No. I alone. It will 

only be possible to verify at higher flows and heat discharge when 

Indian Point No. 2 is 'on line.  

The mathematical models-are a reasonable approach to describe the 

phenomena associated with heat discharge and dissipation. They 

require refinement, and must be correlated to hydraulic model studies 

and actual field verification. From the data available, and analyses 

and studies done, it can be concluded with assurance that the Indian 

Point No. 1 and 2 discharges can be accommodated in the Hudson River 

..within constraints of adopted thermal regulations and water quality 

requirements. Both mathematical and hydraulic model studies will 

be reworked as field data is available. The mathematical model 

assumptions will be re-evaluated in light of operating experience 

to move to a more confident basis to predict effects of adding Unit 

No. 3.  

30. Page 111-38 - The discussion under cross-section temperature distri

bution model again, as for the dissipation model, criticizes 

extrapolation outside of confidence limits, of limited data. While
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not desirable, use of available data must be made to check theoretical 

assumptions. As noted above, continued refinement of models will 

be made as new data is available, but the ability of Unit No. I and 

2 discharges to meet criteria can be accepted at this time. The 

hydraulic model studies give balance to the mathematical approach,.  

and have been conducted over a wide range of operating conditions 

to observe changes. Extensive verification tests will be conducted.  

31. Page III.- The paragraph on net-nontidal flow recognizes the phenomena, 

and its usefulness in describing mixing and dilution aspects not 

accounted for in other ways. Hovever, it is believed, in light of 

the admitted lack of definitive data to quantify the phenomena, that 

conclusions should not be drawn on which segments of the flow region 

participate, and to what extent. Its beneficial effect should be 

recognized, with qualification and quantification left to field 

verification studies.  

NOTE: While the comments in Nos. 18 through 31 were generated primarily 

in response to the section on heat in the statement, III,E.,l., 

pages 111-6 to 111-39, they should be used throughout the entire 

statement where questions of thermal discharge arise.  

32. Page 111-45 - The total calculated liquid release other than H-3 

from Units I and 2 of 81 Ci will be reduced to 8 Ci when all 

plant modifications are complete. These modifications are listed 

in Con Edison's Environmental Report Supplement on page 2.3.7-9 

as being the following: 

a) modify reciprocating charging pumps and return 

leakage to C.V.C.S.
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b) modify pressurizer spray values.  

c) modify waste disposal evaporators.  

d) install a polishing demineralizer/filter for 

waste evaporator condensate.  

e) intertie between Units 1 and 2 steam generator 

blow-down purification system.  

There is no schedule given for the completion of these modifications.  

After all plant modifications are effective, the estimated liquid 

releases other than H-3 would still exceed the guide of 5 Ci per 

year given in 10 CFR 50 Appendix I. A statement regarding these 

modifications should be included, and schedules discussed, as fully 

as possible. This is particularly important in regard to the steam 

generator blow-down purificator system as 85% of the anticipated 

annual release of radio activity from Unit #2 originates from this 

system and by-passes the existing radwaste system.  

33. Page 111-46-47 - The report considers the environmental impact of 

Units 1 and 2 operating simultaneously. On page 111-46 the 

calculated radiological releases from Unit I are listed amounting 

to 40 Ci. On page 111-47 the past actual releases are listed and 

they are close to this level. However, this table omits available 

data for the last half of 1970 and all of 1971 which should be 

included. During 1971 the releases reported by Con Edison amounted 

to 78.5 Ci due mainly to the waste evaporative system being 

inoperative.
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34. Page 111-49-- The statement is made that AEC-estimates of 1-131 

releases to the atmosphere are 0.64 Ci, which exceeds the Technical 

Specifications limit of 0.18 Ci/year. The plant modification listed 

in the Supplement calls for a -charcoal filter in the plant vent but 

no schedule is given when this will be complete. If the iodine 

release the AEC is referring to originates from volatile iodine in 

the steam generator blow-down system there is some question about 

this by-passing the plant vent. This point should be clarified.  

Estimated releases after the. chardoal 'fiter is installed and the 

scheduling for installation of the filter should be discussed.  

35. Page 111-59 - Consideration of the environmental effects of the 

emission of fossil-fuel contaminants is not adequately covered.  

In Section III, E 4, it is correctly shown that the plant complies 

with the applicable emission standards. However, in Section V, C 

or Section VII, B 2, it is not sufficient to state only that the 

operation of the plant would not greatly increase the level of 

nonradioactive air pollutants in the area. On the basis of results 

of diffusion analyses conducted by the Utility for the Fossil-fuel 

contaminants, the expected contributions by Units 1 and 2 to the 

pollutant levels can be stated and compliance with the applicable 

air quality standards can be shown. This should be done.  

36. .. age V-4 - The-end of the first paragraph discusses the need to 

carefully evaluate the discharges from Units 1 and 2 so that the 

facilities needed at other or new plants can be evaluated. This 

is a reminder that observations of plant operation would be essential 

to an accurate appraisal of what Unit 3 is likely to do to river 
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34. Page 111-49 - The statement is made that AEC estimates of 1-131 

releases to the atmosphere are 0.64 Ci, which exceeds the Technical 

Specifications limit of 0.18 Ci/year. The plant modification listed 

in the Supplement calls for a -charcoal filter in the plant vent but 

no schedule is given when this will be complete. If the iodine 

release the AEC is referring to originates from volatile iodine in 

the steam generator blow-down system there is-some question about 

this by-passing the plant vent. This point should be clarified..  

Estimated releases after the, charcoal filter is installed and the 

scheduling for installation of the filter should be discussed.  

35. Page 111-59 - Consideration of the environmental effects of the 

.;mission of fossil-fuel contaminants is not adequately covered.  

In Section III, E 4, it is correctly shown that the plant complies 

with the applicable emission standards. However, in Section V, C 

or Section VII, B 2, it is not sufficient to state only that the 

operation of the plant would not greatly increase the level of 

nonradioactive air pollutants in the area. On the basis of results 

of diffusion analyses conducted by the Utility for the Fossil-fuel 

contaminants, the expected contributions by Units I and 2 to the 

pollutant levels can be stated and compliance with the applicable 

air quality standards can be shown. This should be done.  

36.. _ageV_-4 --The .end of the first paragraph discusses the need to 

carefully evaluate the discharges from Units 1 and 2 so that the 

facilities needed at other or new plants can be evaluated. This 

is a reminder that observations of plant operation would be essential 

to an accurate appraisal of what Unit 3 is likely to do to river 
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temperatures. The criticism of the limited background sampling.  

gives even more weight to permitting observations of the effects 0 
of Units I and 2 while there is still a chance to use the observations 

to modify Indian Point 3 before it is ready to come on line. The 

applicant is already required to monitor all discharges. The important 

question now is the frequency and location of sampling to assure that 

they will represent the mixing of the plant discharge with the river 

water.  

37. Page V-6 - The second paragraph indicates that the applicant's studies 

can be expected to answer some of the ecological questions raised 

by operation of Indian Point I and 2 but that other studies should 

be undertaken and that these needed studies are discussed in Part 

D-4 (Page V-60). However, review of the "Needed Information".outlined S 
under Part D-4 does not clearly reveal who will carry out the needed 

studies. A similar problem exists on Page IX-4, Part F, where 

reference is made to a proposed radiological and non-radiological 

surveillance program. A clear proposal as to what additional 

information should be collected, and by whom, should be presented.  

In addition, the discussion on Page XI-55 of technical specifications 

to be provided with the operating license does not specify the 

ecological monitoring surveillance program and iecessary administrative 

controls recommended to assure that adequate data will be collected 

to assess the biological impact of the operation of this facility.  

Again the question arises as to 

what additional information should be 5 
obtained to assure an adequate appraisal, and what further
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administrative control should be imposed to enforce the program? 

The environmental monitoring activities are now being carried out 

through contract studies evaluated by the State and Federal 

fisheries agencies.  

If these programs are to be effective, they 

must be clarified and coordinated with the on-going studies under 

the Federal and State agencies.  

38. Page V-6 - The third paragraph indicates that "large numbers of 

fish may be killed through impingement on the screens that protect 

the condensers." The expected 

losses should be further quantified by reference to past and current 

operating experience.  

@ 39. Page V-11 - Chlorine discharge problems discussed in paragraph 2 merit 

very serious consideration. Mechanisms for controlling biological 

growth in the condenser while keeping the chlorine discharge concen-.  

tration as low as possible would be highly desirable. Chlorinating 

when the condenser flow is reduced and on half a condenser section 

at a time would appear to be a desirable practice.. By keeping the 

quantity of chlorine discharged to the river as small as possible, 

sensitive forms would be subject to chlorine for a short period 

until current and wind action reduced levels below thresholds 

for entrained non-mobile species.
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40. Page V-17 - In connection with the observation made in the fourth 

paragraph, it would appear that survival in the zone of thermal 

resistance would become shorter rather than longer as the temperature 

appraoches the lethal temperature.  

41. Page V-36 and 37 - The table V-3 on pages V-36 and V-37.of the 

report appears to contain a number of errors, particularly the 

total dose to invertebrates. The concentration values in this 

table were obtained by dividing the estimated releases by the total 

yearly flow in the discharge canal. Calculations of the average 

yearly concentration result in about 25 pCi/l. This will be 

reduced when plant modifications are complete. The data in table 

V-3 should be corrected and refined.  

42. Page V-52 - The first complete paragraph discusses the possible effects 

of the destruction of large number of Neomysis on the food chain.  

While Neomysis may be killed by passage through the plant, they may 

still serve to feed other fish that frequent the discharge plume; 

therefore they may still contribute to the food chain. Consideration 

of this item should also be included in the AEC statement.  

43. Page V-54 - The first two paragraphs discuss factors associated with 

the movement of larvae through the area where they are susceptible 

to withdrawal by the Indian Point intake. If some of the larvae move 

through the area at a higher than average rate as a result of 

longitudinal dispersion, it would seem logical that others would 

be held in the area longer resulting in no net change in exposure 

to withdrawal for the entire populatio78 

0
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44. Page V-54 - The third paragraph discusses.the vertical migration of 

larvae. A review of the Hudson River Fisheries Investigation's 

report indicates that the larvae are definitely more concentrated 

near the bottom during the daytime as indicated in the impact report.  

A more appropriate interpretation of nighttime conditions, however, 

appears to be that the larvae are uniformly distributed rather than 

concentrated toward the top. The statement in the Impact Report is 

therefore questionable.  

If the shift were from the bottom during the day to the top at night 

then the average movement through the Indian Point.area would be 

approximately as though the larvae were unifromly distributed. Since 

the larvae are uniformly distributed at night however, then a portion 

will continue to be carried upstream and the average number of 

exposures of the population would appear to be still greater than 

estimated by U.S.A.E.C.  

The concentration of larvae subject to withdrawl by virtue of being 

in the surface waters would be halved, however, since the larvae will 

be distributed through the cross section rather than concentrated in 

the surface waters.  

45. Page V-64 - The third paragraph should carify in its reference to 

page VII-8 whether it is referring to the 5 mrem/yr site boundary 

dose or the 5 curies per year and 20 pCi/liter limit as meeting the 

10CFR50 requirements for "as low as practicable." 

46. Page VII-l - If the sixth of the factors listed as important is 

believed to be a result of plant operation then the introductory 

words should be changed to read "Reduction of dissolved oxygen . . .  

79
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47. Page VII-2 - The section relating to "Air Use" should be changed.  

Bringing Indian Point Unit No. 2 on line would probably not result 

in the immediate retirement of existing fossil-fired plants since 

reserve capacity will still be marginal. On the other hand the 

availability of a base load nuclear power plant should permit reduced 

operation of these plants and in the long run the addition of Indian 

Point Unit No. 2 will contribute to the total capacity needed to meet 

increased demands and to eventually replace the older fossil fired 

plants that should have been retired some time ago.  

48. Page VII-4 - The section on heat dissipation contains an evaluation 

of expected temperatures based on condenser flow and service water 

additions. Evaluation of the numerical values given indicates that 

the mean temperature would be 25
0 F. (considering condenser flow only) 

rather than 32.51F. Although the near field mixing requirements are 

greater with reduced condenser flow, the far field heat dissipation 

requirements will remain the same. Since the initial water temperature 

will be lower when reduced condenser flows will be applied, it should 

be expected that the 90
0 F. limit can readily be met. The 40 F. rise 

limit will then be the controlling requirement. Consolidated Edison 

Company has acknowledged that further field observations are needed.  

The effects of port elevation changes have been discussed previously 

i n comments on the submerged discharge model (p. 111-37 para. 2).  

These comments apply here also.  

49. Page VIII - The third paragraph should be expanded to deal explicitly 

with the question of whether it should be necessary to meet all of 

the electrical demands of customers. Certainly the basic needs mentioned 

80 4
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in the report should be met but a careful examihation should also be 

made of the necessity of meeting all other use demands, especially 

at all times and at low cost.  

50. Page VIII-2 - The first paragraph should be expanded to note that 

while Indian Point 2 would significanly contribuie to Consolidated 

Edison's nominal reserve margins, it is of perhaps even more 

importance that it would be expected to have greater reliability 

than many of the older units counted in the reserve, thus further

contributing to the ability of the system to meet peak demands.  

51. Page VIII-4 - The section dealing with "Water Usage" note that use 

of Hudson River water for cooling Indian Point 2 would limit or 

preclude its use for cooling fir other purposes. The statement 

should also indicate that an immediate use for cooling may have a 

greater social value than an uncertain future use and an expanded 

discussion of this should be included.  

52. Page VIII-4 - In the third paragraph, "the ultimate impact on the 

fishery was not evaluated because the effect of Indian Point is.  

still problematical." The contribution of the Hudson to the 

commercial and sports fisheries is basic to a determination of the 

potential overall costs to society. Furthermore, the purpose of the 

Statement is to describe and project, to the fullest extent possible, 

the ultimatd effect on the fishery.  

53. Table X-1 - This table should be modified to reflect the latest load 

and capacity estimates made by Consolidated Edison and the New York 

Power Pool. It has been retyped to permit the comparison of the 

new data, which is underlined, and the original data, which has 

been placed in parentheses. Certain items, which have been difficult 

to verify either as to the basis for their use or their accuracy, 
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have been marked. The Consolidated Edison Company capacity estimates 

for 1972 include the output of Bowline No. 1 (600 MW(e)), 348 MW (e) 

of barge-mounted gas turbines, and 270 MW (e) of firm power to be 

purchased from Rochester Gas and Electric. On this basis the estimated 

reserves without Indian Point No. 2 are 1,921 MW (e) or 22.9%. However, 

delays in completion of Bowline No. 1 and the barge-mounted gas turbines 

and the occurrence of peak loads between June 15 and July 15 would 

reduce these estimated reserves to 503 MW(e) or 11.5% of peak load, 

which is below the desired reserve margin of 20%. In addition, 

Consolidated Edison, due to delays in development of new facilities 

has been forced to maintain on line a large number of old generating 

plants that would normally have been retired, and as a result an 

average of 2,350 MW(e) (See footnote 2. Table X-l).of generating 

equipment is expected to be unavailable for the coming summer. It 

should be.noted that this is approximately 429 MW(e) more than the 
C 

estimated reserve capacity 1,921 MW(e). If, in addition, Bowline No. 1 

is delayed, Consolidated Edison Company could incur a generating 

capacity deficit of 1,029 MW(e) on any given day.  

Actually, the amount of unavailable capacity could be much greater.  

Consolidated Edsion estimates that for this summer equipment 

unavailability could range betdeen 1,450 MW(e) and 3,250 MW(e) on 

_.any given day. The revised table also explores the effect of having 

Indian Point No. 2 available at half and full power. In light of 

recent developments, it appears that the earliest date for commercial 

operation of Indian Point No. 2 would be beyond the summer 1972 peak 

demand period.
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TABLE X-1 FOPECASTED 1972 SUYMR PEAK SITUATION

Consolidated 
Edison Company

Conditions Without 
Indian Point Uni: No. 2 

Net Dependable Capability - MW(e) 
Net Peak Load -.M.11(e) 
Reserve Margin - .'(e) 
Reserve Marcin - Percent of Peak Load 
Reserve Deficiency - ,fd(e) 

.Conit or z With 
Indian Poinz Unit No. 2 (436 14W(e))* 

Net Dependable Capability - .-V(e) 
NetPeak Load -.. I(e) 
Reserve Margin -.-l(e) 
Reserve Margin - Percent of Peak Load 
Needed Reserve .arcin Based on Criteria 
of 20 Percent of Peak Load - nf(e) 

Indian Point Unit No. 2 (436 .q(e)) 
Capability as Percent of Needed Reserves 
Reserve Deficiency - MW(e) 

* Indian Point Unit No. 2 (873 !,11W(e)) 

Net Dependable Capability - MW(e) 
Net Peak Load - K.-I(e) 
Reserve Margin - IS-I(e) 
Reserve Margin - Percent of Peak Load 
'Needed Reserve Marqin Based on Criteria 
of 20 Percent of Peak Load - 1111(e) 

Indian Point Unit No. 2 (873 %Sl(e)) 
Capability as Percent of Needed Reserves 
Reserve Deficiency - 64I(e)

(9,448)1/.  
(8,550) 

(898) 
(10.5) 
(812) 

(9,884)11 
(8,550) 
(1,334) 
(15.6)

10,321 
8,400 

1,921 
22.9

10,757 
8,400 
2,357 
28.0

New York 
Power Pool 

(24,026) 23,727 
(20,040) 19, 0 
(3,986) ,3,717-/ 
(19.6) 19.0 

(22) -= 15

(24,462) 
(20,040) 
(4,422) 
(22.1)

(1,710) " -- :( 4,008)

(25.5) 
(376) 

(10,321) 
(8,550) 
(1,771) 
(20.7) 

(1,710) 

(51.0) 
(61)

4/ 

8,400 
2,794" 

4/.

24', 163 
19,510 

21.3 

Y,
(10.9) 

(24,899) 24,600 
(20,040) 19,310 
(4,859) 4,39-3/ 
(23..8), ---.52_ 

(4,008) _/ 

(44.2) 4/ 
(851)

* Even with operation of Indian Point Unit No. 2 at 50% power, a reserve deficiency 

of 376 ,.1(e) in the applicant's system results.  

"/ Includes 325 I.51(e) of firm power purchases.  

Reserve rarcin must consider the a.ount of ceneratina canacitv that will be 
unavailc:blc bncaue tZZ zrr-nz cltv S Ia bcornd normal rezxrxeent 

.un o .o. rCsorve cacav crc ze e:e to be- .... availaoie. 6ased on 
last si.L.mer's C:: ,src -- es_.,ated tnam an avcrace o: 2,350 ".(e) will be 
unavailable because o un:sc.ccul.2: ouzaces. '!his rcpresents 429 mW(e) more than 
Uhe estimated reserve o: i,921:4) 

Includes deduction of 500 %14(e) dcwn for scheduled maintenance.  

4/ A 26% minimm as a reserve margin canacity is an appropriate general rule in 
many st-ul-,31:s. - - . a. an r-=rrGrle :.-inum ror consoiiOamec o/iso " 

because of reasons alreacv outlined in footnote 2.
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TABLE X-3 

PROJECTED ELECTRIC LOADS AND SUPPLY CONDITIONS 
WITHIN THE NORTHEAST A-EA ID THE NEW YORK POWER POOL 

(WITH AND WITHOUT INDIAN POINT UIT NO. 2) 

Summer 1972 Winter 1972-73 

Northeast Power Coordinating Ceuicil* 

Planned Capability, M5 (e) (54,763) 54,7111/ (57,488) 59,8572/ 

Anticipated Reserves, MW(e)-' (13,334) 30,3372/ (12,062) 13,3051/ 

Percent of Projected Peak Load (32) 25.1 (27) 29.4 

Planned Nuclear (2,824) 1,386 .2,835 2,835 

Percent of Anticipated Reserve. (21) 10.4 (24) 21.2 

New Y6rkPower Pool** 

Planned Capability, ,.(e) (Including net of 

transactions and 873 KyW(e) from Unit No. 2) (24,247) 24,600 (25,733) 26,6811/ 

Peak Load, MW(e)- (20,040) 19,510 (20,040) 18,540 

.Anticipated Reserves, MW(e)- (4,207) 4,5901/ (6,683) 7,241_ 

Percent of Projected Peak Load (21) 23.5 (35) 39.1 

Necessary Reserve at 201(l) NW(e) (4,008) 3,902 (3,810) 3,708 

Surplus,(Deficiency) MW(e) (199) 688 (2,873) 3,533 

Without Indian Point Unit No. -2 
(Nuclear, A=rii 1972) -873 -873 

(Consolidated Edison Co. 
Buchanan, New York) 

Net Capability M 4W(e) (23,374) 23,727 (24,860) 25,808 
Peak Load MW(e) (20,040) 19,510 (19,050) 13,540 
Reserve hW(e) (3,334) 3 ,7 7 J (5,810) 6,3/ 
Peak Load (16.6) 19.0 (30) 34.4 
.Necessary Reserve at 20%1 /  I4W( (4,008) 3,902 (3,810) 3,708 
Surplus (Deficiency). MK(e) (674) 185 (2,000) 2,660 

* Includes New York, New England, and Canadian members.  
* Includes net of 'sale transactions.  

1/ FPC Staff Estiate.  
W/i1th Indcian Point Z:o. 2 at 873 21.1(e) .  

/ Incluocs ciccuctco. -or sc"c--uleo reintchzance.  
Winter cazaca: nyer becaus oC im'.roved coolina efficiency.  

ourcer Letter to i. . achlesinger, Cnairman or the Atomic Energy Commission, 
from J. N. Nassikas, Chairman of the Federal Power Cormission, October 15, 
1971 and evaluation of NOW York Stite D' nartment of Public Service made 
on May 1, b co Cr noi1cn-_d r~uison ioa and caoacity estlmates 
Watcd .arch _S, 1972 and rcuort o- ;'CC dated ;riil 1, 1972.
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54. Table X-3 - This table has also been updated to reflect the load and 

capacity information received from the Northeast Power Coordinating 

Council on April 1, 1972, and to reflect the changes that were made 

in Table X-1. This has been retyped to permit comparison of the 

new information (which has been underlined) and the original 

information (which has been put in parentheses).  

55. Page XI-2 - There does not appear to be adequate recognition that 

older plants which were originalyy coal-fired have been converted 

to oil to eliminate fly ash and coal handling problems. At the 

time these conversions were initiated, they were considered 

important steps to reduce soot emissions. As new environmental 

problems have been identified, however, further efforts for improve

ment have been found necessary.  

56. Page XI-5 - The section dealing with purchased power is now out of 

date. Recent information from Consolidated Edison indicates that 

they will receive the output from Bowline No. 1 of 600 MW(e) and 

have firm purchase commitments for 270 MW(e) from Rochester Gas and 

Electric and an additional 150 MW(e) from PASNY. Negotiations were 

still underway for 300 MW(e) from Ontario Hydro.  

57. Page XI-9 - A statement is made in connection with "Wet Cooling 

Towers" that all the heat rejected to the wet cooling tower is 

transferred via evaporation. One hundred percent evaporation takes 

place only during certain ambient conditions, and these conditions 

very seldom occur. In actual practice heat is dissipated by a 

combination of evaporation and sensible heat transfer.
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58. Page XI-60 - Table XI-3 includes sections titled "Effects on Water 

Body of Intake Structure and Condenser Cooling System, 2.1 Primary 

Producers Consumers and 2.2 Fisheries." The effects of open cycle 

cooling systems would appear to be the same as, if nor more than, 

those for the once-through alternative. Since the same volume of 

water would be withdrawn, but mechanical impact and holding time 

at elevated temperatures would be increased, it would seem that the 

onshore effects of these alternatives would be similar to those for 

the once-through approach. On the other hand, the time the discharge 

would be above ambient temperatures would be substanciallyreduced.  

Thus, all four approaches should be either "Potentially Large" or 

the 2nd, 3rd, and 4th should be "Equal or Greater than for once through." 

The text (Pages XI-23ff) does not appear to cover these alternatives.  

Line 3.2 on the effects of chemical discharges on aquatic biota seems 

questionable. Cleaning requirements would be greater in connection 

with natural draft and mechanical draft open cycle cooling alternatives 

than with once-through cooling. This, of course, would have a 

slightly greater effect on aquatic biota. A spray pond should have 

equal or larger effects than once-through cooling. For the closed 

cycle systems the blow down shquld have higher chemical concentrations 

but would be of much smaller volume. While minor, they certainly 

wouldn't be zero.  

The items in Table XI-3 that are identified as "Same" might be 

interpreted to mean the same as above or the same as once through.  

All use of the term "Same" should be replaced with an appropriate 

number and all blanks should be LjLled in with either a zero or a
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statement that the impact is minor, major or unevaluated, as 

appropriate.  

59. On page 1-9 and elsewhere in the Statement it is indicated that 

"ecological studies" are "directed" or are being "supervised" 

by the Hudson River Technical and Policy Committees. These 

committees are advisory and can only make recommendations 

regarding procedures,-etc.  

60. The statement gives a great amount of consideration to meeting 

New York State standards however does not give any consideration 

to New York State Law (Section 275 of the Conservation Law) which 

deals with the protection of fish.
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The draft detailed statement prepared by the Division 

of Radiological and Environmental Protection of the Atomic 

* Energy Commission contains, in our judgment, substantial errors 

of analysis in three specific areas: 

1. Indian Point II's effect on fish and other 
aquatic life* 

2. The feasibility of natural draft closed cycle 
cooling towers at Indian Point' and 

3. The alleged immediate necessity for the power 
to be generated by Indian Point II.  

1. Indian Point II's effect on fish and aquatic life.  

In evaluating the effect of Indian Point II on the 

Hudson River ecosystem, the draft statement treats the effects of 

the plant in a vacuum, totally ignoring the future presence of 

W two sizable generating stations to be located near Indian Point 

II -- the Bowline Point and Roseton plants -- in addition to the 

existing Danskammer and Lovett plants. The cumulative effect of 

these generating stations will place considerable stress on the 

Hudson River even before it feels the effects of Indian Point II.  

None of these stations has undergone or will undergo a NEPA review.  

In view of the fact that the license being applied for here will



extend for 40 years, the failure of the draft statement to relate 

the effects of Indian Point II to the present and future adjoining 

stresses on the Hudson River renders the draft'statement, with its 

single-minded focus on Indian Point II, myopic and violative of 

the teaching of the Calvert Cliffs decision.  

Further, the State of 171ew York totally rejects the premise 

that, in an area of this magnitude, where the entire fate of the 

Hudson River ecosystem is at stake, future research and analysis of 

the detrimental effects of this massive power plant should be 

entrusted to the applicant alone. This amounts to posting a wolf 

to guard the sheepfold. The inherent conflict of interest which 

would result from employing the licensee as its own policeman, is 

underscored by its history of haphazard investigation of fish kills 

and repeated refusal to gather and supply relevant data concerning 

fish larvae and other aquatic life.  

This policy will inevitably cast a shadow over any future 

conclusions of the Commission regardinq the adverse effects of the 

plant on the River, based as they would inevitably be on studies 

drawn up, conducted and evaluated by an applicant which has a vested 

interest in the'results of such studies. Any future study of the 

effects of Indian Point II must be assigned to an aqency or 

organization which will not have the huge pecuniary stake in the 

ultimate results of such a study which Con Edison has.
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. It is also relevant to note that New York Conservation 

Law S 275 dictates-that "No person shall take fish . . . by 

shutting or drawing off water." The Attorney General has filed 

* suit against Con Edison to recover $1.6 million in penalties, 

pursuant to Sections 275 and 389(4) of the Conservation Law, 

resulting from massive fish kills at Indian Point II which occurred 

during recent testing operations in February 1972. In addition, 

Con Edison has signed a consent order with the New York State 

Commissioner of Environmental Conservation under which it is 

mandated to take affirmative steps designed to prevent such kills.  

Pursuant to 10 CFR Part 50, App. D, § A.13, the Commission's 

license should be conditioned on the applicant's meetinq all State 

requirements relating to the protection of Hudson River marine life.  

2. The feasibility of natural draft closed cycle cooling towers 
at Indian Point II.  

The draft statement states: 

"The principal objection to using evaporative 
cooling towers [e.g. natural draft closed 
cycle cooling to 6r-s] at the Indian Point 
site is the hich range of salinity content of 
the Hudson River (100 to 7000 ppm). The 
damaging effects of the salt-water drift on 
metallic objects and plant life could be 
detrimental. Until such a time as research 
can produce brackish water cooling towers 
with very low drift and environmental impact, 
this use is not practical. (DFS, XI-9)."
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But nowhere does the draft statement support that conclusion with, 

any data. .Its conclusion directly contradicts both the applicant's 

own analysis and those of the State of New York and the Hudson River 

Fishermen's Association.  

It is beyond dispute that natural draft closed cycle 

cooling towers at the Indian Point II plant would reduce intake 

water demand at the site by at least 95%, with attendant enormous 

reduction of the severe ecological impact on river life inherent 

in Con Edison's system as presently designed. The construction 

of this alternative to once-through cooling will assure protection 

of the vital ecosystem now thriving in the Hudson River.  

The applicant itself has stated that cooling towers 

will not cause problems relating to fogging or saline drift.  

While they do object to the expense., attendant downtime resulting0 

from connection, and the vapor plume above the towers, Con Edison 

does acknowledge that brackish-water cooling towers are 

commercially available (see Comments, Con Edison, C-164), contary 

to the draft statement.  
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New York Power Pool without Indian Point II will be 19.6%, almost 

double that of a year ago. A 40-year license to operate a massive 

generating station without adequate environmental safequards should 

not be granted on the basis of an alleged but unproven power crisis, 

where reasonable alternatives exist, such as natural draft cooling 

towers.  

PHILIP WEINBFPG 
PAUL, S. SHEMIN 
Assistant Attorneys General 

of Counsel
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Ecodyne Cooling Products Co. of Santa Rosa, California, 

reports that in fact they have officially guaranteed Con Fdison 

and the New York State Public Service Commission that it can 

* provide cooling towers with a drift loss rate of .004-.008% of 

circulating water flow. At this-level of drift loss, Ecodvne has 

calculated through atmospheric dispersion formulas that there 

wil be "minimal local adverse impact from brackish water natural 

draft cooling towers." 

By placing an air-cooled heat exchanger atop conventional 

cross-flow natural draft cooling towers, Ecodyne has succeeded in 

greatly reducing saline drift and nearly eliminating the fog 

heretofore characteristic of this type of cooling device. Not only 

will this system eliminate the adverse effects moist, salty air 

* might otherwise have on trees and plants, equipment, roads and 

homes, but it will also reduce the vapor plume which might otherwise 

accompany these towers.  

The General Public Utilities Service at Morristown, 

New Jersey, has, like Ecodyne, conducted a year long in-depth 

study aimed at evaluating the environmental effects of salt water 

cooling towers. This study proceeded with electrical industry 

funding and appeared in the environmental report prepared by
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Jersey Central Power and Light for its Forked River I plant.  

Submitted to the A.E.C. in January, this report concluded that 

salt water cooling towers generate minimal adverse impact on 

property adjacent to cooling towers. S 
It appears that much of the material in the draft 

statement was written prior to the submission of the Forked River 

I environmental report, and did not benefit from the conclusions 

reached there. All available information indicates a need for 

the A.E.C. to reevaluate its position regarding the feasibility 

of salt water cooling towers, especially in view of the lack 

of available alternatives to once-through cooling for the protection 

of the Hudson River ecosystem.  

3. The alleged immediate necessity for the power Indian Point 
II will generate. 5 

As the analysis presented by the Hudson River Fishermen's 

Association (Comments, pp. 20-23) indicates, there is no 

authoritative evidence showing the alleged necessity for Indian 

Point II's power in the immediate future. The plant cannot be 

put into operation in time for the summer months, when the power 

demand is greatest. And even for that period, the Federal Power 

Commission has determined that the 1972 reserve margin of the 
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April 19, 1972 202 387-2855 

Mr. A. Giambusso 
Division of Radiological and lhvironmental Protection 
U.S. Atomia Ehergy Commission 
Washington, D.C. 20545 

Dear Mr. Giambusso: 

With reference to your letter of March 21 (Dock.50-247) 
and subsequent telcons, I have now reviewed Yhe draft 
detailed environmental statement and I am ready to meet 
with ORNL and AEC staff personnel at an early date.  

The principal subject for discussion is predicted effects 
upon the populations of Hudson fishes of operation of nuc
lear power plants at Indian Point. We will be patticularly 
interested to discuss the basis for predictions relating to 
the following points and such related aspects as may be 
pertinent:population estimates and mortality rates; comp
ensatory effects; vulnerability to entainment at various 
stages; quantitative effects upon the population of im
pingement, and susceptability of various stages to im
pingement; relation of velocities through screen to im
pingemnt to mortality effects; effects of the thermal 
plume on fish behavior; effects of oxygen depletion and 
chlorine on behavior and mortality; and acceptable limits 
of mortality at various stages in light of present know
ledge.  

In addition to myself and Mr. Habicht, please plan on at
tendence of Mr. Pete Skinner, technical expert for the 
N.Y. Attorney's office.  

You can reach me by telephone at 683 7971. Thank you.  

SincereY 

97 R. Clark 
apl North Washington St.  
Alexandria, Va. 22314
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The interest and concern of the Hudson River Fishermen's 

Association in the environmental impact of Con Edison's 

Indian Point 2 nuclear plant has focussed primarily on three 

issues: 

1. The effect Indian Point 2 will have on the fish and 
aquatic biota of the Hudson.  

2. The environmental effects of operating natural draft 
closed cycle cooling towers at indian Point - a cooling 
alternative which would save the Hudson River fishery.  

3. The need for the power which would be generated 
by Indian Point 2.  

In the draft environmental statement on Indian Point 2, "Draft 

Detailed Statement on the Environmental Considerations Related 

to the Proposed Issuance of an Opearating License to the 

Consolidated Edison Company of New York for the Indian Point 

Unit No. 2 Nuclear Generating Plant, Docket No. 50-247, the 

staff deals with these issues with varying degrees of realism 

and rigor. The report is comprehensive but nevertheless there 

are riajor flaws in the analysis of each issue. The AEC staff 

analysis of each of the three major issues will be discussed 

in turn and a final section will deal with the cost-benefit 

analysis.
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I.- The Effect of Indian Point 2 on the Fish and Aquatic 

Biota of the Hudson River 

*The draft statement predicts the possibility of a major 

'impact on the Hudson River fishery: 

"In Unit No. 2, aquatic biota impinged on the intake 
structure or entrained in the cooling water will be 
exposed to severe mechanical, chemical (chlorine), 
and thermal conditions; as a consequence, up to 25.  
of the average number of eggs and larvae of certain 
species of fish that annually pass by the Plant may 
be killed; under the most adverse conditions, up to 
1005% of some of the entrained planktonic species may 
be killed; and fish kills of a magnitude two or three 
times greater than those caused by Unit No. 1 may 
occur." [Draft Environmental Statement, p. ii] 

In reviewing the first 100 months of operation at Indian 

Point 1, the AEC concluded that "Indications are that several 

million fish were killed." (DES, XI-7). In other words, the 

* draft environmental statement contemplates annual kills at 

Indian Point 2 by impingement alone of a million fish or more.  

Thus the percentage of fish killed by entrainment and 

the absolute numbers of fish killed by impingement will be 

very substantial indeed. Discussing the effect of both 

entrainment and impingement on the striped bass, the best 

studied and economically most important fish in the Hudson, 

the AEC staff concluded: 

"...the total yearly recruitment loss for each subsequent 
year class in the population may be as high as 155 to 
20K5 from direct effects of Plant operation. Sustained 
reporductive losses of this megnitude over a long period 
of time would result in substantial reductions of the 
striped bass populations that spawn in the Hudson, 
including those of both the Hudson itself and the area 
from the south New Jersey coast to Long Island Sound." 
(DES, V-53) 
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The staff also pointed out that its analysis of the 

striped bass will apply to other fish as well: 

"These same arguments apply to other species that 

spawm in the area and may cause important losses 

of recruitment to local populations of the alewife, 
blueback herring, bay anchovy, tomcod, smelt and 
Atlantic silversides, as well as striped bass.  
(DES, V-55)* 

This analysis has the basic comprehensive approach which 

is essential to a discussion of the effect of-the operation of 

Indian Point 2 on the Hudson and its biota.' But there are 

major flaws in the analysis. These are discussed below.  

A. Failure to give a coherent account of the striped 
bass life cycle and population data which relates 
entrainment to imDingement 

The draft statement provides an analysis of the 

impingement problem which cites a number of absolute figures 

on past fish kills (DES, V-29 to V-33; V-46 to 47). The 0 
heart of the entrainment analysis discusses the effect on the 

fish in terms of percentages of the fish population (DES, V-52 

to 55). In order to develop a coherent analysis of the effect 

of the operation of Indian Point 2 on the Hudson fishery it 

is essential that the impingement and entrainment figures be 

treated in similar terms, either absolute or percentage. The 

staff should attempt to develop an analysis along these lines.  

John R. Clark, the expert consultant to the Hudson River 

Fishermen's Association on fish biology, has performed an 

analysis of this sort for HRFA and it is appended to these 

comments both for the value of the information it contains 

and as a pointed example of the kind of discussion which allows 

102 
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W a full analysis of the effect of plant operation on the Hudson.  

A coherent analysis of the type suggested will require 

fuller discussion of two other items. First, there must be 

Sa critical appraisal of the fish impingement data from 
Indian Point 1 and 2. The most obvious issue raised is the 

trustworthiness of Con Edison's figures in light of the Raytheon 

statistics cited in the draft statement which show both much.  

larger total kills than comparative Con Edison figures and a 

much larger percentage of striped bass in the total kill 

(DES, V-31). Second, a discussion of the life cycle of-striped 

bass touching on the rate of natural mortality and the period 

of vulnerability to the Indian Point plants is important to 

an understanding of the assumptions which underlie the analysis.  

At the present time figures describing the total effect on the 

S fish population are given with little or no explanation of how 
those figures were arrived at. Both of these points should be 

developed and clarified in the final statement.  

B. Unsupported reliance on density-dependent and 

compensatory factors 

The draft statement discusses the possible compensatory 

factors involved in density-dependent influences on the mortal

ity rate (DES,V-53 to 55). .This discussion contains very 

little evidentiary support for the theory that throughout the 

first year of life striped bass mortality is not density 

independent.  

In fact, the evidence suggests that after the fourth
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or fifth week after spawming the striped bass mortality is 

density independent. Recent studies from California suggest 

this. Sommani, P., "A Study On the Population Dynamics of 

Striped Bass. (M4orone Saxatilis Walbaum) In the San 

Francisco Bay Estuary", University of Washington Abstract; 

Turner, Jerry L. and Harold K. Chadwick,'"Distribution and 

Abundance of Young-of-the-year Striped Bass, Morone Saxatilis, 

In Relation to River Flow in the Sacramento-San Joaquin 

Estuary" (to be published in Trans. Am. Fish Soc.). In 

Chesapeake Bay the fishery has been found to vary an order 

of magnitude depending on the strength of the recruitment.  

(Mansueti, R.J. & E.H. Hollis. 1963. U. of Md. Nat. Res. Mgt.  

Edu.. Sci. (61); Hollis, E. H., Md. Dept. Ches. Bay Affairs.  

Final Rep. 1967; Koo, Ches. Sci .) 

These studies all indicate that striped bass mortality 

is density independent beginning at a very early stage of life, 

probably in the second month after spawning. Striped bass 

appear to be a year class dominant species.  

Another major indicator of compensatory factors is the 

'growth rate. Stunted growth might indicate that thinning of 

the fish population would result in the same weight of fish 

per acre being spread among~fewer, larger fish. There is no 

indication of stunted growth in the Hudson in comparison to 

other estuaries. Hudson striped bass at the end of 15 weeks 

(Carlson, F. T. & J. A. McCann, Hudson River Fishery Investiga

tions 1965 - 1968, Table 24; Rathgen-Miller. 1957. N.Y. F. & G.
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Journ. . (1)). are the. same length as striped bass in the 

Chesapeake (Mansueti, R. 1958. Md. Dept. Res. & Ed. Contr.  

No. 112; Hollis, E.H. 1967. Md. Dept. Ches. Bay Affairs.  

Final Rep. 1967.) and the San Joaquin-Sacramento (Sasaki, S.  

1966. Cal. Dept. F. & G. Fish Bull. (136)). They are larger 

than those in Albemarle Sound. (Trent W.L. 1962. Master's 

Thesis, N.C. State Col. Dept. of Zoology.) 

Comparative data for the early stages of white perch are 

-not available, but at the end of the first year Hudson River 

white perch (Lauer, McFadden, Raney, Testimony of April 5, 

1972 in this proceeding.) are about equal to those in the 

Chesapeake (Mansueti, R.J. 1961. Ches. Sci. 2 (3-4)) and the 

Delaware (Wallace, D.C. 1971. Ches. Sci. 12 (4))* At the end 

of three years Hudson River white perch (Lauer, McFadden, Raney, 

WTestimony of April 5, 1972 in this proceeding) are again equal 
to those in the Chesapeake (Mansueti, R.J. 1961. Ches. Sci; 2 

(3-4)) and the Delaware (Wallace, D.C. 1971. Ches. Sci. 12 

(4)).  

Finally, there are no indications of overcrowding of the 

fish population in the Hudson which might also indicate 

stunted growth and the likely presence of compensatory factors.  

(Compare Environmental Repott Supplement No. 3, S3-25 to 30 with 

HcHugh, J.L. 1967. Estuaries, AAAS Pub. No. 83).  
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Both the data on mortality and the data on growth suggest 

that very early in the life cycle of the striped bass- probably 

some time in the second month - the killing of striped bass 

larvae and juveniles begins to have a direct effect on the 

number of striped bass which survive to the end of the first 

year. Moreover, the thinning of the larval nd juvenile 

population will not be compensated for by an increased growth 

rate among the remaining fish.  

The staff should re-analyze its position on density-\ 

dependent mortality and compensatory effects, taking into 

account all the available data on the subject. If a case is 

to be made for the position suggested by the staff in the 

draft statement, it should be spelled out with much more 

evidentiary support than appears in t-he draft statement.  

C. Failure to consider the effect of other electrical 
plants presently operating on the Hudson and scheduled 
to begin operation in the i-mmediately foreseeable future 

Fish kills due to entrainment through power plant condenser 

systems are a function of the volume of water withdrawn from 

the River, the degree to which it is heated and the abundance 

of eggs, larvae and young juveniles in the area where the 

plant is sited.  

Indian Point Units 1 and 2 will withdraw 1,140,000 gpm 

from the Hudson. (DES, 111-6, 111-12).. The water will be 

heated 15*F (DES, 111-8) and then discharged to the River.  

Indian Point is situated at River Mile 43, an area which is 

of very high abundance in striped bass eggs, larvae and young 

Juveniles. (DES, V-45).  106



The Bowline Point plant of which the first unit is 

scheduled to go on line in July 1972 and the second unit by 

1974 (DES, 111-7), will withdraw 768,000 gpm from the Hudson 

and heat.it'13,5 0F before discharge to the*River(DES, 111-8).  

Bowline Point is at River Mile 38, 5 miles from Indian Point, 

and there is an abundance there of'striped bass eggs, and a 

great abundance of larvae and young juveniles.  

The Roseton plant, of which the first unit is scheduled 

to begin operation in November 1972 and the second in May 1973

(DES, 111-7), will withdraw 650,000 gpm from the Hudson and 

heat it 15.4*F before discharge. (DES, 111-8). The Roseton 

plant is located at River Mile 65, 22 miles north of Indian

Point in a reach of the River where the eggs and larvae of 

*striped bass -rxe -abundant.  

-The Danskammer plant, presently in operation (DES, 111-7), 

withdraws 308,000 gpm from the Hudson and heats it 14.50 before 

discharge (DES, 111-8). The Danskammer plant is located at 

River Mile 66 and the aquatic biota is the same as that at 

the Roseton plant.  

The Lovett plant, presently in operation (DES, 111-7), 

withdraws 323,000 gpm from the Hudson and heats it 14.80 before 

discharge (DES, 111-8). The Lovett plant is located one mile 

downstreazm from Indian Point and the aquatic biota is the 

same as that at Indian Point.  

It is obvious that this total array of plants will have 

a very significant impact on the Hudson River fishery. The 

staff has estimated that Indian Point Units 1 and 2 may kill 
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off 25% of the striped bass eggs and larvae which pass the plant.  

Bowline Point and Roseton together will withdraw a third again 

as much water as Indian Point 1 and 2 and heat it approximately 

the sane amount. It is conservative to estimate that Bowline 

Point and Roseton will annihilate an additional 15% of the 

striped bass eggs and larvae in the Hudson. In addition the 

Danskanmer and Lovett plants are already operating on the 

Hudson and using substantial amounts of river water for cooling 

thus adding to the total stress on the River system. The 

combined effect of the operation of all these plants will 

decimate the Hudson fish population in a fantastic manner-more 

than 4li.O of the striped bass eggs and larvae in the River will 

be entrained annually.  

Con Edison has requested a license to operate the Indian 

Point 2 plant for a period of forty years. It is, of course, 

clearly foreseeable that some or all of these four plants 

will operate during any period for which Indian Point 2 is 

licensed. Thus Indian Point 2 will operate in an environment 

on which Bowline Point, Roseton, Danskammer and Lovett will 

have a significant effect. Bowline Point and Roseton are not 

scheduled to undergo a N.E.P.A. review. Danskammer and Lovett 

have not undergone a N.E.P.A. review. Thus these plants 

cannot be viewed as producing increments of environmental impact 

which have been or will be reviewed before they are allowed to
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begin operation. In these circumstances the impact of Indian 

Point 2 must be weighed in light of the knowledge that within 

0 a few years the total impact of the Bowline Point, Roseton, 

Danskammer, Lovett and Indian Point 1 and 2 cooling systems, 

will be thrust on the Hudson and its biotic life. The AEC 

must reach a decision as to whether the present cooling system 

planned for Indian Point 2 is acceptable not only in May or 

June of 1972, but also in July 1972 when Bowline Unit. 1 is 

operating and two years from now when all the, units at 

Bowline Point and Roseton are withdrawing their vast quantities 

of water from the Hudson and discharging their heated load to 

the River with the attendant effects of impingement.and entrain

ment.  

Not to consider the clearly foreseeable effects of Bowline 

Point and Roseton is tantamount to not considering winter 

operations on the ground tlat the license was applied for in 

the spring. The only rational procedure in analyzing the impact 

of this facility is to take into account the present and the 

foreseeable future plant operations which are not themselves 

subject to a similar review under NEPA.  

The law follows this rational line and instructs Federal 

agencies to take a wide and comprehensive view of their duties 

under the National Environmental Policy Act, 42 U.S.C. §4321, 

et.seq. In Section 102 of NEPA, federal agencies are directed 

that "to the fullest extent possible" the policies of NEPA are 

to be carried out in all of the agency's activities, including, 

but not limited to, the preparation of environmental impact
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statemehts.  

The term "to the fullest extent possible" has been the 

subj'ect of both Congressional and Judicial interpretation.  

The Senate and House conference, which wrote the phrase into 

NEPA, stated: • 

-The purpose of, the nei language is to make it clear that 
each agency of the Federal Goverrment shall comply with 
the directives set out in [Section 102(2)] unless the 
existing lawT7 applicable to such agency's operations does 
not make complience possible.... Thus, it is the intent 
of the conferees that the provision "to the fullest 
extent possible" shall not be used by any Federal agency 
as a means to avoiding compliance with the directives set 
out in Section 102. Rather, the language in Section 102 
is intended to assure that all agencies of the Federal 
Government shall comply with the directives set out in 
said section "to the fullest extent possible" under 
their statut0Ury authorizations and that no agency shall 
seek to construe its existing statutory authorizations 
in a manner designed to avoid compliance. 115 Cong. Rec.  

•40417-401418..  

In Ely v. Velde,, F.2d_, 3ERC 1280, 1285 (4th Cir. 1971), 

the Court of Appeals for the Fourth Circuit held that the 

phrase is "an injunction to all federal agencies to exert utmost 

efforts to apply INEPA to their operations. In short, the phrase 

Ito the fullest extent possible, reinforces rather than dilutes 

the strength of the prescribed obligations." 

In Calvert Cliffs' Coordinating Committee v. AEC, __F.2d_, 

2 ERC 1779 (D.C. Cir 1971), the Court of Appeals for the District 

of Columbia carefully considered the phrase, "to the fullest 

extent possible" and concluded that Section 102 must be complied 

with (2 ERC at 1782): "unless there is a clear conflict of 

statutory authority"' and further explicitly instructed the 

Aiomic Energy Comission that "the requirement of enviroiimental
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consideration fto the fullest extent possible, sets a high 

standard for the agencies, a standard which must be rigorously 

enforced by. the reviewing courts." (Ibid.) In the revised 

Appendix D to 10 CFR Part 50 the Commnission has set out to, 

apply the instructionsof the Court in Calvert Cliffs.  

There can be little question that if the environmental.  

effects of the operation of Ihdian Point 2 are considered 

"to the fullest extent possible" that consideration will 

include analysis of the impact which may be foreseen and.  

calculated over the next few years when Indian Point 2 will, 

be operating on the same stretch of river with Bowline Point, 

Roseton, Danskaminer and Lovett.which have not .and are not 

schz6duled to undergo NEPA review.  
of these plants when it includes 

The staff obviously recognizes the relevance and importance . / 

in the draft statement on Indian Point 2 an analysis of the 

plants, physical relation to the Indian Point .site (DES,. 11-7),.  

their contribution to the heat load on the Hudson (DES, 111-7 

et seq.) and their importance to the future power supply in 

the area (e.g. DES, XI-5). The only logical step'to tak6.is 

to consider the impact of Bowline Point, Roseton, Danskammer 

and Lovett on the fish and aquatic life of the Hudson as well.  

In addition, putting off consideration of these plants to 

any later date will only fragnent consideration of a single .z 

problem into a multitude of small pieces. Such fragmentation 

does not make sense in scientific terms or in terms of admini

strative efficiency. John R. Clark has analyzed the probable 

*effect of Bowline Point and Roseton. when" they are operating
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in conjunction with Indian Point 1 and 2. That analysis is 

appended to these coments for the use of the staff in expanding 

their analysis to take those plants as well as Danskammer and 

Lovett into account in developing the final statement.  ~sense,the .  
Co=wion/language of INEPA, the legislative history of the 

Act and the judicial decisons under the Act all require 

that the'4EPA review on the application for an operating 

license for Indian Point 2 take into consideration the 

environmental impact of present or foreseeable actions which 

are not themselves subject to ITEPA review. Nothing less can 

implement the Act's requirement that its policies and 

procedures be followed "to the fullest extent possible." 

D. Failure to consider relevant law of the State of 

bf Nei, York 

The AEC's regulations on the licensing of nuclear power 

plants state that: 

The Commission Will incorporate in all ... operating 
licenses ... a condition ... to the effect that the 

licensee shall observe such standards and requirements 
for the protection of the environment as are validly 
imposed pursuant to authority established under Federal 

and State law and as are determined by the Conmission 
to be applicable to the facility that is subject to the 
licensing action involved. 10 C"R Part 50, App. D, § A.13.  

Pursuant to that regulation and the. Federal Water Quality Act 

of 1965,the staff included in the draft environmental 

statement a careful discussion of the thermal discharge 

standards of New York State and the status of Con Edison's 

application for a Refuse Act discharge permit. (DES, III 7-12).  

In discussing alternatives to the present plant at Indian 

Point, the staff also rejects the possibility of not providing 
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power "in view of the applicant's obligation under its charter 

from the State." (DES, XI-1).  

The draft statement is totally silent on those elements 

Oof state law which deal with the protection of fish.  
Section 275 of the New York Conservation Law states: 

"No person shall take fish*.., by shutting or-drawing off 

water." Section 389(4) of the Conservation Law sets a specific 

civil penalty for violation of Section 275, $500 and "an 

additional penalty of ten dollars for each fish taken." These 

statutes involve no weighing and balancing. Section 275 is a 

simple and direct prohibition and Section 389 is a straight

forward civil penalty.  

These sections of the law are being actively enforced.  

In late.February approximately 160,000 fish were killed at 

Indian Point 2 when 2 of the 6 pumps were put through a test 

run. (DES, V-31). As a result of those kills, the N.Y.S.  

Commissioner of. Environmental Conservation has asked the 

Attorney General to sue Con Edison for $1.6 million. ThaU 

suit has been filed and relies on Sections 275 and 389 of the 

Conservation Law.  

Under both the Cormission's regulations and in view of 

the actions taken by the New York State authorities, the AEC 

should give careful consideration in its statement to possible 

violation of New York law and require that Con Edison operate 

the plant within the standards set by the New York legislature 

for the protection of fish.
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In light of the suit by the Attorney General future fines 

must also be taken into account in the cost-benefit analysis.  

Present staff estimates indicate that millions of fish will be 

killed at Indian Point 3. The AEC must recognize that this 

will cost Con Edison and perhaps its consumers tens of millions 

of dollars.  

E. Proposal to request ConEdison to conduct research 

on Hudson fish and biota, 

Rather than requiring Con Edison to begin imnediately the 

construction of an alternate cooling system at Indian Point, 

the draft statement proposes that Con Edison undertake a 

research program on the basis of which future action would be 

decided: 

An operating license would permlit the applicant ... to 
establish an effective environmental monitoring program 
in conjunction with an alternative plan to limit the 
effects on the aquatic system. The applicant shall be 
required to evaluate and assess the data collected from 
the monitoring program in order to design and implement 
an alternative plan or plans to minimize the long-term 
potential damage to the aauatic biota in the Hudson 
River. The aoplicant shall be required to submit to 
the Commission within the next 6 onths a plan or plans 
of specific detailed design of the best alternative 
system that it can determine which will result in an 
optimization of Plant operation and minimal environmental 
damage.. . The Technical Specifications to be provided 
with an operating license will specify the limitations 
of specific effluent discharges and the ecological moni
toring surveillance program reauired with the necessarj 
administrative controls, to assure adequate data w.ill be 
collected for use to assess the biological impact of 
operation of Indian Point Unit Ho. 2 on the environment-.  
(DES, XI-55).  

There are two major failings in this suggestion. First, 

it turns over the research function to a party which has been 

shown to be incompetent in the past and which has a clear and
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unmistakable interest in the outcome of the research. Second, 

it fails to set any-standard by. which damage,to the *Hudson 

will be measured.  

* The staff itself recognizes Con Edison's past 

,incompetence in conducting and reporting research on the 

Hudson. Speaking generally, the staff has concluded that: 

"It is apparent that many of Con Edison's conclusions are not 

consistent with the data acquired by its •consultants." 

(DES, V-55).  

The staff drives the point home with. an illustration of 

a Con Edison statement that the eggs and larvae of six key 

Hudson River fish are not vulnerable to the intake and thermal 

plume at Indian Point,"Extensive data gathered by the Raytheon 

Company and by Northeastern Biologists, both of which are con-, 

sultants for the, applicant [Con Edison] clearly show. that., 

larvae of the striped bass, alewife, and blueback herring are 

susteptible to the intake and thermal plume." (DES, V-56).! .  

The self-interest which will permeate Con. Edison's 

research effort is patent and obvious. Common sense dictates 

that giving Con Edison control of this. research project is 

ridiculous. Moreover the courts, have found conditions of this 

sort in licenses to be absurd. The N.Y.S Commissioner of 

Environmental. Conservation attached conditions of the same kind" 

to the water quality certificate for Con Edison'.s Storm-King...  

project and they have been struck down by the state court:.' 

[T]hese conditions would require Consolidated. Edis6n _ .  
immediately to terminnte the operation of its project 
upon evidence .of "violations or contravention of the 
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water quality standards assigned to the Hudson 
River" ... The monitoring of the project to assure 
that'these conditions were fulfilled was delegated 
to Consolidated Edison ... It is also urged that 
in operation the conditions were impractical to the 
point of being ridiculous in the light of human 
experience. Consolidated Edison is by these 
conditions called upon to police itself and if it 
finds itself violative of the Commissioner's 
conditions to abandon immediately its multi
million dollar project. This Court hearing no 
sound contrary argument and failing to imagine 
any concludes the conditions to be meaningless in 
law and fact. In the Matter of Dcmham v. Diamond 

- N.Y.S. 2d-, 3 =15037-, YT . C g 2Tq-.  

The same arguments hold true in this case. Con Edison's 

interest in Indian Point 2 is just as great as that in 

Storm King.  

The whole research effort is further flawed by the 

failure to establish any-firm criteria by which the results 

can be measured. This is an abdication of the AEC's duty 

under TEPAto reach a judgment on the plant. The Commission 

must put in the scale some level of fish destruction which 

it finds unacceptable. Any other course fails to focus the 

controversy over this plant in such a way that it may be 

resolved. Since it will take at least three years to build 

an alternate cooling system, there must also be a strict time 

limit on when the results of research will be evaluated. It 

is all too likely that the Hudson fishery will be decimated 

before Con Edison is ready to accept responsibility for the 

environmental damage it will cause at Indian Point.  

It may also be true that the necessary research cannot 

yield the knowledge which is sought, In discussing the indirect 

effects of plant operation, the AEC staff says:
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"At Indian Point, the complexity of the interactions 
of the biota with each other and through natural 
cycles of salinity and temperature is vej difficult.  
Unfortunately, even if all of the relationships were 
knovm, reliable biological predictions of the indirect effects of the operation of the facility could not be 
developed with the present state of the art." 
.(DES, V-35) 

If this is true of other research areas as well, then the 

research program should be dismissed as useless and a judgment 

made on the plant on the basis of present knowledge.  

The.AEC is proposing a voyage into complex research with 

no particular port in mind and on a ship skippered by a 

captain who has no interest in ever arriving. In the light of 

human experience this is ridiculous. It may also be scienti

fically fruitless. The plan should be rejected and the require

ment of an alternative cooling system should be imposed 

immediately.  

II. The Effect of Operating Closed Cycle Natural 

Draft Cooling Towers at Indian Point 2 

The installation of natural draft closed cycle cooling 

towers at Indian Point 2 would reduce withdrawal of water 

from the Hudson by 95o or more. In consequence there would 

be similar massive reductions of the harm caused the fish and 

aquatic biota of the Hudson.  

Various objections to this solution have been raised.  

Con Edison has come to tln conclusion that aesthetics and 

costs are the major objections and it has rejected the notion 

that saline drift or fogging will cause any serious adverse
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impact. (Environmental Report Supplement 3).  

The draft statement includes statements which support 

the conclusion that saline drift from natural draft closed 

cycle cooling towers will be negligible or unimportant. In 

discussing the effects on people the staff concludedi "...any 

salts from the natural-draft cooling towers that might reach 

underground wells will have negligible effect on the water 

supply." (DES, XI-32). The same conclusion held for effects 

on plant life: "Since the data show no salt deposition rates 

in excess of 500-1,000 lbs/acre/year, there will be no 

environmental costs to plant life in the area associated with 

these alternatives." (DES, XI-33). With regard to property 

the AEC concluded that"salt deposition rates are relatively 

low" and estimated the environ'mental cost at 0 dollars.  

(DES, XI-34). 0 
These conclusions are the same as those of Con Edison 

and the Hudson River Fishermen' s Association and Environmental 

Defense Fund (Eric Aynsley, Testimony of April 5, 1972 in this 

proceeding). In fact at one point the report specifically 

states that "The staff accepts the applicant's salt deposition 

.rates" (DES, A-78).  

Nevertheless, the draft statement includes the following 

unsupported statement: 

The principal objection to using evaporative cooling 
towers [e.g. natural draft closed cycle cooling towers] 
at the Indian Point site is the high range of salinity 
content of the Hudson River (100 to 7,000 pon). The 
dwmaging effects of the salt-water drift on metallic 
objects and plant life could be detrimental. Until 
such a time as research can produce brackish water 

cooling towers with very low drift and environmental 
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W impact, their use is not practical.(DES, XI-9).  

This surprising'statement is supported by no data and 

is in direct contradiction to the other analysis contained in 

the draft statement.  

The AEC must either support this statement with hard'data 

or abandon it. All the evidence from Con Edison, the Inter

venors and the rest of the draft statement suggests that the 

AEC should abandon this-position.  

Cooling towers at Indian Point are practical. Saline 

drift is not a major problem. The AEC should focus on the 

practical problems at the plant, primarily the cost of cooling 

tower construction, and not reintroduce the discredited issue 

of saline drift.  

III. Indian Point 2 and Con Edison's Dower crisis 

On April 1, 1972 Con Edison informed the AEC that 

Indian Point 2 would not be ready to go critical until late 

June 1972. In October, 1971 Con Edison gave the AEC a schedule 

of the testing procedures which it must complete at Indian Point 

2 before the plant can operate.at full capacity (Con Edison, 

Testimony of October 19, 1971 in this proceeding, at 1-2).  

Con Edison also stated that this was a "best circumstances" 

schedule and that a realistic sthedule would double the time 

for testing.  

Con Edison'requires 69 days for testing under best 

circumstances and 138 under a realistic schedule. Both 

realism and the past history of Indian Point 2 indicate that 

a schedule of 138 days is the only one'that can be used with 
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any confidence.  

Assuming that Indian Point 2 is ready to begin testing on 

July 1. 1972, the testing schedule would be completed on 

November 15, 1972. In other words, Indian Point 2 will be 

ready for operation during the winter of 1972 at the earliest.  

It is obvious that the staff'°s analysis of the demands on 

the Con Edison system was written before Con Edison's announce

ment of April 1, 1972. Throughout the section on power demand, 

the statement again and again emphasizes the situation in the 

summer of 1972 (DES, X-1 to 13). In light of Con Edison's own 

estimates of its testing schedule, this analysis is simply 

irrelevant to Con Edison's license application. The plant will 

not be operating during the stunmer of 1972.  

Moreover, this focus on the immediate future is a major 

flaw in a report prepared for a 40 year operating license.  

A long-range project needs long-range analysis. This is 

something which the staff should cure in its final statement.  

The analysis of power demand must be undertaken independently 

by the AEC and not be simply adopted from Con Edison or other 

governmental agencies. Other agencies and the applicant cannot 

be relied on for the simple reason that they disagree among 

themselves to the point where no coherent discussion of the 

power demand situation can be developed by simply collating 

agency or Con Edison statements. This can be demonstrated by 

the figures provided by the FIT, the New, York PSC and Con 

Edison for summer 1972:
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Summer 1972 
V 

00 

CO 

Total Available Capacity (111) 10031 8758 9884 9448 
(FPC-Net-Dependable 

Capability) 

Reserves (MN) 1481 208 1334 898 

Reserves as % of Peak Load 17.3 2.4 15.6 10.5 

* "The New York Power System Generation and Transmission Plans 
1971-1980", System Planning Section, Power Division of the 
New York Dept. of Pablic Service (12/71) at 10. The Con Ed 
figures represent a forecast based on all plans being 
implemented on schedule. The Staff estimate represents staff 
estimates of delays. Cited in DES at X-13 

** DES, X-3. Bureau of Power, FPC (12/71).  

These estimates were all made in December, 1971. They 

vary widely among themselves. They also vary widely from the 

actual facts as they are known today. In testimony submitted 

in the Indian Point 2 proceeding on May 18, 1972, Bertram 

Schwartz, a Vice President of Con Edison, stated that subsequent 

to July 15, 1972, Con Edison's installed reserves "will reach 

24.9% (2095 1&)." (Schwartz testimony at 4). This figure does 

not include Indian Point 2 or a possible purchase of 95 157 from 

Long Sault, Lic. These figures are utterly different from any 

of the predictions.  

We are thus left with a chaotic jumble of figures most
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of which seem to'bear little relation to the facts. In this 0 
situation the AEC staff cannot simply adopt the figures of 

one agency or another. It must perform its own analysis of the* 

power demand situation. That is the onl, way in which an 

accurate and factual description of the situation can be 

arrived at.  

The analysis must, of course, address itself to the 

constituent elements of power supply and demand: monthly 

variation of power demand, retirement and maintanance schedules, 

purchasing opportunities, power pool agreements, voltage 

reduction procedures, variations in thermal efficiency, alternative 

sources of supply to consumers such as the Fitzpatrick plant.  

This list is suggestive but not exhaustive.- No final judgment 
the 

about/power supply and demand situation can be made without 

this kind of analysis of the facts. No reliable cost

benefit analysis is possible without this kind of factual 

foundation.  

The applicant and the state and federal agencies can 

provide useful information with which to commence the power 

supply and demand analysis, but under NEPA it is the AEC which 

must make the judgments and that can only be done on the basis 

of facts which have been independently analyzed. That is 

the teaching of Greene County Planning Board v. FPC, -F.2d-, 
1595 

3 ERC/(2d Cir. 1972). It is also the teaching of common 

sense.  
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IV.- The Cost-benefit ana7si£ 

The cost-benefit analysis in the draft statement is 

remarkable for its lack of any coherent relationship to 

Sthe analysis which proceeds it. The cost-benefit analysis 

is largely a summary of the position taken by Con Edison and 

not that developed by the staff in its own analysis. This 

is true even at places where the earlier analysis of the 

draft statement differes markedly from Con Edison's analysis.  

Typically, in dealing with the fishery the applicant's 

estimate of environnental cost of 0 fish/year is set forth and 

a paragraph of staff comment is followed by three pages of 
(DES, XI-23 to 27).  

quotation from Con Edison/ Since the staff analysis utterly 

disagrees with Con Edison's estimate it is difficult to see 

why any-of the Con Edison statement is quoted. It is particu

S larly distreesing that the staff supplies no estimate of its.  
own of the environmental cost. In effect, the staff appears 

to have abandoned its task of reaching an independent conclusion 

based on the analysis which it has undertaken.  

Throughout the cost-benefit chapter there is an ambiguity 

and confusion in the writing Which indicates a fundamental 

uncertainty on the part of the staff as to what its. task is.  

For instance the paragrapho on environmental costs which appear 

at DES, XI-18 to 28 repeatedly give the Con Edison's estimate 

of the environmental cost and follow. it with an explanation 

or commentary from the staff. The tone consistently suggests 

that the staff feels that its task is to explicate the company's 

S position or, at-most, tinker with Con Edison's estimates. This 
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is entirely the wrong procedure. The cost-benefit analysis 

must grow out of the analysis of the impact of the plant which 

has been undertaken by the staff. Just as the analysis of the 

first ten chapters is an independent one which uses Con Edison 

information but does not treat it as having a special status 

of unquestionable veracity, so the-cost-benefit discussion 

must also treat Con Edison's presentation as nothing more 

than useful. The cost-benefit analysis must flow out of the 

earlier analysis of the staff and not out of the Con Edison 

analysis, much of which the staff has discredited and dis

carded.  

There are a number of points at uhich the conclusions of 

the cost-benefit analysismisstate or ignore the basic 

analysis performed by the staff. One of the most shocking 

failures to integrate the cost-benefit analysis to the rest of S 
the statement occurs in the discussion of the Indian Point 2 

cooling system where the section on cost-benefit states: 

The staffts analysis of the effects of the present cooling 
system on the Hudson River indicates that the complex 
estuarine environment could be irreversibly damaged from 
long-term operation of Unit Io. 2. The staff's analysis 
was appropriately conservative, in accord with the nature 
of the environmental risk, and may therefore overestimate 
the long-term cost. (DES, XI-55) 

The cooling system will, of" course, have two major effects 

the impingement and entrainment of fish. There is nothing 

to suggest that the broad and general statements on impingement 

are in any way conservative. The statement on entrainment 

is explicitly realistic (DES, A-69) and the analysis of 

compensatory factors and density-dependence probably unler

estimates the effect on the fish population considerably.  
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W(See comments at I - B above).  

There is simply no basis for the conclusion that the 

staff analysis on the effects of Indian Point 2 on the Hudson 

Obiota is conservative. Contradictions of this sort between 

the factual analysis and the conclusions of the cost

benefit analysis must be rooted out in the final statement.  

The cost-benefit analysis must flow directly and coherently 

from the factual analysis.  

Finally, the cost-benefit analysis must take into accouht 

the fines for the killing of fish which the Attorney General 

of New York is now seeking from Con Edison and the likli

hood of the plant being ordered to cease operation if the fish 

kills continue. The question of fines for fish kills is 

discussed fully at I'D above. The staff must estimate the 

O number of larvae, juveniles and adults v.hich will be killed 

annually at Indian Point 2 and figure into the cost-benefit 

analysis the fact that Con Edison is incurrring a liability 

of ten times as many dollars. In other words, if, say, 3 

million larvae, juveniles and adults of any species are taken 

at Indian Point by the drawing off of water, Con Edison will 

be liable for fines of $30 million under the Conservation Law 

of the State of New York.  

This spring Con Edison was ordered by the New York State 

Department of Environmental Conservation to cease operation 

of its pumps at Indian Point 2, an order which remained in effect 

for at least 2 1/2 months and may not yet be dissolved. This 

*order was based on the illegal fish kills which took place 

at Indian Point 2 in February. In estimating the possible 
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benefits from the plant, the staff must estimate the liklihood 

of similar orders in the future. In other words, if the 

staff believes that substantial fish kills will take place at 

Indian Point 2, it must include in its calculation of the 

benefits from the plant the liklihood that the plant will 

not be -allowed to operate for substantial portions of. the 

year.  

Con Edison is in an awkward position. It has obligations 

to provide power to its customers, but if it does so by killing 

Hudson River fish it makes itself liable for fines at the 

rate of $10 per fish and it courts the real possibility that 

the state will order the plant ,closed dowm. The AEC cannot blind 

itself to these difficulties by pretending that the conservation 

laws of New York do not apply to Con Edison. The State 

Department of Environmental Conservation and the State Attorney 

General have made it clear that that is not the case., in 

weighing the costs and benefits of Indian Point 2 the AEC must 

*take full account of the vast costs which will be imposed on 

Con Edison if it continues to make the killing of fish a:part 

of the ordinary business of supplying power.  

Conclusion 

When a complete analysis of the impact of Indian Point 

2 on the Hudson fishery is undertaken in the context of the 

other power iplants on the River and with proper attention to 

the laws of the state of New York, the inevitable conclusion 

emerges that the Indian Point 2 plant can only operate if 
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closed cycle natural draft cooling towers are installed.  

The Hudson River Fishermen's Association urges the AEC to 

perform its duty under NEPA by carrying out the full analysis 

of the plant which is required by the Act, particularly 

covering the points spelled out in these comments, and at 

the end of that analysis HRFA respectfully submits that the 

AEC should condition the operaticnof Indian Point 2 on the 

construction of an alternate cooling system, in particular 

natural draft closed-cycle cooling towers.
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David Sive, Esq.  
Dr. George M. Woodwell 
Edwin M. Zimmerman, Esq.  

John H. Adams, Esq.  

Execuivw Director Mr. Daniel R. Muller, Assistant Director 
for Environmental Projects 

Directorate of Licensing 
U. S. Atomic Energy Commission 
Washington, D. C. 20545 

In re: Consolidated Edison 
(Indian Point 2) 
AEC Docket No. 50-247 

Dear Mr. Muller: 

I have received a copy of Con Edison's response 
to the comments of the Hudson River Fishermen's Association 
on the draft environmental impact statement on the Indian 
Point 2 facility.  

There are various inaccurate representations of 
the position taken by HRFA contained in the Con Edison docu
ment which I think are sufficiently obvious to go without 
comment at this time. I do, however, feel that it is 
necessary to comment on the contention that Bowline Point 
and Roseton are being given sufficient review by the Army 
Corps of Engineers to meet the terms of the National En
vironmental Policy Act.  

In February 1971, the Corps of Engineers circulated 
to other governmental agencies, but apparently not to the 
public, an environmental statement submitted to it by Orange 
and Rockland Utilities, the operator of the Bowline Point 
plant. No final environmental statement appears to have 
been issued.  
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Mr. Daniel R. Muller, Assistant Director 
for Environmental Projects 

Washington, D. C. 20545 
August 22, 1972 

This procedure, which substitutes the analysis if 
the applicant for that of the agency, is not adequate to meet 
the requirements of NEPA. The Federal Power Commission 
attempted the same abdication of its duties in considering 
an application from the Power Authority of the State of New 
York. The procedure was challenged by the Greene County 
Planning Board and condemned by the Second Circuit as failing 
to meet the requirements of the Act. Greene County Planning 
Board v. FPC, 3 ERC 1595, 1599-1600 (2d Cir. 1972).  

The Corps of Engineers has not even attempted this 
much with regard to the Roseton plant.  

It is equally important that the substantive material 
included in the Bowline Point reports is of a generalized 
and unquantified nature that falls fa.r below the reasonable 
standard which the AEC showed itself striving toward in its 
draft impact statement on Indian Point 2. Examination of 

* the statements by the AEC will rapidly make their weaknesses 
apparent and if the AEC staff has any inclination to rely on 
the material, I urge the staff to undertakea thorough review 
of it.  

The fundamental point remains - the AEC must look 
at the particular receiving environment in which the Indian 
Point 2 facility will be placed. This requires that the 
Commission consider the present and the reasonably foreseeable 
effects on the estuary which are being or will be caused by 
other installations. Any other course fails to analyse the 
impact on the environment as it in fact is and will be.  

Finally, as a general matter, I think it is'impera
tive that the Commission adopt a procedure which will allow 
all parties to a licensing proceeding equal opportunity to 
respond to the comments which are submitted on a draft environ
mental impact statement. The counsel for the Regulatory Staff 
has made the comments in this proceeding available to me from 
time to time, but that is not a sufficient substitute for a 
regular communication which provides equal access to documents 
for all the parties to the proceeding and thus assures that 
the views of all parties will be fairly represented to the 
AEC staff.  

* 129 Youys sincerely, 

An gu acbeth 
Attorney for Hudson River 

AM/%rn Fishermen's Association 1C .4
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BEFORE THE 
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 
ATOMIC ENERGY COMMISSION 

In the Matter of 

CONSOLIDATED EDISON CO. )Docket No. 50-247 
OF NEW YORK (Indian Point, 
Unit No. 2) 

COMMENTS ON 
DRAFT DETAILED STATEMENT 

ION THE 
ENVIRONMENTAL CONSIDERATIONS 

RELATED TO T11E PROPOSED ISSUANCE 
OF AN4 OPERATING LICENSE TO THE 

CONSOLIDATED EDISON COMPANY OF NEW YORK 
FOR THE INDIAN POINT UNIT NUMBER TWO 

NUCLEAR GENERATING PLANT 

We adopt the comments on the Draft Detailed Statement on 

the Environmental Considerations submitted by the Hudson River 

Fisherman's Association.  

Respectfully submitted, 

Gladys Kessler 
Counsel for Citizens Committee 

for the Protection of the 
Environment 

June 2,,197210



BEIMLIN. ROISMAN AND KC5SSLER 

1712 N STREET. NORTHWEST 

WASHINGTON. D. C. 20036

EDWARD BERLIN . ANTHONY Z. ROISMAN 

GLADYS KESSLER 

DAVID R. CASHDAN 

KARIN P. SHELDON

June 8,1972

Samuel W. Jensch,Esq.  
Chairman 
Atomic Safety and Licensing Board 
U.S. Atomic Energy Commission 
Washington, D.C. 20545 

Dear Mr. Jensch:
In the Matter of: Indian Point, 
Unit No. 2,Docket No. 50-247

The statement of intent to adopt the comments on environmental 
considerations prepared by the Hudson River Fisherman's Association 
which was submitted on June 2, 1972 by Gladys Kessler mistakenly 
noted Ms. Kessler as Counsel for the Citizens Committee for the 
Protection of the Environment. This should be corrected to read 
Counsel for the Environmental Defense Fund.  

Sincerely, 

Karin P. Sheldon

KPS/pq 

c.c. All parties of record
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BEFORE THE 
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 
ATOMIC ENERGY COMMISSION 

In the Matter of ) 
) No. 50-247 

iCONSOLIDATED EDISON COMPANY ) 
OF NEW YORK (Indian Point, ) 
Unit No. 2) ) ) 

CITIZENS COMMITTEE FOR THE PROTECTION OF THE 
ENVIRONMENT COMMENTS ON DRAFT 
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT 

As previously indicated in CCPE's brief in support of 

its Proposed Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law (pp.140-142), 

the AEC has erroneously interpreted NEPA by providing for an 

evaluation of radiological risks using standards that differ 

from those applied to the safety review. This results in 

"stacking the deck" in favor of the license without adequately 

considering the adverse consequences of an accident. We 

incorporate herein by reference the comments on pp.140-142 of 

our Proposed Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law.  

The error is compounded by the fact that the Staff 

utilizes compliance with the ECCS interim criteria as evidence 

that in the event of a LOCA, doses to the public will be low.  

The facts as revealed in the pending National ECCS hearing are 

to the contrary. Certainly thq impact statement should include
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the views of those experts who differ with the Staff view with 

respect to the effectiveness of the ECCS system for this plant 

(Committee for Nuclear Responsibility v. Seaborg, F. 2d 

(CA D.C., 1971) 3 ERC 1126).and should explain the basis 

for their conclusion regarding the level of risk and the radio

activity predicted for each accident, particularly the class 8 

loss of coolant accident.  

Failure to correct these defects leaves the impact state

ment incomplete and legally deficient.  

Respectfully submitted, 

. . .. .-. .. ..- :".- .  

Anthony Z. Roisman 
BERLIN, ROISMAN XID KESSLER 
1712 N Street, ,N. W.  
Washirgton, D. C.  

Counsel for the Citizens Co'rmmittee 
for the Protection of the Environment 
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Atomic Energy Cotmission 
.717 H. Street, N.W.  
ashington, D.C.  

Matter of Consolidated Edison 
Company Indian-Point Plant No. 2 
Docket No. 50-247 
Statement of Scenic Hudson Pre
servation Conference

This statement is submitted by Scenic Hudson Preserva
:ion Conference in connection with the current Atomic Safety 
nd Licensing Board proceedings relating to Consolidated Edison 
ompany's proposed Indian Point No. 2 nuclear power station.  
he statement is submitted because Scenic Hudson's name has ap
parently been interjected into theproceedings in a fashion 
,hich does not accurately reflect its views.

0

As is well known, Scenic Hudson has long been concerned 
with the environment and ecology of the Hudson River. In this 
connection, it has been especially concerned with (1) the scenic 
values of the Hudson, particularly as it flows through the High
lands a few miles north of Indian Point, and (2) the impact of 
power plants and other industrial installations on the fisheries 
resources and general water quality of the River. These are the 
areas of Scenic Hudson's expertise, and they define the scope of 
this statement. As to matters of nuclear safety, radioactive re
leases and the handling of radioactive wastes, Scenic Hudson has 
no special knowledge; and it neither endorses nor opposes the 
Indian Point plant on the basis of such consideration.  

Scenic Hudson is, however, deeply concerned by the 
potential impact of the plant on the River's fisheries. In this 
regard, we point out that the Hudson has been and remains a highly 
productive estuary, supporting from 35 to 50 species of fish and 
the necessary food chain and habitat to make these species viable.  
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Within the entire range of fisheries, each species has both 

commercial and recreational importance in that each is part of a complex 

and interrelated biological,system which supports fish for Hudson River 
sportsmen and for sport and commercial fisheries in offshore waters for 
several surrounding states, each with an important marine economy. Any 

serious damage to the fishery can be the basis of permanent and irrevo
cable damage to the River and a broad segment of the population of the 
Middle Atlantic region, relying on the estuary or its productivity for 
recreation or. for income.  

Our concern over the Indian Point plants stems from the fact that 
the waters of the Hudson are or will be drawn upon for cooling purposes, 
and that the intake of water, combined:with mechanical abrasion and thermal 
discharges, appears to threaten the River's fisheries with major damage.  
We understand, for example, that with the open cooling system that it utilizes 
Indian Point No. 1 draws up to 300,000 gallons per minute of River water for 
cooling, and further, that approxim~iately 840,000 gallons per minute would be 
drawn by Indian Point No. 2, utilizing a similar open cooling system. Recent 
history in the testing of Indian Point No. 2, and the continuing problem re
lated to fish kills at-Indian Point No. I, indicate that these withdrawals 
alone can be regarded as.a major threat to marine life in the Hudson -- and 
an unnecessary threat since closed-cycle cooling is possible in today's tech
nology.  

The problems of the past in the operation of the Indian Point No.  
1 plant have at times been related to thermal effects, and the most recent 
fish kills at Indian Point No. 2 have been attributed to mechanical problems 
having to do with intake. -The numbers of fish killed or subject to future 
kills have been thoroughly covered by the Hudson River Fishermen's Association 
and the Atomic Energy Commission staff report. The net effect forecast by 
both as a result of the operation of the Indian Point No. 2 represents a 
serious loss to the fisheries of the Hudson. Contrary to the statements issue( 
by Con Edison regarding size, species and survival, the mortality is important 
in that each marine organism is either a predator or a food for a predator -

hence part of the cycle which cannot reasonably be sacrificed; nor can it 
be reasonably tolerated in the face of an alternative method of cooling that 
is clearly available.  

This alternative method of cooling is, of course, closed cycle 
cooling. As applied to Indian Point, this would probably involve' cooling 
towers; and it is in this connection that Scenic Hudson's name has apparently 

been interjected into the proceeding -- it being suggested that we would never 
stand for cooling towers on the grounds of esthetic objections. This mis
represents our position.  

Scenic Hudson is deeply concerned with scenic values along the Hud

son and, as such, it vigorously opposes the use of cooling towers (and, for 

that matter, the construction of power plants altogether), where special scenic 
qualities are involved. But Indian Point, as it presently stands is not such 

a case. The site has already been despoiled by Indian Point No. 1 unit and 
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its high stack; by the completed plant structures of Indian Point No. 2; 

by the hulk of Indian Point No. 3 as it nears completion; by the huge 

towers and supported wires which cross the Hudson at this point; and by 

the general maze of transmission towers and wires which serve as a back 

drop for the plants.  

Under the foregoing circumstances, the addition of cooling towers 

at Indian Point, while no esthetic enhancement, will hardly risult in ir

revocable scenic damage since the damage has already been-done by the vast 

industrial complex which already exists there. On the other hand, the ad

dition of cooling towers and a closed cycle cooling system would provide at 

least some protection for the fisheries of the Hudson and, as a consequence, 

.and under the circumstances described, is clearly to be preferred to the 

open cycle system currently proposed by Con Edison.  

We do not mean to suggest, however, that cooling towers and closed 

cycle cooling are a complete answer to the dangers threatened to the fish
eries. In this regard, it is our belief that any analysis of the damage to 

fisheries resources must be related in measurement to the operation of all 

plants now existing or under construction within the spawning and nursery 

areas of striped bass and other Hudson River fish.  

Furthermore, there are many other users of Hudson River water within 
immediate and" earby areas. No meaningful evaluation can be drawn without 0 

a consideration of the impact on the entire Hudson River fishery of the total 
of its water users. Single project or plant projections tend to be totally 

self-serving for the applicant or for the licensing agency and can in no way 

indicate the point at which the River will be unable to support a continuing 

and surviving production.  

Equally unsatisfactory is any offer to produce a hatchery to re

place mortalities since many of the species subject to impingement or thermal 
effect have never been successfully produced under controlled conditions; and 
certainly there is no history of success in the replacement of these species 
in an estuarine environment. Therefore, any such offer, no matter how 
sincerely made, must be considered simply good public relations.  

Respectfully submitted 
SCENIC HUDSON PRESERVATION 
CONFERENCE 

500 Fifth Avenue, Suite 1625 
New York, New York •10036 

By: Mrs. Theresa Rotola 

Executive Secretary



*Committee To End Radiological Hazards 
166 Second Avenue 

New York, New York 10003

.," 

I1.I - , - .-..,o
Mary Hays Weik 

Secretary 
GR 7-.5935

Director, Division of Radiological 
and Environmental Protection 

U.S. Atomic Energy CorLission 
Washington, D.C. 20545 - May 19,1972.-

Dear Sir:

Rei Invited Citizens' Comments on the 
Environmental Impact of the Propos 
Issuance of an ABC Operating Licen 
to Con-Ed's Indian Pt.Nucloar Reaci 

DOCKET N0.50-24
I....Thank youfor sending -atm zarequest the AECis '!raft Detailed Statement" 

prepared by your department on the subject named above. It is obvious that such a repo 
from an independent agency having no connection, actual or Ionlied, with the Atomic 
Energy Commission - which itself both sited and regulates the project concerned - woul 
have been more convincing. Our comments on the Statement's contents follows 

In issuing this evaluation of the environmental impact of a proposed second nuclear 
reactor at Indian Point, the U.S.Atomic Energy Commission has placed on the public rec: 
an amazing collection of irrelevant, useless,and deliberately confusing items, which 
do little to throw any light on the situation involveds 

1) Its concern for the fate of Hudson River fish entirely overshadows any concern fo 
the area's human residents. While infinite details are given on the reactions of various aquatic organisms - the 'thermal tolerance" of macroinvortbrates, the 
"reproductive habits of zooplankton species," etc., etc. - no reference is made to 
the alarming mortality record found among residents of nearby local communities 
directlv downwind to the plant, as shown in local statistics of the region recorde 
'in the enclosed Chart of Doaths fron Brain & Breast Caners and Ieukem.ia foundi 
the same "ortlandt Town' area before and after the nuclear plant was built. (i 

2) The Report's figures on 'low-level" radioactive releases from the plant are of 
little significance, since it ignores completely the well-known facts on scrious 
internal damage by "contact radiation" from chronic low-level doses ingested or 
inhaled, as pointed out on the enclosed page of comments by the Viennese physicist 
Dr. Karl Nowak. These omitted facts make the Report's alleged 'hinimal and harmles, 
plant releases, both deceptive and absud.  

3) Since the "radiation limits" permitted in the Indian Point area by the AEC's 
"lCCFII2O" and 'lOCFR00" standards are fantastically high (4,000 curies a day, 
16 million curies a year, a possibls 3,000 rads in individual tyrroid doses, as 
cited in the ALC's '"Initial Docision" on the 1969 Construction Permit for Indian 
Point 3), even the 'low percentages" of those Limits presently alleged in use in 
the Draft F.vironmental Statoment would be themselves quite substantial and damagi 
(I doubt that the Thousands of dead fish found in a-recent Indian Point "fish kill 
actuualy nooedthe "impingement" on metal screening grates to finish them offl) 

4) It seems obvious that the alarming escalation shown almost a year ago on the 
S enclosed sheet of official mortality records for the surrounding Cortlandt Town 

region, demands - far from a now permitter operation of an additional second Nuolde Plant, 4 times larger than Indian Point I - an irmmediate shutdown of all. Indian Po 
nuclear f..clities, t-ith tho ' - "an-. . ad cntzr.-bnt" oTi this dcoply ccntain
ated insta.Uation describod on pages V-75 and V-76 of your DraXft Report,. to prover 

S a problem of unprecedented disaster for populations of this area for centuries to c, 
urely there must be a better way of reclaiming a wasteful and ruinous investment in 

nuclear power than by killing off the helpless citizens of the Indian Point areat

,JA TO OTHER Iary Hays We,1COPIES TO OTEM INTf ETED PALIES
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Committee Chief Note 

Spurt In Mortality 

Near Nuclear Plant

A significant new report has' just been issued by 
the Committe T a-..d Padioloical Hazards of N:: , 
York City, on health conditions around the Indian Point 
atomic plant. The report shows percentage of increase 
in dcath3 by Brain and Breast Cancers and Leukemia 
in the Cortlandt Town area directly surrounding the 
atomic plant, during the S years 1963-67, after the 
plant began to operate in August '62, as compared with 
the S years, 1957-61, just before its start. Included 
population figures for 1960 and 1965 show that cancer 
increase has far outstripped population growth.  

The report is based on figures contained in the 
N.Y. State Health Dept. report, "Review of Mortality 
Statistics In the Northwestern Section of Westchester 
County." The State report is a curious document.  
It was published shortly after this writer revealed, as 
a citizen intervenor at the 1969 Indian Point Hearing 
an unusual number of Cancer Deaths in an area of 
Montrose downwind to the atomic plant. The State 
report shows an obvious intention to confuse and mis
lead the public; for the local map it includes so 
confuses the boundaries of the area invnived in the 
Montrose cancer deaths as to make diffibult a localized 
study of the problem.  

Neither St-t- nor County Health Department seems 
-worried by the situation shown by their own figures.  
I was surpriied to receive a "personal copy" of the 
report from State Commissioner of Health Dr. HOLLIS 
S. INGRAHAM, who had refused to honor my citizen's 
subpoena to testify at the 1969 Indian Point Hearings.  
In a' letter to the AEC sent me with the report, Dr.  
Ingraham said: "We find no evidence of increase in..  
cancer mortality in the vicinity of Indian Point;" 
and DR. DONALD R. REED, President of the West
chester County Board of Health, in a letter to a local 
citizen listing figures whichtamounted to an.incr'tase 
of 22% in MONTROSE and an increase of 150% in 
BUCHANAN, wrote : "These figures would indicate 
to me that the cancer deaths have not increased in the 
villages of Buchanan or Montrose(!)." 

The latest (1971) Rand-McNally Commercial Atlas 
shows Montrose population as 2200. But tle State 
report cited submerges the Montrose village hure in 
a vague total, numbering 22,000, called the "Rest of 
Cortlandt Town." (Tnis greatly dilutes, of course, 
the Montrose cancer moitalities.) Yet local reccrds

shcw that 3 out of the 4 brain cancer deaths reported 
in 1903-67 for this Cortlandt area of 22,000 wp' e 
actually registered from the Montrose section I de
scribed in "The Montrose Catastrophe" - population, 
less than 50U! , ) 

UnfortunatelST e' ople who prepared the delusive 
State report mate one false step: In making thei: 
report, they revealed local statistics not available 
to the general public or reported in "U. S. Vital 
Statistics" (because the communities involved are 
too small for individual mention). In other words, 
the report brought into the open statistics heretofore 
available only to the two Health Departments. These 
figures happen to be most significant.  

The cancer deaths shown in the New York com
mittee's statement (taken from Tables VII and Table 
VII A of the State "Review of N W Westchester 
County" cited above) though damning as evidence, 
would appear to be small in number. They will 
certainly be labeled as such and called "unimportant" 
by AEC and Con-Edison attorneys. But this is far 
from true, as any honest statistician knows. For: 

J) By the State figures, Peekskill, Buchanan, and 
Croton-on-Hudson are now implicated in the Indian 
Point cancer problem. (What about other - unnamed 
WesLchester communities?) 

2) In 11 out of 12 community situations named, an 
unbroken increase of cancer deaths is shown. In tha 
12th, Peekskill, the number o brain cancers remained 
the same in the two periods covered. Yet, even 
there, unreported 1968-71 figures may now have 
changed the picture.  

3) If such an 'increase could occur with only the 
265-megawatt Indian Point I reactor in operation 
what would result with the addition of the 873-meg.  
Reactor 11-4 times as large as Indian Point I? 

4) If such an increase could occur with only 
Indian Point I'Pressurized Watez"265-n'-,g. reactor, 
imagine the effect of adding, as planned, fxaactors lI, 
IV and V (of 1100-meg, each) a!l oc:'lciing \Xartci 
tPL - since airborne radioactive releases from this 
type of reactor are known to be enormously larger..  
What will be the effect downwind then? 

- Copyright 1971, Mary H. Welk 
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CANCER DEATH RECORD IN "CORTLAT TOWN' AREA SURROUNDING IDIAN POINT, NYATOMIC PLAWT, BEFORE & AFTER PAN'S START IN 1962 

From Official Mortality Statistics in 1969 Nw York State Dept. of Health Publication, Review of 
Mort,-Iit St-t.sti' in No ..... rn -t!on of V, stchos-tcr County - Tabl3VII&A: "Number of Deaths 
(Brain ar dirast Cancers & LoukniiaT for Cortlardt Town (Including) Feekskfll City,. 1957 - 1967" *** 

A re a s CANCER of BRAIN BREAST CANCER IEUKEIUA Population 

and Narvous System (193) VI0 International Code 170: (Internatioral Code 204) 

57-'61 '63-'67 % Increase '57-'61 '63-'67 % Increase 57-'61 '63-'67 % Increase 1960 1965 Increase 

P4k,,dn 4 4 -- 20 25. 25 % 4 10 150 % 18,737 18,5 111,12-4 p) 
C-z3ton-on-Hudson - 6 600 % 7 10 43 % 3 6 100 % 6,812 6,94i - 1Mc: 2% 

cha~nan -_ 1 100 % 2 200 % -1 100 % 2,019 2,16" 7% 

Post of Cortlandt Towr ,* 
n I 4 * 400 % 4 12 200 % 2 5 150 % '17,505 22,231 " 27% 

TOTAL Cortlardt Town 4 15 275 % 31 49 58 % 9 22 144 % 45,073 49,844J" 11% 

* Three of these 4 daths w-ro recorded for a small section (a. 500 population) of DN'TROSE d:iraty 
downwind to the Inian Point ato,.o plant.  

** M 0 RDSE total population was only 2200 in 1970 (Rand McNally 1971 Coieerncial Atlas & NMrktirM Guide).  
CD 

*** Conclusions issucd by State ar.4 Cov. fealth Bonds are in curious contradiction to thoir own records 
In spite of the increass sho ,in in the N.Y L. t'J o I t . figures reported above, State Health Con

. . HOLLIS S. I:GRAH, in his p'ora.'-taLion 2t.-ir to the U.S.Atorlc BzorGy Comriscion of I.4-ch 23, 
1970 accompanyinm the a ove roport, said: "V,3 fird no evldrnze of an inrease in . . cancer mortality in 
the vicinity of badIan Point I" ard Dr. DONAtLD F.. REED, Prid nt of the Vbstohester County Board of Hwalth, 
in a Iarch 18, 1970 letter ans jring a loc.l citizon's irquiry, in which Dr. =-D himself cited a rice in All 
Cancer Death figures in the 4 yo:-s after Indian Point's start (1963-1966) vhich, comparcd to the 4 yars 
przcodirz its start (1958-1961),azu.'T-- to an increase of 22% in MONTROSE and an ircrcas, of I50 in 
BUCkZA.N, wrote: "'Tose figures would irdicate to ma that the cancer deaths have not inreased in the 
villages of Buchanan or Mntrose (I)."

Q)Copyright 1971, Mihry H. W13ik
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B IL I N G U A L FROM: Coxr.mittee To End Radiological Hazards 
166 Second Avenue, Ni.: York,NY 10003,USA 

Q U 0 T E S Mary Hays Weik, Secretary (GR 7-5935) 

*ATOMIC PLANqT RELEASES CANNOT BE FAJPLY COMPRD TO NATCRAL BitCKC-ROTVfl) RADIATION 

(English translation) , 

"A nuclear power plant releases radioactivity to its environment 'through its chimney 
and cooling-water.. Ejen in undisturbed normal operation, the chimney emits radioactive 
gases and particulate matter which are distributed through the surroundings.  

"Company 'experts' claim that the amount released is. minimal. Tcy. calculate high 
plant releases by comparing them with natural background radiation. Actually, the 
effect of radioactive material taken into the body, as is that from the plant's chimney 
and cooling-water, through inhalation, or by way of the food chain and drinking-water, 
is significantly higher (than company figures show),and impossible to measure exactly.  

"If a (radioactive) particle merely lies on the ground, then its effect is minimal al
though its radiation may be dangerously high. If the particle, however, is deposited 
on a mucous mcmbrane by inhalation or in7stion, or if it settles in an organ due to 
its chemical nature, then as a result of contact radiation, its effect will be increas
ed to the square of its ownv.aue.and give an extrao naily strong dose of radiation 
to its direct surroundings, leading to death of the cells contacted or severe damage 
to those it touches.  

* "Especially effective in this connection are Alpha and Beta rays, whose effect would 
otherwise be screened out by the atmosphere. These inner effects cannot be controlled 
from without. Thus numbers of Cancers and 6ther damages can arise; above all, genetic 
damage and disca-tm if the reproductive organs are affected. Moreover, this radioactive 
matter stored up in the body increases with time, and the damages build up . . .  

(From. Der Skandal Atonkraftwerk by Ing. K;1RL NOWAKK, Vienna pysicist and editor 
of liNoue Physik", in an article in ,,Obersterreich. Wochenpost," Austria) 

(Original Gcir.an) 

,Ein Kernkraftwerk gibt !Qoer Schornstein und Kuhlwasser Radioaktivit1t an die Umgeb
ung ab. Der Schornstein auch im ungestOrten Normalbetrieb laufend radioaktive Gase 
und Schwbstoff, ausstdszt und in der Umgebuing verteilt.  

jiVon den bezahlten E1xperten' wird es so dargestellt, als soi das minimal. Nan rechnet 
mit der erhLdhten Umgebungsstrahlung und vergleicht sic mit der nat-Urlichen Strahlenbe
lastung. Tats1chlich ist die Wirkung inaro 4ajirtQ.. radioaktiver Stoffe, wie solche 
aus Schornstein und KIhlwasser '-ber Ato.mLuft,i'ahrungskette und Trinkwasser in don 
Krper gelangen, ganz bedeutend hher und nicht exakt messbar.  

,tLiegt ein Staubk61rnchen am Boden, so ist seine Wirkung minimal, mag es auch ein gef~!hr
licher starker Strahler sein. Gelangt das Teilchon aber mit Atomluft oder Nahrung 
auf eine Schleimhaut oder wird es gar infolge seiner chemischen Beschaffenheit in ein 
Organ eingelagert so kann es infolge Kontaktbestrahlung, da die Wirkung mit dem abnehm
enden Abstand quadratisch zunimmt, an seine unrmitteE:F Ungebung auszerordentlich 
starke Strahlungsdosen abgeben und so sogar zu Nekrose (Zelltod) odor schweren Zell
schiden Anlasz geben.  

,Besonders wirksam sind dabei Alpha- und Beotastrahler, deren Wirkung sonst durch die 
Luft abgeschirmt wird. Diese inneren Vorg1nge sind von auszen itbrhaupt nicht kontroll

*erbar. So kdnnen Krebsherde und andere Sch~digungen entstohen, vor allen auch Erbschid
en und Erbkrankheiten, soweit die Fortpflanzungsorgane beeinfluszt werden. Auch sFeich
ern sich radioaktive Stoffe im Krper und die Sch digungen summieren sich * 141i
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22o DI$RLr, NEW YORK HOUSE ADMINISTRATION 

WASHINGTON OFFICE, 4 DISTRICT OPFICEI 133 CANNON HOUSE OFICE BUILDING of t *J4e 6 tato ONE EAST FORDHAM ROAD 
TELEPHONE, (202) 225-4411 BRONX. NEW YORK 10468 

R. RGER AJAKTELEPHONE. (212) WE 3-2.310 PEouze of 3Aepre~entatibeZ 
AMINIISTrRATIME AS kMr M ing , D.C. 2055 

May 30, 1972 

U.S. Atomic Energy Commission 
1717 H Street, N. W.  
Washington, D. C.  

In re: Consolidated Edison Company of 
New York, Inc. (Indian Point Unit No. 2) 
Docket No. 50-247 

Gentlemen: 

As a Congressman representing a district which lies 
within the Consolidated Edison service area as well as being 
adjacent to the Hudson River, I am writing to comment on the 
Commission's draft NEPA statement on Indian Point 2 as it 
relates to an important environmental issue - the protection 
and enhancement of the natural aquatic life of the Hudson.  

The state of New York has sought to protect its fisheries 
by legislation, imposing a $10 civil penalty for the taking of 
fish by the drawing off of water. Recently the Attorney 
General of New York filed suit against Con Edison for $1.6
million for fish killed at Indian Point 2. This is the second 
major legal action which the Attorney General has launched in 
the effort to protect fish at the Indian Point site. These 
are important actions, but the answer to fish protection does 
not lie in fines and damage actions. They do nothing to im
prove the Hudson fishery and if the sums are in any way passed 
on to the consumers they will increase electrical bills with 
little direct gain to the River or the people of New York.  

A very important part of the real work of protecting the 
great and productive fishery of the Hudson lies with the AEC.  
In these circumstances I was shocked to read in the draft 
statement that the annual loss of-striped bass "may be as high 
as 15% to 20% from the direct effects of Plant operation." 
Similar figures would hold true for other fish species as well.  
Fish destruction of this magnitude - or anything close to it
is an unacceptable assault on both the fishery and the general 
environment of the Hudson. If these kills are accompanied by 0 
fines levied by the State, the situation will also be intoler
able for the citizens of New York City whose electrical bills 
are decided by the fate of Coin dison. Rec'd 041. ui. uI e.  

Date 41 .2-
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Environmentally, the situation will also be made worse 
when the Bowline Point and Roseton plants go on line in the 
course of the next two years. The draft statement does not 
address itself to these plants. I consider this a major 
flaw in the statement. Those plants will have an effect on 
the Hudson similar to that of the Indian Point plant. It is 
impossible to judge fully the damage on the River unless we 
see Indian Point 2 as part of the total array of plants which 
will be operating on the Hudson in the course of the next few 
years. It was precisely to produce analyses of this sort that 
the Congress passed the National Environmental Policy Act.  
As part of its duty under the Act,' the Commission should con-_ 
*sider the full impact of the power plants now under construc
tion on the Hudson.  

From the draft statement, it appears that the only 
solution to the fish kill problem will be an alternate cooling 
system. This may be expensive, but it has the clear advantage 
that money spent would actually go toward the protection of 
the Hudson fishery and would not be drained away in law suits 
with their consequent fines and damages.  

Yours sincerely, 

Jonathan B. Bingham 

JBB:AJD
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C o e t on eb ntte 

June 1, 1972 

U. S. Atomic Energy Commission 
1717 H Street, N. IT.  
Washington, D. C. 20545 

Re: Consolidated Edison Company 
of New York Inc. (Indian 
Point Unit No. 2) 
Docket No. 50-247 

Gentlemen: 

As a Congressman representing a District which 
lies along the Hudson River, I am writing to comment on 
the AEC's draft environmental impact statement on Indian 
Point No. 2. I was shocked to see that the annual loss 
of striped bass "may be as high as 15% to 20% from direct 
effects of plant operation." These figures become more 
startling when the draft points out that they will apply 
to other fish as well as the striped bass.  

Losses of fish from the Hudson of this magnitude 
are simply unacceptable. The Hudson is a great estuarine 
fishery. It is invaluable for the recreational pleasure 
which it gives to the millions who live along its banks.  
It has great commercial value as the spawning and nursery 
ground for fish, most particularly the striped bass, which 
populate Long Island Sound, and the Atlantic waters from 
Montauk to Cape May. All government agencies must make 
every effort to maintain and enhance that fishery.  

I am also perturbed that the draft statement 
gives only a partial picture of the situation in the 
Hudson. The AEC when writing impact statements must take 
into account the entire environment on which the proposed 
plant will have an effect. This was clearly the intent of 
Congress in passing 'the National Environmental Policy Act: 
each project is to be analyzed in terms of the particular 
environment on which it will have an impact.
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In the case of Indian Point No. 2, this requires 
an analysis of the other plants which will be operating on 
the River in the next two years - - Bowline Point and Roseton.  
These plants will also withdraw large quantities of water 
from the Hudson - - hundreds of tiousands of gallons a minute-
and heat it substantially before discharging it again into 
the River. This will add to the devastating effect on the 
Hudson fishery which the draft environmental statement 
foresees at Indian Point. If the AEC fails to consider these 
effects it will be doing a disservice to the public as well 
as failing to address a major threat to the Hudson River in coherent and common sense terms. How can we talk about 
Indian Point No. 2 as if the other plants did not exist? 

It seems to me inevitable that Con Edison will be required to build cooling towers at Indian Point. We 
must accept that as the price for saving the Hudson and its fishery. The alternative is to treat one of the great rivers 
of America as a cooling sluice for a utility and in the 
process sacrifice the vast natural resource-of the Hudson's 
aquatic life. That is not an acceptable solution. I urge 
the AEC to require that Con Edison install cooling towers 
on the fastest practicable scheduled. Moreover, it is 
important that such towers be constructed with silhouette 
as low as possible so-that we do not have more towers in 
the environs of the Hudson Highlands that break the horizon 
line.  

Everyone is concerned to see that we protect the 
environment as well as provide power. It is imperative that the AEC pursue its environmental mandate with the same vigor 
with which it has promoted nuclear power.  

Sincerely,.  

fi JOHN G. JDO1V 
Merm'ber of Congress 

JGD kjsK..)
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DOCKET NUMBER 
S~ RYN303 CANNON BUILDING 

"0T4 DISTRICT. NF.W YORK 2-&D.UIL. EA1 . WASHINGTON, D.C. 20515 
- D . Y K 225-6616 

COMMITTEES. ITITIE 
UDCIA:rYCt a DISTRICT OFFICEy 

INEIRADINUA FAR 
3785 BROAWA 

-R(Ar N A7TH STREET) 

NEW YORK. NEW YORK 10032 

?,1juzzof Veprzenttibg.234-6900 

la~b, l ', A.r. 20515 

May 31, 1972 

The Honorable W. B. McCool 
Secretary of the Commission 
Atomic Energy Commission 
1717 H Street, NW 
Washington,.D.C. 20545 

Re: Consolidated Edison Company 
of New York 
Indian Point Unit No. 2 
Nuclear Generating Plant 
Docket No. 50-247 

Dear Mr. McCoOl: 

I wish to submit this statement as a protest to the Atomic Energy 

Commission's "Draft Detailed Statement on the Environmental Consider

ations Related to the Proposed Issuance of an Operating License to the 

Consolidated Edison Company of New York for the Indian Point Unit. No. 2 

Nuclear Generating Plant, Docket No. 50-247." I request that this study 

be reevaluated on the basis of the following points: 

1. that the possibility of a substantially harmful impact 

on the fish in the area needs further study; 

2. that such a study should not be conducted by 
Consolidated Edison on the basis of a conflict of 
interest; 

3. that guidelines be drawn upon which to base such 
a study; 

4. that the potential for Closed Cycle Natural Draft Cooling 

Towers at Indian Point No. 2 should not be dismissed 
without a more complete study as to its long run cost

benefit relationship as compared to the present plans.
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DOCKET NUMBER0 
C\J MORD. &UTI. E 

63 WALL STREET 

June 1,1972 

Atomic Energy Commission 
1717 H Street, N.W.  
Washington, D. C. 20545 

Re: Petition of Consolidated Edison 
Company of New York to allow 
operation of its Indian Point 
Number 2 facility.  
Docket No. 50-247 

Dear Sirs: 

This letter of comment respecting the 

above facility is submitted in response to your 

request for coni~ments and in my capacity 
as the 

Democratic nominee for Representative in 
Congress 

from the new 25th Congressional District of 

New York in which the above facility is situated.  

The above application should be denied 

subject to the condition that it be reconsidered 

upon Consolidated Edison's undertaking to 
install 

and operate appropriate facilities to cool 
its 

cooling waters prior to returning them 
to the 

Hudson River and to minimize the quantity 
of these 

waters to be returned to the Hudson. This action 

should be taken because: 

(1) The immediate licensing of this 

facility will not solve any imperative 

power needs; 

(2) The proposed thermal discharges 

pose a serious threat to the quality of 

the Hudson and to its water life; 

(3) Inadequate consideration has been 

given to the impact upon the quality of the 

Hudson and upon its water life of the proposed 

discharge and other existin thermal discharges 

into the Hudson; and



May 31, 1972

I feel that without reconsideration of these points the 
Commission will have failed to provide adequate, effective 
protection to the Hudson River environment and could result 
in higher costs, physically and financially, than alternate designs 
proposed.  

With kindest regards.  

Sincerely, 

Member of Cogess 

WFR/jgsp
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Atomic Energy Commission 
June 1, 1972 
Page Two 

(4) Appropriate cooling facilities 
can be installed without violating reasonable 
esthetic standards and without undue expense.  

(1) The immediate licensing of this 

facility will not solve any imperative power needs.  

Consolidated Edison's proposed testing schedule 
indicates that it does not intend to use this facility 
to provide power during the summer of 1972. Since 

Consolidated Edison now has a 35% reserve capacity 

over anticipated winter peak load, there is no urgent 

need to operate this facility before adequate con

sideration has been given to the threats posed to 
the Hudson by its proposed'operation.  

(2) The proposed thermal discharges pose 

a serious threat to. the quality of the Hudson and to 

its water life. The proposed facility will withdraw 

from the lhudson between one-half million and one 

million gallons of water per minute, heat it 

approximately 15*F, and discharge it into the 
Hudson.  

The discharge of this heated water will 

remove substantial dissolved oxygen and may cause 

increased evaporation leading to sedimentation.  
This thermal discharge will diminish the capacity 

of the Hudson to assimilate other wastes presently 

discharged in undue quantities into the Hudson 
and increase the toxic effects of pollutants 
presently in these waters.  

The thermal discharge will have the 

effect of altering diet, reproductive activities, 

disease resistance, migration patterns and other 

considerations affecting the life cycle of the 

various species of fish now found in abundance in 

the Hudson. The effect may be to wipe out entire 
species of fish.  
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Even fish species which, adjust to the new 
temperatures of the Hudson to be created by the 
intended thermal discharge can be destroyed in the 
event that a failure of operation of this facility 
results in a sudden derc.-ase in water temperature.  

Moreover, i:- is to be anticipated that 
sbstantial numbers of fish will be entrained and 

killed upon screening equipment during u: b intake 
1,h-ater from the Hudson by this facilit;. During 

one tec: day last February, approximately 150,000 
sh were killed when just two of the six propcsed 

jf u f this facility were put through a test run.  
i:.._i2id scientists estimate that the ope'-ation 

f hhi facility may destroy 25% of the fish in 
the .udson per year. If such destruction continues 
.v... a number oy years at this annual rate, it is 
ozviuus that the number of fish in the Hudson would 
quickly approach zero.  

(3) Inadequate consideration has been 
iven to the impact upon the quality of the ludson 

- its water life of the proposed discharge 
C texi.tinq thermal discharges into tiie 

'2he proposed acili y and the nearby.  
.-int Unit Nurber 1 will together withdraw 

. ,,0 gall.ons of water per minute from the 
Conun(Encing in 1974, the proposed Bowline 

J 2 acilities will withdraw 768,000 gallons of 
per minute from the Hudson, heat it to 13.5*F 

-.- discharge the heated water into the Hudson.  
T.ese facilities are only 5 miles from the subject 
acility. Co;mencing in 1973, the proposed Roseton 
f-cIlities will withdraw 650,000 gallons of water 
pEr minute from the Huadson, heat it to 15.4:- and 
diScharge 1he heated ,alter into the Hudson. These 
faiiities are only 2:. diIe-:_l:m the subj'ec-' 

ci lliy. Thcc aoe:.:.; to .. been no adeqocruate 

o.[ these nume::'oua t.hc " d. i, t' .;. i or hc:. Lhere 
been any considcrark. L, :4" . .ous thermal dis
charges ptesentlni . 5; 4ee . ns area of the 
Hudson.  
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(4) A ppropriate cooling facilities can 
bD intalled without violating reasonable esthetic 

s and without undue eipense. i am advised 
.ai, ii Sceni.L dson Preservation Conference 

does not object on esthetic grounds to the installation 
of appropriate zooling towers. Compared to the 
costs of losing the present life in the Hudson, the 
cost of in-stalling adequate cooling towers is mninmal.  

The obvious conclusion is that no 
er2-:  on should be granted to Consolidated Edison 

,,o opeI.te the proposed facility until appropriat2 
closed looped cooling towers have been installed 
an.: . e in operation. Consolidated Edison should 
-ot -e permitted to monitor the impact of its 
discnarges upon the Hudson. The preservation of 
existing life in the Hudson and the future 
rabiliation of the Hudson depend upon inuaediate 
stas to limit further intrusions into the Hudson 
of t-he type proposed in the present petition.  

Vry truly yours, 

-HN M.BURNS, III
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OUGKET NUMBER 0 
RICHARD L. OTTINGER 2iJJ1&I F ALAP)-Y 

'J!S UFAR RIDGE ROAD 

FILEASANTVILLE, N.Y.  

May 26, 1972 

United States Atomic Energy Commission 
1717 H Street NW 
Washington, D.C. 20545 

Re: Docket No. 50-247 

Dear Sirs: 

T am writing today to urge that the Atomic Energy Com
mission require that Consolidated Edison begin immediate 

construction of cooling towers at its Indian Point 2 nucle

ar plant. The alternative to construction of these towers 

is the possible destruction of the fish population of the 
Hudson River.  

Although your staff has determined that there will be 

only a 15 to 20 per-cent destruction of the fish population 

caused by the operation of Indian Point 2, we must consider 

that tbis station is only of several which are proposed for 
construction along the river.  

While Con Edison continues to experiment with elabo

r'aLc, yet ineffectual fish protection devices, all evi

dence indicates that cooling towers will reduce the with

drawal of water, and therefore also fish life, from the 
river by 95 to 98 per-cent.  

We cannot afford to waste time on further research, 

especially since it will take considerable time to put 
any protection plan into operation.  

The solution is available; cooling towers will work, 
and their effect on the environmet will be small.  

Sincerely, 

- ard L. Otting, 

RLO/jm 
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IIarry G. WoodIluty 

Conm;oidjted Edison Company of New Yolk, Inc.  
Sliving Place. New York. N Y 10003 

Telephone (212) 460-6001 
May 30, 1972 

U. S. Atomic Energy Commission 
Washington, D. C. 20545 

Attention: Director, Division of Radiological 
and Environmental ProtectionJ 

Re: Indian Point Unit No. 2 T 
Docket No. 50-247 

Dear Sirs: 

Consolidated Edison Company of New York, Inc. (Con 
Edison) respectfully submits its comments on the Draft Detailed 
Statement (the Statement) on the environmental considerations 
related to the proposed issuance of an operating license to Con 
Edison for the Indian Point Unit No. 2 nuclear generating plant, 
dated April 13, 1972, prepared by the Atomic Energy Commission's 

Regulatory Staff. These comments are submitted pursuant to 
notices in the Federal Register on April 20, 1972 and May 2, 
1972.  

This letter contains comments on the major features 
of the Statement. Enclosed are nine appendices. Appendix A 
consists of suggested detailed corrections to the Statement.  
Appendices B-1 to H are detailed analyses in support of the 
positions indicated in this letter.  

l. Conclusions 

Con.Edison agrees with the conclusions contained in 
the Statement that Indian Point should be allowed to operate 
subject to an operational monitoring program. Con Edison be
lieves that this conclusion represents the best approach to 
satisfy the public interest in light of all relevant factors.  

It is difficult to predict with accuracy the quanti
tative environmental impacts of a major facility such as Indian 

Point 2 on the complex aquatic ecosystem of the Hudson River.  

The Statement notes that, "Existing information is insufficient 

to accurately predict the degree to which the potential damage
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will eventually take place during operation." Con Edison 
agrees with the basic point that additional data and analyses 
are desirable to provide a better basis for professional opin
ions. The only way all such data can be obtained is to com
mence operations and study the actual impacts. Con Edison will 
cooperate with the Commission's Staff, the Hudson River Policy 
Committee and the Hudson River Fishermen's Association in mon
itoring and study programs sufficient to obtain the information 
required by the Commission. A general description of these pro
grams was set forth in Supplement 1 to our Environmental Report.  
More detailed information was furnished to the Staff on March 8, 
1972. A further description is enclosed as Exhibit ,G.  

Some of the desired data have already been obtained 
but were not available to the Commission in written form when 
the Statement was prepared. Most of this material was intro
duced into evidence at the hearing conducted by the Atomic Safety 
and Licensing Board (ASLB) on April 5, 1972. The Commission 
should utilize these newdata in the preparation of the Final 
Detailed Statement. Many of the comments contained herein are 
based on these data. Enclosed as Exhibit H is this testimony 
which is referenced in this letter.  

The body of the Statement appears to be written on 
the basis that the Statement should maximize estimates of 
environmental damage and minimize estimates of lack of such 
damage. Con Edison believes that this approach is contrary to 
law. The National Environmental Policy Act of 1969 calls for 
a detailed statement on the environmental impact of the proposed 
Federal action, i e., the issuance of an operating license for 
Indian Point 2. The derivative requirement is thus an impartial 
objective analysis of environmental impacts. The Statement, 
however, describes the conceivable potentials for harm - in 
effect a speculative maximum damage rather than an impartial 
objective assessment. The Statement does not indicate either 
a minimum or likely damage level.  

The basis which apparently guided the preparation 
of the Statement leads to biased estimates' of environmental dam
age and renders it impossible to perform an objective analysis 
of benefits and costs. The undue emphasis on potential environ
mental damage without a corresponding analysis of potential lack 
of damage weights the scales unevenly so that a balance of bene
fits and costs is not practicable. The most fundamental--decision 
which must be made in this case is whether the economic and
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*environmental costs of major changes to the plant are worth the 
benefits to be derived in environmental improvements. If the 
potential for environmental damage has been overstated, a cor
rect evaluation is impossible, and the public interest is not 
served.  

The most significant example of this is that an admit
tedly rudimentary mathematical model has been used to compute, 
on the basis of limited information on but a few of the natural 
influences on fish populations, an entrainment of 25% of the 
young-of-the-year fish each year-. This might have been described 
as a small percent of the natural mortality to put the number 
in perspective. And, although-the number neglects diurnal-move
ments, natural migrations, transport and avoidance mechanisms, 
it is mentioned time and again throughout the Statement implying 
that the 25% loss due to entrainment will be a fact.  

Other examples of the lack of objective analysis in
clude omission from the Statement of several important facts.  
As noted in the Statement, Indian Point 1 has experienced over 
several years a problem of the collection of fish on the intake 
screens. Con Edison has successfully eliminated collections 
of large fish, and collections are now limited to fish approxi
mately two inches in length which are generally immature, young
of-the-year fish. The only reference to size is a sentence that 
the fish are generally larger than 45-50 millimeters in length 
(V-33). The actual size is not given nor is there any state
ment as to the biological significance and natural mortality 
of the small size of these fish. Nor is there any mention of 
the findings of the AEC in their "Report of Inquiry Into Alle
gations Concerning Operation of Indian Point 1 Plant of Con
solidatedEdison Company" dated..October 1971.  

Another error concerns the temperature- rise of cir
culating water passing through the plant. Con Edison intends 
to reduce the rate of flow during cold weather in order to re
duce the problem of fish collections. The reduced rate of flow 
will produce a higher temperature rise, a AT of about 240 F.' 
This does not present any problem with respect to thermal cri
teria because this mode of operation will occur only when river 
temperatures are low. The Statement does not clearly state 
that reduced flow will only occur during cold weather. Accord
ingly, the higher temperature rise during reduced flow might 
erroneously be added to summer temperatures and lead to the
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erroneous conclusion that a problem of excessive thermal dis
charges exists. The Statement implies that this problem could 
exist (111-37)..  

2. Thermal Criteria 

The Statement concludes that Con Edison has not ade
quately demonstrated compliance with New York State criteria 
for thermal discharges. Con Edison refers the Commission to the 
testimony of Dr. John P. Lawler on The Effect of Indian Point 
Units 1 and 2 Cooling Water Discharge on Hudson River Tempera
ture Distribution which was submitted to the ASLB on April 5, 
1972 (see Appendix H). Enclosed as Appendix B-1 is an analysis 
of Con Edison's differences with the Statement and an explanation 
of why Con Edison believes its analysis is correct. The Com
mission was also furnished with additional information on this 
subject in a report of Quirk, Lawler & Matusky Engineers entitled 
"Supplemental Study of Effect of Submerged Discharge of Indian 
Point Cooling Water on Hudson River Temperature Discharge" dated 
May 1972. This report is enclosed as Appendix B-2.  

If the Commission should nevertheless conclude that 
thermal discharges may not meet State criteria at all times, 
the Statement should then include an analysis of the extent the 
criteria will be exceeded and the ecological significance of 
that fact. The Statement indicates that the Commission is pri
marily concerned with the standard of a 90°F maximum surface 
temperature at any point. This statement may result from a 
misunderstanding of our planned use of the circulating pump by
pass or from the misleading temperature data in the Raytheon 
Report. Peak temperatures fluctuate from year to year. The 
Commission's analysis is based on peak temperatures which, if 
seen at all, would be seen rarely -- certainly not every year.  
The Statement should indicate the expected frequency and the 
extent of the surface area heated in excess of 90OF and the 
environmental impact of such an occurrence. The post-operational 
data that Con Edison proposes to collect will provide hard data 
with which to verify predictions.  

The concern expressed by the Staff appears to be 
associated with the use of uncontrolled data collected for other 
purposes. See Appendix B-1. The Staff uses a maximum river 
temperature at the plant intake of 81*F (111-35). The tem- 6 
perature at the Indian Point 1 intake is monitored continuously.  
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* In view of the voluminous data available on this subject, Con 
Edison considers 79*F (without recirculation) to be the high-' 
est water ambient temperature that can be experienced by the 
Indian Point intake at any time.  

The Statement references data contained in the Report 
of Inquiry on Indian Point Unit No. 1 submitted by the Com
mission's Division of compliance in October 1971. These data 
show three readings at 81OF and the balance of the readings 
are consistent with Con Edison's analysis. These three read
ings were not at the plant intake but were out-in the river 
where they were influenced by the thermal plumes from Indian 
Point and Lovett. The same Report of Inquiry had data on intake 
temperatures which is not referred to by the Statement. (See 
Appendix B-1 for further details.) 

The Statement contains a considerable discussion of 
the concept of net non-tidal flow (111-22 to 26). The Com
mission appears to agree with Con Edison that this phenomenon 
exists but hesitates to make a quantitative determination.  

* Since the phenomenon exists, it is important to provide some 
quantitative statement of its effects. As is indicated in Ap
pendix B-1, Con Edison has used the most conservative manner of 
estimating the effect of net non-tidal flow.  

3. Dissolved oxygen 

Con Edison disagrees with the Statement concerning 
dissolved oxygen. Con Edison thought that its testimony before 
the ASLB and information which had been furnished to the Com
mission's Staff had removed any concerns about this question.  
In view of the comments contained in the Statement, Con Edison 
now submits- as Appendix C a report of Quirk, Lawler & Matusky 
Engineers entitled "Effect of Indian Point Plant on the River 
Dissolved Oxygen." This report contains data on actual dis
solved oxygen measurements taken at the intake and discharge 
of Indian Point* 1 and a detailed analysis of this probl em under 
varying conditions.  

The Commission's concern on dissolved oxygen appears 
to be based on a few data points in a report of Raytheon Com

* pany. These data are inconsistent with other data obtained by 
is Con Edison and data gathered at other power plants and is also 

inconsistent with predictions based on plant engineering design.
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Con Edison examined the Raytheon data and found that it was 

incorrect due to faulty instrumentation. The Staff appears to 

agree with Con Edison's opinion on the Raytheon data (V-10), 

but nevertheless says that it is "not yet satisfied." Con 

Edison proposes to obtain post-operational data additional to 

that which it already has in order to satisfy the Commission 

on this point.  

4. Chlorination 

The Statement contains considerable discussion about 

the possible damage to aquatic organisms from chlorination.  

Con Edison has established procedures to minimize harmful ef

fects, and indications are that it has succeeded.  

Attached as Appendix D is an analysis of the chlo

rination program for Indian Point 1 and 2 and an explanation of 

the basis for Con Edison's disagreement with some of the matters 

discussed in the Statement. Con Edison also refers the Com

mission to the testimony of Dr. Gerald J. Lauer on the Effects 

of Chemical Discharges from Indian Point Units 1 and 2 on Biota 

and River Chemistry which was submitted to the ASLB on April 5, 

1972 (see Appendix H). Dr. Lauer found by sampling at Indian 

Point 1 that entrained organisms generally are not destroyed 

by Con Edison's chlorination procedures at Indian Point 1. He 

states that this is probably due to the fact that the exposure 

time to high levels of chlorine is very brief as compared to 

the exposure time of the target organisms on the condenser tubes.  

He. also reports that bioassay studies show survival of organisms 

at exposures comparable to those experienced by entrained 

organisms.  

Much of the discussion of chlorination problems con

tained in the Statement appears to relate to an environment 

and species foreign to the Hudson River. Con Edison believes 

that observations in the Hudson River with Hudson River species 

are necessary before a determination can be made that a problem.  

exists. The observations to date have indicated no problem.  

More data will be obtained as part of the continuing ecological 

studies when Indian Point 2 commences operation.  

The Statement suggests that the discharge concentration 

of residual chlorine will be 0.5 ppm. Extensive data from op- 0 
erations at Indian Point 1 show a discharge concentration of
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0.1 ppm or less. There is no reason for the residual levels 
at Indian Point 2 to be significantly different (see Appendix 
D). Under New York State rules 0.5 ppm is a legal-maximum.  

Furthermore, the discussion of potential toxic ef
fects at low chlorine levels is based on a small portion of 
the literature and on long periods of exposure and deals prin
cipally with fresh water fish. The Statement should note that 
other portions of the literature show no toxicity.-at the levels 
expected from Indian Point operations (see Appendix D).  

Con Edison has commenced a program to establish a 
further reduction in the frequency of chlorination. This pro
gram is described in Appendix D.  

5. Entrainment 

The principal difference between the Staff and Con 
Edison in regard to the potential adverse impact of Indian Point 
2 on marine aquatic organisms is the Staff's estimate of the 
entrainment of nonscreenable fish eggs, larvae and fingerlings.  
Con Edison's position is set forth in Appendix E~.  

In summary, Con Edison agrees that we should seek 
to quantify the effect of this entrainment, but disagrees with 
the Staff in the following respects: 

A. The crux of the Staff's analysis is its calcu
.lation that approximately 25% of the planktonic forms of various 
fishes using the estuary will be entrained by the plant. The 
Staff has computed this number by the use.'of erroneous equations.  
The Commission's analysis of estuary dilution flow is based on 
a report of B.* H. Ketchum, and the bulk of the literature in 
the field establishes that 'this analysis cannot properly be used 
for this purpose.  

B. The commission understates the significance of 
the diurnal movement of larvae. Thed Statement does recognize 
that this phenomenon exists but states that the effect it main
tains is slight. It does so on the basis of an hypothesis, 
which if true suggests a net upstream movement of planktonic
larvae which would produce negligible entrainment. Con Edison 
believes that the diurnal effect may reduce entrainment to one
third to one-half of the Commission's prediction based on the
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proportion of daylight hours to darkness during the plankton ic 
stage. In conjunction with proper estimates of estuary dilu- 4 
tion flows, the entrainment would be further reduced to one
fifth to one-eighth of the Staff's prediction.  

C. 'The Staff also bases its analysis on the conclu
sion that 75% to 90% of the young juveniles which reach Haver
straw Bay below Indian Point pass Indian Point in an entrainable 
stage and are uniformly subject to entrainment. Eggs only 
exist for approximately two days so that only eggs spawned in 
close proximity to the plant could be susceptible to entrain
ment. Furthermore, larvae are fully planktonic for only a few 
days. Juveniles are known to move toward shallows and shoal 
areas as well as deep waters unlike the area near the Indian 
Point-intake and thus do not randomly reach Indian Point based 
on total mixing. These same juveniles also have a capability 
to avoid entrainment.  

D. Con Edison shares the view that based upon cur
rent data and analytical techniques the impact of entrainment 
and impingement on the total fish population cannot be sat-
isfactorily quantified. We share the view that a determined 
attempt to obtain some quantification should be made in the 
early years of plant. operation. In our opinion it will take 
five years rather than two years to accomplish such a unique 
task. In the meantime it is the considered opinion of Con Edison 
that the operation of the plant during the study period will not 
cause irreversible or irretrievable damage to the fishery. It 
is to be noted that the intervenor which is raising the question 
of damage to the fishery is the same one which has been making.  
similar claims for the past eight years concerning the operation 
of Indian Point 1. And yet the principals of that organization 
have in the recent past published articles claiming that bass 
fishing is excellent and improving. Glowka, t17,000,000 Stripers"', 
The Salt Water Fisherman, August 1971.  

6. Radiological Impacts 

Con Edison believes that the Staff, in computing the 
possible radiological impact of Indian Point 2, failed to take 
into account certain systems presently installed or to be in
stalled shortly which it can properly consider., These are
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described in Appendix F.  

Con Edison hopes that these comments and the enclosed 
appendices will be of use to the Commission in preparing the 
Final Detailed Statement.  

Very truly yours, 

Harry G. Woodbury 

Executive Vice Pr sident 

Encs.
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Appendix A 

Detailed Comments

1. Page i, Item 3c 

2. Page ii, Item 3f 

3. Page ii, Item 3f, 

4. Page ii, Item 3g.  

5. Page ii, Item 3i.  

6. Page ii, Item 3i, 
line 5.

:First reference to Unit 2 should also include 
Unit 1.  

:AEC conclusion is not supported by evidence 
in the Draft Statement. Refer to testimony 
of John P. Lawler on The Effect of Indian Point 
Units 1 and 2 Cooling Water Discharge on Hudson 
River Temperature Distribution submitted at 
April 5, 1972 hearing session of ASLE and re
spc~nses to AEC Staff questions dated May 11, 
1972.  

:Change "mean low water" to "U. S. Coast and 
Geodetic Survey Sea Level Datum." This is 
the standard reference point for construction 
in the Hudson River. This was previously des
cribed incorrectly as "mean low water." Mean 
low water is one foot below the standard refer
ence point. The applicable studies which were used 
to determine the location of the ports were done 
on the basis of 12 feet below the standard 
reference point. Accordingly, the ports are 
correctly located but were incorrectly described.  

:See Appendix C.  

Conclusion contrary to evidence submitted 
at hearings on January 11, 1972 and April 
5, 1972 in testimony by Gerald J. Lauer and 
Walter Stein which indicated a concentration 
of less than .1 ppm at the point of injection 
into the river because of tle chlorine demand 
of the water passing through the half of the 
condensers not being chlorinated. (See Appen
dix D).  

:The term "may be toxic" should be defined..  
Bioassays reporting contrary results submitted 
into evidence in testimony of Gerald J. Lauer 
on Effects of Chemical Discharges from Indian 
Point Units 1 and 2 on Biota and River Chemistry.  
Testimony submitted at hearing session of April 
5, 1972.  
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7. Page ii, Item 3j. :This statement should be clarified to in
dicate that it constitutes a maximum environ
mental impact without taking into account 
unquantifiable phenomena each of which would 
serve to reduce the 25%.

8. Page iii, Item 3n, line 2:Change "coal" to "oil".

9. Page vi, Item 5f 

10. Page xxi, Last para.

:Two years is an inadequate period for an ade
quate biological study. Our present study 
is planned for five years.  

:This paragraph should be amended to reflect 
additional documents on which the Final 
Environmental Statement will be based. This 
particularly should be expanded to include 
all evidence submitted at the hearings of 
the ASLB, including especially the evidence 
submitted on April 5, 1972 and the enclosures 
hereto.

11. Page I
line 6.

2, Third para., : "slectinj' should be "selecting"

.12. Page 1-5, Item 2.  

13. Page 1-6.  

14. Page 11-3, fig. 11-2.  

15. Page 11-4, first para., 

16 Page 11-8, line 3.  

17. Page II-ll, Third para., 
line 5.  

i8. Pages II-11 and 12, 
last line et seq.  

19. Page 11-12, Second para.

:Item should be deleted. See tiem 6 on page 
1-7.  

:Add permit for new outfall (copy attached).  

:Sde attached figure for new location of 
Visitors' Center.  

:No Indian Point buildings can presently be 
be seen from Peekskill, only IP-I stack and 
tip of Unit 2 and Unit 3 containment can be 
seen.  

:Change "St. Peter's Church" to St. Patrick's 
Church." 

:"29 million cubic feet" should be "29 billion 
cubic feet." 

:Refer to Appendix B and documents indicated 
in Comment 1 for discussion of thermal dis
charges and intake temperatures.  

:See Appendix C for discussion of river dis
solved oxygen levels.

0. Page 11-12, Second para.,:Delete "locations near population centers" 

line 6. and insert "in the vicinity of municipal wastes 
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First para.,:Indian Point Unit No. 3 is scheduled for 
completion by the summer of 1974.

22. Page 111-2, Fig. III-1

23. Page 111-4, 
First para.

Sect. C,

:Transmission lines not correctly shown 
(see next comment).  

:Last sentence should read: "The double circuit 

structures are designed to carry the Unit No.  
2 output of 873 MW(e) at 345 KV to the appli

cant's system at the Buchanan Substation 
2,100 feet away from the Turbine Building, 

plus the 138 KV input for the Unit No. 2 

light and power facilities or the 138 KV 
output from Indian Point Unit No. l."

24. Page 111-5, 

25. Page 111-6, 
line 6.

fig. 111-3. :Should show a double circuit steel pole and 
not a single circuit steel pole (photograph 
attached).  

First para.,:See Comment 21.

26. Page 111-6, Second para.:There is no demineralizer in the feed water 

line 18. path to the steam generator.

27. Page 111-7, First para.

28. Page 111-7, 
line 12.  

29. Page 111-8,

:Insert between sentences: "fossil plants 
discharge a significant portion of their 
waste heat to the atmosphere in the plant 
and up the stack, while nuclear plants 

discharge virtually all waste heat to the 
cooling body."

Second para.:"9.35 x 109" should be "6.38 x 1091, based 
on Table III-1 and Page 111-19.  

Table III-1 :"Tp" in Column 6 and footnote should be " Tp!'.  
Total for Column 5 should be "10,294" not 
"10,295." 
Total for Column 7 should be "783" not "782".

30. Page III-11, Sixth para.:Delete from "On November 10, 1971 ... " through 

line 6. end of quote on page 111-12 and insert "The 
disagreements have not as yet been resolved." 

31. Page 111-12, Second para:April 24 has passed. We have no indication when 
we can expect action on our sction-13 permit 

application to the Army Engineers because of 

current litigation *ith the Army Engineers in 

the Federal District Court, District of Columbia.  

32. Page 111-12, Third para.:Change "300,000" to "319,000".  

33. Page 111-12, Last para. :Add to last sentence: "and is adding control 

gates to F4plate discharge velocities."

21. Page III-1,
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34. Page 111-13, First para.,:Add after bar screens: "fixed fine screens." 
line 11.  

35. Page 111-13, First para.,:Change "inlet" to "outlet." 
S line 12.  

36. Page III-13,Second para.,:Change "30 feet" to "12 feet, 4 inches." 
line 2.  

37, Page III-13,Second para.,:Change "6" to "7".  
line 3.

Second para.:Omits reference to recirculation system.  
See Applicant's Environmental Report, 
Supplement 1, page 2.3.6 25.

39. Page 111-14, fig. 111-4 

40.. Page 111-15, fig. 111-5 

41 Page 111-16, Third para.

:Fixed fine screens not shown. Should be 
between curtain wall and de-icing spray.  
:Screen cleaning water rate varies from 324 
to 358 gpm per section.  
:Mean low water is at Elevation -1' -0".  
:Change "Tidal Flow to 300,000 cfs" to agree 
with values on Page 111-22, Third paragraph, 
lines 5 and 6.  
:Change "5,000 ft. wide" to "4,000 ft. wide." 
:Change "temp 320 F to 800 F " to "temp 320 F 
to 790 F." 

:Change Unit No. 1 Cooling Water from "300,000 
gpm" to "280,000 gpm".  
:Change Service Water from "60,000 gpm" to 
"69,000 gpm" 

:Discussion would be more relevant if it des
cribed velocities in front of screens which 
fish experience.

42. Page 111-16, footnote*** :Change "1,157,000 gpm" to 1,188;000 gpm."

43. Page 111-17, 
line 1.

Table III-2,:Change Discharge gpm from "300,000" to "319,000' 
:Change Daily Heat Loss to River (Btu) from 
"4,6 x 1010" to "4.7 x 101011.  
:Change Daily Average At, OF from "130" to 1114 ° ' .

44. Page 111-17, Table III-2,:Change Daily Hej6 Loss to River (Btu) 
Line 2. from "15.2 x 10 " to "15.3 x 1010 '.  

Change Daily Average At, OF from 11150"' to 
"15. lo" '.
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45. Page 111-18, Fig. I] 

46. Page III-19, First 
para., line 9 

47. Page 111-19, Second 
para.  

48. Page 111-19, First 
para., line 9 

49. Page 111-19, Fourth 
para., line 5 

50. Page 111-19, Sixth 
para., line 8 

51. Page 111-22, First 
para., lines 1 & 5 

52. Page 111-22, Second 
para., line 3 

53. Page 111-22, Second 
para., line 6 

54. Page 111-27, Third 
para., line 4

I1-6 :Mean low water is at Elevation - l'-0" W 

:Head in the canal is 1.5 feet not 5 feet 
as shown.  

:Change "1,157,000 gpm" to "1,188,000 gpm".

:The primary function of the level control 
weir in the discharge open channel is to 
provide the required jet v5locity for 
thermal diffusion; it is not intended to 

-usn- to control the head requirements on 
the intake pumps. However, a second 
level control weir, which is installed 
in the discharge tunnel between Units 1 
and 2 is for the purpose of regulating the 
water level upstream (the section serving 
Indian Point Unit No. 2) according to 
daily tidal conditions and thus, stabilize 
the head requirements on Indian Point Unit 
No. 2's circulating water pumps.  

tChange "1,157,000 gpm" to "1,188,000 qpm" 

;Change Reference from "14" to "4".  

tDelete " may be helpful in approximating" 
and insert "is used to determine".  

;Delete "in excess of 19,000 cfs" and 
insert "20,800 cfs".  

:Change " 155,000 square feet" to "160,000 
square feet".  

:Change Reference from "15" to "9".  

:Delete last sentence and insert "Reference 
11 reports a theoretical estimate of 27,000 
ft /sec at Indian-Point for an assumed 
salt profile correspondinq to a fresh water* 
flow of 3,000 cfs".
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F55  Page 111-27, para., 
line 4 

56. Page III-30, Second 
para., line 3 

57. Page 111-31, Second 
para., Line 10 

58 Page 111-33, Item (3), 
line 3 

59 Page 111-33, def. "b" 

60 Page 111-33, Second 
para., line 1 

6J. Page III-33, Third 
para.  

62 Page III-33,Item (4) 

line 3.  

63 Page 111-34, Item (5) 
Third para., line 1 

64. Page 111-35, Second 
para., line 3.  

65. Page 111-35, Third para

:Change Mile Point from "85" to "82".  

:Change "18-foot depth" to "12-foot depth".  

:Delete "considered uniform in" and insert 
"analyzed for its average".  

:Change "external" to "subsurface".  

:Change "equals or exceeds" to "equal 
and exceed".  

;Change " (9) and (10)" to "(5) and (6)", 

:Refer to Chapter V of Reference 4, 

:Delete last sentence and insert "The model 
is used to calculate the cross section 
averaged temperature excess. The mathe
matical expression for the cross section 
area average temperature at the plane of 
the discharge is 

:Change "Model III" to"The Third Model" 

:Applicant has never assumed that 5% of the 
heat generated in the reactor would be "in
plant losses." The in-plant losses for In
dian Point Unit No. 2 are more like 3%, 

.:See Appendix B-2 (Thermal Discharge in I this submission).

66, Page 111-36, Second para:Delete "assumes a uniform: and insert 
line 1. "calculates".  

67. Page 111-36, Third para.:Ports are centered 21 feet apart and not 
line 3 and 5. 20 feet, and the spacing between the ports 

is 6 feet and not 5 feet.
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68. Page 111-37, First 
para.  

69. Page 111-37, Second 
para.  

70. Page 111-40, Second 
para.

:Method of initial port operation was sub
mitted to the AEC in a letter dated 
April 13, 1972. It-is important to note 
that the ports have been designed with 
sufficient flexibility so that the method 
of operating the ports can be adjusted 
to achieve the 10 fps jet velocity.

:Reference is made to the testimony of Dr.  
John P. Lawler submitted to the ASLB on 
April 5, 1972 and responses to AEC. Staff 
questions dated May 11, 1972 for support
ing data concerning the submerged discharge.  
The discharge ports were changed from 
18 feet to -12 feet in order to achieve 
more rapid decay in surface temperatures 
with distance from the outfall. This will 
reduce the surface area covered by ele
vated temperatures. Hydraulic model stu
dies showed that this did not present any 
significant problem with respect to maxi
mum surface temperature. Furthermore, 
operation with reduced flow will only 
occur when temperatures in the river are 
low so that this mode of operation can have 
no effect on the maximum surface tempera
ture limit.  

The CVCS is not normally considered as part 
of the liquid waste system. This CVCS is 
expected to recycle all primary coolant and 
will thus not be a source of radioactive 
release. In supplement 15 of the FSAR, 
there is mention of an expected release 
from the CVCS of four primary coolant volumes 
per year. This figure was determined as a 
means of tritium control based on 30% dif
fusion of tritium through zircaloy fuel 
cladding. Recent operating experience at 
RG&E, Wisconsion and Carolina indicates 
much less (Al%) diffusion and so there be
comes no necessity for tritium control and 
no monitor tank releases are to be expected 
under normal operation.  
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1. Page 111-40, Third para.  
lines 14 and 15.  

S 

72. Page 111-40, Fourth para.  

73. Page 111-40, Fourth para., 

last sentence.  

7 
74. Page 1II-41, Fig. 1II-13.

75. Page 111-42, 
line 2.

First para.,

76. Page 111-42, line 9.  

77. Page 111-42, Fourth para.  

78. Page 111-43, Fig. 111-14.

79. Page 111-45, 
line 1.

First para.,

:The effluent from these demineralizers 
is not directly sent to the monitor tanks.  
The description is correct if stated "The 
effluent from both demineralizers willrbe 
filtered and returned to the volume control 
tank for reuse. When necessary, the ef
fluent can be routed to the holdup tanks 
for processing through the boric acid 
evaporator. On this path, the concentrate 
is sent to the monitor tanks for reuse or, 
under conditions other than normal, can 
be sent to the discharge canal.? 

:The first sentence should read, "The second 
part of the CVCS will process primary water 
for dilution or borating especially during 
load follow operation, excess coolant let
down during reactor startup, and liquids 
that drain from reactor coolant pump seals, 
accumulators, pressurizer relief tanks:-and 
valve and flange leakoffs." 

:The evaporator feed demineralizers are catio 
demineralizers and reduce the concentration 
of Cs and Li only, and.not all isotopes 
except H3 as stated.  

:See attached Figure (Figure 2) for more 
accurate description.  

:Two demineralizers are provided. Normally 
neither is'used until toward the end-of
core life, then one or both may be used.  

:See comment 70.  

:Laundry and shower wastes are processed 
in the Indian Point Unit No. 1 system.  

:There is no Laundry and Shower Tank in 
Unit No. 2.  

:The Unit No. 2 evaporator is equipped 
with alkaline treatment and hence should 
be crddited with a DF greater than the 
DF of 100 shown.
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80. Page 111-45, First 
para., line 3 

81. Page 111-45, Second 
para., line 3

Page 111-46, Table 
111-5

83. Page III-47, Table 
111-6 

84. Page 111-49, Third 
para.  

85. Page 111-49, Fourth 
para.

:should read: "6 curies per year".  

:Waste is collected in 75,000 gallon 
tank until it is full, regardless of 
the period it takes to fill the tank.  

:Credit for the Indian Point Unit No. 1 
waste evaporator should be given. This 
will substantially reduce these releases.  

:Activitv releases for 100% Plant Factor 
are inappropriate. A 1000% Plant Factor 
is unrealistic; thus, column so headed 
should be omitted.  

:Applicant has committed to installing 
charcoal absorbers in the exhaust of the 
containment and PAB by the end of the 
first refueling outage (See Appendix F).  

:There is provision for diverting air 
ejectors to the containment in the event 
of high activity. Upon completion of the 
blowdown intertie, steam from blowdown 
will be routed to the Indian Point Unit 
No. 1 condenser. Essentially all the 
iodine would be retained in the condenser.  
Any releases would be through the Indian 
Point Unit No. 1 condenser air ejector 
which exhausts to the Indian Point Unit 
No. 1 stack. When the Unit No. 1 con
denser is not operating, the gases from 
the flash tank divert to an already-existing 
vent and go directly to atmosphere via a 
vent on the roof.
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86. Page 111-49, Fifth 
para., line 6 

117- Page 111-51, Table 
111-8 

88. Page III-52, First 
para.  

89. Page 111-52, Second 
para., line 3 

90, Page 111-52, Fourth 
para., line 4 

91. Page III-54, Table 
111-9 

92. Page 111-55, First 
0 para., line 6 

93. Page 111-55, Second 
para., line 1 

94. Page 111-55, Second 
para., line 5 

95. Page 111-55, Fourth 
para., line 11 

96. Page 111-55, Fourth 
para,, line 15 

97. Page 111-55, Fifth 
para., line 1 

98. Page 111-56, Second 
para., line 4

:Since our Tech. Specs. set firm limits, 
there is no basis for calculating a higher 
release.  

.See comment 93 

:Estimates shown should incorporate effects 
of new design changes which applicant has 
committed to install (See Appendix F).  

:"mixed with a solidifying agent such as 
vermiculite and cement." 

:Effluents will not be monitored for 
chemicals other than chlorine.  

:Should be revised as per attached table.  

:The expected concentration is less than 
0.0001 ppm Li.  

:A maximum of 2000 ppm boron as boron not 
boric acid.  

:50 ppm of boric acid is the proposed concentratc 
Concentration with 100,000 gpm is 0.3 
ppm boron from each unit.  

:Waste not wasted.  

;The 10 ppm is not the expected concen
tration, it is the proposed maximum con
centration. The expected concentration 
is 1.2 ppm.  

:We use 3 pounds detergent per day not the 
6 pounds per day stated.  

:0.1 ppm is the proposed maximum concen
tration. The expected concentration is 
0.006 ppm.
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99. Page 111-56, Third 
para., line 8 

100. Page 111-57, First 
para., line 3 

10.1. Page 111-57, Second 
para., line 2 

102. Page 111-59,, Third 
para.

:0.1 ppm is the proposed maximum concen
tration. The expected concentration is 
0.0007 ppm.  

:10 ppm is the maximum proposed concentra
tion. The expected concentration is 3 
ppm. Sulfuric acid from cation regenera
tions will not be neutralized by sodium 
hydroxide before release.  

:5 ppm is the maximum concentration. A 
2% solution is used for 12 hours and is 
discharged continuously at a concentration 
of 1% during this period at a rate of 17 
gpm.  

:In a report on Unit No. 2 it seems inappro
priate to comment on air emissions from 
Unit No. 1 fossil boiler. Further it is 
stated in essence that our NOx emission 
factor of 0.36 lbs/106 BTU is 20% in excess 
of that specified in 42 CFR 466. It 
should be noted: (1) 42 CFR 466 contained 
proposed and not adopted "Standards for 
New Stationary Sources". (2) The adopted 
standards for new stationary sources are 
cited in 40 CFR 60 and (3) 40 CFR 60 is 
not applicable to Indian Point because it 
is not a new plant, and also because the 
superheaters do not fall under the defi
nition of a fossil-fuel fired steam gene
rator. A fossil-fuel generating unit is 
described as a "furnace or boiler used 
in the process of burning fossil fuel for 
the primary purpose of producing steam by 
heat transfer." Further, the New York 
City air pollution code has no relevance 
to a discussion of effluent systems at 
Indian Point. As applied to Con Edison, 
this code requires a reduction of sulfur 
content in residual fuel oil from 1% to 
an annual average of 0.55% from October 
1, 1971 to October 1, 1972, and to 0.30% 
thereafter.
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103. Page IV-2, Fourth 
para., line 8

104. Page V-1, Third para., 
line 15.  

105. Page V-2, First para., 
line 7.  

106. Page V-6, Third para.  

107. Page V-9, Table V-1.  

108. Page V-10, Fifth para.  

109. Page V-11, Second para.

. 110.

1i1.

Page V-12, Second para.

Page V-21

112. Page V-23, Third para.  

113. Page V-28, Second para., 
line 9

:Mean low water is -1'-0". (See comment 3).  

:should be page 2.3.1-2 not 2.2.1-2.  

:Trap Rock not Trapp.  

:This paragraph is highly speculative and 
seems less than objective as required by 

NEPA and Calvert Cliffs.  

:Concentration factors are for fresh water 
and therefore do not apply.  

:See Appendix C regarding minimum DO.  

:See Appendix D. The discussion of rainbow 
trout is irrelevant and should be deleted 

as not referring to the Hudson River at 
Indian Point.  

:Penultimate sentence is without basis.  
See Applicant's bioassay results report in 

testimony of Dr. Gerald J. Lauer submitted 
to ASLB on April 5, 1972.  

:See testimony of Dr. Gerald J. Lauer on 
Effects of Elevated Temperature and En
trainment on Hudson River Biota submitted 
to ASLB on April 5, 1972 for discussion of 

Applicant's temperature tolerance studies.  

:The discussion of fish in the discharge 
canal is irrelevant since the 10 foot/sec.  
discharge velocity is sufficient to keep 
fish from entering the canal. This dis
cussion should be deleted, or it should 
be noted that Indian Point does not have 
a canal of the type discussed in the refer

enced literature.  

:"No" survivals of larval or juvenile fish 

is not correct. Report says "most" were 
dead, not all. Statement should indicate 

that most data involved canal temperatures 
greater than 950F, which are not expected 
at Indian Point.  
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114. Page V-29, Fourth para.  

115. Page V-31, First para.  

116. Page V-31, Fourth para.  
lines 1 and 2 

117. Page V-33, First para.  

118. Page V-33, First para.  

119. Page V-33, Second para.  

12C Pages V-36 & 37, Table 
V-3

:See document referred to in Comment 111.  

:fish are not ordinarily netted in front 
of fixed screens. This paragraph indicates 
a misunderstanding of the function of the 
fixed screens. These screens, installed 
in front of the intake openings at Units 
1 and 2, serve the purpose of barring the 
entry of relatively large fish into the 
intake forebays where they could be come 
trapped. During a brief period of testing 
at Unit 1 in April 1970, the fixed screens 
were removed from two of the four bays for 
a period of six days. During this period, 
the-mean length of fish collected from the 
open bays was greater than the mean length 
of fish from the screened bays. The in
crease in mean length was due to the col
lection of relatively large fish which 
are rarely caught on the fixed screens.  

:The intake velocity is not high but is 
a customary design.  

:The statement is correct but over 90% would 
be more accurate.-' 

:The size of the collected fish is not 
indicated. The vast majority of fish 
collected at the intakes at Indian Point 
are approximately 50 mm. in length. Oc
casionally, larger specimens of tomcod, 
catfish, white perch and eel are caught.  

:Staff has failed to take into account 
changes made in Units 1 and 2 regarding 
intake velocity. See Section 2.3.6.4 
'of Unit 2 Environmental Report, Supple
ment 1.  

:The total for Invertebrates Dose is 

incorrect.  
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*121. Page V-38, First para., 
line 1

122. Page V-39, Third para.  

123. Page V-40, Table V-4

124, Page V-42, Second and 
Third para.,

125. Page V-45, Table V-6

126. Page. V-47, 
line 6 

127. Page V-47, 
lines 1-3

First para., 

Second para.

128. Page V-49, Fourth para.

:See comment 107.  

:First-sentence needs to be qualified by 
substituting "maybe" for "are".  

:The table is not supported by evidence 
and is inconsistent in part with the 
text. For example, Table V-4 lists the 
equilibrium concentration of boron as 
4.85 ppm while paragraph C(l) on page 
V-39 gives 0.055 ppm as concentration in 
the river due to maximum sustained releases.  
Further, the minimum toxic level of 0.0034 
ppm for chlorine is based on a chronic ex
posure for 15 weeks (Page V-ll). See 
Appendix D.  

;See document referred to in Comment 103.  
Xf the staff nevertheless anticipates 
some thermal effects, those effects should 
be quantified.  

;See corrections to Staff's 50% draft 
statement as submitted to ASLB on January 
11, 1972 (Tr. 4363).  

;The intake velocity is not dependent on 
the number of pumps operating. The state
ment does not refer to the recirculation 
loops which will be used to reduce intake 
velocities.  

;This statement is incorrect. Two pumps 
were operated at full flow for one 
day and one pump at full flow for the 
remaining four days.  

:See document referred to in comment 103 
for discussion of entrainment and entrain
ment mortality.
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129. Page V-51, Section (b) 

130. Page V-52 Section (c) 

131. Page V-,53, First para.

:Neomysis' presence in the vicinity of 
Indian Point appears to be dependent upon 
intrusion of salt water upstream to that 
area.- Studies have shown that increases 
in fresh water flow which push the salt 
"front" downstream have made Neomysis 
virtually unavailable at Indian Point.  
For further discussion see document re
ferred to in comment 111.  

:See Appendix E.

:The conclusion is based upon a 
more assumptions than stated.  
5 and April 5 testimony of Dr.  
entrainment.

great many 
See Appendix 
Lawler on

132. Page v-56, Fifth para., 

133. Page V-60, Section (e) 

134. Page V-61, Section 8

:Applicant is seeking to identify by the 5-year 
ecological study if there is any adverse effect 
due to thermal discharges. New York State 
established its thermal standards, after 
extensive hearings, at levels which will assure 
no significant adverse effects. Further evidenc 
on this subject was submitted to the ASLB 
on April 5, 1972. See document referred to 
in Comment 11i.  

:It is recommended that Applicant and Staff 
discuss the Staff's recommendations as soon.  
as possible. A copy of the contract scopes 
for the studies is attached as Appendix G.  

:It is not possible to count fish on the fixed 
screens. When the fixed screens are washed, 
impinged fish fall into the water and are 
carried by the intake flow onto the traveling 
screens. The traveling screens pick up 
the fish and transfer them to a sluice where 
they can be collected and counted.

135. Page V-64, Fourth para. :Present height of 
ground elevation.  
will be 88m above

stack is 113m above local 
After truncation, thestack 
this elevation.
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0136- Page V-65, Table V-8

137. Page V-71, 
line 2 

138. Page V-71, 
line 6 

139- Page V-71, 
line 6 

140. Page V-72, 
line 5 

141- Page V-72, 
line 7

142.

Fourth para.,

:Doses given are for 0.5 miles south of 
the site. This is not the site boundary 
nor is it located in the worst meteorologi
cal sector (SSW of the site). The site 
boundary is 520 meters. The dose for the 
closest resident is twice that indicated 
in the table.  

:and will contain about 30 to 50 percent 
of the original -235 (which is recover
able).

Fourth para., :Change "varies" to "decreases".

Fifth para., 

Second para., 

Third para.,

Page V-73, First para.,

143. Page VI-7, Second parE,

144. yage vI-7, 
line 2

Third para.,

:Change "3 fuel elements per cask" to "2 
fuel elements per cask".  

:Delete "Specification 17-H drums," and 
insert "containers"'.  

:Change "other non-radioactive cargo" to 
"other non-radioactive hazardous cargou.  

:Change last sentence as follows: "For 
fresh and irradiated fuel, the shipper 
must also provide under both normal and 
design basis damage conditions a specified 
margin of criticality safety.  

:Change first sentence as follows: "The 
packaging is design with specific safety 
marcrin to prevent..." 

:The phrase "extremely remote" does not 
adequately convey the probability in question.  
Criticality of new fuel under these conditions 
has always been regarded as impossible for 
all meaningful purposes.
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145. Page VI-8, Second para., 
lines 2 and 3

:Change first sentence as follows: "In 
such-an accident, the amount of radioactive 
material released could be limited to the 
number of fuel "rods which were ruptured 
or became perforated. This material con
sists of noble gases in the void spaces in 
the fuel pins and some fraction of the low 
level contamination in the coolant".

.146. Page V: 
line 6

i47. Page VII-4, 
line 6

I-l, Section B,

Third para

148. Page VII-5, First para 

149. Page VII-5, Second par 

150. Page VII-5, Fourth par 

151. Page VII-6, Fourth par 

152. Chapter X 

153. Page X-l, First para.

:add "simulator" , delete marina.  

:See comment 6 9 . 32.5 is incorrect for a 40% re

duction in flow. Should read 23.9. See attact 
ed table.  

• :The Staff appears to have disregarded 
physical model studies performed for the 
Applicant by Alden Research Laboratories 
and appended to Applicant's Environmental 
Report. See documents referred to in 
comment 2.  

a. :Staff appears to have passed judgment on 
what they characterize as insufficient data.  
See testimony of Dr. Gerald J. Lauer on 
Effects of Chemical Discharges and Effects 
of Elevated Temperature and Entrainment 
submitted to ASLB on April 5, 1972.  

a. :See Appendix C.  

a. :See document referred to in comment 103 
and Appendix E. The staff again appears 
to have passed judgment on insufficient 
data.  

:Reference is made throughout Chapter X to 
.the 40 year expected life of Indian 

Point No. 2. In Applicant's economic eva.
uations, a 30 year service life has been 
used.  

:"Save-a-watt" campaign was introduced in 
1971.  
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@154. Page X-1, Second para., 
line 14 

1 

155. Page X-4, Second para.

156. Page X-6, 
line 8

Third para.,

:Reference is made to the high ratio of 
maximum to minimum loads during any 24 
hour period which requires that much of 
*the capacity needed to meet the daytime 
peak will be idle or unloaded a good part 
of thetime. It should be made clear that 
while this will be true of gas turbine 
peaking plants and some base load fossil 
plants, it does not accurately reflect the 
use of our nuclear plants. For the fore
seeable future, these will be base-loaded 
when available.  

:Con Edison does not use a fixed 20% re
serve criteria to establish levels of 
installed capacity. Rather, installed 
capacity requirements, and consequently 
levels of planned reserve, vary from 
-year to year as a function of the size 
and age of units installed, the palst 
experience and projections of forced out
ages and daily deratings and the charac
teristics of the load distribution. At 
the present time, Con Edison has a relative
ly high percentage of older and less relia
ble generating units and is dependent on 
the timely completion of new generating 
resources for much of its planned reserve.  
Consequently, a planned installed re
serve of 20% is not adequate. This has been 
demonstrated in the recent past when planned 
reserves varied from 21% to 27%, and we 
experienced numerous days of voltage re
duction.  

:Change 1584 megawatts to 1833 megawatts.

157 Page X-ll, First para. :In view-of the passage of time since the 
-.preparation of the environmental report, 
new information is available concerning 
the details of power supply during the 
summer of 1972 and the winter of 1972
73, and Con Edison has made a new calcu
lation of costs of delay taking into 
account current cost information. This
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data is contained in the testimony of Mr.  
Bertram Schwartz submitted to the ASLB 

on May 18, 1972. It does not alter the 
basic conclusions contained in the State
ment. 0

158. Page XI-ll, Second para.,:See Appendix D. See Comment 5.  
line 9

159. Page XI-ll, 
line 14

Second para.,:See comment- 110. Reference refers to 

species of fish not found in Hudson River 
and is therefore irrelevant.

160. Page XI-16, Fourth para.,:New Visitor's Center will be started be-

lines 5 and 6

161. Page XI-22 & 23, Item 21 

162. Page XI-35, Item 7.2 

163. Page XI-8, Second para'., 
line 7 

164. Page XI-9, First para., 
lines 12-14 

165. Page XI-16, para. F

fore and not after completion of Indian 
Point Unit No. 3.  

S:taff conclusions are not supported and 
contrary to evidence submitted on April 
5, 1972. See comment 108.  

:See Appendix D.  

:See comment 40.  

:Brackish water cooling towers are com
mercially available but there has, as yet, 

been little operating experience with them.  

:Include simulator which will be located 
in the area just east of Unit No. 2. This 
facility will be used for training reactor oper 
ators.

166. Pages XI-46 and 47, Item :This appears to present an inconsistent 
13.1, Subalt. 2B 7 2E discussion of the noise problems from cooling 

towers. It estimates that noise from natural 
draft cooling towers "will be in the unac

ceptable region for a distance of 2,500 feet 

from the center of the tower complex". The 

Staff then concludes "that the noise in 

this f e is probably negligible."



167. Page XI-54, Last para.  

168. Page A-4, 

definition for "Vs" 

169. Page A-42 

170. Page A-43 

171. Page A-44, Item lb 

172. Page A-45 

173. Page A-45, Item 2a 

174. Page A-49 

175. A-77, Altern. 2c, line 3

:Add the poor visual impact of cooling 
towers on environs, particularly hyperbolics 
which would be visible for miles.  

:Change "32 ppt" to "35 ppt".  

:The width of the intake openings increase 
from 13'-4" to 14'-10" at the fixed fine 
screens. Therefore, the velocity is 0.81 
fps instead of 0.9 fps.  
:Mean low water = 26' depth, therefore 
velocity through trash racks becomes 
1.05 fps instead of 1.01 fps.  

:Fixed fine screens are at forward side of 
intake where bay is 14'-10" wide and is 
26' at mean low water. Therefore, velocity 
is 1.34 fps instead of 1.44 fps.  

:Only 1/3 of the liquid in the flash tank 
would flash to steam in the absence of any 
cooling. It should be noted that the blow
down flash tank is equipped with a spray 
system from the city water supply header.  
Cool water will be sprayed into the tank 
to condense flashing blowdown. This will 
result in a significant reduction in the 
quantity of steam released and hence in 
the amount of iodine released. In addi
tion, after completion of the blowdown in
tertie, flashing steam would be routed to 
the Indian Point Unit No. 1 condenser.  
Since the partition factor for iodine in 
the condenser is very high, this would 
essentially eliminate this source of acti
vity whenever the Unit No. 1 condenser is 
in operation.  

:See Comment 68.  

:Reference should be to Supplement 15, 
Page Q11.1-19, not Supplement 5.  

:References not listed.  

:Drift for mechanical draft tower should be 
0.1%.

176. All reference lists should be modified to reflect the added references 
used as a result of this report 18 l



I'M ... Ci.,,. r"J..-it ]% l',! l 00 [in. L I. D..:miond 

Albany. I Y. 12201 DIVISION OF PURE .ATI.S Cormnn 

Nover-ber 4, 1971 

Mr. Harry G. Woodbury 
Executive Vice President 
Consolicdated Edison Company of Iew York, Inc.  
4 Irving Pi-'e 

1ew York, Ne,,j York 10003 

Dear Sir: 

C Re:- Outfall Construction 
Indian Point Nuc.car Station 
Buchanan (V), Westchester Co.  

Transmittal 

The construction permit for this pro. ect, dated -Aovcmber 4, 97,, 
ip attac, e2. This permiLt shall supersede all prcvio-s permits and 
the instructi-.s below for operating permit issuance provide the basis 
for futuce discharge contIrol.  

One approved copy of the plans is enclosed.  

Permiif to C:onstruct 

This permit carries qualifying conditions: 

1. Permit filing 
2. Revocability and modification 
3. Construction conformance 
4. Start of operation 
5. Construction supervision 
6. Cons truction certification 
7. Construction time limitations 

The attached construction permit does not constitute authority to 
operate the epproved facilities. Please note instructions below 
regarding operation permit.
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Mr. Harry G. Wocdbur-2b

Perml . LO OOpraite 

Pursuant to.i1rovisions of Part: 73 of Title 10 of the official 
compilation of Codes,.Rules and Regulations o the State of Vex 
York, a permit to operate the construction f,- :..ities is required.  

Upon comp~etion of the facilities, application for the permit to 
operate should be submitted to the Bureau of Industrial Wastes of 
thje New Yorl.. State DepartLment of Enviroinental Conservation, 50 
Wolf Road, Albany, New York 12201, acco-,panied by a certificate 
of construcLioa compliance, executed by the New York State. licensed 
prof ess ioP-,1 engineer supervising construction.  

The Bureau- of Industrial Wastes has previously contacted you to 
provide applicItion forn.and instruct ions for the opelating permit.  

The attachcd.pcrm.it authorizes cont-truction of an effluent channcl 
and diffuser whose hydraulic capacity is rated at 3,020,000,000 
gallons per day. It shall not be inferred that this authority to 
construct commits the Department to allcw operation at the rafed 
capaclty. Seriods questions concerning the acceptabil!ty of c'i.

"ar-gr of heated waters from the operation of all three.units at 
idijan Poi-t rema i-c unao sw cr >d.  

Destruction of the previously approved outfalls forunits one and 
two to facilitate construction of the intake and outfall for* unit 
three is noted. The DcDartment will, upon completion of thes.e 
facilities, .n-d receipt of your application, issue an operating 
permit for units one and two.  

To obtain an operating permit for unit three, it musC bb conclusively 
demonstrated by Consolidated Edison Company that the "thermal criteiia 
relating to limits and distribution of temperature and the thermal 
standard relating to conditions non-injurious to fish life will 
be satisfied. It is also necessary to define and verify predictions 
made from mathematical and hydraulic models to correlate actual.  
operations of units one and two to conditions postulated for unit 
three. The conclusions drawn by your consultants from studies done 
to date cannot be accepted as representative of conditions that 
will prevail after 'operation is established.
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Mr. Harry G. Woodbury

Field work to assess actual c-)nditions and effects of units one 
and two, to supple-ment theoretical projections is essential. To 
this end, it is -require% that extensive temperature and ecologicali 
studies, on a program-to be agreed to by the company and the vari
ous agencies involvecl, be conducted and reported to establish the 
basis for the un'it three operating permit. The Department of Environ
metal Conservation's Bureau of Wter Quality l'anagement in the 
Division of Pure Waters, and the Division of Fish and Ivildlife, 
will provide details of surveillance to satisfy the Departmient on 
physical/chemical and ecological parameters respectively.  

An analysis of existing and projected thermal loadings on the 1Hidson 
River estuary portion, which includes youi existing Indian Point 
site and the proposed Verplanck site, have indicated a future heat 
load which would be unacceptab.*. Therefore, you are formally advised 
that any further units proposes for Indian Point or for Verplanck 
will require cooling facilitics to reduce cooling water temperature 
to essentially intake anmbient" temperatare.  

The basis of approval at this time is the coiMnittment by Consoli
dated E6ison to: 

1. Provide installation of adjuntable gaues, prior 
to unit t..o operation, which will be controlled to 
maintain, under all sequences of unit one and/or 
two operation an average discharge velocity of not 
less than ten feet per sccond, and 

2. Investigate, design and construct a new intake struc
ture for all units, with intake screbns upstream 
of all units, *as proposed in the environmental report, 
as expeditiously as possible., 

Number one is incorporated in plans approved herewith, and the 
construction completion dtte considers that conmercial operations 
will not take place for unit two before completion of approved 
facilities. The intake completion and a demonstration of its 
efficiency must precede comniercial operation of unit three. The 
instream verification studies required above to support a unit three 
operating permit application must include data on the new intake 
structure.
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Mr. Harry G. Vloolbury

The requirenic'nts for follo -a:p, testing, and i'.easuicment programs 
are consistant with those which have been and will be i:Lposed on 
other utilities to detrmbie complia,ce with criteria and standards 
and verification and refinement of nmatheinatical and hydraulic w.odel 

studies. Consolidatbd Edison.has not been singled for any special 

restrictions nor. is any more ex. cted franm the company than of any 

other discharger, which is, compliance with all applicable laws, 

standards, criteria and rules and regulations officially adopted 

by New York State.  

The above portions contain that mateilal from the Iay 19, 1970 and 

December 10, 1970 approval letters '.Jich are considered pertinent 

and applicable, adjusted as .necessary to reflect acconuodation of 

unit two in the approval and the basis of operating perimit therefore.  

Acceptance of the enclosed permit ind initiation of construction 

will constitute agreement by Consolidated Edison Company to the 

conditions of approval, including the:-estrictions intended to be 

imposed on its future operations.  

Very truly yours-' , 

it // t L # 

Thomias E. Quinn, P.A, Chief 
Industrial Facilit Section 

TEQ :It 

Attachment 

cc: New Paltz Region #3 
Bureau of Water Quality Management 

Division of Fish and Wildlife
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NEA YORX STATE. DI'AMENT OF ENIVIRONIE1',AL CONS2ERVATIcN 

PEf,.AIT TO CO;STIUCT A WASTE DISPOSAL SYSTEM 

Jihs peirm .4 z.: un.er the p'rovisions of Ar::f.'- 12 of thr PM:dIc lt!. i.aw P4,I M8 N'YCIRi 71.  

S C". :, 2. 4 c i.k* , '. ' 3. Ceint; L ci: Arc. r ., 

Consolidated Edison Indian Point Company of Ne .w York, Buchanlan (V) Mestclicster Vucl-:ar rol.e7 c 
" 

Inc. .Pm 

py initiatinr, con'.arvcrion of the approved w.'ks, the permittve accepts rnd agrees to abide b)' ar d conform with te following: 

1, THAT the construction permi't ;ball be maintained on file by the peirittee.  

2. THAT the lycrmit is revo:c ble or subject to e:odification or chane pursuant to Article 12 of the Public Icalth Law.  

3. THAT the facilities sh:l be fully constructed and completed in compli.r.ce wih the engineering'rejioit, p!ans nd.  
specifications ..s an.p:oved.  

.. THAT the facilities shall no, be placed in oerption until construction has been conpleted a.d an o,.nation pis|mir 
has been issucd, or unless orde:cd to be opcrated by the Commissioner or .by a Cou!rt.  

- THAT &c construction of the facilities shall be'under the stpervsicon of a person or fir,.' ur!ified to p,.ctirc pro
-fessional engineering in the State of New York under the Education Law of the State of Nc'. Yol:., when-vcr engineer

ing services are tequtired, by such law for such purpases.  

6. THAT ,;here such facilities are under, the supe tvisiory of a professional evgineer, he shall certify to the I),-.itment 
and to the ptrini:tee thar the constructed facilities ha've been under his surervision and that the work:s ":a,'. leen 
fully cenldetcd in accordance with the approved engitneering reports, plans, specifications and permit.  

7. TRAT the construction of the f:cilities shall comsence l'. DoeC..... .1 1971 
r.d be fully ceap!eted by ay _.. 1972 , but in any case shall. be 

copl..~.pi: to CCzz~~mp~im of 11)ndiall PU. ;L Uri' ~ 

I 

C©.  
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'.unicip _l L Corriercirl [ED 
L.. ,.6l L i Ses, a V!Grk f c . I . PrivGte.lnstit~iCi ol 

116 "7 Pr26,io-lt . lkccrd cf Etc, tio.n

6. Typo & I,-u0o of Constructir: 

F.- Es.tirlotod Coil of Conosuclion: 

C 

Ti-P To C'( VesCta: El]

[] i TCono 
E] 2 SG p! ic T c.-.

,I. i Authority .] 30 hiter3~(!, 
I D. iq Fodcto.I 4p Infornr';io-ol 

i2nL Stif. i 9 I2ior : l 

2 Addti- or .lteroins

olkclicn yltm_ Trcctmont o'4/u. D;sposal

XJO-_har 
S,Cify.Po(-l-nr, I-ater___

0 3 Primary 
n '14 fntorn10di'j-*

[]s Secondary 

06 Tertiory

E. "Co.Mp!ote

Location (cv,v)-BLchanan(Mi)N
Bojcr D:. Lo rIo 
asin Lower 1u3o

Surface Th-cr: lama o ci ourcc...- io jdt~er..._______ turfce Woter Class- SB.  
Ground Wtcr: Naome of %cc:rcouts oio which VrourAl 

water is trilutory_ Ground oter Closs ,,.

ci Ri~ir'~ Tree ~-nt ~

N/A _ _ 

14. Dnsgn liuw (O Is./doi': 

3,020,000,000

12- rrod,,. cf ?inni Op0rator 
Pequired:

H/A 
15. Dcsign Eq,.ivalonf Popu!ction 

(BOD B:sis): N/A

Ii. LJISIIY~.tII&~) I~t'..r, A.

03j Contin.ous 1j7Z3] 2 S:unol ~jiNn 
16. De i. m Plont ffici oc y ( DOD I'cyo-v-; - I

Description of works. such as nutalict, norno ar,i cupcc;t) ol'urlas:

one eff).uent channel with submerged diffuser: 

252' side open channel with twelve (12) submerged openings, six (6) 
by fifteen (15) feet each, with thirteen (13) foot cen-terline depth 

submergence, including eleven (11) adjustable ports, as .detailed on 

drawings #-A1080436-4, A183340-1 and A183339-l of Consolidptcd Edison 
Ci; Company, with control gates adjustable to any intermediute stop 

position in such ports.  
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"Consolidited E!.son Cc .- ,any of flew York. Inc. W 
4 Irving PIc-. New Yc~k. N Y 10003 
Tc:Lphoin (212) 460-0C1 

October 15, 1971 0 

Mr. Thomas E. Quinn 
Lhief, Industrial Facility Section 
New York State Department of 

Environnental Conservation 
50 .'olf Road, Room 308 
Albzany, New York 12201 

Dear Mr. Quinn, 

In reply to your request (October 8, 1971) for 
justification of the proposed Indian Point outfall 
modification this description and these model results 
are provided for your review_ 

In early 1971 review of the previous undistorted model 
tests, and recent theoretical results indicated that the 
earlier tests should be rerun to verify that the design 
was Cptimized. This was done in an expanded undistorted 
Outfall Iodel simulating half the River's width and 
nearly a mile of its length. A number of variations on 
the present design concept were tested. The changes 
incliuded raising the ports above the discharge canal 
floor, increasing the port spacing, increasing the exit 
velczity, and dredging below the river side of the dis
charge canal bulkhead; 

The test series clearly showed that raising the ports 
resulted in more rapid decay in surface temperatures 
with distance from the outfall. Dye observations in 
the model showed that tkis effect results from the 
entrainment of cool deeper water into the jets from below.  
Model isotherms for both the original scheme and that for 
raised ports at two different tidal velocities are attached.
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The outfall design now proposed would consist of twelve 

raised ports (centerline submergence - 12 feet) each 

,easuring about 4' x 15' when opened (see "Gate Assembly" 

on DWg. A183339-I). Closable gates are provided for the 

10 openings along the northern portion of thte discharge canal.  

The southern-most two openings have removable gates allow

ing-each opening to be either4' x 15' .6 9' x 15' (see 
,Removable Gate" on Dwg. A180436-4). This combination of 

adjustable openings allows complete flexibility in the 
discharge operation.  

For two unit operation the circulating plus service water 
flow will be approximately 2600 cfs. This effluenc will 

initially be discharged at 10 fps. "contracta" exit 

velocity through seven 4' x 15' ports. The seven ports 
will be numbers 1, 3, 5, 7, 9, 11, 12 listed north to 

south.  

Field measurements of the thermal plume r -3ulting from 

such operations will be made in the summncer of 1972 and 
compared to the model results. The various port openings 
will then be adjusted by trial so as to minimize the 
surface plume extent.  

On the basis of the model tests described above my letter 
of Stpte,- , 29, 1971 reruests issuance of an amerded con

struction permit. We believe that this description of 

model tests and planned operation justifies our decision 

but should any questions arise please call on us for a 
prompt reply.  

We request a technical meeting with the Departit-ent of 

Envirornmental Conservation in the near future to discuss the 
following points: (1) 1-ow the initial field measurements 
will be made. (2) What numerical parameters will be used 

to compare the field measurements with the model results.  

(3) What procedure will be used to "fine tune" the gate 

openings, and (4) What mode of discharge will-be used in 

winter. We appreciate your prompt action on behalf of 
this request.  

Very truly yours, 

189 1 L-~~2 ~ 
Harry G. Woodbury 

TEP/lo 
bc. Carl L Newman 

William J Talbott 
A. P
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AVERAGE TEMPERATURE RISE UNDER VARIOUS FLOW CONDITIONS

% of % of Total 
Total Flow Total Flow Discharged 

Units Operating Through Condenser Recirculated Flow 

1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 

x - - 100 - - 0 - - 280,000 

x - - 60 - - 0 - - 168,000 

x - - 60 - - 10 - - 140,000 

- X - - 100 - - 0 - 840,000 

- x - - 60 - - 0 - 504,000 

x - - 60 - - 10 - 420,000 

- X - - 60 - - 20 - 336,000 

x x - 100 100 - 0 0 - 1,120,000 

x x - 60 60 - 0 0 - 672,000 

X X - 60 60 - 10 10 560,000 

x x - 60 60 - 10 20 - 476,000

Average 
Temperature 
Rise; OF 

12.6 

21.0 

25.2 

14.9 

24.8 

29.8 

37.2 

14.3 

23.9 

28.7 

33.7
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Appendix B-i

Detailed Comments on Thermal Discharge 

Aspects of AEC Dra ft Statement, April 13, 1972 

The Draft Statement addresses the environmental aspects of the com
bined thermal discharge from Indian Point Units Mos. 1 and 2. This appen
dix clarifies several misconceptions in the Statement, apparently engendered 
by earlier, less comprehensive analyses which had been submitte to the AEC.  
Staff.  

These comments are supplied in support of the applicant's contentions 
that the Statement is erroneous in its evaluation of the following four topics: 

1. Net nontidal flow 

a. The Staff states on page 111-35 "The magnitude of the net nontidal 
flow for different freshwater flows needs to be determined." Simi
lar and sometimes contradictory remarks are made in sections III 
E 1 d(3), III E 1 f(4), III E 1 g(5), and Appendix II-1.  

b. The Applicant has demonstrated through extensive analyses using 
several independent methods (see Chapter V, reference 9), how 
the nontidal flow depends on freshwater flow. The final two unit 
predictions (reference 11) use the minimum (most conservative) 
estimates of the nontidal flow that can be obtained. The efforts 
of the applicant's consultants represent a significant advancement 
in methods of modeling such estuaries.  

2. Maximum river ambient temperature 

a. Staff concludes on page 111-35 "the maximum river temperature can 
be above 810 F in August." This conclusion is subsequently used 
to imply probable noncompliance with 900 F maximum surface tempera
ture criterion.  

b. Applicant has demonstrated and will outline in these comments: 

(1) The source of error in the Staff analysis.  

(2) The applicant's consultant statistical analyses of amibient tem
perature.  

3. Far-field heat dissipation 

a. Staff maintains on page 111-37 "The adjustments made to the original 
model by arbitrarily using correction factors so that the results will 
agree with only one set of observed data from operation of Indian 
Point Unit 1 and extrapolating the model to predict the effects of0 
Units Nos. 1, 2, and 3 together is unjustified."
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b. Applicant used all available data to calibrate the models presented.  
The models have now been tested in numerous applications and have 
been verified. The model development and verification has at all 
time been beyond the "state-of-the-art". The summary analyses inre
ferencelLemploy no empirical adjustments; they are theoretical 
predictive models which show remarkable agreement with the inde
pendent physical models.  

4. Physical model ,results 

a. Staff makes reference to the extensive physical modeling program 
only, in twelve lines on page III-34, apparently disregarding those 
results.

b. Applicant maintains, 
matical and physical 
agreement and should 
predictions.

as in the original 1969 report, that the mathe
models are independent, illustrate remarkable 
be reviewed and interpreted as complimentary
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1. Net Nontidal Flow

The Draft Statement, in its discussion of Net Nontidal Flow, attempts 
to summarize and evaluate the application of this concept to the Hudson 
River at Indian Point. The Statement does not convey a consistent evaluation 
as to how the concept should be applied.  

Table 1 summarizes results of the density induced circulation studies 
detailed in references 8 and 9. The table compares the velocity and salinity 
approaches'. In general, the salt approach exhibits several favorable charac
teristics such as relatively more stable and predictable distribution, more 
independence of temporary meteorological and local eddy conditions, simpli
city and availability of more precise detection instruments. The end result 
of these advantages is, of course,-a more reliable measurement which makes 
the use of salt more attractive from a practical standpoint.  

The salt approach results were also used to introduce some degree of 
perspective to the problem and to determine seasonal variation of upper 
layer flows since most of the available current observations were made during 
the summer months.  

When the freshwater flow exceeds 20,800 cfs at Indian Point, the river 
changes from a two-layer to one-layer system having a net flow in the down
stream direction from top to bottom. This flow value represents the incipi
ent salt flow at Indian Point and may occur during May during certain years.  
This critical value of freshwater flow may be obtained from Figure 1. The 
long term monthly average upper layer flows are shown in Figure 2.  

In conclusion several methods of estimating the net nontidal flow have 
been evaluated. The Staff recommends use of salinity data on page 111-27 
of the Draft Statement and the applicant concurs. Statistical analyses using 
different methods of interpreting salinity data lead to estimates of upper 
layer flow from 35,000 to 92,000 cfs. Since the less accurate velocity method 
resulted in lower values of upper layer flow, the applicant has used this 
most conservative value obtained, approximately 21,000 cfs in their evalu
ation. The applicant's methods of analyses have employed established princi
ples to advance the scientific state of estuarine prediction techniques.  
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TABLE 1 

COMPARISON OF LOWER HUDSON UPPER LAYER FLOW USING SALINITY 

AND CURRENT OBSERVATIONS 

Upper Layer Flow, Thousand cfs 

-- Summer Conditicns -
Reference 8 

Method Figure No. Indian Point 

1. Current 
Observations 7 21.5 

2. Salinity Surveys 

a) Salt Budget 
Method 

1965 22 90.0 
1967 23 92.0 

b) Two Layer 
Flow Method 

All Salinity 
Surveys 24 35.0 

Generalized 
Salinity 26 35.4
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.2. Maximum River Ambient Temperature 

The Draft Statement maintains that "Report of Inquiry into Allegation .Concerning Operation of Indian Point 1 Plant of Consolidated Edison Company" 
shows river ambient temperatures of 810 F. Certainly it is clear that an 
extensive body of temperature data exists beyond this simple source. Our 
consultants have analyzed all existing data and these analyses have been 
described in Dr. Lawler's Supplemental Study dated May 1972 (reference 12, 
pages 1-3 through 1-5). The comments below are, in part, based on that re
port.  

The New York State regulations define ambient temperature implicitly 
in NYCRR 704.1 where estuarine thermal criteria are specified. With regard 
to the 40 F heating limitation that section reads in part: " ... shall not 
be raised to more than 4 F over the temperature that existed before the 
addition of heat of artifical origin.. ." The data presented in the Staff 
reference indicating a temperature of 810 F were obtained while Lovett and 
Indian Point were operating and were not measured at the Indian Point site.  
Thus, these temperatures measure thermal plume effects, not ambient intake 
temperature. Furthermore, the data were accumulated with uncalibrated 
thermometers normally accurate to only 110 F at best. By contrast the appli
cants' consultants? data analysis in reference 12 was based on measurements 
using Bureau of Standards calibrated thermometers and employed statistical 
methods in documenting the use of the 790 F maximum ambient river tempera
ture at the site.  . The Draft Statement references Attachment B-3 bf the Report of Inquiry 
referred to above for its finding of the 81 0 F intake temperature. The 
same report contains an exhibit designated Attachment B-2 which shows tem
peratures specifically at the intake of Indian Point 1 for the summer periods 
of 1967 and 1968. The highest temperature indicated is 800 F which occurred 
on six days in 1967 and no days in 1963. Since the present outfall structure 
had not been constructed, recirculation effects would be greater at that time 
than would be expected from the present configuration. The Draft Statement 
makes no mention of Attachment B-2.  

The Draft Statement uses the 810 F hypothetical ambient temperature 
to criticize the applicant's conclusions that the 900 F maximum surface tem
perature criterion will not be exceeded. The applicant's submerged discharge 
model is fully explained and documented in the Supplemental Study of May 1972 
(reference 12). We understand that this document was not avai-lable to the 
Staff when it prepared the Draft Statement. The model is conservative, uses 
published parameters where needed, and agrees with physical model results, 
from the undistorted model of the outfall. The physical model tests are 
more fully described in the comments below. (See #4). The models predict 
a maximum surface temperature of 880 F.  

in summary, the applicant maintains (1) that the maximum ambient 
river temperature is 790 F, based on statistical analyses of available data; 
and (2) that the effluent will be diluted to e.aiy meet the 900 F maximum 

__surface temperature limit.
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3. Far-Field Heat Dissipation

The Staff Draft Statement critically reviews one of the applicant's 
first generation models used to predict the expected temperature distri
bution associated with three unit operation. The Lawler Testimony submitted 
to the ASLB on April 5 (reference 11) is a much more concise and complete 
description of the essence of these models. We understand that this docu
ment was not available to the Staff when it prepared the Draft Statement.  
In fact, the April testimony employs no empirical corrections to arrive at 
predictions that two units will meet the 40 F New York State Thermal Cri
teria.  

In point of fact, the applicant has supported the extensive development 
of the heat dissipation model by the consultant, QLM. Subsequent-to the 1969 
reports, apparently used by the Staff in their preparation, the model has 
been applied to numerous other outfalls and has been verified using field 
data as outlined below.  

A. Applicability of the Overall Mathematical Models to Thermal Discharges 

The heat dissipation mathematical models, and in some cases modified 
versions of these models, have been used to evaluate a number of existing and 
planned effluents and waterbodies, including the following: 

1. Existing Plants 

" Albany Steam Station 
. Danskammer Station 
" Lovett Unit 1-5 
" Indian Point Unit 1 
" Arthur Kill Plant 
" Astoria Units 1-5 
" Ravenswood Plant 

2. Proposed Plants 

" Roseton 
• Indian Point Units 2 and 3' 
" Standard Brands, Inc.  
• Astoria Unit 6 
• Bowline Point 
• a number of other future generation sites 

3. Water Quality Models 

• The Hudson River - NYSDEC 
" The New York - New Jersey Estuarine Complex - ISC, NYC, NJDH 
" The East River - NYC 
" several waterbodies outside New York State 

In addition, subsequent analysis, summarized in Table 2, of available 
temperature measurements in the vicinity of other Hudson River existing 
plants indicated existence of upper layer flows close to those computed 
using the above described tidal current and salinity approaches. These 
results support the capability of the density induced circulation concept 
to explain temperature observations.•

I



TABLE 2

Plant 

Danska-.nier 

Lovett 

Lovett 

indian Pt. 1

Survey 

1969 qL&M 

1969 QL&M 

1970 QL&M 

1966 NBI

Observed 
iNo, F 

0.146 

0.152 

0.175 

0.200

Heat Load, 
BBTU/Da7 

47..3 

57.0 

41.7 

37.4

Upper Layer* flow, cfs 

32,000 

37,800 

26,200 

20,900

* Computed using temperature observations
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B. Presentation of Study Results

In order to select the most severe set of hydrology and meteorology 
that can occur in the vicinity of Indian Point and to compare results of 
the various models used in this study, a plane of discharge counterpart of 
the mathematical model may be used. For a given location outfall design 
and known fluid characteristics, this model reduces to: 

AT =H = H 0oK Q d 

in which: 

A T = Area-average temperature rise at the plane of discharge, 0F. It 
0 is used here as a measure of the response of the Hudson River to 

thermal discharges.  

H = Thermal discharge, BBTU/Day 

= Heat transfer coefficient, BTU/sq. ft. day 0 F. It is used in 
this model to define the influence of meteorological conditions 
on the distribution of temperature.  

Q = River freshwater flow, thousand cu.-ft./sec.  

E = Longitudinal dispersion coefficient, sq.- miles/day 

Qd = A heat dissipation parameter reflecting the influence of flow availa
ble for dilution of thermal discharges and of heat transfer to the 
atmosphere. In the case of the convection-dispersion mathematical 
models, Qd combines the influence of Q, K and E. In dealing with 
a tidal smoothed temperature rise averaged over the entire cross
section within a salt-intruded reach of an estuary, Qd reflects the 
influence of the seaward directed upper layer flow, Qu, and landward 
directed lower layer flow, QL. This definition of Qd has been selec
ted to insure consistent comparison of the convection-dispersion and 
density induced circulation model results. However, since an inherent
ly stratifying discharge, such as is a thermal effluent, rises to the 
surface and tends to stay in the upper layer, only the upper layer 
flow may be used to predict the distribution of temperature in the 
seaward directed layer.  

L & / Constants defining the influence of river geometry (A,B), outfall 
design (TSF), and water quality (P,Cp). At indian Point, use of A, 
B, TSF, P, C of 160,000 sq. ft. , 4,000 ft., 1.5, 62.4 lb/cu. ft.  
and 1 BTU/#O? respectively, yields &= 0.185 and (4= 0.23.  

A comparison between the various hydrological and meteorological conditions 
and models presented using this equation is given in Table 3. The study results of 
Table 3 indicate that an incipient salt flow condition occurring during certain 
winter months represents the most severe set of hydrology and meteorology that 
can be expected at Indian Point. The -thermal effect is less critical during the 

other months due to availability of high freshwater flow and heat transfer rate 
and/or density induced circulation associated with ocean-derived salt intrusion.  

In order to predict the maximum expected effect, the incipient salt flow condi206



TABLE 3 

COMPARISON BETWEEN VARIOUS HYDROLOGICAL & METEOROLOGICAL 

CONDITIONS AT INDIAN POINT & STUDY MODELS

Q Qu 
tcfs tcfs

E 
smd BTU/ft 2°Fday

Z T70 
OF/100BBTU/day

A. Indian Point within Salt
Intruded Reach 

Drought-Fall Conditions 

Summer Conditions

B. Indian Point outside Salt

.Intruded Reach

Incipient salt flow 

Winter or Spring flow

CD
2 

DICC 
DICS 

Average....  
C-D

3 

DICC 
DICS 
HYD 

Average.....

C-D 
C-D 

C-D

C-D Convection-Dispersion model 
DICC Density induced circulation model - upper 
DICS layer flow computed using tidal current 

and salinity measurements, respectively.  
HYD = Indian Point hydraulic model

2 Based upon Table 10 of Reference 3 
3 Based upon Table 12 of Reference 3

Condition Model
I

21.5 
35.4 

21.5 
35.4

4.:D 

4.0 

4.0

20.8 
20.8 

28.0

-135 

130

0.84 
0.48 
0.28 

... 0.53 
0.69 
0.48 
0.28 
0.58 

.. 0.51

- 6 
- 6 

- 6

0.76 
0.78 

0.62



tions were used in this study.  

The combined effect of rated capacity operation of Lovett Units 1 

through 5 and of Indian Point Unit 1 and 2 is expressed in terms of and 

compared with the New York State thermal discharge criteria in Table 4.  

These values have been computed using an overall convection-disper

sion model capable of handling variable system parameters, including heat loads, 

within a number of consecutive river segments. To convert the overall response 

to near field behavior and to permit evaluation in terms of the NYSDEC thermal 

discharge criteria, the exponential decay model (from reference 3) has been 
employed.  

The surface width criterion, that no more than 67% of the river's sur

face width may experience temperature rises in excess of 40 F, is the most 

difficult of the criteria to meet. This conclusion has been found to be valid 

in numerous cases including Albany, Danskammer, Roseton, Lovett, Bowline, 

Arthur Kill, Ravenwood and Astoria Plants.  

The results of Table 4 indicate that in all cases, the predictions 

are substantially less than the New York State thermal discharge criteria.  

Table 4 results correspond to rated capacity operation of Indian Point Units 

1 and 2 as well as the existing Lovett Units 1 through 5.
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TABLE 4 

PREDICTION OF 4°F AREA AND SURFACE 

BOUNDARIES AT INDIAN POINT 

FOR THE MAXIMUM SEVERE CONDITIONS 

A. Conditions

Incipient Salt Flow 
Heat Transfer coefficient 
Dispersion coefficient 
Thermal Stratification factor 
Critical tidal phase to tidal average 

location ratio 
Heat Load (Rated Capacity) 

Indian Point Unit 1 
Indian Point Unit 2 
Lovett Units 1 - 5

20,800 
90 
6 

1.5

... 1.35 

... 265 MIE 

... 873 MWE 

... 503 MWE

cfs 
BTU/ft 2 day OF 
sq. miles/day

47 BBTU/Day 

153 BBTU/Day 
57 BBTU/Day

B. Study Results

Parameter 

% Width bounded 
by 4°F 

% Area bounded 
by 40F 

Maximum surface 
Temperature, OF 

Area average 
Temp. rise, °F 

Surface average 
Temp. rise, °F

Tidal Phase 

Tidal Average 
Critical Tidal Phase 

Tidal Average 
Critical Tidal Phase 

Critical Tidal Phase 

Tidal Average 

Tidal Average

Percentage at 

Indian 
Lovett Point

1.79 

2.69

1.75 

2.62

This value is based upon a maximum surface temperature rise (ATsm) of 80F.  

To generalize the results, other rises have been investigated. Use of-ATsm 
of 6, 7, 9 & 10°F would yield a maximum critical tidal phase % width 

bounded by 4°F of 28, 30, 33 and 33.5%, respectively.  
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4. Physical Model Results

The Draft Statement refers to the existence of a physical model (on 

page III - 34), but does not interpret the results or critically review the 

data. Significant aspects of the physical model program are outlined below.  

In the winter of 1967-68 a model ( Model II) of the Hudson River simu
lating 9000 feet above, and below Indian Point was constructed at Alden Re

search Laboratories, Worchester, Massachusetts. The layout of Model II which 

was scaled 1:250 in horizontal dimension and 1:60 in the vertical, is shown 

in Figure 3. In order to optimize the outfall design, an Outfall Model was 

constructed at Alden. The Model was undistorted, scaled 1:50 and simulated 

900 feet along the east shore and 400 feet of the river's 4,000 foot width.  

Tests of various outfall designs were conducted using the model through the 

Fall of 1968 and Spring of 1969.  

The current thermal criteiia led to selection of the outfall with 18 feet 

submergence. The predicted temperature distribution created by the plant dis

charge through the outfall is presented in Figure 4. The expected near-field 

dilution at the point where the plume reaches the surface was shown by this 
model to be approximately 1:2.  

Tests in the distorted Model II were conducted with this submerged out

fall. These tests simulated two unit and three unit plant operation and in

dicated that the transient thermal plume would comply with the thermal cri
teria. The model results are presented in the Alden Report: "Indian Point 

Cooling Water Studies, Model No. 2" (May 1969), reference 10.  

A subsequent critical review of the results, however, suggested a need 

to confirm the near-field results in that they appeared to indicate less than 
theorectically predicted mixing from the submerged discharge, and hence dis

tortion in the results observed in Model II. The undistorted model was ex

panded in 1971 to simulate 1800 feet of the river's width including 2500 

feet downstream from the Indian Point outfall and 1400 feet upstream at a 
scale of 1:50 including the features of bottom topography.  

Recent re-testing in the expanded model of the outfall with 18 feet sub
mergence confirmed the 1:2 dilution which had been measured in the smaller 
Outfall Model. In an effort to further improve the efficiency of the outfall, 
tests were run simulating a wide variety of new outfall configurations. As 
a result of these tests the decision was made to raise the ports to a sub
mergence of 12 feet, to improve effluent dilution. The near-field tempera
ture distribution for the raised port scheme, according to the Outfall Model 
tests, is shown in Figures 5.  

The mechanism by which this increased jet efficiency occurs is entrainment 
of cool water from beneath the ports. Whereas previously entrainment was limited 

by the presence of the bottom, the outfall design with raised ports indicates 
substantially increased dilution, especially at points several hundred feet 
from the outfall.  

Figure 5 shows that the dilution affected by the raised port outfall S 
scheme will result in a maximum surface temperature approximately 80 F above 
the intake temperature. With recirculation amounting to 10 F average, and 
a maximum river ambient temperature of 790 F, the maximum surface temperature 

is not expected to exceed 880 F. It should also be noted that the surface area 
of maximum water temperature is exceedingly small, approximately 0.1 acres.  
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INDIAN POINT Il! MODEL 
GENERAL ARRANGEMENT

FROM POND
MODEL RATIO 

1:250,
0 10 tO FT.

HEAD TANK 
TIDE CONTR( 

TIDE GATE

HEAD TANK 

TIDE CONTROL 

TIDE GATE

Figure - -3 Indian Point II Mod3l - general arrangement.



OUTFALL CONFIGURATION

CHANNEL DEPTH BELOW M.S.L.20' 
NO OF OPENINGS 12 
DIMENSIONS 4'x 15' 
DISCHARGE TEMPERATURE -N4 
RIVER VELOCITY -0.4fps 

AWL CHANNEL TO RIVER 1.6 
RATIO TMAX(RIVER) 

aTDISCHftai 1 2~JJ fl 40 iIi~III

GUIDE VANES X PROBE POSITION

ALDEN RESEARCH LABORATORIES 
WORCESTER POLYTECHNIC INSTITUTE 

INDIAN POINT II SUB-MODEL 

MODEL SCALE 1:50 (UNDISTORTED) 

SURFACE ISOTHERMS 
TEST DATE MAR ' 69 

Figure 4 - Outfall Model - surface isotherms with ports at 18' submergence
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7:-E DISCHARGE OF C!2MICALS TO T{= TABLE 11-9Fr%,.Y INPLAN POINT UNITS NOS. I AND 2

Ch cmao 

U 

Lithium hydroxided 
3crc z. (oron) 

Su ''r:acid (S04.) 

Sc&iur. PhoChate (P0 4 ) 
X',.ran zinc 

SC iun Sulfate 

~nd~u acoonto T tor-nt 

CC r VI) ! 

Dot ar:-cnt g

Ya-x. Sustiaihc 
nc 2 , lhs/'rI:' 

r-it No. 1 Unr7' ;o. 2 

2.52.  

600 oC0 

15) 12 
450 

24 5 
2.5 12 
2.5 12 

NCutraliZation 
product cf 1NaOH and 

. "3, " - -

M.Ix. C-nc. at Dis::har':n 

C . I ,Jnit A ,

1.2 

5-

h 0 tc ).5

S - . C  

o,.c 

4" ,0C..3-a 0 , I

Max Release', from NYS A!lc,-able Conc. c, 
Bo h U'it ." m C- alI D i S (ar0

-50- o.C, 

-iS4- C .0 

-Gn 0; - 7,0

0 to 0.5 i

-0-.. O O

C 

C 

C.

0.5 

0.05.

.- )-2- O.O

-ruz, a2, caustic sbdu, and soda ash toether reprcz- nt 5 to 10. of the permissible concentrations of the total dissolved s'IiA (TS) that cn b- dichargd into receiving .ztcr,;.  

bc.,r;c curing.full poTWcr operation with 300,000 :;pro for Un:t No. 1 and 870,000 gpn flow for Unit No. 2 of condenser 
zc ,c it in the Ci-";Ch rgc canal. 

'Valu,-snormalized to a noainal flow of condenser colant in tl.e discharge canal of 100,000 gpm.  

Iti.ose- relcases would occur only in the event of cvziorator brcakdcwn.  

, r presct the conch:.tration .f dissolvd sc-lics that can be dischargd into the river...  

-n a 2% soluion for 3 hours tc wash the Unit No. I flue g, . .of the superhatrs, economizers and 
-s, 4 timz. per yc r and dischaa,-d ccntinucusly during the cleaning period at--gp into 'a flow of 20,000 gpm of 

.r cooling ccr during Unit No. 1 shutdcm 1n.  

bci.zcne sulfc'.'-te.  

"'hlor ,aation treatment for 30 rinutes of each inlet -ater box 3 tines per week.  

Inr':ent ishare - I hour, 3 tines per ,,cek for L 30 minute treatnent of each water box of 3 condensers.

0 0

NJO 

4:-
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W In sumnmary, the physical model results cannot be ignored in arry realistic 
evaluation of the thermal discharge from units 1 and 2. The far field data 
presented in the Alden Report (reference 10) constitute an accepted engineering 
prediction of the plume. It is a tribute to the veracity of both the physical 

* and the mathematical heat dissipation models that their agreement is excellent.  
With respect to the accuracy of the near-field temperatures associated with the 
raised port design, the expanded Outfall Model is the most accepted method in 
the field of hydraulic engineering for evaluation of such schemes. The Staff 
is correctly aware of 'the assumptions required in the mathematical model, yet 
does not recognize the significance, accuracy and simplicity of the physical 
model results for both near and far field temperature distributions.
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APPENDIX A 0 
LIST OF REFERENCES * 

1. Quirk, Lawler & Matusky Engineers. "Effect of Contaminant Discharge at 
Indian Point on Hudson River Water Intake at Chelsea, New York," 
Report to Consolidated Edison of New York, Inc., May 1966.  

2. Quirk, Lawler & Matusky Engineers. "Effect of Indian Point Cooling Water 
Discharge on Hudson River Temperature Distribution," Report to Con
solidated Edison Company of New York, Inc., January 1968.  

3. Quirk, Lawler & Matusky Engineers. "Effect of Indian Point Cooling Water 
Dishcarge on Hudson River Temperature Distribution," Report to Con
solidated Edison Company of New York, Inc., February 1969.  

4. Quirk, Lawler & Matusky Engineers. "Effect of Submerged Discharge of 
Indian Point Cooling Water Discharge on Hudson River Temperature Dis
tribution," Report to Consolidated Edison Company of New York, Inc., 
October 1969.  

5. Quirk, Lawler & Matusky Engineers. "Influence of Hudson River Net 
Non-Tida] Flow on Temperature Distribution," Report to Consolidated 
Edison Company of New Yor, Inc., October 1969.  

6. Quirk, Lawler & Matusky Engineers. "Hudson River Water Quality and 
Waste Assimilative Capacity Study," 'Report to the State of New York 0 
Department of Environmental Conservation, Division of Pure Waters, 
December 1970.  

7. Quirt , Lawler & Matusky Engineers. "Hudson River Assimilation Capacity 
Study," Report to the New York State Department of Health, March 1970.  

8. Quirk, Lawler & Matusky Engineers. "Circulation in the Hudson Estuary," 
a technical bulletin prepared by QL&M in 1971.  

• References 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 10 appear in Con Ed's Environmental 
Report as Appendices A, I, J, L, M and N respectively.
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9. Quirk, Lawler and Matusky, Engineers, "Environmental Effects of 
Bowline Generating Station on the Hudson River," Volume I-IV, QL&M 
Project No. 169-1, March 1971.  

10. Alden Research Laboratories. "Indian Point Cooling Water Studies: 
Model No. 2," May 1969.  

11. Quirk, Lawler and Matusky, Engineers, "Testimony of John P. Lawler, 
The Effect of Indian Point Units 1 and 2 Cooling Water Discharge 
on the Hudson River Temperature Distribution," April 5, 1972.  
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Appendix C 

General Comments on Dissolved oxygen 

QLM's measurements of dissolved oxygen in the vicinity of 

the Lovett Power Plant during summer in 1969 and 1970 and in the 

vicinity of Bowline Point during summer 1970 indicate that the 

majority of observed dissolved oxygen concentrations are above 

5.0 mg/l (see attached table).  

QLM analyzed the data and procedures of dissolved oxygen 

(D. 0.) measurement by the Automatic Environmental System at 

Indian Point. This analysis indicated that the D. 0. measure

ment systems from the intake and discharge were not calibrated 

at the same time, and the calibration was made approximately onc( 

a month. This is probably the reason for 'large differences be

tween the intake and discharge readings of D. 0. concentrations.  

QLM made careful simultaneous measurements of the intake 

and disc' .arge dissolved oxygen concentrations at Indian Point 

Unit #1 in December 1971. The tests and analytical determina

tions of D. 0. were made in accordance with the most recent edi

tion of Standard Methods for the Examination of Water and Waste 

Water. Water temperatures were measured using precision thermo

m eters certified by the National Bureau of Standards.
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During the survey, Unit No. 1 was operating at 

rated capacity and the cooling water flow was 204,000 0 
gpm, i.e., throttled to about 85% design flow and 

average cooling water temperature rise was 16.40 F.  

The observed average intake concentration of D.O. was 

10.48 mg/i and corresponding discharge concentration 

was 10.3 mg/l. This indicated average loss of D.O. of 

0.18 mg/l in the Unit #1 cooling system. These mea

surements and QLM's mathematical model for D.O. were 

used for prediction of the dissolved oxygen loss in the 

Indian Point Unit No. 1 & 2 cooling system. The results 

of calculations indicate that the loss cf oxygen in 

the system increases with increasing intake concentra

tion of D.O. while the intake temperature is hold con

stant. For example, during severe summer conditions, 

uhen ambient temperature is 790 F, the loss of oxygen 

in the water cooling system would be as follows: 

Loss of D.O.  
Intake D.O. in the system 

mg/l mg/l 

5.0 0.05 
6.0 0.13 
7.0 0.21 

The response of the river to such a "sink" of 

dissolved oxygen was simulated by a mathematical model
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which included all major mechanisms affecting the river 

dissolved oxygen concentrations. Results of this model 

work were reported in a document entitled, "Effect of 

Indian Point Plant on Hudson River Dissolved Oxygen." 

A copy of this report is attached. It was determined, 

for example, that during summer conditions, with the river 

temperature of 799F and D.O. concentration of 6.5 mg/l, 

the loss of dissolved oxygen in the Indian Point Unit 

#1 & 2 system would be 0.17 mg/l. This loss of oxygen 

would decrease the river D.O. at Indian Point by about 

0.02 mg/l. If the Hudson River concentration is 

less than 6.5 mg/l, the loss in the system will be less 

than 0.17 mg/l and decrease of the river D.O. would be 

lower than 0.02 mg/l. Such an effect of the plant on 

D.O. is practically undetectable, using accepted proce

dures for D.O. measurements in flowing streams and 

can be neglected.  

Besides the loss of D.O. in the plant water cool

ing system, the heat rejected to the river can affect 

the river concentrations cf D.O. The analysis presented 

in QLM report entitled "Effect of Indian Point Cooling 

Water Discharge on Hudson River Temperature Distribution, 

January 1968" indicate that the river D.O. concentration 

for the heated condition can be expected to be approxi

mately 0.3 mg/l lower than that for the unheated condi

tion.



- 4 -

More detailed discussion of the dissolved oxygen 

effects of plant operation are included in testimony on 

this subject presented by Dr. Lawler to the ASLB on 

January 11, 1972, (Tr. 4428-4430).  
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HUDSON RIVER DISSOLVED OXYGEN CONCENTRATIONS 
OBSERVED BY QUIRK, LAWLER AND MATUSKY ENGINEERS

A) OBSERVATIONS AT LOVETT DURING AUGUST AND SEPTEMBER 1969

INTERVAL OF 
DISSOLVED 

OXYGEN 
CONCENTRATION

NUMBER 
OF 

OBSERVATIONS

PERCENT OF 
TOTAL 

OBSERVATIONS
mg/i % 
4.0 0 0 

4.0-5.0 0 0 
5.0-6.0 11 25.50 
6.0-7.0 20 46.50 

7.0 12 28.00 
TOTAL 43 100.00

Ambient Temperature 

range: 77.5°F-68.3°F 

Observed maximum 9.1 mg/l 
Observed minimum 5-1 mg/l

B) OBSERVATIONS AT LOVETT DURING AUGUST THROUGH SEPTEMBER 1970

INTERVAL OF 
DISSOLVED 

* OXYGEN 
CONCENTRATION

NUMBER 
OF 

OBSERVATIONS

PERCENT OF 
TOTAL 

OBSERVATIONS
mg/l % 
4.0 3 3.65 

4.0-5.0 10 12.15 
5.0-6.0 39 47.5.5 
6.0-7.0 19 23.20 

7.0 11 13.45 
TOTAL 82 100.00

Ambient Temperature 
range: 79.0°F-71.0OF 

Observed maximum 7.7 mg/l 
Observed minimum 3.3 mg/l

C) OBSERVATIONS AT BOWLINE DURING JULY THROUGH SEPTEMBER 1970

INTERVAL OF 
DISSOLVED 
OXYGEN 

CONCENTRATION

NUMBER 
OF 

OBSERVATIONS

PERCENT OF 
TOTAL 

OBSERVATIONS

mg/l % 
4.0 0 0 

4.0-5.0 18 17.50 

5.0-6.0 71 68.90 
6.0-7.0 14 13.60 

7.0 0 0 
TOTAL 103 100.00

Ambient Temperature 
range: 80.OOF-69.5OF 

Observed maximum 6.6 mg/l 
Observed minimum 4.3 mg/l
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WAppendix D 

CHLORINATION AT INDIAN POINT 

A sodium hypochlorite system is provided at Indian Point Units 

1 and 2 for the specific purpose of preventing the growth of fouling 

slimes on the inner surfaces of the condenser cooling water system.  

When sodium hypochlorite is dissolved in water, it dissociates 

to form sodium ions and hypochlorite ions. The hypochlorite ions 

then react to form hypochlorous acid. The ratio of hypochlorous acid 

to hypochlorite ion depends upon the pH of the solution. Since it is 

hypochlorous acid that is the principal disinfectant in chlorine 

solutions, the efficiency of disinfection will be substantially 

greater at low pH values where the hypochlorous acid content is 

greater.  

If ammonia is present, chloramines will be formed upon the addi

tion of sodium hypochlorite to the water. The disinfecting properties 

of chloramines are only a few percent of that of hypochlorous acid.  

Increasing the amount of ammonia decreases the acid concentration, 

increases the pH and thus decreases the rate of kill. Chloramines 

are more persistent in the natural environment than hypochlorous acid 

but are not necessarily more toxic.  

Chlorine is dissipated in water by reacting with reducing agents 

as well as with organic substances and organisms. This loss represents 

t he "chlorine demand" of the water. Hypochlorous acid is also decomposed 

to exposure to daylight (ultra violet rays from the sun).
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The Unit No. 1 condenser at Indian Point has four condenser 

sections. Chlorine , as sodium hypochlorite, is introduced by 

manually starting a pump injecting a sodium hypochlorite solution 

into the cooling water at a point between the travelling screens 

and the circulating pumps. It is first introduced into two sections 

of the condenser for one-half hour during the daylight hours. The 

chlorine is then similarly introduced into the remaining two sections 

for one-half hour, so that only one-half of the cooling water is 

chorinated at a given time. Control of the amount of chlorine in

jected is achieved by adjustment of the hypochlorite pump stroke and 

observation of the tank level. The water from,,the chlorinated and un

chlorinated sections mix within seconds after? leaving the condenser 

resulting in a 1:1 diiution. The chlorine residual dissipates quickly 

from exposure to daylight and the chlorine demand so that the discharge 

concentrations have usually been 0.1 ppm or less. This is based upon 

actual measurements taken during chlorinations since 1968. The overall 

time during which chlorine is added to the condenser is one hour. This 

procedure is repeated as required on alternate days for a maximum of 

3 days each week.  

The Unit No. 2 condenser has six sections. The chlorination 

procedure will be similar to Unit No. 1. That is, one-half of the 

condenser (3 sections) will be chlorinated manually during the 

0 
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daylight hours for one-half hour, followed by chlorination of the 

* other three sections for one-half hour. Since the procedures for 

chlorination on Unit No. 2 are similar to those used on Unit No. 1, 

the discharge concentrations during chlorination of Unit No. 2 should 

also be 0.1 ppm or less. Flow of sodium hypochlorite will be regulated 

by adjustment of flow control valves and observation of tank level.  

Chemical tests are performed on the condenser outlet as a basis of 

cbntrdlirqchlorination levels in the condenser sections. Tests are 

also performed on the discharge canal to insure that compliance with 

the concentration limit of 0.5 ppm is maintained.  

Present plans call for chlorination of Unit No. 1 and Unit No. 2 

condensers on alternate days so that chlorine would be introduced into 

the cooling waters of either Units No. 1 or No. 2 for a maximum of six 

days of the week for one hour each day. During full capacity operation 

the volumes of water treated with chlorine at a given time would be 

140,000 GPM from Unit No. 1 and 420,000 GPM from Unit No. 2.  

The targets of the chlorine are the fouling organisms growing on 

the inner surfaces of the condenser cooling system. An exposure time 

of one-half hour, three days per week has effectively controlled such 

growths at Indian Point Unit No. 1.  

In comparison with the target fouling organisms, the organisms 

passing through the condensers in the cooling water at the time of
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chlorination are exposed to full application concentration in the 

condensers for less than 15 seconds, and exposure to the decreasing S 
concentrations in the cooling water discharge for an additional few 

minutes, the exact concentration and time depending upon the.  

effective dilution and dissipation rates.  

While it is expected that some of these non-target organisms 

in the cooling water are killed during the chlorination period, 

studies of the phytoplankton and zooplankton populations have 

-no indicated ,hat chlorination had M discernible effect on these 

populations in the river.  

Of the data in McKee and Wolf (1) on toxicity of free chlorine 

residual compiled from many sources, 13 of 18 concentrations 

reported to be harmful exceeded 0.2 ppm. The five reports of 

concentrations less than 0.2 ppm that were harmful involved 

exposure times of 7 to 23 days. Three of those reports involved 

trout and salmon.  

McKee and Wolf report on thirteen additional observations 

where concentrations from 0.1 to 5.,0 ppm caused no fish mortality.  

The reported exposure times for these observations ranged from 2 

to 100 hours.  

Laboratory bioassay tests on fish found in the Hudson River near 

Indian Point by New York University resulted in 100% survival of small 

white perch and striped bass for three hours when exposed to 0.75 ppm 

and 0.60 ppm initial chlorine residuals that dissipated to undetectable 
228 
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Although other references quoted in the USAEC Detailed Statement, 

dated April 13, 1972 (Merkens (2), Zillich (3), Basch (4), Arthur and 

Eaton (5) ) indicated toxic effects at concentrations below 0.1 ppm, 

the exposure times encountered were in the order of 96 hours to 15 

weeks. Times of exposure in the Hudson River at Indian Point will be 

much lower. In addition the species quoted by the AEC are not found 

in the Hudson River near Indian Point and moreover bioassay tests of 

the species at Indian Point resulted in no mortality.  

Since chlorination practices have not and are not expected to 

cause any measureable damage to the environment, other programs for 

* maintaining condenser cleanliness have not been investigated in detail.  

Mechanical and thermal cleaning systems have been used at some locations 

but only with limited success. In addition, the alternate systems 

will not prevent growth on the cooling water pipes and on the walls 

of the condenser water boxes.  

At the present time however, a program is underway to reduce 

further the frequency and duration of chlorination. The Indian 

Point Unit No. 1 condensers have not been chlorinated since January 

1, .1972. Inspection of the condensers have been performed regularly 

to determine the effect of the reduction in chlorination frequencies.  

Preliminary results show no appreciable growth of fouling slimes 

* during this winter period. Indications are, therefore, that chlorina

tion frequencies can be reduced during the winter months.  

*229
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This program will continue throughout 1972. After completion 

of this program, the minimum effective amount of hypochlorite per 

dose will be determined and new operating instructions will be issued 

for both Indian Point 1 and 2.  
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The AEC Staff, in the Draft Detailed Statement of April 

13, 1972, has addressed itself to the question of entrain

ment of fish eggs and larvae at Indian Point. Detailed 

analysis of the possible effects of such entrainment have 

been presented. Conclusions to these analyses appear in a 

number of locations. Pertinent quotations are as follows: 

1. In Summary and Conclusions, page ii 

In Unit No. 2, aquatic biota impinged on the intake structure 
or entrained in the cooling water will be exposed to severe 
mechanical, chemical (chlorine), and thermal conditions; as 
a consequence, up to 25% of the average number of eggs and 
larvae of certain species of fish that annually pass by the 
Plant may be killed; under the most adverse conditions, up 
to 100% of some of the entrained planktonic species may be 
killed; and fish kills of a magnitude two or three times 
greater than those caused by Unit No. 1 may occur.  

2. In the Summary of Conclusions, page iv 

From review and evaluation of the applicant's Environmental 
Report and Supplements thereto, and from independent observa
tions and analyses discussed in this Statement, the regulatory 
staff has reached the following conclusions concerning the 
environmental impact of the Plant's operation: 

a. The operations of Units Nos. 1 and 2 with the present once
through cooling system has the potential for long-term 
environmental impact on the aquatic biota inhabiting the 
Hudson River which could result in permanent damage to the 
fish population in the HudsonRiver, Long Island Sound, 
the adjacent New Jersey coast, and the New York Bight 
The potential impact is due to possible damage to aquatic 
biota (including fish eggs, larvae, and plankton) from 
entrainment in the cooling water system resulting in 
exposure of the biota to severe mechanical, chemical 
(chlorine) and thermal conditions and impingement on the 
intake structure.  

b. The estimate of potential environmental impact identified 
aboveand discussed in this Statement is based on inconclusive 
and incomplete data from the applicant. Existing information 
is insufficient to accurately predict the degree to which the 
potential damage will eventually take place during operation.
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3. In Chaoter V, "Environmental Impacts of Indian Point 
Unit No. 2 with Unit No. 1 Oneration", Section D-2-e, 
"Biological impact of Station Oneration of Unit Nos.  
1 and 2, Sources of Potential Biological Damage, 
Entrainment.", page V-42 

Large numbers of planktonic organisms will pass through the 
condensers during Plant operation, and, more importantly, a 
considerably large proportion of the biota will be withdrawn 
with the addition of Unit No. 2 (Fig. V-5). These organisms 
will include bacteria, planktonic algae, many invertebrate 
species, fish eggs and larvae. Table V-6 lists the fish species 
in the area whose eggs and larvae are known to be vulnerable to 
entrainment. During their passage through the Plant, these 
organisms will be exposed to mechanical, thermal and chemical 
damage. High mortality may result, especially for fragile 
species or during periods of chlorination. The methods used 
to determine the fraction of organisms entrained are presented 
in Appendix V-l. The monthly average probability of randomly 
distributed plankton moving downstream to be withdrawn varies 
from a low of about 6% in April to a high of 31% in August, 
although during drought conditions withdrawal may exceed 45%.  
Plankton that migrate via density flows to maintain their 
position in the river will be the most suscepbible to entrain
ment, since they may remain in the area for several weeks.  

4. In Chapter V, "Environmental Impact of Indian Point 
Unit No. 2 with Unit No. 1 Operation," Section D-3-a, 

"Biological Impact of Station Operation of Units No. 1 
and 2, - Probable Bioloqical Effects, - Direct Effects 
of Plant and Station Operation on Biota." page V-52 

The striped bass is the best-studied species in the area that 
appears to be vulnerable to population changes and will be used 
to illustrate possible Station impact. Adult striped bass 
migrate upstream in the spring and spawn upstream from Indian 
Point. The eggs and larvae drift with the currents in a net 
downstream direction; large numbers pass the Plant. Several 
studies have indicated that the principal nursery area for the 
species is below Indian Point in Haverstraw Bay but that there 
are some less extensive nursery areas upstream. High entrainment 
mortality of larvae and eggs as they drift past Indian Point 
Units Nos. 1 and 2 could result in a loss of 25% or more of the 
larvae and eggs that pass the Plant en route to their nursery 
area (see Appendix V-II). Based on the sizes and numbers of the 
young of the year in the estuary in late July and August, it 
appears that 75% to 90% of the surviving portion of the total 
yearly reproduction is below Indian Point. If we assume: (1) 
that all those fish migrated past the Plant during a life stage 
which was susceptible to entrainment; (2) that density-independent
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factors are responsible for mortality in the populations; and 

(3) that entrairnent mortality is 100%, then the operation of 

Indian Point Units Nos. 1 and 2 will effectively reduce recruit

ment resulting from reproduction by about 19% to 22%. This is 

a maximum estimated loss of recruitment which would result from 

entrainment of 25% of the striped bass eggs and larvae that pass 

the Plant and would not likely be reached. However, losses of 

the young of the year and 1-year age classes from impingement 

on the intake screens will add to the actual entrainment mortality 

and could offset the increases in survival during entrainment, 

so that the total yearly recruitment loss for each subsequent 

year class in the population may be as high as 15% to 20% from 

direct effects of Plant operation. Sustained reproductive losses 

of this magnitude over a long period of time would result in 

substantial reductions of the striped bass populations that 

spawn in the Hudson, including those of both the Hudson itself 

and the area from the south New Jersey coast to Long Island Sound.  

This statement is followed by a discussion of numerous factors 

that may partially offset the estimates given above. The 

section is then concluded: 

These same arguments apply to other species that spawn in the 

area and may cause important losses of recruitment to local 

populations of the alewife, blueback herring, bay anchovy, 

tomcod, smelt, and Atlantic silversides, as well as striped 

bass.  

5. Chapter VII, "Adverse Environmental Effects which cannot 

be Avoided," Section A, "Factors Responsible for Adverse 
Effects, page VII-I.  

Several factors associated with the operation of Indian Point 

Units Nos. 1 and 2 are capable of producing adverse effects.  

The more important of these factors in the order of their 

importance include: 

1. Entrainment of large numbers of planktonic organism 

in the once-through system.....
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6. Chapter VII, "Adverse Environmental Effects which cannot 
be Avoided,"Section B-4, "Probable Adverse Effects 
Biological Impact," page VII-6.  

The entrainment of planktonic organisms appear to be the most 

serious threat to the aquatic community. Entrained organisms 
will be exposed to mechanical, thermal, and chemical damage.  
Most species of the aquatic organisms in the area will be 
subject to entrainment at some life stage. These include 
phytoplankton, planktonic crustaceans, and larval stages of 
benthic invertegrates and of many of the estuarine fishes .  
which use the area for spawning. The species of fish which 
appear most likely to be affected include the striped bass, 
alewife, blueback herring, tomcod, smelt and white perch.  

7. Chapter VIII, "The Relationship Between Local Short 
Term Usage on Man's Environment and Maintenance and 
Enhancement of Long Term Productivity," Section B-2, 
"Uses of Adverse to Productivity - Water Uses," Page 
VIII-4.  

In consideration of the impacts and alternatives discussed in 
detail in Chapters IV, V, VI, VII, X and XI, the staff has 
concluded that the only effect of the operation possibly inimical 
to the objectives of NEPA with respect to productivity is the 

potential for further degradation of the Hudson River estuary, 
which is used as the spawning and nursery area in the life cycle 
of many marine aquatic organisms that spend much of their adult 
life in the coastal areas of northern New Jersey, New York and 
Long Island. Such degradation would, indeed, over the long
term diminish the productivity of the area to an extent that can
not be stated in precise terms at present. Only the yearly cost 
of replacing the estimated number of fish that might be killed 
has been calculated (see Chapter XI). The ultimate impact on 
commercial and sport fishing has not been estimated, since the 
decline of the Hudson River fishery is problematical at this time.  

8. Chapter IX, "Irreversible and Irretrievable Commitments 
of Resources," Section B, "Water and Air Resources," 
page IX-4 

The proposed action when taken has a potential of affecting 

the aquatic organisms essential to maintaining a fish population 
of the Hudson River as well as that along the Long Island Sound,
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New Jersey coast and the New York Bight so that the population 
could deteriorate beyond the point of rehabilitation. In this 
event, operation of the Plant could entail an irreversible 
commitment of the river as a resource.  

9. Chapter XI, "Alternatives to Proposed Action and Cost 
Benefit Analysis of Enviror-mental Effects," Section B, 
"Summary of Alternatives," page XI-12.  

The important areas of disagreement between the applicant's 
analysis and that of the staff are the following: 

(2) Environmental effects from operation of the intake-discharge 
structure have a potential for long-term significant 
biological damage to aquatic bioto not only in the localized 
area in the vicinity of Indian Point Unit No. 2, but also 
in the Hudson River estuary, New Jersey coast and New York 
Bight. (see Chapter V.D. 3) 

There are other areas of difference which are relatively minor.  
The staff feels that there are insufficient data available to 
make a reasonably accurate estimate on long-term effects on biota.  
Of the major differences between the staff and the applicant in 
the analysis and evaluation of available information, the entrain
ment of nonscreenable fish eggs, larval, and fingerlings and the 
impingement of fish on the intake structure appear to be the major 
impacts on the aquatic ecosystem. Although the staff does not 
feel that the impacts can be quantified at this time, the staff 
does not agree with the small impact of about 2-3% damage to eggs 
larval made by the applicant. Details of the staff's disagreements 
are given in Chapters V.D., and Appendices II-1, V-2, and XI-I.  

10. Appendix V-2, "Entrainment," page A-69 

Thus, the probability that a larval striped bass migrating down
stream would be entrained is about 25%. Comparison of the freshwater 
inflows used in these calculations with inflows during the period 
from 1944 to 1964 indicates that these values were similar to the 
median conditions.  

A discussion of various offsetting factors then follows: The 

Staff then concludes: 

Consequently, the Staff believes that the total average probability 
of withdrawal of larval striped bass migration downstream past 
the Station is approximated by the 25% figure, and that this 
fraction is the best estimate than can be made using available 
information. 237
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Xn conclusion, based on these considerations, about 25% of the 

larval striped bass may be entrained as they migrate downs treamn 
past the Indian Point site.  

The Staff supposition of damage to the Hudson River fishery 

and to the population in the offshore waters thus appears 

to be primarily based on its calculation that some 25% of the 

planktonic forms of many of the various fishes using the estuary 

will be entrained and presumably destroyed.  

our approach in these comments is directed first at a critical 

evaluation of the procedures employed by the Staff to obtain 

the 25% factor, and then will address the numerous non-quanti

tative statements made by the Staff regarding possible offsetting 

mechanisms.  

The critique to follow will include the following items: 

1. A demonstration that the Staff calculation of 
available dilution flow at Indian Point, as given 
by Equations 1 and 2 and Figure A-II-6, in 
Appendix 11-1, entitled "Characteristics of Hudson 
River Circulation at Indian Point, in Relation to 
Dilution," employs an inaccurate and theoretically 
unsupportable methodology, and in the Hudson 
seriously underestimates available dilution flow 
at Indian Point.  

2. Modification of the probability model given by 
Equations 1 through 12, Appendix V-2. This 
probability model was employed by the Staff to 
compute entrainment loss. The modification includes 
the quantification of the influence of vertical 
diurnal movement and estuary density flow on entrain

ment.  

The Staf f's calculation of a 25% entrainment los s is then 
revised, employing a theoretically and experimentally 
supportable means of estimating dilution flow in the 
Hudson River, and the modifications made on the probability 

model.  
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1. Criticism of Staff Calculations of Available 
Dilution Flow at Indian Point 

Pages A-4 through A-7 state clearly the Staff's beiief that 

the flow available for dilution in an estuary is given by: 

QT -1. F 

T --s/s 0 

... (1) 

in which: 

0 T = total dilution flow at point in the estuary 

OF = net freshwater discharge 

S = the section average salt concentration at a 
given point along the estuary's longitudinal 
axis 

So = the ocean salt concentration 

Equation (1) above is'identical to Equation (2) (Page A-4), 

provided that the salinity of the freshwater is zero, and 

that volume is replaced by volume per unit time, or flow rate 

(Q). The assumption of zero salinity in the freshwater dis

charge is quite valid for the Hudson River. The staff replaces 

volume by flow in constructing Figure A-II-6.  

Freshwater flow and salinity data taken from the applicant's 

Environmental Report Supplement are then reproduced in Figure 

A-II-5. These data are then employed in conjunction with Staff 

Equation (2) to obtain the relationship between freshwater flow 

and dilution flow at Indian Point in Figure A-II-6.  
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Ile submit that this procedure is generally invalid in pre

dicting estuary dilution flows. We will show that this 

method of predicting estuary dilution flow defies analytical 

development, and has been discounted by most investigators 

shortly after its appearance in the literature in the early 

1950 s .  

The Staff's reference for their Equations (1) and (2) is a 

paper by Ketchum, entitled "Eutrophication of Estuaries", 

which appeared in 1969 in the proceedings of a symposium on 

eutrophication.1 Pertinent excerpts from this reference follow: 

I will mention a few of the essential characteristics of estuarine 
circulation as they relate to the distribution of pollutants. I 
will not go into detail because this is covere by Carpenter, Pritchard 
and Whaley in this volume (page 210). The estuary offers advantages not 
offered by the river in its ability to dilute and disperse added con
taminants.  

In the river itself, the volume of water available to dilute a 
pollutant is furnished simply by the river flow, which carries 
the contaminant downstream at a rate determined solely by the 
river flow and the geometry of the river bed. In the estuary, 
the circulation is more complex, although the net seaward flow 
is also determined by the rate of river flow. If no mixing 
were involved, this fresh river water would merely flow seaward 
as a layer on top of undiluted seawater. Mixing is involved, 
however, and salinity gradually increases down the estuary as 
river water mixes with more and more seawater. Seawater must 
flow into the estuary to provide the salt needed to balance the 
system. In a steady-state condition, the volume of seawater 
entering the estuary in a given unit of time equals the volume 
flowing out; there is no augmentation of the net seaward flow.  
The seawater thus entrained with the freshwater does, however, 
increase the dilutinq cavacitu of the ixed water that is 
escaping from the estuary. This effect can be evaluated by 
using the distribution of salt water and freshwater in the 
estuary.  

1Ketchum, B.H. "Eutrophication of Estuaries". Eutrophication: 
Causes, Consequences, Correctives. National Academy of Sciences, 

Washington, 1969. p. 197 
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The amount of freshwater contained in any given samDie of 
brackish water can be calculated from the salinity, since 

F=1 I 

in which F is the fraction of freshwater in the sample, S 
is the salinity of the sample, and 0 is the salinity of the 
"source" seawater. If the averaae freshwater content of a 
complete cross section is known, the volume available for 
the dilution of the Dollutant at that location can be 
approximated. To obtain the fraction of freshwater in a 
complete cross section of the estuary, it is necessary to 
integrate the values from top to bottom and from bank to 
bank. The volume available for the dilution of the Dol
lutant in a aiven period is determined aoroximately by 
dividing the rate of river flow by the fraction of fresh
water in the cross section.* If the section is 50 percent 
freshwater, two volumes must move seaward: to move one 
volume of river water seaward. Closer to the mouth of the 
estuary, where the amount of freshwater has been reduced 
to 10 percent, ten volumes, must move seaward to remove 
the river water. A more precise determination of the 
diluting volume reauires detailed knowledge of the cir
culation. But this simple calculation shows that the 
total volume available for dilution increases in the sea
ward direction.  

The underlined statements show clearly that Ketchum's estimate 

of dilution flow is given by Equation (1) above, or Equation 

(2) in Appendix A-2 of the AEC Draft Detailed Statement. Note 

that the last section of the excerpt suggests that Ketchum him

self could be viewing this calculation as merely an indication 

of a trend toward increased dilution as one moves seaward in an 

estuary, rather than a hard and fast quantitative estimate of 

dilution flow.  

This last statement is made recognizing that Ketchum introduced 

this method of computation of dilution flow in the early 1950s
2 

Note: Underlining added for purposes of this reviewer.  
*This statement, combined with Ketchum's expression for the fraction of 
freshwater, is precisely equivalent to Equation (1) above.  
2Ketchum, B.H. "The Flushing of Tidal Estuaries". Sewace and 

Industrial Wastes, Vol. 23, No. 2, February 1951. pp. 198-209 
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Before presenting various' comments from the literature on4 

this computation procedure for estimating dilution flow 

in an estuary, a few statements on the calhulation are in 

order.  

The calculation of the fraction of freshwater flow at any 

point in the estuary, given by Ketchum's definition of 

'T", above, or by the denominator of Equation (1), above, 

is generally accepted as correct. This merely states that 

at any point in the estuary a certain percentage of the 

water there is of freshwater origin, and the remainder is 

of ocean origin. This split can be obtained by recognizing 

that the total volume is the sum of the volume of ocean 

water origin, containing salt of ocean concentration, and 

the volume of freshwater origin, containing no salt.  

The problem arises when one attempts to show that this 

percentage split can te employed, along with the fresh

water flow, to calculate movement or dilution flow.  

Ketchum, for example, in the excerpt given above, simply 

states; 

The volume available for the dilution of the pollutant in a 
given period is determined approximately be dividing the rate 
of river flow by the fraction of freshwater in the cross 
section.  

After presentation of the literature comments on Ketchum's0 

work, we shall show the problems which arise when one tries 

to demonstrate the validity of Ketchum's procedure analytically.0 
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In 1953, Stommel, a coworker of Ketchum's at the Woods 

Hole Oceanographic Institute, presented a paper 3in which 

his intent was to provide a method of estuary pollution 

analysis that would avoid the difficulties that had been 

observed in employing Ketchum's methods since its intro

duction in 1950. It should be noted at this point, that 

Ketchum's major contribution was not the computational 

procedure given above, but rather a modification of the 

"Tidal Prism" concept, a procedure that had been employed 

to estimate dilution flow, but which was shown by Ketchum 

to overestimate that flow very grossly. Ketchum merely 

employed the computational procedure discussed above as a 

means of verifying his prediction, via themodified 

tidal prism, of dilution flow. Stommel's introductory 

remarks are excerpted below: 

Papers recently published by Ketchum (1) and Arons and Stomel 
(2) have presumed to give a theoretical account of the distri
bution of freshwatr in an estuary. Pritchard (3), however, 
justly has pointed out that these treatments are at best appli
cable only to estuaries so intensely tidally mixed that they 
exhibit no vertical stratification. In such cases the salt 
is carried upstream against the main river flow by turbulence.  
Ketchum proposed a mixing process, which he called "exchange 
ratio", and was able to compute the salinity distribution in 
the Raritan. Using the published data (4) on the Severn estuary, 
the author and Harlow G. Farmer found that the method of the 
"exchange ratio" gave a grossly incorrect salinity distribution.  

Inasmuch as the Severn is unstratified, and appear to fit all 
the requirements of Ketchum's analysis, it is cuite clear that 
the method of the exchance ratio is not nearlu so aeneral as 
was proposed.  

3Stommel, Henry. "Computation of Pollution in a Vertically Mixed 
Estuary". Contribution #640 from-the Woods Hole Oceanographic 
Institution. Sewaae and Industrial Wastes, Vol. 25, No. 9, 
September 1953. pp. 1065-1071.  
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Pritchard4 '5,6 has discussed, on a number of occasions, 

the various procedures employed by Ketchum. Reference 

4 is a written discussion of a paper by Todd and Lau, in 

which Pritchard disagrees strongly with the manner in 

which these authors' propose that estuarine salinity pro

files be employed to estimate freshwater flow. The proposed 

method employs an approach similar to Ketchum's. Excerpts 

from this discussion follow: 

The estuary offers many interesting and important problems to 
the physical hydrographer, and it is encouraging to find that 
hydrologists are extending their work into this intermediate 
zone between the river and the ocean. It is unfortunate, how
ever, that this paper by Todd and Lau exhibits a lack of under
standing of the mechanisms of circulation and mixing in a tidal 
estuary.  

To a casual reader the concepts presented by these authors are 
disarmingly clear and simDle. Unfortunately, they have not 
used the basic hydrodynamic concept of continuity in its 
complete form which has led them to misinterpret the equations 
they develop, particularly their Equ. (1). The error results 
from the assumption that sea water on the one hand and freshwater 
on the other can be considered as the two species involved in 
the mixing processes'in an estuary, when in2 fact, the two 
separate species which are involved are the salt and the water.  
The processes of turbulent diffusion, or 'mixing', can lead to 
a net upstream transport of salt without a net upstream trans
port of water....  

4 
Pritchard, D.W. "Discussion of 'On Estimating Stream Flow into 

Tidal Estuaries," by David K. Todd and Leung-Ku Lau." which 
appears in Transactions, American Geophysical Union, Vol. 37, 
1956, pp. 468-473. Pritchard's discussion appeared in Vol. 38, 
No. 4, August 1957. pp. 581-584.  

5 Pritchard, D.W. "The Equation of Mass Continuity and Salt Continuity 
in Estuaries". Journal of Marine Research, Vol. 17, 1958.  
pp. 412-423 

6 Pritchard, D.W.. "Estuarine Hydrography". • Recent.Advances in 

Geophysics, Vol. 1, 1952.  
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... The error results from an incomplete use of continuity 
concepts which presents a continuity argument for fresh 
water only.. Actually there are two species to which the 
continuity concepts apply in the estuary: the water (actually 
mass) and the salt. Other investigators have made this 
same error. An apparent reasonable argument is frequently 
presented along lines something like the following: *A 
certain amount of fresh water flows into the estuary from 
the river. In order to-maintain continuity an equal amount 
of fresh water must be carried through each section, and 
since, as one proceeds down the estuary, the salt content 
increases, it-is evident (?) that only a portion of the 
volume can be fresh water, and so the seaward directed flow 
must increase in proportion to the decreasing fraction of 
fresh water. The correct application of continuity concepts 
recognizes that it is the mass of water on the one hand, and 
the salt on the other that is conserved over one or more 
tidal cycles, not the 'fresh water' ....  

... It might be appropriate to point out that Ketchum (1950) 
made the same questionable assumption that Todd and Lau did 
when he defined a non-tidal drift (NTD) as JTD = R/IF x A.  
Ketchum's arguments parallel the disarmingly simple but 
erroneous presentation given earlier in this critique.  

We interpret the authors (Todd and Lau) closure to Pritchard's 

discussion, as a circumlocution of Pritchard's arguments, 

rather than a direct statement of disagreement, suggesting 

their recognition of the accuracy of Pritchard's analysis.  

The following statement appears in a very extensive analysis 

of the effect of pollution on the Thames 
Estuary.7 

7 "Effects of Polluting Discharges on the Thames Estuary". Department 
of Scientific and Industrial Research, Water Pollution Research.  
Technical Paper No. 11, Chapter 14, 'Tidal Mixing', under Section 
entitled" 'Theories of Estuarine Mixing', 1964. p. 392

.245
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KETCIIUM'S TIIEORY 

Ketchium - 6 divides an estuary into see,,ments such that the length of each is equal to the average 
excursion of a particle of water on the flood tide. The position of the landward boundary of the 
first segment is determined by the river flow and the cross-sectional areas at high.and low water.  
In one paper' he considers the mixing process may be reprcsented by assuming that, during each 
tidal cycle, the water is cumplctcly mixed within each segment at high water, and that there is an 
exchange of water between adjacent segments during the ebb-the amount of water removed 
from a segment being given by the ratio of the difference between the volumes ofthe segment at 
high and low water to the volume at high water.  

The final equations express the proportion of fresh \vater in each segment solely in terms of the 
river flow and the volumes of the segments at high and low-water. However, these eouations do 
not follow i~idlv from the theoretical model and, althorh the method h: \ 'te ver" cons:-drabte 
merit o s71, A. C [%, tOIS cnctt ( ,, ,. ixin ,  .uncioubtediv ovcr-si1nttiiicd, and it is evident 
jhat the: trv is IrIliL:'.eIV toI Ft." ;, ~t. to all (-. tuarics even thoun it has been used successuhov 

in 'artculir - ,It is S iclnt' l ic Ir to inGIC-'te tiiit it cannot be used in tne casc e the I h allcs 
st -. Tfound that his method did not at-pl- to the l)elaw%:are Estuarv, and he was not 

tur rised to learn t i at it u d 66t i) v 0 1 ,e-Th Ii,:s'................. .  

In Fig. 220 the continuous curve siiows the approximate observed equilibrium distribution of 
salinity for a flow at Tcddington of 1500 in.g.d. (derived from several years' records of the London 
County Council), and the broken curve is the distrihution calculated (for average tidal conditions) 
by means of Ketchum's theory. There is a similar disparity between the observed and calculated 
distributions for flows of 500 and 3000 m.g.d.  

0 
0/ 

/ 
/ 

0 
'<2 

0 1 

00Ab'ove 0 U'Cl'o 10 20 30 40 

MILES FROIM LONDON BRIDGE AT 
HALF- TIDE 

Fir. 220. Equilibrium distribution of salinity in Thames 

Estuary when flow at" Tcddington is 1500 m.g.d.  

(A) Observed 
(B) Calculated using Ketchum's representation of mixing 

Ketchum references taken from Reference 7 

4. Kh-i'c~iu,- B. H.J. mar. Res., 1951, 10, 18.  
5. KL-rcn'.N% B. H. The Exchan'es of Fresh and Salt W~aters in Tidal Estuaries. Woods Hole 

Oceanographic Institution, Colloquium on Flushing of Estuaries, 1950, p. 1.  

6. KtcjIt.,I , 13. II. Sewage industr. Iastes, 1951, 23, 198. 2/6 
7. Krrc,:cM, 11. 11. Personal communication, 1957.
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Thus, it is clear that the methodology employed by the Staff 

to estimate estuary dilution flow has not met with general 

acceptance by the field, and, in general, has been discarded 

in favor of models which recognize more details of observed 

physical behavior in estuaries, particularly that of salinity

induced circulation.  

Before going on to a theoretical presentation as to why the 

Staff method is unacceptable, and while on this topic of 

behavior in the Thames River, it should be noted that several 

investigators including Bowden
8 , Preddy & Webber9 and Inglis & 

Allen I0 have concluded that the Thames River, like the Hudson, 

falls into the class of partially stratified estuaries., 

Similarity between the Thames and Hudson River circulation 

patterns and mixing characteristics is supported by field obser

vations which established existence of density induced circula

10 111 
tion in the Thames and the HudsonI , relatively high 

dispersion coefficients (33.8 x 105 cm2/sec or about 10 square 

miles per day in the salt intruded reaches of both estuaries) 

and comparable circulation and mixing classification criteria, 

such as the ratio of tidal amplitude to freshwater used by 

Bowden8 , the ratio of the flood tide to freshwater volumes used 

by Pritchard, or the vertical stratification factor (VSF) employed 

by QL&M II .  

8 Bowden, K.F. "Circulation and Diffusion." Estuaries, Publication #83, 

American Assoc. for the Advancement of Science, 
Wash., D.C. 1967. p. 20 

9 Preddy, W.S. and B. Weber. "The calculation of Pollution of the Thames 

Estuary by a Theory of Quantized Mixing," International Conference on 

Water Pollution, Paper No. 42, September 1962.  

10 Inglis, Sir Claude and F.H. Allen. "The Regimen of the 
Thames Estuary." 

Porc. Inst. civil Engineers (London), 7:827-868. 1957 

11 Quirk, Lawler & Matusky Engineers. 
"Environmental Effects of 

Bowline Generating Station on 
the Hudson River"'V l. 1-4, 

QL&M Project No. 169-1, 
March 1971.
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Rejection of the Staff's methodology via theoretical reasoning 

follows. 0 

Transport phenomenon such as the volume rate of flow 

available for dilution in an estuary, should always be 

derivable by application of one or more of the equations of 

mass) momentum and energy to the system in question. When 

the system is viewed macroscopically, a conventional means 

of applying these basic and quantitative laws of physics 

is control volume analysis. In this method, a finite and 

typical volume segment of the system is drawn, and rates 

at which mass momentum or energy flow through, and are 

produced and or consumed within the segment, are written down.  

Each entry is then assigned its proper position in an 

inventory or "balance" equation and a result obtained.  

This procedure is applied below to illustrate the development 

of the two layer estuary model, and then employed to demon

strate the difficulty in deriving the intuitive formulation 

of estuary dilution flow employed by the Staff.  

Consider the typical estuary segment shown below. Freshwater 

flows into the segment at a rate QF" In an attempt to 
F 

recognize its dilution by salt water, as evidenced by a 

continually increasing salinity concentration as one moves 

seaward in the estuary, ocean water is assumed to flow into 

the estuary, predominantly along the bottom half of the 

estuary, due to its greater density. 248
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I UPPER LAYER 
II I 

I I 
i _VERTICAL 

- ---- ----------- EXCHANGE I
I LAYER

--- OF 

FROM THE 
UPLANDS

I LOWEF 

FROM THE QI - Lx , SLX 
OCEAN I

X+ 

~X + A X

FIGURE. 1 - Two Layer Exchange of Water in an Estuary 

A steady-state condition is assigned, so that there can 
be 

no net transport of salt either into or out of the estuary.  

In the real world, tidal average behavior approaches this 

steady condition when external factors controlling movement 

in the estuary, such as ocean tide, winds, etc., and in 

particular, river freshwater discharge, remain constant, 
or 

nearly so, for extended periods.  

249"
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Note that the long term condition is a quasi-steady 

condition. Freshwater discharge undergoes a yearly 

cycle of high and low water flows, preventing any long 

term net landward flux of salt. The estuaries salt profile 

oscillates about some mean position, just as a freshwater 

discharge oscillates throughout the year about a yearly 

average runoff value. Since there is no net flux of 

salt, a mechanism must be provided for returning the 

salt introduced to the estuary in the landward directed 

underflow, shown by QL in Figure 1. To provide such 

a return mechanism, water is assumed to be mixed vertically 

by some means and then returned to the ocean by a seaward 

movement which takes place predominantly in the upper 

layer.  

Note that a physical rationale is available to explain 

the postulated movement. This rationale includes the 

notion of density current development occuring in a system 

in which waters of different density are brought in contact 

with each other, and the notion of vertical mixing via 

tide-induced turbulence.  

The notion of vertical mixing is necessary to permit continuous 

transfer of the heavier seawater up into the layer in which 

the lighter freshwater is presumed to be moving. Without 

this, only shear at the salt water-freshwater interface would 

be available to affect the transfer. This would result in 

only a fraction of the transfer which can be expected in the 

presence of tidal turbulence, (and in fact describes the 0 
stratified, or "salt wedge" type of estuary. 250
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At this point, we have succeeded in developing a conceptual 

model of estuary water movement. Note that since a macroscopic 

view is the objective, details of the mixing and transfer 

process are not required at this point. We are simply 

attempting to structure an overall view of the estuary, with 

the objective of writing a statement to describe in a quanti

tative fashion, the observation that freshwater discharge is 

diluted by ocean water as it moves down the estuary.  

The Law of Conservation of Mass is applied to both the 

water and the salt in the estuary. This is done by 

writing a material balance over the volume segments 

shown in Figure 1.  

Since there is no-loss or gain of either salt or water 

within the segment, due to generation or decay processes, 

and since we are deafing with a steady condition, so that 

no accumulation of either material can occur over time 

within the segment, the required balance can be struck 

across any cross-section of the seg~ment to describe the 

behavior at that section. This is done first, before 

striking a balance over the whole volume segment.  

Consider Section X in Figure 1. Since there is no net flux of 

salt, the salt moving into the estuary across the lower 

portion of the section must balance that moving out of the 

estuary across the upper half. This is written: 

25 1
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Qu'sul X QL'S Nd 0 x sLx0 

... (2) 

in which: 

QU O L = the total upper and lower layer flows, 
respectively 

= S the average upper and lower layer salt concentrations, respectively 

Since the net overall movement is out of the estuary 

(seaward), and is given simply by QF' the freshwater flow, 

the upper layer flow, Qu, must exceed the kower layer 

flow, QL, by this amount. This is written: 

ou -QL = F 

. (3) 

Substitution of Equation 13) into Equation (2) yields: 

Qu

L U 

... (4) 

Subscript "X" has been dropped since the section location 

was arbitrary and Equation(4) is the so-called "salt budget" 

equation and is described by a number of authors. (see, for 

example,Reference 8.) 252
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A material balance may now be struck over the whole 

volume segment. Upper and lower layer flows are entering 

and leaving the segment at sections X and X + AX. The 

general inventory equation for mass is written: 

Rate of Mass - Rate of Mass + Rate of Production - Rate of Loss 

Input Output of Mass of Mass 

= Rate of Accumulation 
of Mass 

... (5) 

In applying Equation (5) to the system in F .gure 1, 
the 

last three terms are all zero, for both water and 
salt.  

There is no production or loss of either water or salt 

within the segment, and, since the system is 
at steady-state, 

no accumulation of either material occurs.  

Application of Equation (5) to salt movement 
through the 

segment AX yields: 

Input.. - utput = 0 

QU U)Ix+Ax+ Q~ L_§ U Ux Q LdiAX 

... (6) 

Rearrangement and division by AX yields: 

FQu.,gU)X+Ax - QU Q 9lX+Ax - Q LLIX1 

, AX AX 

253
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The limit of this Equation as AX * 0 yields: 

d(Qu-SU - QLSL) _ o 
dX

... (7)

Integration yields:

Qu u .L = Constant

Consideration of the no net salt flux condition requires 

that the integration constant be zero. The result is 

identical to Equation 12).  

Application of Equation (5) to water movement through 

the segment AX yields:

Input - Output 

QU)x+Ax+ OL}x - QU X - QL } X+AX

= 0 

= 0

Rearrangement, division by AX and taking the limit as 

AX -0 yields:

d[Qt-L 

dX 254

... (8)

0
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Integration yields: 

QU - QL = Constant 

Consideration of the fact that the net overall movement 

across any section in the segment is given by QF' the 

freshwater flow requires that this integration constant 

be given by QF" The result is identical to Equation 3.  

Thus, by use of material balances with salt and water across 

either an arbitrary cross-section or volume segment of 

the estuary, we have succeeded in. establishing an overall 

quantitative relation between freshwater flow, estuary 

dilution flow and observed salt concentration. This 

relationship is given by Equation (4), izi which QU, the 

upper layer flow, is the estuary dilution flow.  

Equation (4) suggests that the estuary dilution flow can 

be c&lculated, provided one knows the location of the 

interface between the upper and lower layer and has 

accurate vertical salt profiles. QL&M has shown that, for 

for the Hudson, vertical salt profiles tend to follow an 

"S" shaped distribution with the inflection point near the 

half depth.  

This inflection point can be used to estimate the location 

of the upper-layer - lower layer interface as follows.  

The equation of continuity in two dimensions is written:

255
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au av 
'- + -' 0 

... (9) 

in which: 

U = horizontal water Velocity at the point X,Y*' 

V = vertical water velocity at the point X,Y 

In the two iayer system, the vertical distribution of 

horizontal velocity moves through zero at the upper layer

lower layer interface. Thus, since the interface is roughly 

horizontal, at the interface , = 0. From Equation 9 

the vertical velocity is seen to be a-maximum at the interface.  

The rate of vertical salt transport by vertical turbulence 0 
is proportional to the vertical velocity, and should be 

a maximum at the interface. This vertical salt flux can 

also be shown to be essentially proportional to the vertical 

salinity gradient, so that the point at which this gradient 

is a maximum can be used to estimate the location in the 

interface. In an "S"-shaped vertical salt profile, such as 

those observed on the Hudson, the Vertical salinity gradient 

is a maximum at the inflection point.  

This is just one means of estimating the location of the 

interface in using Equation (4) to estimate estuary dilution 

flow. Knowledge of the velocity distribution is another.  

In any event, the whole thrust of the work referred to in 

Reference 11, is directed at a valid estimate of the dilution 

flow, in which the role vertical salinity gradients play in 

this estimating process is discussed in detail. It should• 

256
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be noted that this reference is Reference 4, page III-61_, to 

Chapter III in the AEC Draft Detailed Statement.  

The use of Equation 4 and vertical salinity profiles to estimat 

density flow is recognized by the Staff in Chapter III, pages 

111-22 to 111-27. In this regard, the Staff concludes on 111-27: 

The presence of a net non tidal seaward flow in the salt-intrusion 

zone of the Hudson is clearly established by means of 
(1),observed 

vertical salinity gradients, (2) direct velocity measurements, 

(3) high computed values for the longitudinal dispersion 
coefficient.  

Of these three means of detection, it is thought that only 
method 1 

may be reliably used to obtain a reasonably accurate 
direct deter

mination.  

The foregoing shows clearly that a model of estuary dilution 

flow can be developed by application of the Equation of 

Continuity (Law of Conservation of Mass) to the estuary.  

To do this, recognition is given to the fact that a 

V4etical density difference exists in any section in the 

estuary.  

No sudh similar analysis appears to exist which will generate 

the formulation used by the Staff to estimate estuary dilution 

flow (Equation (1) above, or Equation (2), page A-4 in the 

Draft Detailed Statement).  

TO thow this, refer to Figure 1. Since the ultimate 

f6tmulation (Equation (1)) contains only S, the area

aVeraged salt concentration and S0, the ocean salt concentra

tion, we presume that Mixing across the section is assumed 

257



for whatever derivation technique one can conceive 
of.  

Actually, no such assumption has to be made; the major 

point is that since the final expression contains only S to 

represent section salinity behavior, the deriver must use 

this, and only this value in developing his model.  

Due to the observed dilution of QF, a seaward flow is assumed 

to exist and to be larger than QF" Use the notation Qu to 

define the total seaward flow. Define a landward flow QL- QL 

is the makeup flow necessary to permit the existence of Qu and 

still maintain a net water flux of QF.  

Application of a material balance on water across the section X 

shows that Equation (3) still holds; i.e., that: 

Qu = QL + QF 

Write a salt balance across section X. Since no attempt 

is made to define vertical variation of salinity and the 

investigator is apparently working only with T the area

averaged salt concentration, this balance yields: 

Qus - Q = net section salt flux 

The net section salt flux must be zero at steady-state.  

However, substitution of the preceeding equation for Qu 

yields: 

Q F = net section salt flux 
F, 258
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This is clearly a contradiction and arises because the investi

gator has not distinguished between the concentrations of salt 

being carried landward by QL and seaward by Qu" The presumption 

of landward and seaward flows is clearly necessary if one is 

to explain dilution of QL. This fact is acknowledged by many 

investigators. Care must be taken, however, to recognize that 

the actual points within the estuary section at which such 

flows are crossing, must see flow going in one direction or 

the other. No one point can see two way flow at the same time.  

Since this must be the case, one must also realize that the 

concentrations of salt seen by each flow may (and in fact, must) 

be different. Therefore, application of S.,to all flows is 

incorrect.  

Proliferation of this error over the years seems to be asso

ciated with the assumption of the sectionally homogemeous 

estuary. Ketchum, for example, ignored vertical variation, 

assuming complete and immediate mixing with each of his segments.  

In using salinity, therefore, to "verify" his model, only 

section average salinities were used.  

In discussing Todd and Lau's paper, Pritchard4 states: 

The authors have stated certain limitations on their 
developnent. A fundemental requirement is that the estuary 
be sectionally homogeneous, that is, it shall have no 
vertical or lateral salinity gradients. This is an 
unfortunate restriction to place on estuarine studies, 
since the raioritu of estuaries do exhibit scme dearee 

of vertical or lateral stratification, writh accc=.anuing 
circulation 7atrerns related to the mass distribution.

259
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The characteristic circulation patterns in the various types 

of coastal plain estuaries have been discussed by Stommel (1953) 

and by Pritchard (1952, 1955). However, an adeauate study of 

even this most simple of estuarine types would be welcome so 

that one should'not be unduly critical of this aspect.  

Pritchard's point in the discussion, as described previously, 

is that if the assumption of vertical homogeneity is going 

to be made, presumably for the purposes of simplifying a 

complex system, then it should be done with great care, 

recognizing that the existence of vertical salinity 

variation is part and parcel of what makes the 
estuary go 

Witness, for example, his comment in Reference 5, as he 

introduces the one-dimensional analysis of an estuary: 

The Case of One Spatial Dimension. Because of the complexity 

of the general three-dimensional equations, and even of the 

more restricted two-dimensional equations given above, many 

investigators have attempted to reduce kinematic and dynamic 

problems in estuaries to a sinqle snatial dimension. It is 

in these treatments that the most frecuent misuse of continuity 

concepts has occurred.  

That the assumption of vertical homogeneity is an idealization 

is again suggested by Pritchard12 in a discussion of estuary 

classification: 

It is, in fact, cuite possible that the verticallu homoaeneous 

estuaru does not exist. Our observational methods may not be 

sufficiently sophisticated to show the slight degree of vertical 

stratification which might, on the average, exist in such systems.  

Only a small vertical stratification ,ould be remuired to remove 
some of the anc-:aious factors mentioned above which are associated 
with this class of estuaru.  

12 Contribution No. 64 of Chesapeake Bay Institute and the Department 

of Oceanography, The John Hopkins University, Reproduced by permission 

from The Sea, vol. 2, Interscience Publishers, 1963.  26 0
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Bowden suggests that density-induced circulation must exist, 

even in cases where vertical mixing is intense and the 
tendency 

would be simply to assume vertical homogeneity.
1 3 A pertinent 

except from this reference follows: 

Where the tidal currents are most effective, there is an 
increase 

in the intensity of vertical turbulent mixing, which 
is an exchange 

process, mixing the fresher water downwards as well 
as the salter 

water uprards. In this type of estuary, with moderate mixing, a 

state of dynamic equilibrium is set up, with a two-layer 
flow and 

the salinity along a given vertical increasing with 
depth. The 

volume of water involved in the density current flow 
may be many 

times the river discharge, e.g., the seaward flow in the upper 

layer may be 40 times the river flow while the upstream 
flow 

below it is 39 times the river flow. With very strong tidal 

currents, the vertical mixing predominates and a third 
type of 

estuary has been described, which is so intensely 
mixed that 

there is no vc. tical variation in salinity and 
the density current 

flow is no longer present. It would seem, however, that a 

tendency to differential flow must persist, even under these 

extreme ccnditions, since the primary driving force, the 

longitudinal density gradient, is still present.  

Comparison of Equations (1) and (4) show that estuary 

dilution flow calculated by each, will be the same 
when: 

SoS 
S0 L 

These ratios will approach each other close to the 
true 

mouth of the estuary, as all values approach the ocean 

salt concentration. However, the validity of either equation 

is questionable at this point. Ketchum recognizes this in 

261 

13 Bowden, Y F. "The mixing Process in a Tidal Estuary." presented 

at the International Conference on Water 
Pollution Research, Paper 

No. 33, of Section 3. Septeirber 3-7, 1962. 
Pergamon Press.
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Reference 2 above, and the two-layer model presented 

previously is an idealization of actual estuary circulation.  

The simple idealization given tends to be inaccurate as one 

approaches the estuary mouth.  

The foregoing literature review and analysis demonstrate 

clearly'that the staff method of estimating estuary dilution 

flow, for use in its evaluation of entrainment, is highly 

questionable, if not categorically in error. We submit that 

a far more accurate estimate of estuary dilution flow in the 

Hudson River is that given in Reference 11 (Reference 4, 

Chapter III, draft detailed Statement.  

As noted previously, the staff does recognize the existence 

of density flow in the Hudson in its Chapter III, Section E-ld 

entitled "The Hudson River Estuary and its Cooling Capacity." 

The salt budget equation, identical to Equation 4 above, is 

presented (Equation 1, page 111-22) and the Staff goes on to 

state: 

The mixing flow calculated in Equation (1) is the upper layer 

flow in the downstream direction. This should not be confused 

with what is called dilution flow in Appendix 11-1 and Appendix 

V-2. (This dilution flow is defined by Equation (1) in 

Appendix 11-1). These two appendices deal with the ecological 
effects of the Hudson River which are better described by the 
dilution flow concept mentioned above.  

However, no indication is given at this point or in either 

Appendix as to why "ecological effects ....... are better described 

by the Staff concept of dilution flow, as given by Equation 1, 

page 8 of these comments. 262
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*2. COMMENTS ON THE STAFF'S CALCULATION OF ENTRAINMEN 'T LOSS 

On pages A-62 through A-64, the Staff presents a model of 

entrainment loss. On pages A-68 and A-69, this model is used 

to calculate the percentage of larval striped bass entrained 

by Units 1 and 2 at Indian Point.  

This model presents a very conservative view)of entrainment in 

the river. A number of factors are ignored, the consideration 

of each one of which will result in reduced estimate of the 

percentage entrained. These considerations include: 

*1. The role of density induced circulation.  

2. The role of vertical diurnal movement of the organisms.  

3. Susceptibility to entrainment 

These comments are directed toward showing how the factors of 

density flow and vertical diurnal movement can be introduced to 

the Staff's model, and how the notions of planktonic movement and 

uniform distribution make the entrainment models employed by the 

staff quite conservative.  

The Staff's model is based on the concept of the probability of 

capture of an organism as it passes Indian Point in the flow.  

The probability of capture per pass is given as Q/T 

Wthe ratio of the station cooling water flow to the average 

tidal flow. The oscillating motion of the tide is recognized so 

the number of passes, or possible times capture can occur, is 
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greater than once. The number of nasses is shown to be given 

by Q T/QD' the ratio of the average tidal flow to the estuary I 
dilution flow.  

Very simply, but approximately stated, the total probability of 

capture is given by the product of the probability of 

capture on a single pass times the total number of passes, or 

T -T  
QT QD QD ...... (10) 

Equation 10 is only close to being accurate when the probability 

of capture on a single pass is low. Otherwise, recognition must 

be given to the fact that after each pass, a certain number of 

organisms has been removed from the system, reducing the number 

of the original batch, and therefore the number available for 

capture on the next p-ass.  

The Staff model recognizes this and presents a careful treatment 

of the probability notion. The probability of withdrawal per 

pass is shown to be very small and the Staff concludes that an 

appropriate expression, given by their Equation 12, is: 

T Q (1-V '1-1/2 (1-v) Oc1 
QD QD .. (il) 

in which: v = the fraction of particles which have 
passed the condenser and are re-exposed 
due to recirculation.  
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The cooling water recirculation ratio, v, is obtained using 

model and prototype data as a tracer and is estimated to be on 

the order of 14%j QC/QD is also relatively small, and for ease 

of explanation in this section, we will use the simple QC/QD 

as the staff's estimator of entrainment, recognizing that in 

the actual case, their actual model will give somewhat lower 

value since the recirculation and higher order probability terms 

Are not dropped, 

Note the Staff's statement after presentation of Equation 12.  

Equation 12 shows that the total probability of being 
withdrawn is proportional mainly to the ratio of cooling 
water flow to the river freshwater flow. It is almost 
independent of the tidal characteristics, although these 
characteristics are important in that they provide the 
mixing and dilution which must be met in order for this 
model to be accurate.  

We disagree with the last sentence of this statement. When higher 

prder terms are neglected, the model the Staff presents can 

be obtained just as readily by assuming a plug flow non-tidal 

river moving at the rate QE. From this standpoint is virtually 

"independent of the tidal characteristics." It is true that 

the tidal characteristics are important and important from the 

viewpoint of mixing and dilution, but this mixing and dilution 

is not recognized by the Staff. No attempt has been made to 

include estuary flushing or exchange characteristics, the real 

* means by which an estuary mixes and dilutes, other than the 

previously demonstrated erroneous estimate of estuary dilution 
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Consider first the role of diurnal migration of the organisms.  

The Staff addresses itself to this on page A-69, saying: 

These values are based on area-average susceptibility.  
However, it is known that the larval striped bass make 
vertical diurnal migrations in the water column and are most 
concentrated from mid-depth to the surface at night but from 
mid-depth to the bottom during the day. These distributional 
patterns are important since the cooling water is taken from 
mid-depth to the surface. Thus, there would a significant 
difference in the day vs. nighttime susceptibility of the 
larvae, i.e., lower during the day and higher at night. Since 
the length of day and night are not equal at this time of year, 
these organisms may be slightly less susceptible to entrainment 
than predicted using this technique, provided that the deeper 
water is moving seaward.  

We object to the use of the word "slightly" in the last sentence 

of the above statement, as well as to the statement that the 

organisms "aremost concentrated from mid-depth to the surface 

at night." 

A more accurate description would be to say that the organisms 

are known to move up from the bottom during the night, and tend 

to spread out into a relatively uniform distribution throughout 

the water column during the night, as opposed to being concentrated 

in the bottom during the day.  

An estimate of the reduced impact of entrainment, due to 

recognizition of this diurnal movement, can be obtained by 

computing the average probability of capture throughout the 

day. During the period of the year when this activity occurs, 

(± 3 weeks about June 21), daylight hours represent roughly two

thirds of the day and darkness roughly one-third of the day.  
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* Assume that the upper layer larval concentration is zero during 
the daylight hours, and at night that the concentration of 

larval organisms-is uniform throughout the water column.  

Actually, there will probably be some organisms in the upper 

layer during the day but this should be offset by only a 

tendency to approach uniformity from the bottom up. The longer 

daylight period will allow a greater period of time over which 

the organisms are "programmed" to seek the deeper layers. This 

suggests that the description of concentration below mid-depth 

during daylight hours is the more stable condition, and that 

the diurnal upward movement, since it has less time in which to 

equilibrate, is stable for a shorter percentage of its total period 

Since the cooling water "is taken from mid-depth to the surface," 

the probability of withdrawal of organisms during the day is 

zero, and at night is QC/QT, as before. Thus, the average 

probability of capture per pass is 1/3 (QC/QT).  

The total number of passes is still given approximately by 

QT/QD, so that the fraction entrained is now given by I/
3 (QC/QD), 

or one-third the original estimate, haraly worthy of the state

ment "slightly less susceptible to entrainment." 

The Staff suggests, however, that this technique is only valid 

"provided that the deeper water is moving seaward." 

In the next paragraph on page A-69, the Staff goes on to say: 
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However, if the density flow is well developed, then these diurnal 
migrations will cause them to occupy an inland-moving zone during 
the day and a seaward moving zone at night. Since their occupancy 
within the water mass moving inland would be of longer duration than 
within the watbr mass moving seaward on the surface, the length of 
time which they are susceptible to entrainment may be much longer 
than predicted in the above calculations. This is an important 
consideration in that the probability that they will be withdrawn is 
related to the number of exposures. A single week of exposure would 
increase the likelihood of withdrawal to about 34% and 10 days would 
result in about 45% of the larvae being entrained (assuming random 
distribution in the water column). These time periods do not seem 
unrealistic based on the behavior of larval striped bass and the high 
probability for the occurrence of density flows at Indian Point. As 
a consequence, the staff believes that the 25% estimate derived by 
the above calculations is probably somewhat low. However, the increased 
residence time within the volume of water which passes back and forth 
in front of Indian Point may be partly offset by a reduction in the 
average probability of withdrawal per pass, which results from the 
non-random distribution within the water column. Consequently, the 
staff believes that the total average probability of withdrawal of 
larval striped bass migrating downstream past the Station is 
approximated by the 25% figure, and that this fraction is the best 
estimate that can be made using avaialble information.  

We disagree with the Staff's analysis of the influence of the 

density flow on entrainment. As presented previously in the 

two layer flow model, the upper layer flow, QU, exceeds the 

lower layer flow, QL, by an amount equal to the freshwater runoff.  

In Reference (11),,QL&M shows that the upper layer flow corresponding 

to freshwater runoff of 7500 cfs (used by the Staff in their 

analysis on page A-68) is 35,000 cfs. The corresponding lower 

layer flow is 28,000 cfs.  

More careful analysis of this shows that if the daylight-darkness 

factor is taken into account, there will be a substantial net 

transfer in the landward direction rather than seaward. This 0 
suggests that if the organisms were subject to the density flows 

in the manner in which the Staff suggests they are, then the net 
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movement of all organisms will be upstream, and for some (that 

portion which remains in the lower layer during the night-time 

hours) this willbe the only movement.  

Note that, in the model used by the Staff, entrainment only occurs 

during actual passage past the plant. The influence of density 

flows as suggested by the Staff would therefore expose only 

organisms whose origin is below the plant to potential capture 

by the plant. What we are saying here is that the staff is 

using a Lagrangian form of reference; i.e., is following the 

motion of a typical sample of organisms as they move back and 

forth in the general vicinity of the plant. Simultaneous super

* position of the density flow and organism diurnal movement on 

the Staff's probability model results in a net upstream motion 

of the organism. Therefore, only those whose origin is below 

the plant will have an opportunity for capture.* 

Simplify the analysis by recognizing that the net effect of the 

tide is to yield a total probability of capture equal to approx

imately QC/QD, when density flow and diurnal movements are not 

present. By analogy, for a two layer density flow tidal system, 

in which, for the moment, vertical diurnal movement is 

neglected, the fraction of entrained organisms is given by 

Qc/QU, the ratio of the plant flow to the upper layer flow.  

Recognize also that in this case this capture applies only to 

* those organisms appearing in the upper layer.  

* When tidal motion is included, this statement should be modified to 
include those organisms whose origin is with a tidal excursion above 
the plant. 269
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Now introduce diurnal movement and recognize that, just as in 

the tidal analysis, the alternating seaward-landward movement 

will expose some.of the organisms to more than one pass by the 

plant. Those that will be exposed will be those whose origin 

is below the plant, and which move up into the upper layer after 

they have moved landward in the lower layer, past the plant, 

and then prior to the end of darkness, will move back in the 

seaward direction past the plant.  

The probability of capture per pass, recognizing that roughly 

half of the organisms reach the upper layer during the darkness 

hours, will be given by Qp/ 2Qu . The number of passes is equal 

to the number of times the organisms introduced into the seaward 

directed upper layer pass the plant between the time the particle 

of water in the lower landward directed layer first reaches the 

plant from below to the time it finally reaches a point above 

the plant, at which point the seaward return remains above the 

plant. This is given as follows: 

Number of passes past the = Qu"' 

plant in the upper layer QL " 2T - Qu-T 

2QL - Qu 

T is the period of darkness and 2T the daylight period. The 

denominator IQL - 2T - Qu - TI is simply the net upstream move

ment that takes place each 24 hour day.  
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To derive the numerator, consider a particle in the lower layer, 

just QL " 2T distance seaward of the plant, at the onset of 

daylight. On a Aet, or daily cyclic basis, it must move upstream 

this distance, less one net translation (QL • 2T - Qu , T) before 

it can be said to have reached a point such that its organisms, 

during their sojourn in the return flow, will still be above the 

plant, and therefore no longer susceptible to entrainment. This 

net distance is equal to I[QL'2T] - [QL.2T - Qu.T]}or Qu-T, the 

numerator of the above expression. The ratio of this net upstream 

movement required to push the particle out of the entrainment 

zone to the net translation each day, yields the number of passes 

to which the organisms in the particle arevsubject.  

Following the Staff's probability notation, the formula for entrain

ment for this case is given: 

PT 1 - - Pe )n 

in which: PT = total fraction entrained 

Pe = entrainment per pass, = Q (i - ) 
2Qu 

n = number of passes, = Qu 
2QL-Qu 

For the case of density flow corresponding to a runoff of 7500 

cfs, we have: 271
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Qc = 2,500 cfs 

Qu = 35,500 cfs 

QL = 28,000 cfs 

V= 0.14 (page A-64) 

Pe = 0.03 

PT= 0.05 or 5% entrainment loss 

Summarizing, we believe that three cases may be viewed as 

possible: 
Percentage Loss by 

Condition Entrainment 

1. Density flow only 3% 

2. Diurnal movement only 8% 

3. Density flow with 
diurnal movement 5% 

These estimates have been computed employing the Staff model for 

entrainment loss, modified for either density flow, diurnal 

movement or both. They show clearly that the Staff opinion 

that these two mechanisms offset each other is in error, and 

that the Staff estimate of 25% entrainment loss is not "the best 

estimate that can be made using available information." 

Actually, we believe that all of these models yield conservative 

estimates of the actual effect. As shown above, the model in 

which diurnal movement and density flow is introduced, applies 

essentially to larval organisms originating seaward of the 

plant. Using the Staff's notion of the interaction between these 

two mechanisms, it is seen that all organisms originating above 
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a point between Qu.T and a tidal excursion above the plant, 

will not be exposed to entrainment during the planktonic stage.  

The foregoing has been presented primarily to indicate that 

relatively simple models, of the type presented by the Staff in 

the draft detailed statement, must be interpreted extremely 

carefully. These models are clearly very conservative and note 

of this fact should be made. Statements such as: 

"In conclusion, based on these considerations,,about 
25% of the larval striped bass may be entrained as 
they migrate downstream past the Indian Point site.  
(Reference A-69, Draft Detailed Statement) 

are misleading, when care is not taken to demonstrate, in a 

similar quantitative fashion, how known river and biological 

behavior can alter these conclusions.  

In its discussion of probable biological effects in Chapter V, 

"Environmental Impact of Indian Point Unit #2 Operation with 

Unit #1 Operation", the Staff, on pages V-52 through V-55, 

discusses the probable impact of its conclusion that 25% of the 

larval striped bass may be entrained by the plant.  

The statement is made that: 

"The eggs and larvae drift with the currents in a 
net downstream direction; large numbers pass the 
plant." 

The Staff then states that data show that 75 to 90% of the young 

juveniles are below Indian Point by late July and August and 
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then go on to state: 

"If we assume: (1) that all these fish migrated past 
the plant during the life stage which is susceptible to 

to entrainment; (2) that density independent factors 
are responsible for mortality in the population; and 
(3) that entrainment mortality is 100%, then the 
operation of Indian Point Units #1 & will effectively 
reduce recruitment resulting from reproduction by about 
19% to 22%," 

We take strong exception to the thrust of these statements.  

First of all, it is not at all clear just how the eggs and larvae 

drift with the 'currents and for how' long. The analysis above 

shows that if purely planktonic behavior, other than diurnal 

vertical movement is assumed, then only a small portion of the 

estuaries larval population is even susceptibel to entrainment 

(those below or just above the plant).  

None of the immature stages are purely planktonic. Even 

the eggs have a density different than water and tend to settle 

in the absence of any current. Furthermore, the eggs only 

exist on the order of two days, before hatching; only those 

eggs spawned in close proximity to the plant could be susceptible 

to entrainment by the plant as eggs.  

The larvae are sometimes described as planktonic, but by as 

early as the sixth or seventh day of their existence, are reported 

to absorb the yolk sac and begin diurnal movement. From this 

time forward their swimming ability increases, suggesting that 

the description of drifting with the current is not accurate.  

Furthermore, the presumption that susceptibility to entrainment 

is controlled by flow ratio is also highly questionable, since0 
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the swimmers may very well avoid the intake.  

Studies do show that by September, most of the young 
striped 

bass have reached Haverstraw Bay. To assume that this means 

they are susceptible to entrainment as they pass Indian 
Point 

in the manner assumed in the draft detailed statement 
is 

misleading. It is true that their passage through the river 

section bordered on the east by Indian Point probably 
occurs 

when they are less than 3 inches long, and in many 
cases less 

than 2 inches long, and that fish of 2 inch size 
or less may 

be entrained. This does not mean, however,-that the entire 

population passing is planktonic, is 
subject to tidal and other 

current drift, is distributed uniformly acrbss the 
cross-section 

and, therefore, is subject to 25% entrainment.  

These young striped bass are known to seek the bottom 
as well 

as shallows and shoal areas, none of which describes 
the source 

of the major volume of water passing the Indian 
Point intake.  

In conclusion, we state that the assumptions of uniform 
distri

bution across the section, and of downstream drift 
and planktonic 

behavior of all entrainable forms are not supportable 
by the known 

behavior of the immature fish at many stages of 
their development.  

Therefore, the percentage entrainment should be 
substantially 

less than the values given above in the modified 
entrainment 

model (3 to 8%) and in no way even close to the 25% estimate 

given by the AEC.  
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Appendix F 

RADIOLOGICAL DISCHARGES 

Although Con Edsion concurs with the general conclusions with respect 

to the radiological discharges and the resulting anticipated doses to man and 

to biota, there is, however, disagreement with several of the assumptions util

ized in arriving at these conclusions. Those areas where major differences 

exist are discussed below: 

I. No credit was given for the blowdown intertie system and the filtration 

systems which Con Edison has committed to installing prior to the com

pletion of the first refueling outage. Since the release estimates 

stated should reflect equilibrium operation averaged over the life 

of the plant, credit should be given for these systems in estimating 

releases because they will be in-service over the remaining years of 

the plant life and because the releases prior to their installation 

should be less than the average because of the time required for (crud) 

activity to build up and for performance degradation and leakage to 

occur.  

A brief functional description of these new systems follows: 

(1) Blowdown Intertie System 

The intertie between the Indian Point Unit No. 2 steam generator 

blowdown lines and the new Indian Point Unit No. 1 secondary puri

fication system is shown in Figure .2.3-14 of the Indian Point Unit 

No. 2 Environmental Report.  

In the event that the leakage from the primary to secondary 

side of the Indian Point Unit No. 2 steam generators is radioactive, 

the secondary blowdown which normally would have gone to the steam 

generator blwodown tank is diverted to the Indian Point Unit No. 1 

blowdown flash tank to be treated prior to being discharged to the 

river. Only 1/3 of the liqui the flash tank would flash to



steam in the absence of any cooling. From the blowdown flash tank, 

the flashed steam is sent to the Indian Point Unit No. 1 main condenser 

flash tank and becomes Indian Point Unit No. 1 feedwater. The reduction 

in the amount of steam vented plus the very high partition factor for 

iodine in the condenser would essentially eliminate this source of ac

tivity whenever the Unit No. " condenser is in operation. Any releases 

would be through the Indian Point Unit No. 1 condenser air ejector which 

exhausts to the Indian Point Unit No. 1 stack. When the Unit No. 1 con

denser is not operating, gases from the flash tank divert to an already

existing vent and go directly to atmosphere via a vent on the roof.  

The blowdown flash tank condensate is cooled by river water in a 

heat exchanger, processed through a filter and demineralizer, and then 

discharged to the river. In addition, in the event of high activity in 

the demineralizer effluent, this effluent can be rerouted to the waste 

collection tanks for recirculation through the filter and demineralizer 

or for processing through the existing .liquid waste disposal system.  

There are two 66,000 lb/hr in-line booster pumps to overcome the head 

required to complete the flow path through the filters, demineralizers and 

overboard piping; two identical 132,000 lb/hr CUNO cartridge-type 

CG-S filters with pressure differential gauges which will be read peri

odically to assure changing of cartridges when required and two identi

cal 66,000 lb/hr Illinois Water Treatment 36" x 60" 150 psig ASME code 

demineralizers, each with 21 cubic feet of IWT NR-6 non~regenerable 

nuclear grade mixed-bed resin.  

Available operating experience to date indicates a minimum decon

tamination factor of 10 for the demineralizers. (Page 111-4, Top).  
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(2) Filtration System 

A simplified diagram of Indian Point Unit No. 2 Air Exhaust 

Filtration Systems is shown in Figure I. There are five filtration 

systems, each of which consists of three filters-roughing, HEPA and 

charcoal.  

The roughing filters remove the large particles from the air 

stream to preserve the operating life of the HEPA filters. Their 

construction is fire resistant with the mdeia composed of a glass fiber 

mat reinforced with stainless steel wire cloth.  

The high efficiency particulate air (HEPA) filters are designed 

and tested for greater than 99% removal efficiency for 0.3 microns 

or larger particles. The filter media is made of glass fiber with asbestos.  

Filter frames are made of stainless steel, and asbestos separators re

sistant to mositure and high temperature are used. The charcoal filters 

are fabricated with stainless steel frames filled with activated char

coal.  

Experiments have demonstrated that the iodine removal efficiencies of 

at least 99% can be expected. Each charcoal filter plenum is provided 

with a water dousing system which is designed to drench the absorbers 

in the extremely unlikely event of a charcoal filter fire.  

The HEPA and charcoal filters will be tested in place after instal

lations to insure overall filter design capability is achieved.  

There are two Containment Building (CB) purge and/or Primary 

Auxiliary Building (PAB) exhaust fans in the fan room. Each fan can 

provide a flow rate of 55,000 cfm. During normal operation (i.e., 

no CB purging), one fan is operating for PAB exhaust and the other is 

on standby. 278



The air streams from the CB purge and the CB pressure felief 

each pass through their own set of roughing, HEPA and charcoal filters.  

The other three streams, the PAB exhaust, the Boric Acid Evaporator 

Building exhaust and the vents from the waste holdup tank pit and 

the blowdown tank area also each have their own set of roughing, 

HEPA and charcoal filters. In the case of these three streams, 

there is a bypass line around the charcoal filter. For these three 

streams, the roughing and HEPA filter will always be used, but the 

charcoal may be bypassed if there is no significant iodine in those 

streams. ('Page 111-40; Top).  

II. Credit should have been given for the Indian Point Unit No. 1 evaporator 

in estimating the releases from that unit. The evaporator has been opera

ting since March 1, 1972 at about half of its rated 12 gpm capacity with 

an overall decontamination factor of approximately 100 and an operating 

factor of about 40 to 50 percent. The capacity of this system is more 

than sufficient to process all liquids currently going to the liquid waste 

system at Indian Point Unit No. 1. (Page 111-45) 

III. Based upon the modifications being made to the Indian Point Unit No. 2 

waste disposal system including the addition of a polishing demineralizer, 

the applicant believes that 104 is a conservative estimate of the overall 

inlet to outlet decontamination factor for all isotipes including radioac

tivity but excluding tritium.  

A brief description of the modifications presently being made to the 

liquid waste disposal system is presented below: 

The main modification to the Indian Point Unit No. 2 liquid waste disposal 

0system is the addition of a distillate cooler, a demineralizer and a filter.  
The addition of these items will result in a reduction in the activity released 
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from the plant.  

The distillate is pumped from the waste evaporator distillate tank, 

cooled by componeit cooling water in the heat exchanger (distillate cooler)



before being processed through the demineralizer and the filter, and 

then collected in the waste condensate tanks.  

The demineralizer contains 2.5 cubic feet of IRN 150 ROHN-HAAS 

non-regenerable mixed bed-resin.  

The filter is CUNO Model No. 51044, and is expected to remove 
particulate and demineralizer cary-over down to approximately 5.0 
micron particles. A pressure gauge at the inlet of the filter will 

indicate plugging of the filter.  

In addition, Ginna-type modifications have been made to the 

evaporator internals.  

Available operating experience demonstrates that a decontamination 
factor (ratio of inlet to outlet concentration) of ten is the lowest 
limit to be expected (due solely to the demineralizer) in this kind of 

a system.  

Both the modification of the waste evaporator and the addition of 
the demineralizer and the filter to. the liquid waste disposal system 
have been completed except for some testing, and both are scheduled for 
availability by initial criticality. (Page 111-42, Bottom; Page 111-42, 

Top; Page A-45, b).  
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APPENDIX G

Scope of Work for Ecological Studies 

at Indian Point0
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INDIAN POINT FIVE YEAR ECOLOGICAL STUDY

PRO)JECT SCOPE 

The proposed five year ecological study will begin at full intensity 
on April 1, 1972.  

The scope of work is proposed to accomplish the following major 
objectives: 

(1) Evaluate the biological significance of impinging fishes at 
our intakes.  

(2) Evaluate the biological significance of passing non-screenable 
organisms through the plants.  

(3) Evaluate the biological changes in the Hudson River ecosystem 
due to thermal and chemical discharge.  

Objective 1 - will be accomplished by estimating poptilation density, 
natural mortality, age distribution of the population, food habits, 
movements and migration routes, growth rates, exploitation rate on the 

screens, etc. These estimates will be made by mark-recapture procedures, 

aging of the population, etc. from the Haverstraw Bay area to the Beacon 

Bridge by collecting fish with trawls, seines, fish traps, gill nets, etc.  

Objective 2 - will be accomplished by determining the mortality rate of all 

nonscreenable organisms passing through the plants and predicting the 

biological significance of such a mortality rate on the Hudson River fishery.  

Objective 3 - will be accomplished by a biological survey of all 
acquatic organisms, physical and chemical measurements at the Indian 
Point area compared with control regions and determining species diversity 
and biomass per area in each region.  

These studies were recommended to Con Edison by the Lower Hudson 
River Policy Committee which is composed of members from agencies with 
regulatory responsibilities for the natural resources of the Hudson River.  
The studies will yield pertinent data necessary to evaluate the con
tinuing environmental impact of Units No, 1, 2v and 3.
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Radiological Investigation of the Aquatic Habitat 
of Hudson River 

Project Scope: To determine radiological effects of Indian Point4 

operation on the ecosystem. This is a continuing study, which 

originally commenced July 1969, which traces the fate of radio

nuclides released from the plant through the aquatic environment.  

This study, which commenced in July 1971 and continues through 

April 1973, consists of the following major study areas: 

1. Routine sampling and analysis of water and sediment, 

rooted vascular plants and fish for radionuclides.  

2. Provide an inventory of major long lived gamma emitting 

radionuclides.  

3. Study the effect of sailinity variation on the removal of 

radionuclides for the sedimenti 

4. Study of radionuclide content of phytoplankton and zoo

plankton.  

More specifically, the radionuclide studies (I above) conducted over 

the past two years have provided important-information concerning the 

fate of radionuclides released to the Hudson River from the operation 

of the Indian Point facility. This current program will provide a 

continuing record of radionuclide levels which can be compared with-past 

sampling results and will serve to provide baseline data for evaluating 

releases from Units 2 and 3 as they go into operation. The remaining 

three portions of the study are considered exploratory as opposed to 

monitoring. These three studies are expected to provide answers to the 

following questions:28 
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1. What is the total inventory of radionuclides in the 

sediments of the lower Hudson River estuary? What 

fraction of Indian Point liquid radionuclide dis

charges deposit in the sediments, and in which loca

tion does most of this deposition occur? 

2. What-is the variation in radionuclide inventory of 

the bottom sediments along a longitudinal section 

of the river? Can quantitative differences in 

sediment radioactivity at points along this long

itudinal section be correlated with difference in 

salinity? 

3. To what extent do the phytoplankton and zooplankton of 

the estuary accumulate radionuclides of natural and 

artificial origin? How do such accumulated levels 

in the plankton relate to radionuclide concentrations 

in higher links in the food chain, and especially in 

fish which may be consumed by man? 

This program has provided considerable information on the fate of radio

nuclides released to the Hudson River from the operation of the Indian 

Point facility. In particular, the studies have given perspectives 

to the relatively small quantities of these operational releases com

pared to radionuclides from weapons testing fallout and natural sources.  

A continuation of this program is necessary for two reasons. Foremost, 

the monitoring phase of this program is necessary to determine compliance 

with the Atomic Energy Commission radionuclide release limits as put 

forth in 10 CFR Part 20. Second, far more information is necessary of 

the pathway of radionuclides to man and the ultimate potential exposure 

to man from releases at Indian Point. 285



The information from this program is considered to be essential in W 

preparing for AEC hearings upcoming of Unit 3 and conversion of the 

provisional Unit 1 license to a permanent license.  

The importance of the information to date has already been shown in 

Unit 2 hearings where, based on information from these studies, the 

intervenors did not raise the question of radiological releases. It 

is essential, therefore, that this program be continued.  

Fathometer Studies at Indian Point 

Project Scope: The proposed study is a continuation of a survey of the 

density and distribution of fish in the ,vicinity of Indian Point. The 

specific objectives of the study are: 

1. Describe and quantify the distribution of fish in 

relation to the termal discharge and infake screens.  

2. To compare the density of fish in the vicinity of 

the plant with the quantity of fish removed from 

the intake.  

3. To attempt to monitor the density of fish in the 

vicinity of the intakes during specific fish tests.  

The echosounder will also be used by Texas Instruments in their five 

year ecological study so that fish density can be monitored during the 

sampling of fish with trawls.  

Objectives I and 2 will be accomplished by surveying a set pattern of 

transects which include the entire plant site. The fish recorded on 

the echosounder tape are counted by areas and then a fish density figure 

is computed based on the area covered by the echosounder. A density of 

fish by volume will be computed and compared with the number of fish per volume 
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removed to the intake screens.  

Objective 3 will be accomplished by mounting the transducer of the echo

sounder to beam across an intake structure and to record fish approach

ing the intake.  

Part I - Analysis of Fish Mortality Data at Indian Point 

Project Scope: Data has been collected on fish impingement at Indian Point 

since April 1970 under the direction of the Office of Environmental Affairs.  

The number of fish caught on the screens has fluctuated over a wide range.  

The variables that could have affected the number of fish caught are various 

parameters of plant operation, such as flow, tempearature rise through the 

condensers, number of pumps and condensers in use, etc., and various 

environmental factors such as the influence of night versus day, the 

influence of tidal conditions, fresh water flow and aqsociated salt water 

intrusion, temperature, etc. It is likely that some or several of these 

factors may have highly significant bearing on the fish impingement at 

Indian Point. The fish impingement data will be analyzed in accordance with 

standard statistical procedures using the facilities of a computer.  

Part 2 - Fish Sampling at Indian Point Intakes 

Project Scope: 

l. Gather data on the seasonal occurrence, species composition, 

and size composition of the fish collected at the intakes.  

2. Conduct tests of various fish protection devices and modes of 

operation.  

3. Monitor fish at the intakes in order to document the rate of 

withdrawal.  

4. Recover marked fish from the intake screens to establish a rate of 

exploitation by the intakes on selected fish populations.  
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Monitoring of fishes impinged at our intakes at Indian Point has been W 

requested by the New York Department of Environmental Conservation.  

Also, to estimate the exploitation rate of fishes on our screens, the 

number of marked fishes (part of study A) collected on the screens has to 

be determined. The fish monitoring on the screens is also a pertinent 

part of the overall testing procedure, which is needed to determine the 

best intake design and mode of plant operation to reduce the impact of plant 

operations on fish populations.  

Part 3 - Indian Point Flume Study 

The proposed flume study at Indian Point is designed to investigate the 

behavior of white perch and other species in relation to water flows 

and fish protection devices.  

Scope of Work: 

I., Evaluate the behavior of white perch in relation to fixed and 

traveling screens.  

2. Study the behavior of white perch at various velocities in 

order to predict behavior of fish at proposed common intake.  

3. Evaluate the fish protection value of various devices proposed 

for Indian Point: 

a) horizontal traveling screen 

b) air bubbler 

c) sound.  

Objective (1) will be accomplished by exposing test groups of white 

perch (and other species) to various screen arrangements and observing 

(and recording on video tape) their avoidance responses. Factors which 

may influence the behavior of fish such as water temperature, diurnal 

activity cycle, salinity and size of fish will be tested. The high 

percentage of white perch collected at the screens indicates that they 
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may display same unique behavioral problems.  

Objective (2) will 'be accomplished by' exposing test fish to a series of 

approach velocities (velocity immediately in front of screens) to determine 

if the fish will avoid the screens at, the proposed common intake structure.  

Objective (.3) will be accomplished by exposing test fish to various fish 

protection devices and recording their avoidance responses.  

The study of the fish problem at Indian Point has revealed thus far that 

a reduction in approach velocity is an effective way of reducing the number 

of fish impinged on the intake screens. However, velocity reduction has 

not eliminated the problem and is only available as a method of fish pro

tection during the winter months.  

Laboratory tests of the swirmming ability of white perch have indicated that 

the fish, in sizes caught in the intake screens, can swim at a speed in 

excess of the approach velocity now existing at Unit 1. This indicates 

that there is a behavioral problem since the fish does not exercise its 

ability to escape.  

Attempts have been made to observe the behavior of fish in front of the 

screens with a diver and using underwater television. In both cases the 

turbidity of the water prevented visual observation of the fish. A test 

device (the flume) is designed to permit observation and recording of fish 

behavior.
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APPENDIX H 

Testimony of Gerald J. Lauer, Ph. D., New York University on 
"Effects of Chemical Discharges from Indian Point Units 1 and 
2 on Biota and on River Chemistry," April 5, 1972.  

Testimony of Gerald J. Lauer, Ph. D., New York University on 
"Effects of Elevated Temperature and Entrainment on Hudson 
River Biota," April 5, 1972.  

Testimony of John P. Lawler, Ph. D., Quirk, Lawler, and Matusky 
Engineers on "The Effect of Indian Point Units 1 and .2 Cooling 
Water Discharge on Hudson River Temperature Distribution," 
April 5, 1972.  

Testimony of John P. Lawler, Ph. D., Quirk, Lawler, and Matusky 
Engineers on "The Effect of Entrainment at Indian Point on the 
Population of the Hudson River Striped Bass," April 5, 1972.  

All testimonies presented in the Licensing Hearings before the 
ASLB Board.  
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Applicant's Responses to the Comments from Federal, State and 

Local Agencies and Interested Persons and Groups made on June 9, 

June 27, July 5, July 6, July 27, and August 1, 1972 are in the 

Docket File (Docket No. 50-247) in the Public Document Rooms.
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